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Tautomerism and Dichroism in Anisotropic Media

A.Ghanadzadeh Gilani
Department of Chemistry, University of Guilan, Rasht, Iran
E-mail: aggilani@guilan.ac.ir

Keywords: Tautomerism / Azo dyes / Liquid crystals / Dichroism

Azoquinolin compounds are well known to be in equilibrium with other tautomeric forms. It
is described by the intra-molecular proton transfer between the phenol and imine groups in
ground and/or excited state. Nature and position of the substituents of the molecule play a
significant role on the tautomeric equilibrium, and thus on photo-physical properties.
Since the azo group is an electron acceptor. The hydrazone tautomer is favored by electron
withdrawing substituents, like NO2, because the imino group is an electron donor. Further
stabilization of the hydrazone tautomer is achieved with intra- or intermolecular hydrogen
bonding.
It is due to the large differences in the dipole moments and electron donor and acceptor
properties of each tautomer. Generally, the equilibrium is influenced strongly by the
properties of the solvent. The hydrazone tautomer is promoted by an increase in the polarity
of the media. Both tautomers can be detected from the visible absorption spectra. The
differences between the absorption spectra of the tautomeric compounds can be used to
distinguish them.
The anisotropic solvation characteristic of azoquinolins (Fig. 1) in polar nematic liquid
crystals was investigated. The azoquinolin dyes in the polar nematic hosts show an
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anomalous behavior. From the spectral data (Fig. 2), the influence of anisotropic
environment on the solvation of the compound is complicated. However, the spectral
behavior of azoquinolins in nematic solvent should have multiple origins, and several
interactions contribute to some extent.

Fig. 1 o-azoquinolin dye

For the dye, the azo form is almost entirely dominated in polar nematic host, while the
compound remains dominantly in hydrazone form in dipolar aprotic solvents such as
acetonitrile.

Fig. 2 Visible absorption spectra of o-azoquinolin in liquid and liquid crystalline solutions

It should be concluded that, the spectral changes in nematic host depends on several factors
such as solvent polarity, viscosity, molecular packing, polarizability and host rigidity.
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The polarized absorptions spectra of the compounds were recorded in parallel-aligned liquid
crystal cells and their dichroic ratios were obtained. The dichroic ratios ( R

All / AA ) of the

dyes dissolved in the nematic host were calculated from the absorption of light polarized
parallel ( All ) and perpendicular ( AA ) to the liquid crystal alignment (Fig. 3).
According to the dichroism results obtained in the present work the dichroic ratios R of the
dyes are larger than one. This means that the absorption bands for these dyes could be
considered as parallel transition (i.e. S  S *).

Fig. 3

References:
[1]A. Ghanadzadeh Gilani, E. Moradi, S. Binay, M. Moghadam, Spectrochim. Acta A 2012,
87 112
[2]A. Ghanadzadeh Gilani, M. Moghadam, M.S. Zakerhamidi, E. Moradi, Dyes Pigm. 2012,
92,1320
[3]A. Ghanadzadeh Gilani, M.R. Yazdanbakhsh, N. Mahmoodi, M. Moghadam, E. Moradi, J.
Mol. Liq. 2008, 139, 72.
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Nanoporous Materials and Its Applications

Alireza Badiei
School of chemistry, College of Science, University of Tehran, Iran1

Order forms of nanoporous materials have been synthesized in a variety of hexagonal, cubic,
and lamellar phases through the reaction of inorganic species in the presence of surfactant
self-assemblies as supramolecular templates [1]. These materials have attracted vast interest
because of their potential application as catalysts [2-5], solid phase microextraction (SPME)
[6, 7], metal scavengers [8], preconcentration of metals [9, 10] and in the modified electrodes
[11-13].Up to now, the synthesis pathways, which rely on the competition between
hydrophilic and hydrophobic entities are not full understood. They involve interfacial
chemistry that is studied here in the purpose to i) improvement the quality of the material, ii)
find novel routes for metal functionalization and iii) modify the hydrophobicity of the
surface. The materials were characterized using various techniques: elemental analysis,
atomic absorption, nitrogen adsorption-desorption, ion chromatography, XRD, FT-IR, UVvisible and solid state NMR.
Taking advantage of the electrostatic interface between the silanolate groups and surfactant
head groups in the as-synthesis form of MTS, cobalt (III) complexes were directly ion
exchanged with surfactant in ethanol solution. The adsorbed complex is either in pure
electrostatic interaction with the surface or grafted at the surface within the channels
depending on the nature of the complex. This method provides a novel post-synthesis metal
modification route that preserves the channel structure and, saves a calcination step in
comparison with other synthesis routes [14-16].
5
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A new analytical method to titrate the silanolate groups on the surface of MTS has been
proposed which allows to measure surface charge density (SCD). This method has been used
to evidence the effect of the surfactant counterion on SCD. We have also shown that a higher
lyotropic character of the anions favours long range order of the mesostructure.Therefore, the
well accepted {S+, I-} generic pathway should be better referred as to {S+, m X-, (1-m) I-}
[16-19].
Direct displacement of surfactant by the silylating agent has been shown to take place on the
as-synthesized form of MTS. Total or partial silylation of the surface is obtained depending
of the silylating agent. A mixture of chloromethylsilane in hexamethyldisiloxane leads to full
coverage of trimethylsilyl groups and to a highly hydrophobic surface. Hexamethyldisilazane
silylates with almost no displacement of the surfactant. A subsequent removal of the latter
leaves behind hydrophilic islands of the size of the ammonium head. Cation exchange can be
performed in these islands at pH up to 10 without structure collapse [20-21].
A new approach to produce the nano-layered silica using very low surfactant concentration
was provided. This method is safe and cheap with too high yield of the product to the
template without necessity to recovery of surfactant. The effect of temperature, crystallization
time and co-surfactant concentration on phase formation was studied. The result of this part
of research was proofed in US patent No. 13034357 [22].

References
[1] Beck J.S. et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1992, 114, 10834.
[2]D. Trong On D et al., Appl. Catal. A:Gen. 2001, 222, 299.
[3]Gholami J, Badiei A, Abbasi A and Mohammadi Ziarani G Chin. J. Catal. 2012, 33, 1347.
[4]Badiei A, Gholami J, Khaniani Y, E-J. Chem. 2009, 6, S324.
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Dynamics and Diffusion of N2 and O2 in Zeolite Li-LSX Studied by
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
M. H. Kowsari *a,b, Mahdiyeh Bamdad b , and Mahmud Ashrafizaadeh b
a

Department of Chemistry, Institute for Advanced Studies in Basic Science (IASBS), Zanjan, 45137-66731,
Iran.

b

Department of Mechanical Engineering and Sheikh Bahaei National High-Performance Computing Center,

Isfahan University of Technology, Isfahan, 84156-83111, Iran. (E-mail: mohammad.kowsari@gmail.com)
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Introduction:
Studying the dynamics behavior of molecules inside the pores of zeolites is a central feature
to control the performance of these materials in many industrial applications. For example,
the differences in diffusion coefficients of the guest species in the pore media basically
control of separation procedure. Previous researches show that zeolite Li-LSX, with |Li 96|
[Si96 Al96 O384] formula unit, is suitable for selectively adsorbs nitrogen over oxygen [1].
Thus, this zeolite can be used for effective separation of N2 from air, and for O2 production in
the chemical industry.
In this work, the dynamics and the self-diffusion coefficients of N2 and O2, both as pure
species and as air binary mixtures, in two designed states of zeolite Li-LSX, were studied by
MD simulations. The main purpose of this study is to compare the mean square displacement
(MSD) and diffusion of N2 and O2 in zeolite Li-LSX. We also determine the effect of
temperature, loading, and Li III situation on the dynamics of guest species inside of the
Li-LSX framework.
Computational Details and Methodology:
Extensive NVT and NVE MD simulations are carried out by DL_POLY program to study the
dynamics and the diffusion of N2 and O2 at different loading in 2×2×2 replica of the cubic
unit cell (Fd-3) of Li-LSX for several temperatures between 260 and 700 K. The
10
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intermolecular interactions were employed using Lennard–Jones (12–6) and coulombic
potentials by the reported parameters in Ref. [2]. Except of Li III cationic sites, which are
considered in both of fixed and mobile form in the simulations, other atoms of zeolite are
fixed at the crystallographic coordinates obtained by Lobo [3]. The gas molecules were
modeled as rigid sites and inserted randomly in the pores using of Mercury program. Periodic
boundary conditions were employed and the equations of motion were integrated using the
Verlet leapfrog scheme. The time step of the simulations was 1 fs and cutoff distance of
Rcutoff = 20 Å. The electrostatic interactions were calculated using the Ewald summation
method. The final MSD results for N2 / O2 were obtained by ensemble–averaging from 350 ps
of five NVE runs in each case. The self-diffusion coefficient of particle i is obtained from the
slope of the MSD plot versus time using Einstein relation.

MSD / Å2

Results and Discussions:
Simulated MSDs are compared for the gases of binary mixtures inside of zeolite Li-LSX in
Figure 1. The calculated diffusion coefficients of gases from the Einstein relation at different
temperatures and conditions are also reported in Table 1. O2 illustrates faster dynamics than
N2 inside the zeolite. Our results show that the MSD and diffusion of N2 increase in the
presence of mobile Li III cations in the simulations. This is a result of the strong interaction
of the quadrupole moment of N2 molecules by the electric field associated with the Li cations
of the Li-LSX lattice.
Table 1. Simulated diffusion coefficients, Di, (in 10-8 m2s-1), at
different temperatures for O2 and N2, as binary mixtures and as single
species, in LiLSX framework using of fixed Li III ( with the diffusion
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Figure 1. The calculated MSDs for O2
and N2 as air binary mixtures in LiLSX at
400K for two forms of Li III cations in
the simulations.

T/

DN2; in mix

DO2; in mix

DN2; pure

DO2; pure

K

(N2/O2) (16:4)/uc

(N2/O2)

(loading 16/uc)

(loading 4/uc)

(16:4)/uc

29

0.11,(1.01)

2.77,(2.76)

-----,(0.98)

3.00,(3.34)

0.82,(2.27)

3.70,(3.65)

0.71,(2.56)

4.26,(4.35)

8
40

0
Summary and Conclusions:
MD simulations are used to study the 50 1.80,(3.41) 3.95,(3.97) 1.93,(3.35) 4.62,(4.91)
dynamics and diffusion of N2 and O2
0
in Li-LSX zeolite at different
loadings, temperatures, and the fixed 60 2.92,(4.50) 4.39,(4.47) 2.76,(4.13) 6.00,(5.59)
or mobile situations of Li cationic
0
sites. We find that the Li III cationic
70 3.67,(4.84) 4.92,(5.39) 3.95,(4.63) 6.60,(7.62)
sites have an important role in the
0
dynamics and diffusion of N2
molecules. Further research is
planned to study the activation energy for diffusion process of gases and more description of
the dynamics of guests in Li-LSX zeolite.

Acknowledgement:
Financial support of the Aviation Industries and the ministry of science and the
computational support of National High-Performance Computing Center of the Isfahan
University of Technology are acknowledged.
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[1] R. K. Agha, G. De Weireld, and M. Frère; Adsorption; 11, 179–182, 2005.
[2] K. Watanabe, N. Austin, and M. R. Stapleton; Mol. Simul.; 15, 197–221, 1995.
[3] M. Feuerstein and R. F. Lobo; Chem. Mater.; 10, 2197–2204, 1998.
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Vapor-liquid interfacial properties of ionic liquids
A. Maghari and F. Ziamajidi
Department of Physical Chemistry, University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran
ziamajidi@khayam.ut.ac.ir

Introduction:
Ionic liquids are essentially molten salts composed entirely of a mixture of anions and cations
with a melting temperature below the boiling temperature of water. These are rapidly gaining
interest as replacements for traditional organic solvents used in chemical processes. They
have the ability to dissolve an enormous range of inorganic, organic, and polymeric materials
at very high concentrations, are noncorrosive, and have low viscosities and no significant
vapor pressures. In this work, we developed a new version of SAFT EOS to describe the
behavior of vapor-liquid interfacial properties of ionic liquids using a density functional
theory (DFT). We have calculated the surface tension as well as interfacial surface thickness
with use of three methods, including the common intersection method (CIM), Winkelmann
method and inversion method. The calculated results are also compared with experimental
data and show that these methods are given satisfactory predictions the surface thickness and
its corresponding surface tension at various temperature.

Method:
The fluid in the surface region is assumed an inhomogeneous one. In the vertical direction of
the surface, density gradient

is changed with z and is usually approximated using the

hyperbolic tangent function imposed by the van der waals theory of capillarity:
13
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(1)
where

is surface thickness,

and

are liquid and vapor densities, respectively. The

surface tension can be expressed as follows:
(2)
where p is normal pressure,

is the tangential pressure tensor that can be calculated

from the density in every layer by the EOS.
From Eq. (1), it can be seen that the density profile

depends on the surface thickness .

Winkelmann used the following expression to estimate the surface thickness [1]:
(3)

Furthermore, Maghari et al. [2,3] have presented a novel approach, named common
intersection method (CIM) based upon the characteristic of an intersection point on the
isotherms of the density profile versus density. Moreover, they introduced an inversion
method to predict the surface thickness from the surface tension experimental data.
In this work, the surface thicknesses of some ionic liquids obtained from these methods, are
used for calculating of surface tension by DFT approach and modified SAFT BACK EOS.

Results and discussion:
The behavior of surface tension and surface thickness versus temperature for hexyl
-3-methylimidazolium tetra flour borate (as an example of ionic liquid) are shown in Figs 1
14
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and 2, respectively. Surface tension decreases with increasing temperature, whereas surface
thickness increases with increasing temperature. The results presented indicate that within the
-3-methylimidazolium family the increase in the cation alkyl chain length reduces the surface
tension values.

Fig. 2. Surface tension of [Hmim][BF4] from

Fig. 1. Surface thickness of [Hmim][BF4] from

293 to 342 K.with different methods: Ƈ,Invesion,

293 to 342 K.with DFT method: Ƈ,Inversion,
Ÿ i k l

Ÿ CIM

CIM

Wi k l

Reference:
[1] J. Winkelmann, .J Phys. Condens. Matter, 13 (2001) 4739.
[2] A. Maghari and M. Najafi, 2009, J. Stat. Mech, (2009) PO5003.
[3] A. Maghari and M. Najafi, J. Stat. Mech, (2009) PO2041.
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation of an Amine-Functionalized
Imidazolium-Based Ionic Liquid
M. H. Kowsari* and M. Aziznezhad
Department of Chemistry, Institute for Advanced studies in Basic Sciences (IASBS), Zanjan, 45137-66731, Iran
(E-mail: mohammad.kowsari@gmail.com; mohammadaziznezhad@gmail.com)

Key words: Molecular dynamics, Ionic liquid, CO2 capture, Transport properties.
Introduction:
Rising of unexpected emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere is one of the great
challenges in this world. Recent studies show that the Ionic liquids (ILs) can be used as the
suitable liquid absorbents in the capture of CO2 from its production places and prior to
atmospheric release. However, this sequestration and capturing capacity can be improved by
introducing basic character in the ILs. Functionalization of ILs with a suitable moiety (like
amine) may be implied in this regard. As the first stage of drawing CO2 capture process in
ILs, in this work we investigate the structure and properties of the pure IL
1-(3-aminopropyl)-3-methyl-imidazolium
tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate,
([apmim][FEP]) as the proper absorbent candidate, with molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation. The purpose of this work is to provide clear microscopic picture of this IL in pure
state and determine the role of amine functionalized cations and perfluorinated anions on the
properties of ILs. Finally we will used of the simulation results of pure ionic liquids as the
initial point for simulating of CO2 capture in this ionic media in nearly future.
Computational methods:
The force field parameters used in this work for the [apmim]+ cation and the [FEP]- anion is
reported by Maginn et al. [1,2]. The simulations were done in constant pressure and
temperature (NpT) ensemble with the Nosé–Hoover thermostat/barostat algorithm as
implement in the DL_POLY 2.18 package [3]. The simulation box consists of 150 ion pairs of
[apmim][FEP]. Periodic boundary conditions were used, and the equations of motion were
integrated using the Verlet leapfrog scheme. In all simulations, pressure, time step, and cutoff
16
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distance were fixed at 1 atm, 0.001 ps and 17 Å, respectively. After equilibration of system in
several steps up to desired temperatures (300, 400, and 500 K), generally the production runs
with ~7.5 ns trajectory time length used for data collecting and analysis.
Results and discussion:
We compute the radial distribution functions (RDFs), mean-square displacements (MSDs),
velocity autocorrelation functions (VACFs), and diffusion coefficients of ionic species in this
ionic liquid. Some of calculated properties are summarized for example in Figure 1. The
diffusion coefficients of ions are calculated from the slope of mean square displacement
plots, and the electrical conductivity from the Nernst-Einstein formulas. Simulation results
are in agreement with experiment in predicting relative trends of properties and determining
the role of the amine functionalized imidazolium-based cation and perfluorinated [FEP]anion on the dynamics and transport behavior of this task specific ionic liquid compared with
common ILs.

Figure 1: The calculated MSDs of ions at different temperatures (left), and the RDFs for the key atomic sites of
the cation-anion, cation-cation, and the anion-anion from the simulation of [pamim][FEP] at 400 K (right).

Acknowledgments:
The financial support of this work by Iran National Science Foundation and computational
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Molecular Dynamics Simulations Studies of surfactant -Wrapped Single
-Walled Carbon Nanotubes surface
M. Foroutan*, M. Fatemi
Department of Physical Chemistry, School of Chemistry, College of Science, University of Tehran, Tehran,
Iran, m.fatemi@khayam.ut.ac.ir

Keywords: Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation, Carbon Nanotubes (CNT), Triton X100
Surfactant, Radius of Gyration (Rg).
Introduction :
We used a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation approach to probe the behaviors of the
carbon nanotubes (CNT) with Triton X100 surfactant. So we assess nanotubes in different
temperatures and diameter, according as the result of our simulations; the strong
intermolecular interaction between CNT and TX100 that cannot be influenced by the
temperature in the rage we reported, and with an increase in nanotubes diameter, the
interaction energy is increased.
Computational Procedure:
MD simulations were performed in the Tinker molecular modeling package (version 5.0)[1],
using the AMBER99 force field, we used the (5,5), (6,6), (9,9), and (10,10) CNTs armchair
with a length of about 25Å. The diameter of CNTs ranges from 6.68 to 13.46 Å. Using a
canonical ensemble (constant NVT), the velocity form of Verlet algorithm method and the
Nose-Hoover thermostat algorithm were used to integrate the equations of motion with a time
step of 1.0 fs. Non-bonded van-der-Waals interactions were modeled by a Lennard-Jones
potential with a cut-off distance of 1.2 nm. Our simulation is related to the behavior of the
TX100 when they are close to the CNT in an “ideal” poor solvent.
Results and Discussion:
Figure 1 and 2 represent the snapshots of CNT wrapped by the TX100. As figure 3 shows;
with an increase in CNT diameter, the interaction energy is increased[2], because the surface
19
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contact area between them increases accordingly, As Figure 4 shows; the attractive
interaction of the TX100 with the CNT increasing only slightly with increasing temperature.
Thus, the temperature dependence of the interaction energies can be considered negligible.
As figure 5 shows, the radius of gyration (Rg) values of TX100 molecules increasing and
show a fluctuation as the flexible hydrophilic polyethylene oxide chains wrap around the
CNTs. As figure 6 shows, the Rg of TX100, when interaction with CNTs is higher than
without CNTs, is caused by the intermolecular energy between TX100 and CNTs, which
directly gives rise to the strong ʌ-ʌ interactions [3] with the nanotube surface, called
“ʌ-stacking”[4] are responsible for the strong tendency of nanotubes to “stick together”,
which is a major obstacle to their processing.
Conclusion:
Our simulation results showed that, the CNTs with larger diameter are suggested as better
candidates compared to smaller CNTs in diameter for nanocomposite reinforcement
applications ,and the higher temperature and consequently higher kinetic energy does not
have any significant effect on the total TX100 size.

Fig. 1. Front view snapshot for a (5, 5) CNT Wrapping by
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Introduction:
Ionic liquids (ILs) are green liquid salts composed of organic cations and organic or inorganic
anions. A combination of different anions and cations in ILs will lead to an infinitely large
number of compounds with different properties. Some physical and chemical properties of
ILs can be tailored by the selection of suitable cations, anions and substituent groups on the
ions. Consequently, to design new ILs for specific tasks, it is very important to understand the
relationship between the ionic structures and the fundamental properties of ILs [1].
In this work, atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used to study of the
diverse thermodynamic quantities, structural features, dynamical behavior, and transport
properties of four ionic liquids based on the imidazolium cation ([bmmim]+:
1-butyl-2,3-dimethyl-imidazolium, [pamim]+: 1-(3-aminopropyl)-3-methyl-imidazolium,
[bmim]+: 1-butyl-3-methyl-imidazolium, and [mim]+: 1-methyl-imidazolium) and
bis(trifluoromethane-sulfonyl)imide, (CF3SO2)2N– (also known as [Tf2N]–) anion. The main
purpose of these simulations is to compare the thermodynamic quantities (see Table 1), the
mean square displacements (MSDs), transport coefficients, and the radial distribution
functions (RDFs) of ILs. Finally, we determine the effects of alkyl / functional substituent
groups of imidazolium cations on the properties of these ILs.
Computational methods:
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MD Simulations of the four ILs were carried out with at least 5000 atoms (125–180 ion pairs)
in the simulation cell at 298, 400, 450, 500, and 600 K. In all simulations via DL-POLY 2.18
software [2], pressure, time step, and cutoff distance were fixed at 1 atm, 0.001 ps and 16.5
Å, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were employed, and the equations of motion
were integrated using the Verlet leapfrog scheme. For each ionic liquid, all simulations were
performed in the isothermal–isobaric (NpT) ensemble at five different temperatures during 5
ns to reach the equilibration of the system. To calculate the properties which are mentioned
above, each of the equilibrated system was studied in the NpT ensemble with the long
simulation run for 7.5 ns.
Results and discussion:
Some of calculated thermodynamic properties are summarized for example in Table 1. The
diffusion coefficients of ions are calculated from the slope of mean square displacement
plots, the electrical conductivity from the Nernst-Einstein formulas, and the viscosity from
the Stokes-Einstein relation. Simulation results are in agreement with experiment in
predicting relative trends of properties and determining the role of the substituted cation
structure on the dynamics, thermodynamics, and transport behavior of this family of ionic
liquids. Radial distribution functions of different atomic sites were also calculated at 400 K.
Table 1. The calculated internal energy of vaporization (
volume

), molar

, and cohesive energy density (c) from simulations of 4 ILs at two temperatures.

[X][Tf2N] ILs

T

Vm

c

[X]+

(K)

(cm3/mol)

(J/cm3)

[bmmim]+

400

179.030

182.360

310.325

576.91

500

161.631

165.791

331.301

487.90

400

214.412

217.742

280.749

763.71

500

190.804

194.228

300.429

635.11

[pamim]+
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[bmim]+

[mim]+

400

117.826

121.156

301.321

391.03

500

93.240

97.400

322.653

288.98

400

80.211

80.211

218.434

351.96

600

32.166

245.332

131.11

37.154

Conclusions:
we determine the effects of changing the substituent groups of imidazolium cations on a wide
range of properties of 4 imidazolium-based ILs. The trends in the MSD, diffusion coefficient,
and electrical conductivity of studied systems are: [bmim][Tf2N] > [pamim][Tf2N] >
[bmmim][Tf2N] > [mim][Tf2N]. The trends in the

,

and cohesive energy

density in these series of ILs are: [pamim][Tf2N] > [bmmim][Tf2N] > [bmim][Tf2N] >
[mim][Tf2N].
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Introduction:
The interactions between noble metals and noble gas atoms have become of great interest in
theoretical and experimental investigations due to their respective noble characters. In recent
years many effort has been expanded to prepare and characterize the systems in which a
noble metal like Au, Ag, and Cu is bound to a noble gas. During the last few years, noble
metal clusters have attracted great attention in basic science due to their unique physical and
chemical properties. These metals clusters play an important role in several high technology
fields such as nanoelectronic and nanomaterials. Most of the experimental works have been
investigated the structure, electronic and optical properties of metal cluster in embedding rare
gas matrix. However there has been rarely attention on the interaction of metal clusters with
noble gas atoms. In the present work, calculation have been carried out in
complexes (M = Cu, Ag and Au; Rg = Kr, Xe and Rn; ȣ = 0 and ±1) and the nature of M–Rg
bond has been investigated based on NBO, QTAIM, and EDA analysis.
Method of Calculation:
The interaction of trimer metal clusters with noble gas atoms calculated at
DFT-CAM-B3LP/aug-cc-pVDZ-PP and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ-PP level of theory, using the
Gaussian 03 and 09 suites of programs. The interaction energy is defined as the difference
between the energy of a complex and sum of the energies of its components, and interaction
energies were corrected for the basis set superposition error. To reveal the nature of bonds,
the NBO, QTAIM, and EDA analyses were carried out on CAM-B3LYP structures.
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Result and Discussion:
The symmetry of optimized structure for anionic and cationic trimer corresponds to D f h and
D3 h point groups, respectively. Neutral gold trimer have C 2 v and D3 h symmetry (in

agreement with the Jahn-Teller effect). The optimized geometry for the lowest-lying isomers
of

(ȣ = 0 and ±1) complexes with rare gas atoms have been displayed in Figure1. The

equilibrium bond lengths and binding energies have been obtained for these complexes.
According to Figure 2, for same metal, the values of interaction energies for the rare gases
have the order of Rn > Xe > Kr, and also the corresponding values for gold complexes are
higher than copper and silver complexes. As a matter of fact, these results were obtained for
all of the

complexes.

M 3  Rg

M 3  Rg

M 3 (t )  Rg

M 3 (b )  Rg

Figure 1: Geometrical structure of neutral and ionic coinage metal clusters and their complexes.

The higher electron affinity (EA) of cationic complexes than neutral and anionic complexes
leads to higher binding energies for cationic complexes than

Figure 2: Binding energy (kcal mol-1) and equilibrium bond lengths (Å) for

and

.

complexes

NBO analysis has been held on optimized CAM-B3LYP structures. Obviously, the positive
natural charge (NPA) of Rg atoms in the same metal complexes increases through Kr to Rn.
This indicates a substantial amount of charge transfer from Rg to M3 clusters. However, for
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Rg
Rg
same Rg atoms complexes with different metals, qRg has the order of q Au
> qCu
>
3  Rg
3  Rg
Rg
The QTAIM analysis, based on the bond critical point properties, revealed that
q Ag
3  Rg

cationic and neutral complexes had both electrostatic (  2 U ( r ) ! 0 ) and covalent (H(r) < 0)
characters, simultaneously. While, for anionic complexes, both

 2 U (r )

and H(r) are positive

and these bonds are electrostatic in nature.
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Introduction:
The all-trans-1,3,5,7-octatetraene has two close-lying lowest singlet excited electronic states
-the ionic 11 Bu electronic state, and the covalent 21Ag electronic state which lies lower than
the 11 Bu state. In condensed phases, excitation to 11Bu state is typically followed by fast
relaxation to the 21Ag state, which is responsible for the red-shifted fluorescence emission
spectra.
It is the purpose of this article to calculate and compare the internal conversion decay rate
constants of the all-trans-1,3,5,7-octatetraene (hereafter, simply referred to as ”octatetraene”)
in the condensed and gas phases.

Theory:
The Internal conversion decay is due to the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. The general expressions we previously derived for calculating the internal
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conversion rate constants between two displaced-distorted-rotated adiabatic potential energy
surfaces have been used to determine the decay rate constants for 11Bu

21Ag internal

conversions of octatetraene in which the coupling between the 11Bu and 21Ag occurs by the
non-totally symmetric bu modes. A recipe that allows one to estimate the Duschinsky
parameters from the relative intensities of vibronic bands in absorption-emission spectra are
also developed.

Results and discussion:
The phase-dependency of

the zero-zero energy gap, frequencies of totally symmetric

accepting modes, and Huang-Rhys factors for the 11Bu

21Ag internal conversion guided us

to estimate the associated decay time in free jet expansions, static gas, and n-octane and nhexane matrices.
Following table indicates that in the low temperature limit 11Bu

21Ag internal conversion

takes place more efficiently in the condensed phase than in the gas phase.
Table1. Decay time constant associated with 11 Bu

21Ag internal conversion

for octatetraene in different phases

21Ag

W IC 1 k IC 

1
zeroͲzeroenergygap ( cm ) 

freejetexpansions

1.65(ps)

6604

staticgas

2.36(ps)

6574

nͲoctane

232.22(fs)

3522

nͲhexane

290.12(fs)

3388

11Bu
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These results are in consistent with the ratio (11Bu o 11Ag) / (21Ag o 11Ag) of integrated
fluorescence intensity that was experimentally estimated to be ~16.6 in the gas phase [1] and
0.1±0.05 in acetonitrile solution [2]. The internal conversion in acetonitrile solution at 293 K
was estimated to be 400 fs [2]. In addition, we found that a 3-mode model consisting of
promoting mode Q 38 (of symmetry bu, which is composed of CC double-bond stretches,

CH 2 scissors, and CH in-plane bends [3]), which has the highest vibronic coupling and two
totally symmetric accepting modes Q 6 (consisting of in-phase CC double-bond stretches,

CH 2 scissors, and CH in-plane bends [3]) and Q 12 (consisting of the in-phase CC singlebond stretches and CH in-plane bends [3]) could be considered as the minimal models for
the 11Bu

21Ag internal conversion both in condensed and in gas phase. Moreover, it has

been found that distortions of vibrational modes to some extent increase the decay rate
constant of this transition in gas phase, and have minor effect on the rate in condensed phase.

Conclusion:
Our calculations show that in the low temperature limit the 11 Bu

21Ag internal conversion

takes place on a 232-290 fs time scale in condensed phase and 2 ps in gas phase.
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Introduction:
Delocalized ʌޤhydrocarbyl ligands cyclobutadiene, C4H4, (Cb), trimethylenemethane,
C(CH2)3, (TMM), and cyclopropenyl (C3H3) belong to the fundamentally important species
that for a long time have been considered as prototypical reactive intermediates which are too
unstable to isolate under usual experimental conditions. A common feature for these reactive
intermediates is that coordinated forms of them behave as if they are aromatic species,
although they do not satisfy the simple Hückel criterion for aromaticity (4n+2 ʌ electron) in
their free state.
The purpose of this study is the elucidation of bonding interaction between this group of
ligands and a selected series of Ș5ޤcyclopentadienyl metal complexes (Ș5ޤC5H5)M with
M=Co, Rh, in complexes CpMޤCb, CpMޤTMM, and [CpMޤC3H3]ޤ.
Method:
Full geometry optimization has been performed at the framework of the DFT level, at the
BP86 level of theory, being embedded in Gaussian 09 program. The basis sets for all atoms
have a triple-ȗ quality augmented with two sets of polarization functions, def2-TZVPP. The
core electrons are approximated by the effective core potentials (ECP). To describe the nature
of bonding interactions we use energy decomposition analysis on natural orbitals for
chemical valence (EDA-NOCV) [1] implemented in ADF2009 package. Therefore, the
second set of geometry optimization is carried out at BP86/TZ2P+ level with ADF package.
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Results and Discussion:
Energy information origination from EDA-NOCV analysis, shows that in complexes
CpM-Cb, CpM-TMM and [CpM-C3H3]- (M=Co, Rh), the heterolytic fragmentation, CpCo+2
and TMM-2/Cb-2, corresponding to the ionic view, is accompanied by the a higher price in
terms of energy compared to the homolytic fragmentation, CpCoĹĹ and TMMĻĻ/CbĻĻ,
corresponding to the covalent view. For example in CpCo-Cb complex, while the orbital
interaction ǻEorb of neutral species generates -189.9 kcal/mol stabilization, the ǻEorb of
doubly charged framework of CpCo+2 and Cb- 2 rises to -347.8 kcal/mol. The values of
dissociation energies also show that heterolytic (ionic) dissociation of CpCo-Cb (De= -706.2
kcal/mol) is almost six times more endothermic; i. e., less favorable, than the homolytic
(covalent) dissociation (De=-127.6 kcal/mol). The same trend is observed for the interaction
energy ǻEint of the charged fragments (-723.2 kcal/mol) compared to the neutral ones (-128.6
kcal/mol).
Conclusion:
The bonding interactions in complexes CpMޤCb, CpMޤTMM, and [CpMޤC3H3] ޤhave been
analyzed by charge and energy decomposition EDAޤNOCV and MO analyses. A common
feature for these reactive intermediates is that coordinated forms of them behave as if they are
aromatic species, although they do not satisfy the simple Hückel criterion for aromaticity
(4n+2 ʌ electron) in their free state. There seems to be a general notion that the rich
chemistry of these reactive molecules concerns the formation of a dianionic 6ޤʌ electron
donor ligand (Cbޤ2/TMMޤ2) and satisfaction of Hückel’s 4n+2 rule, through interaction with
metal based fragments. In contrast to this common belief, EDAޤNOCV analysis shows that
the origin of this behavior lies in the strong covalent bonding interaction between the valence
dʌ orbitals of the metal atom and pʌ orbitals of the ligand.
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Michalak, J. Mol. Model. 2008, 14, 681; (d) M. p. Mitoraj, A. Michalak, Organometallics
2007, 26, 6576; (e) M. Mitoraj, A. Michalak, J. Mol. Model. 2007, 13, 347.
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Introduction:
The linear polyenes are a class of molecules whose spectroscopy, photophysics, and
photochemistry have been a subject of active research, and are excellent candidates for
illustrating the theory of non-Condon vibronic transitions. From various spectroscopic
observations, it has been revealed that the linear (all-trans-)polyenes with four or more
double bonds have two close-lying lowest singlet excited electronic states: the ionic 11 Bu
electronic state, and the covalent 21Ag electronic state which lies lower than the 11 Bu state.
The transition from the ground state 11 Ag to 11 Bu state is strongly dipole allowed which
leads to well-resolved absorption spectra, whereas to the 21Ag state is symmetrically
forbidden but vibronically allowed.

In this study we present a general approach for
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calculating the Condon vibronic structure observed in electronic absorption and fluorescence
spectra of all-trans-1,3,5,7-octatetraene.

Theory:
1. Absorption spectra: For a molecular electronic absorption process in an isotropic medium,
in which the transitions occur from the statistically equilibrated ground ) g (r,Q) F v (Q) to the
manifold of all final excited ) e (r,Qc) F v c (Qc) adiabatic vibronic states, the thermally
averaged absorption cross section D (Z , T ) is obtained as
f

4SZ
Re ³ dt exp[i (: eg  Z )t  J eg t ] g a (t )
3!c
0

D (Z , T )
(1)

where c is the speed of light, :eg is 0  0c transition angular frequency, J eg is the width of
vibronic band, and g a (t ) is the time correlation function. Evaluation of g a (t ) gives

g a (t )

2 N g a (t ) (det ī 1īc1TTcW1W2 ) 1 2 exp(DT W31D)

(2) where N is number of independent harmonic oscillators, ī (ī c) is N u N diagonal matrix
of reduced frequency Z j (Z cj ) ! , T , Tc , A , Ac are N u N diagonal matrices that their
elements
Aj

are

defined

(1  Q j )  Q j exp( iZ j t )
(1  Q j )  Q j exp( iZ j t )

as
, Acj

mean occupation number, W1

Tj

(1  Q j ) 2  Q j2 exp( 2iZ j t )

1  exp(iZcj t )
, respectively; Q j
1  exp(iZcj t )

,

Tjc 1  exp(2iZcj t )

,

[exp(!Z j kT )  1]1 is the

īA  īcAc , W2 īA1  īcAc1 , W3 īc1Ac1  ī 1A 1 , D is

the column vector whose components are the shift of the equilibrium nuclear configuration of
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the excited respect to that of the ground electronic state. For the dipole-allowed electronic
2

transition g a(t) | ȝ ge (0) in which ȝ ge (0) is the electronic transition dipole moment at the
equilibrium configuration of the ground electronic state.
2. Normal fluorescence: The fluorescence intensity from the statistically equilibrated excited
) e (r,Qc) F vc (Qc) to the manifold of all ground ) g (r,Q) Fv (Q) adiabatic states can be written as

w (Z , T )

f

4Z 3
Re ³ dt exp[i (: eg  Z )t  J eg t ]g e (t )
3!c 3S
0

(3)
where the expression for g e (t ) is similar to that of g a (t ) .

Results and discussion:
Absorption 11 Ag o11 Bu and fluorescence 11 Bu o11 Ag spectra of octatetraene have been
calculated using equations (1) and (3), respectively in the 35053-42553 cmí1 region by
including all bu and active a g totally symmetric modes at both jet-cooled and room
temperature. A mirror image relationship exists between fluorescence and absorption spectra.
The intensity of all vibronic bands are calculated relative to that of 0  0c band.
Conclusion:
Our calculations show that there is a good agreement between the vibronic structure of
spectra calculated in this work and those obtained experimentally [1, 2, 3].
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Introduction:
There are numerous experimental data on the relaxation of the CS2 molecule by a variety of
bath rare gases [1,2] which their interpretation needs to have an accurate potential energy
surface for the interaction of CS2 with the bath gas. The only report on the interaction of CS2
with the rare gases is related to the work of Bruhel et al.[3] In the present work, the potential
energy surface (PES) of CS2-Ar, CS2-Ne and CS2-He are calculated using ab initio method.
The interaction second Virial coefficient (B12) of the considered complexes are calculated
using their calculated PES. In addition, the vibrational energy levels of the most stable
configuration of each complex are also calculated.
Method :
The dimer geometry is described by two variables (R, T) where R is the center of mass
separation between the rare gas and CS2, and T is the angle between the vector R and CS2
axis. The interaction energy, on a regular grid of ten angular orientations: T=0q(10)90q, and
radial separations: R=2.5(0.1)15 Å, were calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ level of
theory plus a set of 3s3p2d1f1g bond function considering the BSSE correction. All of the
calculations have been performed using GASSIAN 09. In addition, the symmetry adapted
perturbation theory (SAPT) calculations with the same basis set were also performed on the
most stable configuration (ș=90°) of each complex for comparing with the CCSD(T) results.
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Result and discussion:
The calculated points on the CS2-rare gas PES were fitted globally to an analytical model
potential.[4,5] Fig1 shows comparison between the calculated potential and the results obtained
from the global fitting for Ar-CS2 complex. The values of the isotropic dipole–dipole (C6)
and dipole-quadruple dispersion (C8) coefficients of each complex were obtained from its
calculated CCSD(T) potential energy surface.
We have also calculated the B12 of each complex (Fig 2) from its calculated angle-dependent
potential.
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computed potential energy surfaces in this work.

The calculated potential of the most stable configuration (ș=0, 90q) of each complex was
used in the LEVEL 8.0 program to determine the vibrational energy levels and the
spectroscopic constants.
Table 1. The spectroscopic parameters (vibrational frequency, unharmonicity) for the He, Ne and
Ar- CS2 complexes (T-shape and linear geometry) calculated in this work.
Ar-CS2(T=90q)

Ar-CS2 (T=0q)

Ne-CS2 (T=90q)

Ne-CS2 (T=0q)

Ze (cm-1)

39.465

31.554

32.894

27.323

Zexe

1.3637

1.5452

2.8442

2.4872

Zeye

-0.025106

-0.03044

0.01227

-0.1233

Zeze

0.001453

0.0027896

0.0020424

-

Conclusion:
In this work, the potential energy surfaces of the He-CS2, Ne-CS2 and Ar-CS2 van der Waals
complexes were calculated applying CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ-333211 level of theory. Finally
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B12 for each complex, vibrational levels and the spectroscopic constants of the most stable
configuration were calculated by using of LEVEL 8.0 program.
Reference:
[1] J. E. Dove, H. Hilppler, J. Chem. Phys. 1985, 82, 1907.
[2] M. Heymann, H. Hippler, H. J. Plach, J. Troe, J. Chem. Phys. 1987, 87, 3867.
[3] M. Bruhel, G. C. Schatz, J. Phys. Chem 1988, 92, 7223.
[4] R. Bukowski, J. Sadlej, P. Jankowski, K. Szalewicz, S. A. Kucharski, H. L. Williams, B.
M. Rice, J chem phys 1999, 110, 3785.
[5] G. Murdachaew, A. Misquitta, R. Bukowski, K. Szalewicz, J chem phys 2001, 114, 764.
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Introduction:
Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) has become one of the most extensively studied
electrochemical reactions due to interest for the development of polymer electrolyte fuel cells
[1]. In aqueous alkaline solutions, oxygen reduction is a multi-electron reaction that may
proceed according to different pathways (Eqs. 1-3)
O2  2 H 2O  4e o 4OH 
O2  H 2O  2e o HO2   OH 

2

HO  H 2O  2e o 3OH



E0

0.401 V / SHE at pH

E0

0.427 V / SHE at pH

E0

0.942 V / SHE at pH

14
14
14

(1)
(2)
(3)

The situation becomes more complicated if the electrocatalyst happens to be non-noble
transition metals where the formation and involvement of the oxide layers even further
complicate the mechanism [2, 3]. In this work ORR was studied on copper in 1M NaOH
solution in a wide range of potential and effect of copper oxide formation has been
investigated on the kinetics and mechanism of ORR.
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Materials and methods:
Sodium hydroxide used in this work was analytical grade Merck product and oxygen was
99.9% pure provided by a local supplier. Water was deionized and distilled and subsequently
de-oxygenated by purging with nitrogen (99.99%). Cylindrical copper of 99.99% purity was
placed in Teflon holder exposing circular areas of 0.283 cm2. Experiments were conducted in
a conventional thermostated three electrode cell with copper forming the working electrode.
Its potential was monitored against a glass frit separated SCE and a large platinum plate
forming the counter electrode. The cell was powered by a VoltaLab PGZ100
Potentiostat/Galvanostat run by a PC through its commercial software's.

Results and discussion:
Fig. 1 shows current-potential curves for ORR on copper in O2 saturated 1M NaOH solution
at 27 $C obtained over a range of rotation rates (200–1000 rpm) where 5 minutes time delay
at open circuit potential employed between voltammograms. The kinetic analysis of curves
has been carried out using the Koutecky-Levich Eq.
1
j

1
1

2 3 1 6
nFkCO2 0.62nFDO2 Q CO2 Z 1 2

(4)

0
-1

j / mA cm

-2
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Fig. 1. Current-potential curves for ORR on copper rotating-disc electrode in O2 saturated 1M NaOH solution at

27 $C with 5 minutes time delay at open circuit potential between consecutive cycles. Potential sweep rate is 40
mV/s.

Conclusions:
On the basis of the experimental findings it is concluded that direct oxygen reduction is
accompanied by the electrochemical reductions of copper oxides which formed during time
delay at open circuit potential. The number of electrons transferred per O2 molecule obtained
on different copper surface is close to 4 on oxide free copper surface and gradually decreases
to 2 when the oxide layers cover the copper surface. Also calculation of rate constant of
oxygen reduction on copper surface, demonstrated a faster kinetic of reaction on oxide free
surface of copper.

References:
[1] J. Uribe-GodÕnez, R.H. Castellanos, E. Borja-Arco, A. Altamirano-Gutierrez, O.
Jimenez-Sandoval, J. Power Sources 177 (2008) 286.
[2] M. Vazquez, S.R. de Sanchez, E.J. Calvo, D.J. Schiffrin, J. Electroanal. Chem. 374 (1994)
189.
[3] E.J. Calvo, D.J. Schiffrin, J. Electroanal. Chem. 243(1988)171.
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Introduction:
Carbon dioxide is now known to be a major cause of global warming because it is the largest
contributor to the green house effect. According to National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), atmospheric concentrations of CO2 increase each year by about 2
ppm [1]. Photosynthesis, photocatalytic and electrochemical reduction of CO2 seem to be
three of the most effective methods for the procssening and recovery of the air carbon based
sources. Since CO2 is the most stable and the most oxidized state of carbon, the
transformation of CO2 to other compounds is fundamentally an energy requiring reduction
process [2]. Direct electrochemical reduction of CO2 on various bare metalic electrodes
requires large overpotentials (more negative than -2 V vs saturated calomel electrode) [3]. It
is therefore important to search for active electrocatalysts which can mediate electrochemical
reduction of CO2 at lower potentials. Numerous transition-metal (mainly Co and Ni)
complexes, such as macrocyclic cobalt or nickel, cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPc), or porphyrin,
have been reported to have such catalytic effects[3].
In this study, the electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide by Cobalt-dimethylglyoxime
complex [Co(DMG)2ClPy] in acetonitrile solvent investigated.
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Materials and methods:
All chemicals were analytical grade reagents and were purchased from Merck. Purity of
nitrogen and carbon dioxide was % 99/999. The Co(DMG)2ClPy solution was 1mM and
0.1M of tetrabutylammonium perchlorate used for electrolyte salt.

Apparatus:
Electrochemical studies were carried out using an Autolab potentiostat (PGSTAT30). A
conventional three-electrode cell was used, comprising Ag+/AgCl wire as the reference
electrode, a graphite rod as the counter electrode and glassy carbon (5mm in diameter) as the
working electrode.

Result and discussion:
As shown in figure (1-B), CO2 reduction was performed at a constant potential -1.6 V (vs
Ag/AgCl) at Cobalt-dimethyleglyoxime complex in the CO2-saturated solution. In
non-aqueous medium, carbon monoxide, oxalic acid and formic acid were mainly produced
from CO2 reduction [4]. Valuable substance can produced by adding an proton source in
solution by following equations (1-4):
CO2 + H+ + 2e-

HCOO-

CO2 + 2H+ + 2e

CO + H20

CO2 + 6H+ + 6e

CH3OH + H2O

CO2 + 8H+ + 8e

CH4 + 2H2O

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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A

B

Figure 1. CVs of Co(DMG)2ClPy (1mM) under N2 (A)and CO2 (B). Scan rate:
100mv/s. Supporting electrolyte: TBAP (0.1M) in acetonitrile

Conclusion:
The electrochemical reduction of CO2 into useful substances can be achieved using an
appropriate elctrocatalyst which lower over potential of CO2 reduction process. We have
successfully used cobalt complex for the catalytic reduction of CO2 in an ACN-based
electrolyte in positive potential than standard potential reduction of CO2.
Reference:
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Introduction:
Glucose is most abundantly found monosaccharide in nature and complete oxidation of
glucose produces very high energy( 2.87 106 J/mole). To derive useful energy from
glucose, directconversion of chemical energy to electrical energy is the best option. In
electrode preparation for glucose oxidation, different parameters such as catalyst loading
[1-3], metal percentage [1], are influencing on electrode performance. In this paper effect of
different loading of metal catalyst on glucose oxidation was studied.

Experimental
Two electrodes were prepared by immobilizing platinum on Vulcan with Pt/Vulcan ratio 5%
and 10%. An aqueous solution of K2PtCl6 was prepared and glucose, as protecting agent, and
Vulcan were added. A freshly prepared NaBH4 solution was added drop wise under vigorous
stirring condition and a black colloidal dispersion obtained. Then electro catalyst was
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prepared by mixing catalyst, distillated water, Isopropyl alcohol and PTFE. After
electrocatalystpreparation, it was coated on Carbon paper. The electrochemical experiments
were performed in a three-electrode cell arrangement. A platinum sheet was used as counter
electrode, while all potentials were measured with respect to Ag/AgCl electrode.
Electrochemical experiments were carried out using Zahner Electrochemical systems.

Results:
The electro catalytic performance of the electrode was investigated by Cyclic Voltammetry
(C.V) and electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (E.I.S), Linear Sweep Voltametry
(L.S.V) respectively. The result indicated that pt10%/Vulcan (loading 1.5 mg/cm2) a good
electro catalytic activity toward the oxidation of glucose. Compared to the pt 5%/Vulcan
(loading 0.5, 1 mg/ cm2), which displayed a low activity for glucose oxidation
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Conclution:
The pt10%/Vulcan (loading 1.5 mg/cm2) is the best electro catalytic activity toward the
oxidation of glucose.

Reference:
[1]DebikaBasu, SuddhasatwaBasu," Synthesis and characterization of Pt-Au/C catalyst for
glucose electro-oxidation for the application in direct glucose fuel cell", Int.J. hydrogen
energy, 36, 14923 -14929(2011).
[2]Popovic KD, Tripcovic AV, AdzicRR."Oxidation of D-glucose in
single-crystal platinum electrodes; a mechanistic study"J. Electroanal Chem., 339:227-45
(1992)
[3]Paul Wilde C, Zhang M,"Oxidation of glucose atelectrodeposited platinum electrodes in
alkaline solution"J:ChemSoc Faraday Trans, ;89(2):385-9(1993).
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Introduction:
A newly fabricated polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell usually needs a activation
period to be activated and reach its best performance [1]. Activation procedures could be
understood as all the actions that can bring the MEA to its highest and stabilized
performance. Many different activation protocols developed base on continues, pulse and
cycling of the potential or current. The US Fuel Cell Council (USFCC) has established cell
activation protocols to standardize the process [2].
In this work two conditioning procedures to condition PEM cells, such as constant voltage
0.6V and USFCC protocol were applied to two PEM cells. The performances of activated
cells were studied based on polarization curves and impedance spectroscopy. Results showed
that selection of MEA activation procedure is important in H2/air PEMFC and constant
voltage procedure o.6V produce better performance than another.

Material and methods:
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In this study two similar MEAs were used. The MEAs were prepared with a Nafion
membrane sandwiched between two electrodes. Both anode and cathode platinum load was
0.38 mg cm-2. All tests were conducted on Scribner test station (model 850 C).
Two activation procedures, constant voltage 0.6 V and USFCC protocol were used. After
activation process at 75oC, ambient pressure and H2/air gas feed mode polarization curve, and
EIS experiments were performed.

Results and discussion:
Fig. 1a show polarization curves of activated MEAs by constant voltage 0.6V and USFCC
protocol.
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Fig 1: Polarization curve (a) and EIS spectra at 0.7V (b) of activated cells by constant voltage 0.6V and USFCC
protocol at 75oC.

The results show MEAs activated by constant voltage 0.6V have the better performance than
another. Fig. 1b depicts the impedance spectra for PEM fuel cells in Nyquist form at 0.7V.
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In impedance spectra at 0.7V, there is only one semicircle at high frequency, reflecting the
kinetics of oxygen reduction reaction [3]. The diameter of the arc for activated cell by
constant voltage is lower than that of activated cell by USFCC procedure.
Fig. 1b also show the intersection of the imaginary impedance with the real impedance at
high frequencies of the activated cell by constant voltage 0.6V toward another cell shifts to
the right, so, it can be concluded that ohmic resistance of the MEA activated by USFCC
protocol is higher than that of another MEA.

Conclusion:
In house MEAs were on-line activated using constant voltage at 0.6V and USFCC activation
protocol. This process was studied by I-Vs polarization curves and impedance spectroscopy.
Results showed that selection of MEA activation procedure is very important in H2/air
PEMFC. Indeed conditioning by constant voltage procedure at 0.6 V is an effective method
compared to USFCC activation protocols.
References:
[1] Z. Xu, Z. Qi, C. He, A. Kaufman, J. Power Sources 156 (2006) 315–320.
[2] USFCC single cell test protocol. Available from: http://www.fchea.org/
[3] Jinfeng Wu, Xiao Zi Yuan, Haijiang Wang, Mauricio Blanco, Jonathan J. Martin, Jiujun
Zhang, Int. J. Hydrogen energy 33 ( 2008 ) 1735 – 1746
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Introduction:
One of the major troubles caused by the activity of human beings in modern societies
is the increasing rate of global warming that can be linked to increase in the concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Many attempts have been made to reduce this rate. One
of the optimistic options that being explored for reductions in anthropogenic greenhouse
gases emissions is using hydrogen as fuel instead of gasoline or natural gas. Different
methods are being explored and suggested for overcoming to this problem, while the
economic issue is one of the major concerns. About 50 percent of the word's hydrogen is
extracted from natural gas, with about 40 percent coming from steam methane reforming that
its cost is relatively high.[1] The electrical spark or arc discharge methods or using catalyst to
decompose natural gas into the heavier hydrocarbons, carbon, and molecular hydrogen is
suggested, up to date. Here we are reporting the results of some experiments that different
catalysts were used to decompose the natural gas components into the carbon and hydrogen.

Experimental:
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All the experiments were carried out in flow system consists of a one meter tabular
quartz reactor similar to those used previously in this laboratory.[2] The catalysts were placed
in the tabular quarts reactor and a 43-cm-long section of the reactor was heated by a resistive
furnace. The reactor temperature was controlled by a platinum/platinum-13%-rhodium
thermocouple. The pressure in the reactor and also the flow rate of the reactants over the
catalysts were controlled by BD/26.600G pressure transducer and two needle valves at the
entrance and exit of the reactor. To analyze the products of the reactions, two GCs with flame
ionization detector (Shimadzu GC-8A) and thermal conductivity detector (PYE Unicam 204)
along with a 3 meter long silica gel column were used. A six-way gas sampling valve was
used to take samples of a 3 cm3 sample loop into the gas chromatographs for analyzing.

Results:
Different experiments were carried out to determine the percentage of the reaction
that takes place on the surfaces of different catalysts. At first, some experiments were carried
out at the temperature range of 900K to 1000K and pressure range of 300 to400 Torr, to
determine the amount of the natural gas, pure methane, or pure ethylene that decomposes in
the absence of the catalysts. Then the experiments were repeated at lower temperatures (800K
to 900K) in the presence of the catalyst and the same range of pressure. The results show an
increase in the decomposition rate of ethylene by ~50-65 percent in the presence of catalysts.
The effect of different catalysts like Ni-SiO2 and honeycomb form of metal nickel on the
decomposition of the above mentioned reactants was investigated.[3,4] The results of one of
the experiments in the presence of Ni-SiO2 as catalyst and ethylene as reactant when the flow
rate was 3.0 Torr/min are shown in Table 1. Our results indicate ~90% of ethylene
decomposes into the methane, ethane, carbon, hydrogen and in some extend heavier
hydrocarbons. In some other experiments, the results indicate 20% of methane is decomposed
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into the carbon and hydrogen when methane is passed over the surface of catalysts. The detail
of the experiments and obtained results will be discussed at the Conference.

Table 1. Concentration of the Products Produced when Ethylene Gas is Passed over Ni-SiO2 Catalyst at 848 K
and ~501 Torr.
Reactant

Blank concentration

Reaction mixture

(mol/L)

(mol/L)

[Methane]

0.0

9.48×10-6

[Ethane]

0.0

2.79×10-6

[ethylene]

1.7×10-4

4.5×10-6

Reference:
[1] Boutot, T.; Liu, Z.; Whidden, T. K.; Yang, Y. Procc. Hydrogen and Fuel Cells, 2007.
[2] Mousavipour, S. H.; Saheb,V.; Pirhadi, F. and Dehbozorgi M. R. J. Iran. Chem. Soc., 4,
2007, 279.
[3]

Doroodmand, M. M.; Tahvildar, Z.; Sheikhi, M. H. World Academy of Science,

Engineering and Technology 60, 2011, 779.
[4] Ni catalyst supplied from Nano Pooshesh Felez Company, Tehran.
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Introduction:
In recent years, synthesis and stabilization of metallic nanoparticles has been considered by
many researchers, mainly due to their unique properties associated with the change from the
macro- to the nanoscale [1].Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) show exclusive optical, electrical,
magnetic and chemical properties and strong biological activity because of their strong
plasmonic absorption in the visible range and very large surface to volume ratio [2]. In the
present study the synthesis of silver nanoparticles via low power UV irradiation of solution of
AgNO3 in ethanol, in presence F127 triblock copolymer (PEOnPPOmPEOn) has been
reported.
Experimental Section:
Silver nanoparticles were synthetized by an induced reduction under UV irradiation. A
solution that was prepared by mixing the equal volume of solutions of AgNO3 and F127 in
ethanol with specified concentration was irradiated using a low power UV lamp (6W) in a
quartz cuvette at different exposure time, te, and at 24°C.
Results and Discussion:
Kinetic of Ag NPs formation:The colour and the extent of silver nanoparticles depend on
exposure time and the concentration of the ethanolic solutions of AgNO3 and F127. To show
the time dependency of silver nanoparticles formation, the solution of [AgNO3] and [F127]
with specified concentration was irradiated by UV lamp at different exposure time. The
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results show that the extent of Ag NPs increases by increasing the exposure time.The
dependency of the silver nanoparticles formation to the concentrations of reactants has been
investigated by performing two sets of kinetic experiments. In the first set of experiments, the
effect of [F127] on the Ag NPs formation was investigated at different F127 concentrations
and the constant concentration of AgNO3. The second set of experiments was carried out at
different AgNO3 concentrationbut with constant concentration of F127 the results show that
the extent of Ag NPs formation increaseswith increase in both AgNO3 and f127
concentrations.
2D maps for probing the nucleation and growth of Ag NPs:In this study the 2D maps of the
first derivate of the absorbance with respect to exposure time over the space of exposure time
versus wavelength has been constructed.By using this method it has been shown that for the
band at about 420 nm the switching was observed after 2 min of irradiation. The kinetic of
nucleation process (up to 2 min of irradiation) have fitted with a first-order rate equation
andthe kinetic of growth process (after 3 min of irradiation) have been modelled with
different kinetic modelsbut the best fitting was obtained with second-order rate equation.
Conclusion:
UV irradiation of ethanolic solution of AgNO3 in presence of F127 is a fast and facile method
for high yield synthesis of silver nanoparticles. The UV-vis spectra of the formation of Ag
NPs show that the extent of Ag NPs increases with increase in exposure time and also AgNO3
and F127 concentrations. It has been shown that the 2D map technique can be used to find the
switching time.The advantage of the present study in comparison with the previous works [3]
is the formation of the higher extent of silver nanoparticles from the more dilute solution by
using a lower power UV lamp (6W) in the short UV irradiation time.
References:
[1]Y. Li, E. Boone, M. A. El-Sayed, Size effects of PVPíPd nanoparticles on the catalytic
suzuki reactions in aqueous solution.Langmuir 18 (2002) 4921-4925.
[2]D. Spadaro, E. Barlatta, F. Barreca, G. Currò, F. Neri,Synthesis of PMA stabilized silver
nanoparticles by chemical reduction process under a two-step UV irradiation. Appl. Surf. Sci.
256 (2010) 3812-3816.
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Introduction:
Cleavable surfactants are amphiphiles in which a weak linkage has been deliberately inserted,
normally, but not always, between the hydrophobic tail and the polar headgroup. The main
objective behind the development of cleavable surfactants is to improve the rate of
biodegradation and the rate of biodegradation has been studied for several of the surfactants
[2]. pH labile linkages in surfactants result in special applications in industry and biological
science such as targeting drug delivery, gene therapy and … [3]. The viscosity of surfactant is
greatly related to the size, shape and organization of micelles in solution [4]. In this article
aggregation behavior of ester-containing gemini surfactant 'dodecyl betainate gemini (s=3)'
which is new synthesized surfactant was investigated using viscosimetry and dynamic light
scattering.
Methods:
Dynamic light scattering were performed with Malvern instrument (model ZEN3500,UK).
All measurements were performed immediately after solution preparation. For each
measurement, the refractive index and viscosity of the solutions were determined. The
refractive index was determined using a KrȨss digital refractometer model DR 201-95.
Viscosity measurements were carried out using an Ubbelohde viscometer, suspended
vertically in a thermostat. In order to check the reproducibility, the time of fall for every
viscosity measurement was noted at least three times.
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Results and Discussion:
For the first guess of shape and size of aggregations formed, different concentration of
dodecyl betainate gemini (s=3) before and after critical micelle concentration (CMC) were
prepared and viscosity was measured. It was found at concentrations higher than around 30
mM viscosity change dramatically with increasing the concentration. The effect of NaBr on
viscosity was also investigated and it was found at concentration 0.5 mM the viscosity is
similar to pure solutions, but at concentration NaBr=5 mM, viscosity increase dramatically. It
is indicating that there is probably a phase transition from spherical micelles to cylindrical
micelles. To confirm this guess, size and zeta potential of these solutions were determined
with dynamic light scattering (DLS). The results of DLS show that dodecyl betainate gemini
(s=3) form micelles around 2 nm and the addition of salt causes growing of micelles up to
12-18 nm.
Conclusions:
Addition of salt has considerable effect on aggregation behavior of dodecyl betainate gemini
(s=3).The result of DLS confirm the result of viscosity. By tuning the concentration of
surfactant and also the salt we can determined the conditions that a phase transition occur.
This phenomenon makes this cleavable surfactant interesting for applications such as
targeting drug delivery.
References:
[1]C.A.Overkempe,A.Annerling,C.G.vanGinkel,P.C.Thomas,D.Bol- tersdorf, J.Speelman,
Esterquats, in: K.Holmberg(Ed.),Novel Surfactants, vol.114, Dekker, NewYork, 2003,
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surfactants:Chemical hydrolysis and biodegradation``,Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface
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[3]Lundberg D, Holmberg K, `` Nuclear magnetic resonance studies on hydrolysis kinetics
and micellar growth in solutions of surface-active betaine esters ``, J surfactants. Deterg 7
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Ruthenium Nanoparticles Supported on the Periodic
MesoporousOrganosilica as Highly Effective and Recyclable Catalyst for
the Aerobic Oxidation of Alcohols
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Abstract:
The periodic mesoporousorganosilica is built from bridge organosilanes of type
(R’O)3Si-R-Si(OR’)3 wherein organic groups R, are homogeneously distributed throughout
the stable inorganic framework [1-2]. Very recently, we have demonstrated for the first time
that an ionic liquid based periodic mesoporousorganosilica (PMO-IL, scheme 1) is an
effective and powerful support for the immobilization and stabilization of Pd nanoparticles on
the Suzuki-coupling reaction in water [3], and the aerobic oxidation of alcohols [4]. We have
also investigated the use these materials in order to immobilize Yb(OTf)3-pypox catalyst
system in the enantioselectiveStrecker reaction of imines with trimethylsilyl cyanide
(TMSCN) to afford the corresponding chiral Į-aminonitriles [5]. In continuation of this
study, herein, we wish to disclose that a novel ruthenium-supported catalyst comprising
PMO-IL material (Ru@PMO-IL) is a highly efficient catalyst for the selective oxidation of a
wide variety of alcohols, including not only benzylic and allylic, but also alicyclic and
aliphatic alcohols in the presence of molecular oxygen/ or air as the oxidant .
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Introduction:
Organic-inorganic hybrid materials are the most attractive compounds for coatings due to the
combined properties of organic polymers such as processability, flexibility, low density and
those of inorganic materials such as thermal stability and high hardness. The properties of
nanocomposites are dependent on the size and shape of dispersed phase as well as interaction
of two phases. Compatibility and interaction of two phases govern optical and mechanical
properties. Inorganic nanoparticles can be dispersed in organic matrix physically.
Alternatively they can be connected to the matrix with strong bonds. In the mean time
connection of two phases with covalent bond is the most favorable method. In sol-gel process
a network former such as tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) take apart in the hydrolysis and
condensation reactions and form inorganic network. An organoalkoxide can play the role of
coupling agent and connect inorganic network to the organic one. Sol-gel type hybrid
coatings provide several advantages such as : i) low temperature synthesis while yielding
highly pure homogenous metal oxide materials., ii) low toxic solvent is used iii) desirable
size and shapes can be obtained and iv) it is possible to have coating with high inorganic
content.
Polycarbonate is a thermoplastic engineering polymer that has good properties such as high
transparency, low density and high toughness. But low hardness causes PC to lose
transparency when scratched. In plastic coating such as polycarbonate increasing of
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temperature higher than Tg leads to curvature. Therefore, UV curable organic resins can be a
good alternative. UV curable resins such as urethaneacrylate can create properties of organic
coatings such as flexibility and barrier properties. The energy of UV irradiation can cure
organic part and in the same time condense the sol-gel part.
The aim of this work is the study of the role of coupling agents on the structure and
morphology of silica phase. The effect of this morphology on the mechanical properties of
hybrid coatings used for PC has been discussed.
Materials and methods:
Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) from Wacker was used as the inorganic network former. 3methacryloxy propyl trimethoxy silane (MEMO) supplied by Degussa was used as the
network modifier. Both precursors were used as received without any purification. The
organic part of the network contained urethane acrylate oligomer and acrylic monomers
purchased from Cytec (Netherlands). An amine type co-phtoinitiator and photoinitiator were
supplied by Merck. Hydrochloric acid (37%) and ethanol were also provided by Merck.
Apparatus:
A Brucker FT-IR spectrophotometer with a resolution of 4 cm-1 was used to study the
chemical structures of hybrid coatings. SAXS measurements were performed on a PW1700
x-ray scattering instrument using a copper radiation with Ȝ = 0.154 nm and pinhole
collimation of the incident beam. Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis was carried out by
means of a Tritec2000. Nano scratch test performed by using triboscop apparatus.
Result and discussion:
Storage modulus is indication of the strength of materials against deformation in different
temperature under oscillation forces [1]. Therefore, higher storage modulus means that
coating can resist deformation. Increasing TEOS: MEMO ratio increases storage modulus.
This can be attributed to a more compacted structure of silica phase in high TEOS:MEMO
ratio that can create stronger structures. The Guinier and Porod plots of SAXS data for the
hybrids showed a linear region, the Rg and D obtained from the slopes of the curves are listed
in Table 1. Results show that by increasing in TEOS/MEMO mass fractal dimension
increased that confirmed more compact structure of inorganic nanodomains[2]. Also, more
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compact structures have smaller size. these facts, causes that these structures show higher
mechanical and thermal properties such as elastic modulus and Tg. FTIR spectra confirmed
SAXS data and a peak at 560 cm-1 that have been attributed to structural defect in silica
network, appear when TEOS/MEMO decrease. Scratch test showed that increasing in
elastic modulus increase scratch resistance of coatings.
Table 1. Gyration radius and fractal dimension of the hybrids coatings.
Mass fractal

Gyration radius Rg

dimension (Dm)

(nm)

T20I50

1.1

29

T50I50

1.24

24.34

T80I50

1.56

17.8

samples

Conclusion:
Incorporation of nanosilica phase into organic phase can improve thermal and mechanical
properties of coatings. Morphology of hybrid coating plays a crucial role in determination of
nanocomposites. Coupling agent can compatibilize organic and inorganic phases but must be
used in appropriate levels.
Reference:
[1] M. Scandola. ;''Study of Organic Phase Mobility in Nanocomposite Organic-Inorganic
Coatings'' Macromol. Chem. Phys, 207, 864–869, 2006.
[2] Limin Wu.; ''Study on acrylic resin/titania organic–inorganic hybrid materials prepared
by the sol–gel process'';polymer;45,2967-2976,2004.
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Introduction:
Valsartan drug used orally for the treatment of hypertension, exhibits a low bioavailability
(23%), probably related to its poor water solubility. According to the Biopharmaceutical
Classification Scheme, Valsartan is a water-insoluble, lipophilic and highly permeable
compound. Therefore, it is possible to improve the Valsartan bioavailability by increasing
its apparent solubility in water through Nanoemulsion and Microemulsion [1, 2]. The aim of
this study is to design and develop Nanoemulsion and Microemulsion of Valsartan for
enhancing its solubility, hence the oral bioavailability.
Materials and methods:
In this research work, first of all the In order to formulation of Nanoemulsion and
Microemulsion system in water, the Ipm as oil phase, Tween 80 as surfactant, and Isobutanol
as co-surfactant were selected. For this system Pseudo-ternary phase diagrams was
constructed to identify the Nanoemulsion and Microemulsion existing zone (Fig1-b).
Microemulsion was prepared by water titration method. Required quantity of Tween
80,Isobutanol,IPM by distilled water with continuous stirring until a transparent and
homogenous Microemulsion is produced.
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Nanoemulsions were prepared by a homogenization-sonication technique [3] by gradual
addition of the aqueous phase to the oil phase . Rapidly using a magnetic stirrer and
followed by bath sonication to yield the Nanoemulsion.
an excess amount of Valsartan was added to Microemulsion and Nanoemulsion formulation
then shaken for 12h at 500 rpm and the supernatant layer was separated and subjected to
centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 15 min in order to remove the undissolved drug.Concentration
of Valsartan in the samples was quantified spectrophotometrically in a UV-visible.
Spectrophotometer.
Result and discussion:
From the ternary phase diagrams shown in Figure 1, it was concluded that highest
Microemulsion zone was achieved for the systems with 2.4:1 ratio of Tween 80: Isobutanol.
The obtained data confirm enhanced solubility of Valsartan in optimized Nanoemulsion and
Microemulsion as compared to its respective individual ingredients.
Conclusion:
Nanoemulsion and Microemulsion technique with proposed formulation led to improvement
in Valsartan availability, suggesting the potential for technique's use as a topical vehicle for
Valsartan delivery.

Fig. 1.a) Picture of a Nanoemulsion (left) and a Macroemulsion (right); b) Pseudo-ternary phase diagrams for
IPM, Tween 80/ Isobutanol ratio of 2.4/1,Water
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Nonequilibrium electronic transport properties of Diphenyl ethynylene:
Effect of anchoring groups
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Introduction:
Over the past decade, molecular devices have received significant attention owing to their
great potential applications in atomic-scale circuits. Many interesting physical properties
have been predicted theoretically and verified experimentally, such as negative different
resistance (NDR), molecular rectification, and field-effect characteristics, etc [1]. One
extensively employed method for theoretical study of molecular junction is based on density
functional theory combined with
non-equilibrium Green’s Function technique
(NEGF-DFT). Molecular junction is an open, semi-infinite, non-periodic, non-equilibrium
system [2].To get the molecular rectification, the electron donating groups and electron
withdrawing groups (F, CF3, Me, OMe, NMe2) are placed on the different position of the
Diphenyl ethynylene (DPE) molecular wire.
Computational method:
1.Geometry optimization:
In order to obtain a stable molecular structure, all models were optimized at the B3LYP level
with LANL2DZ basic sets by using Gaussian03 program.Each of them was then sandwiched
between two equilateral triangles of Au atoms. The geometries of the isolated molecules were
extracted from the optimized extended molecules and then translated into the central region
between the two Au (111)–(3×3) electrodes.
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2. Electron transport calculation:
The electron transport properties of the Au/molecule/Au systems were investigated using the
ATK 11.2.2 program which is based on density functional theory (DFT) combined with the
first principle non-equilibrium Green/s function (NEGF). The current–voltage (I–V)
characteristics were obtained from the Landauer – Büttiker formula,

Where 2e2/h is the conductance quantum G0, and f is the Fermi function. ȝL, ȝR are the
electrochemical potentials of the left and right electrodes, respectively : ȝL(Vb)= Ef – eVb » 2
and ȝR(Vb)= Ef + eVb » 2 . Ef is the Fermi energy of the electrode. The energy range [ȝL(Vb),
ȝR(Vb)] contributing to the current integral was defined as the bias window. T (E, Vb) is the
total transmission coefficient [3].
Result and discussions:
The computed electron transport properties of the two systems DPE (a) and DPE-2NMe2 (b)
are plotted in Figure1.The results Show that the anchoring group plays a crucial role in the
conductivity of the molecular junctions. The current–Voltage (I–V) characteristics,
conductance, rectification ratio and negative differential resistance (NDR) properties of these
molecules were investigated systematically. The results were analyzed by the electronic
structures of the isolated molecules, transmission coefficient, Molecular Projected
Self-consistent Hamiltonian (MPSH), Partial Density Of State (PDOS) and Potential drop of
the Au/molecule/Au systems.
A

B

C

D
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=ŇI(+V) / I(–V)Ň,
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as

(E) first row, Spatial distribution of MPSH states of molecule system (b) at ±4.2 V bias, and second row, the change of the
charg-density distribution, and potential drop across the molecule induced by applied voltages bias of -2.2V and -4.2V
respectively . The chemical potential of the right electrode is negative and that of the left electrode is positive.
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Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) represent a new class of hybrid organic-inorganic
supramolecular materials comprised of ordered networks formed from organic electron donor
linkers such as carboxylates or aminesand metal cationssuch as Zn+2.[1] They can exhibit
extremely high surface areas, as well as tunable pore size and functionality, and can act as
hosts for a variety of guest molecules. Since their discovery, MOFs have enjoyed extensive
exploring, with applications ranging from gas storage to drug delivery to sensing.[2]The
topology of MOFs is intimately related to both the coordination environment favored by the
metal ion and the geometry of the organic “linker” groups, which together form so-called
secondary building units that establish the network symmetry. These characteristics further
distinguish MOFs from other classes of porous materials, such as aerogels, which are
amorphous, and ordered or partially ordered materials created from block copolymers.
Bidentatephosphonate monoesters are analogues of popular dicarboxylate linkers in MOFs,
but with analkoxy tether close to the coordinating site. Herein, wereport 3-D MOF materials
based upon phosphonate mono-ester linkers. Cu( 1,4-benzenediphosphonate bis
(monoalkylester), CuBDPR, with an ethyl tether is nonporous; however, the methyl tether
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generates an isomorphous frameworkthat is porous and captures CO2with a high isosteric
heatof adsorption of 45 kJ/mol.
Results
Herein, we report two new 3-D MOFs, Cu( 1,4-benzenediphos-phonate bis( monoalkyl ester)
, CuBDPR, R = ethyl, 1;R=methyl, 2 . Through a joint experimental and computational study,
we demonstrate that the alkoxy tether can play a crucial role in mediating gas sorption. More
generally, we show that phosphonate monoesters, like carboxylates, can strike a balance
between robustness and crystallinity to form porous 3-D architectures. Compound2 shows
preferential adsorption of CO2 over other gases and an exceptionally high ǻHads(45 kJ/mol)
for CO2.

Figure 1. (a) The dianionic ligand, BDPR, where R = Et or Me.(b) Single crystal structure of one column of
CuBDPMe, 2 (1 is similar),showing the bidentate coordination of the phosphonatemonomethy-lester and the
4-coordinate geometry of Cu. (c) 1-D pores in 2 with solvent accessible voids (1.2 Å probe ingold). In c, one
channel is shown in a space filling representation.

Figure 1 shows the structures of both compounds 1 and 2. The crystal structure of 1 showed,
formation of a 3-D network with channels. In 1, the ethyl groups of the phosphonate esters
protrude into the pores restricting the aperture to ~4.5 Å. The channel walls are decorated
with the ethyl groups of the ligand and the CuO4 metal cores.
For compound 2, a modest uptake of CO2 at ambient temperatures was observed (Figure 2),
30.9 cm3(STP)/g, 1.38 mmol/g, 6.06 wt% at 273 K and 1200 mbar. This equates to a loading
of 0.45 CO2 per Cu center. At zero loading, indicative of the highest energy sites, the ǻHads
was calculated at 45 kJ/mol, a high value for a physisorptive process.
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Figure 2. Comparison of experimental and simulated
CO2 adsorption isotherms at 273 K, where the
geometry of the methoxy groups have been altered
from the X-ray structure in silic

GCMC simulations were performed on 2 using the UFF parameters[3] and REPEAT[4]
charges. The simulated isotherm using the X-ray structure of 2 is shown in Figure 2 (red) and
was found to underestimate the CO2 uptake by approximately 25% throughout the pressure
range examined. Since the GCMC simulations used here to only allow for a fixed MOF
framework, it was thought that this approximation may be responsible for the underestimated
CO2 uptake
All structures optimized to geometries in which the CO2 molecules were oriented roughly
perpendicular to the hypothesized end-on bridging mode. One key experimental observation
supporting the lack of direct interaction of CO2 with the Cu sites is that in the crystal
structure, although the Cu centers are 4-coordinate, there is no ligated water. Figure 3 shows
the CO2 oxygen atom probability distribution resulting from a GCMC simulation at 1 atm
CO2 and 273 K. The plots show that there are four symmetrically equivalent binding sites in
the unit cell. The guest molecules align along the channels with either the carbon or oxygen
of the CO2 at the midpoint between the methyl groups.The present study shows that
phosphonate monoesters can balance crystallinity and permanent porosity giving a structure
(2) accessible to CO2 with a heat of adsorption measured as 45 kJ/mol. Moreover, the alkoxy
group represents a mechanism for regulating porosity by both modifying the pore but also by
potentially acting in a dynamic manner as a gate for guest diffusion. Further studies are
ongoing.
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Figure 3. Probability density plots of the CO2 oxygen atom in a unit cell of 2 at 1 bar, 273 K from simulation.
In a) probabilities along the c-axis are projected onto the a-b plane while in b) probabilities along the b-axis are
projected onto the b-c plane. A green CO2 molecule is shown in a) for reference.
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Introduction:
Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are salts in liquid phase [1]. The advent of the
Car-Parrinello (CP) method in 1985 enabled one to use a quantum mechanical description of
the electronic degrees of freedom combined with a classical phase space trajectory involving
a fictitious electronic mass parameter [2]. Several ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
studies of pure IL can be found in the literature but the number of AIMD studies of IL/Water
mixture is limited [3]. Seeking some details of mechanism and the extent of water miscibility
of ILs with different nature we performed CPMD and Classical MD simulation calculations
for pure bulk ILs and binary ILs/Water systems including hydrophobic [C4mim][PF6] and
hydrophilic [C4mim][BF4] ILs.
Methods:
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the CPMD code for neat
water, pure bulk of each IL, and mixture of each with water. The general gradient-corrected
density functional BP86, together with norm-conserving pseudopotentials. The electronic
orbitals were expanded in a plane wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 100 Ry. All the
CPMD simulations were performed using a fictitious electron mass of 800 au and at 298.15 K
for 40 ps.
Results and Discusions :
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CPMD approach was carried out for pure [C4mim]PF6 and [C4mim]BF4 ionic liquids and
their mixtures with highly dipolar water solvent in order to study admixing mechanism as
well as hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions from an electronic point of view. First DFT
results were analyzed on isolated ion pairs with various methods of assigning partial charges
to the atomic centers. Next the trajectory of a 40 ps long Car-Parrinello MD were analyzed
under bulk conditions. Water molecule influences the hydrophobic and hydrophilic ionic
liquids to a different extent, which can be evidently probed by the atomic charges of
partnering constituents (Figure 1). The reduction in simulated dipole moment of water upon
admixing with hydrophilic ionic liquid is larger than with hydrophobic one, and roots from
stronger electrostatic screening (Figure 2). Water molecules tend clustering when mixed with
[C4mim]PF6, and upon admixing with [C4mim]BF4 they are essentially interact with anion
while keeps residing on the imidazolium ring (Figures 3). The sketch of the density profiles
of atoms and the spatial distribution of water and anion molecules around cation is also
calculated (not shown here).

Figure 1:Comparison of ESP
partial charges of anion
Conclusions:

Figure 2: Simulated (CPMD)
dipole moment distribution

Figure 3: Comparison between
RDF of OW HW

When mixed with water, the average charge on each F atom in BF4 (in PF6 ) anion is
-0.3261e (-0.1820e). The simulated charge on each H atom of water (0.3290 e) can be found
evidently responsible for the effective H  F interaction in [C4mim]BF4 but ineffective in
[C4mim]PF6. The fluctuation in molecular dipole moments in the CPMD ensemble of
IL/Water mixture has been used to monitor the change in average dipole moment of water.
These results and more detailed considerations provide insight into the hyrophilic and
hydrophobic character from an electronic point of view.
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Abstract:
In this work, experimental solubility and tie-line data for the (water + formic acid +
1-decanol) system were obtained at T = 323.15 K and atmospheric pressure. Data for the
binodal curves were determined by cloud-point titration method. The concentration of each
phase was determined by acidimetric titration, the Karl–Fischer technique, and refractive
index measurements. A type-2 LLE phase diagram was obtained for this ternary system The
experimental tie-line data were compared with those correlated by the NRTL model and the
binary interaction parameters were obtained.

Keywords: Liquid-liquid equilibrium; Tie-line data; Formic acid; 1-Decanol; NRTL model;
Separation factor.

Introduction:
Formic acid is the simplest carboxylic acid which is an important intermediate in chemical
synthesis. It is principally used as a preservative and antibacterial agent in livestock feed, but
furthermore it is used to process organic latex into raw rubber, in the textile industry, for the
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tanning of leather [1], This work presents the LLE data for (water + formic acid + 1-decanol)
ternary system at 323.15 K, the phase compositions and tie-line data were measured for the
first time. Distribution coefficients and separation factors were determined from the tie-line
data, in order to evaluate the extracting ability of the solvent for the separation of (water +
formic acid) mixture. The experimental LLE data were correlated with the non-random
two-liquid (NRTL) model [2], and the values of the interaction parameter were obtained. This
model has been successfully applied for the correlation of several ternary systems.

Methods:
1-Decanol with stated mass fraction purity higher than 0.99 was obtained from Merck .For the
study of the equilibrium data, analytical grade Formic acid containing 98 wt% (Merck) was
used. The purity of the acid was checked through acidimetric titration with 1 N NaOH.
A 250 cm3 glass cell connected to a thermostat was used to measure the LLE values at 323.15
K .The prepared mixtures were placed in the extraction cell and were vigorously agitated by a
magnetic stirrer for 4h.The mixtures were then settled for 4 h at constant system temperature
to separate completely into two liquid phases .

Results and discussion:
The system exhibited type- 2 phase behavior, having only two liquid pair of partially miscible
(water + 1DEC) and (FA + 1DEC) one pairs of completely miscible (water + FA). The area of
the two-phase region depends on the solubility of water in organic phase. 1DEC with high
boiling temperature has very low solubility in water, so it may be considered as a good
candidate for liquid–liquid extraction process. To indicate the ability of the solvent in the
recovery of formic acid, distribution coefficients for water (D1=x13/x11) and formic acid (D2
= x23/x21) and separation factors (S) were calculated from experimental data. x
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the mole fractions of water and formic acid in organic rich phase, respectively. x11 and x21 are
the mole fractions of water and formic acid in aqueous phase, respectively. The separation
factor is defined as the ratio of distribution coefficients of formic acid (2) to water (1), S =
D2/D1.

Conclusions:
Liquid-liquid equilibrium data for the (water + formic acid + 1-decanol) ternary system were
determined at T = 323.15 K. The separation factor and distribution coefficient for the organic
solvent used in this work were calculated. The experimental results indicate that 1DEC has
high separation factors, indicating the ability of the solvent to extract formic acid from water.
The consistency of tie-line data was verified by applying the Othmer-Tobias and Bachman
equations. The NRTL model was used to correlate the experimental LLE data. The RMSD%
values in the correlation by NRTL for the ternary system over the temperature range of
323.15 K were found to be 0.88%.

References:
[1] E. Bartholome, E. Biekert, H. Hellmann, H. Ley, Ullmanns Encyklopadie der
Technischen Chemie, 4. Auflage, Band 7, Verlag Chemie, Weinheim, 1974, pp.
362–373.
[2] H. Renon, J.M. Prausnitz, AIChE J. 14 (1968) 35–144
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Introduction:
Amino acids are the building blocks of other biomolecules such as peptides and
proteins; therefore for their separation process it is important to study their behavior in
aqueous systems containing electrolytes [1]. One of the thermodynamic properties of aqueous
amino acid solutions is water activity which is an important thermodynamic property,
because, it is closely related with the other thermodynamic properties such as vapor pressure,
osmotic coefficient, activity coefficient, excess enthalpy, excess entropy, excess Gibbs
energy and excess volume.
The aim of the present essay is to present experimental data on vapour-liquid equilibria using
isopiestic method for binary aqueous solutions of L- serine, and the effect of ionic liquid on
the activity coefficient of L-serine in aqueous solutions at 298.15 K.The results have been
used to calculate the activity cofficients of all component in binary and ternary
systemes,using original pitzer equations[2] and modified pitzer for electrolyte+polar
non-electrolye mixtures[3].
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Materials:
L- Serine (>0.99) and was obtained from Merck. The amino acid were used without
further purification, and double distilled, deionized water was used.Ionic liquid [Cmmim][Cl]
was prepared and puri¿ed using the procedure described in the literature .

Apparatus and Procedure :
In this study, the isopiestic method is used to obtain the activity of water in aqueous
(serine +IL) solutions. It is based on the phenomenon that different solutions, when
connected through the vapour space, approach equilibrium by transferring solvent mass by
distillation. Equilibrium has been established once the temperature and pressure are uniform
throughout the system, provided that no concentration gradients exist in the liquid phase.
Equality of the solvent chemical potential implies the equality of the solvent activity. Since
the solvent activity is known for one or more standard solutions, it will be known for each
solution within the isopiestic system.

Results and Discussion:
From the calculated osmotic coefficient data, the activity of water solutions and the vapor
pressure of this solution were determined at isopiestic equilibrium molalities.
From the water activity data, activity coef¿cients of all component in binary and ternary
systemes,using original pitzer and modified pitzer equations for (electrolyte + polar
non-electrolye) mixtures were obtained.

Conclusion:
The accurate water activity and osmotic coefficient of the ternary systems contaning
1-carboxymethyl-3-methylimidazolium

chloride
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corresponding binary L-Serine aqueous solutions have been measured at 298.15 K. The
experimental osmotic coefficient data were fitted satisfactorily to the Pitzer,modified
Pitzer.The parameters obtained with the modeles were adopted to calculate the activity
coefficients.The result show that there is a salting in effect between the molecules of
[Cmmim][Cl]and L-Serine.The effects of electrolytes on the activity coefficient of an amino
acid can be attributed to the formation of ion-pair coplex between the ions in the solution and
the charged amino and carboxyl group of the amino acid.

Refrences:
[1] Zhao, H.; Viscosity B-Coefficients and standard partial molar volumes of amino acids,
and their roles in interpreting the protein (enzyme) stabilization; Biophys. Chem; 122,
157-183, 2006
[2] .Pitzer, K. S. In Activity Coefficients in Electrolyte Solutions; CRC Press, Boca Raton,
1991; vol. 1.
[3] Fernandez-Merida.L, Rodriguez-raposo.R, andEsteso, M.A. ; Modification of the pitzer
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J.Chem.Thermodynamics; 26, 1121-1128, 1994.
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Introduction:
The major contaminants of livestock effluent are nitrogen and organic matters; however it
may contain other contaminants such as potassium, phosphorus and growth factors
(hormones and heavy metals) or acute contaminants such as pharmaceuticals.Much attention
has been recently devoted to the fate of pharmaceutically active compounds such as
antibiotics in soil and water. Among them,tetracycline (TC) and tylosin (TYL) antibiotics
were shown to be poorly biodegradable and toxic for microorganisms.Application of
Ag1+-catalyzed peroxydisulfate, as an advanced oxidation process, introduces an effectual
method for wastewater treatment. The advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) based onthe in
situ generation of reactive OH radical is applied. Thisradical species can quickly and
nonselectively oxidize a broadrange of organic pollutants. An accelerated reaction using
S2O8í2 to destroy antibiotics can be achieved via chemical activation with Ag1+ to generate
sulfate radicals (SOí4 ). In this work ,Silver ion (Ag1+) -catalyzed peroxydisulfate was
studied for the degradation of Tylosin in an aqueous medium.The effect of different
parameters, such as temperature,peroxydisulfate concentration, and Ag1+ concentrations,
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were investigated. Degradation efficiency was not considerable when using peroxydisulfate
alone. Studies revealed that increases in temperature and in the initial concentrations of
peroxydisulfate and Ag1+ up to 100 mM and 0.4 mM, respectively, enhanced pollutant
degradation.

Materials and methods:
Tylosintartrate (98% of purity) were obtained from Razi(Iran).Silvernitrate was obtained
from AppliChem and ammonium peroxydisulfate from Merck. The solution was immediately
prepared before the measurements to avoid a change in concentration due to
self-decomposition.Added to the pollutant-and-Ag1+ solution in a glass bottle was 50 mL of
synthetic solution containing the desired initial concentration of S2O8í2; this was mixed using
a magnetic stirrer. The pollutant solution samples were taken at the desired time intervals and
were analyzed with a UV/Vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-160) at Ȝmax = 305 nm with a
calibration curve based on the Beer-Lambert law. The efficiency of pollutant removal was
expressed as the ratio of Ctto C0, as in Eq.(1), where C0 is the initial concentration value of
pollutant and Ctis the concentration value of pollutant at time t.
X

=

C/C0

(1)

Result and discussion:
The degradation of Tylosin was investigated using S2O8í2 alone, Ag1+ without
peroxydisulfate, and both Ag1+and S2O8í2, (Figure 1).There was no observable loss of
pollutant when S2O8í2 was applied in the absence of Ag1+, andthe Tylosin removal was not
considerable when using Ag1+ in the absence of S2O8í2.The results reveal thata considerable
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decrease in the concentration of the pollutant occurred when the sample was oxidized by
S2O8í2in the presence of the Ag1+ catalyst because of sulfate radicals generated due to the
chemical activation ofperoxydisulfate with Ag1+.In addition, increasing the reaction
temperature may significantly accelerate the Tylosin degradation.


Figure 1.Effect of S2O82-/Ag+ process in removal ofTylosin. [TYL]0=50ppm, [S2O82-]0=100mM,
[Ag+]0=0.4mM, pH 0=natural, T=250c.

Conclusion:
Application of peroxydisulfate along with Ag1+ introduces an effectual and safe method for
oxidative removal of Tylosin at the laboratory scale. The degradation rate of Tylosin was
shown to be dependent on the temperature and the Ag1+, Tylosin, and peroxydisulfate
concentrations. An increase in peroxydisulfate concentration, meanwhile, enhanced the
degree of degradation. The results indicate that degrees of degradation of Tylosin were
obviously increased by increasing the initial concentration of Ag1+.

Reference:
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Introduction
In this work, a method based on the modified Enskog theory [1] (MET) and some equations
of state have been used for calculation of the transport properties of some fluids. This method
has already been used for n-alkanes by using an empirical equation of state (EoS) and the
MLIR introduced by Parsafar and Kalantar [2].
On the basis of the Enskog theory, the viscosity ( ) of a dense hard sphere fluid is given as
[1]:

(1)
The quantity Y is related to the hard-sphere equation of state as:

(2)
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Enskog himself proposed and formulated its application to real dense fluids by suggesting
that the internal pressure has to be added to p in Eq. (2), because of contribution of the
intermolecular interactions in the pressure.
The main limitation of using the MET is lack of experimental data for co-volume, b0, that was
substituted from hard sphere (HS) theory, and zero density transport properties was
substituted from the kinetic theory of gases for the HS in the MET expression, because of the
fact that dense fluids behave more and less like a HS fluid [2].
By substituting Ș0 from the kinetic theory of gases and 2/3ʌı3 for b0 in Eq. (1), one finds that,

(3)
Similarly, for the thermal conductivity ( ), one may show that:

(4)
Where a, b, c, i, j, and k are coefficients which may be temperature dependent. So a quadratic
expression for both viscosity and thermal conductivity coefficients in terms of
densities

at high

for each isotherm is expected, where

Methods:
To evaluate above mentioned expressions, we have used experimental values of densities and
the transport properties to calculate Y from the differentiation of pressure given by the
empirical equation of state, equation III [3] and LIR [4].
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Results and discussion:
We have found that, the curves of

and

versus , for

different isotherms of a fluid fall onto a common curve at high densities and temperatures,
but the curves depend on the nature of fluid.
The obtained coefficients of Eq. (3) are plotted versus temperature in Fig. 1, for oxygen. As
shown in this figure, at high temperatures

, the coefficients are constant for nonpolar

molecules; however for polar molecules like water, they aren’t constant even at high
temperatures

. Owing to the fact that simple fluids behave like the HS at very high

temperatures, such observations are expected. Similar temperature dependencies for the
coefficients of Eq. (4) has also been observed.
We have used this approach to predict the coefficients of Eqs. (3) and (4) for argon, oxygen,
nitrogen and methane at different densities

and temperatures

using

their empirical EoSs [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

Conclusions:
By using experimental data of transport properties for one isotherm and equation III or LIR
for calculation of
high temperatures

for a dense fluid, we may calculate the transport property of that fluid at
in this paper.
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Introduction:
In this research the kinetics and thermodynamic of reaction of uracil tautomers in gas
phase have been studied. Hydrogen transfer from Lactam to produce lactim is carried out R1.
In R2 reaction there is also a hydrogen abstraction. Reaction scheme is shown below:

scheme 1
Uracil is one of the four nucleobases in the nucleic acid of RNA. It is a common and
naturally occurring pyrimidine derivative. This tautomers is the hydrogen bond acceptor and
can form two hydrogen bonds.

Materials and methods:
Ab initio calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 03 program. Molecular
geometries and harmonic vibration frequencies of all stationary points along the reaction
pathway were calculated with the mpwb95/6-31+G* level of
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The rate constant of the title reaction is calculated by RRKM theory. For an unimolecular
reaction.
Where A* is the energized reactant, Az is the activated complex, and P
k (E)

represents product.

V W z (E  E z )

h
U(E)

This rate constant, k(E), according to the RRKM theory can be expressed as:
Where V is the symmetry factor, W z ( E  E z ) denotes the total number of states of the TS with
activation energy Ez , and U ( E ) represents the density of states of the energized reactant [1].

Result and discussion:
The potential energy surface (PES) along the minimum energy path and relative energies
for reaction

R1 and R2 are shown in Figure1 and 2. Two transition states are found

tautomery (TS1 and TS2). In this study we have consider lactim is an intermediate. Saddle
point was verified to connect the proper reactant and product by performing an intrinsic reaction
coordinate
(IRC) calculation

[2]

. Figure1 shows the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) for reaction R at

the mpwb1k/6-31+G(d,p) level. The calculated results showed this reaction is a hydrogen
Abstraction

process.

optimized

geometries

stationary

points obtained ( see

scheme 2) .
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Scheme 2. Optimized structures of lactam (A), TS1 (B), lactim (C), TS2 (D), and lactim2 (E) at the mpwb1k MPWBlK/6-31+G(d,p) level

Harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated at the mpwb1k/6-31 +G (d,p) level of
theory to determine zero point energies (ZPE) IN R1 reaction hydrogen atom number 12
abstracted with Oxygen atom number 7 to produce lactim. In R2 reaction hydrogen atom
number 12 to is also abstracted with oxygen atom number 8 to produce lactim2 at this
reaction. The potential energy surfaces (PES) for each pathway are plotted. Barrier height
energy are 184.49 and 209.78 kJ/mol

forR1 andR2

respectively.

Figure1. Potential energy surface along the

Figure 2. Relative energy ( kJ/ mol )for all

minimum energy path for R reaction .

Plot for R,

Figure 3: Arrhenius

reaction at the mpwblk/6-31+G(d,p) level.

Symbols show tunneling effect.
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¨G and ¨H are 57.89, 56.40 kJ mol-1 for the R reaction respectively. These
results are shown that lactam is significant than lactim2.
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Introduction:
Sixty percent of dyes used in the textiles industries are azo dyes [1]. Lately, there has been
considerable attention for the complete degradation of dyes through advanced oxidation
processes (AOPs) that can oxidize types of organic pollutants to inorganic compound [2].
Recently, bismuth ferrite photocatalyst (BFO) has attracted considerable attention due to the
narrow band-gap energy (2.1 eV) and high chemical stability [3].

Materials and methods:
In this work, pure bismuth ferrite (BFO) as a visible-light photocatalyst has been synthesized
via ultrasonic-assisted method at mild conditions. The structure of BFO was examined. Then,
the photocatalytic degradation of RB5 was investigated under sun light irradiation to get
knowledge about the potential industrial applications.

Apparatus:
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The ultrasonic irradiation with equipment operating at 20 kHz (W- 450 D), X-ray
diffractometer (XRD, Phlips PW1800), UV–vis spectrophotometer (Unico 2800), Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer (Avatar 370) were carried out.

Result and discussion:
The RB5 was completely degraded in 60 min under solar light irradiation via the sample
synthesized via ultrasound with the average crystallite size of 40 nm. The BFO have higher
photocatalytic activities in acidic and basic medium rather than natural medium. The
isotherm of adsorption and the kinetic and mechanism of photocatalytic degradation of RB5,
were investigated and compared using different concentrations of dyes. Also, the
intermediates during photodegredation were specified.

Conclusions:
The characterization data show that high mineralization and compelate degradation of RB5
were achieved under applied conditions. The photocatalytic degradation of dye fit well with
the Langmuir–Hinshelwood model. The relation between equilibration constants in the dark
and in the presence of sun light irradiation was discussed. The photocatalys was stable under
visible light irradiation after various cycles. The result of using different scavengers shows
that the cleavage of the cromophore structure, naphthalene and benzene rings was mainly
related to the hvb+ pathway.
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Introduction

Chemical oscillations occur in time and space when chemical reaction systems with
non-linear kinetics are coupled to diffusion, sedimentation, dissolution, and/or adsorption
processes. Having two or more sets of steady state conditions is the unique characterization
of these non-linear kinetic systems. In the past three decades more than a thousand chemical
oscillation systems have been observed either accidentally or after a clever design and
systematic search. Larger number of steady states far from each other and with short stability
periods may result in chaotic behavior which can be considered as superposition of two or
more oscillations [1,2]
In this work, a new simple oscillator based on the dissolution rates of solid NaOH coupled to
the diffusion of the dissolved species and displacement of the acid-base equilibrium of an
indicator, affected also by the change in the ionic strength of the solution due to the
dissolution of NaOH. This oscillation appears, thus, as a twinkling star around the NaOH pill.

Materials and Methods:
A solution of 0.0157 M phenolphthalein (phph) in 50/50 ethanol/water is prepared. 1ml of
this phph solution is diluted with 3ml of water and then is poured into a 7×7 cm2 flat
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petri-dish to have a solution of about 2-4 mm depth. Next, one NaOH pill of known diameter
is weighted and placed in the center of the petri-dish. The twinkling star starts oscillating
appearing as the inward and outward travelling of the circular border between the colorless
solution containing higher concentration of the NaOH(aq) and lower concentration of phph
and the purple solution containing lower concentration of the NaOH(aq) and higher
concretion of phph. This oscillation would continue until the entire pill is dissolved.
A Sony camcorder model HDR-J50E/BE36 is used to film and record the color evolution of
the chemical oscillation system. A pair of 18 W visible light projectors is used as the full
spectrum source of light which is necessary for the RGB analysis of the oscillating system.
To prevent interference of the neutralization of phph by the CO2 content of the air with the
chemical oscillation, a 12M NaOH solution is placed in the reaction chamber as desiccant.

Figure 1. Snapshot of one cycle of the oscillation of the twinkling star with time. The
purple and colorless phases contain lower and higher concentrations of the

ion, respectively.

Results, discussion and conclusion:
When the NaOH is located in the phph solution, the produced

ions migrate into the

solution and react with phph and turn its color to purple. Concentration of

around the

NaOH pill increases so that the first solution phase around the NaOH pill turns to colorless.
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The chemical and physical processes involved in this oscillation are as follow:

(1)
(4)

(2)

(5)

(3)

(6)

Colorless
Purple

Purple
Colorless

6
12
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10

14

Colorless

Purple
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According to this reaction scheme, when concentrations of
diffuse circularly away from the NaOH pill. The diffusion rate of

and

are high, they
ions in the bulk of the

phph phase is significantly lower than that in water. At very high phph concentration, no
oscillation can be observed because all

ions react with

species and cannot form a

different phase. The depth of solution should also be less than the height of the NaOH pill.
After optimization of the conditions for obtaining longer oscillations, and the highest possible
contrast, the twinkling star oscillations are recorded and converted into an RGB matrix data.
A routine RGB analysis is carried out to locate and follow the exact position of the border,
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instantaneously. The spatiotemporal oscillation is then modeled based on the chemical
kinetics/dynamics given in Equations 1-6.
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Introduction:
Prediction of the decomposition kinetics in different temperature profiles has applications in
various fields such as military sciences or food science and technology. There are different
approaches to predict degradation in different temperature profiles, one of which is using the
DSC technique and theoretical calculations, then comparing theoretical results with
experimental data. In this paper, a novelnmethod was proposed for predicting the
decomposition kinetics in different temperature profiles using DSC data.

Experimental:
The thermal degradation experimentsof a typical sample(Vanadyl complex with Diamino
propane – 3 – methoxy salicylaldehyde as its schiff base ligand) were performed within the
temperature range of 50 – 550 ȗC at different heating rateson a LINSEIS STA PT-1000 DSC
analyzer calibrated by Tin, Indium, Lead and Zinc and samples were held in Alumina
crucibles. After data acquisition, data analyzing was done by MATLAB software.
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Calculation:
After extracting baselines from raw data and determining the values of Į(conversion),
dĮ/dt(reaction rate) at each heating rate [1],the variations of activation energy (Ea) and the
multiplication of the reaction model and the frequency factor (f×A)with regard to Įwere
calculated using the isoconvertional Friedman mehod [2]. In order to predict the reaction
progress diagrams, it was assumed that the value of Į can be obtained at any moment (or
temperature) by the following equation:

where Į(T(t+ǻt),t+ǻt) equals the value of Į at the isothermal T(t+ǻt) and at the time t+ǻt and
subsequentlyĮ(T(t+ǻt),t) equals the value of Į at the isothermal T(t+ǻt) and the time t.Fig. 1a
depicts experimental diagramsand calculated theoretical diagrams according to above
equation for three different heating rates (Fig. 1b).

Figure 1. (a) Experimental (points) and theoretical (lines) diagrams of conversion fraction of X thermal decomposition and (b)

Corresponding heating rates; Each line style in plot (a) is related to same line style in plot (b)
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Fig. 2a illustrates the predicted conversion diagram (line) for the heating rate of Fig. 2b using
above mentioned equation and as it can be observed in Fig. 2a, the predictive and
experimental(points) data overlap very well and the accuracy of the work is validated.


Figure 2.(a) Experimental (points) and predicted (line) diagrams of conversion fraction and (b) Corresponding heating rate

Conclusion:
As it wasmentioned, the innovative method can be applied reliably for prediction of reaction
progress in thermal analysis. But it must be considered that the method was examined for a
first order phase transition and its validity for second order or lambda phase transitions may
not be confirmed because the Friedman method which was used in our proposed method is
applied particularly for first order phase transitions.

Reference:
[1] Shah HV; Babb DA and Smith DW, Jr., Polymer 41: 4415-4422 (2000).
[2] Friedman HL, J. Polym. Sci., Part C: Polym. Lett. 6: 183-195 (1964).
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Introduction:
In this investigation, reaction of ethane with radical of thrichloromethane has been
studied. This reaction is a hydrogen abstraction reaction.
C2H6

+

CCl3

C2H5

+

CHCl3

(R)
In 1971 Hautecloque, s investigated it by IR absorption technique and reported it’s rate
expression equal to 3.47x10-10 e-75.74 [kJ/mole]/RT (cm3 molecule-1 s-1), at 521-578 K [1]. In 1975
Hautecloque, s reported rate expression of this reaction 3.49x10-10 e-75.74 [kJ/mole]/RT and 1.9
(cm3 molecule-1 s-1)at 511-573 K and 550 K, respectively [2]. In 1982Matheson, I and
Tedder, j used gas chromatography to investigated mentioned reaction at 377-523 K and
reported its rate expression 1.66x10-12 e-59.45 [±2.38 kJ/mole]/RT(cm3 molecule-1 s-1) [3].In this study
we investigated it theoretically.

Materials and methods:
Geometries of all species have been obtained at the MP2 level with the 6-311++G (d,p)
basis sets. All quantum chemical calculations have been carried out using Gaussian03
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program. Transition state along the reaction path has been searched with scanning techniques.
Frequency test shows that transition state has one imaginary frequency and it’s reasonable.
Rate constant of this reaction are calculated according to generalized transition-state theory
(TST). TST explains the reaction rates of elementary chemical reactions. Original form of
this theory was put forward in 1935, after that it was recognized that it provided a very
valuable insight into how chemical reactions occur. The improved treatments usually have
been referred as generalized transition-state theory. The general expression for transition state
theory is as follows:
k (T )

*

k BT
Q z
V
h
Q AQ

In this equation
reaction and



exp(

V

(s)
)
k BT

MEP

B

kB and h are Boltzmann’s and Planck’s constants. V isthe degeneracy of

* is

the tunneling factor. The Q parameters are the sum of

translational,vibrational, rotational and electronic partition functions for spices.

Result and discussion:
Geometries of all spices have been shown in scheme 1. Radical of thrichloromethane
abstracts hydrogen of ethane to produce product via transition state. In geometry of TS C....H
bond is 1.32 A0, C….H bond is 1.30 A0 and angle of C....H….C is 177.220. Imaginary
frequency is 1844.9i cm-1. Potential energy surface and relative energies for reaction show in
figure 1 and 2, respectively. As shown in figure 2, transition state 59.4(kJ mol-1) is higher
than reactant. The Arrhenius plot for this
reaction is shown in Figure 3.

C2
CCl3

H5

C2H6
CHCl3

TS
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Scheme1.Optimized structure at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level. Distance and angle are shown in angstrom and degree respectively.

Figure 1.potential energy surface of

Figure 2. Relative energies of reaction

reaction at theMP2/6-311++G(d,p).

Figure 3. Arrhenius plot for reaction

at MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level. All values

without Tunneling factor are corrected by zero point energies.

that calculated

Symbols represent experimental data.

number in parentheses are at CCSD(T).

Non-linear least-squares fitty used to calculate rate constant expressions for rate constants
which are plotted in figure 3:
k nontun

(exp 15 .1)(

ª 54094 .5 (T  2 .5 ) º
T 3 .7
) exp « 
»
2
300
¬ 8 .314 (T  6 .3) ¼

Ea

T 4  5T 3  6.3T 2
 30 .8T
(T 2  6.3) 2

Conclusion:
Reactant is 30.1 (kJ mol-1) more stable than product. According to results, ¨G is 24.9, ¨H
is 30.1 and T¨S is 5.5 (kJ mol-1) and barrier energy for reaction is 59.4(kJ mol-1).

Reference:
[1] S. Hautecloque, C.R. Acad. Sc. Paris. 272 (1971).
[2] S. Hautecloque. C.R. Acad. Sc. Paris. 280 (1975).
[3] I. Matheson and J. Tedder, J. Chem. Kinet. 14 (1982) 1033.
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Introduction:
Charge reorganization in chemical species is a time-dependent phenomenon which takes
place in several chemical processes such as electrochemical or photochemical reactions [1-3].
These reactions can be studied by either chemical kinetics or time-dependent quantum
mechanics which provides a rigorous way for the corresponding wave function [4]. In the
following, charge reorganization of a simple ʌ system is studied using time-dependent
techniques.

Methods:
The electronic wave function of ʌ system of C6 H 6 is considered as a superposition of the
corresponding ground and excited electronic states for which the ı electrons are excluded.
The initial pre-constructed electronic wave function is then projected onto the superposition
elements as wave packet at t

0 . To obtain propagation of this wave packet, which is not

necessarily eigenfunction of the system’s time-independent Hamiltonian, the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation is numerically solved utilizing matrix representation of the Hamiltonian
operator and wave packet.
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Results and discussion:
The initial state of C6 H 6 ʌ electronic structure is considered as one of its Kekule
configurations as Fig. 1 at t

0 shows it. This figure displays how the charge density is

reorganized during the considered period of time and clearly shows that the electronic
structure is transformed to the other Kekule structure after 0.04 femtoseconds.

Fig. 1. Charge density reorganization of the ʌ system.

Conclusions:
The ʌ system of strongly delocalized electronic structures can be studied using
time-dependent techniques and the results shows extremely fast charge reorganization in
these systems. In the present work, it is shown that the ʌ system of a hypothetical localized
structure is transformed to some other localized structure.

References:
[1] A. Burquel, et al.; Phys. Chem. A; 110, 3447-3453, 2006.
[2] J.L. Bredas, et al; Chem. Rev.; 104, 4971-5003, 2004.
[3] A.C. Morteani, et al; Phys. Rev. Lett.; 92, 247402, 2004.
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Introduction:
Popular biomolecular force fields (FF) such as AMBER, CHARMM, OPLS and GROMOS
were designed, parameterized and continuously refined for main classes of biomolecules.
Many research works deal with problems in which a novel residue, ligand or organic
molecule is present in the system and thus researchers seek for new parameters that should be
in agreement with the FF applied to other parts of the system. There are many alternative
solutions for such problems but many of them provide general low quality parameters. A high
quality receipt implies a high level of customization which is not a trivial task. In this work
we review the current status of the PARAMATICA package that is designed for development
of biomolecular FFs to new molecules.
Methodology:
The initial design of PARAMATICA obeys the general protocol proposed by CHARMM
developers for CHARMM General FF (CGenFF) [1]. Extensions for other popular FFs will
be in our future work. The potential energy V(R) in the CHARMM FF is a function of the
positions of all atoms and has the following general form:
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where the sum covers all bond or angle vibrations, dihedral rotations, improper distortions,
and non-bonded van der Waals or Coulomb interactions. Parameters in this equation must be
optimized to reproduce a variety of target data such as molecular geometries, harmonic
vibrational frequencies, rotational energy profiles and interaction strength and distance with
TIP3P model of water. In addition to the routine procedure some tasks such as
conformational search might also be necessary to identify the most important structures of
molecules. All of these are implemented in a robust user-friendly fashion in PARAMATICA.
Results:
PARAMATICA acts as a control center for managing all tasks necessary for optimization
and validation of the new set of parameters. Some of these tasks are actually performed in
MOPAC2009, GAMESS, Firefly and NAMD program packages. An interface was provided
for automatic input generation and output processing with any of these programs and all of
them can be executed from inside of PARAMATICA. The PARAMATICA tool kit provides
facilities for:
1) Extraction of available and missing parameters from CGennFF.
2) Random or grid-based conformational search.
3) Converting geometry specifications (Cartesian, Internal) to each other.
4) Unique definition and assignment of atom-names and atom-types.
5) Graph-based analysis of structures and numeration of bonds, angles and dihedrals (see
Figure 1).
6) Providing initial guess for missing parameters by analogy or from QM calculations.
7) Normal mode analysis of force constant matrices.
8) Energy, gradient and hessian calculations from CHARMM FF.
9) Charge optimizations based on interaction with water molecules.
10) Optimization of dihedral parameters based on QM energy profiles.
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Figure 1. Graph based analysis of molecular structures. Red dashed lines represents
missing bond parameters.

Conclusion:
Powerful functional programming and external communication abilities of MATHEMATICA
were combined to an extensible package for analysis and parameterization of biomolecular
force fields. The PARAMATICA tool box makes any related force field development tasks
easy, fast and customizable.
References:
[1] K. Vanommeslaeghe, et al , J. Comput. Chem., 31 (2010) 671.
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Introduction:
The current formulation of quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) is constructed so that
only the ı-skeleton can be detected via the total charge density topology for bond paths (BPs) and
bond critical points (BCPs). However, for planar molecules, the molecular ʌ system can be detected
as well by AIM theory and similar concepts can be generalized to ʌ bonds too. This generalization is
based on the fact that ı and ʌ components of charge density do not mix for linear and planar
molecule [1,2]. Aromaticity as a fundamental property plays a particular role in chemistry to measure
the reactivity of molecules. There are different indices to evaluate the aromaticity, such as geometry
based Harmonic Oscillator Model of Aromaticity (HOMA) [3] or magnetic based by ʌ electron
delocalization (DI)[4]. In the present work, planar boron nitride (BN) sheet is considered to
investigate the change in ʌ components of electron density by means of QTAIM. Also, the effect of
substitutions on the aromaticity due to ʌ components of electron density is evaluated by using
6-center DI within the framework of the AIM theory. The results are compared with HOMA indices.
Theoretical Method:
Geometry calculations and frequency tests were carried out at HF/6-31g* level of theory by Gaussian
03W program. Fig. 1(A) shows typical optimized structure of BN sheet where R refers to H, CCH,
NCO, CNO, N3 and OCN substituents, with the ability to conjugate with ʌ electrons of BNsheet.
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Figure 1: (A) Optimized structure of typical BNsheet substituted by R (R: H, CCH, NCO, CNO, N3 and OCN). (B) The
AIM molecular graphs correspond to ʌ-BPs and BCPs. Six affected BCPs (2-6) are numbered for both substitutions in
N50 and B5 side.

Substitution takes place on nitrogen 50 (N50) and boron 5 (B5), separately. AIM 2000 program was
applied to represent the topological graphs of electron density corresponds to molecular ʌ systems.
Results and Discussion:
The AIM graphs are represented for ʌ system in Fig. 1(B). The results reveals that the most changes
occurs in electronic properties corresponds to the CPs adjacent to substitution (2-7) and the other
CPs remains almost unchanged. Table 1 summarizes the electron density ȡ at these BCPs for both ı
and ʌ density, and the results of DI in comparison with HOMA indices. Generally, the local ring
aromaticity decreases after substituting. When substitution takes place at N50, the concentration of
electron density in BCPs number 4 and 6 increases while it decreases for BCPs 2 and 8. This trend is
reversed in cases in which the substitution is connected to B5. The change in the value of ȡBCP is
reflected in the corresponding bond lengths. This phenomenon would change the local aromaticity of
BNsheet. So, The calculated 6-center DI indices for ʌ electron density of BN rings connected to
substituents show a decrease in aromaticity after substituting. This trend is in a good agreement with
HOMA indices.
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Table 1: Eelectron density at CPs 2-7 , DI and HOMA indices for BN rings connected to substituents N50 and B5 sides.
Substitution
Connection

structure

4&5

6&7

2&3

4&5

6&7

HOMA index DI*105
0.894

5.128

BNsheet-N3 0.1892 0.2070 0.2001 0.0206 0.0221 0.0205

0.876

4.656

BNsheet-CCH0.1871 0.2054 0.1988 0.0193 0.0217 0.0201

0.859

4.300

BNsheet-OCN0.1876 0.2104 0.2019 0.0209 0.0226 0.0208

0.882

4.523

BNsheet-NCO0.1895 0.2062 0.2001 0.0205 0.0220 0.0204

0.876

4.601

BNsheet-CNO0.1810 0.2070 0.2024 0.0185 0.0222 0.0207

0.839

3.950

0.1990 0.1962 0.1942 0.0186 0.0186 0.0186

0.880

6.140

BNsheet-N3 0.2012 0.1934 0.1917 0.0202 0.0185 0.0186

0.859

5.086

BNsheet-CCH0.1990 0.1923 0.1916 0.0195 0.0181 0.0185

0.856

5.986

BNsheet-OCN0.2103 0.1906 0.1894 0.0214 0.0181 0.0183

0.874

5.320

BNsheet-NCO0.2026 0.1923 0.1908 0.0202 0.0183 0.0185

0.860

5.301

BNsheet-CNO0.2062 0.1905 0.1888 0.0211 0.0179 0.0181

0.866

5.956

BNsheet

B5

2&3

ʌ electron density

0.2004 0.1984 0.1951 0.0213 0.0205 0.0194

BNsheet

N50

ı electron density

Conclusions:
The results of 6-center DI for ʌ components of electron density of BNsheet show that the
substitutions remove the uniformity of electron density and reduce local aromaticity of hexagonal
BN ring connected to substituents.
References:
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Introduction:
Prediction of the electron dynamics prior to the formation of an ion pair by an ultrashort laser
field is the keystone to the control of chemical reactions. The hydrogen molecule is one of the
most fundamental few-body, and the smallest quantum systems. Nevertheless, when exposed
to strong laser fields, it exhibits a variety of specific ionization and dissociation phenomena
in the nonperturbative electron dynamics regime [1,2].

Method:
The instantaneous electronic wavefunction (wave packet) of H2 in a nonrelativistic intense
laser field is obtained exactly by applying the time propagation technique for solving the one
dimensional (1D) time-dependent Schr dinger equation (TDSE). Special attention is paid to
the dynamics of the isolated homolytic and ionic doorways or transient species produced
during the evolution of the two-electron wave packet of H2 based on the three alternative
forms of high-harmonic generation (HHG) spectra, including position, velocity,
acceleration moments.
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Result and discussion:
The ultrafast electronic and nuclear dynamics of the preionization (doorway) homolytic and
ionic
quasi-states of the two-electron molecular H2 in the presence of ultrashort intense laser pulses
of 532 nm wavelengths with I = 1 × 1014 Wcmí2 intensity is studied beyond the
Born-Oppenheimer (fixed nuclei) approximation.

Space of the electron density of

the two-electron 1D H2 system around the nuclei is

partitioned into four physicochemically significant partitions, including homolytic (e1HĮ+ í
Hȕ +e2) ( e2H+Į í H+ȕe1) and ionic (HĮ+ í Hȕí) ( HĮí í Hȕ+) transient species. The
underlying mechanisms responsible for the formation and evolution of the homolytic and
ionic transient species are explored based on probing variation of the two-electron norms of
these states and their corresponding time-dependent HHG spectra.

Conclusion:
Analysis of the Gabor transform of the HHG spectra over the whole duration of the
interaction shows that both electrons of the ionic (H Į+ í Hȕí) transient species follow a shortpath trajectory, while both electrons of the ionic (HĮ í í Hȕ +) transient species follow a
long-path trajectory. The role and sequence of the formation of these two complement ionic
species switches with switching the starting phase of the laser field. At each evolution
instance of the homolytic (e1HĮ+ í Hȕ +e2) ( e2H+Į í H+ȕe1) species, the electronic wave
packets of the two electrons are spread alternatively via both the SP and LP. These results are
summarized in Figure 1.
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FIG. 1. Simulation box, corresponding to the un-ionized
central H2 system introduced by Vafaee et al. [3], adopted in
this study The two (green) dots near the origin represent
initial positions of the nuclei. SP and LP denote the short and
long paths, respectively.
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Introduction:
Although many efforts have been devoted to the preparation of 1,2,4 - triazoles by palladium
catalyzed annulations strategies [1], the recent work of Heravi et al.[2] have led to a
regioisomeric substituted thiazolo [3,2-b]1,2,4 triazoles with high yield and good
regioselectivity during Sonogashira coupling reaction. The main objective of this study is to
computationally investigate the underlying reasons for the experimentally observed
regioselectivity in Sonogashira synthesis of 6-(4-nitrobenzyl)-2-phenylthiazolo [3,2-b]1,2,4
triazole [2] (expressed as isomer 3) in the gas and solution phases from the structural and
thermodynamic viewpoints via density functional theory (DFT) calculations.
Computational details:
The calculation of energetics as well as geometry optimizations was performed at two levels
of DFT methods to assess the performance of these methods in prediction of geometry and
energy: i) 6-31G* using the popular B3LYP level of theory and ii) 6-311+G* basis set with
modern M06 functional [3]. In the case of iodine, the relativistic effective core potential
(RECP) determined by Hay-Wadt [4], LANL2DZ, with accompanying basis set was used.
All DFT calculations have been performed using GAMESS suite of programs [5].
Result and discussion:
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We have first determined the optimized structure of isomer 3 by performing geometry
optimization procedure in the gas phase and also PCM method with DMF as solvent and then
we have compared the optimized structure with the available crystallographical data. The
average absolute deviation (AAD) of X-ray experimental data with M06/6-311+G* calculated
values in the gas and solution phases are 0.54% and 0.42%, respectively. The M06/6-311+G*
optimized structure of isomer 3 in the gas phase was presented in Fig. 1.

S1

C2
C3

C1
N3

C31
N1

C37
C32

C36

C4
N2

C41

C42
C43

C35

C46

C33

C44

C34

O1
N4

C45
O2

Fig.1

Table 1.












M06/6-311+G*
B3LYP/6-31G*

Regioselecti
isomer
¨Ee

¨E0

¨H

¨G

¨Ee

¨E0

¨H

¨G

Isomer 3

34.65

41.24

42.67

50.37

28.47

35.46

41.45

49.79

Isomer 4

46.08

52.49

53.55

63.46

44.19

50.61

56.07

64.43
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Thermochemical data, including reaction energies (with and without zero-point energy
corrections), enthalpies and Gibbs free energies computed at B3LYP/6-31G* and
M06/6-311+G* levels of theory in the gas and solution phases have been calculated and the
gas phase calculated values have been presented in Table 1.
Conclusion:
In the first step, the validation of our calculated structural properties of the title compound
was represented by comparison with the available X-ray crystallographical data that
demonstrated a reliable agreement. Our calculated reaction enthalpies and free energies in the
gas and solution phases indicate two important facts: i) the production of compound 3 is
thermodynamically more favorable than its regioisomer 4 and ii) the employment of larger
basis set and more modern functional leads to a decrease of about 4 kcal/mol in the difference
between the reaction energies of regioisomer 3 and 4 while there is a close accuracy between
these two levels of theory for the prediction of geometry.
References:
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Introduction:
Nano cluster coinage metals and compounds have attracted lots of attention in medicine,
catalysis fabrication of nano devices, and other applications according to their unique
physical and chemical properties. The strength and reversibility of the inter-particle
zwitterion-type electrostatic interactions between amino acid groups are evidenced by the
slow disassembly upon increasing pH at ambient temperatures and its acceleration at elevated
temperature. These findings provide new insight into the precise control of interfacial
interactions and reactivities between amino acids anchored to nanoparticles and have broad
implications in the development of colorimetric nanoprobes for amino acids. Histidine is one
of the 20 naturally occurring Į-amino acids that belongs to the group of aromatic and
heterocyclic amino acids. It operates as a precursor of hormone histamine, and adjusts the
amount of metal. It can bind a proton to the nonbonded electron pair of its ring nitrogen to
become a weak acid at low pH. Histidine is the only amino acid that has a functional group
that titrates in the physiological pH range. Histidine may be coordinated to metal atoms via
amino groups, carboxyl groups, or the nitrogen atoms of the imidazole ring, thus acting as a
mono-, bi-, or tridentate ligand. Gas-phase acidity (GPA) of organic compounds has been
extensively investigated because it eliminates the effects of solvent and thus lets us study the
intrinsic factors which influence the acidity of an organic compound. The reaction between
metal clusters and organic molecules in the gas phase is an ideal environment in which the
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complexation mechanisms, the binding energies, the enthalpies, and the reactivity of the
metal ions can be obtained in the absence of any complicating solvent effects.
Theoretical methods:
Geometries of the histidine complexes, in its neutral and anionic forms with M3 clusters (M =
Au, Ag and Cu) were fully optimized using the density functional theory (DFT) with B3LYP
methods employing the Spartan 10 program. The 6-31+G** basis set was used for the atoms
in histidine, while for M3 clusters the Los Alamos effective-core potential (ECP) Lanl2DZ
basis set was applied. The effect of solvation was taken into account using Polarized
Continuum Model (PCM). The Natural bond orbital (NBO) was conducted for these
complexes in order to obtain the natural charges. Quantum theory of atoms in molecules
(QTAIM) analysis was performed with AIM2000 package to calculate the properties of bond
critical points (BCPs).
Result and Discussion:
The interaction of histidine with M3 clusters that serve as simple catalytic model of Au, Cu,
and Ag nano particles was investigated. Theoretical calculation was performed with 6-31+G**
ULANL2DZ basis set. For this purpose, histidine amino acid was chosen in two different
forms (anionic (–), and neutral (Û)). Interactions of M3 clusters with these forms of histidine
were explored and the corresponding thermodynamic properties were computed. Quantum
theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) was used to determine the nature of bond between the
amino acids and clusters. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was also applied to investigate
the charge transfer of complexes. Also, the aciditiy of His and His-OMe (denoted by HB in
Eq (1)) was first calculated based on Eq (1). Then, using the same computational methods,
the acidities of the metal-complexed species of these compounds (denoted by [HBM3],
(where M3 includes Au3, Ag3 and Cu3) were also calculated based on Eq (2).
HB ĺ B- + H+
ǻGacid (1)
–
+
[HBM3] ĺ [BM3] + H
ǻGacid (2)
Another goal of this work is to predict the pKa values which are not experimentally available.
In this paper, we predict the pKa values in water for the same set of acids calculated in gas
phase. Good agreement is found between our calculated pKa values and GPAs of compounds.
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Conclusion:
Interaction of histidine with Au3, Ag3 and Cu3 clusters has been illustrated in the geometrical,
spectroscopic, and energetic aspects. The bond lengths of A-X in histidine increase after
complexation, and the stretching modes of these bonds undergo a red shift with respect to
isolated ones. In the next step, the effects of Au3, Ag3 and Cu3 clusters on the gas-phase
acidity of histidine have been explored. The results of this study indicate that, upon metal
complexation, the gas-phase acidity (GPA) of the studied weak organic acid drastically
increases to the extent that it converts the weak acids of interest to a super acid. For instance,
ǻGacid of H2SO4 (known as a super acid in the gas phase) is 306.3 ± 3.1 kcal/mol. However,
the acidities His and His-OMe examined herein are considerably enhanced (they become less
endothermic, on average, by almost 40 kcal/mol) when the compound is complexed with Au3,
Ag3 and Cu3 clusters.
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Introduction:
Aromatic molecules are important in the wide range of science. Particularly their biological
role for constructing the molecular building blocks such as proteins and DNA is crucial.
Phenol is one of the simplest aryl alcohols with several applications in the organic chemistry,
biology and bio-chemistry. Hence, heavy experimental and theoretical studies were done on
the electronic transitions and electronic structures of this molecule [1, 2].
Protonation is a fundamental chemical reaction. Recent advances in the laser spectroscopy
and ab initio computational methods provide a good situation to study the isolated protonated
aromatic molecules in the gas phase [3]. The protonation effect in the electronic properties of
phenol and substituted phenol is the main subject of this study.

Computational methods:
The “ab initio” calculations, have been performed with the TURBOMOLE program, making
use

of (RI) approximation to evaluation of the electron-repulsion integrals. In all of

calculations, the starting geometries were constructed with Cs molecular symmetry and the
equilibrium geometry

at the ground electronic states (S0) has been determined at the
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MP2/cc-pVDZ level. At the optimized excited state geometries, the energy of the ground
state and two lowest excited states of Aƍ and AƎ symmetries were determined at the
RI-CC2/cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVDZ levels.

Results and discussion:
        Several isomers can be produced by protonation of phenol. Hence, our first goal
was to find the most stable protonated isomer by optimization of the ground state geometry at
the MP2/cc-pVDZ level. According to calculations, the most stable isomer of protonated
phenol is Para-Isomer (C4), which is planer an has the Cs symmetry point group. The
optimized S1 excited state of C4 under the Cs symmetry is planar, although, without the
symmetry restriction, the S1 optimized geometry shows a drastic out of plan deformation in
the benzene ring. The adiabatic electronic transition energy for S1 (Aƍ1, ʌʌ state) at the
CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ level has been determined the value of 4.34 eV for the C4 protonated
isomer of phenol (see Table 1). The experimental value of 4.50 eV was reported by Pino et al
for the 0-0 band of S1 (ʌʌ ) state in the neutral phenol [4]. This shows that the protonation
has very small red shift effect on the S1 state of phenol.

Protonated phenol
Neutral Phenol
(C4 isomer)
Excited State

Adiabatic Energy(eV)

Excited State

Adiabatic Energy(eV)

A'1 (ʌʌ*)

4.34

A'1 (ʌʌ*)

4.67

A"1(ıʌ*)

5.32

A"1 (ʌı*)

Notconverged
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Table 1: Adiabitic transition energies of the lowest electronic excited states of the C4 protonated phenol and the
neutral phenol, calculated at RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory under the Cs symmetry point group.

Conclusion:
In comparison to neutral phenol, the main effect of protonation is a red shift of the
first ʌʌ* electronic transition of protonated phenol. The full optimized geometry (without
symmetry constraint) of the first ʌʌ* electronically excited state of protonated phenol showed
a drastic geometry deformation. This behavior may lead to a short life time excited state of
protonated phenol, which can be accompanied with a broad and structurless electronic
spectrum.
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In the Iranian chemistry community, it has been judged that physical chemistry is a discipline
studying chemical phenomena only from theoretical and physical points of view without any
application in the society and industry. In this presentation, it will be demonstrated that
physical chemistry, as one of the most active research areas of science, plays an important
role to promote such industrial areas as oil and gas industries as well as many other practical
disciplines.

This way a demonstration will be presented to depict the road map from

thermodynamics laboratory to simulation and design an industrial natural gas refinery plant.
The presentation includes the following topics:
-

An overview of natural gas sweetening industry and its national and economic
importance.

-

Measurement and modeling phase equilibria in systems comprised of acid gas +
chemically reactive aqueous electrolyte solutions at low and high pressure regions.

-

Measurement and modeling thermo-physical properties of complex aqueous solutions
at low and high pressure regions.
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-

Measurement and modeling kinetics of absorption of acid gases in complex aqueous
solutions.

-

The importance and applications of the experimental data generated in the laboratory
to process design and simulation.

-

Development of a process simulation package to simulate and design a natural gas
sweetening plant based on a specific newly formulated solution.

-

Design and construction of a gas sweetening pilot plant to analyze long term process
performance of newly formulated as well as conventional industrial solutions.
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Introduction:
Water is the most commonly used cooling fluid to remove unwanted heat from heat transfer
surfaces [1,2]. Two of the main problems of cooling systems are corrosion and scale
phenomena. Using phosphonates, R3C–P(O)(OH)2, as inhibitors is one method of preventing
mineral scale and corrosion in these systems. Phosphonates are generally considered to be
CaCO3 and CaSO4 scale inhibitors and react stoichiometrically with the calcium ions and
form insoluble Ca–phosphonate precipitates which share some of the same harmful effects as
the other forms of scale being inhibited [3]. In this work, the corrosion and scale inhibition
property of the aminotris-(methylenephosphonic) acid (ATMP) have been studied by using
potentiodynamic polarization and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) techniques
plus weighing.

Materials and methods:
The ATMP inhibitor was added to the cooling water system solution in different
concentrations. Admiralty brass (AB) with chemical composition of 70% Cu, 29% Zn and
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1% Sn were used as working electrode. At first, the working electrode was polished
mechanically and then exposed to test solution. A Pt sheet and saturated calomel electrode
(SCE) were used as a counter and reference electrode, respectively. All the measurements
were conducted after 2 h. The potentiodynamic Tafel measurements were done by the scane
rate of 2 mV/s. The EIS experiments were carried out in the frequency range of 10 kHz to
0.01 Hz. It could be understandable that the antiscale efficiency is a function of the mass of
scale on WE. If the mass of the scale deposited on WEs in blank and scale inhibitor added
aqueous samples is defined as ¨mo and ¨m1, respectively, the antiscale efficiency could be
expressed

as

follows:

Ș=

(¨mo-¨m1)/¨mo

Eq. (1)
Results and discussion:
The different concentrations of ATM scale inhibitor were added in the tested aqueous sample
and the deposited scale mass on WE and the corresponding antiscale efficiency calculated
from Eq. (1) were listed in Table 1. It is seen that the best performance was observed with 60
ppm of ATMP. Polarization measurement has been done and polarization curves are shown
in Fig. 2. The results indicate that all the cathodic polarization curves are parallel and suggest
that the hydrogen evolution is activation controlled and the reduction mechanism is not
affected by the presence of the inhibitor. By increasing the ATMP concentration up to 60
ppm, Ecorr became constant and the Icorr was decrease from 9.2 to 1.5μA/cm2. Based on the
decrease of the cathodic and anodic currents, ATMP is considered as a mixed type inhibitor.
By increasing the 80 and 100 ppm of ATMP, Icorr were increased because high concentration
of ATMP can dissolve the Cu ions and causes the dezincification of alloy. Fig. 3 shows the
obtained Nyquist diagrams of AB in water cooling system solution in presence of different
concentrations of ATMP. The Nyquist plots show, at least, two “depressed” capacitive loops
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with real impedances ranging from 3 to 12 kȍcm2. The best anticorrosion performance was
observed by only 60 ppm of ATMP and the corrosion resistence was found 20.6 kȍcm2.
Table1. The scale mass on WE in various aqueous samples and the corresponding antiscle efficiency.
Aqueous samples

Blank

ATMP-20ppm

ATMP-40ppm

ATMP-60ppm

ATMP-80ppm

ATMP-100ppm

¨m

0.02

0.0114

0.0043

0.0028

0.0079

0.0138

Antiscale efficiency

-

43.2%

78.4%

85.7%

60.4%

30.6%

12

2

-Z'' (kȍ.cm )

1.2

2

-Z'' (kȍ.cm )

9

ATMP-20ppm
ATMP-40ppm
ATMP-60ppm
ATMP-80ppm
ATMP-100ppm

0.9
0.6
0.3
0
0

6

0.3

0.6

0.9

1.2

Z' (kȍ.cm2)

3

0
0

3

6

9

12

2

Z' (kȍ.cm )

Fig 2. Polarization curves for AB in different
concentration of ATMP

Fig 3. Nyquist plots of AB in different
concentration of ATMP

Conclusion:
The corrosion and antiscale inhibition of ATMP have been evaluated. The results of
weighting method show that the addition of 60 ppm of ATMP can inhibit scale formation and
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the electrochemical methods suggest that the best anticorrosion performance can be observed
by only 60 ppm of ATMP.
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Introduction:
Magnesium and its alloys are increasingly used in aerospace and automotive applications
owing to their ultra lightness (Their density is thirds that of aluminum and one fourth that of
iron) and high strength to weight ratio [1]. However, Mg is highly chemically reactive when
exposed to air or water and forms oxide/hydroxide layer, which make it very susceptible to
galvanic corrosion. The poor corrosion resistance of magnesium and its alloys restrict their
wide

application

[2-3].

In

this

work,

the

inhibition

effect

of

N,N-bis(salicylidene)-2-hydroxy-1,3-propandiamine (Salpr) Schiff base on magnesium
corrosion was studied using different electrochemical methods including; potentiodynamic
polarization, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and Electrochemical Noise
(EN) methods.
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Materials and methods:
A three-electrode cell, consisting of magnesium working electrode (WE), a platinum sheet as
counter electrode (CE), and a saturated Ag/AgCl electrode as a reference electrode, were
used for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and polarization measurements.
Electrochemical tests were carried out using a ȝautolab3 potentiostat-galvanostat and Nova
software (version 1.6) were used for data recording. Electrochemical noise data were also
recorded using a ȝautolab3 potentiostat-galvanostat and Nova (version 1.6) software.

Results and discussion:
Salpr inhibits both the anodic and cathodic reactions by blocking the local anodes and
cathodes on the magnesium surface and acts as a mixed type inhibitor. Salpr is an effective
inhibitor for corrosion of magnesium in 0.01 M concentration of hydrochloric acid, and the
inhibition efficiency increases by raising the concentration of inhibitor. The inhibition
efficiency increases from 27.64 % to 79.16% respectively, for the lowest and the highest
concentrations of inhibitor. EIS results show that as the concentration of inhibitor increases,
the charge transfer resistance is raised and the double layer capacity is decreased. The data
obtained by analysis of electrochemical noise data in frequency domain, are in relatively
good numerical and good trend agreement with the polarization and EIS results. Salpr acts
through adsorption on the magnesium surface and its adsorption obeys the Langmuir
adsorption isotherm. The values of ¨Gads showed that Salpr adsorbs on the magnesium
surface via physisorption. Surface morphologies of the magnesium samples were observed by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) before and after the immersion of samples in inhibited
and blank acid solutions. SEM images revealed that the magnesium surface damage is
significantly decreased by the mentioned inhibitor.
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Conclusion:
Salpr Schiff base behaves as efficient corrosion inhibitor and its inhibition efficieny increases
by inhibitor concentration. Salpr acts through adsorption on the magnesium surface and its
adsorption obeys the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. The data obtained by analysis of
electrochemical noise data in frequency domain is relatively in good agreement with the
polarization and EIS results.
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Introduction:
One of the methods of modification, upgrading, stabilization and changing the properties of
polymers is based on the irradiation with high energy accelerated radiation (gamma rays,
X-rays, and accelerated ion beams). Irradiation of polymers with high energy radiations leads
to the formation of very reactive intermediates in the forms of excited states, ions and free
radicals. These intermediates are almost instantaneously used up in several reaction pathways
which result in the arrangement or formation of new bonds structures. The ultimate effects of
these reactions are the formations of oxidized products, grafts, cross-linking and scissoring of
main or side chains which are also called degradation. The degree or dominance of these
transformations depend on the nature of the polymer and the conditions of treatment before;,
during and after irradiation and close control of these factors make the modification of
polymers possible by radiation processing.
In this study the thermal behavior and Kinetic models for decomposition of the irradiated and
unirradiated polyvinyl butyral (PVB) were investigated based on DTA and DTG
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thermograms, as well. Experimentally, solid-state kinetics is studied either isothermally or
nonisothermally. Many mathematical methods have been developed to interpret experimental
data for both heating protocols. These methods generally fall into one of two categories:
model-fitting and model-free. Historically, model-fitting methods were widely used because
of their ability to directly determine the kinetic triplet (frequency factor [A], activation energy
[Ea] and model). There are many model fitting methods that extract the three kinetic
parameters known as the kinetic triplet from nonisothermal data. These methods were used
extensively earlier in solid-state kinetic analysis [1-7]. In the present work, we used
nonisothermal model-fitting direct differential method.

Materials and methods:
The polyvinyl butyral (PVB) film with 20 ȝm of thickness made by RisØ Co., Denmark,
were used in this experiment. Irradiation was carried out about 5 Secs with 30 MeV
accelerated protons on the Cyclon-30 cyclotron made by IBA Company, Belgium. The
thermograms of un-irradiated and irradiation samples (2 ± 0.1 mg) were recorded in a
nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 Kminí1 from 30 to 700qC using a thermal
analyzer (NETZSCH-Geratebau GmbH STA 409 PC).

Result and Discussions:
Thermal degradation is a very important process which helps in determining the influence of
the polymer morphology on the thermal stability, the optimum temperature of operation and
the activation energies related to the degradation processes. Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) has been proved to be reasonably rapid and precise method for the determination of
such kinetic parameters related to the degradation processes [8]. The kinetic analysis of
thermal degradation of un-irradiated and irradiated PVB was carried out by using the
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dynamic weight loss data from the thermogravimetry (TGA). The TGA/DTG thermograms of
un-irradiated and irradiated PVB are shown in Fig.1. As shown in Fig.1.a the decomposition
of un-irradiated PVB proceeds in two steps in the temperature range of 155.87-624.42 qC
with the two peak temperature 321.48qC and 529.56 qC. But the decomposition of irradiated
PVB as shown in Fig.1.b proceed in one major step in the temperature range of 269-509 qC
with the peak temperature 388.5qC. The decomposition rate of a specimen can be represented
by the rate expression [9] as Eq. (1), where Į is the fraction of solid decomposed at time t,
f(Į) is a function of Į depending on the reaction mechanism and k is the rate constant given
by the Arrhenius equation, If Eq. (1) is combined with the Arrhenius equation and a constant
heating rate ȕ=dT/dt (K/min) is employed, the decomposition rate equation can be written in
differential form as (Eq. (2)), An empirical relation exits between frequency factors and
activation energies. Where A is the pre-exponential factor (1/min), E is the activation energy
(J/mol), R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol-1K-1), T is the temperature of reaction
(K).

In this study, we adopted an approximation of the integrated form as (Eq. (3)), [9,10]. Where
F(Į) is the integral form of the empirical function f(Į), (E+2RT) is assumed to be constant for
moderate temperature. In these data analysis, a homogeneous reaction Order-based (F)
model, F(Į)+(1-Į)^n, is found to give the best fit of the data at the range of the major weight
loss region whit different reaction order (n) for un-irradiated and irradiated samples as
summarized in table 1.
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As shown in Fig. 2, the plot of ln[F(Į)/T2] vs. 1/T results in a straight line with a slope of
-E/R giving the activation energy [Ea], and frequency factor [A], can be calculated from the
activation energy and the intercept on the Y axis. The values of activation energy, frequency
factor and other thermal decomposition parameters for unirradiated and irradiated PVB are
summarized in Table 1.

Conclusion:
The thermal properties of un-irradiated and irradiated PVB nitrogen were investigated by
TGA/DTG, and compared. From the results obtained, the activation energies and frequency
factor for thermal degradation of PVB film increase with the high energy protons irradiation.
This study clearly indicates that the thermal stability of PVB as an effect of 30 MeV
accelerated protons irradiation is increased significantly. The increasing in thermal stability is
correlated with the morphological changes induced in the PVB polymeric sample as a
consequence of irradiation leads to the formation of very reactive intermediates in the forms
of excited states, ions and free radicals. These intermediates are instantaneously used up in
several reaction pathways which result in the arrangement and formation of new strong bonds
and stable structure of PVB.
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Fig.1. TGA/DTG curves of (a) Un-irradiated (b) Irradiated PVB in nitrogen

Fig. 2. Plot of ln[F(Į)/T2] vs. 1/T for the determination of the activation energy
Table1. Results of thermal decomposition parameters for un-irradiated and irradiated PVB
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Introduction:
Petroleum fuel oil components such as light and heavy fuel oil (LFO and HFO) are various
liquid or semi-solid materials from several industrial processes. Negligible quantities of fuel
oil (C6+) are produced by olefins plants using feedstocks of light paraffin such as ethane,
whilst plants using naphtha or gas oil as feedstocks produce higher quantities of fuel oil.
Conversion (reforming, cracking, upgrading) of fuel oil to valuable hydrocarbon products is a
very important technology for a variety of applications. In cracking process, it is necessary to
get various useful hydrocarbon gases and oils. However, the chemistry of fuel oil upgrading
is extremely complicated. Recently, a novel technology of plasma and catalytic process was
studied by many researchers for hydrocarbon reforming [1-2]. In a plasma reactor there are
many energetic electrons, ions and neutral particles being able to collide with hydrocarbons
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and provide the energy required to crack the bands. Therefore, the produced radicals can join
and introduce another hydrocarbon. These electrons could play the role of catalyst in FCC
(Fluid Catalytic Cracking) process. Our approach in this work is to present briefly a new type
of non-catalytic-non-thermal dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma reactor [3] to convert
C11-C18 heavy fuel oil (such as aromatic, naphthene and paraffin hydrocarbons) to lighter and
marketable products at room temperature and under atmospheric pressure.

Materials and methods:
In the present work we have used a cylindrical DBD, 20 kHz ac power supply, cold trap and
gas chromatography as shown in Fig. 1. This study consists of designing and developing the
required DBD reactor, investigating the electrical behavior of the applied voltage and the gas
flow rate on the plasma chemistry of the cracking quantitatively and qualitatively.

(A)
(B)
Figure 1. (A). Schematic representation of experimental setup used in this study.
(B). Molar compositions of Fuel Oil as a feed.
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Result and discussion:
The results show that fuel oil can be cracked in the atmospheric pressure DBD and converted
to relatively valuable (H2, CO, CO2, C2-C5 valuable products) and partly heavier remaining
hydrocarbons. Applied voltage and plasma-generating gas flow was 7.5 kV and 200 SCCM
respectively. Qualitative analysis was done by GC-FID and verified by Gas Chromatography
Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS).

Conclusion:
The valuable hydrocarbons have more percentage of the output products compared to the
heavier hydrocarbons. Increasing the voltage and gas flow rate improve the cracking
percentage that is assumed to happen due to increasing the stronger microdischarges in the
DBD reactor.
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Introduction:
The production of hydrocarbons directly from methane requires high temperatures, which
makes the process expensive and non-selective. One of the new approaches to activate
reactants is the electric gas discharge. A series of plasma and chemical processes such as
ionization, dissociation and excitation of molecules and atoms are initiated that make the
ionized fluid far from thermodynamic equilibrium. In such non-equilibrium medium the
temperature of electrons can reach several eV while the temperature of the reactants remains
relatively low, near room temperature. Hence, the electron collisions are responsible for the
dissociation of the molecules. There are various works demonstrating the possibility of
methane conversion by non-thermal plasmas [1,2]. The main drawback of non-thermal
plasmas is their low chemical energy efficiency, reaching 10% at most, which is far from the
industrial demand that require high conversions at chemical efficiencies above 30%. The
pulsed plasmas, however, demonstrated far better results [3-7]. The main advantage of the
pulsed plasmas, relative to the continues ones, is due to its ability of rendering temporal non
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equilibrium of population distribution among the molecular vibrational levels, through which
the dissociation of the molecule take places more easily [8].
In this study we will examine the influence of electrode gap distance in the transformation of
pure methane to produce hydrocarbons using short pulsed plasma reactor.

Methods:
Fig. 1 shows the experimental set-up. The reactor was made of a quartz tube consisting of
two electrodes fabricated from aluminium. In order to produce uniform electric field, the
upper electrode was shaped according to Ernest profile. The electric pulse is formed by
discharging the bank capacitors through a high voltage thyratron switch. The repetition rate
of pulsed discharge was controlled by a control-trigger from 3 to 20 kHz. The pulse voltage
and current waveforms are sampled using current (Pearson 6585) and voltage (Tektronix
P6015A) probes, which are connected to a four channel digital oscilloscope (Tektronix
TDS3054C). The pulse energy is the area under the power waveform graph, calculated by the
oscilloscope through the multiplication of current and voltage waveforms. The outlet
products were analyzed using a three channel gas chromatograph (GC Varian CP-3800). The
bulk gas temperature was estimated by the thermocouples attached to the outer wall of the
reactor.
The conversion and selectivity are defined according to the following relations:

Conversion

CH 4
minCH 4  mout
minCH 4


Selectivity
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CH 4
i
, mout
, and ni  are the moles of methane introduced, the moles of methane
Where minCH 4 , mout

at the outlet, the moles of product i at the outlet and the carbon number of the product i 
,respectively.

Results and discussion:
Based on the oscillographs of voltage and current and the resulting power, the pulsed-power
width was about 20 nanoseconds. At these short periods, nonequilibrium vibrational
population distribution is built up. The different hydrocarbons up to C6 were detected by FID
detector, among which C2 hydrocarbons and hydrogen were major products

Fig. 1. A Schematic view of the experimental setup
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Fig. 2: Methane conversion and energy efficiency against electrode gap distance, applied voltage is 21 kV,
frequency is 15.5 kHz and total feeding gas flow is 400 mL/min.

The methane conversion rate and energy efficiency versus the electrode gap distance is
shown in Fig. 2. In general, there is an optimum value of gap distance at which the
conversion performance is optimum. Hydrogen and acetylene were the main products of the
conversion process, both having selectivities around 72%. The chemical energy efficiency
reaches about 32% at conversion rate exceeding 50%, at the best point.
The optimum conversion parameters at gap distance of approximately 5 mm, is probably due
to the optimum value of reduced field E/N, where E is electric field inside the plasma an N
shows the total density of different molecules present in the medium. It should be noted that
every parameter in a plasma, including the dissociation rate, is a function of reduced field.

Conclusions:
It was demonstrated that an optimum value of the electrode gap distance exists at which point
the conversion performance of the plasma reactor was superior. The energy efficiency as high
as 32% at conversion rates of more than 50% was obtained while the average temperature
was around 100 0C. This achievement can be accounted for promising, regarding the low
temperature processing of the methane.
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Introduction:
Nanostructured catalysts can be highly active for majority of reactions. In the present work,
we report a research on the performance of bimetallic Ce-MnSAPO-34 catalyst in methanol
to light olefins (MTO) process prepared by hybrid ultrasound-hydrothermal method.

Materials and methods:
Mn and Ce were introduced in to the SAPO-34 framework by isomorphous substitution and
impregnation method respectively. Synthetic gel was transferred in to autoclave and heated at
200°C for 56 h. The catalyst was characterized with XRD and FESEM techniques. Catalytic
conversion of methanol to olefins experiments were carried out in a U-shape Pyrex micro
reactor (8mm i.d) at atmospheric pressure. Reaction gas, which was composed of 10 mol%
methanol and 90 mol% H2O, was allowed to flow with a gaseous space velocity of 4200
cm3/gr.hr-1.
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Result and discussion:
A detailed examination of diffraction pattern (as shown in Figure1) reveals the formation of
SAPO-34 rhombohedral structure (JCPDS 01-087-1527) as indicated by diffraction peaks at
2ș = 9.74 and 12.85º. The average crystallite size was calculated 14.9 nm using Sherrer
equation demonstrating the nanostructure framework of the synthesized catalyst.
Implementing ultrasound method might be responsible for uniform particle size distribution
achieved in this research [1]. Additionally, formation of some nano-scale particles over
SAPO-34 crystals can be identified.
The effect of reaction temperature on the conversion of methanol over nanostructured
Ce-MnSAPO-34 catalyst is shown in Figure 2. Specifically, as the temperature increases
from 300 to 500°C, the methanol conversion changes from 85% to 100%. Temperature
dependent selectivity variations over modified SAPO-34 are depicted in Figure 3. Both light
olefins production and methanol conversion reach a maximum at 400°C.
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Figure 2: XRD pattern of Ce-MnSAPO-34.
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Conclusion:
Introduction of Ce and Mn heteroatoms by the aid of ultrasound method lead to the excellent
performance in MTO process. Light olefins selectivity reaches a maximum value of 90%.
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Introduction:
In this paper, are have performing simulations molecular dynamic (MD) simulation within
an isobaric- isothermal ensemble. The tersoff potential many-body interatomic potential[1]
was used to model the energetic and dynamics of the stress on single wall silicon nanotubes
(SWSiNTs), Our aim has been to calculate the melting temperature of SWSiNTs at the
various radius size and investigate effect of stress on SWSiNTs too.
Simulation Details:
We considered three type of SWSiNTs, namely, armchair, zigzag, and chiral, of length 3.16,
4.8, 3.63nm respectively[2]. The time for the simulation was set Gt

1 fs . Each nanotube was

equilibrated for 60000 time steps, during which the total energy remained content. The initial
temperature was set at T 300K , and was raised up to the melting point incrementally at 5K
in each time step. The velocity Verlet algorithm was employed to integrate the equations of
motion, and periodic boundary condition was applied along the axis of the nanotube in the
z-direction
Result and Discussion:
The results are shown the transition a solid to liquid phase can be identified by a jump in the
variation of cohesive energy with temperature (Figer 1.). An inspection of these variations
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shows that the melting point or all type of nanotubes increase with the radii in a nonlinear
manner. Such a behavior seems not to be radiuses dependent and more to be due to the
symmetry property of the nanotubes themselves (Figer 2. left).. In other step, we supposed
(8,0) zigzag nanotube for investigate the effect of stress on nanotubes (Figer2. right). We
put it under various stress, and observed Stress on nanotube reducing stability of the
nanotube and it’s transition was down.
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Conclusion:
The sum up, in this paper, we performed MD simulations based on tersoff potential, to
investigate a solid-to-liquid phase transition involving three type of SWSiNTs. (zigzag,
armchair, chiral). The results show that the melting temperatures of SWSiNTs depand on the
nanotube radius as well a chiral angle and the stress on the nanotube makes coherent energy
reduced and so, melting point reduced.
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Introduction :
Nanofluids are a new class of nanotechnology-based heat transfer fluids produced by
dispersing nanoparticles with sizes typically smaller than 100 nm into traditional heat transfer
fluids such as water, ethylene glycol, and engine oil. Due to small sizes and very large
specific surface areas of the nanoparticles, nanofluids have novel beneficial properties [1, 2].
In order to study the heat transfer performance of nanofluids and use them in practical
applications, it is necessary first to study their thermophysical properties.
In this paper the four main thermophysical properties, i.e. density, specific heat capacity,
thermal conductivity, and viscosity of TiO2-water nanofluids at various particle volume
concentrations and temperatures is measured experimentally. As the purchased nanoparticles
had a hydrophobic surface, at first the TiO2 nanoparticles are functionalized by a new
chemical treatment and then dispersed in water. Furthermore, the measured data are used for
comparison with the predicted values of the existing classical models.
Preparation of nanofluids:
The TiO2 nanoparticles (Nanostructured&Amorphous Materials, Inc.) with a nominal average
particle diameter of 15 nm and the density 3.9 g/cm3 were used. Distilled water was used as
the base fluid. As the purchased nanoparticles had a hydrophobic surface, they agglomerated
and precipitated when dispersed in water in the absence of a dispersant/surfactant. Thus, for
better dispersion, TiO2 nanoparticles were functionalized by a new chemical treatment as
follows. The TiO2 nanoparticles were mixed with 1,1,1,3,3,3, hexamethyldisilazane
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(C6H19NSi2) in a mass fraction ratio of 2:1. The resulting mixture was sonicated at 30 ºC for
1 hour using ultrasonic vibration at sound frequency of 40 kHz. This process permitted to
place the hydrophilic ammonium groups on TiO2 nanoparticles surface. Then, the soaked
nanoparticles were dried with a rotary evaporation apparatus. Finally, these dried
functionalized nanoparticles were added to distilled water to produce the TiO2-water
nanofluids in different volume fractions (0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2%). The nanofluids were
sonicated continuously for 1 hour with an ultrasonic probe (400 W, 24 kHz).
Measurement of thermophysical properties:
The thermophysical properties of nanofluids are collected for temperatures ranging from 20
ºC to 60 ºC and for the nanoparticle volume fractions of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2.0%. A SVM
3000 Stabinger Viscometer (Anton Paar GmbH) was used to measure the density according to
ASTM D7042. The specific heat capacity was measured with a differential scanning
calorimeter (DSC) (NETZSCH DSC 200F3-Maia) directly. The thermal conductivity was
measured using a KD2 Pro thermal properties analyzer (Decagon devices, Inc., USA), which
is based on the transient hot wire method. The U-tube (reverse-flow) capillary viscometer
(Petrotest ® Instruments GmbH & Co. KG) was used to measure the kinematic viscosity of
nanofluids and then the dynamic viscosity can be obtained by multiplying the measured
kinematic viscosity by the density of the nanofluid.
Results and discussion:
Results show that the measured density and specific heat capacity are in good agreement with
mixing theory and thermal equilibrium models, respectively [1]. Moreover, the measured
viscosity and thermal conductivity of nanofluids are higher than the values of the base fluid.
The thermal conductivity ratio of nanofluids increases with increasing particle volume
concentration and slightly increases with increasing temperature and, conversely, the
viscosity of nanofluids significantly decreases with increasing temperature and increases with
increasing particle volume concentration. The existing correlations for calculating the thermal
conductivity and dynamic viscosity of nanofluids failed to predict the experimental values
correctly. Therefore, according to the experimental data two correlations are proposed for
calculating these properties. Finally, obtained results show that the utilized functionalization
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method can be an effective way to produce stable and suitable TiO2-water nanofluids with
reasonable thermophysical properties.
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Introduction:
Shortened or end-opened carbon nanotubes (CNTs) showed various potential applications,
such as dye-sensitized solar cells[1], DNA analysis[2], and so on[3]. Furthermore, good
dispersion of short CNTs in a composite material is critical to minimize stress concentration
at agglomerates and achieve optimal mechanical performance [4]. However; CNTs are long,
entangled and insolubility which makes it difficult for such applications. Thus they must be
cut or end-opened to operable lengths and so for dispersibility. To solve these issues, several
methods of CNTs cutting have been reported. But, it is reported that methods are very
complicated, energy-consuming and time-consuming [5]. In this study, we developed a facile,
effective and controllable method to obtain shortened multi walled carbon nanotubes (SMWCNT) in a shorter time. Electromagnetic Waves treatment with mainly chemically
oxidation was used for shortening and efficiently dispersing of Arrays multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (A-MWCNTs).
Materials and methods:
Aligned MWCNT prepared by chemical vapor deposition using a floating catalyst method
(diameter > 100 nm, length of 100 ȝm, and purity < 90%). Analytical graded potassium
permanganate (KMnO4) and sulfuric acid (H2SO4) were obtained from Merck, Inc.
A-MWCNTs (75 mg) were added to a mixture of 40 ml of KMnO4 and 6 ml of H2SO4: 3/1
mol vessel (100 ml). The Teflon vessel is embedded under electromagnetic waves at
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temperature of 90 oC. Digestion was performed for different times (5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 min)
at a constant wave irradiation power of 700 W. Then, after the cutting treatment, each
mixture was filtered using a hydrophilic PTFE membrane (0.22 μm).
Apparatus:
To harness the extent of cutting, shortened MWCNTs (S-MWCNTs) were fully characterized
by UV–visible and Raman spectroscopes as well as scanning electron microscopies (SEM),
transmission electron microscopies (TEM) and optical microscopy (OM).
Result and discussion:
TEM micrographs of A-MWCNTs and S-MWCNTs during 20 min are shown in Fig. 1. The
A-MWCNTs are smooth (Fig. 6(a)), while there are some roughnesses after 20 min of
treatment (Fig. 6(b)). Such roughnesses are frequently used to justify oxidation of the CNTs
surface [6]. Also, open end of A-MWCNTs are shown in the Fig (2c). According to Fig. (6d),
It seems that the cutting of CNTs mostly happened where the CNTs are bent. The bended
parts of CNTs are related to the vulnerable pentagon and heptagon [7]. So, damages at these
sites are harsh enough to eventually cut the CNTs (Fig. 6(d)).





Fig. 1. TEM images of the MWCNTs samples: (a) A-MWCNTs (b),(c) and (d) S-MWCNTs at 20 min.
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Conclusion:
The results show that with this treatment, the long tubes of A-MWCNTs (>80 μm) were
ef¿ciently and signi¿cantly shortened to below about 1 μm after 40 min the treatment. In the
same time, the S-MWCNTs formed stable dispersion state in water without the help of
surfactants that provided possibility for further functionalizations and applications. Also
Decrease in the degree of S-MWCNT crystallinity was observed under 15 min reaction time
that this Irregularity, improved after 20 min treatment. At the end, This method can be
considered as an efficient route for the cutting of MWCNTs due to its fast and controllable
procedure.
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Introduction
Thermal conductivity of carbon nanotube polymer composites and its influences from
MWNT volume fraction that are studied withelement methods will be surveyed in this
research. Nanopolymer in this research is made by epoxy that is reinforced with multiwall
carbon nanotube. In next step the results of finite element method will compare with new
runs based on effective medium theory and cylindrical inclusions in polymer composites.
Also, the results will compare with the other model for more review[1,2]. Finally, behavior
adaptation of volume fraction have been studied in Both analytical and finite element models,
and accuracy of each method in expression the effect of volume fraction of fillers is measured
to be used in future research with high reliability.
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Method of Research:
In this project we check the influence of some of structural parameters on thermal
conductivity of CNT-Epoxy composite. It is assumed that the nanotubes are distributed in
axial direction in the composite structure. Mathematical solution for the effective thermal
conductivity in axial direction is performed by using the effective medium theory [1-3]. A
heterogeneous material withproperties,be replaced with the homogeneous substance in the
same conditions. In hypothetical homogeneous composites, filler materials are distributed
uniformly in the matrix [2]. It is assumed that thermal conductivity is in steady state without
heat generation. This structure has a similar response in both of analytical and finite element
methods. It has a main role on simplification on related model [1,2]. In other words,
molecular structure is unusable in analysis, therefore it must be replaced with similar
structure. Therefore we replace this model with equivalent continuum model [,4]. The fact
that the outer layer of CNT has a greater thermal conductivity in Compared with inner layer,
led to change the equivalent continuum model to effective solid fiber [,5].

Fig.(1)-Models for MWNT: (a) graphene layers; (b) equivalent
Continuum model; (c) effective solid fiber[].

Also a finite element model of nanocomposite is used according to continuum mechanics. In
finite element analysis different parameters such as length, diameter, volume fraction of
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fillers and interfacial conductance or boundary thermal resistance as its inverse are studied by
researchers [2]. In this paper For each parameter, the other parameters will be fixed. Then the
quantity of volume fraction will be changed and its effect on thermal conductivity will be
examined. Then the results will be checked with analytical results.

Result and discussion:
The research shows an increment ofconductivity linearly with increase in volume fraction of
the MWNT. Similar result will be found with theoretical model. This research also accredits
finite element approach based on continuum mechanics in studying theof the.

Conclusion:
The influence of volume fraction of MWNT has been studied in this paper.

thermal

conductivity of carbon nanotube polymer composites and its influences from different
parameters such as length, diameter, volume fraction of fillers and interfacial conductance or
boundary thermal resistance as its inverse Could be checked withelement methods and will
be surveyed in future researches.
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Introduction:
Including a bioactive coating can improve the Ti-based implants and hard tissues bonding [1].
It has been demonstrated that the bonding of hard tissue and Ti-based implants can be
improved by Hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, HAp) which provides bioactivity and
osteoconductivity. Co-existence of HAp and TiO2 improves adhesion and corrosion
resistance and creates a good combination of biochemical stability and mechanical properties
of Ti-based implants [2]. Plasma electrolyte oxidation (PEO) is an advanced technique of
HAp layer production that has raised a lot of attention in the past decade. PEO is an
electrochemical process to deposit ceramic layers on light metal substrates. The main
characteristic of this technique is producing electrical discharges along with plasma in the
vicinity of metal surface [3].
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In this research, Dependence of PEO processing parameters and physicochemical
characteristics of synthesized HAp-TiO2 nanostructured composite layers on Ti surface were
investigated.

Materials and Methods:
A home-made rectifier with a maximum output of 600 V/30 A was used as the power source.
Ti substrates served as anode and a cylindrical ASTM 316 stainless steel container was used
as cathode. Details of the surface cleaning procedure can be found in our previous work
[3].Constant potential of 350 V in DC mode was applied to the samples for 3, 6 and 10
minutes. Coating electrolyte contained 1 g/l ȕ-glycerophosphate (ȕ-GP, C3H7Na2O6P, Merck)
and 5, 10 and 15 g/l Calcium acetate (CA, Ca(CH3COO)2.xH2O, Merck). Electrolyte
temperature was kept constantly at 70±3ÛC during the process.

Results and Discussion:
HAp, anatase, Į-tri calcium phosphate and calcium titanate were detected in fabricated layers.
Fabricated coatings are fully crystalline even in samples coated in short periods of time. High
current density passing through electrochemical cell in phosphate electrolytes has been
reported before [4]. The rate of this addition increased especially when CA concentration
changed from 10 to 15 g/l. This feature can be related to the raising of electrolyte
conductivity by increasing in its concentration.
All layers are porous in accordance with the common feature of PEO fabricated layers. The
effect of electrolyte concentration on morphology of layers is relatively independent of their
growth time. By addition in electrolyte concentration 5 to 10 g/l more porous layers would
form in the same period of time. This feature is a result of addition in the current density
passed through samples as well as increasing in the rate of oxide layer formation.
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The nanometric HAp crystals were produced as a consequence of the high cooling rate of the
nucleated HAp crystals in electrolyte. This nanostructured HAp along with the porous top
oxide layer resulted in better biocompatibility performance of samples.

Conclusion :
Porous TiO2-HAp composite layers were fabricated by PEO technique. The increase in HAp
phase fraction was ascending by addition in growing time and electrolyte concentration. As
an important result the increase in HAp fraction in case of addition in electrolyte
concentration from 10 to 15 g/l CA is much higher than in case of addition from 5 to 10 g/l
CA. Nanometric crystals of TiO2-HAp were observed.
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Introduction:
Many researchers are interested to find new ways for extending the useful life cycle of
coatings that this lead to life growth of structures and equipment [1-3]. In this study, the
encapsulation process of Tung oil, as an oxidative healing agent, in poly-urea
formaldehydewas presented.These micro/nanocapsules were synthesized by in-situ
polymerization.That it may improve and open new view in the field ofcapsule synthesize and
coating science.Such coatings typically incorporate micro/nanocapsules that contain
film-formers; which polymerize in the presence of air and heal the crack.Efficacy of these
micro/nanocapsules in healing of cracks in an epoxy coating [4] and corrosion protection has
been demonstrated.Also this method does not need to the catalyst that can solve theproblem
of the major discontinuity in coating matrix because the existence of the catalyst.
Materials and methods:
At room temperature, 130 ml of deionized water with 5ml of 5wt% dodecyl sulphate solution
were mixed in 500 ml beaker. Under 200 rpm agitation 2.5 g urea, 0.25 g ammonium chloride
and 0.25 g resorcinol were dissolved in solution. The pH was adjusted to approximately 3.0
by using 1 wt% solution of hydrochloric acid in deionized water. After 10 minutes of
agitation 25 ml of Tung oil was added slowly and allowed to stabilize for 15 min under
agitationbefore sonication. The tapered 18 mm tip sonication horn of a 1000 W ultrasonic
homogenizer (Hielscher-UIP 1000) was placed in the solution, for 3 min at 30% intensity
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(~3.0 kJ of input energy). After stabilization, 6.335 g of 37 wt% formalin was added. The
emulsion slowly heated and maintained at 60 ǑC under stirring at 600 rpm for 5 hours.
Apparatus:
For investigation of capsules characteristics, such as Shell wall integrity, aggregation
phenomena, microcapsule size, micro/nanocapsule's core content and loss factor Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM),Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Soxhlate
apparatus were used.Also the self-healing ability and corrosion performance of the scratched
epoxy coating, containing Tung oil capsules, were approved by EIS tests through two weeks
and the results were compared with scratch and unscratched neat one.
Results and discussions:
SEM images showed that the capsules were spherical in shape, and had a rough, non-porous
exterior shell wall.All of synthesized capsules were in the range of 500nm-10 ȝm
diameter.The spectrum obtained by FTIR confirmed that shell and core materialswere made
of urea–formaldehyde polymerand tung oil respectively. The mean core content of two
synthesized capsule samples was around 90 wt% which gained by Soxhlet apparatus.
Scratching of neat epoxy led to severe decline in corrosion resistance of coating and in last
day of EIS study, the scratched one was degraded completely. But the capsule incorporated
coating was stronger in preservation of its primary corrosion resistance, although there was a
little depreciation in its corrosion behavior, along test period. In fact, this film was found to
provide a very high level of protection to the underlying metal in the case of scratched neat
coat.
Conclusion:
The used encapsulation process (in-situ polymerization, oil in water emulsion) was successful
for incorporation of Tung oil in PUF shell. Synthesized micro/nanocapsules in paint films
released healing material, which during cracking healed cracks efficiently with satisfactory
anticorrosive properties. Incorporated Tung oil capsules through epoxy structure provided
self-healing ability for coating without any catalyst requirement.
References:
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Introduction:
Cobalt ferrite duo to its high coercivity, moderate saturation magnetization, high magneto
crystalline anisotropy,high chemical and mechanical hardness is one of the good candidates
for high-density recording media, sensors,transformer cores, and microwaves devices [1-2].
The substitutionof non-magnetic Al3+ions in cobalt ferrite can reduce the loss factor, and thus
improve the efficiency of microwave devices and transformers applications. The present
work reports the synthesis of CoFe2-xAlxO4nanoparticles and studyof their structural and
magnetic properties through X-ray diffraction and magnetization measurements.
Experimental:
The metal nitratesand citric acid dissolved in de-ionized waterwere used as the starting
materials for sol-gel method. The ammonia solution was also used to adjust the pH value to 7.
The solution was reÀuxed for 4 h at 100ºC. The mixtures were evaporated at 80ºC to form
gels. The gels were dried at 220ºC for more than 2 h. The powders were annealed at
temperatures 800ºC for 2 h.
Results and discussions:
The XRD patterns (Fig. 1)indicate the single-phase cubic spinel structure for all
compounds.The size of crystallites calculated by Scherrer formula show the nano-size of
crystallites(Table 1).For the complete seriesCoFe2-xAlxO4the crystallite sizes and lattice
constantsdecrease with increasing x due to the fact that Al3+ ionic radius (0.51Å) is smaller
than that of Fe3+ ion(0.64Å) [3].It can be also seen that the X-ray density decreases with
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$l 3 concentration for all compositionsbecause the decrease in mass over takes the decrease

in volume of the unit cell.

Figure 1.XRD patterns (Left panel) and M-H loops (Right panel) of CoFe2-xAlxO4nanopowders (x=0, 0.5, 1)

Magnetic measurements(Table 1) show that both the saturation magnetization ( 0 s ) and
coercivity ( H c ) decreases with increasing of Al contentdue to thedecreased superexchange
interaction by the substitution of $l 3 ions in place of Fe 3 ions at octahedral site. For
x=0, 0s is smaller than that of bulk value (74.08 emu/g) [2] which can be due to the spin
disorder effects and formation of dead layer on the surfaceof nanoparticles.
Table1.The crystallite size (D), lattice constant(a), X-ray density ( d x ),saturation magnetization( 0 s ),
remanencemagnetization ( 0 r ) andcoercivity ( H c ) of CoFe2-xAlxO4nanopowders.

x

D (nm )

a( A 0 )

d x ( gm Cm 3 )

M s (emu g )

0 r (emu g )

+ c (G )

0.0

27.81

8.3379

5.377

61.253

28.005

1102.8

0.5

26.85

8.2930

5.128

60.476

17.384

583.41

1.0

8.95

8.2719

3.625

55.502

17.459

577.97

Conclusions:
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The CoFe2-xAlxO4(x = 0, 0.5, 1) nanoparticles prepared by Sol–gel method possesscubic
spinel structure.Thenano-crystallite sizes and lattice constantsdecrease with increasingof Al
content. The saturation magnetization andcoercivity decrease on substitution for Fe by Al.
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Introduction:
Stringent regulations about diesel fuel quality in the near future require improvements in the
catalytic performances of hydrodesulphurization (HDS) catalysts that are conventionally
composed of alumina-supported sul¿ded NiMo or CoMo [1]. Recently, ZrO2 supported
catalysts have attracted more attention [2]. The purpose of the present paper is to compare the
activity of NiMo sul¿de supported over Al2O3 and ZrO2 in the HDS of thiophene.
Materials and methods:
Al2O3 and ZrO2 supported NiMo catalysts were obtained by the impregnation method using
ammonium heptamolybdate and nickel nitrate. Prepared samples were characterized by XRD,
FESEM and surface area analyzer BET. The HDS activity tests were performed in a stirred
reactor at 160°C and atmospheric pressure (1 wt% thiophene in decane as a model fuel).
Result and discussion:
The XRD patterns of the samples are shown in Figure 1. As can be seen in the figure, sharp
peaks related to gamma alumina (in NiMo/Al2O3) and tetragonal ZrO2 (in NiMo/ZrO2) are
visible. The peaks related to active phases (NiO, MoO3 and NiMoO4) are not appeared at
NiMo/ZrO2 catalyst. This observation could be due to high dispersion of this species over the
ZrO2 support. Comparing FESEM images (Figure 2) showed that nanoscale particles of
NiMo/ZrO2 catalyst have uniform distribution. BET results (Figure 3) presented the surface
area of the NiMo/ZrO2 was lower than NiMo/Al2O3. Thiophene HDS activities of
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nanocatalysts are illustrated in Figure 4. From the data, it could be observed that the ZrO2
supported NiMo nanocatalyst exhibited much higher catalytic activities than that of
Al2O3-supported one.
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Figure 3: XRD patterns of NiMo/Al2O3 and

Figure 4: FESEM images of NiMo/Al2O3 and
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NiMo/Al2O3 and NiMo/ZrO2 nanocatalysts.

Conclusion:
NiMo/Al2O3 and NiMo/ZrO2 nanocatalysts were successfully synthesised by impregnation
technique. Comparing XRD patterns of nanocatalysts showed high dispersion of active metal
on support in NiMo/ZrO2 catalyst. Comparing FESEM images showed nanoscale particles of
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NiMo/ZrO2 have uniform distribution. The HDS activity results showed ZrO2 supported
NiMo catalyst exhibited much higher catalytic activities than that of Al2O3-supported one.
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Introduction:
Orotidine 5’-monophosphate decarboxylase (OMPDC) is a protein and can act as a target for
drugs that are directed against RNA viruses, such as poxviruses and flaviviruses. OMPDC’s
inhibitors, such as BMP, can also be effective against such biological agents as West Nile
virus, Plasmodia, including the malaria causing Plasmodium falciparum, OMPDC is present
in cancerous cells and hence BMP can also act as an anticancer drug. OMPDC produces a
nucleotide called uridine 5’-monophosphate (UMP) from which BMP itself can be produced
by substitution of one of its carbon atoms. Since the mechanism by which BMP inhibits
OMPDC has been clarified, we intent to provide an insight into this mechanism by
performing atomistic level computer-based simulations [1-4].
Materials and Methods:
Here, we have carried out molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for a 10 ns duration with the
time-step set at 2 fs at the fixed temperature of T= 300 K. The binding free-energy
calculations
were
performed
via
MM-PBSA
(Molecular
Mechanics
Poisson-Boltzmann/surface area) method. The initial structure of OMPDC, obtained from
x-Ray structures of OMPDC from Saccharomyces cerevisiae complexed with BMP, was
extracted from PDB [ 1DQX code of Protein data Bank] site. Furthermore, two MD
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simulations were performed separately to investigate the behavior BMP and OMPDC in
water. MM-PBSA method does not provide the true free energy results, but could only be
used to compare against similar systems, since the entropy contribution is not calculated with
this method.
Apparatus:
The AMBER 10.0 was used to perform the MD simulations to provide the space-time
trajectories of the OMPDC – BMP complex. Using these trajectories, AMBER tools package
was employed to use the MM-PBSA method to calculate the free energy of binding. The
calculations were performed at the Medical Nanotechnology Supercomputer Centre in the
Department of Medical Physics & Biomedical engineering at the Shahid Beheshti University
of Medical Sciences (Tehran, Iran).
Result and discussion:
The inhibitor of OMPDC displayed inhibition constant (Ki), the concentration of competing
ligand in a competition assay which would occupy 50% of the receptors if no ligand were
present, of 6.2×10-51 M. Interestingly, the Ki value for BMP was comparable with
experimental results [1], and was seen to be better than Km, the concentration of substrate at
which enzyme activity is at half maximal, for the substrate OMP, which we have calculated
to be 6.9×10-46 M. Binding of BMP and its structural features show that there are 12
hydrogen bonds and one Pi interaction with residues of the active site of OMPDC. With
respect to Ki, the interaction of BMP with OMPDC has a higher affinity compared with
OMP.
Conclusion:
Out MD simulations have provided some valuable data at atomic scales, which are
unavailable from inspecting presently available crystal structures and experiments. The
results of these simulations provide kinetic and thermodynamic properties concerning the
inhibition of OMPDC enzyme, and the potential value of the knowledge gained for repressing
its related diseases at atomic scales.
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Introduction:
The generalized entropy of Tsallis is [1]
(1)
wherek is a positive constant, usually the same as Boltzmann constant, pi is the probability of
the i’th microstate and q is the entropic index and shows the degree of nonextensivity. In the
limit of

, the Tsallis entropy converges to the Boltzmann-Shannon entropy
(2)

The entropic index, q, may be any negative or positive constant, dependent on the nature of
the system. Deviation of the entropic index from unity means deviation of the system
behavior from Boltzmann-Gibbs statistics. This deviation can be due to different effects like
long time memory, long range interactions or self-gravitation [2].
Partial molar entropy in Tsallis statistics:
For a complex system consists of two independent subsystems, named A and B, the
probability of i’th microstate of the complex system is
system obeys from Boltzmann-Gibbs statistics, the total entropy is
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and

contain mixing entropy. For ideal mixtures, the average of interactions between A and

B molecules is similar to the A-A and B-B interactions. For these mixtures,
. However, if A-B interactions are
different from A-A and B-B interactions, the total entropy of mixture deviates from ideal
mixture. In Tsallis framework, for the complex system mentioned above, if we suppose
,

the

total

entropy

of

the

complex

system

will

be

. Therefore, in this statistics, there is an additional term that
is due to introducing entropic index, q, and power form of the Tsallisentropy. For a non-ideal
mixture, if the entropic index relates to the intermolecular interactions, then
.The partial molar entropy of the i’thcomponent, , can be obtained by

differentiation of the total entropy respect to the

, when T, P and

are constant:

(3)
This differentiation leads to the following equation for partial molar entropy of the
component A in a non-ideal two component system:

(4)
Results and discussion:
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The results of Eq. 4 for a number of liquid and solid alloys are collected in Table. 1.
Comparison of the results with experimental data indicates that this equation has a great
successfully to obtain partial molar entropy of the non-ideal mixtures.
Table. 1 Partial molar entropy (J/mol.K) of two non-ideal mixtures calculated from Eq. 4 in comparison with experimental data.

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

(cal)

69.64

70.49

71.42

72.41

73.46

75.15

76.02

77.90

81.43

(exp)

69.60

70.40

71.49

72.66

73.95

75.75

77.30

79.02

83.45

(cal)

93.75

89.51

86.94

84.94

83.37

82.39

81.13

80.27

79.52

(exp)

94.19

89.76

86.70

84.53

82.90

81.39

80.55

80.01

79.30

(cal)

111.4

106.3

102.3

99.4

97.1

95.11

93.43

91.97

90.74

(exp)

112.6

106.8

102.9

100.1

97.9

95.82

94.06

92.43

91.13

(cal)

111.3

112.5

113.9

115.7

117.9

120.6

124.3

129.6

139.6

(exp)

111.2

112.4

113.7

115.2

117.6

119.6

122.9

127.9

136.3

x1

W-Ta [3]

Zn-Pb[4]

Conclusion
The obtained results in this research show that the Tsallis statistical mechanics can be used to
obtain partial molar entropy of non-ideal mixtures. The maximum relative error in all
obtained results (not reported here) is smaller than 5%.
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Introduction:
Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are molten salts, which are liquid over a wide
temperature range including ambient [1]. In this work, the solubility of CO2 and H2S in a
some ionic liquids, contain [hemim][PF6], [hemim][BF4], [hemim][OTf], [hemim][Tf2N],
[emim][EtSO4],
[emim][PF3(C2F5)2],
[emim][BF4],
[emim][PF6],
[emim][Tf2N],
[hmim][BF4], [hmim][PF6], [hmim][OTf], [hmim][Tf2N], [Omim][BF4], [Omim][PF6],
[Omim][OTf], [Omim][Tf2N] at temperature 303.15 K and pressures up to 1.5 MPa were
experimentally measured. The solubility data were correlated using the
Krichevsky–Kasarnovsky and also pitzer equations and Henry’s law constants were obtained.
Then the results interpreted by interaction parameters and free space in the solvent related to
molecular structure of solvent, and compared with each other and other data in the literature.
Apparatus and procedure:
The volumetric method was used to measure the gas solubility [2]. PVT experimental data
obtained using the NIST [3].
Using a Mettler model DL-37 Karl-Fischer volumetric titrator, the water content of ILs was
found to be below100 10ppm. The temperature of the double-wall equilibrium cell, which
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was connected to a water recirculation bath (PMT Tamson model T 2500), was measured
with a Lutron model TM-917 digital thermometer with a 0.01 K resolution using a Pt-100
sensor inserted into the cell. The equilibrium cell pressure was measured using a KELLER
model PA-33X pressure transmitter sensor in the range of (0 to 2) MPa, which was accurate
to within 0.01 % of full scale and that of the gas container was measured using a Druck
model PTX 1400 pressure transmitter sensor in the range of (0 to 4) MPa, which was accurate
to within 0.1 % of full scale. The calibration of pressure sensors was carried out against a
dead-weight gauge.
Results and Conclusion:
The results of the solubility of CO2 and H2S in the some ionic liquids with different cations
and anions are investigated at temperature 303.15 K and pressure up to 1.5 MPa. Henrys law
constants and partial molar thermodynamic functions of solution were estimated from
experimental data. The results were compared with previously reported experimental data
[4,5] shows that the solubility of H2S is higher than CO2 in all ILs. Also for both CO2 and
H2S, the solubility increase as the alkyl chain length/ or anion size increase which it is related
to molar density of ILs and strength interaction between cations and anions. We obtain a
relatively good linear correlation between Henry’s law constants and the number of carbon in
alkyl chain of cation for both CO2 and H2S.
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Introduction:
Ionic liquids (ILs) are organic salts that are liquids at temperatures below 373.15 K. They
have received considerable attention as alternatives to the traditional organic solvents. Due to
the phenomenal growth of publications dealing with their interesting physical and chemical
properties and possible applications they have been attracting intense interest in the scientific
literature. In solution, the solvation and ionic association of ILs determine the unique
properties of these systems and also most of the applications of ILs are closely related to
these phenomena occurred in the IL solutions. In addition, a fundamental issue in the design
of novel ionic liquids is the understanding of the nature/strength of cation-anion interactions
and intermolecular forces in the bulk ionic fluid due to their intrinsic relation with most of
their physicochemical properties, such as melting temperature, density, viscosity, surface
tension, and vapor pressure [1-3].
The ILs based on 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium cation ([Cnmim]+) are one of the most
important and promising class of ILs since they can be used for synthesis of IL with different
anions including organic ones [3]. Among all the imidazolium based ILs, 1-alkyl-3methylimidazolium bromide ionic liquids are the most studied ILs and despite the potential
utility of [Cnmim]Cl, few of its physical properties have been reported. In the present work,
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in order to study of ionic association and solvation behavior of [C6mim][Cl] as well as their
variation with the physicochemical properties of the molecular solvents, volumetry and
acoustic measurements for different binary mixtures containing [C6mim][Cl] + solvent
(methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, 2-propanol, 1-butanol, acetonitrile ,water) at different
temperature were carried out.
Experimental Section:
Materials. [C6mim][Cl] and all of the solvents (methanol, ethanol, acetonitrile, 1-propanol, 2
propanol, and 1-butanol) were obtained from Merck. The solvents were used without further
purification. [C6mim][Cl] was dried in high vacuum at 333.15 K using a rotary evaporator for
at least 4 h in 0.7 kPa. Double distilled and deionized water was used.
Procedures. All the solutions were prepared by mass on a Sartorius CP124S balance precise
to within ±0.0001 g. The density and sound velocity of the mixtures were measured at
different temperatures with a digital vibrating-tube analyzer (Anton Paar DSA 5000, Austria)
with proportional temperature control that kept the samples at working temperature within
±10-3 K.
Results and Discussion:
The experimental density and sound velocity data were obtained for the binary [C6mim][Cl]
+ water, methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, 2-propanol, 1-butanol, and acetonitrile systems at the
288.15-313.15 K temperature range at 5 K intervals at atmospheric pressure. The standard
partial molar volume and isentropic compressibilities of the free ions [C6mim]+ and Cl  and
ion pairs [C 6 mim]  Cl  in the investigated solvents were determined and their variations with
temperature and type of solvents were also studied. Furthermore The infinite dilution
solvation numbers of [C6mim][Cl] in the investigated solvents, n q , were calculated. The
trend of all of the investigated volumetric and acoustic properties of [C6mim][Cl] in water
with temperature is completely opposite to that for nonaqueous solvents. In nonaqueous
solvents the sum of the molar volume of ions [C6mim]+ and Cl  , V q (IL) , decrease by
increasing temperature but the molar volume of the ion pair [C 6 mim]  Cl  , VIPq , increases
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with temperature. However, both of K q (IL) and K IPq in nonaqueous solvents decrease with
increasing temperature. The volume and isentropic compressibility changes occurring on ion
pairing in nonaqueous solvents, ' IPV q and ' IP K q , which are positive, increase by increasing
the temperature. The obtained infinite dilution properties V q (IL) , K q (IL) and nq which are
a measure of the ion + solvent interaction, indicate that although the solvation of free ions
[C6mim]+ and Cl  in water is weaker than that in the investigated nonaqueous solvents,
however, these infinite dilution properties do not show a similar trends for different
nonaqueous solvents.
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Introduction:
As we know, the wavelet transform, a family of orthonormal bases, is introduced as a
technique for performing multiresolution analysis in statistical mechanics. The wavelet
transform is a hierarchical technique designed to separate data sets into sets representing local
averages and local differences. The advantage of the wavelet transform, is as an
approximation scheme for the efficient calculation of thermodynamic properties[1]. In fact,
wavelets analysis is a modern numerical tool that is an extension of the Fourier analysis
[5].in pervious articles, we used this method for water[2] and methane[3] in 298K. In this
article we have efforted to solve OZ equation for methane in different temperatures by using
wavelets and their properties and compare the results with acquired results from the
molecular dynamic (MD) simulations.
Methods:
In this article we calculate the radial distribution function (RDF) using the referenced
interaction site model of molecular liquids. As we know, in this theory, it is purposed to
calculate the RDFs by solving the set formed by the OZ equation and a closure relation. For a
molecular liquid consisting of N-site molecules, the site-site Ornstein-Zernike (SSOZ)
equation has the following form [4]:
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nHn=nW*C*(nW+nHn)
(2-1)
Where H and C are the site-site intermolecular pair correlation functions and the direct
correlation functions respectively, n is the diagonal matrix whose elements are number
densities of each molecular species and W is the intramolecular correlation matrix. In order to
solve OZ equation, for molecular liquids, a secondary relation as closure relation and
knowing of intermolecular interactions is required. In this article the site-site interactions
between molecules are represented by the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential plus coulomb terms.
Most of the numerical algorithms for solving relation (2-1) impose the Fourier representation
of (2-1) written as:
G^(k)=H^(k)-C^(k)=W^(k)(I-nW^(k)C^(k))-1C^(k)W^(k)-C^(k)W^(k)-C^(k)
(2-2)
Where G^(k) is the Fourier transformed of indirect correlation functions, W^(k) is the Fourier
transformed of intramolecular correlation functions and I is the unity matrix. Tilde notation
used above means 3D Fourier transform (FT) of the corresponding matrices. To solve
equation (2-2) by wavelets, we expand matrices G and C in an arbitrary orthonormal basis set
and by substituting in relation (2-1) we obtain the basis representation of the SSOZ equation
and calculate the approximating coefficients[5].
Conclusion:
By using of the wavelet and the method of applying it in pervious relations, we can calculate
pair correlation function in Fourier space and then by inverting it, we can obtain correlation
function in real space and some thermodynamics properties. For this purpose, we have
applied the hybrid scheme in which the coarse part of the solution is calculated by wavelets
with the use of the Newton-Raphson procedure, while the fine part is evaluated by the direct
iterations. The Coifman 2 basis set is employed for the wavelet treatment of the coarse
solution. We have acquired a set of RDFs of methane in different temperatures. The
calculated RDFs are in fairly agreement with those obtained by discontinues molecular
dynamics(DMD) computer simulation. These agreements between the results show that the
using of wavelets is useful and powerful method to study the fluids structure. For example, In
figure (1), the results of solution of SSOZ equation for RDF of carbon-hydrogen interaction
sites are compared with results from DMD computer simulation [6]. The methane
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temperature is assumed 126.8 K and the L_J parameters are chosen: İcc=0.397kj/mol,
İch=0.168kj/mol, İhh=0.0711kj/mol,ıcc=3.357A0, ıch=2.741A0, ıhh=2.134 A0[6].

Figure (1).Carbon-hydrogen RDF in methane: the solid line represents DMD and the dashed line represents this work.
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Introduction:
Polypropylene (PP) is a fiber-forming polymer which is greatly used in wide range of textile
production. Despite bearing many great mechanical and chemical properties as well as low
cost, the polymer has no acceptable dyeability using classical dyeing methods which are of
importance in textile industry. To overcome the problem, many attempts have been made
based on physical and chemical modification of polypropylene. The serious disadvantage of
these approaches is to increase the cost of products.
Recently, incorporating clay nanoparticles into polypropylene matrix as a commercial and
effective way to impart dyeability to polypropylene has been suggested. The proposed
method could considerably improve dyeability of the polymer with classical dyeing methods.
This improvement, however, was examined by several researchers using an unsuitable
criterion, i.e. K/S value, which is unable to project what specifically happening in dyeing
system [1].
In this study, therefore, we investigate the dyeing mechanism and dyeability of polypropylene
fibers incorporated by clay nanoparticles with a disperse dye in terms of some
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thermodynamic parameters such as standard affinity, enthalpy and entropy changes of dyeing
bath as well as the equilibrium adsorption isotherm, which have not been reported by other
researchers on PP/Clay composite fibers.

Materials:
The fiber grade polypropylene homopolymer, named Moplen HP552R, was purchased from
Arak Petrochemical Co. (Arak, Iran), and used as received. 1 wt.% OMMT and 3 wt.%
PP-g-MA as a compatibilizer for preparation of PP/Clay nanocomposite were employed.
The selected disperse dye for this work was the commercial grade of C.I. Disperse Blue 56
named Serilene Blue RL without further purification that was purchased from Yorkshire
Group, UK.

Apparatus and Methods:
0.1 g of PP and PP/Clay were individually dyed in the solutions containing 0.01, 0.02, 0.03,
0.04, 0.05 and 0.06 g/l of dye at three different temperatures, 80, 100 and 120 °C, until
equilibrium sorption was obtained. The dye concentration in the bath was measured using
Cary 100 UV-vis spectrophotometer.

Result and discussion:
For both types of fibers (PP and PP/Clay) the linear isotherms (Nernst Isotherm) describe the
relationship between sorption extent of the dye on fiber and in solution. As expected, the
standard affinity decreases with increasing of temperature for both fibers because the
adsorption of dye on fibers is an exothermic process and releases heat energy. The standard
affinities of dye to PP/Clay are considerably higher than those to virgin PP.
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The enthalpy change of dyebath containing PP/Clay is lower than that of dyebath containing
PP; i.e. the amount of heat energy released when dye molecules are absorbed into polymeric
matrix in PP/Clay was lower than that in PP. It could be concluded, therefore, the dye
molecules in PP are more strongly embedded within the polymer chains than PP/Clay.
The entropy change of the bath containing PP/Clay is lower negative value than PP’s that
means the dye molecules were embedded less compactly in the PP/Clay fiber than PP fiber.
In fact, the negatively larger value of entropy change of PP indicates that after completion of
dyeing, the mobility and freedom of dye molecules is appreciably reduced for the PP
substrate. It can be attributed to the creation of suitable voids within the PP/Clay fiber
because of incorporating of clay into the PP matrix.

Conclusion:
In respect of dyeing mechanism, while the dyeing sites are not available for both types of
fibers, the clay particles provide a type voids that could keep the dye molecules. In addition,
clay particles improve the accessibility of the fiber sites, which is very important for effective
dyeing procedure. In other words, it seems that the created tortuous pathways can contribute
to form the available spaces within PP/Clay fiber to hold and confine dye molecules.
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Introduction:
A simple equation of state (EoS) was recently been introduced [1]as

or
(1)
where

is the compressibility factor,

contributions to compressibility factor,

and

are thermal and internal

is molar volume, and

,

, and

are

temperature dependent parameters. This EoS has been found to be accurate for all types of
nano- and bulk- solids, an ionic liquid model, confined water in the carbon nanotubes with
different diameters [2], and bulk fluids, in the entire temperature and pressure ranges for
which experimental data are reported, except for the isotherms within the critical region. The
aim of this work is to investigate the validity of a 3-term expression similar to eq 1 for both
thermal and internal contributions tothe compressibility factor, separately.
Possibility of presenting thermal and internal pressures by a simple three-term
expression in density
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One may simply assume that in order to have EoS-III, both thermal and internal pressures
have similar density dependencies, as
(2a)

(2b)
where

and

are the thermal and internal pressures respectively, and

are temperature dependent coefficients of the
. Note that for

, a fluid behaves ideally,

and

and
and

and

are those for the
, because of the fact

that there is no interaction among molecules in the ideal state. To examine such assumption,
we have used empirical EoSsfor some fluidsto calculate their thermal pressure. Then eqs2a
and 2b have been fitted onto the calculated values for fluids. The results are shown in Figure
1a-cand Table 1 for some isotherms.From the results given in Table 1, we may conclude that
EoS-III is accurate for all isotherms, except for those within the critical region, however,
neither eq2a nor eq2b fit onto the thermal and internal contributions, respectively, if a wide
density range is considered.
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Figure 7.Calculated results obtained from the empirical EoS of Ar[3] at 180 K. Solid curves are the fit onto (a)
eq1, (b) eq2a, and (c) eq 2b.
Table 1. Coefficient of determination (

) for fitting ,

, and

calculated from the empirical EoS, onto eqs1, 2a, and

2b, respectively, for given isotherms of Ar, N2[4], and H2O [5].
(K)

(MPa)

Ar
160

0-375

0.99896

0.99795

0.96732

180

0-495

0.99941

0.99845

0.97976

130

0-480

0.99914

0.99497

0.96445

150

0-530

0.99959

0.99791

0.98254

630

20-1000

0.99999

0.99750

0.98789

800

0-750

0.99858

0.99512

0.98571

N2

H2O
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Introduction:
Requirements of improved corrosion resistivity and mechanical properties of the epoxy
coatings lead to the use of composite systems with the addition of glass flake in the epoxy
coatings[1]. Curing is a determining step in coating process and properties as well. So, the
understanding of the mechanism and kinetics of cure is the first essential step in the
evaluation of processing-property relationship [2]. In this work, the curing kinetics of
diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A epoxy resin cured with a polyaminoamide in the absence and
presence of nano-glassflakes (NGF) were studied by means of non-isothermal differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments at four heating rates.
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Experimental:
Calorimetric studies were carried out on a Mettler-Toledo DSC-821 thermal analyzer in
covered high pressure stainless steel pans under nitrogen atmosphere at heating rates of 1,
2.5, 5 and 10 K min-1.

Results and discussion:
The data were analyzed by Friedman, Ozawa and new method (modified Borchardt and
Daniels-BD) approaches. Friedman method showed that Ea is roughly constant over the entire
conversion range for both systems with and without NGF. The average values of Eaare 46,8
kJ.mol-1and 48,8 kJ.mol-1for the systems with and without NGF, respectively. According to
Ozawa method, the calculated activation energy for the neat epoxy/polyaminoamide system
is 53.8 kJ mol-1, while these value decrease to 51.3 kJ mol-1 in the presence of NGF. Also, in
this method, the average ln (A/s-1) values are 10.89±0.85 and 10.06±0.73 for the neat resin
and the system including NGF, respectively.According to the results of modified BD method,
the calculated ln (A/s-1), Ea, and n are 9.52, 49.62 kJ mol-1, 1.00 for the neat resin, while for
the system including NGF the values are 8.98, 47.83 kJ mol-1, and 0.97, respectively.
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  (b)

Fig.1. Curing rate versus temperature:

(a) epoxy/polyaminoamide at 10K min-1, (b) epoxy/polyaminoamide/1%NGF at 10 K/min,


Conclusion:
In all analyses, the values of Ea for the nano-glassflake filled system are lower than those of
the neat epoxy/polyaminoamide throughout the curing reaction, although these differences
are low. Also, the experimental data obtained provided the evidence that the curing behavior
showed an nth-order characteristic for both neat and NGF-filled system.
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Introduction
According to the increasing inquiry of better electrochemical materials for electrical energy
device such as battery of high energy and power density, various types of lithium
intercalation materials have been used to promote Li adsorption. To raise the Li adsorption
capacity of the carbon-based electrode, the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been considered to
be one of the promising candidates because of its outstanding electrical and mechanical
properties. Therefore, many theoretical and experimental works have been assigned to study
the intercalation of Li in single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) [1]. In this study, we
investigate the detailed energetic of lithium adsorption on the functionalized SWCNTs.
Moreover, electronic properties of functionalized nanotubes before and after lithium doped
were investigated.
Methods
All calculations were carried out using the Quantum-Espresso package in which the DFT
methodology is implemented using plane wave expansions and pseudopotentials [2]. The
structures considered here are NH2/(8,0), COOH/(8,0) SWCNTs doped with lithium. The
cutoff energies for plane waves were chosen to be 50 Ry. Calculations were performed in the
supercell approximation. The lattice parameter along the axial direction of the nanotube is 3
times the unit length of the pristine nanotube. The Brillouin zones were sampled with 1×1×9
Monkhorst–Pack meshes, which represent the convergence of our systems, along the Ƚ-Z
direction [3].
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Results and Discussion
After functionalization of (8,0) SWCNT with –NH2 and –COOH groups, we doped Li in the
inside and outside of these nanotubes. The adsorption of Li on different sites of NH2/(8,0),
are presented in Figure 1. The binding energy, (Eb=E(CNT+Li)-E(CNT)-E(Li)), of all Li-doped
functionalized nanotubes was calculated and reported in Table1. Considering the binding
energy as a criterion for adsorption tendency, the internal adsorption of Li is more desirable
than the external adsorption of Li. As indicated in Table 1, the binding energy of Li-doped
NH2/(8,0) and COOH/(8,0) for all sites is more than of Li-doped (8,0) SWCNT. Moreover,
binding energy of site A for functionalized nanotubes is more than that of all other sites.

system

site

Li@(8,0)



binding energy
-37.63

Li@NH2/(8,0)

A

-47.76

Li@NH2/(8,0)

B

-46.20

Li@NH2/(8,0)

C

-46.19

energies (kcal/mol) determined

Li@NH2/(8,0)

D

-45.08

for the Li doped into the inside

Li@NH2/(8,0)

E

-46.05

Li@NH2/(8,0)

F

-47.45

Li@NH2/(8,0)

G

-45.40

Li@NH2/(8,0)

H

-45.44

Li@COOH/(8,0)

A

-44.40

Li@COOH/(8,0)

B

-38.69

Li@COOH/(8,0)

C

-40.99

Li@COOH/(8,0)

D

-41.04

Table 1. Electronic binding

of

(8.0),

COOH/(8,0)
Figure 1. Model of Li adsorbed on
NH2/(8,0) in different sites. Corresponding
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Also we have calculated band structure for NH2/(8,0), COOH/(8,0), Li@NH2/(8,0) and
Li@COOH/(8,0) SWCNTs (Figure 2). According to band structures, conduction reduces with
Li doping.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure

2.

Electronic

EͲEF (eV)

Li@NH2/(8,0), (c) COOH/(8,0)
and
SWCNT

ī

Z

ī

Z

ī

Z

ī

(d)

Li@COOH/(8,0)
Th

d tt d

Z

Conclusion
According to the first principles calculations, functionalization of (8,0) nanotube with –NH2
and –COOH groups increases the Li adsorption energies. After Li doping functionalized
SWCNTs, conduction of functionalized SWCNTs is reduced.
Keywords: Density functional theory, functionalized SWCNT, Binding energy, band
structure.
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Introduction:
A simple method to analyze polymer-polymer miscibility in solution is the viscometric
technique [1]. The viscosity study on ternary system of two different polymers and a solvent
has been a subject of continuing interest, mainly due to its simplicity and importance in the
characterization of the intermolecular interaction between the two different polymers in
solution [2]. Compatibility of polymer can be explained in terms of the thermodynamic and
hydrodynamic parameters [3].

Materials and methods:
The poly vinyl acetae (PVAc) used in this study had a reported nominal average molar mass
of 140 kg.mol-1. The poly vinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) used in this study had a reported nominal
average molar mass of 58 kg·mol-1. Acetonitrile used in this study was purchased from Merck
Chemical Co. and had a reported mass fraction purity of 0.99. The polymer solutions were
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filtered before use and their viscosities were measured using a jacketed Ubbelohde
viscometer with 0.4 mm capillary.

Results and discussion:
The viscosities of PVAc solutions in pure acetonitrile and in pre-prepared PVP solution with
constant concentration 2 kg.m-3were measured at various temperatures. Also the viscosities of
PVP solutions in pure acetonitrile and in pre-prepared PVAc solution with constant
concentration 2 kg.m-3 were measured at various temperatures. According to the Huggins
equation (Kred

[K]  bC) , the intrinsic viscosity, [Ș], of the polymer is obtained by

extrapolation of reduced viscosity to zero polymer concentration. The obtained intrinsic
viscosities and viscometric interaction parameter, b, are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Intrinsic viscosity, [Ș] (m3.kg-1), of PVAc and PVP and ¨[Ș] (m3.kg-1)

T/K

[Ș] PVAc-0

[Ș] PVAc-PVP

[Ș] PVP-0

[Ș] PVP-PVAc

¨[Ș]

293.15

0.07396

0.06367

0.03866

0.03393

-0.01502

298.15

0.07101

0.05996

0.03706

0.03108

-0.01703

303.15

0.06851

0.05540

0.03578

0.02833

-0.02056

308.15

0.06667

0.04991

0.03399

0.02646

-0.02429

313.15

0.06473

0.04273

0.03263

0.02470

-0.02993

Table 2. Viscometric interaction parameter, b(m6.kg-2), of PVAc and PVP and ¨b (m6.kg-2)

T/K

103b PVAc-0

103b PVAc-PVP

103b PVP-0

103b PVP-PVAc

103¨b

293.15

2.227

3.282

1.074

1.288

1.269

298.15

2.262

2.977

1.011

1.317

1.021

303.15

2.272

2.869

0.972

1.258

0.883
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308.15

2.187

2.779

0.945

1.134

0.781

313.15

2.167

2.979

0.918

1.077

0.971

The polymer solvent method and the classical dilution method were used studying the
compatibility of polymers. In the polymer solvent method intrinsic viscosity and viscometric
interaction parameter of a polymer in pure solvent were compared with intrinsic viscosity and
viscometric interaction parameter of a polymer in solution of another polymer. The polymer
blend is compatible if '[K ]¢ 0 and is incompatible if '[K ]² 0 . Whereas '[K ] '[K ] A  '[K ] B
and ǻ[Ș]A= [Ș]A-B- [Ș]A-0. Where [K] A0 and [K ] A B are intrinsic viscosities of polymer A in
pure solvent and in solution of polymer B, respectively. Another compatibility criterion is
based on the difference between experimental and ideal values of viscometric interaction
parameter. On the basis of this criterion, the polymer blend is compatible if 'b²0 and is
incompatible if 'b¢0 . Whereas 'b

'b A  'b B and

'bA

bAB  bA0 . Where bA0 and

bA B are viscometric interaction parameters A in pure solvent and in solution of polymer B,

respectively. The results of Tables 1 and 2 indicate that the PVAc/PVP blends are
compatible.

Conclusion:
In this work, the polymer solvent method was used to studying the compatibility of polymers.
The obtained result reveals that PVAc/PVP blends are compatible.

Reference:
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1999, 35, 47-55.
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Introduction:
Time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometry is one of the most important methods for
quantitative and qualitative analysis of materials. The ionization source in TOF mass
spectrometry can be electron impact, laser and synchrotron radiation. In this method the ions,
produced by direct ionization or thermal desorption from an ionic salts, accelerated in a
uniform electric field and then separated in a field free region based on their masses to charge
ratio. In TOF mass spectrometry, the m/z ratio is proportional to the square of flight time. For
accurate calibration known masses are required to obtain the parameters for converting the
flight time to mass. In this work, the TOF mass spectra of alkali halides including LiCl, KCl,
NaCl, CsCl and their mixtures were recorded and used for mass calibration.

Experiment:
Fig. 1 shows the set-up of the TOF mass spectrometer constructed in the Isfahan university of
technology [1]. The ionization source of the set-up is laser radiation (355 nm) produced by a
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Nd-YAG laser (Quantel model YAG980,France).

Fig.1 Set-up of the TOf mass spectrometer

During the experiment the TOF was under high vacuum (10-7 mbar). The TOF mass spectra
of the samples were recorded at different laser intensities, detector and repeller plate voltages.
The aqueous solution of alkali halides (0.1M) was prepared and coated on an aluminum
surface, used as repeller. Sample was directly irradiation by the laser light to evaporate and
ionize.

Result and discussion:
Fig.2 shows a typical mass spectrum obtained from a mixture of alkali salts. It is evident that
the resolution is good enough to distinguish different isotopes. Also, we observed different
clusters of the type of M+(NCl) [2] where M and N are alkali atoms. To calibrate the mass
spectrum, the masses and flight times were fitted in a m1/2= at +b. (Fig. 3).
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Fig.2 Typical TOF mass spectra of alkali salts.
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Conclusion:
We observed the presence of clusters such as M+ as well as M+(NCl) such as Li+(LiCl) ,
Na+(NaCl), K+(KCl), and K+(NaCl)2 produced by laser desorption ionization. Using the
calibration method, a mass accuracy of ±0.04 m/z was obtained.

Refrences:
[1] M. Tabrizchi, Construction of a Laser Ionization Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer,
Iranian Patent No. 73361. 2012
[2]C. R. Ponciano, R. Martinez and E. F. da Silveira, J. Mass Spectrom. 2007; 42:
1300–1309.
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Introduction
Further miniaturization of the electronic devices is not possible with traditional (macro/micro)
methods of synthesis of transistor materials and production of integrated circuits. Nanoelectronics is a
branch of nanoscience/nanotechnology that addresses the industrial quest and commercial thirst for
this miniaturization down to nanometer scales. Design and study of the nanoelctronic circuits which
fundamental components are molecules is referred to as moletronics or molectronics. Shrinking
electronic devices to these scales increases capacity of data storage devices, increases speed of digital
computing

processes,

and

decreases

power

consumption

of

electronic

instruments.

Nanoelectronics(molectronics) provides also possibility of manufacturing nanometric actuators and
sensors which will revolutionize sciences and technologies of motion control, measurement, and
biological monitoring, diagnostic and interferences.
In order to design and properly apply effective nanoelectronic devices and circuits, behavior
of electrons (their charge and spin) in static field-free molecular and intermolecular spaces, and in the
electro-dynamical systems under static and time-dependent external electric and magnetic fields, and
electron-nuclear interaction should be known exactly.pintronics is a version of electronics in which
the spin of electrons contributes to the steady state response properties and characteristics of the
transport phenomena in an electronic device. This contribution provides a variety of new features to
the performance of electronic devices, such as more secure encoding/decoding of data, magnetic
control of the device function, accurate production of local magnetic fields, and more reliable sensing
and actuating. In spintronics, spin density can redistribute under local fields either with or without
charge transfer.
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Three critical problems are to be resolved prior to the use of nano-size and molecular devices
in nanoelectronic circuits. These include: (i) limitations for packing moletronic devices in a
three-dimensional space, (ii) possibility of tunneling between neighboring molecules, and (iii) energy
dissipation in the nuclear motion of the molecules. The first two problems, which are well-defined in
physicochemical contexts, are addressed so far by encapsulating the device with inert chemicals
and/or capping with ı-bond insulating moieties, and spreading as farther as possible the circuit
components over a two-dimensional space. While, the interferences between electronic and nuclear
motions which can result in thermoelectric effects and uncontrollable energy-dissipation in
nanoelectronic devices and circuits [1], have not been investigated so far. These interferences are
studied here based on QTAIM and normal mode analyses.

Results and Discussion
After presenting an introduction to nanoelectronics and thermoelectric effects, the nature of electron
(charge & spin) is discussed [2] regarding its behavior in a molecular-size electronic device. Then, the
evolutions of the molecular electronic and nuclear motions in a typical single-molecule device
exposed to external electric field (EF) are studied. New molecular coefficients are introduced to
describe and probe occurrence of Joule-like and Peltier-like effects in molecular nanoelectronic
devices. A semiemirical intramolecular temperature scale is introduced to describe electronic and
nuclear energy redistributions induced by EF over the molecular device space, which is used to
introduce and plot intramolecular (or nanoscale) thermograph (Figure 1) based on which details of
energy redistribution and electronic energy dissipation can be extracted and the performance of any
prospective nanoelectronic device can be rated prior to synthesisandmanufacturingofthedevice.


Figure 1: A typical Thermograph
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Abstract:
Recently, silicon based reactive diluents have been paid many attentions because
silicon-containing compounds usually have outstanding chemical and thermal stability, and
insulativity. These interesting investigations have proved the advantages of silicon based
reactive diluents; meanwhile, they also suggest that the chemical structure of
silicon-containing compounds should be carefully designed to guarantee the elaboration of
these advantages [1,2].
We report our findings on relative energy, geometric properties of methyl (methylene) silane
and its derivatives (see Fig.1). Geometry optimizations are carried out by B3LYP method.
This is using 6-311++G** basis set of the Gaussian 98 system of programs [3].

The

investigation in water solution was carried out by means of the self-consistent reaction field
(SCRF) method [4] at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory. To confirm the nature of the
stationary species, frequency calculations are carried out. For minimum state structures, an
only real frequency value is accepted. In order to find substituent effect on methyl
(methylene) silane, theoretical study via DFT method is employed in the manuscript. The
following substituents are taken into considerations: NO2 and CH3.
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In this work, an AIM-analysis of the topology of the charge density were used to investigate
the influence of the substituents at the methyl (methylene) silane on the structural, electronic
and energetic properties of these constitutional isomers (see Fig. 2.). Changeability of the
C–Si, C-N and C–C bond lengths was analyzed in terms of the natural bond orbital (NBO)
method.
According to all of the theoretical calculations, the stability orders (ǻE in kcal/mol) for the
methyl (methylene) silane in gas phase and solutions are as follows:
NO2 > CH3 > H
Geometrical parameters showed that the calculated geometric parameters for methyl
(methylene) silane and its derivatives in gas phase, water, THF and DMSO solutions were
very similar.

Keywords: methyl (methylene) silane; ab initio method; DFT method; solvent effect

Fig. 1. The structure of methyl (methylene) silane derivatives

R=H, CH3 and NO2

Fig. 2. The contour map of methyl (methylene) silane obtained from the B3LYP/6-311ˇˇG** wave function
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Introduction:
It's been nearly four decades since Carl Sagan first addressed the general public from a
scientist's perspective, confronting the possibility of extraterrestrial life [1]. Different
scientific hypothesis are proposed to answer this controversial question. The search for
extrasolar terrestrial planets is in large part motivated by the hope of finding signs of life or
habitability via spectroscopic biosignatures [2]. The main focus of these spectroscopic
methods is the direct detection of extrasolar terrestrial planets. However, in some cases
searching for spectroscopic signatures by a direct technique (i.e., a direct interaction of
radiation and matter) is an impossible goal due to blind spots in the space. In this study, a
new approach, based on indirect spectroscopy, for finding out extraterrestrial life on other
planets is proposed and compared with another direct spectroscopy.

Method:
On the one hand, planet-shine spectrum is investigated, when reflected sunlight from a planet
illuminates the night side of one of its moons. A low-resolution optical spectrum could be
obtained which informs us from the vegetation of that planet. On the other hand, radio
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astronomy is probed, a field that has become one of the most important tools of astronomical
observations. Radio astronomy has been responsible for a great part of our understanding
about the universe, its formation, composition, interactions, and even the predictions we can
do about its future path.

Result and Discussion:
Earth’s deciduous plants have a sharp order-of-magnitude increase in leaf reflectance
between approximately 700 and 750 nm wavelength. This strong reflectance of Earth’s
vegetation suggests that surface biosignatures with sharp spectral features might be detectable
in the spectrum of scattered light from a spatially unresolved extrasolar terrestrial planet. An
ideal surface biosignature would be produced by a large and abrupt change in the reflectance
at wavelengths that penetrate to the planetary surface (FIG. 1). There are some problems
associated with not only this technique, but also with any optical-based technique. Since
radio waves have a large wavelength, they experience less interference. As a result, they can
travel across large distances. Moreover, the sunlight, cloudy conditions, and rain do not affect
our observations.

Connection between life and volcanic activity is straightforward. Life is closely related to
volcanic activity of planets and there is no possibility of existing life on any planet, unless
volcanic activity could be existed on it [3]. Since these two issues are clearly connected, we
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propose that using the volcanic activity via radio spectroscopy on far planets can lead us to
put away planets which are without life. This helps us to search life on a limited subset of far
planets.
Conclusion:
Spectroscopic methods are favourable approaches to investigate alien life. Among
spectroscopic methods, radispectroscopy is a reasonable technique to study extraterrestrial
life.
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Introduction:
Electron scattering and photoionization (PI) of molecules have been investigated
extensively over the past few decades, both theoretically and experimentally. These
investigations provided numerous information in various applied fields such as plasma,
radiation and astro-physics [1]. Although ionization of electron from atomic and diatomic
species have been studied at femto and attosecond time scales so far, it is still impossible to
follow evolution of a bound electron wave function into a free electron described ideally by
a Dirac į-function.
In this research, time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) is solved numerically to
investigate the reverse phenomenon, i.e. evolution of the free electron wavepacket (WP) near
a nucleus in terms of the transformation into bound electron wave functions. This evolution is
quantified by evaluating the instantaneous contributions of the hydrogen-like s , p , d
orbitals to the evolving WP. The departure from the initial WP has been quantified by
calculating time-dependent autocorrelation coefficients of the WP. Effects of the
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characteristics of the initial Gaussian WP, including its entrance direction, velocity, and
initial widths, on the instantaneous contributions of the hydrogen-like orbitals and
autocorrelation coefficients are also investigated.

Computational Method:
A two-dimensional Gaussian shape propagating WP of the form Eq. (1) is considered to
represent the incoming free electron. In this WP, xc and yc are coordinates of the center of
the WP, which is moved during the simulation with a classical speed of v along a defined
direction. The V x and V y parameters denote the initial widths of the WP. This WP is

&

initially set at the entrance point of r0

x0 , y0 and its evolution is followed by solving

numerically the TDSE in a two dimensional space, which has the form (in atomic units) given
in Eq. (2). In this equation, ( xN , yN ) and Z N are the coordinates of the nucleus and its
charge, and scp is the soft-core potential parameter that allow avoiding the singularity at the
nucleus. Eq. (2) is solved numerically by a direct integration method using an appropriate
split operator. A negative imaginary potential (NIP) acting as absorbing wall, operative only
near the borders of the simulation box, is added to the Hamiltonian.
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Results, discussion and conclusion:
Examples snapshots of the evolving WP and variations of the hydrogen-like orbital
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contributions to the WP are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Results show that electronic WP
spreads as it moves toward the nucleus, and scatter when comes close to nuclei. Part of WP is
bounded to the nucleus temporarily. Increasing velocity of the WP, results in intensified
peaks. Evolution of the asymmetric WP is accelerated in the direction it has a smaller V
value. Moreover, distancing the WP travel path from the nucleus decreases its scattering, and
contributions of the hydrogen-like orbitals [3].
Fig. 1. Snapshots of the evolved WP
near the H nucleus at different WP
velocities 7.07 (a), 4.71 (b) and 3.53
au (c).

Fig. 2. Contributions of the

s and

p hydrogen-like orbitals, (C1s, C2s,
C2px and C2py) to the evolved WP at
different velocities (as labeled).
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Introduction:
It is well known that a covalently bonded halogen atoms can act as electron acceptors and
interact with electron donor species. This type of noncovalent interaction is usually called
halogen bond [1]. Halogen bonds have attracted immense attentions in recent years, because
of their importance in different fields of chemistry and biochemistry. In addition, the fact that
halogens usually have negative partial charges (due to their high electronegativity), makes
these negative-negative interactions more interesting for theoretical chemists. The nature of
halogen bonds is still the objective of many researches [1,2]. Eskandari and Jalali studied
halogen bonds by focusing on electrostatic properties of halogen atoms [3]. They showed that
electric quadruples of halogen atoms are mainly responsible for their attractive interactions
with negatively charged atoms. The main objective of this work is to investigate the
cooperativity and anti-cooperativity effects on the electrostatic properties of the halogen
atoms.
Methods:
Molecular geometries and electronic wavefunctions were fully optimized at
MP2/6-311++G(d,p) 6d level using Gaussian 03 program. Bader’s QTAIM was used to
evaluate atomic electrostatic moments. Integration over atomic basins was carried out using
standard mode of AIMAll program.
Results and Discussions:
The multipole expansion (ME) of electrostatic potential at a given point, S, in a vicinity of a
molecule is given by:
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In which,

,

and

are, respectively, the atomic monopole moment, atomic dipole

moment vector and the atomic traceless quadruple moment of i-th atom.
the distance between atom i and the point

and

are

and the unitary vector pointing from atom i to

point , respectively. In this work, we used ME of electrostatic potential to study the halogen
bonding interactions in

and

systems. Here

is Cl2, Br2,

ClBr, FCl or FBr. To investigate the trends of halogen bonds in

and

complexes, ME of electrostatic potential,
the

bond of

relation between

and

, at molecular surface, along

systems has been calculated. Figure 1 displays the

and electron density at the bond critical points ,
and

the intermolecular binding strength) of

, (as a measure of

interactions. Clearly, there is

no correlation between the values; however, a very good linear correlation is found when one
excludes the FCl and FBr molecules (Figure 2). It seems the electrostatic terms are not the
only terms which responsible for formation of halogen bonded complexes of FCl and FBr.
NBO analysis also confirms that charge transfer is important in these complexes.
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Fig. 1 Relation between

and

Fig. 2. Relation between

and

Conclusion:
ME of electrostatic potential has been calculated in the vicinity of halogen atoms in
systems. In all of the cases, the

component of atomic quadruple moment of

halogens is mainly responsible for formation of halogen bonds. Comparing
reveals that

and

and

reduces the quadruple moments of halogens and hence

destabilizes the second halogen bond in

.
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[1] Halogen Bonding, Fundamentals and Applications; Metrangolo, P.; Resnati, G., Eds.;
Springer, 2008.
[2] K.Eskandari, H.Zarizy Chem.Phys.Let., 492 (2010) 9 (and references within it).
[3] K.Eskandari, H. jalali, submitted.
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Introduction:
Stars having remarkable emission lines in the optical spectra are called emission-line stars
and widely distributed on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram including various stellar types.1 In
addition to line positions, knowledge of Einstein A coefficients for rovibronic transitions has
important applications in astrophysics.2 Experimentally, Einstein A coefficients can be
determined indirectly via lifetime measurement; however, this lifetime is related to the rate of
radiative decay ofan excited state to all lower energy levels.
Magnesium

hydride

is

an

important

molecule

in

different

astrophysicallyenvironments. Lines of the A2ȆĺX2Ȉ+transition have been detected in
different stellar regions such as the solar photosphere,3 the spectra of sunspot,4 nearby L
dwarfs,5 and late-type stars.6 In addition,theBƍ2Ȉ+ĺX 2Ȉ+bands have been detected in sunspot
umbral spectra.7

Theory:
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Line intensities of rovibronic transitions are proportional to Einstein A coefficients which
directly depend on transition wavenumber (in cm–1), the Hönl-London factor
dipole moment operator

, and the

in Debye which is a function of internuclear distance .

Where R(r)is the electronic transition dipole moment in Debye and can be written as:
R(r)=
Electronic dipole moments

(3)
can becomputed theoreticallyfrom high level ab initio

calculations.8 Using the matrix elements of dipole moment operator
internuclear distance,

in various

were calculated numerically by program LEVEL.9This

program uses an effective Hamiltonian in which rovibrational levels can be calculated
numerically. If one uses Condon’s approximation, Einstein A coefficientswould depend
onFrank-Condon factors

, defined by eq. 4.10 However, we do not make that

approximation in program LEVEL, and use Eqs. (1) to (3) instead.
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TheA2Ȇ and Bƍ 2Ȉ+excited states of MgH are close to each other, and there are extensive
perturbations between them. These include spin-orbit and rotational perturbationsthatmix
theirwavefunctions.The programPGOPHER11 can simulate and fit rovibronic lines with the
aid of spectroscopic constants including rotational and spin-orbit constants.

Result and discussion:
Because of spin-orbit coupling, we expect 12 branchesforeach vibronic transition of the
A2ȆĺX2Ȉ+system with various intensities. For example, Table 1 shows that Einstein
Acoefficients of the R22 branchof the (1-0) band depend significantly onthe the total angular
momentum quantum number J.
Table1. Einstein A coefficients of R22 electronic transition band of A2ȆĺX2Ȉ+
J”

energy

A(calculated)A(PGopher)

R

0.5

1

5

353161.0000

0.121971000

-0.861079

16413.017

385553.230

397456.545

R

1.5

1

5

424416.0000

0.122034000

-0.861648

16413.998

429035.749

442267.975

R

2.5

1

5

454789.0000

0.121952000

-0.861980

16410.7425

450566.558

464440.244

R

3.5

1

5

471048.0000

0.121723000

-0.862064

16403.2785

462898.031

477118.363

R

4.5

1

5

480475.0000

0.121343000

-0.861877

16391.6151

470261.142

484665.203

R

5.5

1

5

485853.0000

0.120804000

-0.861390

16375.7781

474452.383

488934.105

R

6.5

1

5

488454.0000

0.120099000

-0.860561

16355.7986

476345.086

490825.702

R

7.5

1

5

488927.0000

0.119215000

-0.859340

16331.7236

476402.865

490817.641

R

8.5

1

5

487618.0000

0.118141000

-0.857662

16303.5965

474873.601

489166.955

R

9.5

1

5

484713.0000

0.116861000

-0.855450

16271.4773

471887.701

486010.635

R

10.5

1

5

480297.0000

0.115356000

-0.852609

16235.4418

467498.889

481405.439
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R

11.5

1

5

474396.0000

0.113606000

-0.849030

16195.4646

461705.232

475350.441

R

12.5

1

5

466991.0000

0.111586000

-0.844581

16152.0176

454506.935

467849.043

R

13.5

1

5

458029.0000

0.109270000

-0.839106

16103.7042

445717.391

458711.969

R

14.5

1

5

447434.0000

0.106628000

-0.832426

16053.1082

435463.959

448071.637

R

15.5

1

5

435107.0000

0.103626000

-0.824325

15998.6709

423502.043

435681.780

R

16.5

1

5

420932.0000

0.100230000

-0.814554

15940.8175

409740.510

421450.019

R

17.5

1

5

404781.0000

0.096400400

-0.802820

15879.6988

394051.609

405248.216

R

18.5

1

5

386519.0000

0.092097200

-0.788776

15815.4635

376295.993

386940.567

R

19.5

1

5

366006.0000

0.087279600

-0.772019

15748.2602

356336.343

366385.678

R

20.5

1

5

343114.0000

0.081908600

-0.752071

15678.2533

334039.883

343454.630

R

21.5

1

5

317733.0000

0.075949100

-0.728371

15605.6235

309296.623

318036.809

R

22.5

1

5

289795.0000

0.069375400

-0.700257

15530.5658

282036.425

290063.636

R

23.5

1

5

259299.0000

0.062177300

-0.666944

15453.2956

252255.115

259533.756

R

24.5

1

5

226353.0000

0.054370400

-0.627505

15374.2721

220067.917

226564.712

R

25.5

1

5

191230.0000

0.046010200

-0.580836

15292.804

185704.470

191389.04

R

26.5

1

5

154455.0000

0.037213900

-0.525628

15210.3652

149734.680

154582.798

R

27.5

1

5

116917.0000

0.028190400

-0.460313

15126.7334

113021.386

117012.603

R

28.5

1

5

80047.1000

0.019285700

-0.383020

15042.2945

76994.154

80111.865

R

29.5

1

5

46064.1000

0.011047600

-0.291505

14957.4494

43870.705

46101.026

R

30.5

1

5

18329.8000

0.004321210

-0.183069

14872.6609

17018.765

18344.379

Conclusion:
Keeping the astrophysical importance of rovibronic intensities in mind, we have Einstein A
coefficients of MgH for calculated the A2ȆĺX2Ȉ+and
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Introduction:
Bisphosphonates (BPs) are important pharmaceuticals, which are widely used in treating
various bone disease and as carriers of radio nucleotides for therapeutic and imaging
applications [1]. These compounds are characterized by a P-C-P backbone and two side
groups (R1 and R2) that determine their activity. Modeling the interaction of BPs and their
biological targets (FPPS enzyme and bone mineral) is of special interest for analysis of the
mechanism of action of BPs and design of novel more potent derivatives. Such a modeling is
initially performed at a molecular mechanical level of theory and availability of force field
parameters is the perquisite for it. In this work CHARMM additive force field is
parameterized for some derivatives of bisphosphonates according to the CHARMM general
force filed (CGenFF) protocol [2].
Materials and methods:
The potential energy V(R) in the CHARMM FF is a function of positions of all of atoms in
the system and has the following general form:
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where the sum covers all bond or angle vibrations, dihedral rotations, improper distortions,
and non-bonded van der Waals or Coulomb interactions. To find missing parameters in BPs,
all atom types are set according to CHARMM defined types and parameters that are exist in
CGenFF parameter set are used.
To determine the global minimum structure, all initial structures which are obtained from
varying rotamers, are optimized by PM6 semi-empirical method with MOPAC and the most
stable conformers are then used for further geometry optimization at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
and MP2/6-31G(d) levels of theory by GAMESS program. Structural properties of global
minimum are used as initial guess for missing parameters. Force constants are determined
from matrix of second derivatives with respect to internal coordinates. Initial guess for
charges are obtained from electrostatic potential calculations at MP2/6-31G(d) and then all
CGenFF protocol rules are applied for charges, also for all symmetric atoms in molecule the
charges are symmetrized. Final charges are optimized to reproduce the interaction energies
and distances with TIP3P model of water calculated at HF/6-31G(d) level.
Result and discussion:
The HEDP molecule and its different protonation states are used as model compound.
Reasonable agreement between QM data and CGenFF available parameters provide the
possibility of using them as initial guess for missing parameters (Fig.1). In Fig.2 watercompound model for some interaction sites and their relative distance and energy are shown.
These results will be used as target data in charge optimization procedure. Reasonable
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agreement are also found between MM energy profiles of flexible dihedrals and those
obtained from MP2/6-31G(d) calculations.

Figure1.Molecular graph of HEDP with atom-type lables and data from some force constants and related
bond/angle ¡ calculated data from MP2/6-31G(d) i data from CGenFF reported parameters (Force constants
[kcal mol-1 AÛ-2, kcal mol-1rad-2])

Figure2. Some interaction sites of HEDP with water molecules.

Conclusion:
CHARMM-compatible parameters are developed for bisphosphonates and the parameter set
are used to generate a new force field that can be used in molecular mechanical simulations.
Reference:
[1] R. Graham G. Russell; Bisphosphonates: The first 40 years; Bone, 49 :2–19(2011).
[2] K. Vanommeslaeghe, et al.; CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF): A force field for
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drug-like molecules compatible with the CHARMM all-atom additive biological force
fields”; J. Comput. Chem., 31(4): 671–690(2010). 
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Introduction:
One of the major obstacles in quantum molecular dynamics computations is the exponential
growth of computational cost with increasing dimensionality. Devising new methods to lower
computational complexity and cost is paramount for application to systems with higher
dimensionality. In this regard, representing potential energies as sum of products can enable
more efficient computations. Using the FHF and the ClHCl model systems, in this paper we
investigate the feasibility of the Higher Order Singular Value decomposition (HOSVD)
algorithm for representing potential energies as sum of products.

HOSVD:
Tensor decomposition involves representing a tensor as a sum of terms involving one
dimensional arrays. In particular, Tucker decomposition represents an I u J u K tensor X ,
as X

G u1 A u2 B u3 C , where, G is an (R1×R2×R3) tensor known as the core tensor, the

matrices A, B and C, are called Tucker matrices, and integers R1, R2, R3 are the Tucker ranks.
The HOSVD algorithm computes the decomposition via matrix SVD computations [1, 2].
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HOSVD algorithm:
Given an I1×I2×… ×Id tensor X, and Tucker ranks R1,R2,…,Rd:
For n=1, to d
X(n) Å Unfold X in mode n
A(n) Å Rn leading left singular vectors of X(n)
End
G Å X ×1 A(1)T×2 A(2)T… A(d)
Output: G, A(1), A(2), …, A(d)
Results and discussion:
We considered the ClHCl potential energy in terms of Jacobi coordinates with r as the ClH
diatom bond length. The potential energy was discretized with 110 points for the radial
coordinates and 60 points for T , with (R, r) between 1.5 and 12 bohr, and T in the
range[0, S ]. The resulting tensor was decomposed. Modes 1, 2 and 3 were chosen
corresponding to R, r and T respectively. We found that modes 1 and 2 do not allow rank
truncation, however we can truncate the rank in mode 3 to 35 without practically any error
(Table I).
T able 1. ClHCl with (R, r) between 1.5 and 12 bohr

Table 2. ClHCl with (R, r) between 0.2 and 12 bohr
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Relative

Compression

Ranks

Relative

Compression

Error

Factor

Ranks

Error

Factor

(110,110,38)

4.73×10-15

33Ə

(110,110,38)

4.94×10-6

33Ə

(110,110,35)

8.35×10-13

38Ə

(110,110,35)

6.37×10-6

38Ə

(110,110,32)

1.15×10-10

43Ə

(110,110,32)

8.23×10-6

43Ə

(110,110,29)

1.12×10-8

48Ə

(110,110,29)

1.10×10-5

48Ə

This corresponds to a compression factor of 38%. We can even achieve a compression factor
of 48%, with R3=29 and an error of only 10-8, this is chemically exact. We found that
including grid points with very high potential energy, i.e. points for which the atoms are too
close, can have adverse effects on the decomposition (table II). However these points do not
have physical significance. Our investigations also indicated that a symmetric choice for the
Jacobi coordinates (with r as the ClCl bond length) significantly increases the efficiency of
the decomposition such that even the aforementioned adverse effect is more than
compensated for (table III). It should be noted that our computations with FHF showed
similar results.
Table 3. ClHCl with (R, r) between 0.2 and 12 bohr, symmetric model.
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Relative

Compression

Error

Factor

(110,110,38)

1.71×10-15

33Ə

(110,110,35)

1.71×10-15

38Ə

(110,110,32)

1.71×10-15

43Ə

(110,110,29)

1.65×10-11

48Ə

Ranks

Conclusion:
Using HOSVD we were able to decompose potential energy functions for heavy-light-heavy
model systems and obtain accurate some of product representations with significant data
compression.Our investigations show this method to be very promising.

References:
[1] L. R. Tucker, Psychometrika, 31, 279 (1966).
[2] L. De Lathauwer, B. De Moor and J. Vandewalle, SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appl. 21, 1324
(2000)
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Introduction
Hydrofluoroethers (HFEs) are a kind of compounds which have been developed to replace
CFCs in applications such as the cleaning of electronic equipment, heat transfer agents for
semiconductor and electronics manufacture and fluid carriers for lubricant deposition [1]. The
atmospheric oxidation of n-C3F7OCH3 (HFE-7000) will be initiated by reaction with OH
radicals that the initial attack of OH radical on HFE-7000 leads to the formation of haloalkyl
radicals [2], which in turn reacts with atmospheric O2 to give peroxy radicals
(C3F7OCH2O2•). The reaction of C3F7OCH2O2 radical with NO, NO2 and HO2 in the
troposphere finally causes the formation of haloalkoxy radicals (C3F7OCH2O•).
Calculation method
Geometry optimization of the reactants, products and transition states have been obtained
using B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) method. The vibration frequencies were attained in the same
theory level for the optimized reactants, products and transition states. No virtual frequencies
of all stationary points were identified (NIMAG=0). Transition states are defined by the
presence of only one virtual frequency (NIMAG=1). To ascertain that the identified transition
states connect reactants and products smoothly, intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
calculations were done at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level.
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Results and discussion
Two possible pathways have been detected for reactivity and decomposition for C3F7OCH2O
radical. (1) C3F7OCH2O radical react with O2 atmospheric to perform O2H and C3F7CHO. (2)
is thermal decomposition of C3F7OCH2O radical to C3F7O and CH2O. The C-H bond length
of TS1 will change from 1.105 to 1.227Å (approx. 11%) the optimization structure of TS2,
indicated that C-O bond increases from 1.344 to 1.981Å (approx. 47%). The energy barrier
for path (1) and (2) obtained 4.3 and 16.8 kcal mol-1, respectively. These results reveal that
the reactants and products in a stable minimum potential energy surface (PES) are marked
only with positive vibrational frequencies. Transition states of TS1 and TS2 are characterized
by a negative frequency, which are -1023 and -376 cm-1,respectively.The existence of
transition state on the PES is obtained by IRC calculation performed at B3LYP/6-311G (d, p)
level. The IRC plots (Figure. 1) clearly showed a smooth transition from reactants to products
on the PES.
Rate constants for C3F7OCH2O radical were calculated using the following equation:

ǻG is the free energy of activation.

The final rate coefficients were corrected using transmission coefficient by Wigner’s method
[3].
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Fig. 1 IRC plots performed for transition states TS1 and TS2
The results showed that the rate constants for the C-H bond scission and C-O bond cleavage
are 97.6 and 9.6 s-1, respectively.
Conclusion
Two important channels (C-H bond scission and C-O bond cleavage) are considered in detail
that the C-H bond scission is found to be favorable for the C3F7OCH2O radical reactivity. The
energy barrier for C-H bond scission (TS1) and C-O bond cleavage (TS2) is 4.3and
16.8Kcal.mol-1, respectively. The rate constants evaluated for the C-H bond scission and C-O
bond cleavage are found to be 97.6 and 9.6 s-1, respectively.
References
[1] Molina, M. J.; Rowland, F. S., Nature (1974) 249, 810.
[2] Bravo, I.; Díaz-de-Mera, Y.; et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys (2010) 12(19), 5115.
[3] Houston, P. L., McGraw-Hill New York (2001).
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Introduction:
During the last decades, several studies have focused on the organic semiconductor due to
their potentially interesting properties for electronic and optoelectronic applications [1, 2]. In
such devices the transport properties of the organic material and the interaction between the
metal contact and the molecules adsorbed at the metal-organic interface plays a key role [3,
4]. The net charge of the adsorbate multiplied by the distance between adsorbate and topmost
metal layer may contribute to a substantial interface dipole, modifying the alignment between
the frontier orbitals of the molecule and the Fermi energy of the metal in the contact.
Therefore, a precise knowledge of the adsorbate geometry becomes mandatory for a
quantitative understanding of the energetic defining injection or extraction of charges. In the
present work, the adsorption of 1,4,5,8-naphthalene tetracarboxylic dianhydride (NTCDA) on
a (110)-oriented silver substrate as a model of organic semiconductor contact is investigated
with the second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) and density functional theory
(DFT).
Theoretical model:
In the present study, we have applied MP2 using the resolution-of-identity approximation for
the evaluation of two-electron integrals (RIMP2) as implemented in the TURBOMOLE 5.7
software package to optimize the adsorption geometry of NTCDA on the Ag(110) surface.
For comparison with a method excluding dispersion interactions, we have applied DFT using
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the hybrid functional B3LYP with an exchange-correlation energy calculated on an
integration grid of medium density (m4). For this study, five different silver clusters were
used to model the Ag(110) surface including Ag16(9,4,3), Ag22(9,4,9), Ag32(15,16,1),
Ag34(9,16,9) and Ag50(25,16,9). The notations represents for instance for the smallest cluster
i.e. Ag16(9,4,3), 9 atoms in the first layer, corresponding exactly to the unit cell required by
chemisorbed NTCDA on Ag(110), and 4 and 3 atoms in the second and third layers,
respectively, that are in total 16 silver atoms. For all these structures the geometry of the
adsorbed organic molecule are fully optimized while the structure of metal clusters are kept
fixed.
Results and discussions:
For several substrate clusters the heights of different atoms in NTCDA with respect to the
topmost silver layer were obtained from the minimum of the BSSE-CP corrected PES,
occurring typically at about 0.14 - 0.18 ° larger distance with respect to the optimized RIMP2
geometries without BSSE-CP correction. Irrespective of computational scheme and the
cluster size, the two types of oxygen atoms of NTCDA occur at different heights, revealing
distortions from planarity.
In sharp contrast to the adsorbate geometries which we consider to be reasonably converged
for the largest substrate clusters, the MP2 adsorption energies do not follow any simple rule.
This finding indicates that unavoidable boundary effects arising from the finite size of the
metal clusters inhibit the definition of converged adsorption energy.
Conclusions:
In this work we used MP2 and DFT calculation to study the adsorption of NTCDA on the
Ag(110) surface. Excluding the smallest cluster (Ag16) which was not be able to model the
adsorption geometry, other clusters represent mostly the same adsorption geometry. The next
smallest cluster with 22 Ag atoms was used for the further investigations. The studies on the
molecular orbitals reveal some efficient hybridization between the organic adsorbate
ʌ-orbitals and the orbitals of the metal substrate. These types of hybridizations are
responsible for this chemisorption and may be the reason of charge transfer between the
adsorbed molecule and the metal substrate. With the comparison of two ab initio methods
which were used in this study we concluded that the lack of the dispersion terms at DFT
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approaches have strong influence on the adsorption geometry. DFT gives the adsorption
geometry which is strongly bended where the adsorption geometry at MP2 is nearly flat.
Reference:
[1] L. S. Hung. etal . Mater. Sci. Eng. R 39(5-6), 143–222 (2002).
[2] A. Dodabalapur, Solid State Commun. 102(2), 259–267 (1997).
[3] X. Crispin etal. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 124(27), 8131–8141 (2002).
[4] D. Adams. etal. J. Phys. Chem.B 107(28), 6668–6697 (2003).
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Introduction:
Transition metal diborides, attract for a long time much attention of physicists and material
scientists due to their unique physical and chemical properties such as hardness, high melting
point, etc [1]. Tantalum diboride (TaB2) has the hexagonal AlB2-like structure p6/mmm space
group [2]. In 2008, phase pure TaB2 powder was synthesized using reduction of Ta2O5 by
B4C and graphite at 1600Cº in an alumina tube furnace under following Ar [3]. Tantalum
diboride has high melting point, high hardness, good thermal and electrical conductivity, and
resistance to most acids and bases [4]. This compound is an excellent candidate for ultra-high
temperature propulsion systems due to specific mechanical properties. Besides, investigation
of high temperature strength, thermal shock resistance and oxidation resistance are necessary
to establish it as a competitive material for thermal protection systems [3].

Computational method:
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The calculations have been performed with ultrasoft pseudopotential method in the frame
work of Density Functional Theory (DFT) by using the Plane Wave (PW) that implemented
in Quantum Espresso software [5]. In this method, the Generalized Gradient Approximation
has been used for exchange-correlation energy. The experimental lattice constants used in
these calculations are a=3.088 Aº, c=3.241Aº [6].

Result and discussion:
In this research, the structural parameters a and c are calculated 3.096 Aº and 3.313Aº
respectively. Following this calculation, bulk modulus and it's derivative, compressibility at
zero pressure and etc calculated and compared with other results for this compound. Also, the
influence of pressure on structural parameters is investigated. Increasing the pressure
decreases the structural parameters. The plot of partial density of states of various orbitals in
comparison to total density of states, in order to considering the quality of contribution
distribution of different atoms orbital is brought in figure. 1.
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Fig. 1. Total density of states in comparison to partial density of states for TaB2.

Conclusion:
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Achieved results for structural parameters in present work are in good agreement with
experimental results. Also for transformation in crystal planes in a-axis direction in compare
of c-axis direction lower energy is needed. Figure of the density of states show that this
compound is a kind of metal and figure of partial density of states indicate that B-2p orbital
and Ta-5d orbital have the main contribution in the electronic conductivity of this compound.
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Introduction:
Thermodynamic and volumetric properties of polymeric systems play an important role in the
polymer industry and are often a key factor in polymer production, processing, and material
development, especially for the design of advanced polymeric materials [1]. Predicting the
thermodynamic properties of polymers especially at high temperature-high pressure (HTHP)
conditions is of great importance in industry. An artificial neural network (ANN) can be a
suitable alternative to model the different thermodynamic properties of chemical systems.
ANN is a simple method for modeling, which does not need explicit formulation of exact
mathematical or physical relations between input and output data. In this study, the
applicability of ANN in predicting the specific volume of polymeric systems up to high
temperature and high pressure conditions is investigated.

The neural network used:
Many models of neural networks have been used to estimate of thermodynamic properties
[2,3]. There are three main states in the operation of a neural network: learning, validation
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and test. The learning or training is the process by which a neural network modifies the
weights in answer to initial information. In this study, 2865 experimental data points of 25
polymers were used. A combined method that includes an artificial neural network and a
simple group contribution method have been used to estimate the specific volumes of
polymeric systems at different temperatures and pressures using the Matlab software.
Temperature (T), pressure (P), molecular mass (M), and the structural groups that form the
molecules were given as input variables.
Results and discussion:
Several network architectures were tested to select the most accurate scheme. The optimal
number of neurons was determined by trial and error. The weights connection and biases
were obtained using a feedforward backpropagation neural network for 2865 experimental
data points. The best network topology was obtained as (18-20-1).The average absolute
percent deviation (AAD%) is 0.06 for prediction of specific volume for all data. Fig. 1 shows
a comparison between experimental and calculated values of specific volume of studied
polymeric systems during training and during prediction. This study shows that the chosen
artificial neural network and the group contribution method represent an excellent alternative
for the estimation of specific volumes of polymeric systems with acceptable accuracy.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between experimental and calculated values of specific

volume of polymeric systems: (a) during training and (b) during prediction.
Conclusion:
A feedforward backpropagation neural network with (18-20-1) structure was
designed to predict the specific volume of different polymeric systems. Total
number of experimental data used to design the stated network is 2865, of
which 75% were randomly chosen to train the network, 10% for validation, and
15% to test it. The average relative deviations for train, validation, and test sets
are 0.05, 0.06, and 0.07, respectively.
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Introduction:
Corrosion of metals is an enormous problem throughout the world. Several techniques have
been used to protect metals from corrosion. Among them, the use of organic coatings in
conjunction with cathodic protection is considered efficient apporoach to combat corrosion.
Although

the

combination

offers

various

merits,

the

serious

problem

called

cathodicdisbondment could be raised in the presence of failures on the protective coatings[1].
The applied cathodic potential that activates cathodic reactions at the adge of the defects is
the driving force for this phenomenon. In fact, cathodic disbanding as a consequence of
cathodic protection occurs due to hydrogen evolution and accumulation of OH- ions at the
coating- substrate interface[2].Attempts have been made to use corrosion pigments to
imorove the cathodic disbonding resistance of the organic coatings.In recent years, attempts
have been done to use nano sized anticorrosion pigments to improve the coating resistance
against cathodic disbanding[3]. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) has taken an
undeniable position in corrosion studies. EIS is considered a powerful nondestructive test to
evaluate performance of the protective coatings[4].The scope of this work is to study the
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effect of TiO2 nanoparticles addition on the resistance of epoxy- polyaniline (EP-PANI)
coating to cathodic disbanding via EIS. Further investigation was facilitated usig surface
analysis.

Experimental (materials, apparatus and methods):
Specimens of mild steel in the form of 1×1 cm2 were mounted, so that only one side of the
electrode was in direct contact with the electrolyte. The test mild steel panels were pre-treated
by degreasing in ethanol for 10 min.For preparation of the coatings, 0.306 g of pure PANI
and PANI-EP- TiO2 nanocomposites powder were suspended in 3 ml TEPA, followed by
proper mixing using a magnetic stirrer, with speed of 300 rpm for 12h. Then 1g of EP resin
was

mixed with 0.2 g suspension. The obtained liquid paints were coated on substrate by

brushing and then samples were dried in 50

for 24h. A 3.5% NaCl solution was prepared

from laboratory grade NaCl and distilled water. An area of 1 cm2 of samples (PANI-EP,
PANI-EP-TiO2) was exposed to the electrolyte without applying potential for 150h at 65Ԩ.
Then an area of 1 cm2 of samples was exposed to the electrolyte with applying -1.5 V vs
Ag/AgCl via Power Supply (ADAK,PS-405) for 150h at 65Ԩ( according to ASTM G8). EIS
measurements were performed on Potentiostat/Galvanostat (EG& G model Parstat 2263). EIS
measurements were carried out over a frequency range of 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz, using ±5 Mv
amplitude of sinusoidal voltage as perturbing signal. Experimental data was fitted and
analyzed by ZView(II) software. Corrosion cell equipped with graphite as counter electrode
and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode. The coated mild steel panel was the working electrode.

Results and discussion:
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The results showed two time constants for PANI-EP in the absence of voltage and for
PANI-EP-TiO2 in the presence of -1.5 V, and one relaxation time for PANI in the presence
of -1.5 V and for PANI-EP-TiO2 in the absence of voltage.The electrochemical elements
such as corrosion resistance of coatings (RCoat) was obtained. Results showed that the
resistance of PANI-EP and PANI-EP-TiO2 without applying potential after 150h immersion
was 3675 ȍ.cm2 and 9818 ȍ.cm2, respectively. Also, at the end of immersion time
disbanding phenomenon was observed for PANI-EP. Under the voltage of -1.5 V, the
resistance of PANI-EP and PANI-EP-TiO2 after 150h immersion was 29852 ȍ.cm2 and
6.4393×105 ȍ.cm2, respectively. Results confirm that in te presence of TiO2 nanoparticals the
corrosion resistance, adhesion and cathodic disbonding resistance increased. This
enhancement is related to decreasing the diffution of electrolyte and delayment in achieving
of the corrosive ions on substrate[3].

Conclusion:
This study indicated that incorporation of TiO2 nanoparticals in EP-PANI coating greatly
increased adhesion and resistance to cathodic disbonding as well. The ability of TiO2
nanoparticals incorporated organic coating to resist disbondment was related to the role of
TiO2 nanoparticals on delayment in diffution and achievement

of the corrosive ions on

substrate.
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Introduction:
Erbium has no biological role but is said to stimulate the metabolism All erbium compounds
should be regarded as highly toxic, although initial evidence would appear to suggest that the
danger is limited [1]. Solvent polymeric membrane based ISEs, together with the
incorporation of ion carriers, have shown to be a very useful tool for clinical, environmental,
and chemical analyses as well as for process monitoring. Potentiometric detection based on
ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) offer the advantages of speed and ease of preparation and
procedures, relatively fast response, reasonable selectivity thorough judicious choice of the
membrane active materials, wide linear dynamic range, and low cost [2,3]. In this research,
we wish to report the preparation a Er3+ PVC-based membrane electrode based on
3-hydroxy-N'-((pyridin-2-yl)methylene)naphthalene-2-carbohydrazide (L) as an neutral ion
carrier.

Materials and methods:
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The Merck and the Aldrich Chemical Co. were the providers of the following reagent grades:
benzyl acetate (BA), nitrobenzene (NB), Dibutyl phthalate (DBP), acetophenone (AP), high
relative molecular weight PVC, sodiumtetraphenyl borate (NaTPB), tetrahydrofurane (THF)
and chloride and nitrate salts of the cations used. Triply distilled deionized water was used
throughout.

Apparatus:
All electromotive force (emf) measurements were carried out with the following cell
assembly; Ag/AgCl| internal solution, (1×10-3 M ErCl3)|PVC membrane|test solution|Hg2Cl2,
KCL (saturated). A Corning ion analyzer 250 pH»mV meter was used for the potential
measuremrnts at 25.5 ± 0.1 ºC. The activities were calculated according to the Debye-Huckel
procedure.

Result and discussion:
In this study, a plasticizer/PVC ratio of about 2.2 was found to be the most suitable ratio. The
obtained data revealed that, the membrane incorporating 67% DBP, 30% PVC, 2% ligand, in
the presence of 1% sodium tetraphenyl borate (NaTPB) as a suitable lipophilic additive
considerably improved the sensitivity of the erbium sensor and showed the best sensitivity,
with a good Nernestian slope of 20.5±0.4 mV/decade of Er3+ concentrations (1.0×10í6–
1.0×10í2 M) and a detection limit 5.3×10-7 M. The pH dependence of the responses of the
membrane was investigated by the sensor behavior in a 1.0 × 10-3 M Er3+ solution. The
potential response of the sensor is independent of pH, in the pH range of 2.8–9.5. The
dynamic response time of the membrane was measured at various concentrations (1.0×10-6 to
1.0 × 10-2 M) of the test solutions and the results exhibited that the sensor has a fast response
time of ~5 s. To investigate the membrane electrode selectivity, its potential response was
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monitored in the presence of various interfering foreign cations using the matched potential
method (MPM) [2]. The electrode shows a very good selectivity towards Er3+ ions over a
wide variety of cations, including alkali, alkaline earth, transition and heavy metal ions. The
proposed sensor was successfully applied as an indicator electrode for the potentiometric
titration of 1.0 × 10-4 M of Er3+ ions with a 1.0 × 10-2 M EDTA.

Conclusion:
The results obtained from the above mentioned study reveal that a potentiometric PVC-based
membrane sensor based on
3-hydroxy-N'-((pyridin-2-yl)methylene)naphthalene-2-carbohydrazide (L) functions as an
excellent Er3+ selective sensor and can be used for the determination of this ion in the
presence of considerable concentrations of common interfering ions. The short response time,
applicable pH range, lower detection limit, and potentiometric selectivity coefficients of the
proposed sensor make it a superior device for the determination of this ion.
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1. Introduction
In this study, formation kinetics of methane and ethane mixtures gas hydrate was predicted. The
thermodynamic natural path in chemical reaction kinetics was used for the kinetics modeling of the
hydrate formation in a volume constant process [1]. In this method, the system was considered as a
classical thermodynamic or macroscopic view.
2. Methods
In this study, a conceptual model was proposed that defines a macroscopic driving force and uses only
the initial conditions (temperature and pressure) and final conditions (equilibrium conditions). The
basic idea is that there is only a unique path for each experiment that on this path decays the chemical
affinity. Prigogine and Defay [2] defined the chemical affinity as a generalized force in terms of
potential difference as:
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Ai

(1 )

¦ [X m Pmi ]T ,V

Where Ȟm is the stoichiometric coefficient and ȝm is the chemical potential. Considering to the
correlation of ȝm with its chemical potential in some arbitrary state and an activity ratio, Qi:

 RT ¦ ln(] Qi )

Ai

,

]Q

i

(2 )

Qi
K

Where K is thermodynamic equilibrium constant and ȗQ is a dimensionless measure of the extent of
reaction. Accordingly, the affinity decays towards zero for this chemical reaction so that:
(3 )

A T ,V  0
Where ÅT,V=[A/t]T,V is the affinity decay rate. The correlation of ÅT,V with the elapsed time is:

AT ,V

(4 )

Ar [1 / ti  1 / tk ]

Where Ar is the affinity rate constant and tk is the expected time to attain equilibrium. In order to
directly correlate Ai with ti, Eq. (4) must be integrated, which yields:

Ai

(5 )

Ar ln[] ti . exp(1  ] ti )]

Where ȗti=(ti/tk). By calculating ȗQ, Ai can be calculated by Eq. (2) for the hydrate formation system.
By plotting Ai versus ln[ȗti.exp(1- ȗti)], Ar and tk can be obtained.
3. Results and discussion
The experimental data of the gas hydrate formation of methane-ethane mixtures of 0.199 and 0.603
mole fraction of methane at constant operating temperature of 277.15 k have been studied.
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Fig 1. Chemical affinity versus ln[ȗti.exp(1- ȗti)] (on the right), experimental and modeling results (on
the left) for 0.199 mole fraction of methane in the mixture (forms sI hydrate structure).

Fig 2. Chemical affinity versus ln[ȗti.exp(1- ȗti)] (on the right), experimental and modeling results (on
the left) for 0.603 mole fraction of methane in the mixture (forms sII hydrate structure).

4. Conclusions
The results indicated that this model can well predict constant volume experimental data for both of
crystals I and II hydrate former. The both of mixtures form hydrate at 2 steps.
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Abstract
Alkali-Surfactant-Gas (ASG) flooding is one of the novel chemical techniques in Enhanced
Oil Recovery. In this technique, the co-injection of gas and chemical slug results in the
formation of foam. Foam reduces the mobilityof injected chemical solutions and improves
the displacement efficiency of the process.Foams in practice are generally generated and
stabilized with surfactants.However,surfactant stabilized foams have some weakness.If
nanoparticles were utilized instead of or with surfactants, foams stabilized with such particles
could have a number of important advantages. The main purpose of this research is creation
of stable foam with nanoparticles and utilizing this nanoparticle stabilized foam for mobility
control of injected fluids in enhanced oil recovery applications. Finally, the performance of
the foam that is created and stabilized with mixture of surfactant and nanoparticles was
compared

withthe

foam that

is

created and

stabilized

withonly

surfactant

in

alkaline-surfactant-gas process in terms of oil recovery from coreflood experiments. In this
research, hydrophilic silica nanoparticles with an average size of 10 nm were used.The
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mixture of surfactant and hydrophilic silica nanoparticles in various concentration were used
to foam generation.The results of the experiments showed that the concentration of surfactant
and nanoparticles should be selected optimize. In theexperiments, most oil recovery was
obtained when the concentration of both surfactant and hydrophilic silica nanoparticles in
chemical solution was selected 0.5 weight percent.
Key words:Enhanced Oil Recovery, Chemical Flooding, Foam, Nanoparticles, Mobility
Control

Introduction
One of the main criteria for the success of ASG process is the formation of stable foam with
adequate mobility reduction characteristics [1].Surfactant stabilized foams have some
weakness. However, if nanoparticles were utilized instead of or with surfactants, foams
stabilized with such particles could lead toremoving restrictions on the use of surfactants
[2].Nanoparticles are finding their way into various branches of the petroleum engineering
industry [3-7]. Certain small solid particles have been used in conjunction with surfactant
molecules, which they adsorb at fluid/fluid interfaces, to stabilize drops in emulsions and
bubbles in foams [8]. In contrast to surfactant molecules, adsorption of solid particles to
fluid/fluid interfaces does not change the interfacial tension [9]. This research is based on
utilizing hydrophilic silica nanoparticles with surfactant to make stable foam for enhanced oil
recovery applications.

Materialsand Methods
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) which is an anionic surfactant, Hydrophilic silica
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nanoparticles with an average size of 10 nm and Sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) as alkaline were
used in chemical coreflood experiments.One type of Synthetic formation brines, representing
formation fluid of a reservoir, with total dissolved solids of 103000 mg/L was used in
corefloods. Water flooding as secondary recovery technique was performed with Persian Gulf
water.The crude oil used for corefloods has a viscosity and density of 3.46 cP and 30
ÛAPI.Nitrogen with 99.99% purity was used for mobility control of injected fluids.ASG
coreflood experiments were conducted after the optimal chemical formulation was identified
through aqueous stability, phase behavior, and foam stability tests. Coreflood experiments
were performed at 100 bars and 60 ÛC.

Apparatus
Figure 1 shows the schematic of ASG coreflood setup.

Figure 8:schematic of ASG coreflood setup
1)Sandpack, 2)Differential pressure difference, 3)Backpressure regulator, 4) Gas accumulator, 5)Liquid
accumulator, 6)High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) pump, 7)Sampler
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Results and Discussion
It was observed that when the concentration of hydrophilic Silica nanoparticle was low, there
were not enough particles to attach completely at the interface around the bubbles in foam
and when particle concentration increased, more particles could be adsorbed at the bubble
interface, which stabilized the produced foam. But, with further increased nanoparticle
concentration, the particle aggregation occurred, which inhibited foam generation. When the
surfactant concentration was selected enough, the attachment of surfactant to nanoparticle
surface can change nanoparticles surface properties and show surface activity useful for foam
generation. But, as the more surfactant molecules were adsorbed onto the particle surface, the
particle surface charge decreased and the electrostatic repulsion between particles decreased
that led to particle aggregation.

Conclusion
Silica nanoparticles can function in similar ways to surfactants and stabilize foams in the
absence of any other surface-active agent, but certain differences in behavior are inevitable.
When the concentration of nanoparticles and surfactant are selected optimize, strong and
stable foamsare created and displacement efficiency is increased that leads to more oil
production.
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A Comparative Synthesis of Ni-Cu Oxides over Al2O3-ZrO2 Nanocomposite
via Impregnation and Sol-Gel Methods Used for CH4/CO2 Reforming
M. Sharifia,b, M. Haghighia,b*, F. Rahmania,b, S. Karimipoura,b
a
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Introduction:
In dry reforming of methane, Ni/Al2O3 catalyst suffers from less activity and stability, due to
the side reactions [1, 2]. Addition of zirconia and Cu as promoters to Ni/Al2O3 has increased
stability and activity, respectively [1-3]. Zirconia decreased coking and sintering of active
phases [2]. In this research, the properties of Ni/Al2O3 catalyst were improved by utilization
of sol-gel method and ZrO2 and Cu addition as suitable promoters.

Materials and methods:
Ni(10wt%)-Cu(3wt%)/Al2O3-ZrO2(10wt%) catalysts were prepared by a direct sol-gel
process utilizing citric acid as gelling agent and impregnation method. The structure,
morphology, surface area and functional groups of the synthesized nanocatalysts were
assessed using XRD, FESEM, BET and FTIR analysis, respectively. Catalytic performance
was evaluated by the dry reforming of methane in a U-shape quartz micro reactor (8 mm i.d.),
operated under atmospheric pressure, CH4/CO2=1 and GHSV=24 (l/gr.hr).
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Result and discussion:
XRD patterns confirmed the formation of amorphous structure and non-existence of Cu
spinel for the catalyst synthesized by sol-gel method. Extremely broad and weak diffraction
peaks of Ni oxides suggested the high dispersion of these species on the surface of the
support. FESEM images of nanocatalysts indicated that utilization of sol-gel method led to
uniform, tuneable and smaller nanoparticles and homogenous dispersion. The quantitative
analysis showed the high specific surface area for the sol-gel sample (148 m2/g).
The catalytic performance results showed that the synthesized nanocatalysts had high activity
and stability. However, the sol-gel sample exhibited better catalytic performance. Moreover,
production of syngas with H2/CO ratio very close to unity at 850°C was achieved in the both
nanocatalysts as a result of high activity of copper for methane decomposition, which is the
rate limiting step of the overall reaction.
Ni(10wt%)Cu(3wt%)/Al2 O3 ZrO2 (10wt%)

Ŷ Alumina
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Figure 9: XRD patterns of Ni-Cu/ZrO2-Al2O3.

Figure 10: FESEM images of Ni-Cu/ZrO2-Al2O3.
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Figure 11: Product yield over Ni-Cu/ZrO2-Al2O3.

Figure 12: Stability test of Ni-Cu/ZrO2-Al2O3.

Conclusion:
Ni-Cu/Al2O3-ZrO2 nanocatalysts were synthesized by sol-gel and impregnation methods. Solgel method prevents Cu spinel formation due to high dispersion of ZrO2 between Al2O3 and
Cu species. As a result of the better characterization results, synthesized catalyst by sol-gel
method exhibited higher catalytic performance and H2/CO ratio very close to unity.
References:
[1]H. Li and et al, "Study on CO2 reforming of methane to syngas over Al2O3-ZrO2
supported Ni catalysts prepared via a direct sol-gel process," Chemical Engineering Science,
vol. 59, pp. 4861-4867, 2004.
[2]S. Therdthianwong and et al, "Improvement of coke resistance of Ni/Al2O3 catalyst in
CH4/CO2 reforming by ZrO2 addition," Fuel Processing Technology, vol. 89, pp. 160-168,
2008.
[3]P. Lopez and et al, "Hydrogen production from oxidative steam reforming of methanol:
Effect of the Cu and Ni impregnation on ZrO2 and their molecular simulation studies,"
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 2012.
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Co and Cu Doped Ni/Al2O3-ZrO2 Nanocatalysts Treated by Non-Thermal
Plasma and Used for Dry Reforming of Methane
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Introduction:
Promoters like cobalt and copper beside carbon suppression, can improve Ni dispersion over
the support via controlling the size of Ni ensembles [1,2]. To this aim in this work, the effect
of mentioned promoters on activity and stability of plasma treated Ni/Al2O3 catalyst is
investigated.

Materials and methods:
TheNi(10wt%)/Al2O3-ZrO2(10wt%) nanocatalysts with two kinds of promoter (3wt% Co and
3wt% Cu) were prepared bynon-thermal plasma method.The non-thermal plasma treatment
time was 15 min and the treatment was repeated for three times in order to get a uniformly
treated powder.XRD, FESEM, TEM, BET and FTIR techniques have been used to
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investigate the effect of the non-thermal plasma on the structure of Ni/Al2O3-MgO
nanocatalyst.

Result and discussion:
FESEM image of Ni-Co/Al2O3 in Figure 1 shows nano-size particles with uniform and
agglomeration free morphology. TEM image ofNi-Co/Al2O3 in Figure 2 illustrates small
active phase particles with high dispersion. Strong interaction between support and active
sites that can be seen in TEM image is originated from plasma. Non thermal plasma via
flattening the particles over the support intensifies interaction between particles.
Catalytic experiments were evaluated in the temperature range of 550–850°C in the quartz
packed bed reactor. The effect of temperature, CH4/CO2 ratio, GHSV, yield, H2/CO ratio and
stability test has also been studied.
Ni(10wt%)-Co(3wt%)/Al2O3-ZrO2(10wt%) (Plasma)

Ni(10wt%)-Co(3wt%)/Al2O3-ZrO2(10wt%) (Plasma)

50nm
Figure 13: FESEM image of Ni-Co/Al2O3-ZrO2.

Figure 14: TEM image of Ni-Co/Al2O3-ZrO2.
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Figure 15: H2 and CO yields over synthesized

Figure 16: Time on stream performance of synthesized

nanocatalysts at different temperatures.

nanocatalysts.

Comparison of product yield in Figure 3 shows better catalytic activity of Ni-Co/Al2O3 rather
than Ni-Cu/Al2O3in dry reforming of methane.It seems Co can decompose methane better
then Cu in dry reforming. Another role of promoters like Co and Cu is controlling the
ensemble size of Ni. Due to sintering of copper in temperature range of dry reforming, big
ensembles of Cu and consequently Ni, will not be able to decompose methane as well as
small Ni particles in Ni-Co/Al2O3. Figure 4 shows good stability of both catalysts that
confirms effect of plasma in synthesis of anti-coke and stable catalysts.

References:
[1] J.-H. Lee et al., "Stabilization of Ni/Al2O3 catalyst by Cu addition for CO2 reforming of
methane", Applied Catalysis A: General, 269, (1-2), 1-6, 2004.
[2] Y. H. Hu et al. (2004) Catalytic Conversion of Methane to Synthesis Gas by Partial
Oxidation and CO2 Reforming. In: Advances in Catalysis, vol Volume 48. Academic Press,
pp 297-345
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Introduction:
The surface of a liquid has interesting properties which appear as the surface tension. The
surface tension play an important role in chemical industry, biological membranes operation,
electrochemical reactions, mass transfer such as distillation, adsorption, extraction and
several other processes [1].
There are a lot of methods to predict the surface tension of binary mixtures including
Escobedo and Mansoori, Miller andFainerman,Ramkrishnaand…, but these methods required
more information and data about structure, density, critical temperature and pressure, molar
volume and some other properties. So, in this paper we present a very simple model to predict
surface tension of binary mixtures. This model gives useful information such as hard sphere
diameter.

Theory and Method:
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The scaled particle theory (SPT) of fluids was presented by Reiss et al. and is
concernedprimarily with systems of hard spheres [2]. The resultant relation of the scaled
particle theory for the surface tension calculation is presented by the following expression[3]:
(1)
Whereı, k, T, a and Pare respectively the surface tension, Boltzmann constant, temperature,
hard sphere diameter and pressure and y is the reduced density, which is given as

,

Where ȡ is the density of pure fluid and Nis Avogadro’s number[3]. As it mention before
SPT was developed for pure fluid but we extend this theory to binary mixture by using
mixing rule. We assume that by mixing of pure fluidswe have hypothetical fluid. Physical
property of thishypothetical fluid can be obtained by using
Where

and

and

,

aremole fraction of component 1 and 2, molecular weight of

mixture and molar volume of mixture respectively. Molar volume of mixture is calculated
by

.We can write Eq. (1) for hypothetical fluid as following:
(2)Where

and

are respectively surface

tension and hard sphere diameterof hypothetical fluid and also the reduce density is given
as

.

Results and Discussion:
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We apply SPT & OFT to 115 organic-organic compounds (including alkanes, alkanols,
alcohols, cyclic ethers, amines, aromatic compounds, acids and…)binary mixtures at 3187
point and at wide range of temperature.The average absolute deviations (%AAD) results for
thesebinary mixtures obtained %3.48.This work suggests that our model can be applied to
calculate the surface tensions of a wide range of mixtures with good accuracy.

Conclusions:
SPT coupled with OFT can be used for prediction of surface tension of binary mixtures with
satisfactory results. The results for binary organic solution is very good while the results for
aqueous solutions and organic solution containing alcohols the results is poor.

Reference:
[1]R.Tahery, H.Modarress, J.Satherley,Surface tension prediction and thermodynamic
analysis of thesurface for binary solutions, Chem. Eng. Sci;60,4935-4952,2005.
[2]H. Reiss, H.L. Frisch, J.L. Lebowitz, Statistical mechanics of rigid spheres, J. Chem. Phys
; 31,369–380,1959.
[3] S.W. Mayer, Dependence of Surface Tension on Temperature, J. Chem. Phys ;
38,1803–1808,1963.
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Ethylene di imin Cobalt (II) With Calf Thymus Deoxy Ribonucleic Acid .
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INTRODUCTION:
Schiff-base ligands

have been reported to show a variety of biological action by virtue of the

azomethine linkage, which is responsible for various anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, anti-cancer, anti-viral,
herb cal, clinical and analytical activities and this activity tends to increase in metal(II) Schiff-base
complex [1] . The chemistry of Schiff-base ligands and their metal complex has expanded enormously
and encompasses a vast area of organometallic compounds and various aspect of bioinorganic chemistry
[2]. The chemistry of metal complexes containing Schiff base ligands derived from condensation of
aldehydes and amines is of enduring significance, since they have common features with
metalloprophyrines with respect to their electronic structure and catalytic activities that mimic enzymatic
oxidation [3].
Arturo Silvestre et all , reported on the interaction of calf thymus DNA with Fe(III) Salen, that results
obtained have been interpreted in terms of an electrostatic binding of [Fe(salen)]+ cation and the
phosphate group of DNA [3]. Design and synthesis of small synthetic systems that recognize specific
sites of DNA is an important area of much current research these could be at least in part due to the
formation of none covalently associated complexes by several such molecules with nucleic acids.
In this study the interaction of CoBBASE with CT-DNA was analyzed by using spectroscopic method
in various conditions as concentration and temperature, and then binding constants, binding mode, and the
binding thermodynamic parameters was determined. The results obtained by UV spectroscopy with
changing in temperature, DNA thermal denaturation and viscositymetery.
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Materials and Methods
In this study we use CoBBASE that is a red solid with Mw = 532.24g/mol and CT-DNA that
obtained from Sigma Aldrich and NaCl , HCl, H2SO4, EDTA. Absorbance spectra were recorded using a
lambada 25 double beam spectrophotometer. The absorbance measurements were performed by keeping
the concentration of the CT-DNA constant while varying the CoBBASE added to the cell. The
absorbance at 403 nm was recorded after each addition of CoBBASE and repeat this way in various
temperatures such as, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50°C. The intrinsic binding constant Kb was determined for
interaction between CoBBASE and CT-DNA.
Also we studied the effects of addition of various concentration of metal complex with concentration
of 9.4*10-5mM to CT-DNA. And then the viscosities of solution contain CT-DNA and CoBBASE
complex were studied by Ostwald viscometer.
Denaturation and changing in melting temperatures for DNA in the absence and in the presence of
various CoBBASE complexes were measured by following the changes in the UV-vis absorption spectra
at 260 nm as a function of temperature. The absorption intensities at 260 nm were plotted against
individual temperatures in the presence of each concentration of CoBBASE complex, and the midpoints
of the inflection regions in the temperature vs A260 curves were taken as the corresponding Tm values.
Result and discussion:
The UV-vis spectra of CoBBASE at 25°C between 200-700 nm showed two peaks at 275 and 403 nm
, that peak on 403nm assigned to transfer charge in complex.
To study about thermal stability of CoBBASE , we repeat

UV-vis spectroscopy in various

concentration with increasing temperature in 30,35,40,45 and 50°C .
The UV-vis spectra of interaction between CoBBASE and CT-DNA were recorded in various
temperatures. UV-vis spectra shows that by increasing concentration of CoBBASE

vs CT-DNA

absorbance increase and it has the same treat for all temperatures 25, 30,35,40,45 and 50°C.
Intercalating agents are expected to destack the base pairs causing elongation of the double helix
resulting in an increase in the viscosity of CT-DNA. On the other hand viscosity of CT-DNA in the
presence of Co2+ BBASE, which bind to CT-DNA by non-intercalative mode has been found to decrease
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in the presence of small amount of complex and subsequently increase as the CoBBASE concentration
increases.in the presence of CoBBASE complex viscosity of CT-DNA has been found to dependence on
complex concentration[4].
The viscometers data shows that there are two phase of binding between the Co (II) complex and CTDNA. In principle, decrease in viscisity could be explained by the effects like change in conformation
flexibility or salvation of the CT-DNA molecules. by increasing in CoBBASE concentration, viscosity of
CT-DNA show increase, it would indicate that the binding of CoBBASE complex with CT-DNA could
be surface binding or by forming bridged adduct.
Interaction of small molecules with double helix is known to increase the melting point temperature at
which the double helix denatures into single stranded DNA . the melting temperature can be determined
by monitoring the absorbance of the DNA at 260nm as a function of temperature.
Thermal denaturation profile of CT-DNA solution in the absence and presence of increasing amount
of CoBBASE, were obtained by plotting the absorbance for each solution by mole ratio of CoBBASE to
CT-DNA as 0, 0.013, 0.026, 0.052 and0.104 as a function of temperature.
It is known that when the temperature in the solution increases, the double stranded DNA gradually
dissociate into single strand; Tm is therefore defined as a temperature where half of total base pairs is
unpaired. The DNA melting temperature Tm is strictly related to the stability of the double helix, and the
interaction of chemical with DNA may alter Tm, by stabilizing or destabilizing the final complex. The
presence of the positive charge on the intercalate should further increase the attractive interaction with the
negatively charged phosphate groups and help the intercalative mechanism[5].
The melting temperature carried out for CT-DNA in the absence of any added complex revealed at Tm
of 74.5±0.5°C under our experimental condition, the melting temperature of CT-DNA 1.268*10-5 M
increase about 1 to 8°C at mole ratio of CoBBASE to CT-DNA as 0 , 0.013, 0.026, 0.052 and0.104
.These results are indicative of strong metal complex=DNA interaction, that stbilizesthe native DNA
conformation.
Conclusion:
The binding of CoBBASE complex to CT-DNA, while the wavelength of maximum absorption ,Ȝmax does
not show considerable changes the amount of absorption increases, represents the outside-binding and
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hydrophobic interaction modes. The increasing of viscosity of CT-DNA upon addition of CoBBASE
represents the stable interaction by non-intercalative mode between CT-DNA and CoBBASE.
The CT-DNA-binding process is endothermic for CoBBASE and has the large positive entropy value.
These can be represent the predominate role of electrostatic interactions and outside binding mode. The
increasing of melting temperature (Tm) of CT-DNA upon addition of CoBBASE represents the stable
interaction between CT-DNA and CoBBASE.

Refrence :
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Introducction:
Ethers offfer specificc advantagess as clean fuuel or fuel additive
a
and glycol etheers are widelly
used as detergents
d
by
y means of forming
f
stabble homogen
neous solutioons. PVT daata are needeed
for the siimulation off the behavioor of ethers and glycol ethers
e
in reall operation conditions
c
foor
some appplications. Despite
D
thesee facts, literaature densityy data for theese compoun
nds are scarcce
[1]. In thhis work, the group conntribution m
method has been
b
applied in combinaation with thhe
GMA eq
quation to caalculate the molar densiity and other thermodynnamic propeerties of som
me
long chaiin organic coompounds i.e. ethers andd glycol etheers.
Theory:
A equation is
i modified to
t [2,3]:
The GMA
ଶ

ቀ  െ ͳቁ ܸଷ ൌ ܣᇱ  ܤԢߩ

(
(1)

where A'=A
A mn3 andd B'=Bmn4. This
T
new reegularity waas called GC
CM-GMA equation.
e
Thhe
molar dennsity at any temperaturee and pressurre can be obttained via thhe following equation:
ܤ ݊ହ ߩହ  ܣ ݊ସ ߩସ  ݊ߩ െ

ଶ
ோ்

(2))

ൌ Ͳ

To prediict the GCM
M-GMA equ
uation param
meters for etthers and gllycol ethers using grouup
contributtion method,, we consideer -CH2O as a new functtional groupp. The contribbution of this
new grou
up may be calculated
c
via
v the follow
wing expresssions, wherre diethyl etther has beeen
chosen ass a basic com
mpound:
ଶ

ଵ

ଶ

ଵ

ሺܣ ሻௗ௧௧௬௧ ൌ ቀ ඥܣଵଵ  ඥܣଶଶ   ඥܣுଶை ቁ
ସ
ସ
ସ

(3)
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ଶ

ଵ
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ሺܤ ሻௗ௧௬௧ ൌ ቀ ඥܤଵଵ  ඥܤଶଶ   ඥܤுଶை ቁ
ସ
ସ
ସ
a discussiion:
Results and

The accuuracy of the GCM-GMA
A equation ffor ethers annd glycol etthers can bee investigated
using thee experimenttal PVT dataa. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show
ws that the linearity of ((2Z/n)-1)Vm3
versus ȡ holds very well
w for eachh isotherm off dibutyl ethher and diethyylene glycoll butyl ether..
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Fig.
b
ether.

The calcuulated values of Am and Bm along w
with Eq. (2) are
a used to caalculate the molar densitty
of ethers and glycol ethers at diffferent temperatures. As an examplee, Table 1 sh
hows bias annd
AAD forr different ethhers and gly
ycol ethers att 323.15 K for
f the givenn pressure ran
nge ('P). Thhe
values off AAD and bias show that the GC
CM-GMA eqquation can predict the experimental
molar deensity of ethhers and glyycol ethers with a goood accuracy at any tem
mperature annd
pressure.
Table 1. Bias
B and AAD of the calculaated molar dennsity for differeent ethers and glycol ethers at 323.15 K for
f the
given presssure ('P), usingg the calculated values of Am and Bm param
meters along wiith Eq. (2).
'P (Mp
pa)

Bias

AAD

NP
P

Diethyl etheer

0.35-19..51

-0.00

0.02

5

Dibutyl Ethher

0.1-19..6

-0.86

0.86

EGME

0.1-600

-1.27

EGEE

0.1-600

MEGDME

0.1-1000

Fluids

'P(M
Mpa)

Bias

AAD

N
NP

DEGM
ME

0.1-225

0.80

0.80

9

5

DEGEE
E

0.1-225

-0.13

0.13

9

1.27

133

DEGDM
ME

0.1-1100

1.84

1.84

1
11

-1.08

1.08

133

DEGBE
E

0.1-225

0.033

0.033

9

1.48

1.48

111

PGPE

0.1-225

-2.33

2.33

9

Fluiids

Conclusiions:
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In this work,
w
the GCM-GMA equation
e
waas successfu
ully applied to the etherrs and glycool
ethers. Inn order to obtain
o
the co
ontribution oof –CH2O group,
g
diethyyl ether has been used as
a
basic com
mpound.
The resuults show thaat this equattion can preddict the mollar density aand other thermodynamic
propertiees of ethers and glycol ethers withh a good acccuracy at diifferent tempperatures annd
pressuress.

Referencces:
[1] X. Meng, et al. Flluid Phase Equilib.,
E
271, 1-5, 2008.
[2] M. Moosavi,
M
Ind.. Eng. Chem
m. Res., 49, 66662-6669, 2010.
2
[3] M. Moosavi,
M
Fluiid Phase Equuilib., 310, 63-73,
6
2011.
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Inveestigation of thermoodynamic properties of hydroocarbons using
u
an
exteended LJ potential--based EoS
S at high temperatu
t
ure-high pressure
con
nditions
b
Majiid Moosavia,,*, Maryam Abareshi
A
a

Dept. of Chem
mistry, Facultyy of Sciences, U
University of Isfahan,
I
Isfahann81746-73441, Iran
b

Dept. off Chemistry, Paayame Noor U
University, 193995-3697 Tehraan, I. R. of Irann
Email: m.moousavi@sci.ui.aac.ir

Keyword
ds: Equationn of state, Hyydrocarbon, Molar densiity, Derived properties, HTHP.
H
Introducction:
Density prediction
p
of hydrocarboons at extrem
me temperatture and pressure condittions are moost
relevant to petroleum
m engineerinng studies oof ultra-deepp reservoirs [1].Many eqquations havve
been used to predict the density and other tthermodynam
mic properties of hydroccarbons [1,22].
y, a general EoS has been introducced for a wide
w
varietyy of fluids and
a solids by
b
Recently
Parsafar et al. [3]. The purpoose of this research iss to predictt the density and otheer
perties of different hydrrocarbons upp to the extrremely HTH
HP conditionns
thermodyynamic prop
using thee ELJ-based EoS.
Theory:
LIR EoS was derived
d based on thhe LJ (12,6) potential as follows:
Z  1 Vm2

a (T )  b(T ) U 2

(1)

where a(T
or
T) a2  a1 RT
R and b(T) b1 RT .This EoS shows deviationss for some systems. Fo
these sysstems, Ghateee and Bahaddori [26] prooposed an efffective poteential of Miee(6,3) form as
a
follow:
Z  1 Vm2

c(T )  d (T ) U

(22)

where c(T
wever, theree remain soome materiaals for whicch
T) c2  c1 RT
T and d(T) d1 RT . How
neither Eq.
E (1) nor Eq.
E (2) work
k well especially at HTH
HP conditionns. For thesee systems thhe
ELJ (12,66,3)-based EoS
E has been
n suggested aas follows [3
3]:
Z  1 Vm2

e(T ) 

f (T )

U

 g (T ) U 2

(3))
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Results and
a discussiion:
The expperimental PVT
P
data of38
o
compooundswere used
u
to invvestigate thee validity of
o
regularitiies presentedd in Eqs. (1)), (2), and (3). As exampples, Fig. 1 sshows the isootherms of nn
heptane for
f temperattures up to 573
5 K and ppressures up
p to 500 MPa. The isothherms deviatte
significanntly frombotth Eqs. (1) and
a (2) whereeas Eq. (3) gives
g
an exceellent fit to the
t data.

0.1

0.0

-0.1

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

T = 3033.15 K

T = 303.15 K

T = 423.15 K

T = 573.15 K

-0.1

10

20

30

40

U2(mol2L-2)

50

60

(c)

Liines: Fitting to Eq. (3)

(Z-1)Vm2 (L2 mol-2)

(Z-1)Vm2(L2mol-2)

0.2

T = 573.15 K T = 423.15 K

(b)

Lines: Fitting to
o Eq. (2)
0.3

(Z-1)Vm2(L2mol-2)

0.3

0.4

(a)

Symbols: Exxperimental Data
Lines: Fitting to Eq. (1)

70

-0.1
0.12

0.14

0.16

0.18

U((L mol-1)

0.20

T = 423..15 K

T = 573.15 K

0.22

4

5

6

U(mo
ol L-1)

T = 303.15 K
7

8

Fig. 1. Thee isotherms of n-heptane. Thee points are expperimental resu
ults and solid llines are fits to (a) Eq. (1), (b)
Eq. (2), annd (c) Eq. (3).

Table 1 shows biaas and AA
AD of the calculated density forr different hydrocarbonns
andindicaates that this EoS work
ks well for ppredicting thhe density off hydrocarboons.The AAD
values beetween expeerimental annd calculatedd densitiesfro
om this equaation and thhose predicteed
by some other equatiions have beeen compareed in Table 2.
2 Much bettter results obbtained by thhe
ELJ-baseed EoS.
Table 1. bias and AAD
D of the calcuulated molar
density forr different hy
ydrocarbons at different
temperaturess.
Hydrocarb
bon

T(K)

Bias(%)

AAD (%)

CH4
C8H18
C12H26
C20H42
Benzene
Tetralin
Cyclohexaane
Isooctane

300.00
298.15
323.19
373.15
348.15
298.15
377.59
197.93

-0.16
0.05
-0.05
0.14
-0.01
-0.13
0.41
-0.33

0.33
0.05
0.05
0.14
0.03
0.13
0.41
0.33

Table 2. Comparison
C
beetween this woork and some other
EoSs for deensity predictioon of selected hydrocarbons.
h

Conclusion
ns:
We have deeveloped thee ELJ-based EoS to preddict
AAD (%)
Hydrocarbon
n

This

PC-SAFT

HTHP VT-SRK

Methane

1.79

0.81

0.13

Propane

1.91

1.54

0.12

n-C30

2.59

1.98

0.11

the denssity and other
o
therm
modynamic

Benzene

0.80

1.57

0.18

some

Toluene

0.94

0.70

0.21

propertiees

of

workk

hydrocarrbonsystems..The capabillity of this EoS
E to predicct density haas been dem
monstrated.Thhis
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EoS can
n predict density and other
o
thermoodynamic prroperties suuch as isobaaric expansiion
coefficiennt, isotherm
mal compresssibility, and internal presssure of hyddrocarbons. Our
O results are
a
in a good
d agreement with the expperimental annd the previous literaturre data.
Referencces:
[1] K. Liuu,et al. J. of Supercriticaal Fluids 55, 701–711, 20
010.
[2] E.C. Voutsas,
V
et al.
a Fluid Phaase Equilib., 240, 127-1339, 2006.
[3] G.A. Parsafar, et al. J. of Phyys. Chem. B.,113,11977–
–11987, 20099.
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Extracttion of aro
omatic com
mpounds ffrom hydrrocarbon ffuels by ioonic liquid
ds:
a quantum chemical study
Amir
A
H. Jalili a*, S. Arezoo Mirghaseemib, N. Faraahanib
a

Gas Science
S
Departtment, Researcch Institute of P
Petroleum Induustry, P.O. Boxx: 14665-137, Tehran,
T
Iran
b

Departmentt of Chemistry,, Islamic Azad University- North Tehran Brranch, Tehran, Iran

Key worrds: Ionic liqquid, DFT, Selectivity,
S
S
Separation, Aromatic,
A
Alliphatic.
Introducction:
Ionic liqu
uids (ILs) are
a liquid salts consistinng of a largee, mostly orrganic, cation
n and a great
variety of
o anions. Thheir physicall properties include wide liquid tem
mperature rannge (~300 K
K),
low vapo
or pressure and
a the abilitty of tailorinng [1] for a specific
s
appllication. Sevveral (ILs) arre
suitable for extractiion of arom
matic/aliphattic mixturess [2]. In general, this means higgh
s
combbined with a high selectiivity resultinng
solubilityy for aromatiic hydrocarbbons in the solvent
from a loow solubilityy of the alipphatic components. A growing
g
num
mber of expeerimental data
for solubbility and separation
s
o aromatic and aliphattic hydrocarrbons by IL
of
Ls have beeen
generated
d in the past few years [33-9]. In this work, the innteraction off benzene andd hexane witth
1-ethyl-33-methylimiddazolium-baased ILs witth anions thiiocyanate ([[SCN]-), tetrrafluoroborate
([BF4]-), hexafluoropphosphate ([P
PF6]-, ethylssulfate (EtSO
O4]-), and biss(trifluoromeethylsulfonyyl)
amide ([T
Tf2N]-) as solvent
s
in exxtraction proocess of bennzene from hexane
h
weree investigateed
using exttensive quan
ntum chemiccal ab initio calculations. The resullts of theorettical ab initiio
calculatio
ons are comppared with reliable expeerimental datta and other ttheoretical studies.
s
Method of Calculatiion:
Quantum
m chemical calculations were
w perform
med using Gaussian
G
verssion 03 suitee of program
ms.
Geometryy optimizatiions and interaction eneergy of systeems were caalculated thrrough densitty
functionaal theory (D
DFT) using B3LYP/6-3311g** and B3LYP/6-3311G++(2d,2p) levels of
o
theory. Atomic
A
chargges of ionic and neutrall species weere calculated by electro
ostatic surfacce
potential fits, using the
t CHelpG procedure tto electron densities
d
obttained at B3LYP/6-311***
level.
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a Discusssion:
Results and
Calculatiions indicatee that the intteraction ennergy of anioon and catioon in the purre IL changees
accordingg to followinng sequence:
[Emiim][EtSO4] > [Emim][B
BF4] > [Em
mim][SCN] > [Emim][PF
F6 ] > [Emim
m][TF2N]
It was foound that thhe interactio
on energy off anion and
d cation of tthe IL with benzene annd
hexane correlates
c
w with acttivity coefficcients at inffinite dilutioon of solutees in the IL
well
Ls.
Furtherm
more, resultss show that the solubillity of benzzene and heexane decreease with thhe
increase in the interaaction energgy between anion
a
and caation of the ILs, while the
t selectivitty
nzene and hexane
h
increaases as the interaction
i
e
energy
betweeen anion annd
for dissolution of ben
cation off the IL increeases. Resultts of ab initiio calculation
ns for the beenzene + IL and hexane +
IL system
ms were anaalyzed and compared
c
wiith those of sulfolane ass an industriial solvent foor
separatioon of aromatiics from alipphatics. It haas been deduuced that thee interaction energy of IL
Ls
with bennzene and hexane is strronger than those of suulfolane withh them. Thee calculationns
showed that, ILs have
h
more selectivity for purificcation and extraction of aromatic
hydrocarrbons from aliphatic
a
hyddrocarbons ccompared to
o sulfolane. The results of theoretical
ab initio calculation
ns were conffirmed throuugh comparison with reeliable expeerimental data
availablee in the literaature.
Referencces:
[1] Antijje R.Hansm
meier, Mark Jongmans, G. Wytze Meindersma
M
a, Ander B. de Haan, J.
J
Chem. Th
hermodyn. 42,
4 484-490, 2010.
[2]G. Wy
ytze Meindeersma, Anitaa (J.G.) Podtt, Andre´ B. de Haan. Fu
Fuel Process.. Technol. 87,
59 – 70, 2005.
2
[3]Elena G ˴ଉomez, Irene Dom
mnguez, Nooelia Calvar, Angeles Domnguezz., J. Chem
m.
Thermoddyn. 42, 12344-1239, 20110.
[4]Julinaan Garcia ,Adela Fernand
dez, José S. Torrecilla, Mercedes
M
O
Oliet,
Francissco Rodrguez,
J. Chem. Eng. Data 55,
5 258-261,, 2010.
[5]Andrzzej Marciniak
k, J. Chem. Eng.
E Data 556, 368–374, 2011.
Li, Xiu-Meei Liu, Zhi--Cheng Tanna, Urs Welzz[6]Pei-Faang Yan, Miao
M
Yang, Chang-Ping
C
Biermannn, Fluid Phaase Equilib. 298,
2
287-292, 2010.
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p
tocalix[4]aarene
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Introducction:
Calix[n]aarene characterized by their versaatile molecuular recognnition properrties towardds
neutral, cationic
c
andd anionic guuests and byy their proppensity to act as moleccular buildinng
blocks for
f
the dessign of larrge supramoolecular asssemblies [1,2]. The water
w
soluble
calix[n]aarene (n=4-8)) derivativess have receivved considerrable attentioon in recent years
y
becausse
of their selective metal
m
ion binndining

prroperties in aqueous soolution, the formation of
o

l
bilayer structures inn the solid state, and the
t observattion of H2O…ʌ
O
aromatic
basket- like
hydrogenn bonding. Calixarenes
C
h
have
been sttudied in thee context of eelectrochem
mical selectivve,
sensor, stationary phhases and soolid phase exxtraction phaases [3, 4]. Complex is known to be
b
suitable starting
s
mateerial to the Calixarene
C
suupported orggano tungstenn complex.
hod:
Materialls and meth
p-sulfonaatocalix[4]arrene (Fig1)w
was purchaseed from proffessor Z. Assfari and usedd with furtheer
purificatiion. Sodium
m Tungstat (purity
(
99.9%
%), NaOH and HCl (1N
N) were pu
urchased from
m
Merk, reespectively. 2.5 ml sollution of liggand and (55×10-4 mol-11 dm-3) werre titred witth
stepwise addition off the tungstten (VI) solution, (1.5--3.5) × 10-22 mol-1 dm-33. Absorptioon
2
nm, were measuured on Scinnco S-4100 UV-ViS
U
Scaanning specttrophotometeer
spectra, 280-310
with a nootbooke usin
ng 3cm quarttz cells. The system wass thermostatee (298.15k) by
b circulatinng
water fro
om an isotherrmal bath.
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Result an
nd discussioon:
Assumin
ng that the ab
bsorbance off the ligand w
would chang
ge upon com
mplexation with
w the W (V
VI)
metal

ion,
i

we

performed
p

spectrophottometric

measurement
m
ts.

Treatm
ment

of

thhe

spectroph
hotometric data
d (280-3110 nm) with an interval of with the computer prrogram squaad
[5]. The storchiometrric formation
n constants were
w compu
uted from thee data using the computeer
program.. In all cases, the resultinng average aand shown inn the text, tabble and plot.
A
Agent
The complex at

ǻGÛ/

KJm
mol-1

-26.9452

ǻ
ǻHÛ/KJmol-1

ǻSÛ/K
KJk-1

Log K

-178.356

-0.508

4.72±0.005

tempperature
298.15 /k

Conclusiion:
The interresting curvees of the liggand and by Tungsten (V
VI) (Fig2) shhows a sharrp break poinnt
when thee concentrattion ratio of
o metal ionn to of a sttable compleex for the metal
m
ion. In
I
accordingg to Wantʾs Hoffe equattion ,using sslope and innterception inn graph Ln K versue 1/T
T,
ǻHÛ and ǻSÛcan be calculated respectively.
r
Reaction ǻGÛ,
ǻ
ǻHÛ and ǻSÛ is neg
gative, meanns
reaction is spontaneo
ous, complexx formation is exotherm
mic and less disordering,, respectivelyy,
gust complexx, itʾs great equiblirium
m constant (K
K=10
this resullts in host-g

4.72

) ,so it is statees

more stabbility.

Fig.1. Thee Structure of 25,26,27,28
2
tettrahydroxy-

Figg.2. Spectrophootometric titrattion plots of thee

Ligand SC
C4 by ion metal at 298.15k andd 280nm

5,
5 11, 17, 23 tettrasulfonic Callix[4]arene

Referencce:
[1] R. Unngaro, E. Dalcanale”Su
upramoleculaar Science: Where
W
it is and Where It Is Going??”
Kluwer Academic
A
Puublisher, Nettherlands 19999.
[2] P. Lhhotak.; “An
nion Receptoors Based on Calixaren
nes”; J.Top Curr
C
Chem;; 255, 65–95,
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Introducction:
Of the various
v
interrrelations beetween statee propertiess, one of thhe most impportant is thhe
equation of state, defined
d
as a relation beetween presssure, volum
me and temp
perature. It is
common to assume thhat all pure substances (especially
(
gases
g
and liqquids) obey an
a equation of
o
state and
d this assum
mption is madde in the suubsequent thermodynam
mic developm
ments. Amonng
pure sub
bstances, we
w are interrested in allcohols withh desirable physical and
a
chemical
propertiees, that makee these comp
pounds very useful in inddustrial and scientific appplications. In
I
this work
k we have proposed an equation of state that caan predict thhe PVT behaavior of wateer
and alcohhols in differrent pressuree and temperrature rangess.
Methodss:
The basicc form of thee equation of state is devveloped by Jeffery
J
and A
Austin [1-2]

ఘோ்

ൌ ͳ  ቀߙ െ ܾ  כെ

ೇೈ
ோ்

ଵ

ߙ ቂ
െ ͳቃ
ቁ ߩ  ߙߩ
ଵିఒఘ

(11)

, respectivelly. Ȝ is the on
Where p,, ߩ, and T arre Pressure, density
d
and temperature
t
nly adjustable
parameteer of this equation. ߙ and
a
b are tthe repulsiv
ve contributiion to the second virial
coefficiennt and the van der Waalls co-volumee.ߙ and b arre temperatuure dependennt parameterrs.
They speecified a funcctional form
m of b(T) thatt increases raapidly with ddecreasing T.
T
ሺ்ሻ
ಳ

ൌ ͲǤʹͷ݁ ଵΤሺଶǤଷ்Τ்ಳାǤହሻ െ ܾଵ ݁ ଶǤଷ்Τ்ಳ  ܾଶ   (22)

Where ܶ and ܸ aree Boyle tempperature and volume. In this work we have show
wn that critical
temperatuure and voluume can be used to preddict the whole PVT surfface for wateer and norm
mal
alcohols instead of Boyle temp
perature andd volume. ߙ , ܾ  כ, ߣ, ܾଵ and ܾଶ are fitted by thhe
ults are show
wn in table 1.
1
experimeental data forr water. Resu
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Table 1. Temperature
T
deependant param
meters for wateer.
ܾଶ

ܾଵ

ߣ

ܾכ

ߙ

0.243

0.022

0.3335

7Ǥ Ͳ ൈ ͳͲି

7.1ൈ ͳͲିହ

w
with tthis new equuation of sttate. The ag
greement witth
We obtained the dennsities for water
experimeent is quite good withinn 1.27%. Then we havve utilized tthis equation
n of state foor
predictin
ng the PVT behavior
b
of alcohols.
a
a Discusssion:
Results and
We obtaiined the densities for alccohols applyiing Eqs 1, 2 and using ߙ
ߙ, ܾ  כ, ܾଵ and ܾଶ of table 1.
Ȝ is adjussted for each
h alcohol. Reesults are shoown in tablee 2.
Table 2. Results for waater and 14 alcoohols. (AAD: Average
A
Absollute Deviation))
Ȝ

AAD (%)

Max dev

¨P

¨T

(%)

(bar)

(k)

NP

Fluid

0.3300

0.0225

1.27

0.006-221

273-647

79

water

0.3300

0.199

1.66

1-111

178-317

108

methanoll

0.3688

0.277

0.95
0

1-350

278-348

30

ethanol

0.3633

0.266

0.60
0

0.02-1.12

298-373

9

1-propanool

0.5111

0.322

2.65
2

4-96

280-392

150

2-propanool

0.5577

0.51

1.07

10-245

323-362

125

1-butanol

0.5211

0.34

2.22
2

10-250

313-362

150

2-butanol

0.4999

0.266

1.05

5-250

312-362

120

1-pentanool

0.5300

0.322

1.04

10-250

333-362

100

1-hexanool

0.5099

0.277

1.26

10-220

313-352

132

2-hexanool

0.4955

0.355

1.41

10-220

313-362

132

1-heptanool

0.4999

0.300

1.44

10-220

313-362

132

2-heptanool

0.4955

0.233

0.88
0

10-220

323-362

108

1-octanoll

0.4222

0.71

4.56
4

1-1000

293-318

66

1-nonanool

0.4666

0.277

-11.03

10-220

313-362

110

1-decanool

Conclusiion:
In the present workk we have predicted
p
thhe volumetriic properties of water and differennt
nges of temp
perature andd pressure using
u
just oone adjustab
ble parameteer.
alcohols at vast ran
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Critical parameters
p
a used as scaling
are
s
factoors. The accuuracy of thee equation off state is verry
good.
Referencces:
[1] Jefferry, C. A.; Au
ustin, P. H. J.
J Chem. Phyys. 1998, 1100, 484.
[2] Haynnes, W. M.; CRC Hand book of chhemistry andd Physics, 911st edition.20010,Coloradoo,
USA.
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viscometric sttudies of binary
b
mixxtures of formamide
f
e with alkaan-2-ols
k. mohamadiaan*,a and M.aalmasia
a

Deppartment of Ch
hemistry, Scien
nce and Researcch Branch, Islaamic Azad Uniiversity, Khouzzestan, Iran
Emaill : kosarmoham
madian@yahooo.com
m.aalmasi@khouzzestan.srbiau.acc.ir

Abstractt :
excess viscosities foor binary liq
quid mixturees of formaamide with (C3-C7) alkaan-2-ols havve
been calcculated from
m the viscosiities measurred at 298.155 K over thee whole com
mposition.Thhe
viscosity
y-mole fractio
on data of thhe five system
ms were useed to test law
w proposed too describe thhe
viscosity
y of mixturess : the modeel by Redlicch-Kister weere tested. Deviations
D
with
w respect to
t
ideal beh
haviour weree interpreted in terms of specific inteeractions betw
ween unlikee molecules.
Keyword
ds : excess viscosities
v
, Redlich-Kist
R
ter , binary mixtures , foormamide
Introducction:
Excess properties
p
off mixtures prrovide inform
mation abou
ut the moleccular interacttions betweeen
the various componeents and can be used for the development of mollecular modeels describinng
modynamic behavior
b
of mixtures
m
[1–– 2].
the therm
Althoughh alcohol liqquid mixturees have beeen extensively studied, little is kno
own of binarry
mixtures of alcohols with amidess.
Methodss:
The visccosities weree measured with an ubeelhode viscoometer and experimntall data for thhe
binary syystems were fitted by thee least-squarres method too the Redlichh–Kister equuation.
a Discusssion:
Results and
The exceess viscositieesǡ ߟ ா ǡ for thhe five binaryy systems were evaluateed using the equation
e


ߟ ா ൌ  ܺଵ ܺଶ σୀ ܽ ሺͳ
ሺ െ ʹܺଵ ሻ  (1)
ǻȘ= Ș - (ݔ
( ଵ ߟଵ  ݔଶ ߟଶ ሻ

(2)
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In the above
a
equatiions ,x, is the
t liquid m
mole fractioon and,p, sttands for thhe number of
o
componeents in the mixture,
m
wherre the index k may be givven the valuue p, the poly
ynomial
order andd ǡ ߟǡ is visccosity of miixuter . Expperimental data
d
and fitteed equationss for the fivve
binary syystems are deepicted in Fiig. 1.
0.115

mPa.s

0.110
0.005
0.000
0.005
0.110
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

x1

Fig. 1 visscosity, Șǻ at 298.15 K for the
t binary systeems: (

) 2 -p
propanol+form amide , ( ᇞ) form
fo amide + 22

butanol , (Ŷ
( ) form amidde+2-pentanol , (Ɣ)form amidde + 2-hexanol,, (Ƒ)formamidee+2-heptanol

m Amide + (C
C3-C7) alkann-2-01smixtuures the Ș vaalues exhibit sigmoid trennd, wherein Ș
for Form
changes sign
s
from neegative to po
ositive as thee concentratiion of FA inn the mixturee is increasedd.
small neg
gative/positiive Ș values for Form Am
mide + (C3-C7) alkan-2--01s mixturees indicate thhe
presence of significannt interactions between unlike
u
moleccules in thesse mixtures.[[3]
Conclusiions :
excess viiscosities fo
or binary liqquid mixturees of formaamide with ((C3-C7) alkaan-2-01s havve
been calcculated werre measured
d at 298.15 K
K. It isobserrved that the order of innteractions in
i
these mix
xtures depennds upon thhe number annd position of hydroxyl groups in these alkanool
moleculees.
Referencces:
[1] Iloukkhani, H., Almasi,
A
M.: Densities,
D
v
viscosities,
e
excess
molarr volumes, and
a refractivve
indices of
o acetonitrile and 2-alkaanols: Experrimental resuults and appllication of thhe Prigoginee–
Flory–Paatterson theoory. Thermocchim Acta. 4495, 139–1488(2009)
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[2] Almasi, M.; Ilooukhani, H. Densities, Viscosities,, and Refraactive Indices of Binarry
Mixturess of Acetoph
henone and 2-Alkanols.
2
J. Chem. Enng.Data 20100, 55, 1416––1420.
[3] Kumaar Nain, A.,:: Molecular interactions
i
in binary miixtures of foormamide wiith 1-butanoll,
2-butanol, 1,3-butannediol and 1,4-butanedio
1
ol at differeent temperattures: An ultrasonic
u
annd
E
2655 (2008) 46––56
viscomettric study. Flluid Phase Equilibria
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Th
hermodynaamic study
y of moleccular interractions in
n binary sy
ystems
k. mohamadiaan*,a and M.aalmasia
a

Deppartment of Ch
hemistry, Scien
nce and Researcch Branch, Islaamic Azad Uniiversity, Khouzzestan, Iran
Emaill : kosarmoham
madian@yahooo.com
m.aalmasi@khouzzestan.srbiau.acc.ir

Abstractt :
Densitiess indices of mixing of Form
F
Amidee with(C3 - C7 )-alkan-2--ols, have beeen measureed
as a funcction of com
mposition raange at (T ) 298.15 K and ambiennt pressure. Excess
E
molaar
volumes ܸா was calcculated and correlated
c
b the Redlicch-Kister type function to derive thhe
by
mate the staandard errorr. For mixturres of Form
m Amide witth alkan-2-ools
coefficiennts and estim
ܸா , is poositive,in binnary systems in All reng of composittion.
Keyword
ds : Form Amide,
A
(C3 - C7 )-alkan-22-ols, Redlicch-Kister, Exxcess molar volume
Introducction:
Excess properties
p
off mixtures prrovide inform
mation abou
ut the moleccular interacttions betweeen
the various componeents and can be used for the development of mollecular modeels describinng
modynamic behavior
b
of mixtures
m
[1–– 2].
the therm
Methodss:
The mixttures were prepared
p
by weighing knnown massees of pure liquids in airttight, narrow
wmouth grround stoppeered bottles taking
t
due pprecautions to minimize evaporation losses. All of
o
the mass measurem
ments were performed on an eleectronic ballance (Metttler AE 163,
g.
Switzerlaand) accuratee to 0.01 mg
a Discusssion:
Results and
The exceess molar volumes V mE for
fo the five bbinary system
ms were evaaluated usingg the equatioon
E

Vm

N

1
1
¦ xi M i ( U  U i )

(1)

i 1

where U is the denssity of the mixture,
m
mponent i, xi is the mole
U i iss the densityy of pure com
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fraction, Mi is the moolar mass off component i, and N staands for the nnumber of components
c
i
in
the mixtture. V mE forr the binaryy systems w
were fitted by the leasst-squares method
m
to thhe
Redlich––Kister [3] eq
quation:

V

E
ij

n

xi x j ¦ Ak ( xi  x j )

k

(22)

k 0

Experimeental data an
nd fitted equations for thhe five binaryy systems arre depicted inn Fig. 1.
0.5

.

V mE cm 3 m ol 1

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0

0..2

0.4

0.6

0
0.8

1.0

x1

Fig. 1 Exccess molar voluumes at 298.155 K for the binaary systems: (

) 2 -propanool+form amide,, ( ᇞ)form amidde

+2-butanoll,(Ŷ ) form amide+2-penntanol , (Ɣ))form amide + 2- hexaanol,(Ƒ)formam
mide+2-heptannol

excess molar
m
volumees are positiive over thee whole rangge of mole fractions. Po
ositive valuees
would inndicate that molecular interactionss between different
d
moolecules are weaker thaan
interactioons between molecules in
i the same pure
p
liquid ,In the mixtuures attractivve interactionns
between unlike species decreasee and repulsive interactiions predom
minate, leadinng to positivve
m
volumees.
excess molar
Conclusiions:
Densitiees and excesss molar vollumes V mE of
o binary miixtures of F
Form amidee + (C3 - C7 )
alkan-2-ools were measured
m
at 298.15 K. T
The measured data andd calculated values of all
a
systems are
a in good agreement.
a

Referencces:
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Kineticc Studies for
f Adsorp
ption of Azure B Dy
ye over Synthesized Fe-ZSM-5
and
d Co-ZSM
M-5 Nanozzeolites
a
Mehdi Ghobakhluo
G
*
*,Abdolraou
uf Samadi–M
Maybodia andd Seyed Karim Hassani Nejad–Darz
N
ib

(a) Anaalytical Divisionn, Faculty of Chemistry,
C
Uniiversity of Mazzandaran, Baboolsar, Iran, P.O
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9
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Keyword
ds: Cu-ZSM
M-5, Fe-ZSM
M-5 nanozeollites, Azure B,
B Langmuirr.
Introducction:
Many inddustries suchh as textile and printingg use dyes and pigmentss and thus produce
p
highhly
colored waste
w
effluents. Disposaal of these w
wastes into water
w
causess environmeental problem
ms
[1]. Varrious treatm
ment processses such ass physical separation, chemical oxidation
o
annd
biologicaal degradatioon have beeen widely innvestigated to
t remove ddyes from wastewater
w
[22].
Activated
d carbon hass been the most
m widely uused adsorbeent; it sufferss drawbacks of higher coost
in producction and reggeneration [33]. Syntheticc and natural zeolites aree important alternatives as
adsorbennts due to thheir high ionn-exchange aand adsorptiion capacitiees as well as
a thermal annd
mechaniccal stabilitiees [4]. Moodified nanoozeolite wiith cobalt and
a
iron has
h
some ioon
exchangeeable cation
ns such as Cu
C 2+ and Fee2+ in channnels. Such caations give a high catioon
exchangee capability to zeolite, hence
h
it can be exchangeed with orgaanic and inorganic cations
such as Azure
A
B dye [5].
hods:
Materialls and meth
aluminum
misopropoxiide, TPAOH
H, NaOH, Teetraethylorth
hoSilicat (TE
EOS), FeCl3, CuSo4.5H2O
and doubble distilledd water. Thee synthesizeed nanozeolites were calcinated inn an electriccal
furnace at
a 550 ºC for
f 5 h to reemove of organic tempplate. For innvestigation of adsorptioon
experimeents, 0.01 g of
o nanozeoliite was mixeed with 25 mL
m of the aquueous solutions of various
initial cooncentrationss of Azure B (AB). Thhe flasks witth their conttents were shaken
s
for thhe
different adsorption times at thhe various teemperatures and neutraal pH. Also, the effect of
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mixing rate
r
and pH
H was studieed. At the eend of adso
orption interrval, the suppernatant was
w
centrifugged for 12 miin at 15000 rpm.
r
Apparattus:
The Cassagranda too
ol has beenn applied foor determiniing the conncentration of
o AB in thhe
supernataant solution before and after the adssorption wass determinedd with a 1.0 cm light paath
quartz cells using a Uv-Vis spectrophoto
s
ometer (PG instrument LtdíModel T90+) at a
maximum
m wavelengtth (Ȝmax) off 548 nm.
a Discusssion:
Results and
The pseu
udo-first ordder kinetic model
m
has bbeen widelyy used to predict the kinetics of dyye
adsorptio
on. A linear form of pseuudo-first ordder model was describedd by Lagergrren [6]. wherre
qe and qt are the adso
orption capacities at equuilibrium andd at time t, reespectively (mg
(
gí1); k1 is
c
of pseudo-firstt order adsorrption (L min
m í1). Also, the pseudo--second ordeer
the rate constant
rate equaation can be represented
d in the folloowing form [7].
[ where thhe equilibriuum adsorptioon
capacity qe, and thee pseudo-second order constants k2 (g(mg.miin)í1) can be
b determineed
m the slope and
a interceptt of the plott t/qt versus t. The pseuudo-first ordeer
experimeentally from
and pseu
udo-second order moddels were used for adsorption
a
o AB ontto Fe-ZSM--5
of
nanozeollite. Results specified thhat the kinetiic data could
d not been m
matched withh the pseudoofirst ordeer kinetic moodel.
Conclusiion:
In this work,
w
we intooduce a metthod for synnthesis of Fee-ZSM-5 and Cu-ZSM-5 nanozeolitte.
The syntthesized nan
nozeolites weere characterrized by XR
RD, FT-IR, and
a SEM techniques. Thhe
effecianccy adsorptionn of the modified nanozzeolites weree studied byy investigatioon removal of
Azure B from wastew
waters usingg Uv-vis specctrophotomeetry method. Results inddicated that thhe
M-5 nanozeoolite can be utilized
u
as a good adsorbbent for Azuure
modifiedd Fe-ZSM-5 and Cu-ZSM
B. Appliication of modified
m
ZS
SM-5 nanozzeolite as an
a adsorbennt was founnd to increaase
efficiencyy of Azure B adsorptioon as compaared to the unmodified ZSM-5 nan
nozeolite. Thhe
Langmuiir and Freunndlich and adsorption
a
issotherms moodels were applied to the
t adsorptioon
data of AB
A onto Fee-ZSM-5 naanozeolite annd modifiedd Fe-ZSM-5 nanozeolitee at 298. Thhe
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Langmuiir isotherm was
w the best model to exxplain the expperimental ddata. Temperrature affected
the adsorrption capacity and kineetics as well as the equilibrium of thhe adsorptionn process. Thhe
adsorptio
on kinetics of
o AB onto Fe-ZSM-5
F
nnanozeolite is
i well descrribed by a pseudosecon
p
ndorder kin
netic model.
Referencce:
[1] O. Ozzdemir, B. Armagan,
A
M.. Turan, M. S.
S Celik, Dy
yes Pigm. 49-62,2004.
[2] S. Wang,
W
H. Li,, S. Xie, S. Liu, L. Xuu, Physical and
a chemicaal regeneratiion of zeolittic
adsorbennts for dye reemoval in waastewater treeatment, Cheemosphere. 665,82-87,20006.
[3] S. B. Wang, Y. Boyjoo,
B
A. Choueib,
C
Z. H. Zhu, Removal of dyyes from aqu
ueous solutioon
using fly ash and red
d mud Water Res. 39,1299-138,2005.
M Dal Bosco, R. S. Jimenez,
J
W
W. A. Carvallho, Removval of toxicc metals froom
[4] S. M.
wastewatter by Brazillian natural J. Colloid Innterface Sci. 281,424-4331, 2005.
[5] R. Haan, Y.Wang,, W. Zou, Y.. Wang, J. Shhi, Comparison of linearr and nonlineear analysis in
estimatinng the Thomas model parameters forr methylene blue
b adsorpttion onto nattural zeolite in
fixed-bedd column J. Hazard.
H
Matter. 145,331--335,2007.
[6] S. Lagergren, Han
ndlingar. 24,1,1898.
[7] F. Haaghseresht, G.
G Lu, Energgy Fuels. 12,1100,1998.
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Mixed ionic surffactant sysstem for stable susp
pension of multiwallled carbon
n
nan
notubes
S.javadiann*and M.Sharrifi.
Department off physical chem
mistry, tarbiat modares univeersity.
Email: javadiaan_s@modaress.ac.ir

Keyword
ds: dispersioon, carbon naanotube, surrfactant.
Introducction:
Carbon nanotubes
n
(C
CNT) and CNT
C
materiaals have attraacted widesppread interest in researcch
and increeasing industrial attentiion. These materials haave extra orrdinary conductivity that
varies wiith length ch
hange1. Carb
bon nanotubbes have maany applicatiions in polym
mer industryy2
and wateer treatmentt3.Carbon nanotubes
n
haave high VanderWaals
V
s interactionn energy that
causes a strong bundling of carbon
c
nanootubes. Thiss high interraction forcce makes thhe
dispersioon stability a challenginng task. Diffferent wayss have beenn examined to solve thhis
problem. But using the
t surfactannt is one of tthe chemicall methods thhat does not impact on thhe
nanotubee properties. Herein, we investigatedd the dispersiive effects aachieved by surface-activ
s
ve
agents on
n MWNTs. Dodecyl trimethyl amm
monium broomide (DTA
AB) is a weeek dispersivve
agent in bellow its critical miccelle concenntration (cmcc). But wheen DTAB iss mixed witth
sodium dodecyl
d
sulfaate (SDS), inn high percennt of DTAB, shows littlee dispersion and when thhe
percent of
o SDS is hiigher than DTAB,
D
due tto synergism
m effect, shoows good diispersion. W
We
should note that therre is limitation in choosing the perrcent of surffactants in mixture.
m
Ionic
surfactannts make ion pairs in som
me percent annd sedimentt.
Materialls and meth
hods:
Multiwallled carbon nanotubes
n
w produceed by Neutrinno CO. the purity
were
p
is >955Wt%. DTA
AB
and SDS
S were purch
hased from MERK. To investigate the interacttion of carbbon nanotubees
with mixxture of surffactants, thee following preparation steps were used. First,, the aqueouus
solutionss of mixed surfactants
s
w
were
prepareed in distilled water at reach anionnic and reacch
cationic area.
a
Each area
a
was preepared at conncentrations from 5 to 35mM. 0.01m
mg powder of
o
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carbon nanomaterial
n
l was addedd to the surffactant soluttions. The reesultant disp
persions werre
mixed by
y continuous stirring wiith magneticc stirrer for approximattely 6 h and
d each sample
was soniicated for100
0 min. Thenn all samplees were centtrifuged for 20 min at 10000rpm.
1
T
To
remove the big clu
usters and the supernaatant was used
u
for fuurther studiees. The final
NTs in supernnatant were determined from UV–V
VIS absorptio
on spectra.
concentraations of CN
Apparattus:
Magnetiic stirrer (m
ms-mp8) an
nd ultrason
nic cleaner set (WUC--D1OH) weere purchaseed
from wissed Co. balannce (adventuurer pro. AV
V264C) were purchased ffrom OHAU
US Co.
Result an
nd discussioon:
The UV__Vis spectruum of centrrifuged soluttions shows, by increassing the con
ncentration of
o
mixed suurfactants, thhe dispersionn of nanotubbe increases and we see the best synnergism effect
occure in
n 10% (DTA
AB/SDS).Bu
ut beyond 155mM concen
ntrations, w
we see Partiaal reduction in
i
absorbannce. According to formeer research, iit seems we have phasee transition in
i this regionn.
Surfactannts preferredd to aggregatte with each other, in cyylinder like m
micelles. Theen surfactannts
leave thee nanotubes and dispersiion decreasees. As a resu
ult there is an
a optimum concentratioon
for synerrgism effect.
Conclusiion:
We havee demonstratted that mixxture of ioniic surfactantt in low conncentrations,, can dispersse
more carrbon nanotubbes, comparred with purre surfactantts at same concentrationn. Due to thhis
research we can usee surfactantss in low conncentrations to achieve acceptable dispersion of
o
nanotubees.
Referencce:
[1]Naeem
mi, A.; Sarvaari, R.; Meinndl, J. D.IEE
EE. 2005, 26,, 2.
[2] Jin, Zh.;
Z Huang, L.;
L Goh, S. H.;
H Xu, G.; Ji,
J W. Chem.. Phys.Lett. 22000, 332, 461-466.
4
[3]Bai, Y.;
Y Park, I.S.; Lee, S. J.; Bae, T.S, W
Watari, F.; Uoo, M.; Lee, M
M.H. Carbon. 2 0 1 1, 49,
366 3 –3671.

Detterminatioon of the optical
o
con
nstants Co(II)complex of Schiff base
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N,N'-biis(2-hydrooxy-4-methoxysalicyylidene)- ethylenedi
e
iamin by reflectanc
r
ce
an
nd transm
mittance sp
pectra.
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Keyword
ds: complexx; Refractivee index dispeersion; Comp
plex dielectrric constant
Introducction:
Schiff baases are an important class of ligannds incoordiination chem
mistry and find
f
extensivve
applicatioon

in

different
d

fiields

.Schhiff

bases

based

oon

N,N'-bis(2-hydroxyy-

methoxysalicylidene))-ethylenediiamin can bee used to ob
btain optical materialsannd conductinng
n
opticall andorganiic conductinng materialls can be produced by
b
polymerss . Thus, new
thesecom
mpounds.
Materialls and meth
hods:
1mmoleN
N,N'-bis(2-hy
ydroxy-4-meethoxysalicyylidene)-ethy
ylenediamin 0.384gr and
a
1mmole
Co(NO)33.6H2O 0.2920gr was added
a
to MeeOH in 20 ml.reaction
m
w
was refluxed for 8 h and a
precipitatte was obsserved. The solid comp
mplex was washed
w
withh metanol and
a
dried at
room temperature.reefluxed for 8 h and a precipitate was observved. The soolid compleex
was washhed with metanol
m
and dried at rooom temperature. Compplexs was caalculated from
m
the transm
mittance anddreflectancesspectrum.
Result an
nd discussioon:
The refraactive indexiis one of the major param
meters in opttical constannts
The compplex refractiive index of the ¿lm cann be expresseed as
n=
= n +ik
where n and k are the
t real and imaginary pparts of the refractive iindex. k is the
t extinctioon
coef¿ciennt given by
kk=

ࢻࣅ
࣊
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The refraactive index of the ¿lm can
c be obtainned from thee following rrelation
Usingdattaobtained frromthe transsmittance speectra
Refractio
on index of the
t complex can be anallyzed by Cau
uchy equatioon. Cauchy equation
e
is an
a
empiricall relationship between thhe index of refraction and
a wave lenngth. We pllace the indeex
and wavve length daata gained from
f
compleexes in Cauuchy equatioon and calculate Cauchhy
coefficiennts includin
ng a, b, thro
ough fitting by Statisticca software.. The param
meterA in thhe
Cauchy equation haas the physsical meaninng of theeleectronic reffractive indeex at infinite
wavelenggth[1].

The compplex dielectrric constant of the complex is expressse
where

is the real part and



imaginarry part of thee dielectric

is the

constant. The real paart and imagiinary parts aare describedd by[2]

Conclusiions:
Optical properties
p
o metal com
of
mplex thin ffilm have been
b
investiggated by reflectance annd
transmitttance spectrra between 4000 and 400 cmK1 at temperaature room. The optical
constantss(refractive index
i
n, exttinction coeffficient k, and
a dielectricc Constant ũ)
ũ of the thiin
film werre calculatedd The refraactive indeex dispersion
n obeyed the Cauchyy model annd
Cauchy parameters
p
were determ
mined from fitting
f
data as A=0.771 ,B=3×10-7
cm-2 at thhe

spectra range
r
of 1700–4000 cm-11.The dielecttric spectrum
mshows a Coole–Cole ploot.
Refrencee:
[1] F.A. Jenkins,
J
H.E
E. White, Fun
ndementals of Optics, McGraw-Hill
M
l, New York
k, 1957.
[2] A.K. Wolaton, T..S. Moss, Proc. R. Soc. 881 (1963) 50
091.
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Detterminatioon of the optical
o
con
nstants Pd(II)compleex of Schiiff base
6,6ƍ-diimethoxy--2,2ƍ-[hexaane-1,6-diyylbis(nitriilodimethyylidyne)]diiphenolbyy
reflecta
anceand trransmittan
nce spectraa.
Maryamnnegari Moraadi,Simin
Deparrtment Of chem
mistry, ISLAM
MIC AZAD UN
NIVERSITY Yazd Branch
E
Email:
maryam
mnegari@yahoo.com

Keyword
ds:complex;; Refractive index disperrsion; Complex dielectric constant
introducction:
Schiff baases are an important
i
cllass of ligannds in coord
dination chem
mistry and find
f
extensivve
applicatioon in diffferent fieldds .Schiff bases baseedon6,6ƍ-dim
methoxy-2,2ƍƍ-[hexane-1,66diylbis(n
nitrilodimethyylidyne)]dipphenol can be
b used to obbtain opticall materialsan
nd conductinng
polymerss .Thus, neew optical andorganicc conductinng materialss can be produced by
b
thesecom
mpounds.
Materialls and meth
hods:
1mmole66,6ƍ-dimethooxy-2,2ƍ-[hex
xane-1,6-diyylbis(nitrilodimethylidynne)]diphenol0
0.328gr

annd

1mmole pdcl2.0177ggr was addeed to MeOH
f 8 h and a
H in 20 ml.reaction waas refluxed for
precipitatte was obsserved. The solid comp
mplex was washed
w
withh metanol and
a
dried at
room tem
mperature.Complexs waas calculated from the traansmittance and reflectannce spectrum
m.
nd discussioon:
Result an
The refraactive indexiis one of the major param
meters in opttical constannts
The compplex refractiive index of the ¿lm cann be expresseed as
n=
= n +ik
where n and k are the
t real and imaginary pparts of the refractive iindex. k is the
t extinctioon
coef¿ciennt given by
kk=

ࢻࣅ
࣊
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The refraactive indexx of the ¿lm can
c be obtaiined from thee following rrelation
Usingdattaobtained frromthe transsmittance speectra
Refractio
on index of the
t complex can be

Cauchy equaation. Cauchhy
annalyzed by C

equation is an empirrical relationnship betweeen the indexx of refractioon and wavee length. We
W
gth data gaained from complexes
c
in Cauchy equation annd
place thee index andd wave leng
calculate Cauchy co
oefficients including
i
a, b, throughh fitting by Statistica software.
s
Thhe
parameteer A in the Cauchy equuation has thhe physical meaning off the electronic refractivve
index at infinite
i
waveelength[1].

The compplex dielectrric constant of the complex is expressse
where

is the real part and



the imaginnary part of the
t dielectricc

is

constant. The real paart and imagiinary parts aare describedd by[2]

Conclusiions:
Optical properties
p
off metal compplex thin film
m have been investigatedd by reflectan
nce and
transmitttance spectraa between 40000 and 400 cmK1 at tem
mperature rooom. The opttical
constantss(refractive index
i
n, extiinction coeffficient k, andd dielectric C
Constant ũ) of
o the thin
film weree calculated The refracttive index diispersion ob
beyed the Cauchy
C
modeel and
Cauchy parameters
p
w determiined from fittting data ass A=0.33 ,B
were
B=0.88×10-7cm
c -2 at the
spectra raange of 17000–4000 cm-11. The dielecctric spectrum
mshows a Coole–Cole plo
ot.
Refrencee:
[1] F.A. Jenkins,
J
H.E
E. White, Fun
ndementals of Optics, McGraw-Hill
M
l, New York
k, 1957.
[2] A.K. Wolaton, T..S. Moss, Proc. R. Soc. 881 (1963) 50
091.
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Visccometery and
a Spectrral Investiigation on
n Interaction of Cu(III)Salen
Com
mplex and
d Bovine Serum Alb
bumin: A Thermody
T
ynamic ap
pproach
E. Babaei-Tari*a, N.
N Rasoulib, N. Sohrabia
a
b,a

Exir Ph
harmaceutical Company, Borroujerd, IRAN
N

Assisstant Professorr, Department of
o Chemistry, P
Payame Noor University,
U
PO
O BOX 13395-33697, Tehran,
I
IRAN
Email: baabaei@exir.co.iir

Keyword
d: Metallosaalen, Cu(II)S
Salen, Bovinne serum albu
umin(BSA), Binding iso
otherm.
Introducction:
In recent years, meetal complexxes with saalen ligands derived frrom the conndensation of
o
salicylalddhyde with a diamine, have
h
been w
widely studied [1]. Manyy compoundss expose theeir
antitumor activity th
hrough bindiing to DNA and can caause DNA damage in caancer cells by
b
blocking the divisionn of cancer cells and reesulting in cell
c death [22]. Serum albumin is thhe
a
most abuundant protein in the circulatory sysstem of a wide variety oof organismss and plays an
importannt role in thee transport and
a depositioon of many drugs. Thus, an understtanding of thhe
features of
o drug interractions with
h albumin can provide insights
i
intoo chemo therrapy and druug
design. Bovine
B
serum
m albumin (BSA) is usuually employyed as a model protein because
b
of its
i
low costt and availaability and because it is structurally homologgous with human
h
serum
m
albumin[[3]. In this work
w
the inteeraction of Cu(ǿǿ)Salen
C
w BSA w
with
was studied using
u
UV/V
Vis
spectrosccopic methodd.
hods:
Materialls and meth
BSA waas obtained from
f
Sigma Chemical Co.
C Cu(ȱȱ)Saalen synthesiized in laboratory and all
a
of the otther materialls used weree of analyticcal grade froom Merck C
Co. Diffrentiial absorptioon
titration experimentss were carriied out in ddifferent Cu(II)Salen
C
concentratio
ons and BSA
b
pH=77.
constant concentratioon in ethanool and 5 mM phosphate buffer,
Apparattus:
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Experimeents were caarried out by
b a Perkin Elmer Lam
mbda 25

U
UV/Vis
specttrophotometeer

equippedd with therm
mal bath. Viscosity
V
off solution measured
m
byy Viscometeer DV-II+Prro
Model Brookfield.
nd discussioon:
Result an
At first th
he physicochhemical properties of Cu(salen) wass studied in various tem
mperatures annd
concentraations. Thenn interaction
n of Cu(II)Saalen complex with bovinne serum alb
bumin (BSA
A)
in 5 mM phosphate buffer,
b
pH=77 was studieed by differeential UV/Viis spectroscoopy method at
t binding isotherm, biinding capaccity and scattchard graphhs
different temperaturee and then the
mated valuess of binding parameters, it might be possible to ffit
were plottted. To obtaain approxim
the bindinng data to Hill
H equation (1) [4].
 ቀ

Ȟ
୬ିȞ

(1)

ቁ ൌ   ୠ  ୌ ሾሿ

Where Ȟ as a averagge number of bound liggands to onee macromoleecule of BSA
A, [L]f is thhe
free ligannd concentraation, n, Kb and
a nH are thhe number of
o binding siites, bindingg constant annd
Hill coeffficient. Thee thermodynnamic param
meters such as
a ¨Gb, ¨Hb, ¨Sb was calculated by
b
analyzing
g the UV/Viis data with a simple biinding modeel(Table 1). The viscosiity of BSA in
i
the absennce and preseence of Cu(III)Salen wass measured.
Table 1: Thermodynami
T
c parameters of
o bindingat different temperature in 5 mM
M phosphate buuffer, pH 7.0
ǻHb°(KJJ/mol)

ǻGb°(KJ/mol)
(

2.96 9.81
1

178.58r
r6.61

-24.32r0.9

6880.53r25.18

303

2.90 11.1
12

178.58r
r6.61

-28.0
03r1.04

6881.54r25.22

308

2.89

12.2
27

178.58r
r6.61

-31..43r1.16

6881.52r25.22

313

2.84 13.4
42

178.58r
r6.61

-34..94r1.29

6881.85r25.23

318

2.64 14.3
32

178.58r
r6.61

-37.88r1.40

6880.37r25.17

T(qK))

n

298

H

lnKb

ǻSb°(J/mol)

Conclusiion:
The positive valuess of nH ind
dicates that BSA has one set biinding site and positivve
ween Cu(II)S
Salen and BS
SA raises with increasinng
cooperatiive. The deggree of bindding of betw
temperatuure. Becausse of Positiv
ve enthalpy of bindingg and regardd to positivve changes of
o
entropy the
t interactiion between Cu(II)Salenn and BSA is hydrophoobic and preevailing forcce
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will be entropy. The
T
increasiing of visccosity of BSA
B
upon addition off Cu(II)Saleen
concentraation represeents the stable interaction between BSA
B
and Cu((II)Salen .
Referencces:
[1] Abddul hakim. A.
A Ahmed., Salima. A.. BenGuzzi,, Synthesis And Characcterization of
o
Some Transition
T
Metals
M
Com
mplexes of Schiff

Base Derivedd From Beenzidine annd

Acetylacetone, J. Scii. appl. 2, 1, 83-90, 20088.
[2] N.Raaman, S.Sob
bha, M.Selvaaganapathy, Probing thee DNA Binding Mode of Transitioon
Metal Baased Biologiically Activee Compoundds: Validatioon by Spectrroscopic Meethods., Int. J.
Pharma. Bio Sci., 3, 1, 251-268, 2012.
[3] N. Wang,
W
L. Ye,
Y B.Q. Zh
hao,

J.X. Y
Yu, Spectrosscopic studiies on the interaction
i
o
of

efonidipiine with bov
vine serum allbumin, Brazz. J. Med. Biiol. Res. 41,7, 589-595, 2008.
[4] M. R.
R Housaindo
okht, A. A. Moosavi-M
Movahedi, Determination
D
n of binding
g affinities of
o
glucose oxidase
o
for sodium
s
n-dodecyl sulfatee, Int. J. Biol. Macromoll.,16(2),77-880 ,(1994).
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Th
he study of electroniic structurre of somee organic nanocondu
n
uctors
NaargesBagheriia*, ParisaKooukabia and Mehdi Kheiirmandb
a

D
Department
of Chemistry,
C
Islaamic Azad Uniiversity, Firoozzabad Branch, Firoozabad, Faars, Iran
b

Assisttant Prof. of chhemistry, Yasouuj University
E
E-mail:
parisakkoukabi@yahooo.com

Keyword
ds: conductiive polymer,, electronic sstructure, Naatural band oorbital
Introducction:
Many researchers arre investigate about the nano condu
uctive polym
mers. In this research, we
w
were opttimized struccture of som
me conductivve polymer and then innfluence of the
t moleculaar
size and any
a physicall properties effect
e
on connductivity of them were evaluated.
The nanoo polymer molecules
m
thhat have duuplex or tripplet conjugatted band are conductivve.
Whatever the polymeers chain whhen get higheest the condu
uctivity of a polymer is major. In thhis
fter optimizee the structuure of the polymer we were calculate the distaance betweeen
work ,aft
HOMO and
a
LUMO
O or computtation the H
HOMO-LUM
MO gap, theen compare the out com
me
with eachh other to knnow which polymer
p
are conductive than the othher.
In this arrticle we weere assist to the correlatiion betweenn molecular sstructure and
d tendency of
o
decreasinng the HLg,b
but not to thee numerus of the calculaation.[1,2]
hods:
Materialls and meth
We weree use CЇ to CІЅ
C conjugatted polyethyylene, poly benzene,
b
polly vinil benzzene and polly
phoran. In
I this work
k we were opptimized at HF/6-31+G
G* level of ttheory using
g Gussian 03
0
software package. The
T
Electroonic Structuure, HOMO
O-LUMO Ennergies, Occcupancy annd
Charge Transfer
T
wereevaluated.
Apparattus:
The basicc tool has beeen applied for consequuent better Gussian2003
G
software to get the betteer
out put. At
A first we were
w draw the molecule w
with Portable-Hyper Cheem ,then opttimize it afteer
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that get it
i to the Gu
uss View sofftware for pprepare it foor out put annd Gussian 03 get us thhe
result.
Result an
nd discussioon:
1.when thhe length off the nano conductive pollymer are increasing thee HLg decreaase.
2.By incrreasing the length of the nano conduuctive polym
mer the Occuppancy are deecrease.
3.With in
ncreasing th
he duple ban
nd of the naano conductiive polymerr the Chargee Transfer arre
increasinng too.
Conclusiion:
Results showed
s
that by increasin
ng the polym
mer chain, electronic
e
coonductivity increased
i
annd
HOMO-L
LUMO gap decreased. The
T natural bbond orbitalls are also addopted as buuilding blockks
of the connductive pollymers whosse intramolecular chargee transfers arre studied. (ffigure1)
HomoͲLLumoGap
0.45
0.4
0.35

HLG

0.3
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0.2
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0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0
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nombe
erofʌ

Figuree 1:survay of HLg
H respect to increasing
i
the double band inn nano conducttive polymer thhat branch of
benzenne monomer.

Refrencee:
[1].H. Trran, N. Ian, M.
M Julio, D. Arcy, H. Tssang, Y. Waang, R. Benjaamin, Mattes and Richarrd
B, Macroomolecules,22008, 41, 7405.
[2].M. Ginic-Markov
G
vic, G. Janiis, Matisonss., R. Cervin
ni, P. Georgge, Simon and
a Peter M
M,
Chem. Mater,
M
2006, 18, 6258.
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Acctivity coeffficients off major ions in Lakee Urmia b
brine at diffferent
temp
peratures
a
Dr.N.Heidarria, S.Panahia*
D
, S.Faridvaandb, L.Golshanib

a Deparrtment of chem
mistry, Faculty of
o sciences, Urrmia universityy, Urmia, Iran
b Departm
ment of chemisttry, Faculty of science, Payam
m nour universsity, Urmia, Iraan
Email: sepidehppanahi64@yahoo.com

Key worrds: Activityy coefficientss, Pitzer equuations, Electtrolyte, Lakee Urmia brinne.
Introducction:
Lake Urm
mia in the northwestern
n
n corner of IIran is one of the largest permanen
nt hypersalinne
lakes in the world and is a teerminal lakee meaning that water leaves the lake only by
b
evaporatiion. As is geenerally the case, this leeads to a salltwater bodyy and in the case of Lakke
Urmia, salinity
s
is quuite high. Th
he lake has dramaticallyy decreased in volume over the paast
decade-aand-a-half, fuurther conceentrating sallts in the lakke, raising salinity
s
to more
m
than 3000
g/L. The main cation
ns in the lakee water incluude Na+, K+, Ca2+, Li+ annd Mg2+, whhile Cl–, SO42–
m
anions. The Na+ and Cl– cooncentration is roughly 4 times thhe
, HCO3– are the main
concentraation of nattural seawater. Sodium ions are at slightly higgher concenntration in thhe
south com
mpared to th
he north of the
t lake, whhich could reesult from thhe shallowerr depth in thhe
south, an
nd a higher net evaporration rate. C
Conventionaal single ionn activity coefficients of
o
major ion
ns in Lake Urmia
U
brine have been eestimated usiing Pitzer's tthermodynam
mic treatmennt
of mixedd electrolyte solutions. It has been shhown that Pittzer's equatioons are applicable to succh
brines. Thee system of equations developed
natural concentrated
c
d
byy Pitzer for conventional
single ionn activity cooefficients makes
m
it possiible to exten
nd the speciffic ionic interraction moddel
over a rannge of solution composiitions, tempeeratures and pressures. It is known th
hat one of thhe
principall thermodynnamic properrties for thee predictionn of minerall solubilitiess in brines is
activity coefficients.
c
The numbeer of possiblee neutral speecies in natuural brines iss much largeer
than the number of single ions. Therefore it is conveenient for suuch complexx mixtures to
t
b
calculate the convenntional singlee ion activitty coefficiennts, because these values can then be
combinedd to obtain the
t activity coefficient
c
ffor any neutrral species rrepresented in
i brines. Thhe
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purpose of
o this paperr is to study the
t conventiional single ion activity coefficients of major ionns
in the Laake Urmia brrine body unnder differentt temperaturres.
Materialls and meth
hods:
The systtem of equaations develloped by Piitzer was ussed in calcuulating the ionic activitty
coefficiennts in solutions of high concentratioons and diffferent temperratures. Thee use of Pitzeer
model inn much moree concentrateed solutions than seawaater has beenn illustrated by Pitzer annd
Kim (197
74), Downess and Pitzer (1976) and Harvie
H
and Weare
W
(19800). Therefore, we decideed
to use th
he Pitzer model for the estimation
e
oof conventionnal single ioon activity coefficients
c
o
of
major ionns in Lake Urmia
U
brine, with total salt content more than 10 times thaat of ordinarry
seawater.
Result an
nd discussioon:
Pitzer eq
quations givee a good acccount of thee properties of the majoor brine com
mponents. Thhe
knowledgge of singlee ion activiity coefficieents in natuural brines at
a different temperaturees
enables us
u to exam
mine some aspects
a
of m
mineral solu
ubility at diffferent temp
peratures likke
gypsum solubility.
s
The resullts of the callculations off the activityy coefficientss of Lake Urrmia brine shhow that Lakke
Urmia brrine is overssaturated witth respect too salts and th
he degree of oversaturaation has beeen
increasinng very signiificantly duriing the last yyears.
Referencce:
[1] Pitzeer, K.S. andd Kim, J.J., 1974. Theermodynamiccs of electrrolytes. IV. Activity annd
osmotic coefficients
c
J Am. Chem
m. Soc.j 96: 55701-5707.
for mixed ellectrolytes. J.
[2]Downnes, C.J. andd Pitzer, K.S
S., 1976. Thhermodynam
mics of electtrolytes. Binnary mixturees
formed from
fr
aqueouss NaCl, Na2SO4,
S
CuCl2 and CuSO4 at 25 oC. J. S
Solut. Chem
m., 5: 389-398
[3]Harviee, C.E. and
d Weare, J.H
H., 1980. T
The predictioon of minerral solubilitiies in natural
waters: the
t Na-K-M
Mg-Ca--Cl-SO
O4 -H2O syystem from zero to highh concentraation at 25oC.
C
Geochim
m. Cosmochim
m. Acta, 44:: 981-997.
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The ap
pparent heat capaciity and enthalpy of lake Urmiia brine in
n differentt
temperaatures by using
u
Pitzeer equatioons
S.Faridvand
db*,Dr.N.Heidaria, L.Gollshanib,S.Pannahia
a Deparrtment of chem
mistry, Faculty of
o sciences, Urrmia universityy, Urmia, Iran
b Departm
ment of chemisttry, Faculty of science, Payam
m nour universsity, Urmia, Iraan
Email:sfariddvand@yahoo.ccom

Key worrds: Enthalpyy, Heat capaacity, Pitzer equations, Urmia
U
brine.
Introducction:
Lake Urm
mia (or Orm
miyeh) is onee of the larggest hypersaaline lakes inn the world. Urmia Lakke,
located in
i northwesttern Iran, with
w a total surface
s
area between 47750 and 610
00 km2 and a
maximum
m depth of 16
1 m at an alltitude of 12250 m. The main
m cations in the lake water includde
Na+, K+, Ca+2, Li+ annd Mg+2, wh
hile Cl-, SO4 -2, HCO3 - are
a the mainn anions. Thhe Na+ and C
Cln
seaw
water. Sodium
m ions are at
concentraation is rougghly 4 times the concenntration of natural
slightly higher
h
concentration in the south compared
c
too the north of
o the lake, which coulld
result fro
om the shalloower depth in
n the south, and a higherr net evaporaation rate.
The thermochemicall properties (osmotic cooefficient, en
nthalpy andd heat capaccity) of salinne
5°c have beeen calculatted by Pitzeer equationss. In earlierr studies, thhe
water froom 5 to 35
thermochhemical propperties of saaline water have beenexamined using an extended Debyee–
Huckel equation,
e
w
which
was an
a extensionn of the equuation as foormulated by
b Lewis annd
Randall.M
More recenttly, the PV
VT propertiees have beeen calculatedd byPitzer equations. In
I
thispaperr, we have calculated the
t thermochhemical pro
operties ofurrmia lake (hheat capacityy,
enthalpy)) to these equations.
Materialls and meth
hods:
Apparentt heat capaciity (ԄCp) annd relative ennthalpy (ԄL)) have been calculated by
b using thesse
equationss of the form
m
M

Cp  C p 0

A j {I /(1.2m)} ln(1  1.2 I 0.5 )  2 R
RTm( B J  mC
m J)
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I

L

( AH I / 1.2m) ln((1  1.2 I

0.5

)  2 RTm( B  mC )
L

L

WhereI is the ionic sttrength, m iss the molalitty of brine (m
m= ¦ mi, i is an ion); AX(X=Ԅ, J
and H) iss the Debye–
–Huckel sloppe,and C p0 iss the apparennt molal heaat capacity off brine and
BX and CX are pitzzer parameters.

Result an
nd discussioon:
The resullts of this stuudy will givee reliable esttimates of th
he thermodynnamic propeerties of salinne
waters, riivers, lakes and
a seawaterr brines. Thee results at high
h
temperaatures may allso be usefull
in studiess of hydrotheermal waterss in the oceaan. These callculations uused in estabblishing the
thermodyynamic equillibrium of thhe urmia lake and we cann consider thhat the degreee of
oversaturration has beeen increasinng very signiificantly durring the last yyears so we can present
some proocedures to prevent
p
thesee problems.
Referencce:
[1] Anannthaswamy, J.,
J Atkinson,, G., 1984. T
Thermodynam
mics of conccentrated eleectrolyte
mixtures: 4. Pitzer–D
Debye–Huckkel limiting sslopes for waater from 0 tto 100 8C annd from 1 atm
m
to 1 k barr. Journal off Chemical and
a Engineerring Data 29,
81– 87.
mley, L.A., 19
968a. Heat capacities
c
off sea water soolutions: parrtial and app
parent valuess
[2] Brom
for salts and
a water. Jo
ournal of Chhemical and Engineering
g Data 13, 600–62.
[3] Brom
mley, L.A., 19
968b. Relatiive enthalpiees of sea saltt solutions att 25 °C. Jourrnal of
Chemicaal and Engineeering Data 13, 399– 4022.
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Deccolorizatio
on and deg
gradation of Reactivve Orangee7 pollutan
nt by
using ozoonation method
m
Jalal Basiriparsa* , Zohreh Merratifashi
Depaartment of appllied chemistry,, Bu-Ali sina university,
u
Ham
medan, Iran

Key worrds: Ozone, Degradation
D
n, Reactive Orange7,
O
polllutant, RSM
M
Introducction:
Large am
mounts of ch
hemically vaarious dyes are
a used for several induustrial appliccation. Due to
t
environm
mental impliccations, new
w technologiies have beeen evaluatedd for degradaation of thesse
compoun
nds in textiile effluents. Some sttudies sugggest employying advancced oxidativve
processess (AOPS) in isolation or combined foor preliminaary assessment.
AOPS haave been deefined as th
he aqueous phase chem
mical oxidattion of targeet organic or
o
inorganicc pollutants by
b a processs involving hhydroxyl freee radicals.
Ozone (O3) is one of the strongest oxiddants used for disinfecction, sterilization, greeen
w
pulp bleaching, and
a
chemical
oxidationn of pollutaants, water and waste treatment, wood
synthesiss. The extennding of app
plication is attributed too oxidizing properties of
o O3. Ozonne
provides green oxid
dation since decomposittion of ozonne leads to environmenntally friendlly
products (O2).
In generaal ozone oxiidation path ways includde direct oxidation by ozzone or indirrect oxidatioon
by hydrooxyl radical (OH).
(
Using ozzonation forr decolorizin
ng wastewaater has the following advantages: 1) ozone is
readily avvailable, solluble in wateer and easilyy monitored; 2) it dose not
n increase the
t volume of
o
wastewatter and sludgge; 3) leavin
ng no by prodduct that neeed to be retreeated.
Experim
mental (mateerial and meethod):
An azo dye RO7, was
w selectedd as model solution, which was coommercial dye
d and useed
without further
f
purifi
fication. Thiss azo dye waas provided by
b alavan saabet company
y (Hamedann).
Other chhemicals, pu
urchased froom Merck, were of analytical grrade. All soolutions werre
prepared by using deeionized wateer.
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Ozone gaas producedd from air by ozone gennerator (Onnnic.ES215A)). In all expperiments, thhe
samples of RO7 waas taken perriodically froom the reacctor and anaalyzed by thhe UV-visible
hotometer (JASCO. v- 630) via thhe decreasee in absorbaance at 480
0 (nm). COD
spectroph
measurem
ments were also carrieed out to iinvestigate the minerallization of the solutionn,
accordingg to a close reflux,
r
colorrimetric methhod using a HACH DR 2800
2
spectroophotometerr.
Results and
a discussiion:
Responsee surface methodology (RSM) was employed foor experimenntal design, modeling annd
parameteer optimizatiion. Accorddingly reducced quadraticc model waas developed
d to give thhe
substrate color remooval efficienncy percentaage, (CE%) as functionn of effectiv
ve parameterrs
such as: initial
i
polluttant concentrration and innitial pH of the
t solution.
Maximum
m color rem
moval efficieency was achieved at thhe obtained conditions of:
o initial dyye
concentraation 60 ppm
m and pH=7
7.75. Under these
t
condittions, processs achieved about
a
94.97%
%
color rem
moval after 20
2 minute.
In optimuum conditionns, chemical oxygen dem
mand (COD
D) was investtigated and COD
C
reduceed
to 32% after
a
90 minu
ute.
Maximum
m efficiencyy in the process was obtaained approxximately in natural
n
pH, due
d to in succh
conditionn better ozon
ne solubility can be occuurred in soluttion. In addition presencce of hydroxyyl
radical inn solution caan facility oxxidation of orrganic polluutant effectivvely.
Conclussions:
Ozonatioon method was
w used to remove coolor from dyye solutions containing C.I Reactivve
Orange7.. The effectt of operatioon parameterrs on color removal effficiency wass investigateed
and optim
mized by ussing RSM. The
T removall of efficienccy of RO7 aand COD off the aqueouus
solution in
i pH=7.75 and initial dye
d concentraation 60ppm
m, were 94.977 and 32 resppectively.
Referencce:
[1] E. J. Rosen feldt and etal. Coomparision of the efficiency of OH
H radical form
mation durinng
H2O2, water research, 400,
ozonationn and the addvanced oxiddation proceesses O3/H2O2 and UV/H
3695-37004, (2006).
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[2] H. Kusic
K
and ettal. Mineraliization of orrganic polluutant contentt in aqueouus solution by
b
means off AOPS: UV and ozone-bbased technoologies, Cheemical Enginneering Journnal, 123, 1277137 (20006).
[3] A. R.. Tehrani Baagha and etaal. Degradatiion of persisstent organicc dye from colored
c
textile
wastewatter by ozonaation, desalin
nation, 260, 334-38, (20100)
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(Liq
quid + Liq
quid) Equilibria for (Water + Acetic aciid + Xylen
ne or Mxyleene or O- xylene
x
or P- xylene)): Experim
mental Datta and Preediction
K Bahrpaim
Kh.
ma *a, S. H. Saajjadi a
a

Department of
o Chemistry, Firoozabad
F
Brranch, Islamic Azad
A
Universitty, Firoozabadd, Iran
E
E-mail:
hadi_saajjadi64@yahooo.com

Key worrds: Liquid extraction;
e
P
Phase
equilibbria; Ternary
y system; UN
NIQUAC moodel
Introducction:
Phase eqquilibrium data
d
of ternaary systems are very im
mportant for simulationn, design annd
optimize of separatioon operationns. A large amount of investigation
i
n has been carried
c
out in
i
recent yeears on the LLE
L measureements of terrnary system
ms, in order tto understand and providde
further information about the phase behavior of succh systems [1–4]. Sincce, the liquiid
extractionn of acetic acid
a from aqu
ueous solution is industrrially and sccientifically important,
i
thhe
precise LLE
L
data of a liquid mixxture compossed of (wateer + acetic accid + organiic solvent) arre
required. In this work, we extennd our studdies by usingg isomers of xylene (m
m- xylene , oo
xylene annd p- xylenee) to extract of
o acetic acidd for the terrnary mixturres of {waterr + acetic aciid
+ xylene, m- xylene, o- xylene orr p- xylene) were obtainned at 298.155 K and ambbient pressuree.
Materialls:
The chem
micals aceticc acid (99.9%
%) xylene, m
m- xylene, oo xylene annd p-xylene (99.5%) werre
obtained from Merck
k and were used withouut further puurification. D
Deionized and
a redistilleed
water waas used throuughout all exxperiments.
Methodss and Apparratus:
The equilibrium dataa were determ
mined usingg an experim
mental apparaatus of a 2500 ml glass ceell
ure of the apparatus conttrolled by a water jackeet and maintaained with an
a
where the temperatu
uncertain
nly of within
n ±0.1 K.
The mixtture was vig
gorously agiitated by a magnetic stirrer for 4 hh. The prepaared mixturees
were thenn left to settlle for 4 h forr phase separration.
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The samp
ples of both
h phases werre collected and the tie line
l
values w
were obtaineed by titratioon
of the sam
mples with a known con
ncentration N
NaOH aqueoous solution.
The binoodal curve values
v
were determined by means of
o the cloud point meth
hod. A know
wn
composittion, homog
geneous andd transparentt (acetic aciid + water) was preparred in a glasss
equilibriu
um cell at constant tempperature. Thhen solvent (isomer
(
of xxylene) was progressivelly
added to the mixture using a miccro-burette. T
The cloud pooint was dettermined by observing thhe
omogeneouss to a heterrogeneous mixture
m
as iindicated byy the mixturre
transitionn from a ho
turbidity..
Result an
nd discussioon:
The expeerimental LL
LE data for (water + accetic acid + isomer of xylene)
x
at teemperature of
o
(298.2) K,
K are presennted. Experiimental LLE
E data of thiis work werre analyzed and predicteed
using UN
NIQUAC model.
m
In gen
neral, the LL
LE data of these
t
ternaryy systems predicted
p
weell
with this equilibrium
m model. Thee average RM
MSD value between thee observed and
a calculateed
mass percent obtaineed.
Conclusiion:
LLE dataa of the ternnary system {water + accetic acid + isomer of xxylene} weree presented at
298.15 K.
K It can be concluded that xylene,, m- xylene, o- xylene and p- xyleene with higgh
separatioon factor, verry low solubbility in watter, low costt, high boilinng point mayy be adequatte
solvents to extract accetic acid froom its dilute aqueous sollutions.
Referencces:
[1] A. Arrce et al; J. Chem.
C
Therm
modyn.; 33 139–146,
1
20001.
[2] H. Hiigashiuchi ett al; Fluid Phhase Equilibr.; 110, 197––204, 1995.
[3] E. Incce et al;, J. Chem.
C
Therm
modyn.; 35, 1671–1679,, 2003.
[4] J. M. Correa et all; J. Chem. Eng.
E Data; 344, 415, 19899.
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Using artificial neural
n
nettwork to p
predict thee specific vvolume of polymericc
High temperatu
ure and hiigh pressu
ure density
y predictioon of hydrrocarbons
using arrtificial neu
ural netwoork methood
M
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Keyword
ds: Hydrocaarbon, ANN,, Group conttribution metthod (GCM)), Molar density.
Introducction:
The voluumetric propperties of hyydrocarbons are of partiicular interesst in connecction with thhe
productioon and refiining of peetroleum. D
Density preddiction of hydrocarbons
h
s at extrem
me
temperatuure and pressure condittions are moost relevant to petroleum
m engineeriing studies of
o
ultra-deep reservoirs [1]. An artiificial neural network (A
ANN) can be a suitable alternative to
t
t
model thhe different thermodynaamic propertties. ANN iss an especiaally efficientt algorithm to
approxim
mate any fun
nction with a finite numbber of discon
ntinuities by learning thee relationshipps
between the input annd output vecctors [2]. Thhus, an ANN
N is an approppriate techniique to model
or of chemiccal properties.
the nonlinnear behavio
The neurral network
k used:
Many mo
odels of neuural network
ks have beenn used to esstimate of thhermodynam
mic propertiees
[3,4]. In this
t work a feedforward
f
d backpropaggation neurall network was used, whiich is one that
is very effective in representin
ng nonlinearr relationshiips among variables. In
I this studyy,
Densitiess of hydroccarbon systeems have bbeen estimatted using a combined method that
includes an artificial neural netw
work and a siimple group contributionn method. A total of 28991
data poinnts of densitty at severaal temperaturres and presssures, correesponding too 40 differennt
hydrocarrbons includding short- and
a long-chaain alkanes ranging froom CH4 to n-C
n 40H82, annd
also seveeral cycloalkkanes, highlly branchedd alkanes an
nd aromatic hydrocarbonns have beeen
used to train, validatte and test thhe ANN moodel using th
he Matlab sooftware. Tem
mperature (T
T),
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pressure (P), molecuular mass (M
M), and the structural groups
g
that form
f
the moolecules werre
given as input variabbles. The outpput parameter is ȡ.
Results and
a discussiion:
Table 1 shows
s
the ovverall minim
mum, maximuum, and the average devviations for the
t calculated
liquid deensity for thhe hydrocarrbon system
ms using the proposed nnetwork 12--21-1. Fig. 1
shows a comparison
n between experimentaal and calcculated valuues of liquidd density of
o
hydrocarrbons duringg training and
a
during prediction. The study shows thatt the chosen
artificial neural netw
work and the group contribution methhod represennt an excellent alternativve
w acceptabble accuracy..
for the esstimation of densities off hydrocarbonn systems with
Table 1. Overall minimum, maximum,
m
andd average deviaations for the ccalculated liquiid density
fo the hydrocarrbon systems using
for
u
Artificiall Neural Netwoork model.
ANN
N model

Training set

Prediction set

Validation set

Total set

2168

434

289

2891

0.0005

0. 0011

0.0006

0.0005

AA
AD max %

9.8326

10.0877

4.4433

10.877

Biaas

-0.0149

0.0779

0.0420

0.0047

AA
AD

0.3005

0.3902

0.3376

0.3177

RM
MSD

0.6182

0.8885

0.6106

0.6651

AAD<5%
No.A

2163

431

289

2883

No.A
AAD>10%

0

1

0

1

Experrimental data
No.. of data point
Deviaations
AA
AD min %

Fig. 1. Comparison betweeen experimentall and calculated values of liquid density of hydroocarbons: (a) durring training andd
(b) duriing prediction.
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Conclusiion:
An ANN
N with (12-21
1-1) structure was designned to predicct the densityy of differen
nt kinds of
hydrocarrbon systemss. Total num
mber of experrimental dataa used to dessign the stateed network is
i
2891, of which 75% were random
mly chosen tto train the network,
n
10%
% for validattion, and 15%
%
to test it. The averagee relative deviations for train, validaation, and tesst sets are 0.330, 0.34, andd
0.39, resppectively.
Referencces:
[1] M.T. Hagan, H.B
B. Demuth, M. Beal, N
Neural Network Design,, PWS Co. Boston,
B
U.S
S.A.,
1996.
[2] K. Liuu, et al. J. off Supercritical Fluids 55, 701–711, 2010.
2
[3] G. Esspinosa, et all. Ind. Eng. Chem.
C
Res., 40, 2757-27766, 2001.
[4] D. Yaaffe, Y. Cohen, J. Chem. Inf. Compuut. Sci., 41, 463-477,
4
20001.
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P
Physicoche
emical evaaluation off Microem
mulsion forrmulation
ns for
Water+IIpm+Tweeen 80+Isob
butanol Psseudo-tern
nary Systeem
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Key worrds: Microem
mulsion, Pseeudo-ternary ,phase diagrram, Physicoochemical properties.
Introducction:
Microem
mulsions are clear, therrmodynamically stable solution miixtures of at
a least threee
componeents, namelyy, two immiiscible solveents and a surfactant. T
The three basic
b
types of
o
Microem
mulsions are direct
d
(oil diispersed in w
water, o/w), reversed (water disperseed in oil, w/oo)
and bicoontinuous sttructure [1]. The Micrroemulsion region is uusually charracterized by
b
constructting

ternarry-phase

diagrams
d

.T
To

construuct

a

phaarmaceuticallly

accepteed

Microem
mulsion systeem it is im
mportant to know its physicochem
p
mical properrties. For thhe
selection
n of componnents of a biocompatib
b
ble Microem
mulsion systtem, The chhanges in thhe
internal structure
s
of a Microemu
ulsion can bee monitoredd by analyzinng some phyysicochemical
propertiees such as coonductivity, viscosity, deensity, PH, Refractive Index [2]. Thhe aim of thhis
study is Physicochem
P
mical evaluattion of Microemulsion formulations
fo
.
Experim
mental Sectioon:
A Microeemulsion system compriising Ipm ass an oil, a noon ionic surffactant Tweeen 80, alkanool
cosurfacttant (Isobuthhanole) and water was selected. Thhe pseudo-teernary phasee diagram haas
been delineated for the chosen system at a constant su
urfactant: coosurfactant mass ratio of
o
mpositions A
A–F were sellected for fuurther investtigations. Ipm
m
2.4:1 (Fig.1.a). The gradual com
and wateer were first mixed with Tween 80 and
a then Isobutanole waas added to the
t mixture at
298.15 K to obtain the desired Microemulsion compo
ositions. Thee changes inn the samplees
were obsserved visuaally everydaay for 1 month.
m
Transsparent, singgle phase mixtures
m
werre
designateed as Microeemulsions. pH
p of all the six selected Microemulssions (A-F) determined at
constant temperaturee. The elecctric conducctivity (V) was
w measurred by meaans of digittal
w precisioon of ±10-3 ȝs.
ȝ Densitiess (model DE
E51) and reffractive indeex
conductivvity meter with
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(model RE50)
R
weree measured with precission of ±2u
u10

-5

-3

g.cm

-5



and ±10 , respectivelly

Viscosityy was measu
ured by Broo
okfield DV viscometer
v
(m
model LVDV
V-II+) .
Result an
nd discussioon:
The variation of dyn
namic viscoosity, conductivity, refraactive indexx and densitty with wateer
content of
o oil-surfacttant/co-surfaactant mixturre has been shown
s
in ( Fig.1.b).
F
Thee rapid changge
in the phyysicochemiccal properties such as visscosity, condductivity, reffractive indeex and densitty
is probabbly due to the change in the microstrructure of the Microemuulsion system
m. The changge
in the intternal structuure could bee due to eithher the chang
ge in the shaape of dropleets or may be
b
due to the
t transition from w/o
o to bicontiinuous Micrroemulsion. The transittion point of
o
viscosity
y, conductiviity and densiity plots occcurs at 25-30
0 % weight ppercent of aqueous
a
phasse
and confi
firms the presence of perrcolative behhavior.
Conclusiion:
Physico-chemical annalyses of thhe Microemuulsion system
m show the structural trransition from
m
w/o to o//w via biconttinuous phasse at 25-30 w
water weightt percent ( Fiig1-b).

Fig.1. a) pseudo-ternary
p
y phase diagraam for IPM ,T
Tween 80/Isob
butanol ratio of
o 2.4:1,water; b) variation of
dynamic reefractive index
x (A),conductivvity(B), PH(C)vviscosity(D) an
nd density (E)
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Investigation of
o Protein
n Albumin
n Partition
ning in Aqueous Tw
wo- Phase
Systems Containin
ng Polyetyylene Glycol and Inoorganic Sa
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Key worrds : Aqueouus two-phasee system; Liqquid-Liquid equilibria; S
Sodium sulfaate.
Introducction:
Aqueous two-phase systems (AT
TPS) have been
b
utilized
d very extennsively in many
m
differennt
m, paint, adh
hesives and pharmaceuticals ones. In
I
industries such as biiotechnologyy, petroleum
particularr, ATPS havve attracted considerablee attention in relation too the large-sscale recoverry
and puriffication of bioproducts.
b
ATPS usuaally can be made
m
from aaqueous soluutions of tw
wo
water-solluble polym
mers or a po
olymer and a salt. Thee most comm
mon ATPS used for thhe
separatioon of biomollecules are polyethylene
p
glycol (PEG
G)/ dextran or PEG/salt systems. Thhe
salt-polym
mer-water systems
s
havve some addvantages su
uch as low viscosity and
a
low coost
comparedd to polymer-polymer-w
water system
ms[1-2]. In co
ontinnation of
o our previous works, in
i
this reseaarch, the parrtitioning beehavior of A
Albumin prottein in the aqqueous two--phase system
m
of PEG 6000
6
and ݃ܯ
ܱ݃ܵସ , ܰܽଶ ܱܵ
ܵ ସ , ሺܰܪସ ሻଶ ܱܵସ at 298.15 K has beeen studied. The effect of
o
the salts on
o the partittioning coeffficient determ
mined of thee protein wass determind.
mental Sectioon:
Experim
Polyethy
ylene glycol,, of molecullar weight 66000 g-݉ି ݈ଵ , magnesium sulfate heptahydratte
(GR, minn 99.5%), am
mmonium su
ulfate (GR, min 99.5%)) and sodium
m sulfate (G
GR, min 99%
%)
were obttained from Merck. Albuumin bovin serum weree obtained frrom Acros. All
A chemicaals
were used without fu
urther purificcation.
Aqueous two-phase systems weere preparedd from solid
d PEG and different
d
sallts containinng
magnesiuum sulfate, sodium
s
sulfaate, or ammoonium sulfatte and album
min protein in
i pure wateer.
The totall weight of th
hese compon
nents for eacch sample was
w about 10 g. The initial amounts of
o
the proteein were 0.0
01 g. The mixtures
m
weere shaken for
f about 2 h and thenn placed in a
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thermostatic water bath
b
at 298.15 K for at least 24 h to ensure ccomplete equuilibration, as
a
indicatedd by the abssence of turb
bidity in eaach phase. After
A
equilibbrium of thee systems, thhe
samples of
o the upperr and lower phase
p
were taaken out carrefully for annalysis usingg syringes.
The liquiid-liquid equuilibrium datta from our pprevious wo
ork[3]. was uused for the preparation
p
o
of
the sampples. Therefo
ore, the conccentration off the PEG an
nd salts are kknown for an
ny selected tie
t
lines. The
T
protein concentrattion were determined by a sinngle beam UV visible
spectroph
hotometer att 278.5 nm for
f lower phaase and at 3111 nm for uppper phase.
Result an
nd discussioon:
The resu
ults showed that,
t
when concentration
c
n of the saltts in lower phase
p
is aboout 1.1 M,Thhe
hydrophiilic sites of protein
p
weree quite availlable. This result causedd that proteinn retention be
b
more in aqueos phaase. At loweer concentraation of this value, for both magneesium sulfatte,
sodium sulfate,
s
and more than this value ffor all salts, helix of prootein are formed in succh
away thaat rotation off hydrophilicc chain to thhe inner heliix structure and hydrophhobic parts to
t
the outerr of structurre. So at con
ncentration of about 1.1 M salts, ssalt effect caused proteiin
removed from aqueoos phase to organic
o
phasee (Salting- out
o effect). The
T experimeental partitioon
t the modifi
fied virial- ty
ype model :
coefficiennt data weree correlated to
ଵ



ீಶ

ೢ ெೢ ோ்
்

ൌ  σ σ ܣ
 ݉ ݉ െ

ସ
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Referencce:
. Partitioning behavior oof amino acids in aqueouus
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Z
two-phasse systems containing
c
p
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2000,7433,271-279.
[2] Eitem
man, M.A.; Gainer,J.
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L. Acorrelationn for predictting partitionn coefficientts hn aqueouus
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Solubility produ
uct of salts in Lake Urmia brine at diffferent temperatures
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Key worrds: Solubiliity product, Osmotic
O
coeefficients, Pittzer equationns, Urmia brrine.
Introducction:
Lake Urm
mia is a saltt lake in norrthwestern IIran, near Iraan's border with Turkeyy. The lake is
between the Iranian provinces of East Azerbbaijan and West
W Azerbaaijan. It is thhe largest lakke
in the Miiddle East, and
a the thirdd largest salt water lake on
o earth.Thee main catio
ons in the lakke
water incclude Na+, K+, Ca2+, Li+ and Mg2+, w
while Cl–, SO
O42–, HCO3– are the maiin anions. Thhe
Na+ and Cl– concenttration is rouughly 4 timees the conceentration of nnatural seaw
water. Sodium
m
a slightly hiigher concenntration in thhe south com
mpared to thee north of thhe lake, whicch
ions are at
could ressult from thee shallower depth
d
in the ssouth, and a higher net eevaporation rate.
r
The futurre hydrologiical and geocchemical evoolution of cllosed basins depends verry strongly on
o
water evaporation annd mineral precipitation
p
n from thesee basins. Onne of the pro
oblems of thhe
developm
ment of closeed natural baasins is to what
w
degree they
t
can be evaporated
e
u
under
existinng
natural conditions.Thhe progress in branches of physical chemistry ddealing with
h concentrateed
electrolytte solutionss allows th
he applicatiion of the newest, upp-to-date appproaches to
t
understan
nding the geeochemical aspects of natural
n
phennomena.The ion interacttion approacch
developeed by Pitzer presents a very valuabble tool for the
t theoreticcal predictioon for variouus
aspects of
o geochemiical developpment of naatural hyperssaline briness.The great advantage of
o
Pitzer's model
m
is thaat it allows avoiding
a
som
me of the restrictions orr assumptionns such as thhe
intrinsic limitation to low or moderate cconcentrationns or the eextrapolationn of solutioon
p
water. Therefore,
T
th
he progress in
i
propertiees beyond the solubility limit of elecctrolytes in pure
physical chemistry of
o electrolyte solutions allows the application
a
oof new physsico-chemical
approachhes either too the explannation or to the predicttion of geocchemical dev
velopment of
o
natural basins under various clim
matic conditioons.
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Materialls and meth
hods:
The dissolution-preecipitation equilibrium
e
of an ionicc mineral can
c
be desccribed by thhe
formula:
K sP
M vM X vM .nH 2O m
o
 vM .M  zM  v X . X  z X  .nH 2Oi

where vM , v X , z m annd z X are thhe amounts of cations and
a anions iin a solute molecule
m
annd
cation an
nd anion chaarges, respecctively. If thhe activity of
o the solid pphase is connsidered to be
b
equal to 1, then this constant
c
is defined
d
as:

K sp ,M vM .nHH 2O

a MvM .a Xvx .a Hn 2O

(mM , sat .J M ) vM .(m X , sat .J X )

v X .a Hn 2 O

where m M , sat and m X , saat are the moolal concenttrations of th
he cation annd anion, respectively, in
i
the liquidd phase saturrated with reespect to thee solid phasee; and J M and J X are thee conventional
single-ionn activity coefficients
c
of
o cation annd anion at proper conncentrations, respectivelyy;
he water activity of the liiquid phase.
a H 2O is th
Result an
nd discussioon:
Pitzer equations
e
give a goodd account of the prop
perties of the major saline wateer
componeents.The resuult of the caalculations oof the osmottic coefficieents of lakee Urmia brinne
show thaat: I)Lake Urmia
U
brine is
i oversaturaated with reespect to saltts II) the deegree of oveersaturationn has been inncreasing veery significanntly during the
t last yearss.
Referencce:
[1] Boriss S .Krumgalz ,2001, Application
A
of the Pitzzer ion inteeraction mod
del to naturral
hypersaliine brines, Joournal of Moolecular Liqquids.91.3-199
[2]GuoxiiangZhang.N
NicolasSpychher,EricSonnnenthal, andd, Carl Steeefel,2006,Im
mplementatioon
of a Pitzeer Activity model
m
in to toughreact ffor modelingg concentratted solution, Proceedinggs,
tough sym
mposium 20
006
[3].Jerry P.Greenberrg and Nanncy Moller,1989,The Prediction
P
of mineral solubilities
s
i
in
w
cheemical equillibrium moddel for the Na-K-Ca-ClN
-SO4-H2O syystem to higgh
natural waters:A
concentraation from 0 to 250 0C, Geochimica
G
et Cosmochhimica Acta V
Vol.53.PP.22503-2518
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Synerggism/antaggonism stu
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ween antifo
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Key worrds: Surface Tension, Anntifoam, Anttihydrate, CM
MC, CAC.
Introducction:
Antifoam
ms and Antih
hydrates aree chemical ccompounds designed
d
to prevent the formation of
o
foam an
nd hydrate, respectively
y. Antifoam
m efficiency is depend upon the bulk
b
solutioon
chemistryy, operating conditions and surface active agen
nts (surfactannt base of thhem) creatinng
the foam
m. Kinetic Anntihydrates are
a polymerss or co-poly
ymers. They prevent gas molecules to
t
imprison
n in water hydrogen-bondd cages [1].
Antifoam
ms and antihhydrates usee in many iindustrial pllants together to prevennt decreasinng
operationnal efficiencyy. When theey are mixedd together, seeveral propeerties of the mixed
m
system
m
change compare
c
to those of sinngle systemss, as a resu
ult of synerggism/antagon
nism(negativve
synergism
m)[2].
Materiall and Methoods:
Equilibrium surface tensions weere investigaated on puree non-ionic surfactant(B
Brij-35) as an
a
antifoam
m, polyvinyllpirolidone(M
Mw§10000g//mole)(PVP--10) as a kinetic anttihydrate annd
mixtures of them at various
v
molee fractions. The
T CAC(crritical aggreggation conceentration) annd
w
measurred by tensioometer(modeel Sigma 701,
CMC(criitical micellee concentratiion) points were
KSV). Th
he synergism
m behavior of
o antifoam--antihydrate mixture wass studied bettween Brij-335
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and PVP
P-10. Synerggistic effects in mixturres have beeen extensiveely studied and differennt
theoreticaal approachees have beenn proposed.
Result an
nd discussioon:
Rubingh [3] introducced the conccept of the innteraction paarameter, ȕ, based on reggular solutioon
theory, which
w
describbes the syneergism betweeen two surffactants. Thee value of thee ȕ-parameteer
gives an indication of
o the strenggth of the intteraction bettween the suurfactants. Where
W
ȕ is thhe
moleculaar interactionn parameter:

The surfaace tension of
o pure Brij-35 and PVP-10 were stu
udied at varioous temperaatures (Fig. 1)
1
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Fig. 1. Plot
P of the surfaace tension vs. concentration

Conclusiions
The surfaace tension of
o pure an an
ntifoam, a kinetic
k
antihy
ydrate and m
mixture of thhem at variouus
mole fraaction were investigatedd. The CAC
C and CMC
C points of them and thhe synergism
m
behavior of antifoam
m-antihydratee mixture waas studied byy this methodd.
Referencce:
[1] M.A
A. Kelland and
a
etal; ''S
Studies on some alkyllamide surfa
factant gas hydrate anttiagglomerrants" ; 61,4290-4298,20006.
[2] M.J. Rosen;
R
"Surfactants andd interfacial phenomena"
p
; Wiley, New
w York,19899.
[3] D.N. Rubingh and
d etal; "Mixed Micelle Solutions";
S
P
Plenum,
New
w York, 1979
9.
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Key worrds: binary system,
s
ionicc liquid, UNIIFAC, Gibbs adsorptionn, extended Langmuir
L
Introducction:
Knowleddge about the
t
physico--chemical pproperties, such
s
as surrface thermo
odynamics is
necessary
y in any proccess designinng. Ionic liqquids employyed in new cchemical proocesses so it is
importannt to know ab
bout their prroperties [1]]. The surfacce tension off a liquid miixture is not a
simple function
fu
of the
t surface tension of tthe pure com
mponents, bbecause in a mixture thhe
composittion of the suurface is nott the same ass that of the bulk
b
[2].
Methodss:
Domaƌskka and etal [1]
[ studied on
o surface properties of non-ideal binary system
ms of an ionic
liquid (1-butyl-3-metthylimidazolium) and loong chain allcohols (1-buutanol, 1-peentanol and 11
hexanol) in temperatture range off 298.15K too 338.15K. In this workk, the activitty coefficiennts
w evaluateed using the UNIFAC grroup contribbution modell and then thhis
in surfacee and bulk were
coefficiennts is used to estimate the relativee Gibbs adso
orption and the thickneess of surfacce
layer. Thhe thickness of surface layer (t) haas been calcuulated from the Panayio
otou equatioon
modifiedd for liquid su
urfaces [2]:
t

1

RT
T

§ wV
¨¨
© w ln a 2

·§ I 2s I1s x 2b
¸¸¨¨ 
b
¹© v 2 v1 x1

·
¸¸
¹

1

(1)

where I1s and I 2s are the volume fraction of componentss 1 and 2 in the
t surface phase.
p
Valuees
of surface tension of binary systeems were preedicted by Sprow and Prrausnitz equaation:
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V

Vi 

RT x J
ln
Ai
x J
s
i
b
i

s
i
b
i

(2)

nd discussioon:
Result an
The surfface tension decreases by
b increasinng temperatture and inccreases by increasing thhe
Ionic liq
quid mole frraction, the variations oof the surfacce tensions for three mixtures
m
withh
temperatuure are lineaar in the tem
mperature raange of 298.15–338.15K
K. The relativ
ve adsorptioon
ī2,1, and thickness of
o surface laayer, t, for alcohol/ionic
a
c liquid systtems calculaated based on
o
t variationn of the thicckness and relative adsorptions witth
Eqs. (1, 2). In thesee mixtures, the
composittion follows distinctivelyy same patteerns. In thesee systems, thhe relative addsorptions arre
positive with
w a pronoounced maxiimum in thee ionic liquidd-rich regionn and a shalllow minimum
m
for thicknness of surfaace layer in the
t alcohol-rrich region. In addition, to find morre informatioon
about thee surface stru
ucture of binnary mixturees, surface mole
m
fractionn was calcullated using an
a
extendedd Langmuir model.
m
In alll temperaturres, ī2,1, incrreased by increasing thee length of thhe
alcohol chains.
c
This trend is nonnlinear and surface
s
tensiion decreaseed rapidly with increasinng
alcohol concentration
c
n. From the molecular point
p
of view
w, the thickkness of surfface layer annd
relative Gibbs
G
adsorrption are sttrongly depeendent on th
he moleculaar interactionns, moleculaar
size, surfface tension and temperaature.
Conclusiions:
The UNIIFAC modells are used for calculation of the activity
a
coeffficients of species
s
in thhe
surface and
a bulk phaases. The Spprow and Prrausnitz equation as welll as UNIFA
AC model haas
been used to predict the mixture’s surface teension and reelative Gibbbs adsorption
n. The surfacce
tension predictions
p
a found too be extremely sensitivee to the values of the molar
are
m
surfacce
areas useed in the com
mputation. The
T thicknesss of three miscible
m
liquuid–air surfaaces has beeen
calculated by combiining relativve Gibbs addsorption and
d UNIFAC model. Ourr calculationns
indicate that the thickness of surface layerr is generallly of the orrder of Anggstrom and is
affected by
b varying of
o composition.

Referencce:
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Introducction:
The rapid developm
ment of poolymers, poolymer-based nanocom
mposites andd their widde
o the characteristics off the last cenntury. Howeever, the widde
applicatioons are obviiously one of
applicatioons of thesee materials also
a result inn an irreverssible buildupp of polymerr waste in thhe
environm
ment. Thereffore, syntheesis and moodification of
o the bioddegradable polymers
p
annd
polymer--based nanocomposites through innnovative tecchnology is an impressiive task from
m
the view point of materials science [1]. A rennewed intereest in aliphattic polyesterrs has resulteed
oping materiials importannt in differennt industrial applicationss, e.g. the biiomedical annd
in develo
ecologicaal fields. Mechanical
M
p
properties
aand degradattion rates off biodegradaable aliphatic
polyesterrs depend strongly
s
on their chem
mical structuures, but theey also deppend on theeir
morpholo
ogy and cry
ystalline stru
uctures whichh in turn aree determined directly byy the therm
mal
treatmentt imposed on
o the polym
mers during solidificatioon process [2]. Therefoore, it is verry
importannt to investig
gate the crysstallization kkinetics andd morphologgy of these biodegradab
b
le
aliphatic polyesters, to underrstand the relationshipp between structural features annd
ditions. How
wever, overr the last few years, the studiees show that
crystallizzation cond
biodegraddability of polymer-base
p
ed nanocompposites is fasster than purre polymers.
In this work,
w
polyethhylene azelatte/silica (PEA/SiO2) nannocomposites containingg 3 wt.% SiO
O2
were prep
pared via in situ polymeerization metthod. The noon-isothermaal crystallizaation behavioor
of PEA/S
SiO2 nanocom
mposites has been studieed by the Av
vrami equatiion.
Materialls and meth
hods:
All the materials
m
for preparation of polymer matrix such as azelaic acid,
a
ethylene glycol, Parra
toluensullphonic acid
d (PTSA) an
nd zinc acettate dehydraate were puurchased Meerck chemical
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Co., Gerrmany. Fumeed silica nan
noparticles ((SiO2) used for nanocom
mposite prep
paration werre
supplied by Degussaa AG (Hanau
u, Germany) under the trrade name A
AEROSIL® 200, having a
s
area 200 m2/g (>
>99.8% SiO2) and averagge primary particle
p
size 12 nm.
specific surface
Apparattus:
In this work, the crysstallization behavior
b
of tthe prepared
d nanocompoosite was stuudied by usinng
g calorimetryy (DSC) anaalysis. The effects of S
SiO2 nanopaarticles on thhe
differentiial scanning
crystallizzation tempeeratures and cooling ratess were also investigated
i
.
nd discussioon:
Result an
Non-isothhermal crystallization exotherms
e
w
were
measureed over the cooling ratee of 5, 10, 15
1
K/min byy calorimetrry. The crysttallization kiinetics data were correlaated by Avrami equationn.
Accordin
ng the obtaained resultts, the Avvrami equation can suuccessfully describe thhe
crystallizzation behavvior under thhe non-isothhermal crysttallization. The
T Avramii exponents n
were fouund to rangge from 2..7 to 3.0 ffor pure PE
EA and 3.1 to 5.0 for
fo PEA/SiO
O2
nanocom
mposite, sugggesting that the
t nanocom
mposite crysttallize via a heterogeneo
ous nucleatioon
and spherrulitic growtth mechanism
m.
Conclusiion:
The non--isothermal crystallizatio
c
on behavior of pure PEA
A and PEA/SiO2 nanocoomposites haas
been studdied by usin
ng Avrami eqquation. It iss found that the additionn of nanoparrticles of SiO
O2
influenceed the mechanism of nuucleation andd the growth
h of polyethhylene azelatte crystallitees.
Also, thee nanocompoosites show a higher Avrrami value thhan of the neeat PEA, impplying a morre
complex crystallizatiion configuraation.
Referencces:
[1]K.Chrrissafis

etaal;

"Therm
mal

decompposition

of

poly(proopylene

sebacate)

annd

poly(proppylene azelaate) biodegrradable polyyesters: Evaaluation of mechanisms
m
s using TGA
A,
FTIR andd GC/MS" ; Journal of Analytical
A
annd Applied Pyrolysis;
P
922, 123̽130, 2011.
2
[2]Y.Pen
neva, L. Minnkova; "Non--isothermal and isotherm
mal crystallizzation of nan
nocompositees
based on functionalizzed polyethyylenes; Polym
mer Testing;; 25, 366-376, 2006.
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Introducction:
Nanomettric structurees have beeen intensiveely studied during
d
the last years. Carbon-base
C
ed
w
materialss are among the most investigated inn literature, but science 1960s theree are very few
works onn Carbon Naanoscroll (CN
NSs).
In principple, CNSs an
nd boron nittride nanoscrroll (BNSs) can be form
med by rollinng up graphitte
and boro
on nitride laayers. Nanosscrolls can bbe formed tubular
t
and conical, alsso depend on
o
wrappingg angle of sheet
s
aroundd the axis, we
w can havee three form
ms: (armchaair, chiral annd
zigzag).
As we knnow, one im
mportant chaaracteristic is that nanosscrolls occuppy consideraable high annd
fully acceessible surfaace area. Theese features are potentiallly advantagge to adsorption storage of
o
gases. Beecause of th
he novel scrooll topology,, their propeerties differ from
f
single wall or mullti
wall nannotubes. On the basis of the prevvious works,, it seems tthat nanoscrrolls with an
a
expansion of interlaayer spacingg could be very promiising materiials for gass storage, foor
hydrogenn storage thee highest binding energy was found for
f the 7Å diistance.

Fig.1-optimize
F
ed structure of BNSs
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Methodss:
Since a program
p
to draw
d
the nan
noscroll struuctures was not
n availablee, we were programming
p
g.
This pro
ogram has the
t capabilitty of produuce nanoscroolls with deesired length
h, width annd
distance between lay
yers. Various nanoscrollls with diffeerent inter laayer spacing were formeed
mized using of theory (D
DFT) to calcculate the MPW1PW91 method andd 6-311++G***
and optim
basis set..
Results and
a Discusssion:
To preveent the openiing of the sppiral structurre in the opttimization process, this structure waas
freezed and
a all other structural paarameters inncluding lenggth and bondd angle weree optimized.
Then:
M
hyydrogen, carb
bon dioxide and methanee gases weree optimized.
1. Molecular
2. Molecular
M
hyydrogen, carb
bon dioxide and methanee was placedd between laayers and
perpendicularr sheets in tw
wo position a)
a between nitrogen
n
atoms b) betweeen boron
attoms
3. The
T resulting structure was optimizedd.

a)

c)

b
b)
Figg.2 optimize strructure of BNS
Ss with a) H2

b) CH4

c) CO2

To obtainn the potenttial curve, niitrogen and boron gasess in betweenn layers, acccording to thhe
top struccture were scans.We use
u MPW1P
PW91 method and 6-331G basis set
s in all thhe
calculatio
ons and 6-3111++G** exxtra basis waas used for H2, CH4 and CO2 gases and
a six atom
ms
around of boron and nitrogen.
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Ebinding of Co2 and nanoscroll
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Figure 3: a)potential eneergy curve (Ebb1: scan of H2 between two boron
b
atoms), (Eb2: scan of H2 between tw
wo
nitrogen attoms), b)potential energy curve (Eb1: scaan of CH4 betw
ween two boroon atoms), (Ebb2: scan of CH
H4
between tw
wo nitrogen atooms) , c)poteential energy ccurve (Eb1: scan of CO2 betw
ween two boroon atoms), (Ebb2:
scan of CO
O2 between twoo nitrogen atom
ms)

Conclusiions :
Accordin
ng to the ressult of the caalculations w
which can be
b seen in thhe graphs, hyydrogen bonnd
energy on
o the boronn atom is -1.174 kcal/m
mol and on the nitrogenn atom is -0
0.92 kcal/mool.
These ennergies are more
m
than energy
e
of nanotubes (m
maximum -00.7) and makke acceptable
physical adsorption. Energy of methane
m
adsoorption on th
he boron atom
m is -3.8 kcal/mol and on
o
the nitrogen atom iss -3.5 al/mool that show
ws strong phhysical adsorrption. Enerrgy of carboon
a
on
o the boronn atom is -33.8 kcal/mol and on thhe nitrogen atom
a
is -1.004
dioxide adsorption
Kcal/moll. Because of
o large sizze methane and carbon dioxide caarve surfaces potential is
thinner and
a repulsionn energy neaar the wall oof nanoscroll is strongerr. The minim
mum points of
o
the curvee at fig3-a do
d not reachh to area flatt but could be
b obtained big bindingg energy witth
increase distance bettween the laayers. The rresult of callculation shoow the bindding energy is
i distance 6A
6 between the layers aand in this distance
d
hydrrogen moleccule cannot be
b
positive in
perpendiccular sheet. Different beetween bondiing energy of
o boron atooms and diffe
ferent betweeen
bonding energy of nitrogen ato
oms in carbbon dioxide are due to the electroonegativity of
o
r
parrtial charges on them.
nitrogen and oxygen atoms and repulsion
Referencces
[1]F. S. Berga,
B
V. R.
R Coluci, S. B. Legoas, R. Giro, D.. S. Galavaoo, R. H. Bauughman, nanno
letters, 20004, 45, 801
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Introducction:
Methanol is mainlly synthesizzed from syngas usin
ng ternary copper baased catalyyst
Cu/ZnO//Al2O3 were prepared byy co-precipittation metho
od [1]. The performances
p
s of Cu-baseed
catalysts may be improved
i
b modifyinng of the preparation methods. The catalyyst
by
composittion and preeparation coonditions may
m directly affect the structure an
nd interactioon
between different components annd related caatalyst perfo
ormance [2]. In the preseent study, Thhe
mical propertties of coppeer
effect off washing byy various suurfactant soluutions on phhysico-chem
oxide preepared via prrecipitation method wass investigatedd. In order toot, Increasinng the numbeer
of washinng has succeessfully rem
moved undesiired nitrate. The used suurfactants waas a non-ionic
type, whiich reduce surface
s
tension of water from 72 to 31 dyne/cm
m3, used the Du
D Noüy rinng
method (KSV
(
sigma 700).
mental:
Experim
the prepaaration of caatalysts weree similar to tthat reportedd by Baltes et al [3]. Affter aging, thhe
precipitattes were ¿ltterated and washed
w
first with demin
neralized waater and thenn with variouus
non-ionicc surfactantss solutions seequentially. Finaly, the filter
f
cake w
was dried oveernight at 1000
ƕ

C and was
w calcined at 320 ƕC for
fo 3 h underr air flow. The
T catalyst activity was studied in a

tabular micro
m
reactorr under induustrial condittions (230oC,
C 50bar) forr 120 h. feedd and product
gas analysis was peerformed ussing online gas chrom
matograph eqquipped witth a Therm
mal
Conductiivity (TCD) and Flame Ionization ((FID) Detecttors. The phhysicochemical propertiees
of the catalyst
c
and
d precursors were charracterized byy of nitroggen physisorrption, X-raay
Diffractioon (XRD), Temperature
T
Programmeed Reductionn (TPR) and nitrous oxid
de titration.
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nd discussioon:
Result an
Conversiion, activity and selectivvity of varioous prepared
d catalysts are
a reported in the Tablle.
This Tabble shows thhat the CO conversion
c
a space tim
and
me yield (ST
TY) of prepared catalyssts
are muchh larger than Commerciaal catalyst.
Table 1: resultss of CO hydrog
genation testedd in micro-reacttor resulting off reactor test
Catalyst naame
Pwtr Cat.
PTx-100 Cat.
PLAE Cat.
PEth Cat.
Commercial Cat.

Final washing
w
solution

STY

CO conversion

Water
Trriton-X100
Lauryl acohol
a
Ethoxilate
Ethanol
___

(gMeOH/kg.h
668.041
681.349
640.302
579.147
348.291

(%)
46.4900
46.800
46.284
47.233
39.953

MeOH
97.366
98.157
99.274
98.422
98.074

Selectivity (mool %)
EtOH
2-Prrop
DM
0.130
0.0005
0
0.412
0.2993
0
0.188
0.0062
0
0.295
0.0649
0
0.078
0.0795
0

oth
he
2.550
1.113
0.553
1.221

1.76685

The XRD
D patterns off the precurssors at the ddifferent temp
perature shoow similarityy as presenteed
in Fig 1. Observed phases
p
are Tenorite,
T
Zinncite, Rosasiite and Coppper Aluminuum Carbonate
Hydroxidde Hydrate.

Fig 1: The XRD ppattern of the prrecursors.

Conclusiions:
The preseent catalystss exhibit the quite activitty, STY and
d satisfactoryy methanol selectivity, thhe
STY expperiences a seerious drop near
n 60 % after approxim
mately 24 h reaction. Ass shown in fig
fi
2. One can
c see that the washingg with ethannol does nott regenerate satisfactoryy STY, so thhe
is
change of
o washing solution is responsiblee for the in
ncrease of STY. CO conversion
c
recoveredd to 70% of initial activiity with addiition of wateer and triton X-100 in finnal washing.
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Fig 2: STY and CO conveersion of catalyysts versus timee on stream.

Referencces:
[1] G. Xiian-ji, L. Li-min, L. Shu-min, B. Gaii-ling, H.Ween-hua, (2007) , 35(3), 329.
[2] Z. Huui-dong, B. Shao-fen, L.
L Xin-mei, Y
Y. Zi-feng, J Fuel Chem
m Technol, (2010),
(
38(44),
462.
[3] C. Baaltes, S. Vukkojevi, F. Sch
hüth, Journaal of Catalysiis, 258 (20088) 334–344.
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Surfaace protecction of copper usingg organicc compoun
nds in acid
dic media
F.soltani1, H,Hamidiaan1, S.M.A.H
Hosseini2* , and S.Danesshmoghadam
m1
1

Dept.of Chemistry,
C
Payyame Noor Uniiversity,Kermaan

2

Dept.of Ch
hemistry,Shahiid Bahonar Un
niversity, Kerm
man
*

Email:s.m.a.hosseini@uk.aac.ir

Abstractt:
The inhibbiting efficieency of the different
d
addditivesis(1-{44-[2-(5-methhyl-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yll)1-diazenyyl]phenyl}-11H-1,2.3,4-teetraazole-5-tthiol,B1 annd 1-{4-[2-((1,3-benzothhiazol-2-yl)-1diazeny]pphenyl}-1H--1,2,3,4-tetraaazole-5-tioll,B2) evaluated by means of eleectrochemical
techniquees such as polarization
n curves andd ac impedaance measurrements .ressults obtaineed
showed that the innhibition effficiency (IE
E%) increaases with inncreasing the
t
inhibitorrs
m
concentraation.The reesults indicatte that the suurface layerr is of dielecctric nature , and the film
formed on
o the copperr in uniform
m and protectiive.
Introducction:
One of the most im
mportant meethods in thhe corrosionn protection of copper is the use of
o
i
ost of the inhhibitors are organic com
mpounds andd their derivaatives such as
a
organic inhibitors.mo
azoles[1,2,3],aminoaacids[4].Corrrosion inhibbitors changee the corrossion potentiaal,impede thhe
p
on the metaal surface annd thus creatte
cathodic and anodic corrosion reeaction via polarization
passivity
y on the metaal and alloy.. The presennt investigatiion deals wiith corrosionn inhibition of
o
copper using
u
two newly
n
synthhesized B1 and B2 innhibitors in acid solutio
on

differennt

temperatuure.
Experim
mental:
All of the
t corrosioon tests were performeed on a coppper bar. F
For the

eleectrochemical

measurem
ments, per-trreatment of the surface of specimeens was carrried out by grinding
g
witth
emery paaper of 400 up to 3000 grit, rinsing with bidistiilled water, aceton and dried
d
at room
m
temperatuure before use.
u
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Electrocchemical stu
udies:
Impedancce measurem
ments were carried-out
c
inn the frequenncy range off 50 m Hz too 100K Hz, by
b
applying 10 mV ac voltage peak- to- peakk. The work
king electroode was prep
pared from a
copper rod.
r
A saturrated calomeel electrodee (SCE) wass used as thhe referencee; a platinum
m
electrodee was used as
a the counteer-electrode.. The potenttiodynamic T
Tafel measu
urements werre
started frrom the catho
odic to the anodic
a
directtion( -0.5 V to
t 0.3 V) wiith a scan ratte of 1mVSØࢳ.

Results and
a discussiion:
The EIS results ind
dicates that the impedannce of inhibbited copper increase wiith increasinng
inhibitor concentratioon and consequently thee inhibition efficiency
e
inncreases. The polarizatioon
curves (F
Fig. 1) confiirms the con
nclusion of impedance technique, giving
g
somee additional in
i
formationn about the type
t
of inhibbition.
0
2-

Log (i/A
cm )
cmȍ²)

46-

blank
12.5ppm
25ppm
50ppm

8100.6-

0.4
4-

0.2-

0

E/V(SCE)

0.2

0
0.4

Pollarization curvees recorded forr copper electroode in o.5 MHCOOH solutioons without andd with
various
v
concenntration of the B1
B

Conclusiions:
The inhiibitors affectt polarization
n curves via physochemical adsorptiion. The inhiibitor B1
decrease corrosion cu
urrent densitties and increase inhibitiion efficienccy more thann inhibitor B22
Referencces:
[1] E.M. Sherif, S.M. Park, Electtrochim. Actta 51 (2006) 6556–6562.
–4079.
[2] E.M. Sherif, S.M. Park, Corroos. Sci. 48 (22006) 4065–
[3] M.M.. Antonijevicc, S.M. Milic, M.D. Dim
mitrijevic, M.B.
M Petrovicc, M.B.
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Corrosiion inhibition of bra
ass by twoo synthesizzed compoounds in Formic
F
aciid
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1
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C
Payyame Noor Uniiversity,Kermaan

2

Dept.of Ch
hemistry,Shahiid Bahonar Un
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*
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Abstractt:
The corrrosion behaavior of brrass are invvestigated by
b two new
wly synthessized organic
compoun
nds1-{4-[2-(5-methyl-1,33,4-thiadiazool-2-yl)-1-diiazenyl]phennyl}
etraazolee-

5-

-1H
H-1,2,3,

4
4-

thioland1-{{4-[2-(1,3-beenzothiazol-2-yl)-1-diazzenyl]phenyll}-1H-1,2,3,44-

tetraazolee-5-thiol in Formic acid
d. using eleectrochemicaal impedancce spectroscoopy(EIS) annd
potentioddynamic polarization meeasurements . The resultts obtained aat different concentration
c
ns
of inhibiitors and at different teemperatures were used to evaluatee various thermodynam
mic
paramiterrs. It is fouund that thee inhibition efficiency increases w
with increasiing inhibitorrs
concentraations.SEM microgrfphss indicates foormation of uniform film
m on the surfface .
Key worrds: brass, EIS
E measurem
ment, organiic inhibitors
Introducction:
Industriaal establishm
ments face heeavy financiial losses duue to the coorrosion of copper
c
alloyys.
The orgaanic materialls which act as inhibitorss are able to form a prottective film on
o the surfacce
of metal and alloy eiither physicaally or chem
mically[1]. As
A far as brasss alloy is concerned it is
hat presencee of heteroato
om such as nnitrogen, oxyygen, sulphuur and phospphorous in thhe
noticed th
organic compound
c
im
mproves its action
a
as corrrosion inhib
bitor [2,3]. Inn this study,,the inhibitinng
effect off two newlyy synthesizedd compoundds on the corrosion behaavior of braass in Form
mic
acid soluution has beeen carried ouut by differennt techniquess .
Experim
mental:
The inhib
bitors were synthesizedd according tto laboratory
y procedurees. All the corrosion tessts
were perrformed on brass
b
bars .B
Before eachh polarizationn measurem
ment. A saturrated calom
mel
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electrodee(SCE) and
d platinum wire were used as a reference and coun
nter electrodde
respectivvely, in a threee electrode electrochem
mical cell.
Electrocchemical stu
udies:
Polarizattion measureements carrieed out after immersing the
t brass eleectrode in 0.5 M HCOOH
solution without and
d with differrent concenttrations of thhe two syntthesized inhiibitors, in thhe
t 0.3 V at a scan rate off 1.0 mV S-1.
potential range -0.9 to
Impedancce measurem
ments of thee brass electrrode at its open
o
circuit ppotential aftter immersioon
in o.5 M HCOOH solution
s
andd in the preesence of vaarious inhibiitors concenntrations werre
performeed over the frequency
fr
rannge from 10m Hz to 100
0 kHz.
a discussiion:
Results and
The EIS and polarizaation curves results indicates that thhe inhibition efficiency increases
i
witth
c
on . the corrrosion of thee polarizatioon curves aree presented in
i
increasinng inhibitor concentratio
table 1
Concee/ppm

Icorr

-E
-2

Blank

ஜc

ஜa
-1

EP (%)
-1

(μ
μA cm )

mV/ SCE

(mV dec )

(mV dec )

1.30

476

100

100

B1

100

0.40

396

50

50

68%

B1

200

0.16

385

40

133

87%

B1

400

0.05

371

50

50

96%

B2

2

0.16

369

64

50

87%

B2

4

0.13

346

43

50

90%

B2

8

0.06

318

36

33

95%

The resullt of table 1 indicat that Ecorr remain almost unch
hanged while icorr reduceed remarkablly
with incrreasing inhibbitors concenntration whicch result in increase
i
of innhibition effficiency.
Conclusiions:
Both of the
t inhibitorrs decrease corrosion
c
currrent densities . The investigated inhhibitors affect
cathodic and anodic polarizationn curves viaa physical-ch
hemical adssorption, thee inhibitor B1
B
e
m
more
than B2..
increasess inhibition efficiency
Referencces:
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The in
nvestigatio
on of 3-meethyl 4-[1-- (4- methooxy phenyyl) methyllidene] -5iso oxazzolone and
d 3- acidicc media.m
methyl 4-[1- (4- dimeethyl. amin
no) phenyll]
-5- iso oxxazolone as
a inhibitors on Mild
d steel in aacidic med
dia.
S
S.M.A.
Hossseina*, J. Jav
vdanib
a

Departmennt of Chemistryy, faculty of Sciience, Shahid Bahonar Univversity of Kerm
man,

b

Department off Chemistry, faaculty of Sciennce, Payame No
oor University of Kerman, Kerman
K
E-mail: s.m.aa.hosseini@uk..ac.ir

Abstractt:
The corrrosion behavvior of mildd steel (st 660) in 0.5 M sulfuric aacid containning differennt
amounts of 3-methyll 4-[1- (4- meethoxy phennyl) methylidene] -5- isoo oxazolone and
3-methyll 4-[1- (4- dimethyl. amino) phenyl ] -5- iso oxazzolone as ann inhibitor at a
temperatuure range

25-550C were
w

invesstigated by potentiostattic and EIS
S techniquees.

Corrosionn parameterrs (corrosion
n Potential, corrosion current
c
denssity, inhibitioon efficiencyy,
cathodic Tafel slopps and deg
gree of surrface coverrage) were obtained by
b plottininng
mic
potentiosstatic polariization curvves, then usiing the obtained parameeters, the thermodynam
parameteers (ǻGads , ǻH
ǻ ads , ǻSads , and Ea) w
were calculatted.
Temperaature showedd negative efffects on the performancce of inhibitoors and causses increase in
i
the corroosion currentt density in the
t presence and absencee of the inhibbitor. The reesults indicate
that increeasing the cooncentration of the inhibbitor increasees the efficieency of the innhibitor.
The resullts also reveal that inhibbitors are of m
mixted type,, and their performance in controllinng
the corroosion of steell is attributedd to the chem
mical/ physiccal adsorptioon.
(EIS) grraphs leadingg to calculatted parametters such as polarizationn resistance via simulateed
equivalen
nt circuits and showeed the improove in inhibbition capabiility of the alloy
a
with thhe
inhibitorss, and finallyy, SEM and infrared speectra are usedd for surfacee analysis.
Keyword
ds:, mild steeel, , MIN, MIO
M (as an innhibitor)
Introducction:
The inhibbition of mettal and alloyys in acid soolutions can be
b related too the additioon of a varietty
of organiic compound
ds, which has been expplored by sev
veral investiigators. The selecction of
o
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appropriaate inhibitorr mainly deppends on thee type of aciid, its concenntration, tem
mperature, thhe
presence of dissolved
d inorganic and / or orgganic substan
nces, even inn minor amoounts, and, of
o
o the types of metallic material
m
thaat exposed to
t acidic soluutions. It hass been proveed
course, on
that orgaanic compoounds contaaining heterooatoms with
h high elecctronic denssity, such as
a
nitrogen, sulfur, and
d oxygen, orr those conttaining multtiple bonds,, which are conciderd as
a
adsorptio
on centers, arre effective corrosion
c
inhibitor [1].
Results and
a discussiion:
Open-cirrcuit potentiaal, Potentioddynamic polaarization and
d EIS measurrements.
The expoosing time before open- cirucuit poteential (OCP)) of the speccimens get sttabled was 15
1
min. Theese values were
w
recorded
d and plottedd to ascertainn the effect of inhibitor on the naturre
and incippient tendencies of the surface
s
to corrode.
c
Potentiodynamiic polarizatiion curves foor
type st600 mild steel in 0.5 M H2SO4 solutioon containing
g 10 -40 ppm
m of inhibito
ors separatelly
along witth the blank acid solutioon containingg no inhibitoor are similaar to those reeported earlieer
[2-3]. Coorrosion currrent density decreased annd inhibitionn efficiency increased with
w increasinng
inhibitor concentratioon . EIS graaphs showedd appreciablee increase inn corrosion resistancen
r
o
of
the sampple .
Effect off temperaturee
The effecct of temperature(25-550C) on the various corroosion parameeters, Ecorr, icorr, ʾ, annd
IE, for mild
m steel in 0.5 M H2SO
O4 solution in the absentt and presennce of 40ppm
m of MIN annd
MIO waas investigateed . It was obsorved
o
thaat the inhibitiion efficienccies are foun
nd to decreasse
by increaasing the solu
ution temperrature from 25
2 0Cto 550C.
C
Conclusiion:
*The investigated organic com
mpounds exhhibit good in
nhibiting prooperties, whhich are of thhe
S 4.
mixed type, but doominantly act as anodic iinhibitors forr mild steel iin 0.5 M H2SO
*The IE
I increasess with the

increase oof the inhibbitor

conceentration

a
and
inhibitioon

efficienncies are in the
t order MIN>
M
MIO.
*Adsorrption of thee inhibitors on
o the surfacce obeys the langmuir addsorption iso
otherm.
*The increase in activation
a
ennergy after thhe addition of inhibitorss to acid sollution and thhe
o standard free
f energy of
o the adsorpption indicatte that the addsorption is more
m
physical
value of
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than thhe chemical. The negativve sign of thhe ¨G0ads an
nd ¨H0ads inddicate that the adsorptioon
process is spontaneeous and exoothermic.
S
and FT
TIR results reeveal the forrmation of a protective film on the surface of thhe
*The SEM
alloy .
Referencce:
[1]S. M. A. Hosseinii, A. Azimi, Materials Annd Corrosion
n59 (2008) 441-45.
[2]R. L. Every,
E
O. L.. Riggs, Matter. Prot. 3 (11964) 46-58.
[3]M. Schorr, J. yahaalom,Corros. Sci12 (19772) 867-868.
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The in
nvestigatio
on of 3-meethyl 4-[1-- (4- methooxy phenyyl) methyllidene] -5iso oxazolonee and 3-meethyl 4-[1-- (4- dimetthyl aminoo) phenyl ] -5- iso
oxazoolone as in
nhibitors oon Mild steeel in acid
dic media.
S
S.M.A.
Hossseina*, J. Jav
vdanib
a

Departmennt of Chemistryy, faculty of Sciience, Shahid Bahonar Univversity of Kerm
man,

b

Department off Chemistry, faaculty of Sciennce, Payame No
oor University of Kerman, Kerman
K
E-mail: s.m.aa.hosseini@uk..ac.ir

Abstractt:
The corrrosion behavvior of mildd steel (st 660) in 0.5 M sulfuric aacid containning differennt
amounts of 3-methyll 4-[1- (4- meethoxy phennyl) methylidene] -5- isoo oxazolone and
3-methyll 4-[1- (4- dimethyl. amino) phenyl ] -5- iso oxazzolone as ann inhibitor at a
temperatuure range

w
25-550C were

invesstigated by potentiostattic and EIS
S techniquees.

Corrosionn parameterrs (corrosion
n Potential, corrosion current
c
denssity, inhibitioon efficiencyy,
cathodic Tafel slopps and deg
gree of surrface coverrage) were obtained by
b plottininng
mic
potentiosstatic polariization curvves, then usiing the obtained parameeters, the thermodynam
parameteers (ǻGads , ǻH
ǻ ads , ǻSads , and Ea) w
were calculatted.
Temperaature showedd negative efffects on the performancce of inhibitoors and causses increase in
i
the corroosion currentt density in the
t presence and absencee of the inhibbitor. The reesults indicate
that increeasing the cooncentration of the inhibbitor increasees the efficieency of the innhibitor.
The resullts also reveal that inhibbitors are of m
mixted type,, and their performance in controllinng
the corroosion of steell is attributedd to the chem
mical/ physiccal adsorptioon.
(EIS) grraphs leadingg to calculatted parametters such as polarizationn resistance via simulateed
equivalen
nt circuits and showeed the improove in inhibbition capabiility of the alloy
a
with thhe
inhibitorss, and finallyy, SEM and infrared speectra are usedd for surfacee analysis.
Keyword
ds: mild steeel, MIN, MIO
O (as an inhhibitor)
Introducction:
The inhibbition of mettal and alloyys in acid soolutions can be
b related too the additioon of a varietty
of organiic compound
ds, which has been expplored by sev
veral investiigators. The selecction of
o
appropriaate inhibitorr mainly deppends on thee type of aciid, its concenntration, tem
mperature, thhe
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presence of dissolved
d inorganic and / or orgganic substan
nces, even inn minor amoounts, and, of
o
course, on
o the types of metallic material
m
thaat exposed to
t acidic soluutions. It hass been proveed
that orgaanic compoounds contaaining heterooatoms withh high elecctronic denssity, such as
a
nitrogen, sulfur, and
d oxygen, orr those conttaining multtiple bonds,, which are conciderd as
a
adsorptio
on centers, arre effective corrosion
c
inhibitor [1].
Results and
a discussiion:
Open-cirrcuit potentiaal, Potentioddynamic polaarization and
d EIS measurrements.
The expoosing time before open- cirucuit poteential (OCP)) of the speccimens get sttabled was 15
1
min. Theese values were
w
recorded
d and plottedd to ascertainn the effect of inhibitor on the naturre
and incippient tendencies of the surface
s
to corrode.
c
Potentiodynamiic polarizatiion curves foor
type st600 mild steel in 0.5 M H2SO4 solutioon containing
g 10 -40 ppm
m of inhibito
ors separatelly
along witth the blank acid solutioon containingg no inhibitoor are similaar to those reeported earlieer
[2-3]. Coorrosion currrent density decreased annd inhibitionn efficiency increased with
w increasinng
inhibitor concentratioon . EIS graaphs showedd appreciablee increase inn corrosion resistancen
r
o
of
the sampple .
Effect off temperaturee
The effecct of temperature(25-550C) on the various corroosion parameeters, Ecorr, icorr, ʾ, annd
IE, for mild
m steel in 0.5 M H2SO
O4 solution in the absentt and presennce of 40ppm
m of MIN annd
MIO waas investigateed . It was obsorved
o
thaat the inhibitiion efficienccies are foun
nd to decreasse
by increaasing the solu
ution temperrature from 25
2 0Cto 550C.
C
Conclusiion:
*The investigated organic com
mpounds exhhibit good in
nhibiting prooperties, whhich are of thhe
mixed type, but doominantly act as anodic iinhibitors forr mild steel iin 0.5 M H2SO
S 4.
*The IE
I increasess with the

increase oof the inhibbitor

conceentration

a
and
inhibitioon

efficienncies are in the
t order MIN>
M
MIO.
*Adsorrption of thee inhibitors on
o the surfacce obeys the langmuir addsorption iso
otherm.
*The increase in activation
a
ennergy after thhe addition of inhibitorss to acid sollution and thhe
value of
o standard free
f energy of
o the adsorpption indicatte that the addsorption is more
m
physical
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than thhe chemical. The negativve sign of thhe ¨G0ads an
nd ¨H0ads inddicate that the adsorptioon
process is spontaneeous and exoothermic.
S
and FT
TIR results reeveal the forrmation of a protective film on the surface of thhe
*The SEM
alloy .
Referencce:
[1]S. M. A. Hosseinii, A. Azimi, Materials Annd Corrosion
n59 (2008) 441-45.
[2]R. L. Every,
E
O. L.. Riggs, Matter. Prot. 3 (11964) 46-58.
[3]M. Schorr, J. yahaalom,Corros. Sci12 (19772) 867-868.
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DFT and Expeerimental vibrartion
v
nal analysiis of Ofloxxacin by Quantum
Q
liquid DF
FT calculattion
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1

Department of
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Keyword
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FT, FT-IR, UV-VIS,
U
H NMR.
N

Introducction:
Ofloxacinn ((RS)-7-fluuoro-2-methhyl-6-(4-methhylpiperazinn-1-yl)-10-oxxo-4-oxa-1azatricycclo[7.3.1.05,13]trideca-5(1
13),6,8,11-teetraene-11-caarboxylic accid) (Fig.1 ) is
i a syntheticc
chemotheerapeuticanttibiotic of thee fluoroquinnolone drug class
c
consideered to be a secondgeneratio
on fluoroquinnolone [ 1, 2].
2 Ofloxacinn is a broad-spectrum anntibiotic that is active
against both
b
Gram-poositive and Gram-negati
G
ive bacteria. It functions by inhibitinng DNA
gyrase, a type II topooisomerase, and
a topoisom
merase IV,[33] which is aan enzyme neecessary to
separate (mostly in prokaryotes,
p
in bacteria inn particular)) replicated DNA,
D
therebby inhibitingg
bacterial cell divisionn.In this reseearch study, the formatio
on potential M
Molecular sttructure,
Vibrationnal analysis ofOfloxacinnof Ofloxacinnhave been investigated
i
by DFT calculation.

F 1.Ofloxacinn molecular strructure
Fig.

Materiall and Methoods:
The geom
metry of the system has been
b
fully opptimized witth the hybridd DFT and HF.
H DFT andd
HF calcu
ulations weree performed with the GA
AUSSIAN 03
3W program
ms on a Pentiium-PC
computerr with 3600 MHz processsor [4]. To vverify that th
he concludinng structure wasn’t
w
in thee
local minnimum pointt, the normall mode frequuency calculaation was caarried out forr the
optimizedd molecules. The Vibrattional analyssis (FT-IR, UV-VIS,
U
NM
MR) of the molecule
m
in
the liquid
d phase, werre carried by using the Onsager
O
SCR
RF method att the B3LYP
P/6-311+G***.
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nd Discussion:
Result an
Computaational calculations of Ofloxacin havve been carriied out usingg the Becke-3-Lee–Yangg–
Parr denssity (B3LYP
P) functional methods wiith 6-311+G
G (d, p) basis set. The geoometry
optimizattion and fun
ndamental freequencies off the most staable configuuration have been
calculated. The FTIR
R spectra of the
t compounnd have beenn recorded annd comparedd to the
u
the
calculated frequency values. Thee 1H NMR chhemical shiffts have beenn calculated using
gauge-inddependent atomic orbitaal approach. (Fig.2).

Conclusiion:
The calcuulated param
meters were compared
c
too experimenttal characteriistic of Ofelooxacin.
Respectivvely good coorrelation in the range iss 0.9005- 0.9
9878 betweenn experimen
ntal and
theoreticaal spectra was noted.
Referencces:
[1] Nelso
on, JM.; Chhiller, TM.; Powers, JH
H.; Angulo, FJ. (Apr 22007). "Fluooroquinoloneeresistant Campylobaccter species and the withhdrawal of fluoroquinol
f
lones from use
u in poultryy:
a public health
h
succeess story". Cllin Infect Diss44 (7): 977–980.
[2] Kaw
wahara, S. (December
(
1998). "[Chhemotherapeeutic agentss under study]". Nippoon
Rinsho566 (12): 3096––3099.
[3] Drlicca K, Zhao X (1 Septeember 1997)). "DNA gyyrase, topoissomerase IV
V, and the 44
quinolon
nes". MicrobiiolMolBiol Rev.61
R
(3): 3377–392.
[4] M. j. Frisch et al. GAUSSIAN
N 03, Revisioon C. 01, Gauussian Inc.,W
Wallingford.. CT, 2004.
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An investigattion of Lan
ngmuir, F
Frendlich, and Temk
kin isotherrms for
neodymium rem
moval by modificatio
m
on of poly
yethylene tterephthallate (PET))
fibers from enviironmentaal sampless
b
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Key worrds: Polyethyylene Terephhthalate, Addsorption, Isootherm, Wasste Water, Neodymium
Introducction:
In particuular, polyethhylene terephhthalate (PE
ET), memberr of the polyyester familyy of polymerrs,
has manyy applicationns in synthettic fibers, drrink, food, liiquid containners, and the other utilitty
in chemisstry and tech
hnology, wh
hich have attrracted great attention duue to large sp
pecific surfacce
areas andd high adsorp
ption rates. Since
S
the preesence of heeavy metal ioons in wasteewater may be
b
harmful to human beings andd all living bodies, thherefore mettal removall from wateer
contaminnations is ann important environment
e
tal concern in
i waste maanagement. Consequently
C
y,
commerccial polyethy
ylene terephhthalate are mainly useed as a sepaaration proccesses due to
t
functionaalizing grouups. Polyetthylene tereephthalate can
c
easily transformedd to fibrouus
adsorbennt by graftinng acrylic accid/acryl am
mide (AA/AA
Am) comonoomers onto poly PET. In
I
this work
k, the abilityy to removee neodymium
m ion from aqueous solutions has studied usinng
modifiedd polyethylen
ne terephthaalate by acrrylic acid (P
PET-AA) annd acrylamid
de (AAm), as
a
adsorbennt [1, 2].
Materialls and meth
hods:
Acrylic acid, acryl amid, bennzoyl peroxxide, acetone, Nd(NO3)3, NaH2PO
O4, Na2HPO
O4 ,
CH3COO
ONa and CH
H3COOH were
w
productts of Merckk (Darmstaddt, Germany
y). The stocck
solution (1000 mg L-1) of Ndd(III) was pprepared by dissolving appropriatee amounts of
o
Nd(NO3)3, in deioniized water. The 0.01M acetic acidd–acetate buuffer (pH 3–
– 6.5), 0.01M
M
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phosphatte buffer (pH
H 6.5–9) weere used to adjust
a
the pH
H of the sollutions, when
n needed. A
An
inductivee couple plasma-atomic emission sppectroscopy (ICP-AES),, Varian Australia, moddel
Vista waas used for concentratio
on measurement of meetal ions. Thhe modifiedd fiber (PET
TAA:AAm
m) was invesstigated by different
d
expperimental teechniques off characterizzation such as
a
fourier trransform infr
frared spectrooscopy (FT-IR), thermoggravimetric analysis (TG
GA), scanninng
electron microscopy
m
(SEM) and elemental annalysis (CHN
N).
Results and
a discussiion:
The PET
T-AA:AAm was examinned in a seriies of batch adsorption experimentss for removal
neodymiuum ion froom wastewaater samplee. The ion adsorption of PET-A
AA:AAm waas
determin
ned by the inductively
i
coupled plaasma-atomicc emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES
S)
method. Effects of pH,
p concenttration of the metal andd temperaturre have also studied. Thhe
equilibriu
um adsorptiion data off Nd(III) onn modified fiber were analyzed by
b Langmuiir,
Freundlicch, and Tem
mkin modelss [3]. Basedd on equilibrrium adsorpption data, thhe Langmuiir,
Freundlicch, and Tem
mkin constan
nts were dettermined as 6.493, 1.377, and 0.734
4 at pH 6 annd
25°C, resspectively.

Ce/qe
q

155
100
5
15

35
3

55Ce
C

75

95

Conclusiion:
A fibrouss adsorbent was applied
d by grafting acrylic acidd/acryl amide comonomeers onto PET
T.
The resinn has a good
d potential for
f enrichmeent of trace amount
a
of N
Nd(III) from
m large sample
volumes.. Based on the
t Langmuiir isotherm analysis, thee monolayerr adsorption capacity waas
determin
ned to be 6.4
49 (mg g-1) at
a 25°C. Thee RL values showed thatt the PET-A
AA/AAm fibeer
was favoorable for thee adsorption of Nd(III).
Referencce:
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[1] Z. G. Liu; J. H. Ouyang;
O
Y. Zhou;
Z
Journaal of Alloys and
a Compouunds; 475, 21, 2009.
[2] L. E. Nielsen; R. F. Landel; Properties
P
oof Polymers and Compossites; Dekkeer, New Yorkk;
1994.
[3] J. R. E.
E Marie; D.. N. Ronald; M. C. Per, L
Langmuir; 18, 1604, 20002.
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Viscosity devviationof binary
b
mixxtures of Dimethyl
D
C
Carbonate and a
homologoous series of 2- Alk
kanols at different
d
t
temperatu
ures
N.Namakkishooshtaria*
aDep
partment of Chemistry, Science and Researcch Branch, Islaamic Azad University, Khouzzestan, Iran
Email:navid29ab@yahoo.ccom

Key worrds:Viscosityy deviation,B
Binary mixtuure, Dimethhyl Carbonatte, 2-Alkanools
Introducction:
Viscosity
y deviation properties
p
o mixtures provide
of
p
information aboout moleculaar interactionns
between the various components and can bee used for th
he developm
ment of moleecular modeels
describinng the therm
modynamic behavior
b
of m
mixtures [1–– 2].The dynnamic viscosity deviationns
of mixtuures are greaat industrial interest,
i
as iit provides direct
d
inform
mation about the energettic
effects arising
a
betweeen the mollecules preseent in the mixture,
m
so itt can help explaining
e
thhe
rearrangiing of the bondings thatt occurs durring the mixxing process,, which is essential wheen
studying
g new theorettical approacches to the liiquid state, either
e
pure or
o mixture.
hods:
Materials and meth
Dimethyyl carbonatee, 2-propanool, 2-butanool, 2-pentanol, 2-hexannol and 2-hheptanol werre
purchaseed from Merrck companny with purity higher thhan 99% , thhen used without
w
furtheer
purificatiion. Kinem
matic Viscossitieswere m
measured with
w
an Ubbbelohde visscometer.theen
dynamic viscosities ( Ș ) calculated by mulltiplying the kinematics viscosity in density . Thhe
c
reguulated to ± 00.01 K. The mixtures w
were prepared
d byweighinng
temperatture in the cellwas
known masses
m
of pu
ure liquids in
n airtight, naarrow-mouthhground stopppered bottlles taking duue
precautioons to minim
mizeevaporattion losses.
Apparattus:
Densitiess of the puree liquids andd binary mixxtures at vaarious tempeeratureswere measured by
b
means offan Anton Parr
P densimeeter and a digital balancce made byM
Mettler Toleedo companyy.
temperatuure was reg
gulated withh laboratoryy bath madee by Petrottest compan
ny. Kinematic
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Viscositieswere

meeasured

wiith

an

Ubbbelohde

v
viscometer

made

by

Townson&
&

Mercercoompany with
h anuncertainnty of ± 1*10-2mPa·s.
Result an
nd discussioon:
The viscositydeviatioon 'K in all studied mixxtures were evaluated
e
usiing the equaation:

'K K  x1K1  x2K 2 (1)Where K is thedynnamic viscoosity of the mixture, K 1 and K 2 arre
viscositiees of pure components,
c
x1 and x2 aare the molee fractions. 'K for the binarysystem
b
ms
were fitteed by the leaast-squares method
m
to thee Redlich–K
Kister equatioon [3].

K ij

n
§
k ·
(
viscositty deviation ofall mixturres are negative and get
x i x j ¨ A0  ¦ Ak (1  2 x i ) ¸ (2)
k 1
©
¹

more neggative within
ncreasing off chain lengtth of 2- Alkaanols andtem
mperature deccreasing.
Experimeental data an
nd fitted equations for all of binary systems
s
are ddepicted in Fig.
F 1

Fig. 1

d
dynamicViscos
sity deviations 'K for binarry mixtures of Dimethyl carbbonate with (菵
菵 ) 2-propanool,

(z) 2- bu
utanol, ( ) 2-ppentanol, (S ) 2-hexanol, ()
(
2-heptanool at T = 2988.15 K.The soolid curves weere
calculated from coefficieents of equationn (2)

Conclusiion:
Negativee quantitiessof viscositty deviatioons of Dim
methyl carrbonate and
d 2-alkanools
mixturesshow that dominant
d
facctorsare phyysical interacctions that are
a less stroong than purre
componeents.
Referencce:
[1] Iloukkhani, H., Almasi,
A
M.";Densities,
D
v
viscosities,
e
excess
molarr volumes, and
a refractivve
indices of
o acetonitrilee and 2-alkaanols"; J. TheermochimAccta. 495, 1399–148(2009))
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masi, M.; Sarkkoohaki, B. "Densities, V
Viscosities, of Binary M
Mixtures of Cyclohexano
C
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and 2-Alkanols";J. Chem.
C
Eng.D
Data2012, 57, 309–316.
A
reppresentation of thermodyynamic prop
perties and thhe
[3] Redliich, O., Kistter, A.T.;" Algebraic
classificaation of soluttions". Ind. Eng.
E Chem. 40, 345–348
8 (1948)
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Investiigating thee impact of
o the onion change on the inteeraction potential
p
oof
1-butyyl-3-methyylimidazollium ionicc liquids byy using the experim
mental pVT
T
d
data
M ShekarKhaand*, M. Baahadori
M.
Islamic Azad University Marvdasht
M
Braanch, Marvdashht,
Iran Fax: +
+98 728 33111556
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Key worrds: Ionic Liiquids, Internnal Pressure, Potential, Imidazolium
I
m
Introducction:
Abroad range
r
of appplications of
o ionic liquuids, includiing green solvent for synthesis
s
annd
separatioon and electrrolyte, are expected
e
duue to their loow melting point, low--flammabilityy,
negligiblle vapour prressure, highh conductivitty and electtrochemical stability [1,2]. Structurees
and prop
perties of ionnic liquids are
a controlleed by interacctions betweeen ions. Thhe size, shape,
and com
mposition off the ions affect the thermodynam
t
mic propertties of ioniic liquids by
b
influencing the crystaal packing abbility and laattice energy of the ionic liquid [3]. In
I general, thhe
i
of ionic liquuids will deccrease with an
a increase inn the size an
nd complexitty
internal interactions
of the annionic and cationic
c
com
mponents. Thhis is due too a greater ccharge deloccalization annd
charge issolation. Inteerestingly, thhis trend is nnot straightfoorwardly predictable.
hods:
Materialls and meth
The physsical base off the internall pressure ass  wU wV iss a force tennding to close together thhe
moleculees that is inttermolecularr interactionn. The expeerimental pVT data cann be used to
t
calculate the internaal pressure, as well. Thherefore, thiis thermodyynamic quanntity is a finne
measure to investigatte the effect of the onionn change on the ionic liqquids internall interactions.
Result an
nd discussioon:
In this work
w
to exploore the behavviour of the internal inteeractions, thee internal preessure of fouur
ionic liqu
uids was calcculated from
m the experim
mental pVT data
d [4]. Theese ionic liquuids consisteed
of a 1-buutyl-3-methyylimidazoliuum cation, aand Bf4, PF6, Ntf2 and OcSO4 anioon. For smaall
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anions th
he variationn of the inteernal pressuure is similaar. As the ainon size increased thhe
behavior of the interrnal pressuree changes, bbecause the interaction
i
eenergy does lower due to
t
p
Finnally to estim
mate the apppropriate po
otential model
the deloccalization off Columbic packing.
for the in
nvestigated polar
p
fluids, three differrent reportedd potential m
models have been applieed
to the exxperimental internal
i
presssure.
Referencces:
[1] Wassserscheid, P.,, R. Van Hall, A. Boesmaann, Green Chem.
C
2002,, 4, 400
[2] Mihkkel K. Ionic Liquids
L
in Chemical Anaalysis Editioon: illustratedd. CRC Presss, 2008.
[3] Wassserscheid P.,, Welton T., Ionic Liquidds in Syntheesis, 2e. Wileey-VCH Verrlag GmbH &
Co. KGaaA, Weinheim
m. 2008.
[4] http//:www.iltherrmo.com
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Stud
dies on corrrosion of copper-alluminum alloys
a
in aartificial seea water
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Thermodynam
mic research laab, School of Chemistry,
C
Dam
mghan Universsity, Damghan,, Iran
* E-mail: nnabavi@du.ac..ir

on, Copper-aaluminum allloys, Sea waater, Chart taafel
Keyword
ds: Corrosio
Introducction:
The corroosion of mettals can be discussed
d
in terms of terrestrial environments wiith temperatte,
tropical, and desert subdivisions
s
s, as well as aquatic envvironments, with salt annd fresh wateer
subdivisiions [1]. Coppper-aluminu
um alloys arre frequentlyy used in maarine water systems.
s
Theey
have indeeed an attracctive price annd offer inteeresting mechanical charracteristics associated
a
to a
relativelyy good resisttance to corrrosion in seaa water [1, 2].
2 With resppect to increaase the use of
o
copper - aluminum alloys
a
in theese Aquatic environmen
nt the importtance of exaamining thesse
alloys coorrosion in seeawater has granted
g
[3].
Materialls and meth
hods:
We usedd here artifi
ficial environment like the sea en
nvironment, to producee the coppeeraluminum
m alloy we melted
m
alum
minum, and thhen graduallly added coppper to this molten. Afteer
each add
dition to prev
vent casualties reduce thhe temperature. Will be ccutting and preparation
p
o
of
samples, all mechannical operatio
ons on the samples, suuch as cuttinng, grinding and pressinng
g were perfoormed underr water to pprevent global warming and changee their naturre.
polishing
The exacct compositio
on of the sam
mples was determined
d
with
w ICP metthod. Coppeer – aluminum
m
alloys Ch
hart tafel was measured in
i the range between 1 and
a -1.7 by aautolab devicce.
nd discussioon:
Result an
Figure 1..a. shows vaariation of coopper corrossion lower 60% wt Cu. F
Figure 1.b. and
a 2 showeed
the micro
ostructure an
nd XRD specctrum of Al and 11.58, 86.54%
8
wt C
Cu respectiveely.
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Fig.2. Microstructure and XRD
D Spectrum of Al and 54.45%
% wt Cu.

Conclusiion:
The abovve figures shhow that corrrosion increaases with inccreasing %w
wt Cu that Ceertifiable by
impedancce and tafel graphs.
Referencces:
[1]BC SYRETT,
S
S
Sulfide
attacck in steam
m surface condensers,
c
Conf on environment
e
al
Degradattion of engiineering maaterials in ann aggressivee environmeent, Virginiaa Polytechnic
Institute, 1981.
B
A, G POGGII, P TRAVE
ERSO, A study of 70Cu330Ni commeercial alloy in
i
[2] AM BECCARIA
sulphide polluted andd un pollutedd sea water, Corrosion Science
S
vol 332, N. 11, 19
991, pp. 12633.
A
an
nd MR RED
DA, The corrrosion of copper alloyss in sulfide polluted Seea
[3] JN Al-HAJJI
water: the effect of suulfide conceentration, Coorrosion scien
nce Vol 34 nn.1, 1993, pp
p. 163.
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haracteriza
ation of Į--amylase in
i Ardabill honey
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Key worrd: Activity, Enzyme am
mylase, Effecct, Temperatture, Honey
Introducction:
In honeey there are many coomponent Į- glucosidase (invertasse), Į- andd ȕ - amylasse
(diastase)), glucose oxidase,
o
cattalase and aacid phosphhatase .overr the years, the amylasse
componeent of honey has received
d attention aas a freshnesss indicatorr [2]. The en
nzyme activitty
in honeyy has been widely studdied for manny years[1-22-3]. The aaim of this study was to
t
optimizattion methodd assay starrch-iodine foor determiniing activityy sample off honey from
m
beekeepeer and considder effect tem
mperature sttability of am
mylase honeyy.
Materialls and meth
hods:
In the staarch-iodine assay,
a
2 tubees were prepared with 4220 ȝL0.2Msoodium acetate buffer (pH
5.3), 340
0 ȝL 2% soluuble starch and40
a
ȝL 0.5 M NaCl. After
A
incubaation at 40 ƕC
C for 10 minn,
200 ȝL of
o solution honey30g/10
h
0 mL (assay tube) or 0.0
01 M Tris-chhloride buffeer(blank tubee)
were add
ded. At time intervals, 20
0 ȝL aliquotss were takenn out of eachh tube and addded to iodinne
solution, which was prepared freesh everydayy from iodinne stock soluution (1.1 g KI
K and 0.44 g
resublimeed I in 50mL
Ldeionized water).
w
The fresh iodinee solution waas prepared by dissolvinng
0.4 g KI in 100 ȝL stock
s
iodine solution annd making it to 10 mL w
with deionizeed water. Thhe
amount of
o dilution for the fressh iodine soolution that could be mixed
m
with the
t 20 ȝL of
o
starch/ennzyme solutiion to give an
a absorbancce reading of
o 0.65 at 6110 nm was predetermine
p
ed
for betteer reproduciibility and averaged aapproximately 1 mL. The blank readings foor
absorbannce at 610 nm
n were subbtracted from
m the assay readings annd recorded. One unit of
o
activity with starchh-iodine asssay was callculated froom the sloppe of the curve,
c
whicch
determin
ned ¨610nm//min because of the deggradation of soluble starcch and thus loss of iodinne
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binding ability.
a
the thermal
t
stabbility of the honey amyllase was dettermined 40,,50,60,70 annd
80 ƕC in water bath.
Apparattus:
The specctrophotomettry UV/Visiible,Jenway model 6305
5 made in E
England has been Applieed
for measu
ure the opticcal obsorptioon.
Result an
nd discussioon:
Sample of
o honey was spring hooney from one
o beekeepper of city Meshkin
M
whhit amount of
o
enzyme00/46 unit IU. Usually honeys of earlyy spring andd the lower ccontents of the
t enzyme is
caused by
b lower cooncentration of nectar with
w
a higheer participattion of sacccharide and a
reduced activity of bee colonies during ttheir growinng [2]. The honey amy
ylase showeed
Michaelis–Menten tyype kineticss. the Linew
weaver-Burkk plot gavee apparent Km and Vm
max
values att 40 ƕC andd pH 5.3 off 0.34mg/mL
L and 0.007
7units/mL, rrespectively.. The storagge
stability of the enzym
me amylase from honeyy in Tris-chlloride bufferr pH 7 was tested
t
at tim
me
intervals at 4 ƕC thee enzyme waas stable forr over 8 week without losing any activity
a
undeer
these connditions. Thee temperaturre stability oof the amylaase from honey was tested at 40, 50,
60,70 and 80 ƕC in buffer
b
at pH 7 After 1h incubation the
t enzyme lost 32%, 55%,62%,63%
%
and 67% of its activitty at temperature values of40, 50, 600,70and 80 rrespectively..
Conclusiion:
In this stuudy ,we applied kineticss Michaelis––Menten forr enzyme am
mylase of onee sample from
m
Ardabil established a number of
o stability and activityy characterisstics for Į-aamylase from
m
honey.
Referencce:
[1]. S.Babacan,A.G.Rand; ''Chharacterizatioon of honeey amylase;; Food Sciience;72 ,50055,2007
orlová, A.Pîiidal; ''Invertase and diasstase activityy in honey Czech
C
provennience act;
[2]. L.Vo
Univ. et silvic.Mende
s
el.Brun; 5,577-66,2002.
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[3]. JW. White, I. Kushnir;'' Effect
E
of sttorage and processing ttemperatureson honey
quality ;F
Food Technool;18 ,555-55
58,1964.
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Kinetiic and Isotthermal Sttudies of Cadmium
C
Sorption onto Poly (Ethylenee
Terrephthalatte) Fibers Grafted with
w 2-Hyd
droxy Prop
pyl Methaacrylate
A. Borzou
u*a, M. Kalbbasi b, M.Hooodaji b, M.A
Abdouss c, A. Mohammaddib
a Department off Agriculture ,Varamin-Pishv
V
va Branch ,Islam
mic Azad Univversity ,Varam
min ,Iran
b Departm
ment of soil scieence, Faculty of
o Agriculture, Islamic Azad University, Brranch Khorasgaan, Isfahan, Iraan
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s
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Em
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Key worrds: Copolym
mer, Cadmiuum, Isotherm
m, Kinetic stuudy.
Introducction:
This studdy deals witth the use of poly (ethyylene terephtthalate) fibeers (PET) grrafted with 22
hydroxy propyl meth
hacrylate forr removal oof the Cd(II)) ions from aqueous sollutions. Batcch
s
witth
procedurres were caarried out too investigate the sorption of Cd(III) to the sorbents
particularr focus on soorption kinettics and isothherms.
Materialls and meth
hods:
PET is used
u
as the base and haas grafted w
with 2-hydrooxy propyl m
methacrylatee as monomeer
with methhods was reccommendedd by Azizinejjhad, 2011;. The specificc surface areea and cationn
Exchangee capacities of the samp
ples were meeasured usin
ng BET-N2 ssorption anaalysis and Naaacetate method
m
descrribed by Chhaari et al, 20009, respecttively. All soorption expeeriments werre
conducteed in batch experiments
e
in 0.01M caalcium chlorride Ca (Cl2)), with the highest grafteed
H 5.95, Shaaking rate 1550
copolymeer yields at 298±2K, addsorbents conncentration of
o 0.25%, pH
rpm, Conntact time for equilibrium
m 60 minutees, Volume solution 20 m
mL.
Isotherm
ms studies con
ndition weree at differentt concentratio
ons of Cd(III) from 5 to 60
6
mg/L..Kiinetics studiees were donee at 5 mg peer liter Cd cooncentration, shaking ratee 0 rpm .
Result an
nd discussioon:
Experimeents results were
w investig
gated by twoo isotherm models,
m
Longgmuir and frreundlich.
The best model was Langmuir
L
baase on the eqquation of:
identifiess the adsorpttion process is monolayeer.

1
qe

1 1
1

K aq m C e q m

(Fig 1)..This fact
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Lan
ngmuir

y=0.002x++9EͲ05
R²=0.9
907

1/qe

0.0015
0.001
0.0005
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3
0

0.4

0.5

1/Ce
Fig 1: Lo
ongmuir isotherrm model at fixxed conditionss.

Kinetics data were innvestigates by
b Pseudo-firrst-order and
d Pseudo-seccond-order models.
m
The
best results observed
d in Pseudo-ffirst-order (F
Fig 2).
y=Ͳ0.518x+7.832

LN(qeͲqt)

PseudoͲͲfirstͲ orR²²=0.928
der
10
5
0
0

5

10

15

20

t
Fig 2: Pseuddo-first-order kkinetic model at
a fixed conditioons.

Conclusiion:
Our workks showed th
hat, adsorptio
on of Cd(II) ions by mod
dified PET w
was monolayyer and it
may be attributed
a
to physisorptio
p
on onto PET.
Referencce:
[1] Arslaan, M. 20100. Preparatio
on and use oof amine-funnctionalized glycidyl meethacrylate-ggpoly (ethhylene terephhthalate) fibbers for remooval of chroomium (VI) from aqueoous solution. J
fibers and
d Polymers; 11:3:325-3330.
[2] Aziziinezhad, F., (2011). Graafting of 2-hhydroxyprop
pyl methacryylate onto poly
p
(ethylenne
terephthaalate) fibers and dye abillity. Asian J.. Chemistry; 23; 2: 839-8842.
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F
and M,
M Medhube. ., 2009.. Ad
dsorption off textile dye””Indaynthrenne
blue RS (C.V.a. vat blue 4)” froom aqueous solutions onnto smectite--rich clayey rock. J. Haaz.
2:1623-1628.
Mat; 172
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Adsorp
ption prop
perties of 2-hydroxy
2
y propyl methacryla
m
ate grafted
d onto polyy
ethylen
neterephth
halate fibeers for rem
moval of C
Cd (II) ionss.
c
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K
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Em
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Key worrds: Copolym
mer, Cadmiuum, Adsorpttion propertiees, poly (ethhylene tereph
hthalate)
Introducction:
Differentt methods for
fo removingg of heavy m
metals from
m industrial wastewater were applieed
such as, chemical precipitation,
p
, ion exchannge, reversee osmosis aand ion adsoorption citedd.
w respect to high efficiency and ease
e
of use iis one of thee most widelly
Adsorption method with
used metthods introduuced.
This reseearch involvees the use off the same poolymer calleed poly (ethyylene terephtthalate) (PET
T)
that is ussed as adsorrbent. The polyester
p
polymers havee high crystaalline propeerties and low
hydrophiilic and can resist
r
biodeggradation andd high stabillity at acidic and basic pH
H conditions.
Materialls and meth
hods:
PET is used
u
as the base and haas grafted w
with 2-hydrooxy propyl m
methacrylatee as monomeer
with metthods was reecommendedd by Azizineejhad, 2011;.. The structuure of the monomer
m
has –
OH alcohhol as the acctive group. Various
V
perccentage of grrafted copolymer was prrovided into 3
levels (0--20, 20-40 annd upper thaan 40%).
Copolym
mer propertiees:
Cation exxchange capacity (CEC)) obtained ussing sodium acetate soluution and calcculated equaal
177 meq per 100 g soorbent.
The poinnt of zero chaarge (pHZPC) by the use oof potentiom
meter, accordding to Chaaari et al, 20099
method; was
w 5.86.
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Specific surface areaa of the adsorrbent with B
BET (Branueer – Emmet - Teller) metthod was
determin
ned 0.42 squaare meters per gram.
All sorption experim
ments were coonducted in bbatch experiiments in 0.001M calcium
m chloride Caa
(Cl2). Ex
xperiments were
w started with
w the highhest grafted copolymer aat adsorbentss
concentraations of 0.2
25%, cadmiuum concentraation 5 mg per
p liter, Shakker speed 1550 rpm,
Volume solution
s
20 mL
m and at teemperature (25±2°C).
(
Result an
nd discussioon:
In order to
t achieve thhe best condditions for caadmium folloowing characteristics weere studied. In
I
each casse, using thee graph draawn betweenn the desireed propertiees and metaal uptake waas
selected as the best conditions. The first chharacteristic (pH) was changed betw
ween 3.72 to
t
H was 5.95. Dimensionnal properties of contactt time betweeen adsorbennt
8.28. Apppropriate pH
and the adsorbate.
a
Itt was changeed from 5 too 75 minutes. The mostt appropriatee time was 60
6
minutes. Other prop
perties incluude the conccentration of
o cadmium,, the percen
ntage of graaft
bent. It has bbeen changeed the order of
o
copolymeer was produuced and thee concentratiion of adsorb
5 to 60 mg
m per literr, 0 to abovve 40%, andd 0.25 to 1%
% was considered. The most suitable
adsorbatee concentrattion was 5 mg
m per liter. Highest perrcentage of ggrafts was selected as thhe
most app
propriate option. Optimal adsorbent cconcentratioon was 0.25%
%.
Conclusiion:
Appropriiate conditioons for the uptake
u
of caadmium werre obtained aas follows. The
T optimum
m
pH was 5.95, and th
he most suiitable time w
was 60 minn, the highesst percentagge of graftinng
copolymeer was recom
mmended, thhe most apprropriate sorb
bent concentrration equal to 0.25% annd
the adsorrbate was (C
Cd) 5 mg literr. The resultts showed th
hat the produuced copolym
mer is suitable
for cadm
mium absorpttion.
Referencce:
[1] Aziziinezhad, F., (2011).
(
Graffting of 2-hyydroxypropyyl methacrylaate onto poly
y (ethylene
terephthaalate) fibers and dye abillity. Asian J.. Chemistry; 23; 2: 839-8842.
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(
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m aqueous soolutions ontoo smectite-riich clayey roock. J. Haz.
Mat; 172
2:1623-1628.
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Degra
adation off Acid Bluee 113 as orrganic polllutants in
n aqueous media by
ozon
nation.
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o Chemistry, Faculty of Cheemistry, Bu-Alli Sina Universsity,Hamedan, Iran
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@gmail.com

Keyword
ds:ozone , organic polluutant , wastew
water
Introducction:
Large am
mount of cheemically variious dyes aree used for seeveral industrial applicattions. Due to
t
environm
mental impliccations, new
w technologiies have beeen evaluatedd for degradaation of thesse
compounnds in textilee effluents.Soome studies suggest empploying advaanced oxidattive processees
(AOPs) in
i isolation or
o combined
d for prelimiinary assessm
ment [1]. AO
OPs have beeen defined as
a
the aqueoous phase chhemical oxiddation of tarrget organic or inorganiic pollutants by a processs
involvingg hydroxyl free radicalls [2].In genneral, ozonee oxidation pathways include
i
direct
oxidationn by ozone or indirectt oxidation by hydroxy
yl radicals (OHÛ). Dirrect oxidatioon
involves degradation
n of organics by ozone molecules under
u
acidicc conditions,, in which an
a
m
reaccts with an unsaturated bond due to
t its dispolaar structure,, leading to a
ozone molecule
splitting of the bond
d. While the term indireect oxidationn consider degradation mechanism
m
o
of
organic thhroughout hydroxyl
h
radicals and it occurs
o
underr basic condiitions[3].
Using ozzonation forr decolorizinng wastewaater has the following advantages: 1) Ozone is
readily avvailable, solluble in wateer and easilyy monitored. 2) It does nnot increase the
t volume of
o
wastewatter and slud
dge. 3) It rem
moves colorr and reducees the organiic matter in one step.Thhe
aim of thhis study is the degerattionof the A
Acid Blue 113 (AB113)) as organicc pollutant by
b
ozonationnand optim
mization of effective pparametersinccluding inittial pH and
d initial dyye
concentraation by respponse surfacce methodoloogy (RSM).
Materialls and meth
hods:
AB113is a secondarry diazo dyye having thhe moleculaar (C32H21N5Na2O6S2)and moleculaar
weight of
o 681.65 ,w
was selectedd as model solution, which was coommercial dye
d and useed
without further
f
puriffication. This diazo dyee was proviided by alavvansabet com
mpany (Irann).
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Other chhemicals, purrchased from
m Merck, w
were of analy
ytical grade.. Initial pH of the moddel
solution was
w adjusted
d using dilutted sodium hydroxide
h
orr sulfuric aciid solutions. All solutionns
were prep
pared by usiing deionizedd water.
Apparattus:
All experriments weree carried outt in a mixedd reactor madde of Pyrex glass with a total volum
me
600mL. A magnetic stirrer (Alfa, HS – 860) was used fo
or mixing thee solutions. The
T pH of thhe
solutionss was check
ked using a pH meter (A
AZ - 865022). Ozone gas produced
d from air by
b
ozone geenerator (On
nnic. ES215
5A). In all experimentss, the samplles of AB1113 was takeen
periodicaally from thee reactor and
d analyzed bby the UV-v
visible spectrrophotometeer (JASCO. vv
630) via the decreasee in absorban
nce at 566 (nnm).
Results and
a discussiion:
Experimeents were caarried out att room tempperature by varying the initial dye concentratioon
from 30 to 100 (mgg/L) and pH
H from5 to 110. In optim
mization, thee desired aim
m in terms of
o
AB113 removaleffic
r
iency was defined
d
as taarget to achieeve 95.96% removal effficiency at 15
1
min. Theeoptimum am
mounts for variables
v
obttained with consideration
c
n of 8.24 annd 30 mg/l, as
a
starting values
v
for innitial pH,inittial dye conncentration. By
B increasinng the dye concentration
c
n,
the decollorization raate is decreassed and the complete deecolorizationn is attained more slowlyy.
The reasson could be
b that undder the applied conditiions, with tthe increasee of the dyye
concentraation, the raatio of ozonee moleculess to dye mollecules in thhe solution decreases.Th
d
he
highest decolorizatio
d
on rate for AB113
A
occurrred at the most
m
basic cconditions.inn high pH thhe
amount ofthe
o
hydroxxyl radical inncreased anddthe oxidatio
on ability of hydroxyl raadical becausse
of its higgher oxidatio
on potential, significantlyy exceeded that
t of ozonee molecule, Then
T
removal
efficiency
y will be higgher.
Conclusiion:
In optimiization, the desired
d
aim in terms of AB113 rem
moval efficienncy was deffined as target
to achievve 95.96% removal effficiency at 15 min. The
T optimum
m amounts for variablees
obtained with considderation of 8.24
8
and 30 mg/l, as starrting values for initial pH,
p initial dyye
concentraation.
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Abstractt:
Ion trap mass
m spectro
ometeris a deevice that caan separate ions,
i
accordiing to theirm
mass to chargge
ratio. Onne of the moost common type of thiss spectrometter is quadruupolefieldionn trap. In thhis
article we
w review thhe equations of motion of ions in a nonlinearioon trap and calculate thhe
secular axialfrequen
a
ncies of ionn motion bby usingharrmonic balaance methodd.The resullts
obtained by the harm
monic balance method areeclose to thee results of iiteration metthod.
Keyword
ds:quadrupoolefield, ion trap,secular
t
frequencies,, harmonic bbalance meth
hod.
Introducction:
Recognittion ofexact behavior off ions in ionn trap is veryy important. In the ideall ion trap, thhe
equation of ion motion has thee simple foorm and thee main propperties of motion
m
can be
b
obtained by solving thelinear Mathieu
M
diffeerential equaation. But inn a real ion trap,
t
the fielld
distributiion is no lon
nger linear [11,2]. Nonlineear behaviorr causesby suuperpositionnof multipolaar
fields higgher than quuadrupole fieeld inside thee trap and thhe resulting equation of ion motion is
thenonlinnearMathieu
u differentiall equation [33].Applicatioon of the iteeration methhod gives thhe
following
g equation [4
4]:

x  ZA2 x ZA2 x  g ( x) G( x),

x(0)

xk 1  Z A2 xk 1

A, x k (0)

G ( x k ),,

x k ( 0)

A, x (0) 0
0, k

(11)

0,1,2,....

(22)

that:
G (x )

Z A2 x  Z 02 x  D 2 x 2 sgn( x )  D 3 x 3 )

x1  Z A2 x1

G ( x0 )

, x 1 ( 0)

A, x1 (0)

(33)

0,

x0

A co
os Z At

(44)
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0 ZA

for x

Z 02 

Z A1

8
3
D 2 A  D 3 A2
3S
4

,

ZA
Z0

Z A1
Z0

1 6 A2 f 2 

12Af
1 1

S

(5))

With thiss method, forr the B domain:
x % 0 ZA

for

Z02 

Z B1

8
3
D 2 B  D3B2
3S
4

,

ZA
Z0

Z B1
Z0

1  6B2 f2 

122Bf1

S

(66)

Harmon
nic balance method:
One pow
werful metho
od for solvinng the equaations of nonnlinear motiions is harm
monic balancce
method. In
I general, the
t nonlineaar equation w
with hexupolle superposittion is :
..

x  x  Hx 2

0, x ( 0 )

A

0, x (0)

(7))

0

hod of harm
monic balancce is capablle of produccing analytical approxim
mation to thhe
The meth
nonlinearr system, but
b this method cannot be directlly applied to equationn 7
f ( x)

becausse

on of x. so w
we use the sgn(x) functionn.
x  Hx 2 is nott odd functio

..

x  Z 02 x  D 2 x 2 sgn( x )  D 3 x 3
..

x  Z 02 x  D 2 x 2 sgn( x)  D 3 x 3

0,

xt0

(88)

0,

xd0

(99)

Using thee harmonic balance
b
meth
hod[1]:
x

M

¦A

m

cos(mZt  mE0 )

(100)

m 0

Assumin
ng m 1 :

x A1 cos(Zt  E 0 ) A1 cosI A1 cosZt

(111)

By puttinng (11) in (8):
 (Z 2  Z02 ) A1 cos Zt  D 2 A12 cos 2 Zt sgn( A1 coss Zt )  D 3 A13 cos
c 3 Zt

0

(122)

By usingg Fourier tran
nsform:
1
8
8
§ 8
·
§3
·
 (Z 2  Z02 ) A1 cos Zt  D 2 A12 ¨ cos Zt 
cos 3Zt 
cos 5Zt ¸  D3 A13 ¨ cos Zt  coos Zt ¸ 0 (13
3)
4
15S
105S
© 3S
¹
©4
¹

Eliminatiing the secullar terms:

Z02  Z 2 

8 A1D 2 3 A1 D 3

4
3S
2

(144)
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9
f1Z02 , D 3
2

and assum
ming D 2
for

Z02 

0 Z A1

x

ximation freqquency is:
8 f 2Z02 and A1 domain, the first approx

3
8
D 2 A1  D 3 A12
4
3S

ZA
Z0

,

2

1  6 A1 f 2 

1

12 A1 f1

(15))

S

And withh assuming B1 domain in
n equation 9:
9
for

Z 02 

x % 0 Z B1

8
3
D 2 B1  D 3 B1 2
3S
4

,

ZB

1

Z0

2

1  6 B1 f 2 

12 B1 f 1

S

(166)

Results:

Z
with assu
uming superpposition of hexupolefiel
h
ld
Z0

Table 1 shows the calculated
c
values of

( f1 ) and octupole fieeld ( f 2 ).Thee amounts of domain B is used for x % 0 . In this table valuees
of

Z
Z
arre compared with exact , which[5]:
Z0
Z0

Z exact
Z0

2S ( ³

4dx

A

0

(A  x )  4 f2 (A  x )
2

2

4

4

Table1. Comparison off the calculated
d values of

) 1

(17)

Z
for differentt values of f 1 aand f 2 with thhe exact resultss
Z0

Z1
Z0

f1

f2

B

Z exactt
Z0

0.01

0
0.01

0.721825

1.014778

1.01481(0.0029
9563)

0.05

0
0.05

0.775049

1.07113

1.07156(0.0515
5804)

0.10

0
0.10

0.829421

1.139222

1.14072(0.131669)

0.15

0
0.15

0.872078

1.206889

1.20999(0.256859)

0.20

0
0.20

0.905442

1.27412

1.27935(0.4104
479)

0.25

0
0.25

0.931747

1.34044

1.34812(0.575947)

0.12

0
0.30

0.794033

1.398888

1.40648(0.543292)

0.05

-00.05

0.824202

0.8832223

0.88545(0.252145)

0.01

-00.10

0.733768

0.8246991

0.828434(0.453
3867)

(errorr)

Conclusiion:
In this paaper the nonllinear equatiion of ion motion
m
in a noonlinear ion trap in the presence
p
ofthhe
quadraticc and cubiic nonlinearrityis solveed byharmo
onic balancee method. The seculaar
frequenciies oftheion
n motion aree calculated as a functioon of the noonlinear fieldd parameterrs.
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The resuults of this paper
p
whichh have beenn calculated
d in the fram
mework of the harmonic
balance method
m
is cllose to the reesults of thee iteration method
m
and comparable with
w the exact
results. Calculation
C
s
showsthat
thee difference between Z1 of this papeer and the exxact values of
o
Z0
Ze is too small.
Z0
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Inveestigation of
o the rem
moval of Baasic Violett 2 by the walnut sh
hell from
aqueou
us solutions: study of the experimental p
parameterrs
N. Attari*
Departm
ment of Chemisttry, Islamic Azzad University,, Tabriz Branchh, Tabriz. Iran..
Email: Naime_attari@yahooo.com

Key worrds: Adsorpttion, Walnut shell, Basicc Violet 2, Dye removal.
Introducction:
Dyes aree an importaant class of pollutants
p
w
which could be used in m
many industtrial activitiees
such as textile,
t
dyesstuffs, printin
ng and som
me other induustries as im
mportant maaterials. Thesse
materialss may be haarmful to aquuatic creaturres and hum
mans becausee many dyees are non-biio
degradabble, toxic, annd stable to light and heeat[1,2].Therrefore, the eeffective rem
moval of dyees
from aqu
ueous system
ms becomes environmenntally importtant. To date, a numberr of chemicaal,
physical, and biological methods have beenn developed for removinng dyes from
m wastewateer.
Among them,
t
adsorpption techniq
que is believved to be onne of the moost effective and simpleest
processess, and variouus adsorbentts have beenn tested to reemove dyes from water. This has leed
to the seaarch for morre efficient and
a cheaperr alternate addsorbents[3]. Researchess showed that
the walnu
ut shell wass effective an
nd low-cost adsorbent for
fo removingg of aqueouss dyes. In thhis
research, the walnut shell was used
u
as adsorrbent for rem
moving Basic Violet 2 from
f
aqueouus
solutionss. The effectt of differennt experimenntal parameteers such as initial dye concentration
c
n,
amount of
o adsorbentt, temperaturre and pH oon the efficiiency of adssorption proccess has beeen
investigaated.
Experim
mental (mateerials, apparatus and methods):
m
C.I. Basiic Violet 2 (BV2) wass obtained ffrom ACRO
OS companyy (Belgium). The natural
walnut shhell was used as adsorbeent. NaOH and
a HCl which were usedd for pH adjjustment werre
purchased from Mercck (Germanyy). In order to
t determinin
ng the optim
mum amountt of adsorbennt,
0.05-0.6 g of walnut shell with thhe grain sizee of 100 werre added into 50 mL of BV2 solutioon
(11 mg.L
L-1), followeed by stirringg for 30 minn inside shaaker (Julabo,SW-20C) with
w 140 rpm
m.
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The adsoorbents weree then separaated from thhe suspensionn via centriffugation (Heettich Eba 8S
S)
and the concentration
c
n of dye waas determineed using a UV-Vis
U
spectrophotometter (Ultrospeec
2000, Enngland). For studying the effect of iinitial dye cooncentrationn, different concentration
c
ns
of BV2 inn the range of
o 2-12 mg.L
L-1were preppared. Then 0.05 g of thee adsorbent with
w the graiin
size of 60
6 was added into 50 mL
m of BV2 ssolution withh desired cooncentration, followed by
b
stirring for
fo 2-60 min inside shakeer with 140 rpm. At a giiven time inttervals, the adsorbent
a
waas
separatedd from the suspension and the conncentration of residual dye was detected. Foor
investigaating of the influence of
o temperatuure on the dye
d removaal process, 0.05
0
g of thhe
adsorbennt was addedd into 50 mL
L of BV2 solution with thhe initial conncentration of
o 12 mg.L-11 ,
followed
d by stirring for 1 h at various tem
mperatures (3
318-348 K). Then the adsorbent
a
waas
centrifugged and the concentratio
c
on of dye waas determineed. Finally, iin order to studing
s
of thhe
pH effectts on the effficiency of dyye removel process,
p
firsst pH of 50 m
mL BV2 soluution with thhe
initial concentration of 12 mg.L-1 was adjusteed at 3,5,7,88,9,11 respecctively with NaOH
N
0.1 N ,
1 N. After 2 h the absorbbance of sollutions was determined. Then pH off 50 mL BV
V2
HCl 0.01
solution with the iniitial concenttration of 122 mg.L-1 waas adjusted at
a above meentioned pH
Hs.
After 1 h,
h 0.05 g of adsorbent
a
wiith the grainn size of 60 was
w added innto solutionss, followed by
b
stirring for
f 1h withh 140 rpm..At the finaal step, thee adsorbent was separaated and thhe
concentraation of residdul dye was measured.
Results and
a discussiion:
Investigaating of the effect of the
t amount of adsorbeent showed that adsorpption capacitty
decreasedd from 10.088 to 0.85 mg
g.g-1 with inccreasing of the
t amount oof adsorbentt from 0.05 to
t
0.6. Resuults confirmeed that efficciency of dyye removal process
p
decrreased with increasing
i
thhe
initial cooncentration of the dye solution. An
A explanation to this behavior
b
is that
t
as initial
concentraation increasses, more annd more orgganic dye suubstances aree adsorbed on
o the surfacce
of
the adsorrbent and soo the numbeer of active surface sitess decreased.. Also, decreeasing vacannt
surface sites
s
becomee difficult too be occupied due to thhe repulsivee forces betw
ween the dyye
moleculees[4]. Results showed thaat the percenntage of dyee removal inccreased from
m 84% to 89%
%
with incrreasing of temperature frrom 318K too 348K. As the
t temperatture increaseed, number of
o
active sittes and the motions
m
of dye
d moleculles increased
d too. BV2 is a cationicc dye and thhe
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alkaline pH
p degraded
d the dye strructure. So, the optimum
m amount off pH for studdying the dyye
removal process
p
via adsorption
a
w obtainedd 5.
was
Conclussion:
The optim
mum amoun
nt of adsorbeent was obtaiined 0.05g. The
T results cconfirmed thhat efficienccy
of dye removal
r
proocess decreassed with inccreasing inittial concentrration of thee dye solutioon
and increeased with inncreasing of temperaturee. The optim
mum amount of pH was 5.
5 The amounnt
of dye reemoval undeer optimum conditions
c
w
was 90%. Ovver all, walnnut shell show
wed excellennt
adsorptiv
ve charactrizzation for thee removal off dye from wastewater
w
a could bee employed as
and
a
a low-cosst alternativee adsorbent.
References:
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ab inittio Study of
o the Intrramoleculaar Proton Transfer Reaction in Imine En
namine Eq
quilibrium
m: Effect of the electron donorrs and accceptors
Sub
bstitutions on their Kinetics
K
*2
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S
1,2
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G
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nch, Gachsarann, Iran
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Key Worrd: ab initioo, Imine –Enamine, Subsstitution effeect
Introducction:
Proton trransfer reacctions betweeen proton donors and acceptors in the biolo
ogical energgy
conversio
on process are
a not hiddeen to anyone. These proton transfer reaction occcur in coupleed
to electroon transfer reactions
r
occcur which iss taken placee in mitochoondria [1,2].. Additionallly
hydrogenn bonded systems have highest impportance in biology,
b
soluution chemisstry and aciddbase systtems. For insstance the prresences of hydrogen bo
onds in aminno acids are necessary foor
the final three dimen
nsional strucctures of prooteins such as
a Tertiary and
a Quaternnary structurre.
This signnificance of proton transsfer reaction and hydroggen bonded systems
s
creaate a center of
o
attention for scientissts and manyy research were
w
done too understandd the chemisstry of protoon
transfer reaction
r
[3] and nature of hydrogenn bonding [4].
[ It is connsiderable thhat the aminno
acids havve the amin
no and carbooxylic groupp. The protoon transfer rreaction wh
hich occurs in
i
Imine-Ennamine equiilibrium, is one of the simplest reaactions can be assumed
d as model of
o
reaction taken place in biosysteems, so studdying its cheemistry and recognizingg all effectivve
factors onn it helps uss to understaanding the prrocesses in many
m
biologgical systemss. The goal of
o
this reseaarch is to stuudy the effeect of substittutions on kiinetic and thhermodynam
mics of protoon
transfer reaction
r
in imine-enam
i
ine equilibriium as the model of prroton transfe
fer reaction in
i
biosystem
ms.

Fig1. Ty
ypical formula of Imine -Enaamine reaction
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By channging the R’
R the propperties of im
mine and enamine
e
alteer. In this research thhe
substitutiions of R’ were changged to produuce new im
mine enamine systems with
w
differennt
propertiees and the kinnetics of prooton transfer reaction in those
t
was stuudied.
Methodss:
The enerrgy surfaces for intramo
olecular protton transfer reaction bettween imine and enaminne
were callculated by MP2 methhod, 6-311+
++G(d,p) an
nd the Gauussian03w package.
p
Foor
understan
nding the efffect of subbstitutions onn reaction kinetics,
k
diffferent substtitutions werre
used insttead of R. Selections of
o various substitutions
s
s were donee in the maanner that thhe
constructted Enaminee molecules have
h
differennt propertiess.
Results:
In the fiirst part of research, thhe energy ssurfaces of proton trannsfer betweeen Imine annd
Enamine groups of the
t selected
d materials were
w
calculaated in gas pphase. In Fiig2 calculateed
s
for proton tran
nsfer reaction versus reaction coorddinate (N-O
O distance) in
i
energy surfaces
Imine annd Enaminee with H substitutionn is shown. For undeerstanding the
t
effect of
o
substitutiions on reacction kineticcs, the energgy surface of
o proton traansfer reactiion of imineeenamine which have different suubstitutions m
mentioned inn table1 weree plotted andd compared to
t
others. Inn this part the energy surfaces foor reactions taken placee in electronn donors annd
electron acceptors
a
suubstitutions were
w comparred.
80
60
40
20
0
2.45

1.95

1.4
45

RelativeEnergy(kcal.molͲ1)

100

H

0.95 20-

NͲHdistance

Fig.2 the energy surrfaces versus reeaction coordinnates for Iminee -Enamine reaction with H suubstitutions

In Fig3 comparisonn between energy
e
surfaaces of the proton trannsfer reactioons in imineeenamine system withh CH3 and CF
C 3 substitueent is illustraated. In Fig44 the comparrison betweeen
the energgy surface in
n proton tran
nsfer reactionn in imine- enemine witth –F and –H
H substitutioon
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were shoown. In Fig55 the energy
y surface of reaction in which two substitutionss are equal to
t

3CF
3CH

HͲODisttance(oA)

2

100
80
60

H

40
20

F

1

HͲODistance(oA)

0
2

1

RelativeEnergy(kcal.molͲ1)

1

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

RelativeEnergy)kcal.molͲ1

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

relativeenergy(kcal.mol
relative
energy(kcal molͲ
1)

NH2 and NO2 were compare
c

2NH
2NO

HͲODistance(oA)

Fig3. Thee energy surrfaces for

Fig4.
F
The energy surfacees for

Fig55. The energgy surfaces for

proton traansfer reaction
n between

proton
p
transfeer reaction between

protoon transfer reaction
r
betweeen

Imine -Enaamine reactionn with CF3

Imine
I
-Enaminne reaction withh F and

Iminne -Enamine reeaction tone w
with

and CH3 suubstitutions

H substitutionss

NH2 and NO2 substtitutions

The Figss 3 to 5 sho
ow that thee energy surrface, activaation energyy and enthallpy of protoon
transfer reaction
r
is considerably
c
y affected byy the nature of substitutions (electro
onegativity of
o
substitutiions). The activation energies oof the reaactions werre determinned by theeir
corresponnding energ
gy surfaces. It was connsiderably frrom these reesults that the
t activatioon
energies depend on the nature of
o substitutioons. It is obvious from table2 that the
t activatioon
fo each substitution exttensively deepends on chhemical natuure (electronnegativity) of
o
energy for
substitutiions.
Conclusiion:
In this research
r
thee kinetics annd thermoddynamics off proton trannsfer reaction in ImineeEnamine system waas studied. Then the effect of diffferent substtitutions on kinetics annd
thermodyynamics waas investigaated. As thhe result off this reseaarch the ellectronegativve
substitutiions that witthdraw electtrons from m
molecules an
nd decrease the electronn density from
m
moleculees will increease the actiivation enerrgy of proto
on transfer rreaction. Addditionally thhe
proton trransfer therm
modynamics (enthalpy) oof proton traansfer reactiion are affeccted by naturre
of substittution and enthalpy of reaction
r
incrreases as thee substitutionns draw the electron from
m
moleculee.
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Introducction :
The cruccial importannce of proton transfer reeactions betw
ween protonn donors andd acceptors in
i
the bioloogical energyy conversion
n process noot obscure to
o anyone. Soome of the proton transfe
fer
reactionss occurred in
i the presence of othher proceduures such aas electron transfer. Thhe
processess of oxygen evolution inn photosynthhesis and oxiidation processes in mitochondria arre
the exam
mples in whicch the protonn coupled eleectron transffer reactions occur [1,2].. Additionallly
hydrogenn bonded systems have highest impportance in biology,
b
soluution chemisstry and aciddbase systtems. For notable
n
exam
mple, the prresences of hydrogen bonds in am
mino acids arre
importannt for the final
f
three dimensionall structures of proteinns such as Tertiary annd
Quaternaary structuree. This signnificance of proton trannsfer reactioon and hydrrogen bondeed
systems create
c
a centter of attentiion for scienntists and maany researchh were done to understannd
the chem
mistry of proton
p
transsfer reaction [3] and nature of hydrogen bonding [44].
Intramoleecular proton transfer inn the enol-keetone equilibbrium is onee of the simpplest reactionns
can be asssumed as model
m
of reacction taken pplace in biosy
ystems, so sstudying its chemistry
c
annd
recogniziing all effective factorrs on it helpps us to unnderstandingg the processses in manny
biologicaal systems. In this researrch the substtitutions of enole-ketone
e
e was changed to producce
new enoll and ketonees with different properties and the kinetics
k
of pproton transffer reaction in
i
those werre studied.

Methodss:
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The enerrgy surfacess for intram
molecular prooton transfeer reaction were
w
calculaated by MP
P2
method, 6-311++G(d,p) and thhe Gaussian03w packag
ge. For undderstanding the effect of
o
o
substitutiions on reacction kinetics, different groups weree used as suubstitutions. Selections of
various substitutions
s
s were done in the mannner that thee constructedd ketone moolecules havve
different properties.
Results:
In the firrst part of reesearch, the energy surffaces of protton transfer between enool and ketonne
groups of
o the selectted materialss were calcuulated in gaas phase. Inn Fig.1 calcu
ulated energgy
surfaces for proton transfer
t
reacction versus reaction cooordinate (H
H-O distancee) in enol annd
ketone with
w H substittution is shoown.
RelativeEnergy(kcal.molͲ1)

100
80
60
40

H

20
0
Ͳ20 0.9

1.9
OͲH
HDistance(oA)

Fig1. The energgy surfaces verssus reaction cooordinates for enol
e
and ketonee with H substiitutions

For undeerstanding th
he effect of suubstitutions on reaction kinetics, thee energy surfface of protoon
transfer reaction in
n enol-keton
nes which have different substituutions were plotted annd
r
w
were
determiined by theeir
comparedd to others. The activation energies of the reactions
corresponnding energ
gy surfaces. It was connsiderably frrom these reesults that the
t activatioon
energies depend on th
he nature off substitutionns.
As the result the acctivation eneergy for eacch substitutio
on extensiveely depends on chemical
ons. In conttinuation thee way of considering tthe substitution effect is
nature off substitutio
representt. It is desiraable to relatee the activation energy of reaction too the type off substitutionns.
The effecct of substituution can be taking into aaccount by natural
n
chargge of central carbon atom
m.
the conseequence shoow that eachh substitutionn which hass higher elecctronegativitty attracts thhe
electronss from carbon and makkes its charrge more po
ositive. In tthis part off research thhe
activationn energy were
w
plotted versus the natural charge of carbon in carboonyl group to
t
illustrate the effect of
o substitutiion on activvation energgy (kinetics) of reactionn. In Fig2 thhe
result of activation ennergy versuss natural chaarge of enol-ketone reacttion is illustrrated.
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Fig2. Activvation energiess versus naturaal charge of

Fig3. The enthalpy of prroton transfer reaction
r
versus

carbon of carbonyl
c
groupp

natural charge of carbonn in enol-ketonee reaction

2 shows thaat the activaation energiees of reactioons are conssiderably afffected by thhe
The Fig2
nature off substitutionn. On the other
o
hand iff substitutionns connected to carbonyl groups arre
more eleectronegativee and withddraw the electron from
m central caarbon atom increases thhe
activationn energy off proton traansfer reaction in enol--ketone reacction. Then the effect of
o
substituent on enthaalpy of reaaction (therm
modynamicss) were deteermined byy plotting thhe
o
enthalpy of proton transfer reaaction betweeen enol-kettones versuss their naturral charge of
carbon. In Fig3 thee result of enthalpy of reaction versus
v
natuural charge of carbon is
bviously thaat each substtituent whichh attracts the electron frrom molecule
illustratedd. This is ob
makes thhe ketone forrm of it moree stable and increases thee enthalpy oof reaction.
Conclusiion:
In this reesearch the kinetics of proton transsfer reactionn in enol-keeton system and effect of
o
substitutiion on it was studied. As
A the result of this reseaarch each eleectronegativve substitutioon
which attracts the ellectron and decreases thhe electron density
d
from
m molecules increases thhe
c be explaained by thee nature of TS
T
activationn energy of proton transsfer reactionn. This fact can
in which the charge of
o carbonyl groups
g
increeases and eacch factor whhich increasees the electroon
density helps
h
to deevelop the reaction.
r
Addditionally the
t proton ttransfer theermodynamiccs
(enthalpyy) of proton transfer reaaction are afffected by nature
n
of subbstitution and enthalpy of
o
reaction increases
i
as the substituttions attract the electronn from moleccule.
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Key worrds: Fluoresscence spectrroscopy, Heemoglobin, DNP
D
Introducction:
Proteins are importan
nt chemical substances in our lives and the maain target of all medicinees
in the orrganism[1]. The interacttion betweenn proteins and
a drugs haas attracted great intereest
among researchers
r
for
f several decade. Heemoglobin (Hb)
(
is an important protein
p
in thhe
vascular system of animals,
a
connsisting of tw
wo a-chainss with 141 aamino acids and two bb
chains with
w 146 amiino acids. Hb
H is a carrieer of oxygen and removves hydrogeen ions in thhe
capillariees and carriees them to thee lungs.
DNP (2,44-Dinitropheenol) is an inhibitor off efficient ennergy(ATP) production in cells witth
mitochonndria. It uncouples oxiidative phossphorylationn by carryinng

protonss

across thhe

mitochonndial membrrane, leading to a rapidd consumptiion of energgy without generation of
o
ATP.
p
the inntraction beetween DN
NP and Hb
H was inveestigated by fluorescencce
In this paper,
spectrosccopy.
Materialls and meth
hods:
All reaggents used were
w
of anaalytical gradde and purcchased from
m Sigma-Alddrich Co. (S
St.
Louis, MO,
M USA). The
T solution of Hb were prepared with
w the folloowing concenntration: [Hbb]
= 4.6×10-3 Mm un
nder physioological connditions. A phosphate buffer solu
ution with a
-55
T DNP solution(10
s
Mm) was prepared by
b
concentraation of 50 Mm was employed. The

dissolutio
on in a phosp
phate bufferr.
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Apparattus:
Fluoresceence measurrements werre performedd with a fluo
orescence sppectrophotom
meter (Hitachhi
2500, Jappan) equippeed with a Xeenon pulse laamp and a th
hermostat baath. An apprropriate buffe
fer
was taken
n as the blan
nk and subtraacted from thhe experimeental spectrum
m to correctt
the backg
ground of thhe fluoresceence. All thee experimen
nts were repeeated at leasst three timees
and perfo
ormed at roo
om temperatu
ure.
Result an
nd discussioon:
Fig. (1) shows the fluorescence
f
e spectrum oof Hb at pH
H=7.4. It waas obvious thhat Hb had a
e
at 349
3 nm afterr being excitted with a waavelength off 280 nm. Thhe
strong fluuorescence emission
addition of varying concentration
c
ns of DNP ccaused a deccrease in thee fluorescencce intensity of
o
e
wavvelength prooduced a blue shift. It waas moreoverr an indicatioon
Hb. The maximum emission
of the chhromophore of protein being transferrred to a moore hydrophoobic environ
nment and thhe

Fluorescnse intensity

conformaation of the protein
p
becooming alteredd [2-4].

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

0m
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300

350

400
W
Wavelength

45
50

500

Figure 1. Fluorescence
F
emission
e
spectrra of the Hb-DN
NP system. Thhe concentratioon of Hb was 4.6×10-3 mM annd
the DNP co
oncentration was
w increased from
fr
(0 to 10-5 mM);
m
pH=7.4,, 298 K.

Conclusiion:
The resu
ults suggesteed that the structure
s
of the environm
ments of thee tryptophan
n and tyrosinne
residues was altereed and the physiologiccal functionn of Hb

was affected by DNP
P.

Fluoresceence data reevealed that the fluoresccence quench
hing of Hb bby DNP wass the result of
o
the formeed complex of Hb-DNP
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It determ
mined that ussage DNP do
oses is a keey parameterrs for drug ddelivery in ph
harmaceutical
sciences
Referencce:
[1] F. Cuui, Q. Zhan
ng, X. Yao, H. Luo, Y. Yang, L. Qin, G. Quu, and Y. Luu. 4. J Pesttic
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008).
[2] Peterss, T. All aboout albumin, Academic P
Press, San Diego (CA), 11996
[3] He, X.M.;
X
Carter, D.C. Atom
mic structure and chemisttry of humann serum albu
umin. Naturre,
1992, 358, 209-215
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X.Z.; Xu, J.G.;; Zheng, Z.Z.;
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Wang,, Z.B. The Methods of
o
[4] Chenn, G.Z.; Huang,
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H
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Introducction:
Fossil fueels including
g oil, naturall gas and coal are the maain sources of
o human en
nergy that duue
to populaation and eco
onomic grow
wth, the globbal demand for energy iis expected to
t increase by
b
50% oveer the next 20
2 years. Therefore, the excessive use
u of fossil fuelsdue to increasing to
t
energy uttilities are prresented witth the challennges of increased energyy demand thhat this causees
immediattely addresss environmeental concerns such ass climate change.
c
For example, in
i
Tehran, because
b
of emissions
e
froom the transsportation seector, many hhealth and environment
e
al
problemss have causeed. This signnificant increease in dem
mand coupledd with dwinddling suppliees
of fossil fuels has raaised concernns about thee security off energy suppply [1].It is clear that thhe
i
at its currennt rate. So an interest is
world oil productionn cannot be sustained inde¿nitely
growing to find alternnative fuels in recent yeears. One of the best alteernative fuelss is hydrogenn.
Nowadayys, hydrogenn fuel has received
r
siggni¿cant atteention as fuuture transpo
ortation fuells.
Hydrogenn can be plaayed importtant roles onn economy of
o countriess in futures. On the otheer
hands, thhere are connsiderable research
r
eơoorts in manyy countries to developthe hydrogeen
economyy that was innitiated abouut 37 years ago and it is
i based on the fact thaat hydrogen is
aunique, ecologically
y clean enerrgy carrier and
a would beexpected
b
tto replace oiil and natural
gas for most
m uses, inncluding trannsportation ffuel [2, 3]. The
T Australiian chemist John Bockrris
¿rst usedd the phrase “hydrogen economy” iin the early 1970s and tthe ¿rst World Hydrogeen
Conferen
nce was held
d in 1976[4]. In the meanntime, our co
ountryIran thhat has largee reservoirs of
o
natural gas,
g the seconnd largest naatural gas reeservoir in th
he world, and other sourrces of energgy
such as hydro,
h
solar, and biomass. So Iranshoould get rid of fossil fuel dependent economy annd
move to produce clean energy caarriers like hhydrogen to substitute ggasoline and gas oil in thhe
a follows: the
t next secttion is relateed
transporttation sector.The rest of the paper iss structured as
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to status of the hydroogen econom
my in terms of hydrogenn productionn, storage annd how use of
o
hydrogenn in vehicles. Also, the last sectionn investigatees the usingg of the fuell economy of
o
hydrogenn and hydrog
gen preferredd on gasoline.
Current status of th
he hydrogen
n economy:
Correspoondingly, 955% of hydrrogen produuction uses steam meethane reforrming (SMR
R)
technologgy [4].Liquid hydrogen must be storred in cryogeenic systemss withconsidderable energgy
losses [5]. Hydrogen
n is stored onn-board vehiicles primariily as comprressed gas. Hydrogen
H
caan
also be stored as a metal
m
hydridee. Solid hyddrogen can sttore up to 3%
% by weight of hydrogeen
at 20ºC [6].
[ Covalennt and ionic hydrides caan contain 7–
–12% by weeight [4]. Allthough metal
hydrides occupy lesss volume, thhey are heavvier, more costly,
c
and sstill in the eaarly stages of
o
research for on-boarrd storage in
i vehicles. In many coountries succh as Iran, the extensivve
programss are design
ned to synthhesis some nanostructur
n
res because these materrials are verry
importannt to hydrogeen storage annd will use hhydrogen in liquid
l
and gas forms in transportatio
t
on
as soon as
a possible.
The Path
hway Forwa
ard:
Hydrogenn gaining is
i increased
d considerabble both politically andd scienti¿caally and it is
regarded one of the most promissing energy carriers. Some uses of hydrogen arre: (a) Fuel in
i
internal combustion
c
e
engines
(ICE
E) (b) Energgy carrier in fuel
f cell vehhicles (FCV)) (c) Electrical
energy storage for stationary
s
ap
pplications(E
EES) [7]. Applying
A
hyddrogen in IC
CE, FCV annd
EES can be the majoor goal to achieve cleann renewable and sustainnable energyy in the worlld
especiallyy, in Iran.In
n order to beest use of hyydrogen, Irann should be solved to build
b
low-coost
stations and
a producee low-cost hy
ydrogen. Thhe investigattions show that
t
typical fuel
f
econom
my
for hydro
ogen and gaasoline are $3/100 km and $5/1000 km, respeectively.Hydrrogen can be
b
produced
d at lower cost
c
by swiitching hydrrogen station
ns to hydroogen–gasolin
ne stations in
i
Iran.The next step fo
or Iran is thhe build of hhybrid enginnes that can work with hydrogen
h
annd
gasoline. It should bee noted to ouur researchessare continueed to compleete the issue.
Referencces:
[1]A. Haj
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Introducction:
The rich
h potential of
o carbon nanotube
n
in biosensors [1] and biioelectronicss [2] lead to
t
increasinng research recently.
r
As many of scieentists have focused on biological appplications of
o
inorganicc systems. Nanosensors
N
based on bioology in biomedical devvices and biooreactors havve
consideraable applied in the last years.
y
Differrent fictionallization methhods have beeen suggesteed
for the biological
b
appplications of carbon nanotubes,
n
a thus sccrutiny of thhe interactioon
and
between biological molecules and carbon nanotubbes becamee remarkably importannt
[3].Nanootube can be exist as a a sheet
s
formedd of hexagonns of carbonn atoms mean
ning rolled-uup
sheet off graphite. Nanotube can be bbiocompatib
ble of recoognizing proteins
p
afteer
functionaalization [4].. Amino acid
ds the buildiing blocks of protein aree one of the big
b biological
groups thhat can be attached to nanotubes
n
Sttudy of the interaction
i
sttrength betw
ween differennt
amino accids and SW
WCNTs are very
v
importaant. In the present workk, we have considered
c
thhe
UV Vis spectrum off histidin, try
yptophane and
a tyrosine before and after interacction betweeen
them andd single wall carbon nanootube.
mental:
Experim
The pow
wder sampless of SWCNT
Ts were preepared from petroleum iindustrial reesearch hom
me.
The puriffied SWCNT
Ts containedd over 95 wtt% carbon naanotube repoorted by .The amino acidds
were purrchased from
m Sigma–Alldrich Chem
mical Co and
d used as reeceived. SW
WCNT colloiid
solution was prepareed by dissollving 10 3 (ggr) of these powder sam
mples in 5000 ml ethanool.
p
andd then severaal solutions of
o
Also the 10 4 Molar solutions off each amino acid were provided
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amino accids in nano
otube with different
d
volluminal perccent prepareed and were studied. Thhe
investigaations were followed byy UV-VIS sppectroscopyy. All spectraa were recoorded at room
m
temperatuure with a caarry 5000 syystem.
nd Discussion:
Result an
We have used UV-V
Vis spectroscoopy’s study to recognizee the interacttion betweenn SWCNT
and aminno acids becaause of this spectroscopy
s
y has wide varied
v
applications such as detection
of Impurities .All of the spectrum
ms have beenn recorded affter preparinng the solutioon with
different voluminal percent
p
and the
t results w
were studied. At first the spectrum off each of the
pure aminno acids werre recorded, the spectrum
m of pure caarbon nanotuube was reco
orded too forr
doing theese tests once we choosee Tyrosine ,O
One of the no
on-essential amino acidss (Tyr) the
results with
w differentt voluminal percent
p
of caarbon nanotuube with thiss amino acid
d shown
reasonable behavior to
t mean exccept two voluuminal perceent (10/50 annd 50/50) oth
her solutionss
have highher adsorptio
on than puree amino acid
d and pure naanotube too. Adding Histidin (His),
another amino
a
acid as
a a basic am
mino acid to carbon
c
nanotube gives thhe results likke Glu but inn
210 nm .Tryptophan showed the differ behavvior and afteer adding nannotube to thiis amino acidd
adsorptio
on decreased
d . These resuults could bee helped to study
s
SWCN
NTs as a drug
g deliver in
drug desiign.
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Conclusiion:
1- Tyrosiine had a nottable interacction with caarbon nanotu
ube as a moleecule deliverr and this
process is rather reguular with conncentration increasing .thhese results obtained
o
viaa UV
spectrosccopy.
2-mixture of histidine and carbonn nanotube showed
s
loweer absorptionn rather bothh nanotube
and pure amino acid..
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3-tryptop
phan, one of the amino acids
a
had thee interaction differ of othhers with nannotube that
could be mentioned.
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Introducction:
LLE meaasurements and phase behavior
b
of ternary sysstems includding carboxyylic acids haas
been the subject of much
m
researcch in recent years in thaat LLE data aare required for design of
o
quid extractiion units.1 In
I this workk, LLE dataa for water + acetic accid + Methyyl
liquid-liq
Isobuthyl Ketone terrnary system
m are to be achieved at temperaturees of 288.155, 313.15 annd
333.15 K.
K
Materialls and meth
hods:
Acetic accid and meth
hyl isobuthyll ketone werre purchasedd with puritiees of 100% and
a more thaan
99.5% frrom Merck and Aldrichh, respectiveely and werre used withhout furtherr purificationn.
Standard
d 0.1 N sodiu
um hydroxidde solutions, Merk produ
uct, were useed for titratio
on. Water waas
bi-distilleed before utilization.
u
Ternary
T
mixxtures with known ovverall compoositions werre
prepared by weightinng in the speecial glass ceells for meassuring the tiee line data and
a these cellls
were thenn shaking foor 5 h at desiired temperaature and weere allowed to
t rest for 122 h to achievve
equilibriu
um. Taken Samples froom each phaase were tittrated with 0.1 N sodiu
um hydroxidde
solutionss. The sam
mple taken from orgaanic phase was also analyzed using
u
a gaas
chromatoography (GC
C).
Apparattus:
The LLE
E data measurements were
w
made inn special glaass cells loccated inside a shaker (N
NBIOTEK
K-304) with adjustable shaking
s
speeed and temperature adjuusting with an
a uncertaintty
of ±0.1 °C.
° To weigghting in all experimentts, an electro
onic Ohaus (Adventurerr Pro AV2644,
Switzerlaand) balancee with the unncertainty off (0.1) mg was
w used. Alll experimennts were madde
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under am
mbient pressuure. The sam
mple taken frrom organic phase was also
a analyzeed using a gaas
chromatoography (GC
C) (Shimadzu
u 14B), equiipped with fllame ionizattion detector (FID).
Result an
nd discussioon:
The expeerimental tiee lines data for used syystem at diffferent temperatures aree presented in
i
Figure 1. The distriibution coeffficient of aacetic acid between
b
phaases (D), is according to
t
equation::
D

where w2

w2

org

w2

aq

(1)

and w2

org

aq

are weighht fractions of acetic accid in and orrganic in aquueous phasees,

respectivvely. The ressults of LLE
E show that tthe use of Methyl
M
isobutthyl ketone for extractioon
of aceticc acid from its aqueouss solution pprovides a distribution
d
m
coefficient ranging from
0.8269 too 1.1788 witthin temperaature ranges of this studdy (Figure 2)). As shown in this figurre
with incrreasing tempperature, a moderate
m
incrrease can be seen in distrribution coeffficient.
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Fig 2. Distribution
D
of acettic acid between phhases at

Fig 1. tie lines
l
data for wateer (1) + acetic acid (2) +
methyl isoobuthyl ketone (3) ternary system at 288.2

differentt temperatures: 288.2 K (Ɣ), 313.2 K (Ŷ),

K. (x) and
d solid line, 313.2 K (Ŷ) and dot linee,
333.2 K (Ÿ) and dash line,

333.2 K (Ÿ).

Conclusiion:
The LLE
E values for this ternaryy system weere studied at
a temperatuures of (288.2, 313.2, annd
333.2) K and under ambient
a
presssure. The efffect of tempperature on distribution coefficient of
o
acetic accid between phases wass moderate. The range of distributiion coefficieent was from
m
0.8269 too 1.1788 at different
d
tem
mperature.
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Introducction:
The fast pyrolysis off ligno-cellullosic biomasss to fuel bio
o-oil holds suubstantial prromise for thhe
developm
ment of a larrge scale ren
newable fuell supply. [1]] But the addvantages off the pyrolyssis
route forr this converrsion lie in its
i conceptuaal simplicityy, universal applicability
y and the fact
that a pu
umpable andd storable liqquid productt is obtainedd. Challengees arise from
m the fact that
the proceess generates bio-oil witth high oxyggen (~ 40 %),
% water (200-25 %) andd acid contennt
(up to 100 %) and coonsequently low pH (~ 2) of the oiil make the oil unstablee and limit its
i
direct use
u
as a fuel. The two mainn approachees to a ccatalytic uppgrading arre
hydrodeooxygenation using a suppported hyddrogenating metal
m
or craacking using
g a zeolite. A
very inexxpensive annd therefore potentially sacrificial catalyst
c
systtem is Red Mud bauxitte
mining waste
w
whichh is a highlyy complex m
mixture of iron,
i
aluminnum, silicon and titanium
m
oxides. [2] Here, folllowing to our
o previous researches, [3] a highlyy acidic bioo-oil (pH < 3)
3
produced
d by the fast pyrolysis off sawmill residue hardw
wood chips w
was successfu
fully upgradeed
using Red Mud bauxxite mining waste
w
as the catalyst.
c

Materialls and meth
hods:
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All reacctions were carried out in a 300 m
mL Parr reacttor (316 SS
S). Bio-oil, Red
R Mud annd
(were applicable) addditional watter were mixxed and brouught to the reaction tem
mperature at a
r
of 3 ºC/min. Then the reactor was cooledd down and the gas, liqquid and soliid
heating rate
phases were
w analyzed
d.
Apparattus:
GC analyysis was perrformed on a Varian 38800 GC. Gass samples frrom the headspace of thhe
reactor were
w qualitattively analyzzed using ann SRI 8610 micro-GC
m
fittted with a TCD
T
with thhe
retention
n times calibrrated againsst the linear C1
C – C6 alkkanes and C22 –C6 termin
nal as well as
a
CO2. Waater contentss were deterrmined by K
Karl-Fischerr titration. A Nicolet 38
80 FT-IR waas
used for IR analysis (neat, CaF2 cells/plates)). Heating vaalues were ddetermined using
u
a IKA C
mental analy
ysis was carrried out usinng a Thermo Fisher FLASH analyzerr.
200 calorrimeter. Elem
Result and discussion:
The obseerved deoxyygenation off the bio-oill can in prinnciple occurr through looss of CO2 or
o
dehydrattion. The lattter can eitheer take place directly orr through itterative reacction cascadees
of initiall hydrogenaation of carbbonyl groupps to alcoho ls followed by renewedd dehydratioon
yielding alkenes, whhich in turn can then be hydrogenaated to alkannes. [3a] As the pyrolyssis
bio-oil upgrading
u
reeactions desscribed heree proceed without
w
the addition off an external
reductantt, the hydroogen requireed for the rreductions steps must bbe derived from intern al
sources. The main source
s
of hydrogen
h
as a reductantt is probablyy the reform
ming of som
me
O2 and hydrrogen, whichh has also beeen observedd with Pt-baased catalystts.
of the bioo-oil into CO
Conclusiion:
Red Muud can actts as Fisch
her-Tropsch (FT) and Water-Gas--Shift-Reactiion (WGSR
R)
catalystt under red
ducing cond
ditions at elevated teemperature. The upgraading processs
proceeds without thee addition off external hyddrogen and yields
y
a stabbilized bio-oiil with almoost
a much hig
gher heatingg compared to the crudee oil. Simulttaneously, thhe
no oxygeen content and
Red Mud
d employed as the cataly
yst is converrted from an
n alkaline (ppH > 12) hazzardous wastte
to a partiially reducedd magnetic neutral
n
mateerial. The co-processing of the two waste
w
stream
ms
may thuss offer attracctive econom
mic and ecollogic synergies that suggests a co-p
processing of
o
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waste streams may offer
o
ecologgically and eeconomicallly attractive synergies.
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S
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Foam Performan
P
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kaline-Surffactant-Gaas flooding
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Abstractt:
Alkali-Su
urfactant-Gaas (ASG) floooding is onne of the novvel chemicall techniquess in Enhanceed
Oil Recoovery. In th
his techniquee, the co-injjection of gas
g and chem
mical slug results
r
in thhe
formationn of foam. Foam
F
reducces the mobiilityof injectted chemicaal solutions and
a improvees
the displlacement effficiency of the process.Foams in practice
p
are generally generated
g
annd
stabilizedd with surffactants.How
wever,surfactant stabilizzed foams have somee weakness.If
nanopartiicles were utilized insteaad of or withh surfactantss, foams stabbilized with such particlees
could hav
ve a numberr of importaant advantages. The main
n purpose of this researrch is creatioon
of stable foam with nanoparticle
n
es and utiliziing this nanooparticle stabbilized foam
m for mobilitty
control of
o injected flluids in enhanced oil reecovery appllications. Finnally, the peerformance of
o
the foam
m that is creeated and sttabilized with mixture of surfactannt and nanooparticles waas
comparedd withthe foam
f
that is
i created and
a
stabilizeed withonlyy surfactantt in alkalineesurfactannt-gas processs in terms of
o oil recoveery from correflood expeeriments. In this researchh,
hydrophiilic silica naanoparticles with an avverage size of
o 10 nm w
were used.Thhe mixture of
o
surfactannt and hydroophilic silicaa nanoparticcles in varioous concentrration were used to foam
m
generatio
on.The resullts of the exxperiments sshowed thatt the concenntration of surfactant
s
annd
nanopartiicles should be selected optimize. Inn theexperim
ments, most oil
o recovery was obtaineed
when thee concentrattion of both surfactant aand hydrophhilic silica nnanoparticless in chemical
solution was
w selected
d 0.5 weight percent.
Key worrds:Enhanceed Oil Recoovery, Chem
mical Flood
ding, Foam, Nanoparticcles, Mobilitty
Control
Introducction:
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One of thhe main criteeria for the success
s
of A
ASG processs is the form
mation of stabble foam witth
adequate mobility reduction
r
c
characteristic
cs [1].Surfaactant stabillized foamss have som
me
ms
weaknesss. However, if nanoparrticles weree utilized innstead of or with surfactants, foam
stabilizedd with such particles coould lead tooremoving restrictions
r
oon the use of
o surfactannts
[2].Nanooparticles aree finding theeir way intoo various braanches of thhe petroleum
m engineerinng
industry [3-7]. Certaain small soolid particless have been used in connjunction with
w surfactannt
a fluid/fluidd interfaces, to stabilizee drops in emulsions annd
moleculees, which thhey adsorb at
bubbles in foams [88]. In contraast to surfacctant molecu
ules, adsorption of solidd particles to
t
T
researchh is based on
o
fluid/fluid interfaces does not change the innterfacial tension [9]. This
utilizing hydrophilic silica nanopparticles withh surfactant to make stabble foam forr enhanced ooil
recovery applicationss.
Materiallsand Metho
ods:
Sodium dodecyl sulfate
s
(SDS) which iis an anioonic surfacttant, Hydroophilic silicca
m carbonate (N
Na2CO3) as alkaline werre
nanopartiicles with ann average sizze of 10 nm and Sodium
used in chemical
c
correflood experiments.Onee type of Syn
nthetic form
mation brines, representinng
formationn fluid of a reservoir, with total dissolved so
olids of 1033000 mg/L was used in
i
corefloodds. Water floooding as seccondary recoovery techniique was perrformed withh Persian Guulf
water.Thhe crude oil used for corefloods
c
hhas a viscossity and dennsity of 3.446 cP and 30
3
ÛAPI.Nitrrogen with 99.99% purity was used for mobbility control of injected fluids.ASG
corefloodd experimennts were cond
ducted after the optimall chemical foormulation was
w identifieed
through aqueous staability, phasee behavior, and foam stability testss. Corefloodd experimennts
were perfformed at 10
00 bars and 60
6 ÛC.
Apparattus :
Figure 1 shows the scchematic of ASG corefloood setup.
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Figure 2:schematicc of ASG corefflood setup
1)San
ndpack, 2)Diffeerential pressurre difference, 3)Backpressure
3
e regulator, 4) Gas
G accumulattor, 5)Liquid
accumulatoor, 6)High perfformance liquid chromatograaphy (HPLC) ppump, 7)Sampller

Results and
a Discusssion:
It was obbserved that when the cooncentration of hydrophiilic Silica naanoparticle was
w low, therre
were nott enough parrticles to atttach completely at the interface
i
aroound the bub
bbles in foam
m
and whenn particle cooncentrationn increased, more particcles could be adsorbed at the bubble
interface, which staabilized the produced ffoam. But, with furtheer increasedd nanoparticle
concentraation, the paarticle aggregation occurrred, which inhibited foam generation. When thhe
surfactannt concentrattion was sellected enouggh, the attacchment of ssurfactant to
o nanoparticle
surface can
c change nanoparticles
n
s surface prooperties and show surfacce activity usseful for foam
m
generatio
on. But, as th
he more surffactant molecules were adsorbed
a
ontto the particlle surface, thhe
particle surface
s
charg
ge decreasedd and the electrostatic repulsion bettween particcles decreaseed
that led too particle agggregation.
Conclusiion:
Silica naanoparticles can function in similarr ways to su
urfactants annd stabilize foams in thhe
absence of
o any otherr surface-acttive agent, bbut certain differences
d
inn behavior are
a inevitable.
When thhe concentraation of nannoparticles aand surfactan
nt are selected optimize, strong annd
stable fooamsare creaated and diisplacement efficiency is increasedd that leadss to more ooil
productioon.
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Keyword
ds: Ni/Al2O3-CeO2, Dry
y reforming, S
Syngas, Nan
nocatalyst, Im
mpregnationn, Sol-Gel.
Introducction:
Nanocataalyst technoology providdes a methood to contro
ol the structture of catallyst particlees,
thereby controlling
c
thheir catalyticc function [11]. In the preesent work, we report reesearch on thhe
performaance of Ni/A
Al2O3-CeO2 nanocatalyst
n
t, prepared by
b sol-gel annd impregnation methodds,
in carbonn dioxide refforming of methane
m
to iddentify the efffect of prepparation methhod.
Materialls and meth
hods:
In order to synthesizze Ni (10%
%)/Al2O3-CeO
O2 catalysts,, respective metal nitraates and citrric
g
agen
nt were appllied. Sol-gel synthesis method wass followed by
b drop wisse
acid as gelling
adding of citric acid into solutioon as gellingg agent, and then concenntrated in a water bath at
b XRD, FE
ESEM, FT-IIR
65°C to form wet geel. Physiochhemical propperties were identified by
and BET
T techniquess. Performaance tests w
were carried out to inveestigate the influence of
o
temperatuure, feed rattio and gas hourly
h
spacee velocity (G
GHSV) on the
t catalysts activity. Thhe
stability test
t was connducted for 600
6 min. Thhe catalysts were
w
reducedd in situ at 700°C
7
for 1220
min.
Result an
nd discussioon:
Reaction
n tests were carried
c
out too obtain the best operatiional conditiions over Ni(10%)/Al2O3CeO2 synnthesized naanocatalysts.. It indicatedd that higherr temperaturre is favor to
t produce H2
and CO as shown in
n Figure 1. Feed ratio eequals to onne and relatiive lower GH
HSVs exhibbit
s
in Figgures 2 and 3, respectiveely. For all examined teests, the valuue
higher acctivities as shown
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of CO an
nd H2 yieldd for the soll-gel made catalyst
c
is higher
h
than tthat of imprregnated onne.
Lower acctivity of thee catalyst syynthesized with
w impregn
nation methood can be asscribed to thhe
existencee of spinel phases
p
(evideenced by XR
RD analysis)) in this sam
mple which makes
m
it morre
difficult to
t obtain meetallic phase of Ni [2]. Stability test was conductted at the beest operational
conditionns obtained from the prrevious testss. Catalyst prepared
p
byy sol-gel meethod exhibiits
higher acctivity sustaiining CO andd H2 yield att higher valuues.
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Figure 3: Product
P
yields vs. temperaturre over Ni/Al2O3- Figure 4: Product yieldss vs. CH4/CO2 molar ratio ovver
CeO2 nano
ocatalyst syntheesized via imprregnation and

Ni/Al2O3-CeO2 nanocataalyst synthesized via

sol-gel metthods.

impregnattion and sol-geel methods.
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sol-gel methods.
m

Conclusiion:
Dependence of cataly
ytic perform
mance duringg CO2 reform
ming of methhane on syntthesis methood
ol-gel made catalysts deemonstrates superior acttivity owing to exhibitinng
was inveestigated. So
better prooperties.
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w
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c
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Introducction:
The mosst energy utiilization in the
t modern societies todday is basedd on combusstion of fosssil
fuels such as coal and natural gas. CO2 is thee product off complete oxxidation or combustion
c
o
of
n. Utilization of CO2 annd other greeenhouse gases to producce
any mateerial that conntains carbon
useful chhemicals cou
uld be a suitable solutionn to this pro
oblem. Catallytic dry refoorming whicch
converts two gases, CH
C 4 and CO
O2, with highh global warrming potenntial to valuaable syngas, a
o CO and H2, has receiv
ved considerrable attentioon in recent years
y
[1-2].
mixture of
Materialls and meth
hods:
Nano ZrO
O2 powder was
w purchassed from East Nano Maaterial Co. Innc. and used
d as a catalyyst
support. Fe-V2O5 suppported nano
o ZrO2 catallyst were prrepared usingg coprecipitaation method.
precipitationn, the producct was dried aat room temp
mperature andd subsequenttly calcined at
After cop
923 K foor 4 h in airr. The dry reeforming reaaction was carried
c
out aat a temperaature range of
o
673-973 K, 1.3 bar and
a CO2: CH
H4 =1:1 in a fixed-bed
f
reactor when tthe entrance of mass flow
rate was 400 ml/minn using ZrO
O2 and Fe-V
V2O5/ZrO2 catalyst,
c
andd 5g of the catalysts waas
used. The stability teest of catalyysts was meaasured at 973 K when thhe entrance of mass flow
rate was 600 ml/min,, and 3g of thhe catalysts was used.
Apparattus:
The prep
pared catalysst was calcined in furnaace (Griffin)). The catalyyst structuree was studieed
using tecchniques XR
RD (Seifret ID
D3003), XR
RF (ARF). The
T catalytic activities were
w
studied in
i
a fixed-b
bed reactor (20mm ID and 150mm
m length). The
T temperaature of thee reactor waas
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measuredd using a TypeT
K seensor. A thhermocouplee, connectedd to a PID
D temperaturre
controller was used for adjustinng the tempeerature of th
he reaction. The mass flow
f
rate waas
At the entraance and exxit
controlled and meassured using mass flow controllers (Hitachi). A
t
reactor’s was installeed a pressurre gage. A ccold trap at the outlet of the reactorr was used to
w
from thhe gas prodduct stream. All produccts were anaalyzed by gaas
condensee out any water
chromatoography (Yooung Lin) equ
uipped by Q and MS cappillary colum
mns and a HID detector.
Result an
nd discussioon:
The resuults of the XRD
X
for the Fe-V2O5/ZrrO2 catalyst showed thaat there was V2O5 at thhis
catalyst. The Iron, haas good distrribution at thhe surface of the catalysst. The resultts of the XR
RF
showed that
t
60% Zrr wt., with 4%
4 V wt. and
a 3%Fe wt.
w there werre at the strructure of thhe
catalyst. The results of this reaction showedd that in all of tempraturre at constan
nt presure thhe
yeild of synthesis of
o methane with Fe-V2O5/ZrO2 caatalyst is hiigher than ZrO
Z 2 catalysst.
Howeverr, it showed
d that this catalyst
c
had better catallytic activityy for reform
ming reactionn.
Efficienccy of hydroggen productiion for both catalysts att different teemprature were
w
increaseed
and had reverse relaationship wiith time. Allso Efficienccy of hydrogen producttion for ZrO
O2
w always greater thann Fe-V2O5/Z
ZrO2. Study of Kinetics of these cattalysts in thhis
catalyst was
reaction showed the Fe-V2O5/ZrrO2 catalyst had lower activation
a
ennergy than ZrO
Z 2 catalysst.
(Figures 1, 2 and 3)
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Conclusiion:
Accordin
ng to higherr catalytic activity
a
of the Fe-V2O5/ZrO2 catalyst, it can introduce to
t
methane reforming by
b follow reaaction rate : rCO=120.9*E
EXP(-44.71//RT)PCH40.17PCO20.43
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Introducction:
The prod
duction of syyngas via dry
y reforming oof methane is
i a crucial process
p
to uttilize CO2 as a
greenhou
use gas. Ni-based catalyysts are exteensively useed for this process
p
becaause of beinng
easy accessible and inexpensivee rather thann noble mettals [1,2]. Using
U
Cu ass a promisinng
o
promoterr with an efffective prepaaration method like sol-ggel can supreess the coke formation on
Ni, and as
a a result, thhe activity will
w be enhanced.
Materialls and meth
hods:
In this work,
w
the Ni-Cu/Al2O3 were syntheesized via sol-gel
s
(NCA
A-SG) and impregnatioon
(NCA-I) methods to obtain Ni(10%)Cuu(3%)/Al2O3. The synnthesized caatalysts werre
characterrized by XR
RD, EDAX
X, BET, FTIIR, and TG
G-DTG anallysis, and thheir catalytic
performaances were evaluated
e
by dry reformiing of methaane in a U-shhape quartz micro reactoor
(6 mm i.dd.), operatedd under atmoosphere presssure, CH4/CO2=1, and G
GHSV=24 l/ggr.hr.
Result an
nd discussioon:
XRD datta confirmedd the formattion of amorrphous structture for the NCA-SG caatalyst. Broaad
and weakk diffractionn peaks of NiO
N suggesteed the high distribution
d
oof the NiO species
s
on thhe
support surface of NCA-SG catalyst. FES
SEM microggraphs indiccated signifficantly smaall
nanopartiicles with uniform
u
distribution forr sol-gel method (20-500 nm). Moreeover, EDAX
analysis revealed agrreeable com
mposition of species on the
t catalysts surface. Sp
pecific surfacce
analysis revealed
r
thaat the nanocaatalysts had llarge enoughh surface areea, in particuular, NCA-SG
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(196 m2/g
g). Accordin
ng to the resuults of the catalytic perfformance tessts, NCA-SG
G nanocatalyyst
exhibited
d better catallytic activity
y and stabilitty for methaane dry reforrming. Highher conversioon
and supeerior selectiivity of H2/CO close to 1 is rellated to im
mproved phyysicochemical
propertiees. The charaacterization results
r
confiirmed remarrkable effectt of the sol-ggel method on
o
the sampple morpholoogy, structuree and catalyttic activity and
a stability..

Figu
ure 7: XRD pattterns of Ni-Cuu/Al2O3

Figure 8: FESEM-EDA
AX analysis of Ni-Cu/Al
N
2O3

nanoccatalyst.

nanoccatalyst.

Fiigure 9: CH4 annd CO2 converrsion over

CO ratio in prodduct over
Fiigure 10: H2/C

Ni-Cu/Al2O3 nanocatalyyst.

Ni-Cu/Al2O3 nanocataly
yst.

Conclusiion:
In order to investig
gate the effeect of prepaaration methhod on the properties and catalyttic
ocatalysts were
w
syntheesized via ssol-gel and impregnatioon
performaance, Ni-Cuu/Al2O3 nano
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methods.. Based on the characteerization ressults, sol-geel method enndowed the sample witth
small naanoparticle size,
s
uniform
m distributioon and high
her surface aarea. As a result, higheer
catalytic activity annd stability was achievved. Therefo
ore, the sol--gel method
d leads to an
a
excellentt preparation
n of Ni-Cu/A
Al2O3 nanocaatalysts for dry
d reformingg of methanee.
Referencces:
[1] J. Neewnham et al.,
a "Highly stable and active Ni-m
mesoporous aalumina cataalysts for drry
reforming
g of methanee", Internatioonal Journall of Hydrogeen Energy, 37, (2), 1454-1464, 2012.
[2] S. Baarama et al.., "Catalytic properties of Rh, Ni, Pd and Ce supported on
o Al-pillareed
montmorrillonites in dry
d reforminng of methanne", Catalysiis Today, 141, (3–4), 385
5-392, 20099.
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M
Molecular
Dynamics
D
s stady of diffusion
d
o Halocarrbons in FAU
of
F
zeolite
R.Rabiei*a, B.Najafia annd S.Alavib
a

Department
D
of chemistry,
c
Isfaahan Universityy of Technologgy, Isfahan, Iraan
(e-mail:rzh.rabiei@gmaail.com)
b

Departmennt of chemistry, University off Ottawa, Ottaw
wa, Canada

Keyw
words: Haloccarbon, FAU
U zeolite, Difffusion coeffficient, Simuulation
Introd
duction:
The diffusion
d
of Halocarbonns in zeolitees is attractting at pressent due to its relevannce to
enviroonmental isssues concerring ozone--depleting chlorofouroc
c
carbons(CFC
Cs) [1] andd the
removval of chlorin
nated solvent residues froom contaminnated grounddwater and soils
s
[2].
This paper
p
deals with
w diffusioon of differrent Halocarrbons in FAU
U zeolite. Diffusion
D
plaays an
importtant role in the
t use of zeeolites in caatalysis and separation
s
processes bassed on adsorrption
and zeeolites memb
berans. Zeollite have beeen commonlly used as catalysts
c
andd adsorbents for a
long tiime [3],[4].
Methoods:
The addsorbate-adssorbent and adsorbatea
a
adsorbate
inttractions werre modeled by
b an interattomic
potenttial consistin
ng of Lenardd jones (LJ). The zeolite were modelled as follow
ws: Si192O3844 with
q(Si)=
=+2.4 and q(O
O)=-1.2. Pottential chargges of guest molecules
m
arre reported in Table 1.
Table 1. Potenntial charges off Halocarbons
molecules

C

F

CF4

0.800

-0.200

CFCl3

0.616

-0.176

-0.086

CF2Cl2

0.210

-0.086

-0.019

CF3Cl

-0.039

-0.033

0.024
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Moleccular dynam
mic simulatioons were perrformed in DL_POLY
D
p
program
in the NVT (33×106
steps) and then NV
VE (5×106 steps)
s
ensem
mble in rangee of temperattures betweeen 200 K andd 700
K. Thee mean squaare displacem
ments (MSdds) of guest molecules
m
at different teemperatures were
evaluaated by mean
ns of the folllowing classsical educatioon:
ே

ܦܵܯ
ܦሺݐሻ ൌ

ۃοݎଶ ሺݐሻۄ

ͳ
ଶ
ൌ ൣݎ
  ሺݐሻ െ ݎ ሺͲ
Ͳሻ൧
ʹ
ୀଵ
ଵ

The diffusion coeefficients weere obtained by fitting thhe MSD ploots as a funcction of the time,
assum
ming the follo
owing Ensteiin relation:
ܦܵܯ
ܦሺݐሻ ൌ  ܣ ܦ
Rsultss and Discussion:
The diiffusion coeffficients of different
d
Hallocarbons in FAU zeolitee is shown inn figure 1.
2.00E-08

CF4

1.60E-08
CFCl3
CF3Cl

1.20E-08
CF2Cl2

8.00E-09

4.00E-09

0.00E+00
0

100

20
00

300

400
0

500

600

700

800

Figgure 1. Diffusiion coefficientss of Halocarbons

For coomparision diffusion
d
coeefficients of Halocarbonss we calculaated dipole moments
m
of theses
t
molecules by Gau
ussian softwaare. These diipole momennts are reporrted in Tablee 2.
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Table 2. Molecular
M
masses and dipole moments
m
of Haalocarbons
moleculees

m
molecular
masss

dipolle moment

CF4

88.004

0
0.0000

CF3Cl

104.459

0
0.8053

CF2Cl2

120.913

0
0.9335

CFCl3

137.368

0
0.8585

Concllusions:
Diffussion coefficiient increasee with bothh molecular mass and dipole
d
mom
ment. CF2Cl2 with
max of dipole mom
ment, has miin of Diffusiion coefficieent.
Refereence:
[1] Maanzer. L. E. Sience. 24 (1990) 931.
[2] Huutchings, G. J., Heneghann, C. S., Ian, D. H. Natuure. 384 (19996) 341.
[3] Cooppens, M. O.,
O Keil, F. J., Krishna, R.
R Rev. chem
m.. Eng. 20000, 16, 71.
[4] Beergh, J. V. D.,
D Ban, S., Vlugt,
V
T. J. h., Kapteijnn, F. J. Phys. Chem. C 2009, 113, 177840178500
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A Coomputational Analyysis of Inteeraction off Differentt isomers of
o Curcum
min
with Protein
n Kinase Cį
C (PKCį
į)
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U
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S
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Key words:
w
Curcu
umin , proteiin kinase C , DFT, Autoodock
Introd
duction:
Proteinn kinase C (PKC) is a family of seerine /threonnine protein kinase . PK
KC isoformss play
importtant role in the patholoogy of seveeral diseasess such as caancer, diabeetes, stroke, heart
failuree, and Alzheeimer’s diseaase. Thereforre, PKC hass been a subjject of intennsive research and
drug development
d
t, particularlly in cancer research. Thhe C1 domaains of PKC
C have becom
me an
attracttive target in
n designing the its basedd drugs. Sevveral classess of high-afffinity ligandds that
target the C1 dom
main have been previouusly describeed. Recentlyy it was founnd that curccumin
bind too the C1 dom
main and moodulate PKC
C. [1]
Curcuumin is the active
a
ingreddient of the dietary spice turmeric and has beeen consumeed for
medicinal purposses for thouusands of years.
y
Modern sciencee has shownn that curccumin
modullates variou
us signalingg molecules,, including inflammatoory moleculles, transcriiption
factorss, enzymes, protein kinases, proteinn reductasess, carrier prooteins, cell survival
s
prooteins,
drug resistance pro
oteins [2]
There are some stu
udies about recognizing
r
how PKC iss modulated by curcuminn in vito andd vivo
[3] buut there isn’’t any theorretical studyy about it, so
s in the present studyy, we investigate
interacction of diffeerent isomerrs of curcum
min with PKC
Cį by compuutational metthods.
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Figure1.
Diffferent isomerss of curcuminn

Comp
putational Methods:
M
Equilibrium geom
metries were optimized using
u
the DFT/ B3LYP
P with 6-3111G (2d, 2p) basis
set.
All caalculations were
w
perform
med with GamessG
us package. Thhen the opttimized curccumin
structuures and C1B subdomaiin of proteinn kinase Cįį (PDB codee: 1PTQ) were
w
subjecteed for
dockinng analysis using
u
Autoddock 4.2. 1000 docking ruuns were perrformed. Aftter the simullation
were complete,
c
th
he docked strructures werre analyzed and the inteeraction weree seen. Hydrrogen
bond interactions
i
and the binding distancce between the
t donors and
a acceptorrs were meaasured
for thee best conforrmers.
Resultts of Dockin
ng Simulatioons:
Table 1 shows reesults of doccking simulaation includding the num
mber of prodduced clusteers of
conforrmers using RMSD-toleerance of 2.0 Å out off 100 docking runs (A)), the numbber of
conforrmation in fiirst cluster (B
B), binding energy of loowest energyy conformatiion in this cluster
(C), liigand efficieency (D), innternal energgy (E), electtrostatic enerrgy(F), torsiional energyy (G),
unnboond energy(H
H) which residue that parrticipate in hydrogen
h
bonnding interactions (I).
T
Table1.
Some results
r
of Dockking Simulationn
isomers

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

a

54

5

-7.91

-0.29

-10.99

-0.22

2.98

-1.82

LEU229, HIS40

b

16

12

-8.74

-0.32

-11.772

-0.41

2.98

-1.44

TYR88, GLY28,LYS
S30

c

29

1

-7.73

-0.29

-10.771

0.14

2.98

-1.85

THR112, TYR8, LYS30
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d

20

37

-8.52

-0.32

-11.551

-0.22

2.98

-1.2

TYR88, GLY28

Concllusion:
Accorrding to the results
r
of taable 1 whichh show large values of efficiency
e
annd binding ennergy
for binnding of isom
mer e ( enol – ceto form
m) to pkcį, seelecting thiss isomer betw
ween other is the
best. So
S increasin
ng the amouunt of isomerr (e) in bulk curcumin leads to increaase modulatiion of
pkcį and
a improve medicinal properties
p
off curcumin.
Refren
nce:
[1] A .Majhi, G. M,
M Rahman, SH, panchall, Bioorg & Med
M Chemisstry 18 (4), 2010,
2
1591 -1598
[2] S. C,
C Gupta, S..Patchva, W.. Koh, B. B, Aggarwal, Clinical andd Experimenttal Pharmacoology
and Phhysiology, 39
9 (3), 2012, 283-299
2
[3] R. Garg, A.G. Panchandanni, G.B. Marru, Carcinogeenesis 29 (6)), 2008, 1249-1257
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DFT
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w
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Introd
duction:
Curcuumin is the mainly
m
yellow
w phenolic material
m
of tumeric
t
and widely usedd as feed colloring
additivve. Numeric experimeental studiess have dem
monstrated that curcum
min has vaarious
biologgical activitiies,includingg antioxidannt activity,caancer prevenntion activitty, antigiogeenesis
activitty,AD diseasse preventionn activity.
In thiss paper accurrate quantum
m chemical studies
s
emplloying DFT study on diffferent isomeers of
curcum
min in the gas
g phase annd aqueous solution haas been carriied out withh the objectiive of
findingg the equiliibrium struccture ,chargee ,bonding characteristiic and naturre of moleecular
orbitalls particularrly the highhest occupieed

and low
west unoccuupied that are
a importannt for

bindinng.
Comp
putational details:
d
Equilibrium geom
metries in thee gaseous phase were optimized usinng the DFT method.
m
Thee DFT
approaach utilized
d B3LYP fuunctional annd 6311-G (2p,
(
2d) baasis set wass used. Thenn the
optimiized curcum
min structuree was placeed in water to study chhanges to thhe geometryy and
chargees in water at
a the DFT/B
B3LYP by ussing the self--consistent reeaction fieldd models in which
w
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the soolvent was trreated to bee a dielectricc continuum
m. We use GAMESS-US
G
S package for
f all
compuutations. Fou
ur possible isomeric
i
struuctures of cuurcumin havve primarily been considdered.
These isomers werre shown in figure 1.
a

O

O

H

H

b

HO

c

OMe
e

O

MeO

H
H
O

H

HO
O

OH
OMe

O
OH O
H

OMe

d

OMe
O

O
OMe
OH

OH

H
H
H
HO

MeO

OMe
OH

HO
O

HO

Figure1. Diff
fferent isomers of curcumin

Resultts:
Some results of caalculation suuch as compuuted energettics, and HO
OMO-LUMO
O gaps of thee four
isomerrs of curcu
umin in the gas phase and aqueouus solution were show
wn in table 1, 2,
respecctively.
Ta
able1.The compputed energeticcs, and HOMO
O-LUMO gaps in the gas phasse
isomeer

Total energgy(hartree)

HOMO

UMO
LU

O-LUMO gap
HOMO

a

-1263.21599

-0.2085

-0.00739

0.1346

b

-1263.25511

-0.1989

-0.007940

0.1195

c

-1263.24466

-0.2104

-0.00740

0.1364

d

-1263.23188

-0.1992

-0.00765

0.1227

Table2
2. The computeed energetics, and
a HOMO-LU
UMO gaps in the
t aqueous solution
isomerr

Total energgy(hartree)

HOMO

LUMO

O-LUMO gap
HOMO

a

-1263.2419

-0.2133

-0.00813

0.1320

b

-1263.2781

-0.2040

-0.00904

0.1136

c

-1263.26922

-0.2150

-0.00844

0.1306
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d

-1263.2571

-0.2036

-0.00864

0.1172

Concllusion:
As cann be seen fro
om Tables 1,, 2, the syn enolic
e
form was
w definitlyy found to bee the groundd state
and thhe most stablle form both in the gas phase
p
and aqqueous solutiion optimizaation of curcuumin.
This ground
g
state both in thee gas phase and in soluution which are shown in Figure 2 have
planarr framework.

Figure2. Final ptimized struuctures of stablee isomer of currcumin (a: gas phase, b: aqueeous solution)

Refereence:
[1] K, BALASUB
BRAMANIA
AN, J. Agric. Food Chem
m. 2006, 54, 3512í3520
3
[2] Y, Sun, H, Zhaang, D, Chenn and C, Liu,, Org. Lett., 2002, 4 (17))
[3] P, Denga,
D
H, Zhangc
Z
, J, Jiianga, and Q,
Q Jiang, J. Att. Mol. Sci, 2011
2
, 2(1) , 51-57
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Coomputatio
onal investtigation on
n copper-aassisted raadioiodine exhange of
o
Meta
a-iodoben
nzylguanid
dine in ammonium sulfate
s
maatrix
A.Vaahidi Ferdow
wsi*a
a

Research andd Develop Brannch, Nassimtebb Corporation, Tehran, Iran.
Email: a.vv.ferdowsi@gm
mail.com

Keyw
words : Meta--iodobenzylgguanidine, Ammonium
A
S
Sulfate,
DFT
T , Thermodyynamical
Prorepprties
Introd
duction:
Meta-iiodobenzylg
guanidine coontains a beenzyl and a guanidine group. Neurroendocrine cells
take up
u MIBG th
hrough an active
a
mechhanism and store it in the neuroseecretory grannules.
Severaal methods for radioioodination off MIBG weere investigaated, based on nucleopphilic
isotopic exchangee. These synthetic methhods have produced
p
vaarying radioochemical yields,
y
whichh in some casses have been close to quuantitative [11].
A new
w synthetic method
m
by thhe simultaneeous presencce of copperr and ammoonium sulfatee was
used. In
I this metho
od CuSO4 annd ammoniuum sulfate arre simultaneoously added to the reaction. A
reducing agent isn
n’t added directly
d
to medium,
m
but obtained ioodine from reducing Cuu2+ is
g from thermal decom
mposition (deeammoniatioon) of ammoonium
reduceed by productive SO2 gas
sulfatee [2].
Furtheermore, it is anticipated that the form
mation of complex from copper and ammonia att high
temperature, the activation eneergy barrier decreases annd favorablee effects on yield
y
and reaaction
rate dooes. In this claim
c
with evidence
e
of quantum
q
mechanics is innvestigated and
a proven. Also,
reactioon mechanissm by DFT computations
c
s has been carefully reviiewed.
Methoods:
The coomputed vallues of free energies weere estimatedd by means of the B3LY
YP togetherr with
the staandard mix basis
b
sets forr elements thhat yield pottential energgy barriers inn good agreeement
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with the experim
ment. Transition states are characcterized as having onnly one neggative
eigenvvalue and ab
bsence of im
maginary freqquencies verrifies that reactant and product
p
strucctures
are truue minima. Frequency calculationss were perfformed at thhe same theeory level as
a the
optimiizations to obtain
o
zero-ppoint energiees (ZPE) annd to confirm
m the nature of the statioonary
points.The intrinsic reaction coordinate
c
(
(IRC)
path was
w traced in
i order to check
c
the ennergy
profilees connecting each TS too the two asssociated minnima of the proposed
p
mechanism.
Resultts and dissccution:
We evvaluated thee relative cooncentrationns of possibble species in the reaction matrix.. Our
calculaations show
w that desireed carbocatioon is unstabble and not formed. In presence ioodide,
previoous structuree are unstaable and CuuI the mostt desirable component. Thus, thee SN1
mechaanism is not favorable. CuI
C may alsso combine with one molecule of H2O to form
m CuIH2O and
a with increasing tem
mperature, the
t ammoniaa molecule is added inn the mediuum of
reactioon and the CuI-NH
C
mbination is formed
f
(-8.99 kcal/mol moore stable thaan CuI-H2O).
3 com
We exxplored the stable configuuration of traansition state in studied SN2 mechanism. The trannsition
stats (T
TS1,TS2.TS3
3) for this reaaction was loocated and coonfirmed by a frequency calculation
c
too have
an imaaginary frequency. TS1 juust contain off MIBG and CuI
C and TS2 has triangulaar planar geoometry
and TS3
T
has pseu
udo-tetrahedrral geometryy on copperr atom withh one and tw
wo NH3 liggands,
respecttively.
We coompared and
d evaluated base
b
on the presence
p
of ammonia in the medium
m of reactionn. The
energyy of the intermediate, hoowever, is loowered 164 kcal/mol, reelative to thee reactant ennergy.
All the structural changes imp
mply the form
mation of C--131I and Cu-I
C
bonds and
a simultanneous
weakeening of relev
vant C-I andd Cu-131I boonds.
Lowerring of the frree energy of activation by introduciing additionaal NH3 moleecule amountted to
ca. 322.29~ 5.41 kcal/mol,
k
whhich made caatalyzed reaaction more facile than un-catalyzed
u
d one.
Combining with their
t
high acctivation barrriers (32.3 kcal/mol),
k
T and TS33 are likely to be
TS2
reactivve transition state speciees in this coppper-catalyzeed reaction.
The 'C-131I/'C-II and 'Cu-131I/'CuI chharge ratios by
b means off NBO analyysis as measuure of
powerr transformaation from reactants to
t productss obtained. As a resuult, These ratios
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demonnstrated thatt the transitiion state chhanges to prooduct in TS
S3 faster thaan TS2 and TS1,
respecctively. The computed FMOs provve SN2 reacttion and suuggests that bonds are being
formedd and broken
n.
Concllusions :
Our thhermodynamiical and geom
metrical resuults show that
at TS3 with two
tw moleculees of ammonnia are
most favorable
f
tran
nsition satatee. The presennt study wouuld provide inn-depth inforrmation abouut the
influennce of TS on
n the thermoddynamic prooperties of reaction and highlight
h
the crucial role of
o the
ammonnia ligand.
Refereences:
[1] H.H
H.Coenen an
nd et al.; "Raadioionidatioon Reactions For Pharm
maceuticals"; Springer; 20006.
[2]W. D. Halsteaad; "Thermaal decompossition of am
mmonium suulphate"; Jouurnal of Appplied
Chemiistry; 20,129
9–132,1970.
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A Theoretical Study on the Structural
S
Features of Bisphosphonate
Phaarmaceuticcals
b
M. Arabieh
ha,b , M. Ghannnadi-Maragghehb , S.J. Ahmadi
A
andd M.H. Karim
mi-Jafaric*
a

Departm
ment of Chemisstry, Faculty off Sciences, Shaahid Beheshti University,
U
Tehhran, Iran
b
c

Computtational Chemisstry Laboratoryy, NSTRI, Tehhran, Iran

Department off Bioinformaticcs, IBB, Univeersity of Tehrann, Tehran, Irann
Email: mhkkarimijafari@iibb.ut.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Pamid
dronate, Bispphosphonatee, Conformattional searchh, Hydrogen bond
Introd
duction:
Bisphoosphonates (BPs) are annalogues off the naturallly occurringg inorganic pyrophospha
p
ate in
whichh the oxygen
n in P-O-P haas been repllaced by a carbon, resultting in a meetabolically stable
s
P-C-P structure. These drugs represent a large conntribution too the globaal pharmaceutical
markeet and are widely
w
used in treatmentt of a varietty of bone disease
d
suchh as osteopoorosis,
Paget’’s disease an
nd hypercalccemia due to
t malignanccy. Althouggh these expperimental sttudies
shed some
s
light on
o the structture-activityy relationshipps of BPs, it
i is still ann open theorretical
questioon that how
w small strucctural modiffications of BPs
B may leaad to extenssive alteratioons in
their physicochem
p
mical, biologgical and toxxicological characteristiics. In this regard a detailed
is necessarry for
structuural analysis of BPs under
u
a welll-defined thheoretical frame-work
fr
predicction of theirr activities. Thus
T
the knoowledge of conformatio
c
onal states off pamidronatte is a
perquiisite for stud
dy of its interraction and complexation
c
n with relevant metallic cations.
Comp
putational details:
d
To exxplore confo
ormational space
s
of paamidronate, a systematiic variation of all rotattional
degreees of freedom
m was perfoormed. All bond
b
lengthss and bond angles are set
s initially to
t the
equilibbrium valuees obtained from a moodel-builded structure that was optimized by PM6
semiem
mpirical meethod. Semieempirically located minnimum structures were then
t
subjectted to
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furtherr optimizattions at thhe B3LYP/66-31+G* leevel of theeory. Solveent effects were
incorpporated throu
ugh the Connductor Polaarized Contiinuum modeel (C-PCM). To increasse the
accuraacy of relativ
ve conformaational energgies, single-ppoint calculaations were performed
p
o the
on
final structures
s
at the MP2/6-3311++G(2dff,dp) level with and without C-PCM model.
Resultts and Discu
ussions:
All staable gas-phaase structurees are of cannonical form
m and solvaation is neceessary to staabilize
chargee-separated zwitterionicc structures. Present caalculations show
s
that the
t H3L forrm of
states
pamiddronate is maainly populaated by a singgle conform
mer but the H2L and HL protonation
p
are muulti conform
mer systems in gas-phase and solutionn. In all prottonation states the differrences
in electronic enerrgy of confo
formers are small and thus
t
ZPE annd thermal corrections have
signifiicant effect on the ennergy orderiing of diffeerent conformers. Thiss effect is more
pronouunced for so
olvated strucctures as a result
r
of sm
maller successive energy differences. It is
found that values of P-O bonnd length aree clustered in
i to two disstinguishable distance ranges
dependding on the protonationn of oxygenn atom. Singgle P-O bonnds are obviously longeer and
cover a range from
m 1.58 to 1.775 Å in gas--phase confoormers. QTA
AIM analysiss shows stroongest
hydroggen bonds are
a those occurred betw
ween phosphhonate groupps. In most conformatioons of
pamiddronate the alkyl aminee side chainn is folded on hydroxyyl or phosphhonate grouups to
particiipate in H-b
bonding withh them. Theese nitrogen containing hydrogen bonds
b
are weaker
w
than inter-phosph
honate H-bonnds though play an im
mportant rolee on the rellative stabiliity of
conforrmers.
Concllusion:
Full coonformation
nal space of pamidronate
p
e was searchhed for three protonationn states relevvant at
physioological pH range. The spectrum of conformattional energyy is populatted by manyy low
lying structures.
s
In
n gas phase and within an energy range
r
of 5 kcal/mol
k
highher than the most
stable conformer there are 9, 15 and 8 conformers
c
f H3L, H2L and HL protonation
for
p
s
states,
respecctively. The best correllation was found to be a nearly linear relattion betweenn the
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hydroggen-acceptorr distance and
a the logaarithm of eleectron densiity at hydroggen bond crritical
point.
Refereences:
[1] R. G. G. Russeell, Bone 49 (2011) 2–199.
[2] R. Chelli, F. L. Gervasio, C.
C Gellini, P.
P Procacci, G.
G Cardini, J.
J Phys. Chem
m. A 104 (20000)
112200-11222.
[3] J. J.
J P. Stewartt, J. Mol. Moodel. 13 (20007) 1173–12213.
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Diirect Ab In
nitio Dynaamics Stud
dy on the Reaction of
o CF3CH
HFCF3 witth Cl
Atom
M.Arabbieh and M.Z
Zahedi*
Departmeent of Chemisttry, Faculty of Sciences, Shahhid Beheshti University,
U
Tehrran, Iran
Email: m-zahedi@sbuu.ac.ir

Keyw
words: CH3CHFCF
C
ual-level diirect dynam
mics; Variatiional transittion state thheory
3; Du
(CVT))
Intrud
duction:
Chloroofluorocarbo
ons (CFCs) have beenn extensivelyy used in many
m
indusstrials and house
h
usagess. These compounds caan involve in
i ozone deestruction prrocess via transferring
t
from
tropossphere into stratosphere.
s
. Experimenntal and theooretical studdies of kinetiics of reactiion of
CF3CF
FHCF3 with
h different sppices such as H, O, annd OH havee been perfoormed elsew
where.
Howevver; there are
a only a feew experim
mental reportts on reactioon between CF3CFHCF
F3 and
halogeen atoms. Here we havee theoreticallly studied booth mechaniism and kineetics of hydrrogen
abstracction reactio
on of CF3CFHCF3 by Cl
C atom. A dual-level direct dynam
mics approaach is
applied to investig
gate mechaniism and kineetics nature of
o the titled reaction.
Comp
putational methods:
m
The BB1K/6-31+G
B
G(d,p) levell of theory was used ass lower leveel of methodd for construucting
initial potential en
nergy surfacce (PES) whhere BB1K is
i one of hyybrid meta density
d
functtional
theoryy (HMDFT) methods proposed
p
byy Zhao et al. For higheer level metthod, single point
energyy (SPE) calculations att BB1K/MG
G3S level off theory aree implementted where MG3S
M
denotees to semi-diffuse and modified
m
verrsion of G3L
Large basis set
s developeed by Truhlaar and
et al.
Resultts and Discu
ussions:
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Fig-1 shows vibraational adiabbatic potentiial energy cuurve (VaG) very
v
smoothh due to veryy low
forwarrd barrier heeight. In adddition, it has two barrierss, one barrieer at the trannsition state [at s=
0 (amuu)1/2bohr] an
nd another one
o in entrannce valley [aat approximaately s = -0.64 (amu)1/2bohr].
b
As shoown in Fig-2
2, followingg reaction paath from reacctants to prooducts, all freequencies, except
e
one, do
d not chang
ge significantly. The TST
T, TST/Wiggner,CVT annd CVT/SCT
T rate coefficcients
of reacction were ca1culated.
c
T results showed
The
s
the CVT
C
rate coonstants are more close value
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Concllusion:
Using VTST-ISPE
E scheme,, the rate cooefficients are
a obtainedd at BB1K//MG3S//BB1K/6um model buuilt in a widee temperaturre range from
m 150 to 2000 K. Our reesults
31+G((d,p) quantu
show for the title reaction booth variationnal and tunnneling effectts are small.. On the bassis of
presennt study it is expected ouur results aree useful for prediction
p
o rate coeffiicients of reaaction
of
in a wide
w temperatture range where
w
no expperimental daata is availabble.
Refereences:
[1] R. Atkinson, Chem.
C
Rev. 86
8 (1986) 699-201.
P
Chem.. A, 108 (20004) 6908-69918.
[2] Y. Zhao, D.G. Truhlar, J. Phys.
[3] D.G
G. Truhlar, B.C.
B Garrettt, J. Phys. Chhem. 84 (19887) 365-369.
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Quantum
m Chemiccal Modeliing on Acttive Rutilee TiO2 Cattalyst in
Oxidativee Couplingg of Methaane (OCM
M) Process
Mahtab Gh
haribi*, Bahaareh Honarpaarvar, Ziba Hassanvand,
H
, and Leila Baharmand
B
National Petrochemical
P
Company- Pettrochemical Reesearch & Techhnology Co. (N
NPC-RT),
T
Tehran
Center, Iran, (m.gharibi@npc-rt.ir)

Key Words:
W
Oxid
dative Couplling of Methhane, TiO2 Catalyst,
C
Ab initio,
i
DFT.
Introd
duction:
Methaane is the mo
ost abundantt componentt of natural gas,
g usually containing over
o
90% moole of
the hyydrocarbon fraction,
f
andd representss a possible raw material for the synthesis of more
valuabble productss such as etthylene [1]. Formation of higher hydrocarbon
h
ns from metthane,
whichh is the mosst abundant component of natural gas,
g
is at thhe heart of several
s
impoortant
industtrial processees and the oxidative
o
couupling of methane
m
(OCM
M) represennts the one viable
v
route in
i this field. In recent yeears, severall theoretical studies invoolving ab iniitio methodss have
been conducted
c
to
o better eluccidate the mechanism off OCM proccess [2]. Theese investigaations
aim att characteriziing the ideall conditions for catalyticc process:
Main prroduct


Figure 1. General repreesentation of caatalytic OCM process.
p
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Effecttive catalystss for the reacction are larggely rare earrth, alkali andd alkaline eaarth oxides; act as
importtant catalystts in oxidativve couplingg of methanee [3]. In thiss work, we reported
r
ab initio
clusterr quantum chemical
c
callculations off the modeling of titaniuum oxide caatalyst to finnd the
most proper
p
clusteer model forr rutile structture of bulk titanium oxide and afterr identificatiion of
the acttive sites of catalyst surfface.
Materrials and meethods:
The coomputationaal techniquess are describbed includingg the nature of the crystaal models ussed in
our caalculations. The reactivvity of the crystals witth methane is discussedd. Moreoverr, we
theoreetically estim
mated the innteraction energies
e
bettween hydroogen atoms of methanee and
oxygen of the cattalyst at the level of B33LYP/TZVP
P in differennt distances and the graaph of
energyy verses disttance has beeen analyzedd. The Gausssian 98 program packagge has beenn used
for all calculationss.
Resultt and discusssion:
The reesults obtain
ned demonstrrate that the larger crysttals didn't shhow any signnificant channge in
their relative
r
enerrgies and thhe best moddel has beenn observed in
i 3D latticee size (511)) as a
Ti10O20
r cluster witth six atomss per unit cell.
c
The lesss-coordinateed lattice oxxygen
2 molecular
atom is
i more reacctive and heemolytic fisssion of the CC H bond occurs on thhe surface of
o our
catalyst. Also, thee obtained reesult may reeflect this faact that the values
v
of rellative energies in
potenttial energy su
urface are hiighly sensitivve to the size of simulatiion cells.
Table
T
1. The mechansim
m
of interaction
i
CH
H4+(TiO2)10 in OCM reactionn
Optimized geometry:
g
TiO
O2 catalyst

Meechanism
Hemolytic fission (Radical)

- 10037. 392

Heterolyticc fission-I (Anioon)

-10027.227

Heterolytic fission-II
f
(Cattion)

-10027. 186
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Concllusion:
The reesults show that
t
the less-coordinatedd lattice oxyygen atom is more reactiive and hemoolytic
fissionn of the C- H bond occcurs on the surface of our
o catalyst (2CH4 Æ2C
CH3° Æ C2H6 Æ
C2H4). A less-coorrdinated atom
m is usuallyy more reactiive, althoughh an extremeely high reacctivity
nied by a lower selectivvity. We believe that thee net atomicc charge deccrease
is ofteen accompan
with an
a increase in
n the coordinnation numbber.
Refereences:
[1] G. Wozny, H. Arellano-Gaarcia, Chem. Eng. Trans., 21 (2010)1399.
[2] L. Olivier, S. Haag,
H
H. Pennnemann, C.
C Hofmann, C. Mirodatoos, A. C. vann Veen, Cataalysis
Todayy 137 (2008) 80.
[3] M.. S. Palmer and
a M. Neurrock, J. Physs. Chem B, 106 (2002) 65543.
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Ad
dsorption of
o CO Molecules on
n Fullerenee: A Densiity Functioonal Theoory
Study
M. Erfann. Zand*a,b, Hossen
H
Mehdizadeha,b ,Z
Zahra feylic

c

a

Department of Chemisttry, Payame Nooor University, Shiraz, Iran

b

Padidavaaran Co. Fars Science
S
and Tecchnology Parkk, Shiraz, Iran

Youn
ng Researcherss Club, Hamedaan Branch, Islaamic Azad Uniiversity, Hameedan, Iran
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Keyw
word: CO, Fu
ullerene, Adssorption, Deensity Functiional Theoryy
Introd
duction:
Sensinng gas moleccules is critiical to enviroonmental monitoring,
m
coontrol of cheemical proceesses,
space missions, and agricultuural and meddical applicaations [1]. In
I the past few
f
years, a new
generaation of gas sensors
s
havee been demoonstrated usinng carbon naanotubes (CN
NTs) [2]
and seemiconducto
or nanowiress [3]. It was reported
r
thaat semiconduucting CNTss could be ussed to
detect small conceentration of NH
N 3, NO2, and
a O2 with high
h
sensitivvity by meassuring changges
of the CNTs cond
ductance uppon exposuree to the gasses at room temperaturee [3]. Theorretical
studies of gas mollecular adsorrption on thee graphene surface
s
have been reportted recently,27,28
whichh showed thaat NO2, H2O,
O NH3, CO, and NO molecules
m
aree physicallyy adsorbed on
o the
pristinne graphene.
In thiss task, using density funcctional theorry (DFT) callculations, we
w study the adsorption of
o gas
molecules on the different
d
sitees of fullerenne surface. (ssee Figure 1))
.
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Figure 1. Laabeling of C24 fullerene
f
surface sites used inn this study.

Figgure 2. The grraph of adsorpttion energy verrsus distance foor different sitees of fullerene from O (left) and
a C
(right) heads.

Methoods:
Densitty functionaal theory (D
DFT) calculaations by Gaussian09
G
w
were
perforrmed in ordder to
optimiize both fulllerene and CO
C using thee hybrid B33LYP functioonal with 6--311++ g** basis
set wiithout any symmetry restrictions
r
i the singllet ground state. Calcuulated vibrattional
in
frequeencies witho
out imaginaary frequenccies ensure the stable structures. Boys-Bernaardi’s
counteerpoise proccedure (CP) to correct for the bassis set supeerposition errror (BSSE)) was
indicaated that the so-called overcorrectio
o
on of the BSSE by the counterpoise method is
i not
large.
Resultts and Discu
usions
Bindinng energies were calcullated via the differencee in energy of fullerenee /CO compplexes
from those
t
of isollated fragmeents at differrent positionns .The CO molecule coould adsorb from
Carbon or Oxygen
n heads (seee Figure 2) at different distances raanges from 0 to 3 Å. In
I the
most stable
s
structu
ure the CO molecules
m
is separated on
o average by
b 1.5 Å.
Concllusion:
From these
t
and so
ome detailed consideratioon we can coonclude thatt fullerene is a good canddidate
for adssorption of CO
C moleculees.
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Refereences:
[1] Special issue on
o Gas-Sensiing Materialls: MRS Bulll. 1999, 24.
[2] Koong, J.; Frank
klin, N. R.; Zhou,
Z
C.; Chhapline, M. G.;
G Peng, S.; Cho, K.; Dai,
D H. Sciennce
2000, 287, 622.
[3] Weehling, T. O.; Novoselovv, K. S.; Morozov, S. V.; Vdovin, E.. E.; Katsnellson, M. I.; Geim,
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A. K.; Lichtenstein
n, A. I. Nanoo Lett. 2008, 8, 173.
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Cap
pacitive efffect of C2BN
B Bilayeer Nanosh
heet by com
mputational chemisttry
method
Nargges bagheri 1*, Mohamm
mad Erfan Zaand2
Depaartment of Chem
mistry, Islamicc Azad Universsity, Firoozabaad Branch, P. O.
O Box 74715-111745 Firoozabbad ,
Fars, Iran
1
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Keyw
word: Nanosh
heet, Capaciitor, Densityy Functional Theory
Introd
duction:
More than ten yeears are passing from the time of verificatioon of theoryy of presence of
Bohrnnithride nano
otubs and then
t
it has been identtified differeent reports of its synthhesis.
Nowaddays, it seem
ms that it iss necessary to know thhe chemistryy of Bohrnittrid compouund to
preparration of co
omposites and
a
so on. These com
mpounds havve importannt applicatioon in
nanoellectronic wh
here the nanoocarbonic coompounds caan’t work efffectively[1,22].

Fig 1: Strucctutr of C2BN nano
n
sheet

Comp
putational method:
m
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All caalculations have
h
been peerformed in gas phase using
u
Densiity Functionnal Theory (DFT)
level of
o B3LYP at
a 6-31G* standard
s
bassis set. All the
t calculatiions in this study have been
perforrmed by Gau
ussian 03 pacckage[3].
Resultt and Discussion:
In thiis work, it has been investigated
i
on the prooperty of C2BN bilayeer nanosheeets as
nanocaapacitor by using
u
compuutational cheemistry.
For innvestigation on capacitoor characterr in these nanosheets,
n
d
different
fieelds parallell in z
Cartessian access: in differentt intensity arre studied. These
T
nanossheets includde 148 atom
ms. In
differeent distance of two sheetts change off charge on any
a atoms, ennergy gap annd total enerrgy of
system
m, the characcter of capaccitor has witth increasingg of electric field, the chharge of any atom
are inccreased

Fig 2: Charge difference bettween to layer

Concllusion:
In thiis study, th
he nanocapaacitive properties of tw
wo-layered graphene shheets have been
investiigated within
n different distances
d
andd electric fields. The anaalysis of charrges of each atom
showss that these sheets cann be used as
a capacitorr. The capaacitive propeerties depennd on
distancces between
n two sheetss and the appplied electrric field. It is
i shown thaat the nearer two
sheets, the more stored
s
charges. Also, thee position off atoms in sheet is impoortant. The atoms
a
placedd the outer edge
e
of the sheet can sttore more charge.
c
Moree in-depth innvestigationn is in
progreess by the ressearchers off the present study.
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Eleectrostaticc Forces efffects on aggregation
a
n behavior of CTAB
B surfactaant
around carbon
c
naanotubes
M. Foroutaan*, F. Mirzaie Milani
Deparrtment of Physical Chemistryy, School of Chhemistry, University College of Science, Unniversity of Tehhran,
Tehran, Iran
Email: f.mirzaaie.milani@khhayam.ut.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Surfacctant , Simullation ,Carboon Nanotubbe , Salt.
Introd
duction:
Singlee-walled carb
bon nanotubbes (SWCN
NTs) can be dispersed as
a individualls in water using
surfactants. By co
ontrolling thhe intermoleccular and suurface forcess of surfactaant in waterr, it is
possibble to engineeer the resulttant VdW atttraction betw
ween SWNT
Ts [1]. On thhe other handd, one
technique has been
n improved by Arnold et
e al. [2], who, using bilee salts such as
a sodium chholate
in adddition to surffactants, dem
monstrated thhat it is posssible to separrate SWCNT
Ts on the baasis of
their diameter
d
and electronicc structure. However, itt is still nott clear how surfactants selfassem
mble on SWC
CNTs in thee presence of
o salt. A deetailed undeerstanding off the structuure of
surfactant aggregaates adsorbedd on SWCNTs in the preesence of sallt is the goal of this workk.
Simullation detaills:
We used a canon
nical ensem
mble with undefined
u
booundary connditions forr consideringg the
simulaated volume were equalls to infinite. The velociity form of Verlet
V
algorrithm methodd and
the Noose-Hoover thermostat algorithm
a
w
were
used to integrate thee equations of motion with
w a
time step
s
of 1.0 fs and tempperature conntrol of 300 K, respectiively. Waterr molecules were
modelled using thee SPC/E moodel. Simulattions were conducted
c
foor 3ns., for system
s
contaaining
1153 water
w
molecu
ules, 25 surrfactant CTA
AB moleculees and (3, 122, 25, 50) sallt NaCl moleecules
and a (5,5)
(
CNT
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Resultt and discusssion:
In thee present sttudy, we peerformed a molecular dynamics (MD)
(
simullation in a fourcompoonent system
m, includingg water, surrfactant (CT
TAB), SWN
NTs and saltt, to addresss the
unresoolved issue regarding thhe self-assem
mbly structuure of adsorrbed CTAB surfactants onto
SWNT
T surface in
n the presennce of salt. Efforts
E
havee also been made to caalculate the radial
r
distribbution function (RDF) annd potential of mean forrce between two nanoscoopic componnents,
in ordder to shed new
n
light onn the disperssion and stabbility mechaanism of SW
WCNT in aquueous
CTAB
B solution in the presence of salt. To the best of our
o knowleddge, this is thhe first simullation
of com
mplex interaaction behavvior on the atomic level in a four-ccomponent system. Figgure 1
showss simulated system
s
contaaining SWCN
NT, salt, surrfactant and water.
w

Figu
ure 1- Front vieew of represenntative snapshoot for (5,5) CNT
T covered by surfactants in thhe presence of salt
molecules.

Waterr molecules are
a not show
wn for cl We calculatedd the radial distribution
d
f
functions
(R
RDFs)
for all componentss of system including
i
caation and aniion of salt, carbon
c
atomss of nanotubbe and
differeent atoms off surfactant. Our resultss indicates thhat salt addiition have a significant effect
e
on thee distribution
n of surfactannt moleculess around the carbon nanootube. Also the
t RDF bettween
N of surfactant head
h
groups and Cl- atoom of NaCl show that when more Cl- ions loocated
aroundd polar head
d group of surfactant,
s
teendency of surfactants
s
f aggregating around CNT,
for
increaases.
Concllusion:
In thiss work, we presented
p
ploots of the pootential meann force in ordder to study the effects of
o salt
additioon on the beehavior of aqueous
a
soluutions of CT
TAB surfacttants in the presence annd the
absencce of SWCN
NT. results of salt conncentration variations
v
o systems including caarbon
on
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nanotuubes did nott show a reggular patternn on stabilitty of these systems
s
andd only resultted in
increaased stability
y in certain saalt concentraations.
Refereences
[1] Y.Tan and ett al;" Dispeersion of siingle-walled carbon nannotubes of narrow diam
meter
distribbution"; Resaasco, D. E. J.
J Phys. Chem
m. B.; 109, 14454-14460
1
0, 2005.
[2] M. S. Arnold and et al;" Sorting carrbon nanotuube by electrronic structuure using deensity
differeentiation"; Nat.
N Nanotechhnol.; 1, 60--65, 2006.
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T
Theoretical
l study of the Substiituent effeects on O––H bond dissociation
n
enthalp
pies of tran
ns-resveraatrol derivvatives
E
Elyas
Nazarpparvar, Mannsour Zahedi
Deepartment of Chemistry, Facuulty of Sciencees, Shahid Beheeshti Universityy,
G.C., Evin, 19839-6313, Tehran,
T
Iran
@yahoo.com
E-mail: elyasnazarparvar@

Keyw
words: Antioxidant, Resvveratrol, BDE
E, Substituent Effect
Introd
duction:
In reccent times, there has been a groowing attenntion in sellecting efficcient and safety
s
antioxxidants from the natural compounds,
c
such as flavvonoids, vitaamin E and other
o
phenolls [1].
One of
o the most closely connsidered com
mpounds, traans-3,4ƍ,5-trrihydroxystillbene, resveeratrol
(RES)), found in reed wine, graape products, berries, annd peanuts, has
h establishhed a wide vaariety
of effeectual biolog
gical properties [2,3].
Methoods:
The DFT
D
method
d with B3L
LYP functionnal and thee 6-31G (d,pp) basis sett were useed for
geomeetry optimizzation of eacch compounnd and respeective radicaal structure in
i the gas phase.
p
Singlee point calcu
ulations havee been carriedd out using 6-311++G
6
(22d, 2p) basiss set.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
In thiss work, various electronn-donating and
a electron--withdrawing groups weere placed inn X1,
X2 ,X
X3 and X4 of trans-resveeratrol (see Figure1) annd the Bond Dissociationn Enthalpy(B
BDE)
valuess of three hy
ydroxyls grouups (3OH , 5OH and 4’OH
4
) in A and B-ringss were calcuulated.
The reesults show that
t
the BDE
E of para poosition (4’O H) is lower by about 222-28 kJ mol-11 than
3OH and
a 5OH forr non-substittuted resveraatrol. Figuree 2(A-D) is an illustratioon of the poositive
spin densities
d
of above speccies’ radicalls after hyddrogen abstraction. The BDE diffeerence
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betweeen the 3OH and the 5O
OH in X1 poosition for sttudied substtituents lies in the rangee 0.3–
80.1 kJ
k mol-1. Forr X2 positioon 5OH is inn the ortho position
p
and 3OH is in the
t para possition.
Variouus substitueents are plaaced in thiss position (Figure
(
1) and
a
BDEs and ¨BDE
Es are
compuuted. As it iss observed thhe substitutiion effect onn ortho posittion is more significant and
a it
is withhin the rangee of 1.0-88.44 kJ mol-1. While
W
for thee para positioon the calcullated BDEs are in
the rannge of 1.5-35.9 kJ mol-1. For X3 position the 4’’OH is in meeta position and The effe
fect of
EWG and EDG su
ubstituents on
o BDE andd ¨BDE valuues was investigated. Thhe highest values
v
of BDE are found in the case of
o CHO (341.5 kJ mol-1) and the low
west values of
o BDE are found
f
in the case of OM
Me (316.2 kJ mol-1). Thee difference between higghest and lowest BDE values
v
for meeta substituen
nts is 22.4 kJ
k mol-1.The X4 substituttions are in ortho
o
positioon of 4’OH group
g
and haave significaant effect on its BDE vallues. The 4’O
OH BDE is decreased
d
abbout 45.5 kJ mol-1
in com
mparison witth non-substtituted structture in preseence of NHM
Me (electronn-donating group)
g
and thhe lowest BD
DE (279.2 kJJ mol-1) was found for thhis structure.. In the case of NH2 the BDE
value (286.0 kJ mol
m -1) decreaases about 39.7 kJ mol-11 and it shiffts about 37..6 kJ mol-1 in
i the
presennce of OH groups
g
and reaches
r
to 2887.1 kJ mol-1. The highhest values of
o 4’OH BD
DE are
found in the case of electron withdrawinng groups suuch as NO2 (374.3 kJ m
mol-1) and COOH
C
(374.00 kJ mol-1).
X3
H3

O'4

C'3

H'4

C'4

C'2
B

O3

C2
C3

C'1
C1

C4

X1

X4

C6
C5

H5

C'5
C'6

A

X2

O5

Figure 1.X1=H,
1
X2=H, X3=H and X4=
=H (trans-Resverratrol)

Figuree 2. Positive Spin density
d
and unpaired electron distribbution

Concllusions:
Electroon-donating
g and electronn-withdrawiing groups have
h
been placed in avaiilable positioons of
trans-rresveratrol and
a their efffects on BDE
Es were invvestigated. The
T B-ring iss more impoortant
than A from the BDE
B
point off view, becauuse the radiccal structuree, after H absstraction from
m the
4’OH could be staabilized by the
t resonancce between tw
wo rings. Thhis OH grouup is also afffected
by thee substitution
n groups of A-ring. Morreover, if ann electron-doonating grouup is placed in
i X4
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positioon (the ortho
o position foor 4’OH), thee lowest BD
DEs are compputed. Compputed BDEs show
that, thhe trans-resv
veratrol derivatives that have good spin
s
density distributionn, have the loowest
BDEs.
Refereences:
[1] Haalliwell, B.; Aeschbachh, R.; Löligeer, J.; Aruom
ma, O. Foood and Chem
mical Toxicology
1995, 33, 601-617
7.
[2] Saaiko, P.; Szak
kmary, A.; Jaeger,
J
W.; Szekeres,
S
T. Mutation Research/Rev
R
views in Muttation
Researrch 2008, 65
58, 68-94.
[3] Baaur, J. A.; Sin
nclair, D. A.. Nature Revviews Drug Discovery
D
20006, 5, 493-5506.
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DFT
T/B3LYP study of the Antioxxidant Prop
perties of IRFI in th
he Gas Ph
hase
and DMSO
D
sollvent
E
Elyas
Nazarpparvar, Mannsour Zahedi
Departm
ment of Chemiistry, Faculty of
o Sciences, Shhahid Beheshti University, G.C., Evin, 198339-6313, Tehraan, Iran
(Email: elyassnazarparvar@
@yahoo.com)

Keyw
words: IRFI (IRFIOH),
(
b
bond
dissociaation enthalppy (BDE), B3LYP
B
Introd
duction:
IRFI (IROH),
(
a ph
henolic antiooxidant origiinally designned for food preservationn. It is both water
and lippid soluble and has beeen studied chhemically foor its stabilizzing radical-trapping acctivity
and thherapeuticallly for its cappacity to lim
mit myocarddial infarctioon and preveent liver neccrosis
causedd by lipid peeroxidation.
Methoods:
The hyybrid B3LY
YP functionall and the 6-331G(d) basiss set was ussed for the optimization of all
of the stationary points
p
in the gas phase. Single
S
pointt calculationss have been carried out using
6-311+
+G(2d,2p) basis
b
set. The
T solvent effect was taken into consideratiion in all of
o the
calculaations by em
mploying thee self-consisstent reactionn field (SCR
RF) method with a polaarized
continnuum model (PCM). All calculationss were perforrmed with Gaussian
G
98 program.
p
Resultts and discu
ussion:
from
A propposed mech
hanism whicch can be ennvisioned foor sequentiall hydrogen abstractions
a
IRFIO
OH has been
n presented in Figure 1.
1 The mechhanism show
wn in Figurre 1 involvees the
phenolic hydrogen
n (H1) and thhe acidic hyydrogen (H2)) abstractionns from IRFII by hydropeeroxyl
radicaal. These dataa, together with
w the fact that the prim
mary oxidation products of monopheenolic
compoounds formeed by hydropperoxyl are phenoxyl
p
raddicals, indicaate that IRFIOH radical must
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evolvee chemically
y to the IRFIKD form thrrough a seriees of intermeediates startss with a hydrrogen
abstracction reaction of the IRFIOx raddical to form
m a ketodiene, which is subsequuently
hydrollyzed to IRF
FI quinone, IRFIQ.By taking
t
a loook at Figure 2 and Figurre 3, you caan see
that thhe abstractio
on reaction is a plausibble mechanissm for two HOO radiccal scavenging in
DMSO
O, but the maximum
m
baarrier in vacuuum, methannol or waterr is pretty hiigh (almost twice
the baarrier in DM
MSO and the overall reacction is lesss exothermicc). Accordinng to that, soolvent
effectss are very im
mportant to decide
d
whethher hydrogenn abstractionn or an alternnative mechaanism
is prefferred to elim
minate two HOO
H
radicals.
O

HO

HOO
O
O

CO2H

- H2O2
2

IRFI (IIRFIOH)

O

O
HO
O
Phenoxy radical(IIRFIO)
HOO
O
- H2O
O2
O

O
O
O

O

O

IRFI ketodiiene (IRFIKD)

O
O
I
IRFI
semiquinone (IIRFISQ)

H2O
O

Figuree 2

CO2H
O
HO
IRFI quino
one (IRFIQ )

Figure 1

Figure 3
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Concllusions:
The proposed
p
meechanisms haave been stuudied from both
b
thermoddynamics annd kinetics points
p
of view
w. The resullts show thatt the hydroggen abstractioon from phenolic hydroggen is exothermic
and will
w be carrieed out with high
h
rate. As
A a result, the
t acidic H atom abstraaction reactiion is
possibble kineticallly, but it is not
n predicteed to occur from
f
a therm
modynamics point of vieew in
the gaas phase. But
B accordinng to the sppin density distribution of IRFIOH
H-2H and higher
h
stability from keto
odien formattion, acidic H abstractioon could be occurred. Soolvent effects are
very important
i
to
o decide whether
w
hydrrogen abstraction or an
a alternativve mechanissm is
preferrred to elimin
nate two HO
OO radicals.
Refereences:
[1] J. W.
W Scott, W.M.
W
Cort, H.. Harley, J. Am.
A Chem. Soc.
S 51 (19774) 200.
[2] D. Metodiewa,, H. B. Dunfford, Biochem. Int. 25(1991) 895.
[3] M.. J. Thomas, B. H. J. Bieelski, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 111(1989) 3315.
[4] K. Lee, P. Can
nniff, D. Haw
wel, , P. Silver, A. Ezrin,, Gen. Pharm
macol. Ther. 47(1990) 1774.
[5] T. Doba, G. W.
W Burton, K..U.Ingold, Biochim.
B
Bioophys. Acta. 899(1985) 76.
7
[6] J. S. Wright, D.
D J. Carpennter, D. J. McKay,
M
K. U.
U Ingold, J. Am. Chem.. Soc. 119 (1997)
4245.
[7] E. G. Bakalbasssis, A. T. Liithoxoidou, A. P. Vafiaddis, J. Phys. Chem. A. 1007 (2003) 85594.
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Molecular dy
ynamics sttudies on the
t interacction of an
nionic surffactants with
w
adenosine deam
minase
N Mahmoodabadi a* annd D. Ajloob
N.
a
b

School of
o Chemistry, Damghan
D
Univversity, Damghhan, Iran.

Institute of Biological
B
Sciennce, Damghan University, Daamghan, Iran.
maahmoodabadi_nn@yahoo.com
m, ajloo@du.ac..ir

Key words:
w
Molecular dynam
mics, anionic surfactants,, adenosine deaminize
d
Introd
duction:
Adenoosine deamin
nase (E.C.3..5.4.4) is a monomeric
m
protein (34..5 kDa), whhich catalyzees the
deamination of adenosine
a
annd 20-deoxyyadenosine nucleosidess to their reespective innosine
derivaative nucleossides and am
mmonia witth a rate ennhancement of 2 × 1012 relative to
t the
nonennzymatic reaction [1]. Thhe mechanissm of denatturation is duue to the binding of chharged
head groups
g
of th
he surfactannts to sites with opposiite charge at
a the surfacce of the prrotein
follow
wed by unfollding and exxposure of the
t hydrophoobic interiorr and numerrous hydrophobic
bindinng sites [2,3]].The interacction of anioonic surfactaants with biiomolecules has been sttudied
earlierr[4]. The aim
m of this work was to stuudy the effeects of anionnic surfactantts on the acctivity
of adeenosine deam
minase by moolecular dynnamics.
Methoods:
The sttructures of anionic
a
surfaactants were drawn usingg Hyperchem
m software.
These structures were
w
pre-opttimized withh Molecular Mechanics Force
F
Field (MM+) andd final
geomeetries were obtained.
o
Foor molecular dynamics simulation
s
of ADA andd surfactant, force
field parameters
p
and geomettries were generated
g
ussing PRODR
RG2 server. Then surfaactant
molecules were randomly
r
addded into the simulationn box. The system wass equilibrateed for
200000 ps. All MD
D simulationss were carrieed out using the GROMA
ACS 3.3.1.
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Resultts and Discu
ussions:
In ordder to obtain
n complemenntary inform
mation aboutt the structuure of ADA and influennce of
surfactant on it, MD
M calculatioons were perrformed on ADA
A
system
m using diffeerent chain length
and cooncentration
n of anionicc surfactantss. The usedd surfactant include of sodium doodecyl
sulfatee sodium deccyl sulfate (SDS), sodiuum octyl sulffate (SOS) and
a sodium hexadecyl
h
suulfate
(SHS)). The radiall distributionn function (RDF)
(
curvees, existencee probabilityy of two parrticles
aroundd each otheer, between protein-surrfactant (Figg. 1a) with different chain
c
lengthh and
surfactant-surfactaant (Fig. 1bb) has been obtained. Fig.
F
1a show
ws RDF off surfactants with
differeent chain len
ngth around protein. Figg. 2 shows surface
s
area of protein inn the presennce of
two suurfactants wiith different chain lengthhs.

Fig. 1. Diagram
D
of RDF
F a) between protein-surfact
p
tant with three different chainn length.
b) between surfactant -surrfactant with thhree different chhain length
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Fig 2. surfface area of prootein in the presence of two suurfactants withh different chaiin lengths.

Concllusion:
Figuree 1 shows that With increasing concentratio
c
ons of surfaactant, The the presencce of
surfactants along the proteinn decreasess. Figure 2 also compplement thiss result, because
accordding to this figure, withh increasing concentratiion, the pressence of surrfactants toggether
increaases. Accord
ding to Figurre 3 with inncreasing chhain length of
o surfactannt, they aggrregate
more, as in Figuree 4 is shown the presencee of the surfaactant -proteeins is reduceed.
Refereences:
[1] L. Frick, R.Wo
olfenden, E. Smal, DC. Baker.
B
Biochhemistry, (19986) .
[2] Foood polymers
rs: Gels and Colloids, Royal
R
Societyy of chemistry,. Jones, M.N
M .; Brass.; A,
(1992)).
[3] J. Oakes,
O
J. Ch
hem. Soc. Faaraday Transs.; 1 70 (19744) .
[4] A.K
K. Bordbar, A.A. Moosaavi-Movaheddi, Bull. Cheem. Soc. Jpnn.; 69 (1996))
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Computational sttudy of azaa-adaman
ntanes as multivalen
m
nt bases
H. Saabzyan*, B. Saed
S
Deepartment of Chemistry, Univversity of Isfahhan, Isfahan 81746-73441, Iraan
sabzyan@sci.uui.ac.ir / saed@
@chem.ui.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Azaad
damantanes, Protonationn, Multivalennt Base, B3L
LYP, Isomerrism
Introd
duction:
Multivvalent bases are a groupp of compouunds having high basic capacities
c
[11] appropriaate for
the intteraction witth biopolym
mers (proteins and DNA)) at appropriiate PH [2]. So far, a nuumber
of com
mpounds hav
ve been used as multivaalent bases for
f the transsfection of DNA
D
to cytooplast
and ceell nucleus [3].
[ In this reeport, we innvestigate prroperties of tetra-aza-ada
t
amantane (T
TAA),
hexa-aaza-adamanttane (HAA) and deca-azza-adamantanne (DAA) prroposed as the
t core of a class
of morre stable and
d manageablle multivalennt bases.
Methoods:
In the first step off this study, we have stuudied structuure and bonnding characcteristics of TAA,
T
HAA and DAA using
u
densityy functional theory B3L
LYP methodd with the 6--311++G** basis
set. Thhe gas phasse basicities of these coompounds arre also studiied by step--wise protonnation
(accorrding to Eq. (1) below) up
u to their maximum
m
cappacities, Figuure 1.
AA + nH+

[AA-Hn]n+ ,

'E elec

E elec ([AA  H n ]n  )  E elec ( AA
A )

(1)

Effectts of protonaation on the bond lengtths, and anggles, NBO attomic chargges and electtronic
energiies are analy
yzed. All posssible stable isomers of these
t
compoounds at eachh protonationn step
are invvestigated. The
T routes off step-wise protonation
p
f the TAA
for
A and HAA are
a unique ass only
one tyype of tertiarry or seconddary nitrogenn atom is prrotonated ovver the wholle route up to
t the
compllete protonattion step. Foor the protonation of DA
AA, there aree several posssible routes.. Two
distincct routes are studied heree, i.e. routes (a) and (b), in which onnly either thee tertiary N atoms
a
or thee secondary N atoms are
a protonatted sequentiially. A deeep intuition of the inteerplay
betweeen the added charge annd structural relaxation can be visualized by thhe analysis of
o the
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correlaation betweeen the distribbuted (fractiional) differeential group charges andd the bond length
elongaations, as sho
own in Figure 2. The sam
me sets of coomputationss are carried out on TAM
M (triaminoo methane) as an un-cageed reference multivalent base for thiss series of coompounds.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Resultts of this stu
udy show thhat the TAA,, HAA and DAA have maximum proton
p
abstraaction
capaciity of four, five and foour protons per moleculle, respectivvely, with comparative basic
of DAA, chharges
strengths of TAA § HAA > TAM
T
> DAA
A. Interestinngly, in the protonation
p
of the unprotonated nitrogen atoms are increased
i
m
more
than thee protonatedd nitrogen atoms.
a
Becauuse of minim
mum effect of
o the protonnation on the skeletal C-N
C and N-N
N bond lengtths, it
can bee said that th
he adamantanne cage voluume is not chhanged significantly upon protonatioon.
The strange behaavior observved at the last two poiints of the 'R  'Q coorrelation cuurves,
(Figurre 2) where the skeletaal atoms chaarges do noot increase (or even deecrease) witth the
additioon of the prroton(s) whiile the bondd lengths aree constantlyy increasing,, can possibbly be
attribuuted to the ap
pproach to thhe spherical symmetry of
o the chargee distributionn and repulsiion of
the skkeletal charges which results in the spread of electric chargges over thee hydrogen atoms
a
whichh are located farther from
m the molecuular cage.

Figu
ure 1. Protonaation energies of TAA, HA
AA,

Figure 2. Correlatiion between charge and bond
b
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DAA
A and TAM.

lengthhs of protonatedd TAA, HAA, DAA.

Concllusion:
Basedd on the resullts of this stuudy, we proppose TAA, HAA
H
and DA
AA as multivvalent basic cores
for thee synthesis of
o basic macrromolecularr or polymeriic compoundds to be prosspectively ussed in
biologgical systemss.
Refereences:
[1] Sinngh A, Gang
guly B (20088) New J Cheem 32 (2):2110-213.
[2] Shhim MS, Kwo
on YJ (20099) J Control Release
R
133 (3):206-2133.
[3] Miidoux P, Breeuzard G, Goomez JP, Picchon C (20088) Curr Genee Ther 8 (5):335-352.
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Free enerrgy Calcullations of the Mutattion in a Membrane
M
e Protein
*, a
c
Afsaneh Maleki
M
, Seeifollah Jalillib, Mojdeh Akhavan
A
a
b

Islam
mic Azad Univeersity of Omidiiyeh, Khozestaan, Iran

Depaartment of Cheemistry and Naanosciences Reesearch Center,, K. N. Toosi University
U
of Technology, Tehran,
Iran
c

School off Nano-Sciencee, Institute for Studies
S
in Funddamental Sciennces (IPM), Teehran, Iran
*Email: maaleki.afsaneh@
@gmail.com

Keywoords: Amyllin peptide, Free energyy, DOPC bilayer,
b
Moleecular dynam
mics simulaations,
Mutatiion, thermod
dynamic inteegration.
Introd
duction:
Calcullating the rellative free ennergy differeence has beeen one of maajor subjects in computattional
biophyysics. It can help us to quantitatively
q
y understandd solvation, drug bindingg, protein-prrotein
interacctions and so
s on. Our goal in thiss work is to develop a theoreticall model thaat can
accuraately describ
be the differeence in the energetics
e
off insertion off native and mutated form
ms of
the am
myline peptid
de into the lipid bilayers.
Comp
putational methods:
m
The innitial configu
uration of am
myline peptiide was takeen as the minnimum energgy structure from
an enssemble of 30
0 structures determined by NMR, with
w the prottein data bannk (PDB) coode of
2KB8. The startin
ng configuraation of the lipid bilayeer (128 DOP
PC lipids + water moleccules)
was soolvated with
h SPC (sim
mple point chharge) wateers1 and systtem-neutralizing sodium
m and
chloridde ions (corrresponding to ~0.1 M NaCl) werre added. The
T protein-llipid system
m was
energyy-minimized
d before MD
D, using ~500000 steps of the steepest descent metthod, to relaax any
steric conflicts geenerated durring the setuup. Briefly, in equilibraation phase, after 1 ns NVT
simulaation at 323
3 K, the NP
PT simulatiion was perrformed for 1 ns at 3223 K and 1 bar.
Param
meters from the
t Gromos96 53a6 parrameter set2 were applieed to the peeptide, waterr, and
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ions inn the system
m. Lipids weere describeed by the paarameters deerived by Beerger et al. After
equilibbration, restrraints were removed froom the peptide and the production phase begann. All
simulaations were carried
c
out using
u
the GR
ROMACS sim
mulation pacckage.
In thee thermodyn
namic integgration methhod, a couppling param
meter Ȝ is inntroduced inn the
Hamilltonian H(Ȝ) to connect two thermoddynamic stattes, H(Ȝ=0) and H(Ȝ=1), which reprresent
the iniitial and fin
nal states, respectively. Simulations
S
are done foor 20 differeent Ȝ that chhange
from 0 until 1. At
A each Ȝ, freee energy caalculations foor the proteiin in water solvent
s
and in
i the
membbrane medium
m were perfoormed for 2 and 5 ns, resspectively.
Rsultss and Discussion:
Free energy
e
calcullations can be
b illustratedd using the thhermodynam
mic cycle shoown in Fig. 1.
1
PͲS

ѐGmutS(p
p) 
PmͲS
ѐG(pm) Sї B

ѐG(p)SїB
PͲB
B

PmͲB
Ͳ

ѐGmutB(p) 

Figure 1. Thermodyn
namic cycle used
u
to determine the relativve free energy of the two molecules
m
proteein and
mutatedd protein in sollution and bilayyer membrane..

In thiss picture, thee superscriptts S and B reefer to the soolvent and biilayer mediuum and subscripts
P and pm refer to the
t protein and
a the mutaated protein.. Each ¨G denote
d
the free energy chhange
betweeen two conn
nected states along the arrrow directioon.
SĺB
S
¨¨Gmut
¨G(p))SĺB = ¨Gmuut B(p)  ¨Gmut
71  2.69 kJJ/mol = 26.055
m = ¨G(pm)
m (p) = 28.7

kJ/mol
Concllusions:
We haave perform
med MD sim
mulations of the protein in DOPC membrane
m
a in waterr with
and
amylinne and mutatted amyline where Ile266 was switchhed to a proliine residue.
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Calcculation off Water-E
Ethanol Mixtures Au
utoprotolyysis Constants usingg ab
iniitio methods
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a
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moli Branch, Am
mol, Iran.
b
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*
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b
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Keyw
words: Autop
protolysis coonstant, Wateer-ethanol mixture,
m
DFT
T Method
Introd
duction:
The aqqueous orgaanic solvent mixtures succh as water--ethanol, hass proven apppropriate reaaction
mediaa in differentt fields of chhemistry duee to specificc properties and better ability
a
to disssolve
more compounds than pure solvents. Among
A
the thermodynaamics propeerties of solvent,
autoprrotolysis con
nstant (pKap) is one of the
t most impportant propperties and knowledge
k
o this
of
param
meter is consiidered as funndamental concept
c
in appplication off the solventt. The smalleer the
autoprrotolysis con
nstant, the greater
g
the range
r
of acid or base strengths
s
thhat can existt in a
solvennt and the grreater the likkelihood thatt it will be a differentiatiing solvent. Hence, acidd-base
titratioons are bestt carried outt in solventts with smalll autoprotolysis constaant values [11]. In
mixturres of waterr and a misccible organicc solvent suuch as ethannol, the dieleectric constaant of
mixedd solvent con
nsiderably changes withh the proporttion of ethannol. In repecct of electroostatic
interacctions, the influence
i
off dielectric constant of solvent cann be used for
f elucidatioon of
solvennt compositio
on effect on chemical eqquilibrium suuch as autoprotolysis connstant [1].
Differrent methodss were emplooyed for the determination of pKap [2]. On the other
o
hand, during
d
the last two decaades there has
h been muuch interest in developiing a methoodology enaabling
theoreetical predicttion of pK values, empploying various quantum
m theoreticaal techniques [3].
Thereffore, the ob
bjective of this study is the deterrmination of autoprotollysis constaant of
differeent water-etthanol mixtuures involviing 10-90 volume
v
perrcent of ethhanol using DFT
methood, the determ
mination of relationship
r
between thee calculated autoprotolyssis constantss with
experiimental autop
protolysis coonstants andd dielectric constant of mixtures.
m
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Comp
putational method:
m
The sttructures of ethanol
e
catioon (C2H5OH
H2+), neutral molecule
m
(C2H5OH), aniion (C2H5O-),
) and
the praactical numb
bering system
m adopted foor performinng the calcullations. The initial geom
metries
of the molecules by the semii empirical PM3
P
methood are includded in progrram CS Cheem3D
version 5.0. Thesee geometriess were optim
mized with the
t Gaussiann program package
p
usinng the
B3LY
YP/6-31+G(d
d) method annd the defaullt convergennce criteria. To
T analyze thhe solvent effects
on all the specim
mens involveed in the selected ionizzation reaction, the polaarized continnuum
modell (PCM) off Tomasi ett al. was used
were
u
[3]. All
A of the mentioned
m
c
calculations
accom
mplished at different mixtures
m
conntaining 10--90 % v/v of ethanol to calculate the

15.0

16

14.5

15

2

14.0

R = 0.9852

b)

13.5

pKap

a)

pKap
K

autoprrotolysis con
nstants of waater-ethanol mixtures.

2

14

R = 0.9762

13

0

25
50
0
75
100
V
Volume
percenttage of ethanol

0.01

0.02

0.0
03

0.04

0
0.05

1//H r

Figure 1. Illustration
n of pKap valuues versus: a)
a the volume percentage off ethanol, b) the
t reciprocal of the
dielectrric constant; in different mixeed solvents.

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The ioonization pro
ocess in mixeed solvent suuch as waterr-ethanol mixxture can byy presented by
b
2RH

RH2+ + R+

(1)
-

where, RH2 and R are solvaated proton and producee ions of solvent respecctively. Therrefore
the stoichiometricc autoprotollysis constaant of waterr-ethanol mixture
m
will be accordinng to
equation (2):
Kap = [RH2+][R-]

(2)

Kap, [RH2+] and [R-] are the stoichiom
metric autoprrotolysis coonstant, the concentratioon of
solvateed proton an
nd the conceentration of lyate ion, reespectively. As pK equaals ¨G/2.3033 RT,
where ¨G is a freee energy chhange of thee reaction eiither in a gaas or solutioon, autoprotoolysis
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constaant of a solv
vent can be determined
d
b the ¨G value.
by
v
Hencee, the total frree energy values
v
calculaated using the
t Tomasi’’s method at
a the B3LY
YP/6-31+G(dd) level of theory
t
for waterw
ethanool mixtures involving
i
0 to
t 90 volumee percent of ethanol andd the calculatted autoprotoolysis
constaants values, expressed in log unit, are plotted versus voluume percentaage of ethannol in
Figuree 1a. Relatio
onships betw
ween pKap calculated
c
o water-ethaanol solutions and dielectric
of
constaant (

r)

of th
he solvent were
w
investiggated. The values
v
were plotted
p
againnst the recipprocal

of the dielectric constant
c
of solvent mixxture in Figuure1b. As thhe Figure 1bb shows, a linear
l
relatioonship with correlation
c
c
coefficients
o more thann 0.97 is obseerved [4]
of
pKap(cal.)=
= 13.645 + 34.516×(1/
3

r

)
(3)

Thereffore for each
h water-ethaanol mixturee in the rangge of 0-90 voolume perceentage of ethhanol,
the deerived equatiion 3 can bee effectivelyy used to caalculate pKapp values. Thhe linearity of
o the
relatioonship indicaates that, thhe electrostattic interactioon in dielectric constannt is an impoortant
param
meter for eluccidation of solvent
s
effecct over the whole
w
range of this experimental soolvent
compoosition.
Concllusions :
The auutoprotolysiss constants theoretically
t
y show an suuitable agreeement with the
t autoprotoolysis
constaants experim
mentally deetermined by
b potentiom
metric (Figgure 2) [1]]. Howeverr, the
differeences are mostly due too the differennt techniquees, various ionic
i
strengtths with diff
fferent
backgrround electrrolytes. Alsoo, the results indicate thee pKap valuee of this meddia increasess with
additioon of ethano
ol.
1E-14
Kap (cal.)

8E-15
6E-15
4E-15

y = 0.9607
7x + 2E-15

2E-15
0E+00
0
0E+00

R2 = 0.9913
0

2E-15

4E-15
Kap (exp.)

6E-15

8E-15



Figu
ure 2. Comparrison of calculaated and experiimental autoprrotolysis constaants in differennt mixed solvennts.
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ular hydroogen bond
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Keyw
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Introd
duction:
The inntramoleculaar hydrogen bond, as an specific casse, exist in numerous
n
orgganic compoounds
and biiomolecules,, such as hormones, coeenzymes andd proteins. These
T
kinds of intramoleecular
interacctions are pllaying a keyy role in maany areas off chemistry and can determine the most
stable structure of many molecules
m
[1-2].

4-amine-3-pentenne-2-thial (A
APT) involved in

asymm
metric N-H…
…S and N…
…H-S intram
molecular hydrogen
h
boonds which coupled wiith ʌelectroon delocalizaation.
Comp
putational details:
d
All off the compu
utations in the presentt study were performedd by Gausssian 98 seriies of
prograams. The geo
ometry optim
mizations for all the possible conforrmations of APT
A were caarried
out byy HF, B3LY
YP and MP2 methods wiith 6-311++
+G(d,p) basiss set. Topollogical propperties
of HB
B critical poiint are the most
m importaant factors inn discussingg the RAHB properties in
i the
chelateed systems. The optimizzed structurees at MP2/6--311++G (d,, p) level of theory weree used
to obtaained the app
propriate waave function files for AIM
M and NBO
O analyses[3--4].
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Theoreetically, APT has three classes of tautomers,
t
T
Thialamine
(TAA), Thioolimine (TOII) and
Thialim
mine (TAI) which interrconvert by tautomeric equilibrium
ms. Our resuults show that the
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TAA conformers group, by mean
m
of aveerage, is usuually more stable
s
than the
t TAI andd TOI
ones. This
T stability
y can be relaated to the vaarious factorrs such as more
m
basicity of N with reespect
to S, tautomericc equilibriuums and S-electron delocalization
d
n energy. The geomeetrical
param
meters can bee use for quualitative evaaluation of HB
H strengthh of RAHB systems, TA
AA-1,
TOI-11 and TOI-2
21. Consequently, we obbtain the following IHB energy
e
orderr (I):
EHB
(
H (TOI-21) < EHB (TOI-11) < EHB (TAA-1)

(
(I)

In order to have a deeper know
wledge of the of the posssible hydroggen bonds in APT conforrmers,
a topoological anallysis of elecctronic chargge density, ȡBCP, and its Laplaciaan, 2UBCP
P were
perforrmed. It can be also obsserved that the
t electron density andd its Laplaciian at HB critical
point increase
i
from
m TOI-21 too TAA-1 andd then TOI-11. Consequeently, we obtain the folloowing
order (II):
(

EHB
B (ToI-21) < EHB (TaA
A-1) < EHB (ToI-11)
(

(
(II)

The reesults of NB
BO analysis also show that
t
in hydroogen bondedd structures,, one or twoo lone
pairs of
o proton accceptor and the proton donor
d
antiboonds are invvolved and the
t correspoonding
stabilization energ
gy of TOI-11 and TAA--1 are aboutt 22.88 and 26.31 kcal/m
mol, respecttively.
These results are in agreemeent with thee order (I). Generally, beside
b
the increasing
i
o HB
of
strength, the main
n consequencces of the ʌ-electron deloocalization within
w
the RAHB
R
system
ms are
as folllows: (I) the decrease off total electroonic energy or increase the stabilityy of molecule; (II)
the equualization off the analogoous single annd double boonds, such as C-C and C=C.
C
These results
r
reveal that the S-electron deelocalizationn of TAA greater
g
thann the TOI. The greatneess of
resonaance in TAA
A respect with TOI is mainly
m
due too difference in charge trransfer, espeecially
ʌC=C ĺ ʌ*C=S , ʌC=C ĺ ʌ*C=N
ʌ
and Lp(N)ĺ
L
ʌ*C
C=C, Lp(S)ĺ
ĺ ʌ*C=C. Finally,
F
the results
r
of NB
BO analysis proved thaat the S-eleectron deloccalization is only superrior factor which
w
determ
mined the tau
utomeric preeference.
Concllusion:
The reesults of ourr theoretical study show
w that 20 stabble conform
mer exist amoong 28 sugggested
conforrmers. As we
w expected, at all of thhe theoreticaal levels the TAA confoormers have extra
stability with resp
pect to the TAI and TOI
T
ones. The
T results population analysis of APT
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conforrmer show that
t
the origgin of this taautomeric prreference is mainly due to the ʌ-eleectron
delocaalization, esp
pecially the charge transsfer betweenn the ʌC=C with ʌ*C=S
S and ʌ*C=N
N and
lone pairs
p
of N and
d S with ʌ*C=C .
Refereences:
[1] G..A.Jeffrey, W.
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B
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[2] S. J. Grabowsk
ki, Hydrogenn Bonding- New
N Insightss, (Springer, Berlin, 20066).
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B
AIM22000-A Proggram to Analyze.
[4] D. E. Glendeniing, A. E. Reeed, J. E.Carrpenter, F. Weinhold;
W
N
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Version 3.1.
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Introd
duction:
Hydroogen bondin
ng is one off the most important concepts
c
whhich play a key role in the
chemistry of livin
ng systems. The intramoolecular hyddrogen bond,, as an speccific case, exxist in
numerrous organicc compoundss and biomoolecules, such as hormonnes, coenzym
mes and prooteins.
3-aminnoacrylaldeh
hyde (AMAC
C) is the sim
mplest moleccule, which involved inn O-H…N annd NH…O intramolecu
ular hydrogeen bonds andd strongly cooupled with S-electron delocalizatio
d
on [1].
Thioam
minoacrolein
n (TAMAC) is the sim
mplest thio derivative
d
off AMAC which
w
involvved in
asymm
metric NH····S and SH
H···N intram
molecular hyydrogen bonnds which coupled wiith ʌelectroon delocalizzation [2]. Owing to the differrence in polarity
p
of the conforrmers,
conforrmational preferences arre very sensittive to solveent effects.
Comp
putational details:
d
Solvennt effects on
o conformaational stabbility are exxamined byy applying the
t
PCM at
a the
B3LY
YP/6-311++G
G (d,p) and MP2/6-311+
++G (d,p) leevels of theory and all conformers have
been fully
f
optimizzed with İ=778.39 using the Gaussiaan 03 series of programss [3]. Also single
s
point computation
c
ns in the IPC
CM and SCI--PCM methoods with İ=778.39 have been carried out at
the MP2/6-311++
M
+G (d,p) leveel of theory. The NBO analysis waas carried ouut on the MP2/6M
311++
+G(d,p) wave function byy using the NBO
N
packagge [4] includded in Gaussian 03 packaage.
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Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Theoreetically, KA
A and TAA groups
g
havee four differeent planar conformers which
w
all of these
conforrmers were fully
f
optimizzed by B3LYP and MP
P2 methods with
w 6-311+
++G(d,p) bassis set
and thheir energiess are presentted in Tablee I. Also thee results calcculated by PCM
P
methodd and
dipolee moment at the same leevels of theoory are preseented in this Table. Our results show
w that
in the gas phase the
t TAA-1 and
a KA-1 coonformers are
a more stabble than thee conformer ones.
A-4 and KA-44 conformerrs in polar soolvents couldd be related to
t the
The inncrease stabiility of TAA
increaase of dipole moments of these foorms over the
t other foorms. The results
r
show
w that
hydroggen bond strrength for TAA-1 and KA-1
K
forms decreases inn going from
m the gas phaase to
the sollution one. This
T instability is due to the solute–ssolvent electtrostatic inteeractions whhich is
causedd to hydrogeen bond streength in thee solution phhase decreasse. Because of the addittional
dipolee moment in
nduced by thhe solvent’s reaction fieeld, a polar molecule will
w have a larger
l
dipolee moment in
n a polar sollvent than inn the gaseouus phase, whhich in turn will increasse the
stability of the mo
olecular systeem.
Tablee I: Relative en
nergies (Er in kJ/mol)
k
and dippole moment (D
Dip in Debye) of all the possiible conformattion of
KA and TAA
T
calculateed at various levels of theory (kJ/mol).
B3L
LYP

MP2

Gas (İ=1)

H2O((İ=78.39)

(İ=
=1)

(İ=
=78.39)

KA-1

0.00 (3.6827)

8.39 (5.5812)

0.00 (3.7339)

6.31 (55.5189)

KA-2

20
0.87 (5.4755)

10.944 (8.4220)

21.85 (55.3353)

11.48 (77.9517)

KA-3

30
0.37 (6.0549)

16.655 (9.4928)

27.21 (66.0055)

16.03 (99.4716)

KA-4

16
6.90 (6.5772)

0.00 (10.2183)
(

16.55 (66.7980)

0.00 (100.2908)

TAA-1

0.00 (4.5735)

10.277 (7.6965)

0.00 (4.8972)

3.12 (88.1880)

TAA-22

24
4.01 (6.3813)

13.02 (11.1959)

26.19 (66.2664)

12.05 (11.1692)

TAA-33

27
7.18 (6.5457)

14.74 (11.8319)

26.89 (66.7931)

14.18 (122.4551)

TAA-44

17
7.74 (7.2409)

(
0.00 (13.0063)

18.73 (77.3869)

0.00 (133.5336)

Concllusion:
The both
b
PCM and
a
IPCM methods prredict that the stabilityy of the KA
A-4 and TA
AA-4
conforrmers increaases in goingg from the gas
g phase to the solutionn phase. Thee results botth gas
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and soolution phase reveal thaat the contribbution of ressonance of KA-1
K
and TAA-1
T
are grreater
than the
t KA-4 an
nd TAA-4. The results of NBO annalysis show
ws that the electronic
e
charge
transfeers of Lp(S))ĺı*NH and
a Lp(O)ĺ
ĺı*NH interraction decrreases in going from thhe gas
phase to the soluttion one andd clearly refflect the weaakness of hyydrogen bonnd in the sollution
phase..
Refereences:
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nd CO2 ad
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d
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Keyw
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Introd
duction:
Carbon nanotubess (CNTs) havve been attraacted a greatt interest duue to their unnique mechaanical,
electriical and chemical propeerties since their
t
discoveery. They arre shown ass one of the most
promissing materiials for appplication inn materials science annd medicinaal chemistryy. As
develooping the nanotechnologgy, carbon nanotubes arre one of thee most famous materialss used
as a prototype
p
of
o confinemeent systemss to investiggate by meeans of mollecular dynaamics
simulaation metho
ods the adsoorption propperties of H2O, H2, CO
C 2 and othher gases. H2 is
considdered to be the
t most proomising alterrnative energgy carrier in the global energy
e
balannce of
the fuuture. The use
u of carboon-based fosssil fuels forr over a century seemss to have caaused
measuurable and caatastrophic alterations
a
too the earth’s climate. It iss widely hopped that the use
u of
carbonn-free energy carriers coould reversee or deceleraate the greenhouse phennomenon [1]. On
the otther hand, CO
C 2 is know
wn as the most
m
important fluid inn biologicall, geologicaal and
chemical systems after waterr. Because it
i has an im
mportant rolee in cellularr respiration,, it is
utilizeed by plants during phottosynthesis, it can be prooduced by loots of humann activities and
a it
is one of the most important green
g
house gases
g
[2]. Inn this work, we
w performeed a series of MD
simulaations on thee adsorption of H2 and CO
C 2 gases on functionallized CNT systems. Diffferent
functioonal groupss (hydrophilic –COOH or hydrophhobic –CH3),
) and diameeter effects were
investiigated.
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Methoods:
MD calculations
c
were perfoormed by GROMACS
G
4.0.5 mollecular dynaamics simullation
packagge [2] in NV
VT ensemble using the Nosé-Hooveer thermostaat at 77 K upp to 300 K. (6,6)
and (116,16) singlee-walled nannotubes (SW
WNTs) and a (6,6)@(166,16) double-walled nannotube
(DWN
NT) were ch
hosen and fuunctionalizedd at their oppen ends byy –COOH annd –CH3 grroups.
The OPLS
O
all-ato
om force fielld was used.. The volum
me of the recctangular sim
mulation boxx was
taken to be 50 × 50
5 × 150 Å. During simuulations, all carbon atom
ms in CNTs were
w
fixed, while
the funnctional gro
oups were alllowed to rellax. The perriodic bounddary conditioons were impposed
in all three dimeensions andd Van der Waals
W
cutofff was chosen 10 Å. First, the initial
i
con¿ggurations werre energy miinimized. Thhen, the systtem was equuilibrated forr 100 ps, folllowed
by a 4 ns producttion run. The integrationn time step was 2 fs. Thhe equations of motion were
integraated by the leap-frog
l
alggorithm [3].
Resultt and discusssion:
Adsorrption coveraage, bindingg energy, isoosteric heat of adsorptioon, specific surface area and
entroppy were callculated for the adsorpption on intternal and external surrfaces of caarbon
nanotuube and in the inter-tuube space of
o double-walled nanotuube. Effect of pressuree and
temperature chan
nges on aboove propertiies were invvestigated. Results werre showed weak
m temperatuure, while in
i low tempperatures and high pressures, adsorrption
adsorpption at room
coveraage were increased. The
T
trend of
o results was
w
similarr to other simulationss and
experiimental dataa. Several classical
c
addsorption moodels were examined for the obttained
isotherrms. Langm
muir isotherm
ms were shoown to have the best fitt in low tem
mperature reggions.
The self-diffusion
n coefficientt for hydroggen and carrbon dioxidee in pure annd functionaalized
single--walled carb
bon nanotubees and doublle-walled carrbon nanotuubes were alsso investigatted.
Concllusions:
We haave investig
gated the adsorption of H2 and CO
O2 on carbonn nanotubes as a function of
temperature, funcctional grouups and diaameter of the
t
nanotubbes. Analyssis of the radial
r
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distribbution functiion (RDF) plots
p
demonsstrates the pure
p
physisorption behavvior. The am
mount
of adsorption was shown to bee strongly innfluenced byy the appliedd temperature, i.e. decreeasing
the tem
mperature to
o 77 K resultts in higher adsorption. It is also fouund that adssorption enerrgy is
higherr for nanotub
bes with smaaller diameteers.
Refereence:
[1] Geerasimos E. Ioannatos,
I
X
Xenophon
E. Verykios, International
I
l Journal of Hydrogen
H
Ennergy
35 (20010) 622–628.
[2] Alessio Alexiaadis, Stavros Kassinos, Chemical
C
Physics Letterss 460 (2008)) 512–516.
beri, M. G. Mahjani,
M
M. Jafarian,
J
Inteernational Jouurnal of Nannoscience 8 (2009)
(
[3] S. Jalili, A. Jab
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Investigation of therm
modynamiic propertiies of Ni nanocluste
n
rs based on
o
Moolecular Dynamics
D
S
Simulation
ns
Hamed Akbarzaddeh*
Department
D
off Chemistry, Hakim Sabzevarri University, Sabzevar,
S
Iran
(akbarzaddehhamed@yahhoo.com)

Abstract:
We present an approach
a
for the consttant-pressuree molecular dynamics simulation. This
approaach is especially designed for finitee systems, foor which no periodic booundary conddition
applies. Molecularr dynamics, MD, simulaation for Ni nanoclusterrs is used to calculate thheir pv-T daata for the tem
mperature raange 200 K d T d 400 K, and pressurres up to 6000 kbar.
Keyw
words:Molecular-dynamiics, Nickel nanocluster;
n
Equation off state; Bulk modulus;
m
Introd
duction:
Three methods to
o apply presssure to nannosystems (uusing an auuxiliary presssure transm
mitting
mediuum) have beeen reportedd [1-3]. We present a new
n
approaach for the constant-preessure
molecular dynamiics simulatioon.
Methood:
In ourr simulations, the pressuure medium
m consists off particles thhat do not innteract withh each
other, but do interact with the Ni atoms off in the crystal via a soft sphere potenntial of the form
f

V

U (r ) H ( )12
r

(1)

We may use argon
n (or any othher) ideal gas as pressuree medium inn these simullations. How
wever,
if onee merely tak
kes the interraction potenntial of equuation 1 betw
ween each Ar
A atom annd the
nanoclluster, the desired
d
pressure would not
n be achievved. To oveercome this problem,
p
wee may
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assum
me that a smaall fraction of argon atom
ms interact with
w the nanoocluster as foollows, insteead of
equation 1.
VLJ

V

V

4H [( )12  ( )6 ]
r
r

(2)

Resultt and Discussions, Con
nclusions:
We prresent a meth
hod for appllying pressurre in the com
mputer simuulation of nannoparticles, using
an ideal gas as thee pressure medium.
m
Thiss method is especially
e
suuitable for fiinite systemss. We
have compared
c
the accuracy of
o three EoSs of solids, namely
n
the Linear
L
Isotheerm Regularrity-II
(LIRIII), Birch-Murnaghan (B
BM), and EOS
E
III [4] by fittingg their exprressions intoo the
simulaation data and
a also zerro pressure quantities used
u
as an input
i
data. The
T fact thaat the
densityy range of our
o data is lim
mited to lesss than 20% change,
c
we haven’t
h
beenn able to com
mpare
if the
the preedictive pow
wer of the thhree EoSs. However,
H
it is
i expected to do such comparison
c
densityy range is laarge enough.. For instancce, it was fouund that EOSIII is very accurate eveen for
very laarge pressurre ranges. Thhe values of B0 and B 0' for each isottherm with different
d
sizees are
calculaated via the EoSs. An inncrease in bulk moduluss with decreease in numbber of particles of
clusterr has been observed.
o
A the cluster size decreeases; large fraction of atoms are on
As
o the
clusterr surface. Su
urface atomss have less biinding energgy, comparedd to the bulkk atoms, therrefore
when number of particles deecreases, thee compressibbility is exppected to deecrease. Alsoo, we
have calculated the
t isobaric expansion coefficient for differeent cluster sizes
s
at diff
fferent
L
An inncrease in isoobaric expannsion coefficcient with deecrease in nuumber
temperatures via LIRII.
of parrticles has been
b
observved; which may
m means that the annharmonicityy increases when
clusterr size reducees. Also, a decrease
d
in isobaric expaansivity withh increase inn temperaturre has
been found.
f
Refereences:
[1] R. Martonak, C.
C Molteni, and
a M. Parinnello, Phys. Rev.
R Lett. 844 (2000) 6822.
[2] B. J. Morgan, P.
P A. Maddeen, Nano Lettt. 4 (2004) 1581.
[3] M.. Grunwald, C. Dellago, Molecular Physics
P
104 (2006) 37099.
[4] G. A. Parsafar,, H. V. Spohhr, G. N. Pateey, J. Phys. Chem. B 113(2009) 119977.
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S
Sublimatio
on Enthalp
py of Nanoo-Sized Crrystals of HMX: A Molecular
M
r
Dynamicss Simulation Study
Hamed Akbarzaddeh*
Department
D
off Chemistry, Hakim Sabzevarri University, Sabzevar,
S
Iran
(akbarzaddehhamed@yahhoo.com)

Abstract:
Moleccular dynamiics simulatioons of nanopparticles withh 10- 100 molecules
m
of HMX are caarried
out att 300 K. Wee have calculated subliimation enthhalpy of HM
MX crystal polymorphs with
differeent sizes. Fo
or the all sizzes, the ȕ – HMX is foound to be thhe most stabble phase, due
d to
havingg the least total
t
interacttion energy. Also, Į – HMX
H
is moore stable thhan į– HMX
X. An
increaase in the sub
blimation entthalpy with the
t size of thhe nanopartiicle can be seeen.
Keyw
words:Molecular-dynamiics, HMX naanoparticle, Structural sttability, Subllimation enthhalpy
Introd
duction:
There are four diff
fferent crystaal structures for HMX, thhree pure cryystal phases,, Į, ȕ and į, and a
hydratted phase Ȗ. At ambient conditions, the relativee stabilities of
o these bulkk polymorphhs are
knownn to be ȕ > Į > Ȗ > į [1].
Methood:
We haave made the
t bulk andd nano-HMX with diffferent sizes via Mercurry 2.3. We have
selecteed similar siizes for threee phases of HMX (Į, ȕ, į). A flexibble force field used for HMX
H
was developed
d
by
b Smith annd Bharadw
waj [2]. In the presentt study, moolecular-dynaamics
calculaations were carried out by
b the DLPO
OLY 2.18 program.
p
Sim
mulations of the nanoparrticles
were done
d
with th
he NVE ensem
mble with no periodic boundary connditions. A time step of 0.1 fs
was used, and thee total duratiion of the nanoparticle simulations was 2 ns, with
w the firstt 1 ns
used for
f the equilibration. The
T electrosstatic forces were direcctly calculatted for the finite
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numbeer of nanopaarticles. Ten sets of nanooparticle sim
mulations, specifically wiith 10- 100 HMX
H
molecules, were performed
p
for the Į, ȕ, annd į HMX phases.
p
Resultt and Discussions, Con
nclusions:
The suublimation enthalpy, ǻH
Hsub, can be siimply calcullated as,
ǻHsub=H
= gas-Hsolid=RT+ǻE
=
inter+ ǻEintra

(7)

where R is the un
niversal gas constant,
c
ǻE
Einter and ǻE
Eintra are the differences in intermoleecular
and inntramoleculaar potential energies
e
of HMX
H
moleccules in the ideal gas annd corresponnding
crystall phases, resspectively [33]. The calcuulated values of ǻHsub are
a given in Table 1 at 300
3 K
for diffferent sizes of Į-, ȕ-, annd į- HMX.
N

ǻHsub(alphaa)

ǻHsub(beeta)

ǻHsub(ddelta)

10

15.9

21.5

13..0

20

22.6

26.6

19..6

30

28.1

32.8

24..6

40

33.2

37.9

30..3

50

37.1

41.5

33..8

60

40.8

43.0

37..7

70

42.6

44.8

39..6

80

44.6

46.0

41..2

90

45.5

47.0

42..7

100

46.3

47.7

43..3

Bulk

46.5

47.6

43..5

As shoown In Tablee 1, for all given
g
sizes ȕ – HMX is more
m
stable than
t
Į – HM
MX, and Į – HMX
H
is morre stable than
n į– HMX. The experim
mental valuee for ǻHsub of the bulk HMX
H
is 44.16 and
42.04 kcal/mol forr the ȕ and į phases, resspectively [44] which aree in good aggreement witth our
MD reesults.
Refereences:
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Preedicting th
he effects of
o basepairr mutation
ns in proliine-rich hoomeodomaain
(PR
RH)-DNA
A complex by thermoodynamic integratioon
a*
L. Karami
K
, S. Jalili
J

Dep
partment of Chhemistry, K. N. Toosi Universsity of Technollogy, Tehran,Irran
E-mail: kaarami.leila1@ggmail.com

Keyw
words: prolin
ne-rich homeeodomian, MD
M simulatioons, Free eneergy, bindingg affinity
Introd
duction:
The PRH
P
(Prolinee-Rich Hom
meodomain) protein [1] is a DNA binding
b
prottein having a key
role inn the regulaation of genee expressionn in all eukaaryotes. All types of thhe homeodom
mains
interacct with its conserved 5'--TAATNN-33' binding seequence. Hoomeodomainns with glutaamine
at possition 50, lik
ke PRH, reccognize TAA
ATTG, TAA
ATTA or TA
AATGG sittes. The com
mplex
betweeen PRH and
d TAATTG were considdered as a naative compleex. With muutation of thhe GC
and TA
A base pairss in TAATTG to AT andd GC, respecctively, two mutated com
mplexes (M1 and
M2 coomplexes) were
w
createdd. To predictt of the effeects of baseppair mutatioons in PRH--DNA
compllexes, the binding
b
freee energy changes
c
in each of tw
wo created mutations were
investiigated.
Methoods:
The innitial coordin
nates of thee native PRH
H-DNA com
mplex was taaken from thhe superimpposing
the strructure with
h PDB ID: 1IG7
1
on PRH
H structure with PDB ID:
I 2E1O. To
T obtain relative
bindinng free energ
gy (ǻǻGbind) of the mutations (GCĺ
ĺAT and TA
AĺGC), thee thermodynnamic
integraation (TI) [2
2] method was used. To estimate ǻǻ
ǻGbind the theermodynamiic cycle show
wn in
Fig. 1 was applied
d. Since G iss a state funcction, ǻǻGbinnd can be wriitten as ǻǻG
Gbind = ǻG3 – ǻG4
ଵ డீሺఒሻ

= ǻG1 – ǻG2 The free energy change is thhen evaluateed by ȟ ܩൌ  ۃ

డఒ

ۄఒ ݀ߣ
݀ where G(Ȝ)
G is

the pootential enerrgy of the syystem as a function of Ȝ (couplingg constant) and
a ۃ
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ensem
mble averagee at a given Ȝ. Each muutation was broken
b
up innto 3 steps: first, dischaarging
step, (ǻG
( dischg), seecond, vdW--transformation step,(ǻG
Gvdw), and fiinally chargiing step, (ǻGchg).
All freee energy siimulations were
w
perform
med using AMBER
A
10 [3]
[ with ff999bsc0 force field.
The foollowing pro
otocol was used
u
for the free energy simulationss: at first, 20000 steps steeepest
descennt minimizattion followeed by 300 pss equilibratioon at 310 K.. Also, a 2000 ps equilibrration
was caarried out att 1 atm. Finnally, 1500 ps
p productioon run was performed in
i NPT enseemble
with tiime step of 2 fs.
Resultt and discusssion:
To ensure having well equilibbrated system, dG/dȜ versus time were
w
investiggated for thhe Ȝ =
0.1, 0..5 and 0.9 for
fo both of simulations
s
(
(Fig.
2). Sim
mulation sysstems in bothh mutations were
reacheed the equiliibrium after 500 ps of equilibration
e
n in both of free and boound states. Also,
after thhe equilibraation, 1500 ps
p of simulattion is sufficcient to calculate the binnding free ennergy
becausse cumulativ
ve average foor all runs haas convergedd.

Fig.1. Thermodynam
mic cycle for coomputing the reelative Fig. 2.. dG/dȜ vs timee for charging step of the TA
AĺGC
binnding free energ
gy in the PRH--DNA complexx.

mutaation in free staate.

ǻǻGbiind values are
a summariized in Tabble 1. The overall
o
relattive bindingg free energgy of
GCĺA
AT mutatio
on is equal to 0.64 kccal/mol. Althhough this value is sm
mall, nonethheless
contribbution of thee ǻGchg is more
m
than thatt of ǻGdischg and ǻGvdw, respectivelyy. In the TAĺ
ĺGC
mutatiion, the main
n contributioon to the diff
fference in binding free energies
e
of 2 kcal/mol reesults
from charging
c
step
p.
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Tablle 1 Binding frree energy (in kcal/mol)
k
resullts for GC ĺ AT
A a and TA ĺ GCb mutationns
Free energy

Free DNAa

PRH-DN
NAa

Free DNAb

PRH
H-DNAb

ǻGdiischg

266.81

266.14

163.08

1622.17

ǻGvddw

9.81

10.30

-0.84

0.288

ǻGchhg

-102.39

-101.57

-335.67

-3333.87

ǻGtootal

174.23

174.87

-173.43

-171.43

ǻǻG
G

0.64

2

Concllusions:
The reelative bindiing free eneergy for GC ĺ AT andd TA ĺ GC
C mutations was investiggated.
From data obtaineed, it can bee deduced am
mong three DNA sequeence, native complex is more
stable than two mutated
m
compplexes. The stability of the
t M1 com
mplex is morre than that of
o the
M2 coomplex.
Refereences:
[1] M. Billeter, Homeodomai
H
in-type DNA
A recognitioon, Prog. Biiophys. Mol. Biol. 66 (1996)
211–2225.
[2] J.G
G. Kirkwood
d, Statistical mechanics of
o fluid mixttures, J. Chem
m. Phys. 3 (1935) 300–3313.
[3] D.A
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A. Darden, 2008.
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AMBE
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The effect of electric
e
fieeld on inteeraction off glycine with
w (6, 0) single-wallled
boron nitride
n
nan
notube


D
Davood
Farm
manzadeh*, Samereh
S
Ghaazanfary

Faculty
y of chemistry, University of Mazandaran, P.
P O. Box: 4533, Babolsar, I. R.
R Iran
(E-mail: d.farmanzad@u
d
umz.ac.ir)

Keyw
words: Glycin
ne, Density functional thheory, Boronn nitride nannotube, Electtric field.
Introd
duction:
Since the discoverry of carbonn nanotubes, extensive sttudies have been
b
perform
med on analoogous
tubulaar nanomaterials, such as boron niitride nanotuubes (BNNT
Ts) . BNNT
Ts possess many
uniquee properties,, therefore BNNTs
B
have been propposed as moore proper materials
m
thaan the
CNTs for applicattion in the nano-devices
n
s [1]. Glycinne is the sim
mplest of Į-amino acids, as an
importtant model compound in chemicaal physics, biophysics and biocheemistry [2].. The
adsorpption mechan
nism of aminno acids andd biological molecules on
o the nanotuubes has attrracted
a lot of attention
n during thhe past yearrs, since it is of greatt importancee both from
m the
fundam
mental and the
t applied point
p
of view. On the other
o
hand, modification
m
n of the strucctural
and ellectrical prop
perties by thhe applying external
e
elecctric field (EF) is an impportant subjeect for
designning nano-d
device. In thhis study, we
w investigaated the efffect of exteernal EF onn the
interacction of glyccine moleculle with (6, 0)) SWBNNT..
Comp
putational details:
d
The quuantum chem
mical calcullations in thiis work werre performedd using Gausssian 03 proogram
packagge. All structtures were optimized
o
byy DFT/B3LY
YP method with
w the 6-31G* basis sett. The
numerrical values of the applieed static EF strengths arre 50 × 10-4 and 100 × 10-4 a.u. (1 a.u.
a =
5.142224×1011 V/m
m).
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The opptimized stru
ucture of thee BNNT-glyycine compleex and the standard
s
direection (+X) of
o the
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externnal electric field
f
are shown in Figurre 1. The caalculated vallues of the adsorption
a
ennergy
(Ead), B-N bond leength (RB11-NN65), band gaap (eV), dippole momentt (Debye) annd charge traansfer
(Q) in the zero, 50
0 × 10-4 and 100
1 × 10-4 a..u. EF intenssity are reported in Tablee 1.


+

X

E

Y
Z

Fig. 1.optim
mized structure of BNNT- glycinne complex. Thee frame of
axes used inn this study is alsso shown.

These results sho
ow that staability, polaarization andd electro-cooductivity of
o BNNT-gllycine
compllex increasess with increaasing of EF intensity. We
W found thaat the electroonic propertiies of
the BN
NNT-glycinee complex with
w increasinng EF intenssity modifiedd.
Table 1. Calculated Ead (in eV), band gap (in eV) of BNNTB
glycine complex,
c
B-N boond length RB11-NN65 (Å), transferrred
chargee Q (in e) and dip
pole moment (inn Debye), as funcction of externall EF intensity.
Externaal EF

Ead

band gap

RB11-N665

Q

0

-2.237

5.027

1.7266

0.331

8.179

5
50

-3.021

4.539

1.6722

0.340

14.542

100

-4.126

4.041

1.6633

0.343

22.657

Concllusion:
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Throuugh our calcu
ulations, EF could be an efficient meethod to control or improove the electtronic
properrties of BNN
NT-glycine complex. This
T
result may
m be usefuul in the application BN
NNTglycinne system un
nder the EF effect
e
to the design
d
of bioosensor deviices.
Refereences:
[1] L. Jiang, W. Guo,
G J. Mech. Phys. Solidds 59 (2011) 1204.
[2] H.Kokten, S. Erkoc,
E
Mat. Sci. Eng. 155 (2010) 0122075.
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T compu
The
utational study
s
on th
he effect of
o azobenzzen linker on the dyee
a
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Key words:
w
Solarr cell, DFT, Linker.
L
Introd
duction:
The world
w
energy
y demand steadily increeases due to rising popuulation in cooming years, it is
expectted this dem
mand will reaach to severaal values. Firrst, Gratzel et
e al. were prroduced solaar cell
via suuccessful com
mbination off nano-strucctured porouus electrodess of TiO2 annd charge injjector
dyes with
w energy conversion
c
e
efficiency
off about 7% inn 1991 and 10%
1
in 19933 [1]. Organiic and
inorgaanic dyes anchored
a
too semicondductor nanopparticles, have
h
been found impoortant
applications as ph
hotosensitizees for solar cells and other optoeleectronic systtems. These dyes
bind too the semico
onductor nannoparticles surface
s
by annchoring grooup. These types
t
of solaar cell
form a donor- acceeptor system
m, which dyees are donor and semiconnductors are acceptor. Design
D
a suitaable linker, which contaain a bridge between dyye and anchhoring groupp, is an impoortant
factor to improve efficient of solar
s
cells.
All linnkers had su
urface activitty and dye properties.
p
Poorphyrin andd linkers hadd high resonnance,
so theey could abssorb wide sppectra. Due to the high resonance of
o Zinc porpphyrin dyes,, they
have good
g
chemiccal stability in
i the solar cells.
c
Azobennzen dyes with
w the naturre of surfactaant as
linker were used for two maiin reasons: a) it seem that
t
a linkerr with azobeenzen dyes group
g
increaases the abso
orption abilitty of sunlighht. b) Linkerrs with surfaace activity could
c
conveert the
aggreggation of dyee from H-typpe to J-type and
a causes the
t red shift [2].
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Comp
putational Details:
D
Calcullations were done using software Gaaussian 98. First,
F
dyes molecules
m
were optimizeed the
methood DFT and base set 6-331G (d,p) in gas phase. The
T microsccopic properrties of moleecules
such as
a electron wave
w
functionns and moleecular properrties depend on nature of phase that those
studies of moleculles done on it. So, dyes optimizationn done in TH
HF solvent using
u
CPCM
M with
quantuum computin
ng the method DFT andd base set 6--31G (d, p). The UV-Viis spectra off dyes
were computed
c
by
y using the method DF
FT and base set 6-31G (d,
( p) in gass phase and THF
solvennt.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Differrent function
nal groups efffects were studied
s
in thhe ability of linkers
l
to abbsorption sunnlight
on Zinnc porphyriin. The obttained resultts show thaat linker, coontain a phhenyl group as a
functioonal group, adsorbed
a
moore sunlight wavelengthss.
Concllusion:
Photo physical an
nd photo eleectrical propperties of dyye depends on the funcctional grouups of
linkerss. According
g to the resullts of our coomputations, donor functtional groups improved photo
p
physiccal and photo
o electrochem
mical properrties more thhan acceptorr groups.
Refereence:
[1] K. Bouzek and
d etal.; “Heaat losses in Gratzel
G
solaar cells”; Sollar Energy Materials
M
& Solar
Cells; 57, 359-371
1, 1999.
[2] N. C. Maiti and etal.; “J- and
a H-Aggreegates of Porrphyrin and Surfactant
S
C
Complexes;
T
TimeResolvved Fluoresccence and Other
O
Spectrroscopic Stuudies”; Journnal of Physical Chemisttry B;
102,15528–1538,19
998.
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Diiameter efffect on thee adsorptiion of aqueous cetylltrimethylammonium
m
brom
mide surfa
actant on carbon
c
nan
notube: A moleculaar dynamiccs simulattions
N.. Poorgholam
mi-Bejarpasii, B. Sohrabii*
Departtment of Chem
mistry, Surface Chemistry Ressearch Laborattory, Iran Univversity of Sciennce and Technoology,
P.O. Box 166846-13114, Teehran, Iran.
Email: Sohrabi_b@
@iust.ac.ir, sohrrabi_b@yahoo..com

Key words: Caarbon nanottube, Cetylttrimethylamm
monium brromide (CT
TAB), Moleecular
dynam
mics simulatiion.
Introd
duction:
Carbon nanotubess (CNTs) aree currently the
t focus off intensemulttidisciplinaryy research owing
o
to theiir unique ph
hysical and chemical
c
properties andd their varioous potentiall applicationns [1].
Howevver, an obstacle for thhe usage of CNTs is thheir affinity for one annother, makiing it
difficuult to disperrse them as individual tubes
t
in aquueous solution. Dispersiion of CNT
Ts has
been facilitated
f
by
y covalentlyy attaching polar
p
or chaarged groupss to CNT suurfaces. How
wever,
this caan alter the inherent prooperties of nanotube.
n
Thherefore, attention has turned
t
towarrd the
noncovalent adsorrption of surffactants and polymers [22].
Amonng various su
urfactants, CTAB is com
mmonly used to stabilize aqueous CN
NT dispersionns.
In thiss study, the adsorption and
a the self--assembly off CTAB on (5, 7) and (110, 14) CNT
Ts are
investiigated via alll-atom MD simulations..
Comp
putational Model:
M
Simulaations of cetyltrimethyylammonium
m bromide (CTAB)
(
adsorption annd the assocciated
surface self-assem
mbly on the CNT surfaace in aqueoous solutionn were carriied out usinng the
Gromaacs 4.5.3 sofftware packaage. Two CN
NTs [(5, 7) and
a (10, 14))] with diameters of 0.8118and
1.635nnm, respectiively, were considered.. The carboon atoms within
w
CNTs were treateed as
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Lennaard-Jones (L
LJ) spheres and
a maintainned fixed thhroughout thhe course off the simulaations.
The LJ
L parameters used to deescribe carboon-carbon innteractions were
w
adoptedd from the OPLSO
AA foorce field family.
f
Cetyyltrimethylam
mmonium ions
i
and brromide ionss in water, were
modelled using thee OPLS-AA force ¿eld.
Simullated System
ms:
To stuudy the adsorrption of CT
TAB molecuules on CNT, a single (5, 7) or (10, 14)
1 nanotubee was
con¿nned at the ceenter of the simulation box, with its
i cylindricaal axis oriennted along the
t zdirectiion. Each system was eqquilibrated foor 5 ns, and only
o
the lastt 2 ns of simuulation weree used
for datta analysis.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
Visuall analysis in
ndicates thatt the morphoology of adssorbed aggreegates depennds on the CNTs
C
diameter. Surfactaant moleculees on (5, 7)) CNT lie parallel
p
or anntiparallel too each otheer and
paralleel to the nanotube
n
axxis. As thee CNTs diiameter incrreases mostt of the CTAB
C
moleculesstill lie predominanntly Àat on the nanotubbe surface, however, soome of adsoorbed
CTAB
B molecules wrap aroundd the nanotuube. This is because
b
wheen one CTAB
B molecule wraps
w
aroundd a narrow tube, it hass to bend, encountering
e
g an energeetic barrier (CTAB is rather
r
straighht).As the nanotube
n
diaameter increases, it becoomes easier and easier for the adsoorbed
CTAB
B to wrap aro
ound the CN
NTs.
Concllusion:
Stabiliizing carbon
n nanotubess (CNTs) dispersed
d
indiameter annd chirality in aqueouss and
organiic media reemains elussive. Surfacctants have proven usseful for seeparating caarbon
nanotuubes, but thee molecular mechanism responsiblee for the eơeectiveness foor such techhnique
remainns not comp
pletely underrstood. Becaause only lim
mited experrimental dataa are availabble to
clarifyy these phenomena, wee report heere an all-attom molecuular dynamiics study onn the
morphhology ofcettyltrimethylaammonium bromide
b
(CT
TAB) aggreegates adsorbbed on (5,77) and
(10,144) carbon nan
notubes at rooom conditioons.
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Refereences:
[1] W. H. Duan an
nd etal. "Disspersion of carbon
c
nanottubes with SDS
S
surfactaants: a study from
a bindding energy perspective"
p
; Chem. Sci..; 2, 1407–14413, 2011.
[2] E.. J. Wallacee and etal. "Carbon Nanotube/Det
N
tergent Interactions viaa Coarse-Grrained
Moleccular Dynam
mics"; Nano Lett.,7,
L
19233-1928.2007.
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Theoreticcal study of
o some aroomatic com
mpounds
A. Ashrafii a
a

Department of Chemistry, Shiraz University,
U
Shirraz, Iran

Keyw
words: Aromaticity, RCP
P and BCP prroperties, AIIM, Polycycclic aromaticc hydrocarboon
Introd
duction:
Aromaaticity is an important cooncept in phhysical organnic chemistryy. Because of
o the importtance of
aromaaticity, there have been many
m
attemppts to rationaalize and quuantify this property.
p
Sinnce it is
not ann observablee quantity, thhere is not any
a generallly accepted single quanntative definiition of
aromaaticity. Acco
ording to thee most definnition of Schhleyer and co-workers [1], aromaticcity is a
manifeestation of electron delocalization
d
n in closedd circuits, results in energy redduction.
Aromaaticity is ussually evaluuated indirectly by meeasuring a physicochem
p
mical properrty that
reflectts the aromatic characterr of a molecuule. Severall criteria havve been put forward
f
in attempts
a
to ratiionalize and
d quantify thhe concept of
o aromaticiity. These can be dividded into i) classical
c
criteria, namely, energetic,
e
strructural, maggnetic and reactivity
r
based measurees and ii) eleectronic
properrties. Here, we
w briefly inntroduce thoose indicatorrs that are ussed in the cuurrent researcch. The
presennt study is diirected to show how the properties derived
d
from
m the topologgical analysis of the
electroon density caan be appliedd for descripption of diffeerent aromatticity indicess.
Methoods:
The molecular
m
geometry of aromatic
a
ringgs have beenn optimizedd at the B3L
LYP level off theory
and 6--311++G** basis set wiith Gaussiann 98 program
m [2]. The AIM2000
A
proogram [3] was
w used
for toppological anaalysis of elecctron densityy.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
In the last work[4]], we have derived
d
propeerties from topological
t
a
analysis
of electron
e
denssity at
the rinng critical point, RCP
P, in aromaatic rings. The
T
present study is directed
d
to study
polyaccenes and to
o show how
w the propeerties deriveed from the topologicall analysis of
o the
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electroon density caan be appliedd for descripption of diffeerent aromatticity indicess. In this reseearch,
the chharacteristicss of the elecctron densitty at the criitical points are analyzeed as descriiptors
describbing the aro
omaticity in aromatic rinngs. Moleculles containinng 1 to 4 sixx-membered rings
have considered.
c
We have caalculated these propertiies and the values of HOMA,
H
NIC
CS(1),
FLU, PDI,
P
ATI, 'S6 and SA indices of givven rings (T
Table 1). Corrrelation bettween aromaaticity
indices were calcculated (Tabble 2). The conclusions are illustraated that varrious aromaaticity
indices correlated in different manner.
Concllusions:
In thiss work, the characteristtics of the electron
e
denssity at the critical
c
pointt are analyzzed as
descripptors descriibing the aromaticity in
i aromatic rings. Thee results obbtained from
m the
correlaation betweeen BCP properties
p
and aromatticty indicees for bennzenoid aromatic
hydroccarbons indiicate that most
m
of BCP
P properties have the best correlatiion with moost of
indices whereas HOMA
H
and SA
S indices are
a found to be the best correlation
c
w most off RCP
with
properrties.

H

U (rc )

2

0
0.309

0.215

0.100

-0.315

0.199

0
0.021

0.161

0.032

0
0.008

-1.189

0
0.303

0.209

0.095

-0.304

0.186

0
0.021

0.153

0.031

0
0.007

-1.196

0
0.301

0.206

0.093

-0.300

a

0
0.299

0.204

0.092

b

0
0.021

0.150

0
0.020

U (rc )

SA

HOMA

NIICS(1)

FLU
U

PDI

ATI

SCI

0.000

0.988

-220.510

0.0000

0.103

1.395

0.027

0.001

0.782

-118.736

0.0009

0.075

1.323

0.015

0.181

0.001

0.628

-114.912

0.017

0.065

1.284

0.011

-0.296

0.177

0.001

0.719

-223.516

0.013

0.032

1.256

0.010

0.030

0
0.007

-1.197

0.147

0.030

0
0.007

-1.202

0
0.300

0.205

0.093

-0.298

0.178

0.002

0.537

-111.475

0.0221

0.061

1.280

0.009

a

0
0.298

0.202

0.091

-0.293

0.173

0.001

0.628

-224.656

0.016

0.061

1.239

0.008

b

0
0.020

0.148

0.030

0
0.007

-1.197

b

0
0.020

0.145

0.029

0
0.007

-1.203

Benzene

a

b

N
Naphthalene
a
b

A
Anthracene
a

b

Tetracene

a

G(rC)

H C)
H(r
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Taable 1. Propertiies of electron density at RCP
P and BCP andd their calculateed aromaticity indices of som
me
polyacenees aromatic com
mpound.

a

BCP propeerties

b

RCP propeerties
Table 2.. Correlation beetween some of
o aromaticity indices
i
Indexx
SA

SA

HOMA
A

NICS(1))

FLU

PDI

ATI

1.0

HOMA

0.755
5

1.0

NICS(1))

1
0.571

0.6588

1.0

FLU

0.835
5

0.9477

0.647

1.0

PDI

0.629
9

0.8633

0.500

0.879

1.0

ATI

0.359
9

0.6400

0.309

0.669

0.683

1.0

0.734
4

0.8988

0.467

0.937

0.927

0.726

S

'6

'S6

1.0

Refereences:
[1] Schhleyer, P. v. R. et al Chhem. Rev. 1005 (2005) 3842.
[2] Frissch, M. J. et al Gaussiann 98, Revisioon A.7,Gausssian, Inc., Piittsburgh PA
A, 1998.
[3] Badder, R. F. W.
W AIM2000 Program,
P
veer 2.0, Hamillton; McMasster Universiity, (2000).
[4] Moohajeri, A. Ashrafi,
A
A. Chem.
C
Phys.. Lett. 458 (22008) 378.
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Theooretical Sttudy, Kineetics and Mechanism
M
m Investiggation Of The
T Reactions
Betw
ween Triph
henylphosp
phite, Dialkylacetyllenedicarb
boxylates And
A N-H Acid
A
For Generation
G
n Of Phosp
phonate Esters
E
M. A. Kazemian, S. M. Habibbi Khorassanni*, M. T. Maghsoodlou,, Y. Ghalanddarzehi, O, Asheri
A
Department of
o Chemistry, University
U
of Sistan
S
and Baluuchestan, P.O. 98135-674, Zaahedan, Iran
Email:kaazemean@yahhoo.com



Keyw
words: Anilin
ne; Dialkyl Acetylenedic
A
carboxylatess; Triphenylpphosphite; Mechanism.
M


Introd
duction:
In the present worrk in gas phhase, the varriable mechaanisms were investigatedd for the reaaction
betweeen Tripheny
ylphosphite (TPP),
(
Dialkkyl acetylennedicarboxyllates (DMAD
D) in the prresent
of N-H
H acids succh as Anilinne for geneeration of Phosphonate
P
Esters (Figgure 1). Suuitable
mechaanism was determined
d
w respect to the potenntial energyy surface. Phhosphonate Esters
with
E
are reaactive system
ms which haave a role inn many valuaable reactionns of organic synthesis [1-2].
A faccile synthesiis investigatted for the reaction beetween Tripphenylphospphite 1, dim
methyl
acetyleendicarboxy
ylates 2 and Aniline
A
(as NH-asid)
N
[3--6].


Fig.1 The reaaction between TPP 1, DMAD
D 2 and Anilinne for generatioon of Phosphonnate Esters 4.

Methoods:
All caalculation were
w
perform
med using Gaussian09
G
at HF/6-311G(d,p) levvel of theorry. In
additioon, single po
oint energy calculationss were achieeved at B3LY
YP/6-311+G
G(d,p) level. Two
dimennsional scann
ning techniquues were appplied to deteermine the transition statte structures..
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Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Three proposed mechanism
m
w theoreticcal studied for
were
f mentioneed reaction. Only
O
one off them
was diiscussed as follows:
f
Propposed mechanism 1: In order to studdy this mechhanism (Figuure 2)
all struuctures weree drawn by guassview
g
annd the calcuulations weree performed with Gaussian09
softwaare. In the first step (sstep1-1) of proposed mechanism
m
1 2 and 3 were considered
1,
togethher for investtigation of prrobable interractions.

Figure 2 steps of proposed mechanism
m
1

Then intermediate
i
e p1 was draawn and optiimized at mentioned levvel. Under thhis conditionn P-C
bond was
w longed in 0.1Aq magnitudes sttep by step with full-scaan. The resuults are show
wn in
Figuree 3 and amo
ount of Ea, 34.91
3
kcal/m
mol, obtainedd for this staage. The proocedure wass then
repeatted for the second
s
step in accord with
w the firstt step of the reaction mechanism. Inn this
step (sstep1-2), hyd
drogen atom
m of Anilinee is brought to carbon attom of interrmediate 1 (pp1) to
reducee the distancce between the
t two atom
ms from 3.25 Aq to 1.000 Aq for generation of ennergy
profilee. As can be seen from Figure
F
4, the required eneergy for thiss step is abouut 36.17kcal//mol.
Becauuse of the faast reaction between
b
twoo ions in thiird step (stepp1-3), Transsition State is
i not
theoreetically obserrved in this stage. Due to
t the some spices ionicc are reactedd together wiith no
activattion energy.. With respeect to the obbtained activvation energgy for each step of propposed
mechaanism 1 oveerall activatiion energy was
w calculated about 700.08 kcal/mool. Hence thee first
step of
o the reaction is rate determent
d
sttep for propposed mechaanism 1 in comparisonn with
secondd step. Samee procedure was consideered for the other
o
probabble mechanissm (mechanism 2
and mechanism
m
3)). The resultts indicated that probabble mechanissm 2 and 3 are rot conssistent
with thhe experimental data.
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Figu
ure 3: The chaanges of energyy with respect to
t
(
(C1-P9)
distan
nce and the trannsition states




Figurre 4: The channges of energy with respect
to (C1-H2) distancee and the transiition states

Concllusion:
In ourr research work,
w
three mechanisms
m
of the reacction betweeen TPP, DM
MAD and Anniline
were theoretically
y studied inn the gas phase.
p
Two dimensionaal scanning techniques were
emplooyed to deteermine the transition state
s
structuures. The reesult can bee summarizeed as
follow
ws:(1) propossed theoreticcal mechanissm 1 was confirmed by the
t experimental mechaanism,
becausse the total activation
a
ennergy was lesss that other probable meechanism 2 and
a 3.
Refereences:
[1]S.M
M. Habibi-k
khorassani, A. Ebrahimi, M.T. Maghsooddlou, M.A. Kazemian, M.
Zakariianezhad; Ph
hosphorus, Sulfur
S
Siliconn Relat. Elem
m. 184, 29599–2979, 20009.
[2] G.. Marandi; M.T. Maghhsoodlou, N Hazeri., R. Heydari., S.M .Habibbi-Khorassanni, A.
Ebrahiimi, S. Molllaeipoor, H .Hosseini-M
.
Mahdiabadi, M.
M Nassiri, R.
R Kabiri; Heteroatom
H
C
Chem,
4, 2288–235, 2010.
[3]S.M
M. Habibi-K
Khorasani, A.
A Ebrahimi, M.T. Maghsoodlou, S.
S Same-Salaari, S. Nasirri, H.
Ghaseempour; Mag
gnetic Resonnance in Cheemistry 49(5), 213-220, 2011.
2
[4] S.M
M. Habibi-kh
horassani, A.
A Ebrahimi, M.T. Maghhsoodlou, H. Saravani, M.
M Zakarianeezhad,
M. Ghhahramanineezhat, M.A. Kazemian, M. Nassirii, Z. khajehhali; Prog. Reaction
R
Kinnetics
Mech.. 34, 261–28
88, 2009.
[5] S.. M. Habib
bi-Khorassanni, M. T. Maghsoodlou
M
u, M. Zakaarianejad, M.
M Nassiri, M.A.
Kazem
mian, P. Kariimi; Heteroaatom Chem. 19, 7-10, 20009.
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Moolecular dy
ynamic sim
mulation of
o dication
nic ionic liiquid: Effeects of anion
and catio
on type on
n the liquid
d structurre and tran
nsport prooperties.
A. Solltanabadi, S. Yeganegi*.. D. Farmanzzadeh
D
Department
off Physical Chem
mistry, Facultyy of Chemistry,, University off Mazandaran, Babolsar,
B
Iran
Email: yganegi@umzz.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Gem
minal dicationic ionic liquid, Molecular
M
dyynamic Sim
mulation, Radial
R
distribbution function, Diffusioon coefficiennt
Introd
duction:
Geminnal dicationiic ionic liquuids (ILs), a new categgory of IL family,
f
havee been developed
recenttly and found to possesss unique prooperties com
mpared to coonventional monocationi
m
ic ILs
[1-2]. In this worrk structures and dynam
mics of nine Geminal diicationic ionnic liquids (D
DILs)
Cn(mim
m)2X2 , wh
here n=3,6,9 and X=PF6Ǧ, BF4Ǧ, BrrǦ, were stuudied by moolecular dynnamic
simulaations. Denssities, detailled microscoopic structuures, mean-ssquare displacements (M
MSD)
and seelf-diffusivitiies for various ion pairs from MD siimulations have been preesented.
Comp
putational details:
d
Moleccular dynamiic simulationns have beenn carried outt on nine DIILs using DL
L-poly 2.20 code.
The siimulated flu
uids consist of 120–1800 ionic com
mplexes. Loppes et al [3]. force fieldd was
adopteed for the sim
mulations.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
Densitties of all nin
ne DILs werre calculatedd by NPT sim
mulations att 450 K and 1 atm and reesults
are shhown in tablle 1. Accordding to tablle 1, densitiies decrease with the number
n
of caarbon
atoms. We investiigated the liqquid structurre by calculaating variouss radial distrribution funcctions
(RDFss or g(r)). The RDFs for anion-geom
metric centeer of imidazolium rings of cation, aniona
anion and cation-ccation centerr-of-mass coorrelations were
w
calculatted and show
wn Fig. 1a-ii. The
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simulaated RDFs for
f the anioons around geometric
g
c
center
of im
midazolium rings
r
in Figg 1a-c
showss that the an
nion is very well organiized around the cation rings. The self
s diffusion has
been calculated
c
in
n the time raanges of 3-8.5 ns, wheree the results are presenteed in Table 1.
1 The
calculaated values of diffusionn coefficiennts in table 1 are typicaally one ordder of magnnitude
smalleer than that of
o a mono caationic ILs with
w a compaarable molar mass.
Table 1 calculated density and self diffiiusion for all DIL
Ls

U

D+

D-

(gr.cm3)

(10-11m2/s)

(10-11m2/s)

C3(mim
m)2(BF4)2

1.279

0.300

0.300

C6(mim
m)2(BF4)2

1.207

0.383

0.400

C9(mim
m)2(BF4)2

1.151

0.367

0.483

C3(mim
m)2(Br)2

1.4
488

0.012

0.015

C6(mim
m)2(Br)2

1.373

0.017

0.033

C9(mim
m)2(Br)2

1.275

0.050

0.083

C3(mim
m)2(PF6)2

1.4
479

0.067

0.050

C6(mim
m)2(PF6)2

1.381

0.100

0.107

C9(mim
m)2(PF6)2

1.313

0.100

0.150

DILs

Figure 1.
1 The calculatted RDF for ring
r
– anion (a,
( b, c),
cation – cation (d, e,
e f) and anioon – anion (g,
( h, i)
correlatioons for all DILs at 450 K andd 1 atm

Concllusion :
The molecular
m
dyn
namic simullation of all DILs were carried
c
out using
u
Lopes et. al. forcee field
[3]. The densitiess, microscoppic structure, vaporizatioon enthalpy, mean squaare displacem
ment,
self-diiffusion coeffficients are calculated. The calculatted RDFs shhow that anions are veryy well
organiized around the cationicc rings. The calculated values
v
of difffusion coeffficients show
w that
the sellf diffusion for
f DILs are smaller thann that of the mono cationnic ILs.
Refereences:
[1] S. Mohamad etal.;
e
“Conventional Stuudy on Noveel Dicationicc Ionic Liquuid Inclusionn with
ȕ-Cyclodextrin”; Int.
I J.Mol. Sci; 12, 6329-6345, 2011.
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[2] X. Han etal.; “Using
“
Gem
minal Dicatioonic Ionic Liiquids as Soolvents for High-Temper
H
rature
Organnic Reactionss’; Org. Lett; 7, 4205-42208, 2005.
[3] J. Lopes et all.; “Modelinng Ionic Liqquids Using a Systematiic All-Atom
m Force Field”; J.
Phys. Chem. B. 20
004, 108, 2038-2047.
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Molecu
ular structture and in
ntramoleccular hydrrogen bond
ding of
Orrto Fetaleiic Acid. A DFT stud
dy
*a
a
F.Ghorbani Naieni
N
, A. Bahmanei
B
,L
L. Nassaji jahhromib,F.Hoodshaheic,F.B
Bahrkazmeic
a

Master of Ph
hysical Chemisstry , Basirat Research Housee student, Shahrre-Rey Branchh,Tehran,Iran
Ghorbani2010@
@yahoo.com)
(E-mail: F_G

a

Maaster of Physicss , Basirat Reseearch House sttudent , Shahree-Rey Branch ,T
Tehran, IranbMaster
M
of Physiical
Chemistry , Education, Shahre-Rey Braanch( Ray2),Teehran, Iran
c

Ashura High School , Shhahre-Rey Brannch( Ray 2) ,Teehran, Iran

Abstract:
All poossible confo
ormers of feetaleic acid were
w
fully optimized
o
at the B3LYP
P level of Deensity
functioonal theory (DFT)
(
with 6-31++G** basis
b
set, usinng Gaussiann 03W softw
ware
Packagge. The natu
ural bond orbbital (NBO) was appliedd as a powerfful approachh for evaluatiion of
the hyydrogen bond
d strength inn the conform
mers.
Keyw
words: Intram
molecular hyydrogen bondd, DensityFuunctional Thheory, Fetaleic acid, NBO
O
Introd
duction:
A hyddrogen bond is the attracttive interactiion of a hydrrogen atom with
w an electronegative atom,
such as
a nitrogen, oxygen
o
or fluorine, that comes from
m another moolecule or chhemical grouup[1].
The hyydrogen mu
ust be covaleently bondedd to another electronegaative atom too create the bond.
b
These bonds can occur betweeen moleculles (intermoolecularly), or
o within diffferent partss of a
single molecule (iintramolecullarly) [2]. Thhis type of bond
b
occurs in both inoorganic moleecules
such as
a water and
d organic moolecules suchh as DNA [3, 4,5]. As the
t result off the effect of
o the
intram
molecular hyd
drogen-bondding interacttions on the protein struccture, it playys importantt roles
in reggulating the structure and
a the funcction of cheemical and biological systems
s
[6] .The
inform
mation on in
ntramoleculaar hydrogen bonding is,, inparticulaar, very usefful to underrstand
variouus molecularr properties[7]. This reesearch, deaals with the existence of
o intermoleecular
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hydroggen bonding
g in orto fetaaleic acid . Additionally,
A
, the strengthh of this bonnding was sttudied
in thiss research.
putational methods:
m
Comp
All off the compu
utations in the presentt study were performedd by Gausssian 03 seriies of
Prograams[8]. The geometry optimizations
o
s were carrieed out by B33LYP methood with the most
populaar basis set, 6-31++G(d,, p). The moodified bonds are calculaated at the mentioned
m
levvel in
A°. The
T charge distribution
d
has also beeen investiggated using natural bonnd orbital (N
NBO)
analyssis. The natu
ural bond orbbital (NBO) was appliedd as a powerfful approachh for evaluatiion of
the hyydrogen bond
d strength inn the fetaleic acid conform
mers.

(a)Orto
o fetaleic acid

(b)Para fetaaleic acid

Figure1. The optimized molecular
m
struccture (a),(b ) B3LYP/6-31++G
G**method annd basis set

Table 1. hy
ydrogen bondss length (A° ), and
a EHB(kJ/mool) calculated at
a the B3LYP/6631++G**
H-Bond

B
Bond
Length

EHB(kJ/mol)

OʊH

0.99452

-33.0655

O…H

1.55071

-

Tablee 2.charge distrributions at the B3LYP/631++
+G**
c
charge

H18

O17

O
O12

C11

orto

0.520001

-0.70642

-0.663435

0.82752

para

0.522551

-0.77961

-0.559953

0.79958
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
Our thheoretical reesults show that orto fetaleic
fe
acid conformer has extra sttability respeect to
other forms
f
and it is global miinimum.
Evaluaation of hydrogen bond energy by B3LYP
B
methhod for O–H…O, clearlyy predicts thaat HB
strength in ortofetaleic acid.
Concllusion:
We have
h
investigated the performance
p
e of populaar computattional methood (B3LYP
P) for
determ
mination stab
bility of thee hydrogen bonds in orto
o
fetaleicc acid . Wee have calcuulated
hydroggen bonds of O – H…..O
H
in orto
o
fetaleicc acid (1.555071A° annd EHB=-33.0655
kJ/mol).Also, the charge distriibution analyysis calculatted prove to previous theese stabilizattions.
Refereences:
[1]Cam
mpbell, Neill A.; Brad Williamson;
W
R
Robin
J. Heyyden (2006). Biology: Exxploring Life
fe.
Bostonn, Massachu
usetts: Pearsoon Prentice Hall.ISBN
H
0
0-13-250882
-6.
[2] Intternational Union
U
of Purre and Applieed Chemistrry. "hydrogenn bond". Compendium of
o
Chemiical Termino
ology Internet edition.
[3]G.A
A. Jeffrey, W.
W Saenger, Hydrogen
H
Bonding in Biiological Strructures, Sprringer- Verlaag,
Berlinn, 1991.
[4]G.A
A. Jeffrey, An
A Introductiion to Hydroogen Bondinng, Oxford University
U
Press, New Yoork,
1997.
[5]G.R
R. Desiraju, T. Steiner, The
T Weak Hydrogen Bonnd in Structuural Chemisttry and Bioloogy,
Oxfordd University
y Press, New
w York, 19999.
[6]Yossuke Hisamaatsu , Yuki Fukumi,
F
Naoohiro Shirai, Shin-ichi Ikkeda, Kazunoori Odashim
ma,
Tetrahhedron Letterrs, Vol.49, (2008) pp.20005–2009
[7] L. Pauling, thee Nature of thhe Chemicall Bond, 3rd ed.;
e Cornell..
[8] M..J. Frisch et al., GAUSSIIAN 03, Revvision E.01, Gaussian, Innc., Wallingford, CT, 20004.
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A DFT Study on Intram
molecular Hydrogen
n Bond in Orto Hyd
droxy Benzzoic
Acid
F
F.Ghorbani
Naieni*a, A. Bahmaneia,L.
, Nassaji jaahromib, Z.T
Tajekeic,SH.Naderpourc
a

Master of Ph
hysical Chemisstry , Basirat Research Housee student, Shahrre-Rey Branchh,Tehran,Iran
Ghorbani2010@
@yahoo.com)
(E-mail: F_G
a

Master of Physics , Baasirat Researchh House studennt , Shahre-Reyy Branch ,Tehrran, Iran
b

Masteer of Physical Chemistry
C
, Edducation, Shahrre-Rey Branch(( Ray2),Tehrann, Iran
c

Ashura High School , Shhahre-Rey Brannch( Ray 2) ,Teehran, Iran

Abstract
Densitty functionaal theory (D
DFT) at B3L
LYP/6-31++G
G(d,p) levell was emplooyed to calcculate
intram
molecular hyd
drogen bondd orto benzoiic acid and O…H
O
bond length. Alsoo, we investiigated
the efffect of the number of diethyletheer moleculees present on
o the orto benzoic aciid by
determ
mining the IH
HB energy.
Keyw
words: Orto benzoic
b
acidd,Density funnctional theoory,Intramoleecular hydroogen bond
Introd
duction:
Hydroogen bondin
ng is a welll-known pheenomenon and
a a steerinng factor inn many phyysical,
chemical and bio
ochemical processes
p
[1, 2]. Howeever, due too the varietyy of interacctions
classiffied as H-bo
onds, it is very
v
difficuult to indicatte strictly thheir propertties [3]. Theere is
convenntional X-H
H…Y- H boonds where X-H indicaates the protton donatingg bond, Y is
i the
protonn acceptor, and
a both X and
a Y atoms are usually electronegattive. Such meaning
m
is inn line
with the
t
definitio
on of hydroogen bondinng stated by
b Pauling [4].Intramollecular hydrrogen
bondinng (HB) is an
a interactioon governingg self-assembbly and is reesponsible for
f the archittectur
and orrganization of
o molecularr aggregatess [5,9], and also
a ligand––receptor intteractions that are
responnsible for th
he bioactivitty of compoounds [6]. Moreover,
M
i
intramolecul
lar HB has been
found to govern the
t conform
mational prefference of molecules
m
[7]. In some of
o these sysstems,
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especiially in orto benzoic
b
acidd, the strengtth of hydroggen bond is solvent depenndent. The aim
a of
this work is study of solvent effects on thee hydrogen bond
b
strengthh in this systtem[8].
putational Methods:
M
Comp
Considdering the accuracy annd convenieency of dennsity functioonal theory (DFT) metthods,
B3LY
YP function on the basis set of 6-31++G(d,pp) was em
mployed in this
t
letter to
t do
calculaations. The molecular geometries
g
were optimiized, B3LY
YP/6-31++G((d,p). As foollows
from this
t
compariison, the bonnd lengths and
a angles calculated
c
foor title comppound show quite
good agreement with
w experim
mental valuees.The optim
mized geomeetries with atomic
a
labells are
molecular hyydrogen bonnd is observved betweenn two
shownn in Figure 1. The typpical intram
carbonnyl oxygen atom
a
and hyddroxyl groupp hydrogen atom
a
with grraph-set notaation (Table 1).
To tesst the influen
nce of solveent on the molecular
m
struucture, the geometry
g
waas optimizedd with
the heelp of the self-consisten
s
nt reaction field (SCRF
F), the scrf=
=(cpcm,solvvent=diethyleether)
modell.

(a) Orto benzoicc acid

(b) Meta
M benzoic accid

(C)Para benzoic acid

Figure1. Thee optimized moolecular structuure (a),(b),(c) B3LYP/6-31++
B
+G**method and
a basis set
T
Table
1. Hydro
ogen Bonding Geometry (A0) calculated byy B3LYP/6-31+
++G** methodd and basis set
DʊH
H---A

DʊH

H
H---A

O15ʊ
ʊH16---O12

0.98554

1.74776

Table2: Thee IHB energiess for Orto benzooic acid form, calculated at B3LYP/6-311+
B
++G** level

EHB(a.uu)

EHB(kcal/mol)

EHBB(kJ/mol)

-0.00867
766

-5.4445665

-22.88671793
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Table 3. Hydrogen Bonding Geoometry (A0) calculated
c
by B3LYP/6-31+
++G**method and basis seet and
diethylether)
scrf=(cppcm,solvent=d

DʊH
H---A

DʊH

H
H---A

O15ʊ
ʊH16---O12
2

0.98751

1.73609

ussion:
Resultts and discu
The geeometry of orto benzoicc acid and thhe atom num
mbering systtem are given in Fig. 1. Some
geomeetrical param
meters and also E

HB

are comparred in Tablle 1, Table 2 and Tabble 3.

Accorrding to Tablle 1 and Tabble 3 H-bondd strength off orto benzoic acid is inccreased by soolvent
diethyylether distan
nce about 0..01 A°. Thiss comparisoon, also conffirm the menntion theorretical
and exxperimental result.
r
Concllusion:
The IH
HB energy (EHB) for orto benzoiic acid calcculated at B3LYP/6-31
B
1++G** levvel of
theoryy is 22.87K
KJ/mol. Thiis comparisson, also confirm
c
the mention
experiimental

theoreticall and

ressult. The H-bond
H
strenngth of ortoo benzoic acid
a
is increeased by soolvent

diethyylether.
Refereences:
[1] G. A. Jeffrey, W.
W Saenger,, Hydrogen Bonding
B
in Biological
B
Sttructures; Sppringer-Verllag:
Berlinn 1991.
[2] G. A. Jeffrey, an
a Introducttion to Hydroogen Bondinng; Oxford University
U
Prress: New York,
Y
1997.
[3] G. R. Desiraju, T. Steiner, The weak hydrogen
h
bonnd in structuural chemistrry and biologgy;
Oxfordd University
y Press: New
w York, 19999.
[4] L. Pauling, thee Nature of thhe Chemicall Bond, 3rd ed.;
e Cornell..
[5] F. H. Beijer, H.
H Kooijmaan, A. L.Spekk, R. P. Sijbbesma, E. W.
W Meijer, Anngew. Chem
m., Int.
Ed. 19998, 37, 75–78.
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[6] J. R. Pinheiro, M. Bitencourt, E. F. F.da
F
Cunha, T. C. Ram
malho, M. P. Freitas, Biioorg.
Med. Chem.
C
2008,, 16, 1683–11690.
[7] C. J. Duarte, M.
M P. J. Freittas, Mol. Strruct. 2009,9330135-139.
[8] G. L. Perlovich
h, S. V. Kurrkov, A. N. Kinchin, A.. Bauer- Braandl, Solvatioon and Hydrration
Characcteristics of Ibuprofen annd Acetylsallicylic Acid.. AAPS PharrmSciTech20004, 6 (1), 1––9.
[9] I. Rozas, I. Alkorta,
A
J. Elguero, Inttramolecularr Hydrogen Bonds in ortho-Substiituted
B an
Hydrooxybenzenes and in 8-Substituted 1-Hydroxynaaphthalenes: Can a Methhyl Group Be
Accepptor of Hydro
ogen Bonds?? J.Phys. Chhem. A.105 (2001)10462
(
2-10467.
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Natural bond
d orbital (NBO)
(
invvestigation
n of phase transition
n of confin
ned
watter molecu
: a multisccale methood from MD
ules insidee carbon nanotubes
n
M
s
simulation
n to DFT calculation
n
F. Taghaavi a, S. Javaddian a*, S. M.
M Hashemiannzadeh b
a
b

Depaartment of Physsical Chemistryy, Tarbiat Moddares Universitty, Tehran, Irann.

Deparrtment of Chem
mistry, Iran University of Scieence and Technnology, Tehrann, Iran.
E-mail: javvadian_s@moddares.ac.ir

Key words:
w
Confi
fined water, Phase
P
transittion, Molecuular dynamiccs (MD), NB
BO analysis.
Introd
duction:
After Koga et al. findings in 2001[1], there has beenn a great deeal of interesst in the stuudy of
freezinng water in
nside carbonn nanotubess [2, 3]. All
A simulatioon works and
a
experim
mental
investiigations rev
vealed the possible
p
exiistence of new
n
phase of water inside SCNT
Ts in
temperatures loweer than room
m temperatuure. Howeveer, the fundaamental undderstanding of
o the
water freezing insside carbon nanotubes from
f
the eleectronic featture is not still
s
clear. Inn this
paper, we gave inssight into thee electric meechanism of phase transiition in wateer-filled SWC
CNTs
by thee use of jointt methods off NBO analyysis and molecular dynaamic (MD) simulation.
s
T
These
studies can attraact special interest beecause we could relatte the moleecular electtronic
configguration of water
w
moleccules insidee SWCNTs to the phasse transitionn as macrosscopic
phenomenon in sp
pite of usefull approximattions that haave been connsidered in DFT
D calculatiions.
Methoods:
First, classical mo
olecular dynaamic (MD) simulations were perforrmed with DL-POLY
D
Classic
molecular simulattion packagee using AMBER force field. The MD
M calculatiions were caarried
out for SPC/E waater moleculees filling thee interior paart of an isollated armchaair SWCNT (9,9)
with a fixed length
h of 43 Å forr canonical ensemble
e
(N
NVT). MD siimulation waas first perfoormed
at highh temperaturre 300 K andd then, the teemperature was
w decreasee stepwise too 200 K (witth the
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temperature variattion of 5 K at each run)). The initiall configuratiions for ab initio
i
calculaations
were generated
g
by
y averaging from
f
equilibbrium trajecttory structurres over the time
t
intervaal. We
just coonsidered the water mollecules encappsulated in five rings off carbon atooms in the middle
m
of arm
mchair SWCN
NT (9,9) and performedd ab initio caalculations on
o the water molecules inside
i
the miidsection off SWCNT at
a B3LYP /66-311++G*** level of thheory using G098W proogram
packagge.
Resultt and discusssion:
Figuree 1A depictss an abrupt drop
d
in the hyperconjug
h
gation interacction energiees,ܧ՜ఋ  כfoor two
lone pairs
p
of the oxygen
o
atom
m about 2755 K that couuld be referreed to a suddden change in Hbond strength
s
in th
his temperatture or arounnd it that couuld be relateed to the trannsformation from
a disoordered liqu
uid-like struucture at hiigh temperaature to n-gonal ice nanotube
n
att low
temperature, whicch means a first
f
order phase
p
transitiion. There is also a rapiid diminishiing in
the am
mount of neg
gative NBO charge
c
on oxxygen atom (Figure 1B) that revealss a sudden chhange
in elecctric configu
uration of connfining wateer moleculess around 275 K.

Figu
ure 1: The tem
mperature depenndence of A) hyperconjugativ
h
ve interaction energies
e
(Kcal//mol) for the fiirst and
second lonne pairs B) NB
BO charges (au)) at the target oxygen
o
atom.

Concllusion:
NBO analysis sh
howed that water moleecules in confining
c
strructures exhhibit excepttional
interm
molecular chaarge transferr during the phase transiition phenom
mena. This iss a very pow
werful
findingg, because an
a imperfect simple moddel yields a good
g
deal off informationn from a com
mplex
phenomenon when it is interppreted in terrms of a sim
mple NBO analysis
a
thatt is in agreeement
with experimental
e
l data.
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Refereence:
[1] K..Koga et al..; “Formatioon of ordereed ice nanottubes inside carbon nannotubes”; Naature;
412,8002-805,2001
1.
[2] H. Kyakuno et
e al.; “Confi
fined water inside
i
singlee-walled carbbon nanotubbes: Global phase
p
diagraam and effect of finite lenngth”; Journnal of Chemiical Physics;; 134,2445011-244514, 20011.
[3] Y.. Maniwa ett al.; “Orderred water innside carbonn nanotubes: Formation of pentagonnal to
octagoonal ice-nano
otubes”; Cheemical Physiics Letter; 401,534-538,2005.
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DFT calcculations of
o IR and NMR
N
prop
perties of
4-(dim
methyl amiino)-1-(trimethylsilyyl) pyridin
n-1-ium ch
hloride
*
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N
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A
J. Azamat
A

Molecu
ular Simulationns Lab., Azarbbaijan Universiity of Tarbiat Moallem,
M
Tabriiz, Iran
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Keyw
words: Ionicc liquid, NM
MR, IR, DFT
T
Introoduction:
Ionic liquids are salts of orgaanic cations with meltinng points gennerally below
w 100 °C [1]. ILs
are saalts composeed organic-bbased cationiic parts and organic-baseed or inorgannic-based annionic
parts.. Typical IL’s have alkyll groups attaached to catioonic parts. Physicochem
P
mical propertties of
ILs are
a dependeent to the length
l
of allkyl group and anion position [22]. To rationnalize
interrrelations bettween structture and properties of ILs, reliablle data on the
t structuree and
bondiing in ionic liquids are needed. Beecause X-rayy structural elucidation of liquids is
i not
routinnely feasiblee, it is necessary to rely on spectroscopic methoods. In this work
w
used IR
R and
NMR
R spectroscop
py to the stuudy of structtures of ILs.. We have innvestigated that
t
conform
mation
changges by DFT methods in combination
c
n with IR andd NMR specctroscopy meethod.
Computational method:
m
All ab
a initio calculations were
w
calculatted using thhe GAMESS
S package [3]. All geom
metry
optim
mizations in structural seection emplooyed DFT methods,
m
thee hybrid (B33LYP) methhod in
combbination with
h the Lee-Y
Yang-Parr correlation funnctional[4] and
a 6-31G (d)
( basis set level
were chosen and also in NMR
R section, Hartree-Fock
H
and DFT meethods have been used.
Resultt and discusssion:
We discuss
d
possiible optimizzed geometriies of ion paairs, and compare theirss which in stable
s
structture. All strructures havve been opptimized in Gas-Phase and PCM-Phase. The C-H
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stretcching vibration is a key band
b
to charracterize thee H-bonds suuch as C-H · · · Cl and it can
be ussed as a prob
be to reflect the
t interactions betweenn cation and anion in ILss [5]. In the FTIR
spectra, the pyridinium rinng C-H streetching bandds, centeredd around 3144.01, 32000.96,
3143.57, 3163.78
8 and 3177.12 cm-1 in liqquid state. As
A it is show
wn in Table 1, calculatedd ionpair formation
f
en
nergies (EIL
L) and structtural parameeters are alm
most unchangged by the length
of thee alkyl chain
n. We compaare experimeental proton chemical
c
shiifts to protonns chemical shifts
calcuulated from absolute
a
shielding’s of by
b subtraction of a calcculated referrence (TMS). We
demoonstrated exccellent correelations for isotropic
i
shielding’s obttained in Haartree-Fock GIAO
G
calcuulations with both 1H andd experimenntal shieldingg data.
Table 1:
1 Vibrational Spectra of 4-(ddimethyl aminoo)-1-(trimethyllsilyl) pyridin-1-ium chloridee.
Exp.
E

1

2

3

4

Assignmentss

31100.94

3110.228

-------

--------

Ȟ C–H st
(PCM-Phasee)

30
032.30
28877.37

2830.339

--------

--------

Ȟ C–H st (GaasPhase)

17300.48

1705.227

1709.93

1705.43

16
605.04

Ȟ C-CRing
(PCM-Phasee)

17088.15

1703.997

1710.05

1707.20

Ȟ C-CRing (GaasPhase)

8322.96

831.800

821.28

824.23

807.62

Ȟ CH2 (PCM
MPhase)

8300.20

828.800

829.75

827.85

Ȟ CH2 (Gas-Phase)

In gaas-phase Geo
ometry optim
mizations haave been carrried out at the B3LYP level with the
t 631G (d) basis sett. Structuress optimized with
w both 6--31G (d) baasis set and Hartree-Fock
H
k and
DFT methods haave been useed in the callculation of and 1H cheemical shiftss. In structurres of
[DMA
A TMSi P] [Cl] lengthh of hydrogeen-bonding by Hartree-Fock methood is increasse. In
Tablee 2, we show
w the correlattion betweenn the calculaated and expeerimental 1H
H chemical shifts.
s
The 1H
1 chemicall shifts of thee ring protonns increase with
w the increeasing H-bonding.
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Table 2: Calculated annd Experimentaal 1H NMR Chhemical Shifts of [DMA TMS
Si P][Cl]
H

HCH2

Si(CH3)3

HN

H loop

H
N(C
CH3)2

loop
Gas-Phase

Cation
n

0.30055

3.4057

8.1702

6
6.5978

3.1754

RH
HF/6311G(d)

ion-paair

0.13966

4.5363

9.7014

6
6.3649

2.99860

RH
HF/6311G(d)

Cation
n

0.20122

3.4200

8.2608

6
6.6609

3.22455

B3L
LYP/6311G(d)

ion-paair

0.18666

4.7934

10.1922

6
6.3689

3.00287

B3L
LYP/6311G(d)

PCM-Phase
Cation
n

0.49755

3.7192

8.5760

7
7.0020

3.55552

RH
HF/6311G(d)

ion-paair

0.11333

4.3427

8.9994

6
6.4025

3.00072

RH
HF/6311G(d)

Cation
n

0.18022

3.4051

8.2616

6
6.6852

3.22402

B3L
LYP/6311G(d)

ion-paair

0.14299

4.5504

9.3901

6
6.4056

3.00524

B3L
LYP/6311G(d)

Experim
ment

0.1281

4.0727

8.3350

6
6.8816

3.22317

Concclusion:
The results
r
demonstrate thaat spectroscoopy techniquue has the potential to become a more
widelly-used tooll for the chaaracterizatioon of interacctions in ionnic liquids. For DFT, mean
errorss from a comparison off calculated and measurred 1H shift
ft values aree 0.8 ppm, which
w
suggeests that hyd
drogen-bondiing play an important
i
roole for the moolecules connsidered.
Referrences:
[1] X.
X Han, W. Arrmstrong, Acc. Chem. Res.
R 2007, 400, 1079-10866.
[2] S.. Tsuzuki, A. Ayusawa, J.
J Phys. Chem
m. B. 2008, 112, 7739-77747.
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M
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dt, K.K. Balddridge, J. Coomput. Chem
m. 1993, 14, 1347–1363.
[4] C. Lee, W. Yaang, Phys. Reev. 1988, B337, 785-789.
[5] A.
A Katsyuba, E. Zvereva, J. Phys. Cheem. A. 2007, 111, 352-370.
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Barriers
B
too permeation of ionss through nanotubees
J.J. Sarrdroodi; J.A
Azamat*
Molecu
ular Simulationns Lab., Azarbbaijan Universiity of Tarbiat Moallem,
M
Tabriiz, Iran
E-mail: jaffar.azamat@azzaruniv.edu

Keyw
words: Molecular Dynaamics simulaations, nanottube, prefereential permeaation.
Introoduction:
Ion channels
c
are pore-forminng proteins that help thhe establishm
ment and coontrol the vooltage
gradient across the
t plasma membrane of cells by allowing the flow of ions down their
electrrochemical gradient.
g
Thhey are pressent in the membranes that surrouund all bioloogical
cells. They are reesponsible foor processess such as thee effluence of
o nerve imppulses and muscle
m
contrraction. Due to the compparable size of CNT to a biologicall ion channeel [1], a CNT
T has
been considered to have greeat potential for applicattions in biollogical nanoosystems. BN
NNTs
can be
b also find interesting applicationss in biologiccal nanofluiddic systems, because off their
excitiing propertiees. The perm
meation of ions
i
across membraness enclosing living cells is an
essenntial procedu
ure that conntrols the eleectrical propperties of th
he cells, succh as, the action
a
poten
ntial generattion in nerv
ves and muscles [2]. The
T cell mem
mbrane, how
wever, is allmost
impasssable to ion
ns. Thus, an
n ion channeel is needed
d to allow th
he transfer of ions in an
nd out
of the cell throu
ugh the mem
mbranes. Eacch ion chann
nel can be particular
p
fo
or a single io
on or
cond
duct a few or
o several io
ons. During the past decade, severaal nanotubess or nanochaannels
have been prop
posed as arttificial ion channels to
t mimic th
he selectiviity propertiees of
biolo
ogical ion ch
hannels.
Computational method:
m
We consider
c
arm
mchair carbonn and boronn nitride nannotubes. Thee consideredd nanotubes were
optim
mized in thee B3LYP level
l
of theeory with the 6-31G*** basis set implementeed in
Gaussian03 [3]. Molecular dynamics
d
sim
mulations weere performeed using NA
AMD 2.7 [4]]. The
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one-ddimensional potential
p
of mean
m
force (P
PMF) of the specific ionn moving throough the nannotube
was determined.
d
Resu
ult and discu
ussion:
In thiis work in order
o
to obtaain ionic currrent and ionn-water radiial distributiion functionns, the
moleccular dynam
mics simulatiions have beeen performeed. Nevertheeless the connsidered nannotube
has a radius larg
ge enough too accept botth magnesiuum and chlooride ions, thhe results off MD
simullations show
w that Mg2+ is permeateed through (7, 7) nanotuubes whiles Cl- is perm
meated
throuugh (8, 8) naanotubes. Thhe current-ellectrical fieldd profile hass been preseented as Figuure 1.
This curve showss that the relaation betweeen the currennt and the eleectrical fieldd is linear. Figure
2 inccludes profiiles for PMF
F for the co
onsidered sy
ystems.

Figure 1: Current-electriical field profille

Figure 2: PMF for the consiidered system
ms

Concclusion:
The selective
s
ion
n permeationn via carbon and boron nitride nanotuubes has beeen investigatted by
MD simulations.
s
It was show
wn that the ioon permeatioon through considered naanotubes happpens
in thee presence of electricall field and is also seleective. The results
r
show
w that Mg2++ ions
permeate through
h (7, 7) nanootubes whiless Cl- ions permeate throuugh (8, 8) naanotubes.
Referrences:
[1] M.S.P.
M
Samso
on, P.C. Bigggin, Nature 414
4 (2001) 156–159.
1
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[2] B. Hille, Ionicc Channels of
o Excitable Membraness, Sunderlandd, MA, 19922.
[3] M.J.
M Frisch, et.
e al. Gaussiian 03, Gausssian Inc. Wallingford
W
C 2004.
CT
[4] L. Kale, J. Co
omput. Phys.. 151 (1999) 283-312. htttp://www.kss.uiuc.edu/R
Research/nam
md.
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Co
omputation
nal Studiees of Fullerrene Nanoo Structurres
C20( Ih ), C24 (D6d) , C26(D3h) , as
a H2 Adsorbent
F.R.N
Nikmaram*,,M.Nami saeee , J.Najafppour
Deppartment of Cheemistry, Facultty of science, Islamic
I
Azad University
U
Shahhr-e-Rey Brancch, Tehran, IRA
AN
namiisaee@yahoo.ccom

Keyw
words:C20( Ih ), C24 (D6d) , C26(D3h) Fulleerenes, Therm
modynamic analysis, AIIM analysis
Introd
duction:
With a growing world popuulation, an increasing standard
s
of living in many
m
develooping
countrries, a limiteed supply off fossil fuels,, and its advverse effect on
o the envirronment, thee need
for cleean and susstainable eneergy has nevver been grreater. Hydroogen, the siimplest and most
abunddant elementt in the univverse, has the potentiall to meet thhis energy need
n
if num
merous
hurdlees in its effficient and safe
s
producttion, storagee, and use in fuel cell vehicles caan be
overcoome. In receent years fullerene strucctures have brought up steadily inccreasing atteention
both inn academic and industriial researchees. We studyy the simulattions of H2 adsorption
a
o the
on
fullereene surfaces, to determinne the adsorrption abilityy of C20( Ih ), C24 (D6d) , C26(D3h) at 298K.
2
We haave examineed what typee of species on carbon surfaces
s
mayy be able to adsorption of H2
molecule by frequ
uency and AIIM analysis.
Comp
putational method:
m
By Using
U
frequeency analyssis, the rellative energgies, bindinng energies and changge of
thermoodynamical properties are
a obtained for interactioon of H2 andd C20( Ih ), C24
2 (D6d) , C26(D
D3h) at
298K. The structtures were fully
f
optimiized at B3L
LYP level of
o Quantum methods, in the
3-21g((d,p) basis seet by Gaussiian 03 packaage.
Also Atom
A
In Molecules (A
AIM) quantum
m theory were
w
carried out to studdy the interaaction
forces. QTAIM caalculations have
h
been done using AIM2000
A
pacckage .The AIM analyssis for
the opptimized stru
uctures has been
b
perform
med to obtainn the topologgical properrties of the bonds,
b
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such as
a the Bond
d Critical Pooints (BCP), Laplacian of
o ȡb (2ȡb) at bond crritical pointss, and
densityy of total energy
e
(Hb ). Hb is sum
m of the kinnetic energyy density (G
Gb) and electtronic
potenttial energy density
d
(Vb) at
a a BCP. As
A is known, 2ȡb identiffies whether the charge of
o the
regionn is shared interactions
i
(2ȡb <0 annd/or Hb < 0)
0 or closedd shell interaactions (2ȡb > 0
and/orr Hb > 0). The
T former characterizes shared innteractions (covalent boonds), wherre the
electroon density concentratess in the intter nuclear region, whhereas the laatter is typically
associated with in
nteractions between
b
clossed-shell sysstems (ionic bonds, hydrrogen bondss, and
van deer waals mollecules).
Concllusion:
The chhange of Ch
harge at the interactions between H2 and C20(Ih) and ¨Hads , Binding Ennergy,
¨Sads and ¨Gads sh
how that thee (C20(Ih), H2) structure may be morre chemicallly stable thaan the
C24(D6dd) and C26(D33h) structuress (Table1). All
A of the innteractions between
b
H2 and C20( Ih ), C24
(D6d)

, C26(D3h) Fulllerenes are van
v der walls, because of
o values of 2ȡb >0, Hb>0 and ȡb order

of 10-33 a.u (Table2
2).
Table1: The Thermodynaamic results
Systems

ǻH
H

ǻG
G

(ads)
-1

kcall.mol

ǻS
S

(ads)
-1

kcaal.mol

-1

cal.m
mol

( ads)

E

Binding

kcal.mol

-1

C20H2

-0.794

-11.009

+0.718

+0.0001

-2.3133

C24H2

-0.275

+22.679

-9..910

0.0000

-2.3144

C26H2

-0.463

+22.467

-9..831

-0.0004

-2.3144
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Fig1-a

Fig 1-b

Fig1-cc

Fig 1: The 3D molecu
ular graph (MGss) of the a) C20 ,H2 b) C24,H2 and
a
c)C26,H2. (B
Bold points are Bond
B
Critical Pooints:
P points
BCPs; Pale

are Ring Critical
C

Points: RCPs.
R
The
Pathss: BPs.)
 results

lines are Bond
B

Systems

ȡb

Vb

Gb

Hb

a.u

ͳ 2
 Ub
Ͷ
a.u

a.uu

a.u

a.u

C20H2

+
+0.0045

+00.0030

-0.00020

+0.0025

+0.0005

C24H2

+
+0.0031

+00.0024

-0.00012

+0.0018

+0.0006

C26H2

+
+0.0040

+00.0028

-0.00017

+0.0022

+0.0005

Table2: Thhe AIM

Refereences:
[1] FR
RISCH M.J., Trucks G. W.,
W Schlegell H. B., Scusseria G. E., Robb
R
M. A., Cheesemann J.
R.,andd Pople J. A. 1998. Gausssian 98, Revvision A.7 Gaussian,
G
Inc., Pittsburghh PA.
[2] F. Biegler-Kଉnig,
ଉ˶
J. Schhଉnbohm,
D Bayles, AIM2000
D.
A
- A Program
m to Analyzee and
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Visuallize Atoms in Moleculees, J. Comp. Chem., 22, 545 ,2001.
[3]Bossi,S. Eur.J.M
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3 913-923 ,2003.
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Theorretical stud
dy of Oxyggen Adsorrption on Ni(111)
N
Su
urface
Amir N.
N Shamkhalli* and Kobra Gharaghannabadi
Department
D
off Chemistry, Unniversity of Moohaghegh Ardaabili, Ardabil, Iran
56199-113667,
(Email: am
mir_n_shamkhaali@yahoo.com
m)

Keyw
words: Adsorrption, Vibraational frequuency, DFT, Oxygen
Introd
duction:
Oxygeen adsorptio
on on Ni surrface providees a model dissociative chemisorption system and a
large number off studies of this systeem have been
b
conduccted using many kindds of
techniques[1].
Comp
putational method:
m
In thiss work the adsorption
a
off oxygen onn Ni(111) is investigatedd in p(2×2) configuration
c
n and
oxygen atoms occupy
o
3-foold hollow sites on the unrecoonstructed Ni(111) suurface
corresponding to coverage value
v
of 0.25 ML by Density
D
Funnctional Theory (DFT) using
ABINIT packagee. The exchhange-correlaation functiional is treaated within the generaalized
gradieent approxim
mation (GGA
A) and Predeew- Burke-E
Ernzerhof (PBE) functioonal is applieed for
the strructural optim
mization andd calculationn of adsorptivve bond streetching frequuency[2].
A slabb with 5 lay
yers and 15 Å vacuum selected
s
for these calcullations as shhown in Figuure 1.
Also thhe 4×4×1 an
nd 6×6×1 k-ppoint mesh are
a used for the structuraal optimizatiion and frequuency
calculaations, respeectively. Thhe plane wavves with 45 Hartree cutt off energyy are used for
f all
calculaations. For Ni
N and O attoms, the Trrouiller-Marttins pseudoppotentials arre included in
i the
calculaations[3].
Resultts and discu
ussion:
After structural op
ptimization, the O-Ni bond
b
length and the disstance of O from the suurface
obtainned 1.87 and 1.17 Å, respectivelyy. The stretcching frequuency of addsorptive bond is
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calculaated by fittin
ng of five pooints within harmonic annd Morse osscillator moddels, respectively.
Each of these po
oints are callculated stattistically by moving O atom arounnd the miniimum
locatioon along thee z directionn. potential models,
m
for stretching frequency
f
off adsorptive bond
are com
mparable wiith experimeental data [4]].

Figgure 1: P(2×2)) adsorption strructure of O onn Ni(111) surfa
face (a), and thee selected slab model for it (bb).

Concllusion:
This method
m
givees 484.1 annd 487.9 cm
m-1, respectivvely for harrmonic and Morse pottential
modells, for stretcching frequeency of adsoorptive bondd which is comparablee with 514.55cm-1,
obtainned from ex
xperimental data[4]. Thhe differencce between harmonic and anharm
monic
frequeencies for ad
dsorptive bonnd of S atom
m on Ni(111) surface withh the same configuration
c
n and
coveraage obtained
d 101.3 cm-1 [5]. Thesee results shoow that the anharmoniccity of adsorrptive
bond increases
i
witth the size of the atomic adsorbates for group VIIA of the perriodic table.
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In
nvestigation of solvation energgy and intrramolecullar hydroggen bond of
o
1,3,4
4-Oxadiazzole-2-thiol derivativves in diffeerent solveents
Maryam Yousofizadeh
Y
h* a , Moham
mmad Soleim
man-Beigi a
a

Department of
o Chemistry, Faculty
F
of Scieence, Ilam Uniiversity, P. O. Box
B 69315- 5116, Ilam, Iran.
Emai: youssofizadehm@yyahoo.com

Keyw
words: 1,3,4--Oxadiazole--2-thiol, Dennsity functional theory, Self-consiste
S
ent reaction field,
f
Dimetthylformamide, Acetonittrile.
Introd
duction:
1,3,4-ooxadiazole-2
2-thiol derivvatives displlay various types of bioological actiivity,1,2 incluuding
bacterricidal, antim
micotic, annti-inflammaatory, hypottensive, funngicidal andd anticonvuulsant
activitties.3 In ad
ddition, theiir derivativees represennt an imporrtant group of heteroccyclic
compoounds in thee field of cooordination chemistry
c
because of thheir potentiaal multifuncttional
donor sites, via eitther exocyclic sulfur or endo
e
cyclic nitrogen
n
atom
ms.4,5
Methood of calculations:
The Gaussian
G
prog
gram was ussed for all quuantum mecchanical com
mputations. The
T full geom
metry
optimiization weree performed at B3LYP/66-311++G(dd,p) with takking into acccount the poolarity
of meddium in gas phase and in different solvents using self-connsistent reacttion field (SCRF)
methood by using SCIPCM
S
solvent model .
Resultts and discu
ussion:
Moleccular geometry:
To enssure that hydrogen bondding with soolvents of higgh polarity has
h a signifiicant contribbution
in faciilitating the formation of
o and stabiliizing the thiiol tautomer, we consideered purposeefully
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the chhanges in bond lengths and
a angles of
o two tautomers. The values
v
of C11=N4 and C22=N5
Ea

EbSSI

EcHB

EdS

¨EeHB

I

II

I

II

I

II

I

II

= 1İ

-891.50453327

-891.5219806

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

= 36.77İ

-891.51257739

-891.532338

- 891.51225695

-891.53323358

5.04322

6.4980

5.0459

6.4991

1.4548

= 36.664İ

-891.51257732

-891.532345

-891.51255688

-891.53323396

5.0427

6.5004

5.0455

6.5039

24.2İ =

-891.51238820

-891.532098

-891.51233776

-891.53320928

4.9228

6.3455

4.9255

6.3485

8.39İ =

-891.51143328

-891.530
0870

-891.511442961

-891.53308670

4.3279

5.5764

4.3299

= 2.388İ

-891.50824445

-891.526
6763

-891.50811894

-891.52267218

2.2946

2.9752

2.3292

¨EfS

h

μ

I

III

—

0.9773

11.7771

1.45332

1.3208

22.3823

1.4577

1.45884

1.3207

22.3838

1.4227

1.42330

1.3117

22.3699

5.5779

1.2485

1.24880

1.2664

22.3012

3.0013

0.6806

0 .67721

1.1266

22.0700

bond lengths
l
expeerience maximum increm
ment while thhe C2-S17, C1-O3,
C
C2-O
O3 and S17-H18
bond lengths
l
expeerience maximum declinne in DMF as
a solvent inn comparisoon with gas phase
p
valuess for tautom
mer (I). It is believed that these chaanges are thhe consequennces of hydrrogen
bond formation
f
beetween tautoomer (I) and dimethylforrmamide as solvent. Sim
milar phenom
menon
is obsserved for taautomer (II)) in acetonittrile provingg the idea of
o solvent assistance
a
foor the
tautom
mer selectiviity. Accordinng to these findings, thhe tautomer (I) is preferrred mostly to be
formedd in DMF as
a solvent.T
The structurees of two poossible tautoomers of 1,33,4-oxadiazoole-2thiol(tthione) are presented in Figure
F
1.
18
4
7
9

C

C
C
13

6
C
C

C
11

1
C

5
N

N

C
O
3

6

6
C

18
2

9

H

C

S
17

1 C
11

I

3
4
C
C
C

C
7

17 H
N
2
C

16
N

O
15

S
1

5

II

Figure 1 (The
(
numbering system and the
t structure off I and II )

Energgy Calculatio
ons:
The vaalues of abso
olute energyy and solventt-solute interraction energgy indicates more stabiliity
for botth tautomerss in more polar solvents (Table 3). The
T highest solution
s
enerrgy values foor
tautom
mer (I) and (III) are in DM
MF and CH3CN.
C
Table 1 (Calculateed energies and
a dipole moments
m
at the B3LYP level with 6-311++G**)
a) Ennergy (Hr), b) Solventt-solute inteeraction eneergy (Hr), c)
c Hydrogeen bond strrength
(kcal/m
mol), d) sollvation energgy (kcal/moll), e) differeence betweenn the hydroggen bond strrength
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of I annd II (EHB (III) - EHB (I) ) in kcal/mool , f) differeence betweeen the solvattion energiess of I
and II (ES (II) – ES (I) ) in kcaal/mol, h) dippole momennt (debye).
Concllusion:
The innfluence of solvents
s
on the
t progress of the reacttion has beenn studied theeoretically. DMF,
D
as an accessible
a
polar aprotic solvent, waas found as most
m convennient medium
m to facilitatte this
processs for the sy
ynthesis of 1,3,4-oxadiaz
1
zole-2-thiolss. Theoreticcal calculatioons using deensity
functioonal theory
y (DFT) at
a B3LYP/66-311++G(dd,p) level of theory confirmed that
dimethhylformamid
de (DMF) assisted
a
the formation of only onee of the exppected tautoomers
(tautom
mer I) as thee single obseervable produuct of the reaction.
Refereences:
[1] V. Mickevicius, R. Vaickeelioniene, B. Sapijanskaiite, Chem. Heterocycl.
H
C
Comp.
2009, 54
215.
[2] G. Mekuskienee, P. Vainilaavicius, A. Hetzheim,
H
R. Shematovicch, Chem. Heterocycl.
H
C
Comp.
1993, 29, 598.
[3] H. Chen, Z. Lii, Y. Han, J. Agric. Foodd. Chem. 20000, 48, 5312.
[4] M.. Singh, R. J. Butcher, N.
N K. Singh, Polyhedron
P
2009, 28, 955.
[5] Y. T. Wang, G.
G –M. Tang,, Inorg. Chem
m. Communn. 2007, 10, 53.
5
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Keyw
words: 1-silaaallene; 2-silaaallene; vibrrational frequuencies; norm
mal modes; IR
Introd
duction:
Hydroogen Compo
ounds with multiple
m
bonnds to siliconn have attraacted more and
a more innterest
since their
t
first isolation in 19981, due to their uniquee properties compared to
t carbon annalogs
[1]. Although
A
chemists havee made andd afford to synthesize compound which incluude a
cumullenic double bond to silicon [1], thee first 1-silaaallene was synthesized
s
and isolatedd as a
stable compound by West annd co-workeers in 1993. It was stabilized by ann extremely large
steric hindrance around the Si=C=C moiety
m
and characterized
c
d by X-ray crystallogrraphy,
revealing that it is slightly beent (173.5°) in contrast to the carboon analoguee allene, whiich is
linear [2]. Interpreetation of ann experimenttal IR spectruum of silaalllenes is a diffficult task due
d to
the prooblems enco
ountered in thheir synthesiis and isolatiion [1-2].
Methood:
The computations
c
s were perfoormed using the Gaussiaan 03 prograam package . First of all,, both
structuures (1-silaallene and 2--silaallene) were
w
optimizzed at MP2/6-31G(d) levvel which iss very
successsful in mod
deling for allenes. The vibrational frequencies of 1- and 2-silaallene were
calculaated at the MP2 levelss of theory with 6-31+G
G(d,p) and 6-31+G(d,p) basis sets. The
compuutational meethod helpedd us to dettermine the normal moodes of 1- and
a 2-silaalllenes.
Agreement among
g the methood is a usefful indicatorr that the vibrational
v
m
modes
have been
correcctly assigned
d for silaalllenes. Eachh motion (ssymmetrical stretching, antisymmeetrical
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stretchhing, scissoring, rockingg, wagging, twisting)
t
of normal
n
moddes were inteerpreted by means
m
of visuual inspectio
on with help of GaussVieew program .
Resultt and discusssion:
In Thhe optimized
d structuress of 1- andd 2-silaallennes are shoown in Figuure 1. Althhough
trisilaaallene exhib
bit a very accute Si=Si=S
Si angle of 136.5° , thee both studied moleculees are
linear with the bending
b
anggles of 179.9° and 1799.5° at MP2/6-31G(d) level of thheory,
respecctively. It is shows that the
t bond anggels of 2-silaaallene decreeases slightlly comparedd to 1silaalleene. The C=
=Si bonds onn the 1- and 2-silaallenes are a little bit differennt from each other
with 1.690 Å and 1.697 Å at MP2/6-31G(
M
d) level of thheory.

Figuree 1. The optimiized structures of 1-silaallenee (left) and 2-siilaallene (rightt) at MP2/6-31G
G(d) level of thheory.

the callculated vibrrational freqquencies for 1- and 2-silaaallenes at MP2
M level off theory usinng the
standaard 6-31G(d)) and 6-31+G
G(d,p) basiss sets, respecctively. For the calculated frequenciies of
1- andd 2-silaallenees, there aree very little variations of
o vibrationaal frequenciees in the diff
fferent
symm
metries within
n each levell of theory. We can see easily from the resullts, the procedure
cause to trustable estimations.. However, as
a a result of calculationns which aree several levels of
theoryy, there are a bit difference on the daata of vibratioonal frequenncies and IR intensities on
o the
same band.
b
For in
nstance, the calculated
c
frequency of C=Si=C
C
bennd (V1) of 2--silaallene iss 49.0
cm-1 at
a MP2/6-31
1G(d), whereeas it is 78.6 cm-1 at MP
P2/6-31+G(dd,p).
The Si-H
S
group is
i readily iddentified by a strong bannd in the raange 2280-22080. There is no
interfeerence from other bands in this part of group . In
I addition, the
t vibrationnal frequencies of
C-H stretch, and C=C
C
stretch are found, 3079, 1423 cm-1 experim
mentally, reespectively. There
T
are very close resu
ults which arre comparedd to experim
mental data inn this study. For examplle, the
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Si-H stretch,
s
C-H stretch, andd C=C stretchh of 1 silaalllene were caalculated 22996.0 cm-1, 3100.1
cm-1, 1823.1
1
cm-1 at MP2/6-311G(d), respeectively .
Concllusion:
The noormal mode geometries and correspponding vibrational frequuencies in Cs
C symmetry were
studiedd theoreticaally using thhe Gaussiann 03W set of
o quantum chemistry codes.All
c
noormal
modess were succcessfully determined
d
in accordannce with six of motiion (symmeetrical
stretchhing, antisym
mmetrical sttretching, scissoring, roccking, waggging, twistingg) with helpp of a
group of theoreticcal analysis. In addition to that infraared intensitiies are reporrted in this study.
s
ould be helpfful for furtheer studies off 1- and 2-silaallenes.
These findings wo
Refereences :
[1] For reviews, seee: (a) G. Raaabe, J. Michhl, in: S. Patai, Z. Rappooport (Eds.), The Chemisstryof
Organnic Silicon Compounds, vol.
v 1, Wileyy, Chichesteer (1989) Chaapter 17
[2] Foor reviews, see: (a) B. Eichler, R.. West, Advv. Organom
met. Chem. 46
4 (2001) 1;
1 (b)
J.Escuudie, H. Ranaaivonjatovo,, L. Rigon, Chem.
C
Rev. 100 (2000) 3639.
3
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SO3-2
ion adsorption on (8, 0) zigzzag Carboon Nano tu
ubes

Khadijeh.Taavakoli hafsshajani1, Morrteza Keshavvarz2,Ali Kaazemi1 , M.H
H.Shahbazi2
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Abstract:
We sttudied the ad
dsorptions of
o SO3-2on the
t zigzag (8,
( 0) Carboon Nano tubbes (SWCNT
T) by
meanss of density functional thheory (DFT
T) calculationns. Our resuults show thaat binding ennergy
corresponding to adsorption of SO3-2 on
o the C siite in the (8,
( 0) carboon nanotubee was
calculaated -2.25e. The calculaated binding energies forr SO3-2 in S-down
S
orienntation are higher
h
than thhose in O-do
own orientation for the configuration
c
ns.
Keyw
words: Carbo
on nanotube,, Adsorptionn , binding energy, SO3-2
,DFT

Introd
duction:
Since the discov
very of carb
rbon nanotuubes (CNTs) [1], single-walled carbon nanootubes
(SWC
CNTs) have attracted
a
greeat interest owing
o
to theiir physical and
a chemicall properties [1–3]
and applications
a
as a fascinnating novell material [4,
[ 5].SWCN
NTs have a wide rangge of
applications in naanoelectroniccs, nanoscaling biotechnnology, and biosensors [3, 6–9].Because
of theiir size, largee surface areaa, and hollow
w geometry,, SWCNTs are
a being connsidered as prime
p
materiials for gas adsorption
a
[110–14]; biological, chem
mical, and electromechannical sensorss; and
nanoellectronic dev
vices [15–177].
Comp
putational methods:
m
The deensity functiional theorettical methodd with the B33LYP functioonal and thee 6-31G* bassis set
was used
u
for all the
t calculatiions. In the first step, zigzag
z
(8, 0) CNT (C800H16) have been
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selecteed. The stru
ucture was allowed to relax by alll atomic geeometrical parameters
p
i the
in
optimiization at thee DFT level of B3LYP exchange
e
funnctional and 6-31G* stanndard basis set.
s
The BE (binding energy)
e
of SO
O3-2on the optimized nannotube modeel is calculatted as follow
ws:
-2
BE = E SO3-2 -CNT– [E CNT + E SO3
]
S

Eq. (11)

All thee calculation
ns were carriied out by ussing the Gauussian 03 suitte of program
ms [6].
Resultts and discu
ussion:
For thhe adsorption
n of the SO
O3-2(S-down and O-dow
wn) on the CNT,
C
we connsidered possible
sites as
a described in Fig. 1. Thhe notation S-down andd O-down deenotes an SO
O3-2 perpendiicular
to the surface via S and O.

Fig. 1 SO3-2 adsorptiion on the zigzzag (8, 0) CNT
T

For thhe sites, we investigatedd the CNT/ SO3-2 potenntial energy surface (PE
ES). The binnding
energiies (BE) of the SO3-2(S--down and O-down)
O
at the two sitees on the CN
NT are plottted in
Fig. 2..
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The binding
b
enerrgies (BE) obtained
o
froom these caalculations showed
s
thatt the most stable
s
configguration of SO3-2 adsorpption on thee zigzag (8, 0) CNT is thhe C site, allso the calcuulated
BE forr SO3-2 in S--down configguration is higher
h
than thhat in O-dow
wn. The BE value
v
for thee C
site (S
S-down) is -2.25 eV witth rd of 2.0 Å. The resuults show thaat the zigzagg (8, 0) CNT
T can
signifiicantly detecct the SO3-2, because it can
c be adsorbbed on the suurface comppletely.
Concllusion:
We stuudied the ad
dsorptions off SO3-2 on thhe zigzag (8, 0) CNT byy means of density
d
functtional
theoryy (DFT) calcculations. Onn the basis of
o our calcuulations, it seems that thhe pristine zigzag
z
(8,0) CNT
C
can be used as an SO
S 3-2 storagge medium as
a long as SO
O3 is adsorbeed on the exxterior
walls of
o the CNT because
b
of thhe high bindding energy.
Acknoowledgemen
nts With speccial thank fuull from Islam
mic Azad Unniversity Shhahrekord Brranch,
that thhis article is resulting
r
froom research project
p
publiished in this university.
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Abstract:
The behavior of the
t biatomicc gases (O2, CO2) adsorbbed on the external
e
surfface of H-caapped
gle-Walled carbon nannotubes wass studied by
b using deensity functtional
(8,0) zigzag Sing
metry Optim
mizations weere carried out
o at the HF,
H BLYP, B3LYP/3-21G,6calculaations. Geom
31G,6-311G levell of theory using the Gauussian 03 suiite of prograams. We present the natuure of
the (O
O2, CO2) su
urface interaaction in seelected sitess of the naanotubes . Binding
B
eneergies
corresponding to adsorption
a
o the biatom
of
mic gases aree calculatedd to be in thee range -0.088169(0.345569) K.Cal.m
mol-1. We provide
p
the effects of (O2,CO2) adsorption
a
o the ,electtronic
on
properrties (DOS) and
a bond gaap (HOMO-L
LUMO) of thhe nanotubes.
Keyw
words:Nanotu
ube,Adsorpttion,Bindingg energy,DFT
T,HOMO-LU
UMO
Introd
duction:
Syntheesis of carbo
on nanotubess (CNTs) byy Ijima [1] caaused a bursst of activityy by both phyysical
and chhemical pro
operties [1–33] and appllications as a novel material
m
[4,5]]. The electtronic
properrties of CN
NTs depend on their tuubular diam
meter and chhirality. SW
WCNTs are being
considdered as prrim mater ialsfor gass adsorption [10–14], biological,, chemical, and
electroomechanicall sensors, andd nanoelectrronic devicess [15–17].
Comp
putational methods:
m
In the present worrk, adsorptioon behaviors of the (O2,C
CO2) on the single-walleed SWCNTs were
studiedd by using the
t represenntative modeels of (8,0) zigzag
z
singlee walled SW
WCNTs withh four
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molecular orientattions, C- andd O-down annd parallel models
m
in whhich the endss of the nanootubes
are satturated by hydrogen
h
atooms.The hyddrogenated (8,0) zigzag single-walleed SWCNTss.have
67 (C448H 16CO2 ), 66 (C48H16O2) atom
ms. In the ¿rst
¿ step, the structures were allow
wed to
relax by
b all atomicc geometricaal optimizatiion at theHF
F/3-21G, B3LYP/6-31G _ and B3LY
YP/6311G

methods. For pass of
o this problem, BSSE has been estimated
e
foor the calcuulated

structuures by B3L
LYP and HF
F methods. Using
U
these methods, thhe binding ennergy (BE) of an
CO2 on the CNTs wall was caalculated as follows:
f

BE=ECNT-gases
- CNT –E
-(E
Egas)+ߜ
ߜ BSSE
C
Resultts and discu
ussion:
An CO
O2 moleculee can approoach the nannotube wallss from outsiide (out), which
w
is the most
comm
mon case. Zig
gzag con¿guurations of (8,
( 0) SWCN
NTs have tw
wo different state paralleel and
verticaal adsorption
n of the CO
O2 (C-down and O-dow
wn) and paraallel models. The notatiion C
down and O down
n denotes ann CO2 perpeendicular to the surface via C and O.
O Comparisson of
the caalculated BE
Es of obtainned at the B3LYP/6-31
B
G and B3L
LYP/6-311G levels of thheory
indicaated that the calculated BEs
B for CO2 in the B3LY
YP/6-31G _ method are more than that
t
at
B3LY
YP/6-311G method.
m
We observed thhat when thee CNTs diam
meter increasses, the BE of
o the
CO2 also decreasees at each parrticular site of
o the interaaction very sllightly (<3 kJ
k mol-1).
1. Elecctronic prop
perties:
To bettter understaand the naturre of interacction betweeen the CO2 and
a the CNT
Ts, we studieed the
inÀuennce of CO2 adsorptions
a
on the electrronic properrties of the CNTs.
C
Whenn CO2 is adsoorbed
on thee CNTs, the interactionn between them beingg weak, the electronic prroperties of these
tubes are
a changed obviously and
a the bandd gaps are callculated as about
a
0.40, 0.29,
0
and 0.35 eV.
The DOS
D
of these tubes show
w some signnificant channges due too CO2 adsorpptions in thee gap
regionns of the TD
DOS plots. Therefore,
T
thhe adsorptionn of CO2 onn the CNTs slightly
s
decrreases
the energy gap of the pris176 tine
t CNTs, and
a increasees their electrrical conducctance. But for
fo the
O2 on (8,0) zigzag
g SWCNTs,, the interaction betweenn O2 and CN
NT is muchh further from
m the
interacction of betw
ween O2 andd the CNTs.. The DOS of
o the CNT show
s
signifiicant changees due
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to O2 adsorptions in the gap regions
r
of thhe TDOS ploots. Thereforre, the band gap of the CNTC
O2 willl change sig
gnificantly.
Concllusion:
We haave studied the
t adsorptioons of O2 & CO2 on ziggzag con¿guurations of (8,0) SWCNT
Ts by
meanss of DFT an
nd HF calcuulations. On the basis off our calculaations, compparing all thhe BE
curvess of CO2 inteeracting withh all possiblee sites of adssorption on nanotube
n
waalls and in seeveral
structuural con¿gurrations, it seeems that thhe pristine CNTs
C
cannot be used ass an CO2 sttorage
mediuum. For the CNTs,
C
the calculated
c
BE
E for CO2 inn O-down iss a little morre than that in Cdown. In all pathw
ways for the zigzag con¿
¿gurations of
o (8,0), the CO2 parallell to the CNT
Ts are
the moost stable con¿gurations.

Energy/ev
Fig 1;T
Total densityy of state(TD
DOS)570
for diffferent modells of the CNT
Ts
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Quantu
um mechan
nical studyy of interaaction betw
ween 3-meethyl-2thioxoimid
t
dazolidin-44-one and
d I2 in the gas
g phase..
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Keyw
words: Tauto
omer, Compllex, Interactiion, Hyperthhyroidism
Introd
duction:
Interacction of organic molecuules with ioddine has beeen widely obbserved in biological systems
[1] esppecially in human's
h
thyroid [2]. In thhis category, imidazolinne [3], and reelated compoounds
like thhioimidazoliine derivativves [4] are known as iodine absoorbent in huuman's bodyy [5].
Methim
mazole, as a most imporrtant membeer of this grooup, make poowerful com
mplex with ioodine.
This complex
c
can
n prevent thhe first stepp of biosyntthesis of thyyroid's horm
mones to prrevent
hypertthyroidism. As
A a result, each compoound with poowerful com
mplex with ioodine can bee used
as a new
n
drug in this categorry. By studyy of structurees of previouus hyperthyrroidism druggs, 1methyyl-2-thioxoim
midazolidin-44-one(T1) was
w
suggessted to sttudy of itss structure and
compllexation prop
perties to ioddine in this research.
r

Materrials and meethods:
In ourr researches,, geometry optimization
o
ns and frequuency calculations were performed using
B3LY
YP method and
a 6-31+G
G*, 6-31++G
G**, 6-31+G
G(2d,2p) andd 6-31++G*** basis setss and
NBO analysis of all
a tautomerrs were calcuulated usingg B3LYP/6-331++G** levvel of theoryy. All
optimiizations, freq
quency calcuulations andd NBO analyyses were caarried out ussing the Gauussian
572
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03 prrogram pack
kage. All results
r
of frequency
f
c
calculations
have beenn corrected with
approppriate scalin
ng factor. AIM
A
analysees were perrformed usinng AIM20000 program. This
methood has been presentedd useful innformation about interrmolecular interactionss and
characcterization off bonds through the anallysis of the electron
e
denssity .
In thiss research, molecular
m
paarameters, reelative energgies) and vibbrational freqquencies of DFT,
AIM and NBO analysis
a
of 3-methyl-2--thioxoimidaazolidin-4-onne and tautoomers (T1-T
T5) in
odine and itss tautomer annd the propeerties of theirr complexess with iodinee have
Interacction with Io
been calculated
c
to
o determine the capabillity of this molecules
m
inn interactionn with iodinee and
treatm
ment of hyperrthyroidism.
Resultt and discusssion:
Calcullated Gibbs free energyy values shoowed that T1 is the mosst stable tauutomer in thhe gas
phase.. The NBO indicates
i
thaat the sum off E(2) terms correspondin
c
ng to the dellocalization of N2
and N4 lone pairs to the NBO
O acceptors in
i the thionee tautomer iss greater thaan its value in
i the
thionee tautomer. As mentionned, the exxperimental results inddicate that two
t
T1(thionne)-I2
stereoiisomeric com
mplexes cann be formed. The S-I diistance in thhe planar com
mplex (3.034) is
shorter the perpen
ndicular com
mplex (3.1556), Thus, as
a the I-I boond length increases
i
thhe S-I
distancce decreasess.In all methods show thhat the Gibbss free energyy of the planaar from is sm
maller
than thhe perpendiccular form of
o the thionee tautomer. Therefore,
T
thhe planar forrm is more stable
s
than thhe perpendiccular from of the thione tautomer in agreement with
w the expperimental reesults.
The reesult of the NBO
N
analysis indicate thhat the occuupation numbber of the į**(I-I) antibonnding
in the planar comp
plex is greateer than the perpendicula
p
ar complex. In
I addition, it
i is expected that
the Lpp(s) occupattion number in the planar complex to be greateer than the other
o
compllex. It
seems that the seecond factorr in the stabbilizing of thhe planar complex wiith respect to
t the
perpenndicular is th
he interactionn between S-bonded
S
ioddine lone pair with į*(N--H) antibondding.
Concllusion:
At thee first sight, the
t results prresented andd discussed above
a
indicaate that all levels of theorry the
thionee form of T1 are the prefferred tautom
mer in the gas
g phase. The
T most staable form off T1-I2
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(thionee) complex is predictedd to the plannar form in agreement
a
w the experimental reesults.
with
The NBO
N
analyssis reveals that
t
the twoo change trransfer interraction, Lp(S)ĺ į*(I-I)) and
Lp(I)ĺ
ĺ į*(N-H), cause that thhe planar com
mplex of T1-I2 to be prefferred complex. Aim anaalysis
showss that the ch
harge densityy and its appplication at the S-I bonnd critical pooint of the planar
p
compllex are greater than the other
o
compleex. In additioon, a criticall point is obsserved at thee NHbond in
i the planarr complex cloose to the hyydrogen atom
m.
Refereences:
[1] H. Kohn, B. A.
A Kohn, M. L.
L Steenbergg, J. P. Buckkley, J. Med. Chem. 20 (1977) 158.
M J. El-Ghoomari, M. Luucon, J. Chem
m. Soc., Perkkin Trans. 2 (1998) 11599.
[2] C. Laurence, M.
[3] A. Taurog. , J . Biochem. Biophys.
B
24 (1996) 330.
[4] C. Laurence, M.J.
M El-Ghom
mari, J-Y. Le
L Questel, M.
M Berthelott, R. Mokhissse, J. Chem. Soc.
Perkinn Trans. 2 (1998) 1545.
[5] B. Jemec, Actaa Pathol. Microbiol. Scannd. A 78 (19970) 151.
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D
DFT,
AIM and NBO
O analysis of 4-methyyl-2-thioxoimidazollidin-4-onee
tautomers and th
heir compllexes with iodine
T. Hadadia,
a

Dep
partment of Chhemistry, Facullty of Science, University of Zabol,
Z
Zabol, Iran
I
Email: Tayyebehhadad@yyahoo.com

Keyw
words: Tautomers, Thioim
midazoline, Iodine compplex, DFT, NBO,
N
AIM
Introd
duction:
Interacction of organic molecuules with ioddine has beeen widely obbserved in biological systems
[1] especially in
n human's thyroid [22-4]. This phenomenoon has alsso been sttudied
compuutationally in
i pervious researches [5,6]. In thiis category, imidazolinee [7] and reelated
compoounds like th
hioimidazoliine derivativves [8,9] aree known as iodine absoorbent in hum
man's
body [10].
[
Methim
mazole, as a most famouus member of
o this groupp, can make efficient
e
com
mplex
with ioodine. This complex caan prevent thhe first step of biosyntheesis of thyrooid's hormonnes to
prevennt hyperthyrroidism [8-110]. As a reesult, each compound
c
w
with
powerfful complex with
iodinee can be con
nsidered as a new drugg in this caategory. Forr example, carbimazoles
c
s and
propyllthiouracils are prevaleent drug foor hyperthyyroidism [100]. Generallly, treatmennt of
hypertthyroidism is
i done by two differennt mechanissms. One mechanism
m
iss coordination to
iodinee and preven
ntion of elecctrophilic subbstitution off iodine on thyrosine
t
[10] and anothher is
coordiination to metal
m
ionic center
c
of thyyrosine perooxide and deactivating
d
it [10]. Thee first
mechaanism was considered
c
inn this study.. So that, wee decided too design new
w moleculess with
high ability in making com
mplex withh iodine thhat can be used as a new drugg for
hypertthyroidism.
Methood:
In the first part of
o our study,, the structuures of all issomers weree optimized using B3LY
YP/631+G*** and B3LY
YP/6-31++G
G** levels off theory. To reduce calcuulations of T5
T tautomer,, only
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Z geom
metric isom
mers were coonsidered forr OH group and two geeometric isom
mers (E, Z) were
considdered only for
fo SMe grouup. In additiion, for the most stable isomer of each
e
tautomeer, its
compllex with iodiine moleculee was designned and optim
mized with both
b
above levels of theoory to
find thhe most stablle structure for
f each com
mplex.
Resultt and discusssion :
The reelative stabiility (enthallpy and Gibbbs free eneergy) of othher tautomerrs and geom
metric
isomerrs

obtaineed

from

B3LYP/6-331++G**

o
of

theory

is

found

to

be

as:

T3Z>T
T3E>T2Z>T
T2E>T4Z> T5Z>T4E>T
T
T5E. Moreovver, the relattive stabilityy of complexxes is
found to be as: T1-I2>T3-II2>T4-I2>T22-I2>T5-I2. These resuults show that
t
althouggh T4
isomerrs are less stable than T2 isomerss, but a T4-I2 complexx is more stable
s
than T2-I2
T
compllex. This ob
bservation iss raised from
m the higheer ability of thione tautoomers (in T4)
T in
formattion of com
mplex with iodine. Onne of the important results
r
obtaiined from NBO
calculaations is orb
bital occupanncies and anoother is acceeptor-donor interactions.
i
Concllusion:
In the other wordss, the relativee stability off tautomers found
f
to be as:
a T1>T3Z>
>T3E>T2Z>
>T2E
>T4Z>
>T5Z>T4E>
>T5E and also the relaative stabilityy of compleexes is founnd to be ass: T1I2>T3-I2>T4-I2>T
T2-I2>T5-I22. Then, NBO
N
calculations weree done forr tautomerss and
compllexes to obttain atomic charges, occcupation nuumbers and acceptor-doonor interacctions.
These results conffirm ability of MTIO taautomers in formation of complex and
a show thaat the
planarr complexes have more effective intteraction thaan perpendiccular compleexes. Finallyy, The
AIM analyses
a
weere done on complexes to prove thhem and obttain complexxation propeerties.
These calculations show the interaction between suulfur atom and
a iodine with
w low eleectron
densityy and ʌ bon
nd characterr. The interaaction of tauutomers withh iodine is more
m
powerfful in
planarr complexes versus perpeendicular coomplexes.
Refereences:
[1] Koohn H., Kohn
n B.A., Steennberg M.L., Buckley
B
J.P. J. Med. Cheem. – 1977. – 20, – P. 588–64.
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M.J.,
M J. Chem. Soc. Perkin Trans. 2, – 1998. – P. 11591162.
[3] Laurence C., Elghomari
E
M Bertheloot M. J. Chem
M.J.,
m. Soc. Perkkin Trans. 2,, – 1998, – P.
P
1163-1167.
[4] Laaurence C., Elghomari
E
M Lequestel J.Y., Bertthelo M, Mookhlisse R. J. Chem. Soc..
M.J.,
Perkinn Trans. 2, – 1998. – P. 1545-1551.
1
[5] Rooohi H., Ebrrahimi A., Habibi
Ha
S.M. THEOCHEM
T
M, – 2004. – 710, – P. 777-82.
[6] Paapayannis D.K.,
D
Kosmass A.M. THEO
OCHEM, – 2008.
2
– 851,, – P. 175-1779.
[7] Taaurog A. J. Biochem.
B
Bioophys. – 19996. – 24, – P.
P 330-337.
[8] Raaper E.S., Crreighton J.R
R., Oughtred R.E., Nowelll I.W. Acta Cryst. B, – 1983. – 39, – P.
355-3661.
[9] Laaurence C., Elghomari
E
M Lequestel J.Y., Bertthelot M., Mokhisse
M.J.,
M
R. J.
J Chem. Socc.
Perkinn Trans. 2, – 1998. – P. 1553-1557.
1
[10] Jemec
Je
B. Actta Pathol. Miicrobiol. Scaand. A, – 19770. – 78, – P.
P 151-155.
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Neew grafted
d zigzag (110,0) carbon nanotu
ubes with two
t phosp
phoramidees
Z.
Z Shariatiniaa*, E. Jalali Moghadam,, Amir Ahmadi Ashtianii
Dep
partment of Chemistry, Amirkkabir Universitty of Technoloogy (Polytechniic),
T
Iran. (E
E-mail: shariatii@aut.ac.ir)
P. O. Box: 159163-4311, Tehran,

Keyw
words: Phosp
phoramide, Carbon
C
nanootube, ab inittio calculatioons, NQR
Introd
duction:
Up to now, numeerous studiess have beenn carried outt to investiggate the various propertiies of
carbonn nanotubes (CNTs) [1]]. Numerouss computatioonal and expperimental studies
s
have been
dedicaated to the investigationns of the syynthesis, prooperties andd applicationns of the tuubular
structuures of both
h carbon andd non-carbon compoundds [2]. Receently, the efffect of one –OH
group attached on
n the wall off the tube onn electronic properties
p
o SWCNT was
of
w studied using
DFT method
m
[3].
Comp
putational details:
d
The sttructures of zigzag (10,00) carbon nanotube andd compoundds 1 and 2 were
w
optimizzed in
using Gaussian 98
8 program [44] at DFT (B
B3LYP and B3PW91)
B
levvel of theoryy with standaard 631G* basis set. The
T optimizaations were followed byy computatioons of the harmonic
h
annd the
vibratiional frequeencies. Nuclear quadrupple coupling constants (F) were callculated from
m the
equation F = e2qzzzQ/h, suppossing that the electric quaadrupole mom
ments (Q) of 2H, 17O annd 14N
nuclei are 2.860, -25.58
and 20.44 mb, resspectively.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
Hereinn, the structu
ures of zigzaag (10,0) carrbon nanotuube and com
mpounds FP(O
O)(NH2)2 (11) and
F2P(O
O)(NH2) (2) were
w
optimizzed at DFT (B3LYP andd B3PW91) level of theoory with stanndard
6-31G
G* basis set, Figure 1. Thhe binding energies
e
werre measuredd from the eqquation E(biind) =
E(mollecule) - 6i E(i),
E
i = atoom. Table 1 indicates thhe binding ennergies and dipole mom
ments.
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The results exhib
bit that the biding energies are more
m
negativve in grafteed CNTs at both
methoods. Comparring the graafted CNTs with pristinne CNT revveals that thhe hydrophiilicity
increaases very mu
uch upon graafting. Besiddes, the NQCCs were computed forr the 2H andd
17

14

N,

O atooms about 200-250
2
kHzz and 4.0-5.00, 11.0 MHz,, respectivelyy.
Table 1.
1 The stabilizaation energies and
a dipole mom
ments of CNT
T and compounds 1,2.
'E(stabilization)/kcal.m
mol-1

Com
mpound

D
Dipole
moment//Debye

B3LYP

B3P
PW91

B33LYP

B33PW91

Zigzag (10,0)-CNT

-20858.5999

-213114.291

1
1.495

1
1.942

FP(O)(NH2)2 (1)

-21521.0337

-220006.711

8
8.915

9
9.351

F2P(O)(NH2) (2)

-21357.6117

-218445.679

2
2.624

2
2.752

1

2

Figure 1.. The optimizedd structures off compounds FP
P(O)(NH2)2 (1) and F2P(O)(N
NH2) (2).

Concllusion:
The sttructures of a zigzag (100,0) carbon nanotube annd CNT-graffted phosphooramides 1 and 2
were optimized
o
at DFT (B3LY
YP and B3PW
W91) level of
o theory wiith standard 6-31G* basiis set.
Resultts revealed that
t
the graffted CNT beecomes morre stable andd its hydropphilicity incrreases
greatlyy. In additio
on, the NQCC
Cs were com
mputed for the
t 2H and 144N, 17O atom
ms about 2000-250
kHz annd 4.0-5.0, 11.0
1 MHz, reespectively.
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Refereences:
[1]S.K
K. Smart, A.II. Cassady, G.Q.
G Lu, D.JJ. Martin, Caarbon 44 (20006) 1034.
[2]L. Adams,
A
A. Oki,
O T. Gradyy, H.M. Whhinney, Z. Luuo, Physica E 41 (2009) 723.
[3] H. Pan, Y.P. Feng, J.Y. Linn, Phys. Revv. B 70 (20044) 245425
[4]M.JJ. Frisch, et al., Gaussiann 98, Revisioon A9, Gausssian, Inc; Piittsburgh, PA
A (1998).
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N
NQR
study
y of two fu
unctionalizzed carbon nanotub
bes with phosphoricc
t
triamides
Z.
Z Shariatiniaa*, E. Jalali Moghadam,, Amir Ahmadi Ashtianii
Dep
partment of Chemistry, Amirkkabir Universitty of Technoloogy (Polytechniic),
T
Iran. (E
E-mail: shariatii@aut.ac.ir)
P. O. Box: 159163-4311, Tehran,

Keyw
words: Carbo
on nanotube,, Phosphoricc triamide, Ab
A initio calcculations, DF
FT
Introd
duction:
Carbon nanotubess (CNTs) aree consideredd as the bestt one-dimenssional modeel system offfering
excelleent mechaniical, electronnic, and therrmal propertties [1]. In addition,
a
theyy illustrate strong
s
application potenttial in compposite materrials, sensingg, electroniccs nanodevicces and scannning
probe microscopy
y. In contrasst, their insoolubility or poor
p
dispersion in comm
mon solventts and
polym
meric matrixees is one off their disaddvantages [22]. Introduciing functionnal groups on
o the
surface of CNTs through cheemical covaalent bondingg is the besst method too overcome these
probleems [3].
Comp
putational details:
d
The sttructures of zigzag
z
(10,00) carbon nannotube and compounds
c
1 and 2 weree optimized using
Gaussian 98 progrram [4] at DFT
D (B3LYP
P and B3PW
W91) level off theory withh standard 6-31G*
basis set.
s The nucclear quadruuple couplinng constants (NQCC or F) were callculated from
m the
equation F = e2qzzzQ/h, suppossing that the electric quaadrupole mom
ments (Q) of 2H, 17O annd 14N
nuclei are 2.860, -25.58
and 20.44 mb, resspectively.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
In thiss work, the structures
s
off zigzag (10,0) carbon nanotube
n
andd compoundds P(O)(NH2)3 (1)
and P((O)[N(CH3)2]3 (2) have been optimiized using Gaussian
G
98 program [4]] at DFT (B33LYP
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and B3PW91) lev
vel of theoryy with standaard 6-31G* basis
b
set, Fiigure 1. The binding eneergies
were measured
m
fro
om the equaation E(bind)) = E(molecuule) - 6i E(i), i = atom. Table 1 indiicates
the binding energ
gies and dippole momennts. It can be seen that at both meethods the biding
b
energiies are moree negative in grafted CNTs.
C
Moreeover, the hydrophilicit
h
ty of phospphoric
triamidde grafted CNTs
C
are ennhanced greaatly in compparison withh pristine CN
NT. Furtherm
more,
the NQ
QCCs were computed for
f the 2H and
a

14

N,

17

O atoms abouut 200-250 kHz and 4.00-5.0,

11.0 MHz,
M
respecttively.
Table 1.
1 The stabilizaation energies and
a dipole mom
ments of CNT
T and compounds 1,2.
'E(binnding)/kcal.mool-1

Com
mpound

D
Dipole
moment//Debye

B3LYP

B3P
PW91

B33LYP

B33PW91

Zigzag (10,0)-CNT

-20858.5999

-213114.291

1
1.495

1
1.942

P(O)((NH2)3 (1)

-21893.3334

-223667.995

6
6.828

6
6.822

P(O)[N((CH3)2]3 (2)

-23393.2553

-238889.524

144.166

14.337

1

2

Figure 1. The optimizedd structures of compounds
c
P(O)(NH2)3 (1) and
a P(O)[N(CH
H3)2]3 (2).

Concllusion:
The sttructures off a zigzag (110,0) carbonn nanotube and phosphoric triamiddes 1 and 2 were
optimiized at DFT
T (B3LYP annd B3PW91) method with
w 6-31G* basis set. Upon
U
graftingg, the
bidingg energies beecame more negative andd the hydropphilicity was enhanced greatly.
g
Moreeover,
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the NQ
QCCs were computed for
f the 2H and
a


14

N,

17

O atoms abouut 200-250 kHz and 4.00-5.0,

11.0 MHz,
M
respecttively.
Refereences:
[1] S.T
T. Hu, T.W. Odom, C.M
M. Lieber, Accc. Chem. Rees. 32 (19999) 435.
[2] A. Thess, R. Lee,
L P. Nikolaev, H.J. Dai,
D P. Petit, J. Robert, C.H.
C
Xu, Y.H
H. Lee, S.G. Kim,
A.G. Rinzler,
R
D.T
T. Colbert, G.E.
G Scuseriia, D. Tomannek, J.E. Fisscher, R.E. Smalley, Sccience
273 (11996) 483.
[3] A. Hirsch, Ang
gew. Chem. Int. Ed. Enggl. 41 (2002)) 1853.
[4] M..J. Frisch, et al., Gaussiaan 98, Revisiion A9, Gaussian, Inc; Pittsburgh,
P
PA
A (1998).
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A DFT
D
Study
y on Orgaanic–Inorgganic Hybrid Comp
pound by NMR
N
in Gas
G
an
nd Solventts
a
M. H. Ghorbani
G
*,, R. Fazaeli a, A. Ghoorcchian b
a
b

Departm
ment of Chemisstry, Islamic Azzad Universityy - South Tehraan Branch, Tehhran, Iran

R
R&D
Laboratory (cooperator of Institute off Standard and Industrial Reseearch of Iran), Pakdasht Betoon
mpany, Tehran, Iran
Com
(Email: mh_ghorbani@a
m
azad.ac.ir)

Keyw
words: Hydro
ogen Bondinng, NMR Stuudy, Solvent Effect, Hybbrid Compouund.
Introd
duction:
As it is well kno
own, Nucleaar Magnetic Resonance (NMR) cheemical shiftss ( ) are cllosely
relevaant to undersstanding thee electronic structure in a molecule. An intra- or
o intermoleecular
hydroggen bonding
g will resultt in a decreease in diam
magnetic shiielding arouund the hydrrogen
nucleuus [1, 2]. Thee PCM proceedure, one of
o the most widely
w
used continuum
c
d
dielectric
meethods
[3] is applied
a
to sttudy the solvvent effects on
o electronicc structures. When usingg the PCM model
m
and thhe DFT-based model, potential
p
currves for eleectron emisssion can be obtained for
fo all
possibble direction
ns [4]. Inorgganic comppound can be
b introduceed as ligandd for organnic as
interm
molecular complex. We investigatedd 1,2,4,5-Teetrazine- Sulphurous Accid (1:2) (T
T2SA)
Complex by NMR
R tools (Fig 1. a) . T2S
SA complex is a type off the intermolecular com
mplex
betweeen one arom
matic compouund and twoo sulphurouss acid that sttabilized by hydrogen bonds.
b
We will
w report th
he NMR shiielding for T2SA
T
Compplex in twoo solvents with
w the dielectric
constaant ranging from
f
1.00 to 46.70.
Methoods:
The caalculations carried
c
out using
u
Gaussiaan 09 prograam [5] with 6-311+G(d,p) basis set at the
DFT method, wiith the Beckke’s three-paarameter exchange funcctional with LYP correllation
functioonal (B3LYP
P).
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
The foormation of intermolecuular hydrogeen bonds, wiith four nitroogen atoms as donors, in
i the
T2SA and support the behaviior of the H((2), H(4), H(12)
H
and H(13), as acceptors. In thhe gas
phase,, Methyl is donor
d
groupp and strengtthens hydroggen bond thhat realizablee by nucleollus de
shieldiing, also Flu
uorine is attraactive groupp and to be shhield nucleuus (see Tablee 1.).

Fig 1. a) Scheematic of T2SA
A Complex. b)) Equilibrium structure
s
of T22SA complex inn the DMSO.

The diielectric con
nstant of the solvent incrreases, H (88), H (9), H (17) and H (20) are moore de
shieldeed (solvent gives electroons in non-oor anti- orbittal of the atoom and bondd length is laarge).
Note, in this all caases, two bonnds are moree de shieldedd i.e. these bonds is stronnger bonds.
Table
T
1. Solvennt Effects on nuucleus shieldinng of T2SA com
mplexes (ppm)).

Substtitution
H

CH3

F

P
Phase

H(8)

H(9)

H(17)

H
H(20)

Gas

1.000

6.3972

6.4046

6.4199

6..4289

Beenzene

2.225

7.6972

7.7437

7.7647

7..7689

D
DMSO

46.70

9.0149

9.0156

9.0280

9..0292

Gas

1.000

6.9244

6.9293

6.8819

6..8775

Beenzene

2.225

8.1283

8.1407

8.1588

8..1704

D
DMSO

46.70

9.3332

9.3336

9.3703

9..3727

Gas

1.000

5.7015

5.7070

5.7133

5..7187

Beenzene

2.225

6.8624

6.9032

6.9228

6..8901

D
DMSO

46.70

7.9216

7.9295

7.9403

7..9461
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Concllusion:
The calculated
c
results showed groupps with higgher donor properties strengthenn the
interm
molecular hyd
drogen bondd. The deshieelding effectts on four hyydrogen of T2SA
T
compleex are
referreed to interm
molecular forrce which iss controlled by dielectric constants. We observved as
dielecttric constan
nt increased, all of thee nuclei parrticipants inn hydrogen bonds are more
deshieelded. When
n dielectric constant
c
incrreases or doonor group Substituted
S
o aromatic ring,
on
nucleuus is de shielld i.e. hydroggen bonds too be strengthhen.
Refereences:
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

A. Zielinska ett al., J. Mol. Stru. 873 (22008) 109–116.
H. Zhao et al., J. Org. Cheem. (2007) 72, 7071 70822.
Paaulo J. Mend
des et al., J. Mol.
M Stru. 9446 (2010) 333–42.
G. Roos et al., J. Phys. Chem. A 109 (2005), 652-6658
M.J. Frisch et al., Gaussiann 09, Revision A.02-SM
MP, Gaussiann Inc., (2009).
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Resonance att Intramollecular Cyyclization is
i Proven by Electroon Densityy of
Atom
a
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a
b

Departm
ment of Chemisstry, Islamic Azzad Universityy - South Tehraan Branch, Tehhran, Iran

R
R&D
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Keyw
words: Intram
molecular Cyyclization, Atomic
A
Basinn, Resonancee, Electron Density,
D
AIM
M.
Introd
duction:
Many researchers focused on chemistry and
a biologicaal behaviors of 9H-pyrroolo(1,2-a)inddol-9one(Àuuorazone) an
nd its derivaatives [1]. Very
V
recentlyy, organic chhemists havee found that some
9H-pyyrrolo(1,2-a)indole, direcctly obtainedd from 9H-ppyrrolo(1,2-aa)indol-9-onee [2]. It is cllearly
that affter and befo
fore cyclizatiion, resonannce of rings is changed.. One imporrtant parameeter is
atomicc electron deensity for resonance illuustration. Inn this paper investigatedd AIM param
meters
of befo
fore and afterr Àuorazone cyclization (Figure1.).

Fig 1. Schemaatic of cyclizattion reaction.

Methoods:
At firsst, all structu
ures has beenn optimized by density functional
fu
theeory (DFT) method (B3LYP)
and thhe 6-311++G
G** standardd large basis set as impleemented in thhe GAUSSIA
AN 09 [3]. Then
AIM analysis
a
has been calculaated by AIM
M2000 [4].
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
The reesults of niitrogen atom
m at 3a-3e (before cyclization) and a-e (afterr cyclizationn) are
presennted in Tablee 1. When coomparing the electron deensity of thee atomic basins of nitroggen, it
shouldd be kept in
n mind thatt, this valuees dependinng on the number
n
of aromatic
a
rinngs or
conjuggated system
m. Before cyyclization (3aa-3e), Fluoriine substituttion act as donor group while
Nitro substitution
n acts as indductive acceeptor also thhe behaviorr of Methyl and Methooxy is
donor.. This resultt achieves from
f
changees electron density
d
respeect to hydroogen substituution.
Beforee cyclizatio
on, this disccussion is very logicaal but all electron
e
dennsity values are
unbalaanced in after cyclizatioon state; beccause betweeen two arom
matic rings, carbonyl groups
does not exist.

It is veryy self-explaaining that between ellectron denssity, chargee and

Localiization Index
x is excellennt linear relattionship.
Ta
able 1. Results of Atomic Bassin for nitrogenn (before and after
a
cyclizationn).
Locaalization

Eleectron Densityy

Chargee

3a

8.1898

-1.18988

6
6.2732

3b

8.1901

-1.19011

6
6.2729

3c

8.1923

-1.19233

6
6.2739

3d

8.1915

-1.19155

6
6.2750

3e

8.1896

-1.18966

6
6.2746

a

8.3148

-1.31488

6
6.4245

b

8.2079

-1.20799

6
6.3058

c

8.2094

-1.20944

6
6.3070

d

8.3145

-1.31455

6
6.4216

e

8.3152

-1.31522

6
6.4252

I
Index

Accorrding to Figu
ure 3 formatiion intermollecular cyclee increase thee electron deensity of nitrrogen
atom in
i all substitu
utions.
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Fig 2. The Comparisson Electron Density of nitroggen, Before annd After Cyclizzation.

Concllusion:
Overaall, have beeen investigatted before and
a after intrramolecular cyclization by atomic basin
param
meters, after cyclization
c
e
electron
denssity on atom is bigger i.ee. resonance is stronger.
Refereences :
[6] V. Lisowsky et
e al., J. Medd. Chem. 47 (2004)
(
14488.
[7] F. Aiello et al. Tetrahedronn 66 (2010) 274.
[8] M.J. Frisch et al., Gaussiann 09, Revision A.02-SM
MP, Gaussiann Inc., (2009).
[9] Biegler-Konig
g et al. J. AIM
M2000 2.0, (2002).
(
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A navel
n
nano
o Boron Nitrogen
N
C
Carbon
com
mpound as an antib
biotic carriier
and
d DFT Stu
udy
H. Aghhaie a, P. Arddalan b*
a Dipartmet of chemistry Science
S
and Reesearch Branchh, Islamic Azadd University, Tehran,
T
Iran.
b Science and Research
R
Brannch, Islamic Azzad University,, Tehran, Iran.
Email: poorran_ardalan@yyahoo.com

Key words:
w
Cefallxin, DFT Sttudy, Antibiootic carrier, Nano
N
Comppound
Introd
duction:
Due too the similaarity between B-N and C-C units, a lot of efffort has beenn devoted too BN
fullereene-like maaterials in recent
r
yearss, which haave excelleent propertiees such as heat
resistaance, insulaation, and structural
s
stability.Seveeral studiess have beenn made onn BN
nanom
materials succh as BN nanotubes,
n
B nanocapssules, and BN
BN
B clusters since they have
excelleent propertiees such as heat
h resistancce in air andd insulation, and these nano- particlees are
expectted to be useeful as electrronic devicees, high heat resistance semiconduct
s
tors, and insuulator
lubricaants. From the
t experimeental standarrd formationn enthalpy, thhe energies of hybridizeed sp2
and spp3 B-N bonds are knownn to be strongger in compaarison with those
t
of B-B
B and N-N bonds,
b
namely, 4.00, 2.32
2, and 2.11 eV, respecttively. This research foccuses on thee Boron Nitrrogen
Carbon compound
d as a new coompound forr drug carrieer.
Comp
putational details:
d
The Boron
B
Nitrog
gen Carbon compound and Cefalexxin were geeometrically optimized using
GAUS
SSIAN 03 with
w density functional
f
thheory using B3LYP
B
methhod and 6-31G, 6-31G** and
6-311G
G** basis sets. Relativee energies (¨E),
(
enthalppies (¨H), entropy
e
(ǻS
S) and free Gibbs
G
energiies (¨G) werre calculatedd using therm
modynamic analysis.
a
Resultt and Discussion:
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In thee present stu
udy, Boron Nitrogen Carbon
C
nano compound with Cefallexin molecuule is
considdered. All caalculations were
w
perform
med to studyy the relativee stability off Boron Nitrrogen
Carbon nano com
mpound especially therm
modynamic properties.
p
W selected a particular nano
We
compoound in this study. As follow
f
antibiiotic molecuule was stucck to Boron Nitrogen Caarbon
nano compound
c
th
hrough nitroogen atom. Then
T
stabilityy of these noovel structurres was revieewed.
The vaalues of the HOMO, LU
UMO, and HOMO–LUM
H
MO gap, forr, nano carrier, Cefalexinn and
nano carrier / Ceefalexin shoow that the Boron Nitrrogen Carboon nano com
mpound HO
OMO–
LUMO
O gap value of 0.15887 decreasing
d
b attach of Cefalexin.
by
C
Concllusion:
The innteraction off Cefalexin, with Boron Nitrogen Carbon nano compound is
i investigated by
at different basis sets inn gas phase..Boron Nitroogen Carbonn nano comppound
DFT calculations
c
can acct as a suitab
ble drug deliivery vehiclee for internaalization, traansportation and transloccation
of Ceffalexin within biologicaal systems. Thermodyna
T
amical analyysis indicatess that the relative
energiies (¨E), entthalpies (¨H
H) and free Gibbs
G
energiies (¨G) are negative for Boron Nitrrogen
Carbon nano com
mpound / Ceffalexin systeems, but thee calculated entropies (¨S) are possitive,
suggessting thermo
odynamic faavorability for
f covalent attachmentt of Penicilllin and Cefaalexin
into Boron Nitrogen Carbon nano
n
compouund.
Refereence:
[1]. Chhopra, N. G..; Luyken, R.
R J.; Herrey, K.; Crespi, V. H.; Coheen, M. L.; Loouie, S. G.; Zettl,
Z
A. Sciience. 1995, 269, 966.
[2]. Bllase´, X.; Ru
ubio, A.; Louuie, S. G.; Cohen, M. L. Europhys. Lett.
L
1994, 28L, 335.
[3]. Chhopra, N. G..; Luyken, R.
R J.; Cherreyy, K.; Crespii, V. H.; Cohhen, M. L.; Louie,
L
S. G.
Sciencce. 1995, 269
9, 966.
[4] Zhhukovskii, Y.;
Y SergeiPisskunov, N.; Baiba, B.; Laima, T.; Stefano, B. J. Phys. Chem.
C
Solids 2009, 70, 796–803
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B5N5C8H18 nano cluster ass a novel material
m
foor drug deelivery
P Ardalan a**
P.
a Science and Research
R
Brannch, Islamic Azzad University,, Tehran, Iran.
Email: poorran_ardalan@yyahoo.com

Key words:
w
B5N5C8H18, Peniccillin, DFT, Drug deliveery.
Introd
duction:

Heterrofullerenes became a subject of research innterest soonn after the establishmeent of
fullereene research itself. The fullerenes coontaining booron and/or nitrogen atooms represennt one
distingguished class, though othher elementss have been combined with
w the fulleerenes too. Boron
B
nitridee (BN) is a synthetic
s
III--V compounnd with extraaordinary meechanical, thhermal, electtrical,
opticaal, and chemiical properties widely appplied for tecchnological purposes. Since BN uniits are
isoelecctronic with
h hexagonal BN possesssing a graphhene-like layyered structuure, BN beccomes
the naatural candid
date to form
m heterofulleerenes, whicch results inn a certain isomorphism
m. BN
crystallline samplees were syynthesized at
a room tem
mperature annd atmosphheric pressuure as
structuures containiing hexagonnal sp2-bondeed sheets isoomorphic witth graphemee.
Severaal studies have been made on BN nanom
materials suuch as BN nanotubes,, BN
nanocaapsules, and
d BN clusterrs since theyy have excelllent propertiies such as heat
h resistannce in
air and insulation
n, and these nano-particles are expeected to be useful as ellectronic devvices,
high heat resistaance semicoonductors, and
a
insulatoor lubricantts.Since thee thermodynnamic
condittions for gro
owth of BN nanotubes from
fr
nuclei are
a still not well-definedd, compreheensive
theoreetical simulattions on these nanotubes continue too attract enhhanced attenttion, and thee lack
of theeoretical theermodynamicc data precludes a moore detailed analysis. This
T
investiggation
focusees on the B5N5C8H18 clusster as a new
w material foor drug delivvery.
Comp
putational details:
d
Calcullations weree performedd using an all-electron linear com
mbination off atomic orrbitals
Hatreee–Fock (HF) and densitty functionaal theory (D
DFT) calculaations using the Gaussiaan 03
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packagge. We havee geometric optimizatioon calculatioon at the HF
F/6-31G, HF
F/6-31G**, HF/6H
311G***. We havee also perforrmed a geom
metric optim
mization calcuulation at thhe B3LYP/6--31G,
B3LY
YP/6-31G** and B3LYP
P/6- 31G** level.The NMR
N
isotroppic shieldingg constants were
calculaated using the standarrd GIAO (Gauge-Inde
(
ependent Attomic Orbittal) approacch of
Gaussian 03 progrram packagee.
Resultt and discusssion:

We sttudied B5N5C8H18 clusster as a noovel materiaal for drug delivery. Before
B
and after
conneccting the Penicillin to B5N5C8H18, NMR
N
calculaations were performed in electric fieeld of
chargees.
The reesults show that Penicilllin connectt stronger too B5N5C8H188 cluster in negative chharges
than positive
p
chaarge. Thus by
b creating negative fieeld, Penicilllin can be connected to
t the
B5N5C8H18 clusterr and deliverred easily byy using a poositive filed. So we founnd B5N5C8H18
1 is a
novel material for drug deliverry.
Conclu
usion:

The innteraction off the penicillin molecule inside of thee B5N5C8H18 have been investigatedd with
densityy functional theory. We
W also anaalyze the eleectronic struucture and charge Mullliken
populaation for thee energeticallly most favoorable compplexes. Our results
r
indicate penicilliin can
form stable
s
bindin
ngs with B5N5C8H18 via the nitroggen active siite. Also thee NMR shieelding
tensorrs have been
n investigateed. Thus, wee arrive at thhe predictionn that the B5N5C8H18 can be
implem
mented as a novel materrial for drug delivery appplications.
Refereence:

[1] M.
M Monajjem
mi and etaal; "Theorettical Description of Electromagn
E
netic Nonboonded
Interacctions of Radical,
R
Cattionic, and Anionic NH
N 2BHNBH
HNH2 Insidee of the B18N18
Nanorring"; Journaal of Physicaal Chemistryy. C ; 114, 155315–15330,2010.
[2] M.Monajjemi etal; " Interraction of Na,
N Mg, Al, Si with Carrbon Nanotuube (CNT): NMR
N
and IR
R Study"; Ru
ussian Journaal of Inorgannic Chemistrry; 54, 1465--1473,2009.
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[3]F. Zhukovskii
Z
F and etal;" Ab initio simulations on
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a nanoarchhes"; Journaal of Physicaal Chemistryy Solids; 70,, 796803,20009.
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Theeoretical studies
s
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Hydroxycooumarin derivatives
d
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Abstract:
The chhemical prop
perties of 4-H
Hydroxycouumarin derivatives have been
b
extensiively studiedd.
The reelative stability of three tautomers
t
inn the gas phaase and soluttion (using PCM
P
model) are
evaluaated by using
g DFT methood. The variation of dipoole momentss and chargees on atoms with
w
changee of solvent is also studiied.
Key words:
w
Tauto
omerism, 4-H
Hydroxycouumarin, DFT, PCM, NBO
O.
Introd
duction :
4-Hyddroxycoumarrin derivativves as warfaarin, acenocooumarol andd phenprocooumon have been
the maainstay of oral
o anticoaggulation therrapy for 20 years [1]. Several
S
coum
marin derivaatives
have pronounced
p
medicinal value
v
as antiibacterial and antifungall agents [2,33]. Others diisplay
ant tubbercular activity [4] or shhow insecticcidal propertties [5].
Comp
putational details:
d
Full geometry opttimizations are
a accompliished by meeans of hybrid functionaal B3LYP annd the
6-31+G** basis set,
s as impleemented in Gaussian
G
033. The tautom
mers were also
a
optimizzed in
polar solvents, an
nd their efffects have been
b
consideered by usiing a relativvely simple selfconsisstent reaction
n field (SCR
RF) methodd based on polarizable
p
continuum model (PCM
M) of
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Tomassi. The elecctronic strucctures of staationary poiints were annalyzed by the natural bond
orbitall (NBO) metthod.
ussion:
Resultts and discu
Tree taautomers off compounds a-c, presentted in Fig.1 were
w consideered in our study.4s
Hydrooxycoumarin
n can exists as
a two tautom
meric forms (E and K) inn equilibrium
m.

O

O

OH
O
O

R

O

R

O
a

O

R

O

OH

b

c

R= OCH3, OH,
O CH2CH3, CH3, H, CN, F, Cl

The reesults of our calculationss suggest thaat in the gas and solutionn phase the stability
s
ordeer is a
>b > c. In additio
on this equiilibrium deppends on natture of subsstituents at position
p
of 3.The
3
order of
o dipole mo
oments is a < b < c in thee gas phase and
a in solutiion.
Refereence:
[1] Hirrsh, J.; Dalen, J. E.; Andderson, D. R.;
R Poller, L.;; Bussey, H.; Ansell, J.; Deykin, D. Chest
C
8S.(20001) 119.
[2] R. B. Moppett,, J. Med. Chhem. 7 (19644) 446.
[3] G. Redighiero,, C. Antonello, Bull. Chiim. Farm. 977 (1958) 5922.
[4] C. R.Merchantt, A. S. Gupiita, P. J. Shaah, S. S. Shirrali, Chem. Ind.
In (1979) 351.
3
[5] R. S. Mali, S. N.
N Yeola, B.. K. Kulkrann, Indian J. Chem.
C
22B (1983) 352.
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Caalculation of Cl- -Arr Potentiall Energy and
a Mobiliity of Cl- Through
T
A
Ar
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Keyw
words: Interaaction potenttial, Cl-…Ar Complex, Ion Mobility
Introd
duction :
The innteraction of halide ionns with gaseeous atoms or moleculees is of connsiderable appplied
interesst in the stu
udy of plasm
mas, gas disccharges, trannsport of ioons through the drift gaas and
photo dissociation
n in regionns of the upper
u
atmossphere. A clear
c
undersstanding of such
experiiments requ
uires accuratte knowledgge of the potential
p
ennergy functiions. Interacctions
betweeen the closeed-shell haliide anions and
a the raree gas atoms are amongg the best-sttudied
prototyypes for un
nderstandingg the detaills of ion-nneutral forcees [1-3]. Inn this workk, the
experiimental meaasurements and
a theoretiical calculations of the ion mobilitty coefficiennts of
halide ions in nob
ble gases are extended inn a manner that
t
allows comparison
c
o theoreticaal and
of
experiimental mob
bility to servee the accuracy of ab inittio potential data used inn the calculaations.
The feeasibility off these proceedures is demonstrated with applicaation of Cl- halide ion in Ar
noble gas.
Methoods:
We calculated th
he Cl-…Ar potential energy
e
curve at the CCSD(T)/diff
C
fferent basiss sets
high level
l
of theeory by usiing the Gauussian 20099 package. Program
P
PC
C is designeed to
work with uses a spline fit
f of the tabulated
t
pootentials forr atomic ioon-atom systems
(Fig. 1) where it
i varies ass the inversse fourth power
p
and to
t calculatee transport cross
sectionns. The cross
c
sectioons were calculated from the best dataa of interaaction
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potenttial energy and then were usedd in prograam GC (G
Gram-Charlieer approachh) to
compuute the transp
port coefficiients for the ion mobilityy in an electrrostatic fieldd.
Resultts and discu
ussions :
The ioon mobility of chloride ion in argonn drift gas was
w obtainedd via theoreetical calculaations
was compared
c
with
w
the theooretical and experimenttal ion mobbilities reporrted on diffferent
referennces in Fig. 2. Accordinng to the reesults the callculated ion mobilities from
f
the levvel of
theoryy CCSD(T)/aaug-CC-pV55Z for Cl-…A
Ar had a goood agreemennt with other references.

CCSD
D(T)/CC-pVTZ
CCSD
D(T)/aug-CC-pVTZ
CCSD
D(T)/CC-pVQZ
CCSD
D(T)/aug-CC-pVQZ
CCSD
D(T)/aug-CC-pV5Z

3

2

DD [4]]
KMV [5]
MBPT
T [6]
ZEKE
E [7]
CCSD
D(T)/vqz+bf [8]
MC [9
9]
Exp. [1
10]
CCSD
D(T)/aug-cc-pv5z [This work]
Ref. [1
11]
Ref. [1
12]
CCSD
D(T)/aug-cc-pv5z [13]
CCSD
D(T)/aug-cc-pv6z [13]
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Figure 1:
1 interaction po
otentials for Cl-…Ar
… systems
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Figure 2:Ion mobility vs. E/N
N from this workk and other referrences

Concllusions:
We calculated in
nteraction potential pottentials for the Cl…A
Ar system by
b using seeveral
methoods and basiss sets. The potential
p
curvve was obtaiined by usinng of aug-CC
C-p V5Z bassis set
and coupled clusster CCSD(T
T) correlatioon method predicted ion mobilityy values thaat are
compaarable with experimenta
e
al data. Exceellent agreem
ment betweenn transport data
d derivedd from
this pootentials and
d experimenttally reported values [4-13] has beenn demonstraated, leading us to
concluude, the pressent potentiall is a good approximatio
a
on for these systems.
s
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Introd
duction:
1, 3, 2-Dioxaphos
2
sphorinanes are an impoortant class of
o organophoosphorus hetterocycles, which
w
continnue to attractt considerablle interest duue to their unnique stereocchemical feaatures and diiverse
potenttial biologicaal applicatioons. Six mem
mbered ring phosphates are interestiing systems from
the coonformationaal point of view
v
since thhere are sevveral electronic effects, as the endoo- and
exo annomeric effeects, that cann play an im
mportant role in the confoormational preferences
p
o the
of
substittuents on ph
hosphorus [1]. There is no
n publishedd experimenntal or quantiitative theorretical
data about
a
the do
onor–acceptoor delocalizaation effectss on the connformationall properties of 2halo-22-oxo-1, 3, 2-dioxaphosp
2
phorinanes. In this workk, the stereoelectronic innteraction efffects,
dipolee-dipole interractions andd also the coonformationaal and structuural properties of 2-flouuro-2oxo-1,,3,2-dioxaph
hosphorinanees (1) [its analogues
a
c
containing
S (2) and Se
S (3) atomss], 2cholorro-2-oxo-1,3
3,2-dioxaphoosphorinaness (4) [its analogues coontaining S (5) and Se (6)
atoms]] and 2-brom
mo-2-oxo-1,3,2-dioxaphhosphorinanees (7) [its annalogues conntaining S (88) and
Se (9)) atoms] haave been invvestigated computationaally using both
b
ab initiio MO and DFT
methoods.
Comp
putational details:
d
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Ab iniitio calculatiions were caarried out ussing molecullar orbital (M
MP2/6-311+G**) and deensity
functioonal theory
y (B3LYP/66-311+G**) and (HF/6-311+G**)) based meethods withh the
GAUS
SSIAN 09 package
p
of programs.
p
A NBO annalysis was performed for
An
f the axiaal and
equatoorial conform
mations of compounds
c
1-9 by the NBO
N
5.G prrogram conttained in thee PCGAME
ESS interfacce.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The methods
m
useed showed that
t
these compounds
c
exist predoominantly inn the axial chair
conforrmation. Thee calculatedd Gibbs free energy diffference (ǻGeq-ax) valuees increase from
compoound 1 to compound
c
3, compoundd 4 to comppound 6 andd also from
m compoundd 7 to
compoound 9. Theere is good agreement between thee calculatedd (ǻGeq-ax) values by using
B3LY
YP/6-311+G*
** and HF/66-311+G** levels
l
of theeory which is
i in agreem
ment with repported
NMR data [2, 3].
3 The NB
BO analysiss of donor--acceptor innteractions showed
s
thaat the
summ
mations of thee GAE and GE
G also increases from compound
c
1 to compounnd 3, compouund 4
to com
mpound 6 an
nd also from
m compound 7 to compouund 9. Thesee findings leed to the prooposal
that thhe calculated
d GAE valuues due to donorĺacce
d
eptor hypercconjugation effects are more
signifiicant for the explanationn of the confformational preferences
p
o compounnds that havee been
of
studiedd than the ellectrostatic innteractions.
Concllusion:
The B3LYP/6-31
B
1+G** and HF/6-311+
+G** resultss showed thhe axial preeference in these
compoounds. The DFT
D
calculaations reportted and NBO
O analysis provided
p
a reeasonable piicture
from energetic,
e
strructural, bonnding and sttereoelectronnic points off view for thhe conformattional
prefereence in com
mpounds 1-9.
Refereences:
[1] W.G.
W
Bentrude, E. Juarristi, Ed., Conformation
C
nal Behavioor of Six Membered
M
R
Rings.
Analyssis, Dynamiccs and Stereoelectronic Effects;
E
VCH
H: New Yorrk, 1995, 2455–293.
[2] Z. DomÕ´nguezz, M. Galva´´n, M.T. Corrtez, M. Salaas, R. Meza, M.A. Leyvaa-Ramirez and
a B.
Gordilllo, Tetrahed
dron, 2010, 66,
6 2066–20067.
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[3] J. Herna´ndezz, R. Ramoss, N. Sastre,, R. Meza, H. Hommerr, M. Salas and B. Gorrdillo,
Tetrahhedron, 2004
4, 60, 10927–10941.

A study
s
of th
he exchange and corrrelation energy
e
of thiocyana
t
ate ion: DF
FT
calcula
ations with
hin the symmetrized Kohn-Sham form
malism
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Keyw
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Introd
duction:
one off the most successful
s
thheories introoduced in thheoretical chhemistry is density
d
functtional
theoryy (DFT). Its foundationss were estabblished in thhe mid-19600s in two seeminal articles by
Hohennberg and Ko
ohn [1] and Kohn and Sham
S
[2]. Thhe first proveed rigorouslyy that all phyysical
observvables-such as the grouund state eneergy-can be written as functionals of the electtronic
densityy. This is a nontriviall statement and quite surprising
s
a first sightt. To completely
at
describbe the grou
und state off a many-boody system one
o does noot require knowledge
k
o the
of
compllicated many
y-body wavee function, but
b only thatt of a simplee three-dimeensional funcction:
the deensity [3]. In the seconnd article, Kohn
K
and Shham introduuced a schem
me to obtaiin the
densityy from the solution of a fictitious nooninteractingg electronic system.
s
Comp
putational methods:
m
In thiss work we evaluated
e
vaarious energiies of thiocyyanate ion suuch as kinettic, exchange and
correlaation energy
y by using various
v
densiity functionaal theory (D
DFT) applyinng the more costeffectiive Pople-ty
ype basis sett of 6-31G(dd). The methhods examinned include the local deensity
functioonal (SVWN
N), the pure gradient-corrrected denssity functionaals (BLYP and
a BPW91)), and
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the hyybrid density
y functionalls (B3LYP, B1LYP, B33PW91, BH
HandHLYP, B3P86, BPW91,
BP86 and mPWP8
85).
Resultts and discu
ussions:
We shhould clarify
y that there are
a inherent differences between
b
the exchange-ccorrelation ennergy
that apppears in thee Kohn-Sham
m formalism
m and their namesakes,
n
the exchangge and correllation
energiies, as they are
a defined within
w
the Haartree-Fock picture.
p
The Kohn-Sham
K
exchange
e
eneergy is givenn by:
& &
&
& &
1 ȡ 0 ( r1 )hKS
KS
X ( r1; r2 )
EX
d r1d r2
(1)
³³
r12
2
where ȡo(r1) and hx(r1; r2) are exact densitty and Ferm
mi hole respeectively. We know that Exc as
defineed in the fram
mework of Kohn-Sham
K
m theory alsoo accounts foor Tc, the diifference bettween
the kiinetic energy
y of the reaal, T, and thhe kinetic energy
e
Ts reelated to the non-interaacting
referennce system, as below:
E XC [ȡ]

{T[ȡ]  TS [ȡ]}  E ncl [ȡ]

TC [ȡ]  E ncl [ȡ]

E X [ȡ]  E C [ȡ]

(2)

The suummarized computation
c
al results aree shown in taable 1.
Table 1. Energy compoonents in hartreees for several methods
Fuunctional
B
B3LYP
B
BLYP
S
SVWN
BP86
B
BPW91
B
B3P86
B3PW91
m
mPWP85
G996PW91
BHaandHLYP
B
B1LYP

Etotal
-491.0995
-491.0600
-489.5291
-491.1289
-491.0906
-491.6480
-491.0098
-491.1337
-491.1049
-491.0246
-491.0400

EX[ȡ]
-0.7137
-1.2253
1.1100
-1.1737
-0.9597
-1.0164
-0.4455
-1.1342
-0.8803
-0.2134
-0.6588

TS[ȡ]
488..9584
488..7594
488..0710
488..7467
488..7852
488..9986
488..9677
488..7501
488..8289
489..3072
489..0354

EXC[ȡ]
-1.1163
-1.6279
0.7074
-1.5763
-1.3623
-1.4190
-0.8481
-1.5368
-1.2829
-0.6160
-1.0614

Concllusion:
The obtained
o
com
mputational results indiicated that usually the exchange contributionns are
signifiicantly largeer in absolutee numbers thhan the corrresponding correlation
c
effects. Thereefore,
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an acccurate expresssion for thee exchange functional
f
inn particular is
i a prerequiisite for obtaaining
meaningful result from densityy functional theory.
Refereences:
[1] P. Hohenberg and W. Kohhn, Phys. Revv. 136, B8644 (1964).
[2] W.. Kohn and L.J.
L Sham, Phys.
P
Rev. 1440, A1133 (1965).
[3] I. I.
I Zakharov, Journal of Structural
S
Chhemistry, 522(3), 445-4533 (2011).
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v
Introd
duction:
Thiocyyanate (also
o known as rhodanide) is the anion as SCNí. It is the conjugate
c
baase of
shares its neegative chargge approxim
thiocyyanic acid. Thiocyanate
T
mately equallly between sulfur
s
and nitrogen. As a consequeence, thiocyyanate can act
a as a nucleophile att either sulffur or
nitrogeen [1]. The thiocyanate
t
i is repressented by two resonance structures as
ion
a below:

The actual
a
structu
ure of a mollecule in thee normal quaantum state has
h the loweest possible value
of totaal energy. Th
his structure is called thee "resonancee hybrid" of that moleculle. The resonnance
hybridd is the appro
oximate inteermediate off the contribuuting structuures, but the overall enerrgy is
lower than each off the contributors, due too the resonannce energy [22].
Comp
putational methods:
m
The dependence of
o the qualitty of calculaation of the frequenciess of normal vibrations on
o the
choicee of the theo
oretical methhod and the basis set of Gaussian fuunctions [3].. In this studdy we
used several
s
approximation methods
m
suchh as the loccal density functional
f
(S
SVWN), thee pure
gradieent-corrected
d density funnctionals (BL
LYP and BP
PW91), and the
t hybrid deensity functiionals
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(B3LY
YP, B1LYP,, B3PW91, BHandHLY
YP, B3P86, BPW91,
B
BP
P86 and mPWP85) usinng the
more cost-effectiv
c
ve Pople-typee basis set off 6-31G(d).
Resultts and discu
ussions:
By the DFT and ab initio methods
m
witth a 6-31G((d) basis seet the frequeencies of noormal
vibratiions of thiocyanate ionn have beenn calculatedd and the ressults within theoretical error
percenntage are gatthered in table 1.
Table 1. Th
he frequencies of normal vibrrations of thioccyanate ion appplying 6-31G(dd) basis set
Methhods

Out
O of plane
beending(cm-1)

S-C
stretching((cm-1)

CŁN
strettching(cm-1)

error %
(Ȥ1)

eerror %
(Ȥ2)

erroor %
(Ȥ
Ȥ3)

B3L
LYP
BL
LYP
SVW
WN
BP
P86
BPW
W91
B3P
P86
B3PW
W91
mPW
WP85
G96P
PW91
BHanddHLYP
B1L
LYP
MP
P2
H
HF
experim
mental

477.44
459.07
476.79
461.68
462.75
481.21
480.17
462.26
463.35
498.92
479.98
442.16
517.37
470.00

731.577
707.599
766.277
726.933
731.388
751.355
749.100
728.488
732.199
749.877
731.477
751.555
739.344
743.000

2175.47
2070.76
2139.14
2081.07
2087.58
2186.56
2183.15
2083.86
2088.69
2302.45
2192.97
2044.36
2439.99
2066.00

-1.6
2.4
-1.4
1.8
1.6
-2.3
-2.1
1.7
1.4
-5.8
-2.1
6.3
-9.2
-

1.6
5.0
-3.0
2.2
1.6
-1.1
-0.8
2.0
1.5
-0.9
1.6
-1.1
0.5
-

-55.0
-00.2
-33.4
-00.7
-1.0
-55.5
-55.4
-00.9
-1.1
-110.3
-55.8
1
1.1
-115.3
-

The reesults indicaated that thee calculated vibration frequencies
fr
u
using
the 6--31G(d) bassis set
withinn the framew
work of anyy of the abovve theoreticcal methods agree with the experim
mental
data.
Concllusion:
It has been conclu
uded that thhe use of thee basis set 6-31G(d)
6
wiithin the fraamework of these
methoods with allo
owance for thhe electron correlation for
f calculatinng the frequuencies of noormal
vibratiions of thioccyanate ion is
i most optim
mum in term
ms of the relaation between the expendditure
of time and the qu
uality of the calculation.
c
Refereences :
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mical bond - an
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Keyw
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f
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Introd
duction:
A new
w potential energy surfacce (PES) forr P2-He has been
b
calculaated using thhe supermoleecular
methood at the Coupled-Clu
C
uster level with
w
Singlee and Doubble plus peerturbative Triple
T
excitattions [CCSD
D(T)], usingg a large bassis set suppllemented wiith midpointt bond funcctions.
The riigid moleculle approximation has beeen used forr P2. Ab initiio calculatioons of the PE
ES of
Van der
d Waals complexes inittially reprodduce the PES
S in the form
m of tables of numbers, which
w
have to be interpolated or extrrapolated forr desired appplications. Too overcome the difficultties of
apply a high leveel post Harrtree-Fock method
with an exttended basis set,
m
in conjunction
c
application of bond functionns located soomewhere between
b
moonomers seem
ms to be a wise
solutioon. The CCSD(T) PES is characterrized by a global
g
minim
mum of -17.209 cm-1 att Re=
3.417Å
Å and șe =116 degree.
Comp
putational Method:
M
The geometry of the P2-He complex,
c
in which P2 keeeps linear, is describedd with the Jacobi
J
ș where R denotes the distance froom the midddle of P2 boond to the heelium
coordiinates (R, ș),
atom, ș denotes the enclosed angle bettween the vector
v
R. The
T PES off P2-He wass first
constrructed at thee CCSD(T)/ aug-cc-pVT
TZ level [1] and then caalculations continued
c
at MP4
level by
b aug-cc-pV
VQZ basis set
s of Woonn and Dunniing for all atoms [2] pluus bond funcctions
locatedd at the centter of vdW bond.
b
The suupermoleculaar approach was employyed to producce the
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interm
molecular pottential and the
t full counnterpoise proocedure [3] was used too correct for basis
set supperposition error.
e
Resultts and discu
ussion:
The inntermoleculaar interactionn energy bettween two riigid linear molecules
m
can be expandded as
follow
ws:
U(R,ș) = ƗLM VLM(R) PLM(ș)

(1)

where PLM(ș) rep
presents thee associatedd Legendre polynomiall. The actuaal calculatioon of
coefficcients VLM(R
R) can be peerformed byy calculatingg for a givenn value of R, integrationn over
U(R,ș)) which are weighted byy Legendre polynomialss. The potential U(R,ș) in
i a grid of points
p
such that
t
the inteegrations cann be carriedd out by num
merically quuadrature. Thhus, the ab initio
calculaations were performed in
i a 300 poiints Gauss-L
Legendre griid for ș. Thee full potenttial is
obtainned by fitting
g the radial coefficients
c
over the griid of R poinnts with the following
f
geeneral
form:
VO ( R )

e a bR

¦g
k

kR

k



Cn

¦R
n

n

(2)

Fn

Beforee complete exploration
e
o the PES, the efficienncy of differeent computaational levels was
of
investiigated by so
ome test callculations allong an anguular slice off PES. Accoordingly, thee best
comprromise betw
ween accuraccy and compputational cost is achievved at the CCSD(T)/au
C
ug-ccPVTZ
Z+b level of theory and Figure
F
1 is it’s
i 3D PES. Our investtigation show
ws that the global
g
minim
mum of the PES
P is corressponded to 3.417Å
3
and șe = 116 deggree. Figure 2 shows the MEP
on P2-He PES con
ntour plot callculated at CCSD(T)/aug
C
g-cc-PVTZ+
+b level of thheory.
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FIG. 1. PE
ES of P2-He.

FIG
G. 4. MEP on coontour plots foor PES of P2-He.

Refereences :
[1] K. Raghavachari, G. W. Trucks,
T
J. A. Pople and M.
M Head-Goordon, Chem
m. Phys. Lett. 157,
479 (11989).
[2] D. E. Woon an
nd T. H. Dunnning, J. Cheem. Phys. 988, 1358 (19933).
[3] S. F. Boys and
d F. Bernardii, Mol. Phys.. 19, 553 (19970).
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A
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Keyw
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Introd
duction:
Develoopment of modern
m
induustry causess increasinglly serious pollution
p
in the environm
ment.
Removving of pollutant materiials has becoome importaant in recentt years. Mosst of nitrosam
mines
(NA) are carcinog
genic compoounds characcterized withh functional group of –N
N–N=O. Theey are
widesppread in en
nvironment such
s
as cigarette smokke, bacon annd diet [1-44]. In this paper,
p
adsorpption of parrent nitrosam
mine on 10T
T cluster models
m
of ZS
SM–5 has been
b
investiigated
structuurally, energ
getically, andd topologicallly.
Methoods:
The clluster modells 10T, havee molecular structure of [AlSi9O12H20]íM+. In model
m
clusters, an
Al atoom replaces a silicon atoom and the resulting
r
neggative chargge is compennsated by H+, Li+
and K+ to producee M–zeolite (M = H, Li, and K) cluusters. To mimic the geoometry constrains
of the real zeolitee structure, the
t cartesiann coordinatees of boundaary H atomss in clusters were
held froze
f
in all geometry opptimization. The rest off the clusterrs have beenn optimizedd. The
structuures have been
b
optimized at the B3LYP/6-3311++G(d,p)) level of theory
t
usingg the
Gaussian program
m package. The
T harmonic frequenciees calculatedd at the same level of thheory.
The Zero-point vib
brational eneergy correctiion (ZPE) haas also been included.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Two tyypes of com
mplexes havee been prediccted from thee interactionn between zeeolite clusterrs and
NA. Inn complexess A and B, nitrogen andd oxygen atoms of NO group oriennt to the aciddic H
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atom of H–zeolitte cluster, respectively. Also, the interaction between NA
A and M–zeolite
clusterr occur betw
ween O(N) atom
a
of NA
A and Li(K) atom of cluusters (see Fig.
F 1). The main
interacction betweeen NA and 10T
1 cluster of H–zeolitee occurs throough hydroggen bondingg. The
direct interaction between
b
thee lone pair ellectron donoor function of
o NA via thhe O and N atoms
a
of the NO group and
a the electron pair accceptor functtion of the zeeolite (i.e. H+, Li+, K+) is the
most important
i
en
nergetic contribution to adsorption.
a
The caalculated adsorption eneergies gatherred in Tablee 1 as a diffeerence betweeen the enerrgy of
the coomplex and the sum off energies of
o its isolateed constitueents. As cann be seen, the
t A
compllex is more stable
s
than B in H–zeoliite, while thee reverse is true
t
for M–zzeolites. Also, the
interacction betweeen NA and H–zeolite
H
is stronger thaan Li+ and K+ exchangedd zeolites. On
O the
other hand,
h
it seem
ms that the strength of addsorption off NA on the zeolite
z
increeases by channging
from L
Li+ to K+. Also,
A
the zeero-point andd thermal biinding energgies correctiion decreasees the
bindinng energies (see Table 1)).
Table1. Binding enerrgies (kcal mol-1) at
+G(d, p) level
B3LYP/6-311++

a

Fig. 1. The 10T
1 cluster models for H–zeoolite (a and b)
and M–zeolites
M
(M = Li, K) (c andd d).

E0 = Eelec+ ZPE. bE = E0+ Ethermal.

Concllusion:
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Adsorrption of nittrosamine onn the ion-exxchanged M–zeolites
M
(M
M = H, Li and K) has been
investiigated using
g 10T clustter model at
a the B3LY
YP/6-31++G
G(d,p) level of theory. Two
compllexes were predicted
p
froom adsorptioon of nitrosaamine on 100T cluster models
m
of zeoolites.
The innteraction beetween NA and
a H–zeolitte is strongerr than Li+ annd K+ exchannged zeolitess.
Refereences:
[1] P.N
N. Magee, J..M. Barnes; “The producction of mallignant primaary hepatic tumours
t
in thhe rat
by feeeding dimeth
hylnitrosaminne”;Br. J. Caancer; 10, 1114-122, 19566.
[2] H. Roohi, F. Akbari;
A
“Adssorption of parent
p
nitrosaamine on thee nanocrystaaline H–zeolite: A
theoreetical study”;; Applied Suurface Sciencce; 256, 7575–7582, 20110.
[3] R.C
C. Shank, P.N. Magee; “Mycotoxinns and N-nitrroso Compoounds: Envirronmental Riisks”;
CRC Press,
P
Florid
da, 1, 1981.
[4] W.. Lijinsky, Mutat;
M
“N-Niitroso compoounds in the diet”; Mutaat Res, 443, 129-138,
1
19999.
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Th
heoretical investigati
i
ion of Nitrrogen musstards usin
ng quantu
um chemiccal
caalculation and neural network
k
E. Sedghaamiz, E. Jam
malizadeh, S.M
M.A. Hosseiini
Deparrtment of Chem
mistry, Shahid Bahonar Univversity of Kerm
man, Kerman 766175
Email:elaheesedghamiz@yyahoo.com

Keyw
words: Nitrog
gen mustardss, quantum chemical
c
stuudy, neural network,
n
senssitivity analyysis
Introd
duction:
The usse of chemiccals to treat cancer in man
m began soometime around the endd of World War
W II
when it was foun
nd that nitroogen mustarrd and its derivatives
d
h antitumoor properties [1].
had
Nitroggen mustard
ds, Cl–CH22–CH2–N(R
R)–CH2–CH
H2–Cl, the oldest claass of synnthetic
compoounds shown
n to possess anticancer activity in man,
m
have beeen used forr the treatmeent of
Hodgkkin’s diseasee, non-Hodggkin’s lymphhoma, leukeemia, and multiple
m
myeeloma [2]. Neural
N
networks and senssitivity analyysis are versaatile methodds for a varieety of tasks including anaalysis
of struuctural chem
mical data andd finding rellation betweeen them [3].
Comp
putational details:
d
Moleccular geomettries of ninee nitrogen mustard
m
drugss that are Mechloretham
M
mine, Melphalan ,
Chloraambucil , Bendamustinee , Phosphooramide musstard , Cycloophosphamide , Ifosfam
mide ,
Spirom
mustine and Uracil musttard were fullly optimized obtained at
a the B3LYP/6-31 ++G
G (d,p)
level of
o the density functionall theory in aqqueous phase. All calcullations are exxecuted usinng the
Gaussian 09 progrram [4]. Neuural Networkk and Sensitivity Analyssis were usedd to find the most
correlaated factor to
t logGI50 (cconcentration of compoound needed for 50% grrowth inhibiition).
The structural an
nd chemical properties of drugs arre considereed as inputss. For each drug
logGI50
utput of the neural
n
netwoork.
5 is considered as the ou
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ussion:
Resultts and discu
LUM
MO, HOMO and Et (totaal energy), dipole
d
momeents and alsoo muliken attomic chargges on
Nitroggen and Chlo
orine atoms (atoms are shown
s
in figgure1) of druugs are obtaained and alsso the
averagge logGI50 values of them
m against leeukemia cell lines were calculated.
c
B
Because
all of
o the
drugs are widely used
u
in chem
motherapy off leukemia, leukemia
l
celll lines weree chosen to obtain
o
S
a
analysis
and R2 values (correlation
(
coefficients)) reveal thatt Et is
averagge logGI50. Sensitivity
the moost correlated factor to loogGI50 amonng other facttors. To exam
mine the ressults, eight sets of
experiimental dataa were fed innto our moddel with the ninth left for
f assessmeent purposess. The
near perfect
p
mattch of the predicted logGI50 forr Uracil muustard (expperimental:-55.224,
calculaated:-5.399)) meant the extrapolatioon of the linnear model was alloweed for, to exxtract
resultss for the unk
known quantities.

Figgure 1.Generall structure of niitrogen mustarrds

Concllusion:
Quanttum chemicaal calculationns, scatter pllots and sennsitivity analysis show thhat Et is the most
correlaated parameeter with the cytotoxic acctivities ( loogGI50 ) of thhe Nitrogen mustards aggainst
leukem
mia cell linees compared to the otherr calculated and experim
mental data. It refers to steric
effectss of the dru
ug’s molecule and show
ws that smalller moleculles are more effective drugs
amongg Nitrogen mustard
m
derrivatives. Tootal energy of drug (Et)) can be used to predicct the
cytotooxic activity of drugs whhich are unteested or to deesign a new drug which is more effeective
beforee drug syntheesis in laboraatory.
Refereence:
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[1] J.D
D. Prejean an
nd J. A.Monntgomery, Strructure-Actiivity Relatioonships in thee Carcinogennicity
of Antticancer Ageents, Drug metabolism
m
reeviews, 15(33), 619-646 (1984)
(
[2] Jaames M. Alllan, The moolecular mecchanisms off alkylating agent-relateed acute myyeloid
leukaeemia, Third Internationaal Symposiuum on Seconndary Leukeemias, Rom
me, 3-4 Noveember
2006
[3] Loothar Terflotth and Johaann Gasteigeer, Neural networks
n
andd genetic algorithms in drug
designn, genomics supplement,, DDT Vol. 6,
6 No. 15 (Suuppl.), 2001
[4] Gaaussian 09, Revision,
R
M. J. Frisch et al, Gaussiann, Inc., Wallingford CT, 2009.
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Cyttotoxic acttivity pred
diction of 2-chloroet
2
thylnitrosooureas usiing quantu
um
chem
mical studyy and sensiitivity anaalysis
E.Sedgghamiz, E. Jamalizadeh,
J
, S.M.A. Hosseini
Deparrtment of Chem
mistry, Shahid Bahonar Univversity of Kerm
man, Kerman 766175
Email: elahesedghamiz@yyahoo.com

Keyw
words: 2-chlo
oroethylnitroosoureas, quuantum chem
mical study, neural nettwork, sensiitivity
analyssis
Introd
duction:
Alkylaating agentss are amongg the oldest class of annticancer druugs and aree utilized to treat
leukem
mia and solid tumors. They encomppass a broadd range of strructurally diiverse agentts that
includdes nitrogen
n mustards, methylatinng agents, platinating
p
agents andd nitrosoureas[1].
Nitrossoureas diffeer from otheer members of this classs in being relatively
r
lippid soluble, nonionized and thereffore capablee of crossingg the blood-bbrain barrierr. Computatiional biologyy and
bioinfo
formatics haave the poteential not only to speeed up the drug
d
discoveery process,, thus
reduciing the costss, but also too change the way drugs are
a designedd [2]. Therefo
fore, In this study,
s
attemppted has beeen made to expand
e
the potential
p
usee of structurral-chemical properties to
t the
discovvery of new anti-tumor agents and to use the structural-chhemical prooperties to prredict
cytotooxic activity of untested drugs
d
or dessign of betterr and more effective
e
druggs.
Comp
putational details:
d
Eight 2- Chloroetthylnitrosourreas drugs thhat are Sem
mustine , 881104 , Cis acid , Carmusstine ,
PCNU
U , Chlorozottocin and Loomustine whhich have thee same mechhanism of acttion, were chhosen
and thheir moleculaar geometriees were fullyy optimized,, obtained at
a the B3LYP
P/6-31 ++G
G (d,p)
level of
o the densitty functional theory in aqueous
a
phaase. All calcuulations werre executed using
the Gaaussian 09 program
p
[3].T
The back prropagation neural networrk is used heere for sensiitivity
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analyssis. The stru
uctural and chemical
c
prooperties of drugs
d
are coonsidered as inputs. Forr each
drug logGI50 (con
ncentration of
o compoundd needed for 50% growth inhibition)) is considerred as
the ouutput of the neural
n
netwoork.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
The HOMO
H
,LUM
MO and Et ( total energiees of drugs ),
) dipole moments ( ȝ ) and also Muuliken
atomicc charges off Nitrogen (qN) and Carrbon atom(qC ) (atoms arre marked with
w * in figuure 1)
are obbtained. In addition
a
the chemical pootential (u), hardness (Ș
Ș) and electrrophilicity (Ȧ)
( of
drugs were calculaated.

Figuree1. Generic strructure of 2-chlloroethylnitrossureas

Sensittivity analysiis and R2 vaalues (correlaation coefficcients) reveaal that mulikken atomic charge
on Carrbon is the most
m correlatted factor to logGI50 amoong other factors. To examine the reesults,
six setts of experim
mental data were fed innto our moddel with the seventh (Loomustine) leeft for
assessment purpo
oses. The near
n
perfectt match off the prediccted logGI500 for Lomuustine
(experrimental:-4.4
400, calculaated:-4.337) meant the extrapolatioon of the liinear modell was
alloweed for, to ex
xtract resultss for the unkknown quanntities. Thereefore for Nimustine which is
untesteed in NCI, th
he logGI50 were
w predicteed using thiss equation: y

1.069 x  4.014

Wherre y is logGI50
M
atom
mic charge onn Carbon.
5 and x is Muliken
Concllusion:
Quanttum chemicaal calculatioons, scatter plots and sensitivity analysis
a
shoow that Muuliken
atomicc charge on
n Carbon iss the most correlated parameter with
w
the cyytotoxic actiivities
(logGII50) of the 2-chloroethyllnitrosoureass against cenntral nervouus system celll lines com
mpared
to the other calculated and expperimental data.
d
Mulikenn atomic chaarge on carbon can be ussed to
predicct the cytoto
oxic activity of drugs which are unttested or to design a neew drug which is
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more effective before drug syynthesis in laboratory.
l
T
Therefore,
thhese theoretiical methodss will
be verry profitable..
nce:
Refren
[1] Jaames M. Alllan, The moolecular mecchanisms off alkylating agent-relateed acute myyeloid
leukaeemia,Third International
I
l Symposium
m on Seconndary Leukeemias, Romee, 3-4 Noveember
2006
[2] Allberto Ambeesi-Impiombbato and Dieego di Bernnardo, Compputational Biology
B
and Drug
Discovvery, Curren
nt Bioinform
matics, 2006, 1, 3-13
[3] Gaaussian 09, Revision,
R
M. J. Frisch et al, Gaussiann, Inc., Wallingford CT, 2009.
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Evaaluation th
he Anti-Baacterial Activity of Some
S
1,2,44-Triazolee Derivativves
through a Quantitaative Stru
ucture Actiivity Relattionship approach
a
Z. Rostam
mi*a and N. Afsharia
a

Department of chemistry, Payame
P
Noor University,
U
Haamedan, Iran
E-mail: P_R
Rostami1978@
@yahoo.com

Keyw
words: QSAR
R, Genetic allgorithms, MLR
M
analysis, MIC, Triaazoles derivaatives
Introd
duction:
The steadily
s
incrreasing baccterial resisttance to exxisting druggs is a seriious probleem in
antibaacterial theraapy and necessitates conntinuing research into new
n
classes of antibacteerials.
There exist a num
mber of 1, 2,
2 4 triazoless having a wide
w
range of antibactterial activitiies, it
follow
wing from th
he literature survey
s
that depending on
o the type of
o substituennt, the derivaatives
of triazole have a high potentiial for biologgical activityy. Our study performed upon
u
an exteended
series of 28 moleccules of derivvated of triaazoles with certain
c
minim
mum inhibitoory concentrration
(MIC)), that all of
o moleculees have bassic structuree of triazoles but som
me differencces in
substittutions whicch has been shown
s
in Figgure 1 and allso Table 1.
N

N

(a)

O

S

N

N

N

(b)

O

S
N

N

N
Ar

Ar
R

R

Figure 1: Basic Structures of 1, 2, 4 triazole molecules: a) 6a-s and b) 7aa-i

Meth
hods:
In the present stud
dy we aimedd to develop Quantitativee Structure Activity
A
Relaationship (QSAR)
methood for the antibacterial
a
activity off triazoles. OPLS moleecular mechhanism quanntumchemical calculattion was used to optim
mize the 3D
D geometry of the mollecules using the
HyperrChem softw
ware. Dragonn computer software was
w employeed to calculaate the moleecular
descripptors. Genettic algorithm
ms (GA) weree used as a variable
v
selecction methodd.
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Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Multipple linear reegressions (M
MLR) were used to derrive the QSA
AR equationn. The threee best
QSAR
R models ob
btained withh the descriiptors are giiven below together with the statiistical
param
meters of the regression:
r
Modell (a):
Log X = - 44.66
64 (±5.864) + 3.858 (±
±0.445) eeigg11r -1.415 mor20e (±
±0.137) + 23.672
(±3.0443) belm2 - 1.502
1
(±0.2993) eeig12r - 1.210 (±0.3373) mor18vv - 2.834 (±00.879) ish
N = 288, R2 = 0.900
0, SE = 0.0997, F = 28.414, Q2 = 0.7781
Table 1: Characterrization data off compounds 1-28
1
compounn
d6a
6b
6c
6d
6e
6f
6g
6h
6i
6j
6k
6l
6m
6n
6o
6p
6q
6r
6s
7a
7b
7c
7d
7e
7f
7g
7h
7i

Ar
C6H5
2-ClC
C6H4
4-CH3C6H4
4-OCH3C6H4
4-NH2C6H4
2,3-(Cl)2C6H4
C6H5CH
C 2
C6H5
2-ClC
C6H4
4-CH3C6H4
4-CH3O-C
C6H4
2-NH2C6H4
2,3-(Cl)2C6H4
2-OHC
C6H4
C6H5
2-ClC
C6H4
3-ClC
C6H4
CH2C6H5
2,3-Dichloro2-O
OH2,4-Dichloro4-ClC
C6H4
2-O
OH2,4-Dichloro4-ClC
C6H4
2-O
OH2,4-Dichloro4-ClC
C6H3

R
SCH3
SCH3
SCH3
SCH3
SCH3
SCH3
SCH3
SC2H5
SC2H5
SC2H5
SC2H5
SC2H5
SC2H5
SC2H5
SO2CH
SO2CH
SO2CH
SO2CH
SO2CH
SCH3
SCH3
SCH3
SC2H5
SC2H5
SC2H5
SO2CH
SO2CH
SO2CH

Molecularr

Moleculaar

Melting

354
389
368
384
369
371
368
368
402
382
398
383
437
384
386
420
420
400
400
427
437
402
441
451
416
459
469
434

i
140
110
142
110
120
106
112
129
102
105
98
120
118
185
220
200
196
170
110
180
110
190
175
104
116
218
110
180

C17fH14N4lOS
O 2
C17H13ClN4OS
O
C18H16N4OS
O 2
C18H16N4O2S2
C17H15N5OS
O 2
C17H12Cl2N4O
C18H16N4O2S2
C18H16N4OS
O 2
C18H15ClN4OS
O
C19H18N4OS
O 2
C19H18N4O2S2
C18H17N5OS
O 2
C18H14Cl2N4O
C18H16N4O2S2
C17H14N4O3S2
C17H13ClN4O3
C17H13ClN4O3
C18H16N4O3S2
C17H12Cl2N4O
C19H17N5O3S2
C18H14Cl2N4O
C18H15Cl2N4O
C20H19N5O3S2
C19H16Cl2N4O
C19HH
C19H17N5O5S2
C18H14Cl2N4O
C18H15ClN4O3

Antibacteri
l
6.25
25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
25
6.25
25
25
25
25
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
6.25
25
6.25
6.25
6.25
25
25
12.5
12.5
25

Antifungal
i6.25
i
25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
25
6.25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
6.25
25
6.25
6.25
6.25
25
25
25
25
25

Antifunga
l
6.25
25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
25
25
25
25
25
25
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
6.25
25
6.25
6.25
6.25
25
25
12.5
12.5
25

Modell (b):
Log Y = - 38.305 (±8.356) + 2.424 (±0.3007) eeig11r - 1.271 (±0.224) mor20pp + 31.289 belm2
b
(±4.1331) + 4.092 (±0.704)
(
rtm
m+ - 5.661 (±
±1.068) behpp5 - 8.462 (±
±2.667) Mv
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N = 288, R2 = 0.896
6, SE = 0.112, , F = 27.2236, Q2 = 0.8825
Modell (c):
Log Z = - 40.190 (±6.475) + 4.032 (±
±0.436) eeigg11r - 0.755 (±0.202) eeig09x + 8.983
(±1.2994) r6m+ + 26.671
2
(±4.5565) r3u+ + 19.182 (±3.1189) belm2 - 1.600 (±0.3305) eeig12rr
N = 288, R2 = 0.901, SE = 0.0997, , F = 28.8839, Q2 = 0.7798
In each model, N is the number of compoounds, R2 is the correlatiion coefficieent, SE is thee root
mean square deviaation, F is thhe Fisher ratiion, and Q2 is
i the correlation coefficcient of the crossc
validaation.
Concllusion:
As cann be seen, th
he MLR moodels have good
g
statisticcal quality with
w low preediction erroor and
also thhe results in
ndicated thatt the best model
m
for the evaluatingg of anti-baccterial activiity of
some triazoles
t
is found
f
using the
t model (bb).
Refereences:
[1]Karraba sanago
ouda, T; Vassudeva Adhhikari, A; Suuchetha Sheetty, N; Euroopean Journnal of
Mediccinal Chemisstry, V0l. 42, 2007, pp 521-529.
[2]Shiiradkar, M; Venkata,G; Kumar,S; Dasari,V; Shah,A;
S
Eurropean Journnal of Meddicinal
Chemiistry, Vol. 42
2, 2007, ppp 807-816.
J; Pasternakk, K; Europeean Journal of Medicinaal Chemistryy,Vol.
[3]Tuzzimski, T; Rzymowska,
R
43, 20008, pp 404
4-419 .
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R
Relative
pK
Kb calculaations of aniline deriivatives in
n aqueous solution
B. Ghalami-Cho
G
obar*, A. Ghhiami-Shom
mami
Department of
o Chemistry, Faculty
F
of Sciennce, Universityy of Guilan, P.O. Box: 191411, Rasht, Iran
E-mail adddress: a.ghiyam
mi@gmail.com
m (A. Ghiami-S
Shomami)

words: Comp
putational meethods, Relaative pKb , Anilines,
A
PCM
M.
Keyw
Introd
duction:
Theoreetical determ
mination of pK
p a / pKb of compounds in aqueous or
o non-aqueous solutionn have
received a consid
derable attenntion in the recent years. In the previous workks, we calcuulated
absoluute pKa and pKb values for
f benzoic acids and annilines, respectively [1-22]. At the prresent
work, calculations of the relative pKb values
v
weree performedd on anilinee derivativess. All
calculaations were carried out with the Gaaussian98 prrogram packkage. Gas-phhase free eneergies
were calculated
c
at
a the B3LY
YP/6-31G(d,pp) level of theory. Freee energies of
o solvation were
compuuted using th
he popular solvation
s
moodel, polarizeed continuum
m model (PC
CM), at the same
level of
o theory. Allso, the resullts obtained were compaared with thee experimenttal pKb data.
Methood:
The reelative pKb values of annilines in aqqueous soluttion were caalculated in according to
t the
follow
wing reaction
n 1 using of equation
e
2.
ୟ୯   

ι
οୋ౧

ା

ሱۛሮ
ሮ
ୟ୯

ܭୠ ሺ
ሻ ൌ 

οୋ°౧
ଶǤଷଷୖ




ା
ୟ୯

(1)

(2)

ܭୠ ሺሻ

°
Wheree οܩ
indiccates to the free
fr energy of
o protonatioon in aqueouus solution thhat was calcuulated

basis of
o the proton
n exchange thermodynam
t
mic cycle (seee figure 1). This cycle allows for fuurther
cancelllation of errrors in the gas-phase
g
reeaction free energy, especially whenn lower leveels of
theoryy (e.g. HF or DFT methoods) are employed.
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th
hermodynamic
cycle
 Th
 e prot

tonାexchange ሮ
 ା  cs

°
With utilizing
u
of the
t thermodyynamic cyclle, the οܩ
values weree calculated using equatiion 3,

where aniline molecule is seleected as referrence molecuule.
ο

ι
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ο
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ο

ι
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ା

െ

ι
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(3)

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The prroton exchan
nge method was appliedd to derive relative
r
pKb values. The results for all
a 10
bases were shown
n in Table 1. As shown in figure 2,, there is a good
g
correlaation betweeen the
experiimental and theoretical pKb valuess with correelation coeffficients 0.966, and the mean
absoluute deviation
ns (MAD) equals
e
to 0.57 units. It can be connclude that proton exchhange
methood is an appro
opriate methhod for pKb values
v
calculation of aniilines.
Table1. The Aniliness together withh its experimenntal and theorettical pKb values
Comppound

pKb (Exp)) a

pKb (Thheor)

Anilinneb

9.13

-

4-Fluooro aniline

9.35

8.71

4-Brom
mo aniline

10.11

8.86

4-Cyaano aniline

12.26

12.82

3-Ethooxy aniline

9.82

8.98

3-Chlooro aniline

10.48

10.72

8

3-Brom
mo aniline

10.47

10.35

7

2-Fluooro aniline

10.80

11.28

6

2-Brom
mo aniline

11.47

11.58

2-Metthyl aniline

9.55

8.66

pKb (Exp)

13

pKb (Exp) = 4.387
4
+ 0.596 pK
Kb (Theor)

12

(R = 0.9961 , MAD = 0.557)

11
10
9

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

p b (Theor)
pK
Figure2.

a :The values taken fro
om ref.[3]
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Refereences:
[1] B.. Ghalami-C
Choobar, H. Dezhampannah, P. Nikpparsa, A. Ghiami-Shom
G
mami, Theorretical
Calcullation of thee pKa Values of Some Drugs
D
in Aqqueous Soluttion, Internaational Journnal of
Quanttum Chemisttry, 112 (20112) 2275–22280.
[2] B. Ghalami-C
Choobar, A. Ghiami-Shoomami, P. Nikparsa,
N
Thheoretical Caalculation of pKb
Values for Anilinees and Sulfoonamide Druugs in Aqueeous Solutionn, Journal of Theoreticaal and
Computational Ch
hemistry, 11((2012) 283-2295.
[3] R. D. Lide, CR
RC Handboook of Chemisstry and Phyysics, 90th edd CRC Presss/Taylor and
Franciis, 2010.
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I
Interaction
n of Oxazeepam drug and singgle-wall caarbon nan
notubes: A
theooretical stu
udy
M. Nashtahoosseini a, M. Darvish Gaanjib * and S. Yeganegi a
a

Factually
y of science, Department of Chemistry,
C
Uniiversity of Mazzandaran, Babuulsar, Iran

b

Department of Chemisttry, Qaemshahr Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univversity, Qaemshhahr, Iran
g
hoo.com
E-mail: ganji_md@yah

Keyw
words: Drug delivery,
d
Oxxazepam, Sinngle wall carrbon nanotubbes, DFT.
Introd
duction:
Carbon nanotubess (CNTs) bioomedical caan be used inn drug delivvery systemss because off their
mechaanical and ch
hemical stabbility. There are a numbber of studiees of nanostrructures andd their
abilityy to distribu
ute peptides, DNA fraggments, andd other subsstances [1,2]. Oxazepam
m [3]
(seraxx; chemical name, (R
RS)-7-chloro-1,3-dihydroo-3-hydroxy-5-2H-1,4-benzodiazepeene-2,
C15H11Cl N2O2 ) belongs
b
to a group of druugs called benzodiazepi
b
ines. It used for the treattment
of anxxiety and in
nsomnia. In this work, we investiggated interacction betweeen oxazepam
m and
CNTs (7,0) / (4,4
4) with denssity functionnal theory. To
T evaluate the interacction betweeen the
CNTs and oxazepam, four acttive sites of oxazepam: Cl,
C hydroxyyl oxygen, hyydroxyl hydrrogen
and caarbonyl oxygen groups as well as several
s
sitess of the exteerior CNTs were considdered.
Adsorrption energiies, equilibriium distancees, charge traansfers, denssities of states (DOS), foor the
perforrmance of caarbon nanotuubes (7,0)/(4,4) as oxazeppam carrierss has been sttudied.
Comp
putational methods:
m
We em
mployed thee first-princip
iples approacches using numerical
n
attomic orbitaals as basis set to
evaluaate the structture and the energy of thhe CNTs-oxazepam com
mplexes. Genneralized graadient
approxximation (G
GGA) utilizedd to solve Cohn-Sham
C
e
equations
w PBE funnctional and DZP
with
basis set selected for all atom
ms in this sttudy. All thhe calculatioons carried out
o with SIE
ESTA
code.
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
The innteraction off the oxazepam with thee exterior waall of the (7,0) / (4,4) CN
NTs were sttudied
by perrforming a series
s
of sinngle point ennergy (SPE)) calculationns. To furtheer understannd the
adsorpption propertties of oxazeepamon the CNTs we caarried out thhe full structtural optimizzation
of the configuratio
ons with thee minimum energy
e
in thee energy-disstances plot of the oxazeepamCNTs (7,0) / (4,4). In the most
m
stable configuratiions of oxazepam-CNT
T (7,0) and (4,4)
combiined systemss, the Cl atoom of the oxxazepam weere located 3 AǑ above the
t C-C andd C-C
zigzag

b
bond
of CN
NTs where their
t
calculaated bindingg energies were
w
1.93 and
a 0.96 KJJ/mol,

respecctively.
To sheed light on the
t binding nature
n
of theese systems, the density of states (D
DOS) for the most
stable configuratio
ons of oxazeepam-CNTs complexes were
w calculaated and reprresented in Fig
F 1.
30
0

30
(Stable confiiguration(Į - D
7,0CNT

Oxazepam
4,4CNT
(Stable configu
uration(Į - C

25
5

DOS (state/eV)

DOS (state/eV)

25

20
0

20

15
5

15

10
0

10

5

5

0

0
4-

2-

0
Energy (eV
V)

2

4

4-

2-

0
Energy (eeV)

2

Fig. 1. Calculated density
d
of statees (DOS) for ann isolated oxazzepam, isolatedd CNTs, and the oxazepam/CN
NTs
combined
d system of the two at equilibrrium geometryy .The Fermi leevel is localizedd in zero.

As cleearly seen th
here is no evvidence for hybridizatioon between the CNTs and
a the oxazzepam
molecules and thee DOS near the
t Fermi levvel is not aff
ffected by thee adsorptionn of the oxazzepam
onto the
t carbon nanotubes. Also, chargge analysis shows 0.01 e charge transfer
t
from
m the
oxazeppam to the CNTs
C
for thee most stablee oxazepam-CNTs compplexes, whicch confirms that a
very weak
w
interacttion takes pllace betweenn the respectiive entities.
Concllusion:
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Our reesults showed that clearly there aren`t any signifficant interacctions betweeen oxazepam
m and
carbonn nanotubes (7,0) /(4,4).. The obtainned results inndicated thatt CNTs (7,00)/(4,4) and aren`t
a
good carrier
c
for ox
xazepam.
Refereences:
[1] A Ochekpe,
O
N.; O Olorunffemi, P.; C Ngwuluka,
N
N Trop. J. Phham. Res. 20009, 8, 265.
N.
[2] Miiyazaki, K.; Islam, N. Teechnovation, 2007, 27, 661.
6
[3] W.. Sieghart, J. Psychiatr Neurosci.
N
19994, 19.
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A computational stud
dy of the behavior
b
b
bulk
ionic liquid 1-n
n-propyl-44am
mino-1,2,44-triazolium bromid
de
M. Foroutaan*, M. A. Balazadeh
B
Deparrtment of Physical Chemistryy, School of Chhemistry, University College of Science, Unniversity of Tehhran,
Tehran, Iran
Email: balaazadeh@khayaam.ut.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Ionic liquid,
l
Moleecular dynam
mic simulatioon, Bulk, Difffusion.
Introd
duction:
Ionic liquids (ILs) have attrracted conssiderable atttention in recent
r
yearss, due to sppecial
properrties such as low vaporr pressure, high ionic conductivityy, and abilitty to dissolvve an
enorm
mous range of
o inorganic and organicc materials. ILs consistss of a large cation com
mbined
with a small size of
o anion. Thee physical prroperties of the IL depennd on the chhoice of the cation
c
and annion. So, thee physical prroperties muust be knownn before an IL
I can be used in application.
In thiss field, Molecular dynam
mic (MD) simulations
s
have been used
u
by Tsuuzuki et al. [1]
[ to
study bulk behav
vior of a serries of ILs. Rey-Castroo et al. [2] have analyzzed the effeect of
temperature on so
ome of the most relevant transporrt coefficiennts in ILs. In
I this workk, we
mulation forr the IL 1-n-ppropyl-4-am
mino-1,2,4-triiazolium broomide([part]+Br-).
perforrmed MD sim
Our reesults clearlly shows thhat bromide ions have lower
l
diffussion coefficients compaare to
cationns. The relatiionship betw
ween the ionnic structuree and transpoort propertiees of the IL is an
importtant issue for designing new
n ILs for many appliccations.
Methoods:
MD siimulation haas been perfoormed using the Tinker software
s
pacckage in connstant volum
me and
temperature (NVT
T). To descrribing interaatomic interractions, Thee OPLS-AA
A force fieldd that
develooped by Lop
pes and co--workers waas used. Thee force fieldd parameterrs of cationss and
anionss were adaptted from Thhompson’s work
w
[3]. Thhe structure of the IL iss shown in figure
f
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1(a). We
W considerred 69 IL molecules in 21×21×36
2
Å3 simulationn box. The cutoff distannce is
10 Å and the tem
mperature is fixed at 3550 K. The partial
p
meshh Ewald (PM
ME) methodd was
implem
mented to co
ompute the electrostatic
e
interactions..
Resultt and discusssion:
The radial
r
distriibution funnctions (RD
DFs) providde quantitattive informaation aboutt ILs
interacctions. Figurre 1(b) show
ws the RDF
Fs of bromidde anion aroound atoms of cation. These
T
RDFs show that, the
t probabiliity of findinng Br- surrouunding the NT
N atom is higher
h
than thhat of
other atoms of cation. On thee other handd, the intensiity of the firrst peak for NT-Br is hiigher,
suggessting strongeer interactionns between NT
N atom andd Br- anion.

(
(a)

(b)

Fiigure1. (a) Sch
hematic represeentation of the 1-n-propyl-4-amino-1,2,4-trriazolium cation and (b) radiaal
distributionn functions betw
ween the cationn atoms and brromide ion.

In figuure 2, we preesent data thhe MSD of the
t cations and
a anions of
o bulk [part]]+Br-. As figgure 2
showss, the cationss move fasterr than anions ~ 800 ps affter equilibriium time.

+
Figure22. Mean squaree displacementt for cations (black solid) andd anions (blue solid)
s
in bulk [part]
[
Br- at 350Ȁ.

Also diffusion
d
co
oefficients (D
D) and trannsport numbers (T) of the
t cation and
a the anioon are
illustraated in Tab
ble1. As shhown in Taable 1, the [part]+ catiion possess larger difffusion
coefficcient and trransport num
mber than thhe anion. The
T aromaticc cations haave board-shhaped
structuures, which suggest
s
that board-shapeed structuress of aromaticc cations are important for
fo the
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large self-diffusio
on coefficients [2]. Thhe large T+ suggests thhat, the catiion has a larger
l
contribbution to thee ionic conduuctivity in buulk.
T
Table
1: diffussion coefficientts and transporrt numbers calcculated for ionss in bulk [part]]+Br- at 350 Ȁ.

Concllusion:
In thiss study, the self-diffusioon coefficiennts demonstrrate that IL cations havee larger difffusion
coefficcient. Also, the cations diffuse morre quickly annd have a laarge contribuution to the ionic
conduuctivity than the anions.
Refereences:
[1] S. Tsuzuki and
d etal; "Moleecular Dynam
mics Simulaations of Ioniic Liquids: Cation
C
and Anion
A
Depenndence of Seelf-Diffusionn Coefficientts of Ions" ; J.
J Phys. Cheem. B; 113, 10641-10649
1
9,
2009.
[2] C. Rey-Castro and etal; "T
Transport Prooperties of thhe Ionic Liquuid 1-Ethyl-3Methyylimidazolium
m Chloride from Equilibbrium Moleccular Dynam
mics Simulatiion. The Efffect
of Tem
mperature" ; J. Phys. Cheem. B; 110, 14426-144335, 2006.
[3] S. Alavi and ettal; "Simulattions of the Solid,
S
Liquidd, and Meltinng of 1-n-Buutyl-4-aminoo1,2,4-ttriazolium Bromide"
B
; J. Phys. Chem
m. B; 109, 188127-18134,, 2005.
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Molecular dy
ynamic sim
mulation of
o Water confined
c
in
nside carbon nanotu
ube
M. Foroutaan*, M. A. Balazadeh
B
Deparrtment of Physsical Chemistryy, School of Chhemistry, Univversity College of Science, Unniversity of Teehran,
Tehran, Iran
Email: balaazadeh@khayaam.ut.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Carbo
on Nanotube, Molecular Dynamic Siimulation, Water,
W
Confinned.
Introd
duction:
Singlee– wall carb
bon nanotubbes (SWCNT
Ts) have beeen studied intensively because off their
uniquee chemical and physicaal propertiess. Also, durring the lasst decade, thhe structuraal and
dynam
mic propertiees of variouss fluids suchh as water innside SWCN
NTs have beeen widely sttudied
[1,2]. So, informaation concerrning the chharacteristic of water innside SWCN
NT is of priimary
importtance. The behavior of
o confined water playys an imporrtant role inn many rellevant
biologgical and geo
ological systtems. Aluru et al. [2] haave shown thhat the chirality of a SW
WCNT
has a significant influence on the single-ffile water strructure and dynamics. Kassinos
K
et al.
a [3]
have calculated
c
th
he density off water conffined in CNT
Ts of differeent sizes andd chirality. Inn this
work, we perform
med Molecuular dynamicc simulationn to study the
t structuraal and dynaamical
properrties of water confined innside (20,20) SWCNT.
Methoods:
We coonsidered a (20,20)
(
armcchair SWCN
NT that consiist of 1240 carbon
c
atoms and its lenngth is
36.9 Å,
Å containing
g 531 water molecules, which
w
leads to a water density
d
of 0.97gr/cm3 in tube.
The TIP3P
T
model with an oxygen
o
atom
m of -0.8340 e charge and two hyydrogen atom
ms of
+0.41770 e charge was used inn this simulaation. MD simulation was
w carried out
o at 350 Ȁ.
Ȁ The
simulaated system is
i performedd in NVT ennsemble in thhe Tinker (veersion 5.0) program
p
packkage.
Resultt and discusssion:
Figuree 1(a) showss the snapshoot of simulaated system. The layering behavior of
o water struucture
is shoown, which there is a good
g
agreem
ment with otther studies[[1]. Figure 1(b) presentts the
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interacction energy
y evolution for
f water connfined in (200,20) SWCN
NT. The inteeraction enerrgy is
calculaated using th
he followingg equation.
Einter = Enanotube-wateer – (Enanotube+Ewater)
As figgure 1(b) sh
hows, the atttractive inteeractions is observed foor water connfined in (220,20)
SWCN
NT.

(b)

(a)

Figure11. (a) water con
nfined inside (20,20)
(
SWCN
NT and (b) interraction energy evolution for water
w
confinedd inside
(20,20) SWCNT durinng 3 ns.

Figuree 2(a) depiccts the radiaal distributioon function (RDF) forr water mollecules, reveealing
strongger interactio
ons O-O thann between O-H
O and H-H
H. In the caase of gO-H, two
t
characteeristic
maxim
ma and one minimium
m
caan be discernned. In the case
c
of gH-H, one charactteristic maxiimum
and sm
mall second
d maximum is observedd. Also, Figuure 2 showss RDF for the
t hydrogenn and
oxygen atoms of the water around
a
the SWCNT.
S
Figgure 2(b) shhows that RDF
R
for hydrrogen
atoms around carrbon atom of
o SWCNT appears in lower distaances. Becauuse of the partial
p
positivve charge off the hydrogeen atoms andd the partial negative chaarge of the oxygen
o
atom
ms, the
orientaation of waater moleculles at near the SWCNT
T is such that
t
there iss more attraaction
betweeen carbon attoms of SWC
CNT and hydrogen atom
ms.

(aa)

(b)

Figurre2. (a) Radial distribution fuunction for watter molecules innside (20,20) SWCNT
S
and (bb) for the hydroogen
and oxygen
o
atoms of
o the water aroound the SWC
CNT.
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Concllusion :
In sum
mmary, the aim
a of this study was too analyze thhe behavior of water confined in (220,20)
SWCN
NT. It was found
fo
that RD
DFs for O-O
O have stronger interactiions than RD
DFs betweenn O-H
and H-H.
Refereences:
[1] T. Nanok an
nd etal; "S
Structure annd Dynamiccs of Wateer Confinedd in Single--Wall
Nanottubes"; J. Phy
ys. Chem. A;
A 113, 2103--2108, 2009.
[2] C. Y. Won an
nd etal; "Effeect of quantuum partial charges
c
on thhe structure and dynamiics of
P
125, 1114701-1147009, 2006.
water in single-waalled carbon nanotubes" ; J. Chem. Phys;
[3] A. Alexiadis an
nd etal; "Thee density of water in carrbon nanotubbes" ; Chem.. Eng. Sci; 63,
6
2047-22056, 2008.
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Denssity functiional theorry investiggation of interaction
n between single-waalled
carrbon nanootube and amino aciids
Farzaneh Taavousia*, Moorteza Keshaavarza, Nedaa Shakoura,b
a
b

Department of Chemistryy, Shahreza Braanch, Islamic Azad
A
Universityy, Shahreza, Issfahan, Iran

D
Department
of Chemistry,
C
Facculty of Sciencce, Zanjan Univversity P.O. Boox 45195-313 Zanjan,
Z
I.R. Iraan
Email: f_tavousi@yah
f_
hoo.com

Key words:
w
Carbo
on Nanotubee, Glycine, Histidine,
H
Allanine, Adsoorption, DFT
T
Introd
duction:
Singlee-walled carrbon nanotuubes (SWCN
NTs) have been
b
shownn to have unique
u
electrronic,
thermaal, optical, mechanical
m
and transpoort propertiees, which pllay a imporrtant role in their
interacction into nanotechnolo
n
ogical devicces [1-3]. Their
T
interaaction propeerties with other
compoounds are the main elem
ment in manyy applicationns involving CNTs such as biocompatible
agentss and functio
onalized elem
ments. Interaaction of biological moleecules with CNTs
C
showss their
applications in thee field of biiomedical materials
m
andd devices speecial in drugg delivery. These
T
applications of caarbon nanotuubes dependd upon the nature
n
of inteeraction between CNTss with
biologgical molecu
ules. Covaleent functionaalization of carbon nannotube with alanine [4] were
reporteed recently.
In thee present wo
ork, we have investigateed the interaaction of a zig-zag
z
singgle-walled caarbon
nanotuube (6,0) wiith amino acids
a
glycinee, histidine and alanine by using density
d
functtional
theoryy (DFT) calculations.
Comp
putational methods:
m
have
The riich chemistrry of carbonn nanotubes and methods for their chemical modification
m
been reviewed
r
prreviously [5-9]. The moost methodss can be used for the direct
d
or inddirect
modifi
fication of carbon
c
nanootubes withh biomolecuules. To invvestigate thhe structurall and
electroonic propertiies of CNTss functionaliized with am
mino acids glycine,
g
histiidine and alaanine,
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we weere used DFT
T method. Innitially the structure of amino
a
acids and SWCNT
T were optim
mized
separaately. Then a complex between
b
amiino acids and SWCNT were
w
fully optimized.
o
A
Amino
acids interact witth nanotube with two different orrientations; amine
a
and carboxyl grroups.
Bindinng energy off the amino acids
a
with CN
NT is calcullated using thhe followingg relation:
Eb = ECNT+amino acid – ECNT - Eamino
a
acid
All calculations were
w performed by Gausssian 03 progrram.
Resultt and discusssion:
The am
mino acids are
a stabilized at a distannce of 4Å ( through the amine grouup of amino acid)
and att a distance of
o 3.5Å ( thrrough the caarboxyl grouup of amino acid) from the
t surface of
o the
nanotuube. Interacction of am
mino acids with nanotuube is carrried out wiith two diff
fferent
orientaations of am
mino acids. The
T binding energies
e
of the
t glycine for
f the both of orientatioons of
glycinne are compaaratively low
wer than histiidine and alaanine. Obtaiined values of
o dipole mooment
for glyy-CNT, his--CNT and alla-CNT com
mplexes show
w that the adsorption
a
of amino acids on
'
nanotuube surface doesn
d
t changge the metalllic property of the nanottube.

Concllusion:
The addsorption off three amino acids glyccine, histidinne and alanine on nanottube surface have
with two diifferent orienntations of them.
been investigated
i
t
The innteraction beetween the amino
a
acids and CNT are
a non-covaalent that it's evident from
fr
small interaction
i
e
energy.
Alsoo this
interacction through
h the amine group of am
mino acids is the most favvorable adsoorption pathw
way.
Refereence:
[1] R..Satio; G.Drresselhause; M.Dresselhhause; "Physical Properrties of Carrbon Nanotuubes";
Imperiial College Press:
P
Londoon, UK; 2003.
[2] A.JJensen; J.Haauptmann; J..Nygard; P.L
Lindelof; Phyys. ReV.; B 72,035419,22005.
[3] J.N
Nygard; D.Cobden; M.Bockrath; P.M
McEuen; P.L
Lindelof; Apppl. Phys.; A 69,297,19999.
[4] W..Sun; Y.Bu and
a Y.Wangg; J. Phys. Chhem.; B 1122,15442-154449,2008.
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L.Bahr and J.M.Tour;
J
"C
Covalent chhemistry of single-wall
s
c
carbon
nanootubes"; J. Mater.
M
Chem.; 12,1952–8
8,2002.
[6] A.Hirsch; "Fun
nctionalizatiion of singlee-walled carbbon nanotubbes"; Angew
w. Chem. Int. Edn;
41,18553–9,2002.
[7] E..Katz and I.Willner;
I
"B
Biomoleculee-functionaliized carbonn nanotubes: applications in
nanobioelectronics"; J. Phys. Chem.;
C
5,1085–104,2004.
Niyogi; M.A
A.Hamon; H.Hu;
H
B.Zhaao; P.Bhowm
mik; R.Sen; M.E.Itkis and
a R.C.Hadddon;
[8] S.N
"Chem
mistry of sing
gle-walled carbon nanottubes"; Acc. Chem. Res.; 35,1105–13,2002.
[9] C..V.Nguyen; L.Delzeit; A.M.Casselll; J.Li; J.H
Han and M.M
Meyyappan;; "Preparatioon of
nucleic acid functiionalized carrbon nanotubbe arrays"; Nano
N
Lett.; 2,1079–81,2
2
2002.
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Com
mparison of
o Hydroggen Bond interaction between
n Acetic an
nd Propan
noic
acid
d Dimer with
w Densitty Functioonal theoryy calculatiion.
c
c
L. Nassaji jahromi *a , F.Ghorbani Naieni b, Z.A
Aljabori c , M.Jafari
M
, M.Habibi
M
a
b

Master of Physiccal Chemistry , Education, Shhahre-Rey( Rayy2),Tehran, Iraan.

Master of Phy
ysical Chemistrry , Basirat Research House studentst,
s
Shahhre-Rey Branchh,Tehran, Iran
c

Ashura State
S
High Schoool , Shahre-Reey (Ray 2),Tehhran, Iran
Correspponding Authoor E-mail: leila332nasaj@yahooo.com

Abstract:
Abinittio and denssity functionnal theory methods
m
havee been emplloyed to study it . Moleecular
geomeetries and en
nergetic of monomers
m
annd dimers in gaseous phase have beeen obtained using
B3LY
YP level of theory, impplementing 6 311++G((d,p) basis set. It wass found

thhat in

compaarison with Propanoic
P
a
acid
the strenngth of hydrrogen bondiing in Acetic acid decreeased.
The viibrational freequency shiffts is reporteed. Natural population
p
annd atom in molecule
m
anaalysis
perforrmed to pred
dict electrostaatic interactiions in the cyyclic H-bondded complexxes and charges.
Key Words:
W
Hydrogen bonnding, Propaanoic acid, Acetic acidd , DFT caalculation , NBO
analyssis.
Introd
duction:
Hydroogen bonding
g has been a very intereesting issue for chemistss for a long time since it
i can
accounnt for characcteristics of many
m
chemiical and biollogical phennomena. Carbboxylic acidd is an
organiic compound
d whose mollecules contaain carboxyll group and have the conndensed chemical
formuula R-C(=O)-OH 1-2.The first characcter of carbooxylic acid is
i acidity duue to dissociiation
into H+
H cations an
nd RCOO- anions
a
in aqqueous solutiion. Carboxyylic acid is useful
u
as a parent
p
materiial to prepaare many chhemical derrivatives duee to the weeak acidity of the hyddroxyl
hydroggen or due to
t the difference in elecctronegativityy between carbon
c
and oxygen.
o
It iss well
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knownn that carbox
xylic acids form
f
in the gas
g phase annd solution cyclic
c
structuure with twoo very
strongg O-H…O=C
C hydrogen bonds 3.
Comp
putational Methods:
M
The grround-state properties
p
off the monom
mers and the dimers of accetic acid annd Propanoicc acid
have been
b
calculated by usiing B3LYP method at 6-311++G((d,p) basis set level

4-55

. All

compuutations hav
ve been perfformed on a personal coomputer usinng the Gausssian 03 proogram
packagge and Gausssview moleecular visuallization proggram. Hydroogen bond ennergy is obttained
accordding to the fo
ollowing

Eint E X Y  E X  EY
EX-Y, respectively
r
y, which corrresponds to the energy of the molecule Dimmeer and EX annd EY
are coonsidered reelevant to thee monomer molecule 6. The shapes of moleculees optimizedd with
B3LY
YP/6-31 + + G ** methodds you can seee the basic series4-6.
Resultt and discusssion:
The sttructures Accetic acid annd Propanoicc acid are presented in Figure1. A close look at
a the
Table 1 indicates that complex formation induces a small elongation of thhe O-H and C=O
bond lengths
l
and decrease of C-O bond length
l
. The results of caalculated intteraction eneergies
for thee acetic acid and Propaanoic acid dimers
d
are presented
p
inn the table1 . The resuults of
vibratiional frequeencies of dimers and monomers
m
inn the Table 2. As you can see, all the
vibratiional modes in hydrogenn bonding reegion show a shift to low
w wavelengtth as comparred to
the inddividual mollecule 7-10, a feature that may be attrributed to thee weakeningg of the indivvidual
bonds along with
h the chargee separationn on dimer formation. The calculaated values NBO
chargees at optimizzed structurees of acetic and
a Propanooic acid monnomers and dimers in thhe gas
phase are given in Table 2. It can be obbserved thatt, due to complexation, hydrogen atoms
a
involvved in hydrrogen bonding gain moore positivee charges, the
t oxygen atoms actinng as
hydroggen acceptorr gain more negative chaarges, and thhe charges on
o the oxygen atoms actiing as
hydroggen donor diiminish as coompared witth monomers 11.
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Fiigure 1. The sttructure and nuumbering of accetic acid and Propanoic
P
acidd.
1 Some optimiized geometriccal parameters Geometry (A00) monomers annd the dimers of
o acetic acid and
a
Table 1.
Propanooic acid calculated at B3LYP
P/6-311++G(d,p)
E(a.u)
CH3COOH

-229.105922

2CH3COOH

-458.237899

C
CH3CH2COOH
H

-268.423733

2C
CH3CH2COOH
H

-536.873188

Eint
-0.026044

-0.02572

E(kcal/mol)
-16.34286

-16.13955

r(H…O)
1.63002
1.6526

r((C=O)

r(C--O)

r(H-O))

1.221249

1.359948

0.972399

1.222346

1.319993

0.997777

1.221295

1.360009

0.972299

1.223336

1.324417

1.00499

2 Selected calcculated stretchiing vibrationall frequencies (ccm̼1) in the IR
R frequencies from
f
monomerrs to
Table 2.
dimers of acetic acid and
a Propanoic acid. And NB
BO charges for them calculateed at the B3LY
YP/6-311++G(dd,p)
level.
NBO

O…H

C=O
O

Q 2+

O

H

C

O

1

CH3COOH
C

3754.7332

-0.732155

0.51677

0.8096

-0.60423

2

2C
CH3COOH

3153.43

-0.721422

0.53192

0.84125

-0.67

3

CH
H3CH2COOH

3755.3

-0.725799

0.51412

0.81417

-0.6103

4

2CH
H3CH2COOH

3161.95

-0.719644

0.53158

0.84799

-0.6742

Concllusion:
Our caalculations show
s
that With
W increasinng carbon chhain length in
i carboxylicc acids hydrrogen
bondinng strength increases annd binding energy decrreases then methyl grouups in carbooxylic
acids reduces
r
the acid
a strengthh and hydroggen bond will be weakerr and the vibbrational moddes in
hydroggen bonding
g region show a shift to low wavvelength as compared to
t the indivvidual
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molecule and The calculated values
v
NBO
O, the oxygenn atoms actinng as hydroggen acceptorr gain
more negative ch
harges, and the chargess on the oxxygen atomss acting as hydrogen donor
d
diminiish as compaared with moonomers.
Refereence:
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Abstract :
In thiss project we study hydroogen bondinng in monom
mers and dim
mers Propannoic acid andd it’s
derivaatives .The substituent
s
effect can be
b analyzedd by comparring the binnding energiies of
propannoic acid and fluoro,chlooro and Broomopropanoiic acid monoomers and ddimers1-3.Wee have
been obtained biinding enerrgy and sym
mmetrical dimer
d
of prropanoic accid calculateed at
B3LY
YP/6-311G (d
d,p) level waas found as -16.14 kcal//mol and ouur calculationns show thatt with
replacing of one hydrogen
h
w an electrronegative substituent
with
s
( 1….1 F,Cll atom) hydrrogen
bondinng strength decreases
d
.B
But in the suubstituents (11…1 Br , 2…
…2 Cl,Br) hydrogen
h
bonnding
strength increases.The calculaated vibrational spectra of
o dimers giive evidencee of the form
mation
of stroong hydrogen
n bonds invoolving O-H…
…O=C For the
t two dimers, elongatiion of O-H bonds
b
resultss in downshift of the strretching vibbrational freqquencies that Br`substtituent exhibbits a
greater shift than F,Cl 4-5.NBO analysis has
h been peerformed to calculate chharges on atooms ,
Due too complexattion, hydroggen atoms inn hydrogen bonding
b
gaiin more positive chargees, the
oxygen atoms actiing as hydroogen acceptoor gain more negative chharges, and thhe charges on
o the
oxygen atoms actiing as hydrogen donor diminish as compared
c
wiith monomerrs.
Key Words:
W
Hyd
drogen bondiing, Propanooic acid, DF
FT, electroneegative grouups F,Cl,Br, NBO
analyssis.
Introd
duction:
Carboxylic acid are
a importannt in biocheemistry as well
w as in inndustrial fieelds.Higher chain
compoounds are used
u
as com
mponents in metalworkinng fluids, suurfactants, detergents,
d
o
oiling
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agentss, emulsifierrs, wetting agents
a
textille treatmentts and emolllients, interrmediates foor the
manuffacture of a variety off target com
mpounds. Prropanoic aciid is a prodduct of baccterial
fermenntation and is manufactuured primarily for use as
a a preservaative and annti-mold agent in
animaal feed and grain.Other
g
u
uses
for proppionic acid include
i
:Presservative annd flavoring agent
for bakked goods and
a cheese, Food
F
additivves to prevennt mold in bread,
b
tortillas. It is usedd also
as a solvent
s
and in nickel-eelectroplatinng solutions,, Chemical intermediatte for herbiccides,
pharm
maceuticals, dyes, textille and rubbber productss, plastics, plasticizers,, cosmetics, and
perfum
mes. Propano
oic acid reaccts as an aciid to neutrallize bases inn exothermicc reactions. Burns
B
when exposed to heat, flamee or oxidizeers. At proppanoic acid The two oxygen atom
ms are
c
andd the hydrogeen of a carbooxyl group can be easily removed.
electroonegatively charged
Comp
putational Methods:
M
in this studdy hydrogen bonding in the structurre of monoomers and dimers
The calculations
c
d
Propannoic acid an
nd

it´s derrivatives (ellectronegativve substitueent)6-10. In this
t
structurre the

methyyl group instead of hydroogen F,Cl annd Br (0-0)--(1-1)-(2-2) is placed too the changees that
occur in hydrogen
n-bond moveements are about.
a
Calcuulations with the B3LYP
P method witth the
Gaussian 03 softw
ware series was
w based. Hydrogen
H
b
bond
energy is obtained according to
t the
follow
wing

Eint

E X Y  E X  EY

EX-Y, respectively
r
y, which corrresponds to the energy of the molecule Dimmeer and EX annd EY
are coonsidered rellevant to thee monomer molecule. The
T shapes of
o moleculees optimizedd with
B3LY
YP/6-31 + + G ** methodds you can seee the basic series.

1 F
1..1

2..2 F

0.. 0

l 2..2

Cl 1..1

1..1 Br

2..2 Br

Figgure 1. The structure and num
mbering of monnomers and dim
mers Propanoiic acid and subbstituent F,Cl,B
Br.
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Resultt and discusssion:
The geeometry of monomers and dimers Propanoic acid
a
and it´ss derivativess (electroneggative
substittuent) are given
g
in Figuure 1. Somee geometrical parameteers and strettching vibrattional
frequeencies (cmԟ1) in the IR frequenciies And

N
NBO
chargees monomerrs and dimeers of

Propannoic acid an
nd electron-w
withdrawingg substituentt calculated at B3LYP/66-311++G(dd,p) in
Table 1, Table 2 and
a Table 3. In Figure 2.
2 We Compare vibrationnal frequenccies (cmԟ1) in
i the
IR freequencies frrom dimers amd monoomers of Prropanoic aciid and electron-withdraawing
substittuent F,Cl,Br.
Table 1.
1 Some optim
mized geometriccal parameters Geometry (A0) and stretchinng vibrational frequencies
f
(cm
m̼1) in
the IR frequencies And
A

NBO chharges monom
mers of Propannoic acid andd electron-withhdrawing subsstituent

calculatted at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
NBO O…H

NBO C=O
C

r((C=O)

r(C-O)

r(C-H)

r(H-O
O)

Q 2B+

O

H

C

O

1.221295

1.36009

1.0972

0.972229

3755.3

-0.7258

0
0.5141

0.8142

-0.6103

1.4058

1.221384

1.35462

1.0961

0.972778

3750.55

-0.717

0
0.5176

0.814

-0.6087

-728.02

1.8154

1.221327

1.35451

1.0957

0.972776

3750.87

-0.7169

0
0.5181

0.8156

-0.6067

CH2BrCH2C
COOH

-2839.52

1.9689

1.221321

1.35449

1.0956

0.972886

3749.49

-0.7168

0
0.5181

0.8161

-0.7168

CHF2CH2CO
OOH

-466.91

1.3766

1.221193

1.3512

1.0929

0.973009

3747.1

-0.7116

0
0.5203

0.8153

-0.6017

CHCl2CH2C
COOH

-1187.6

1.8029

1.220688

1.35846

1.0961

0.972553

3755.38

-0.7248

0
0.5204

0.8149

-0.5768

CHBr2CH2C
COOH

-5410.7

1.9596

1.220751

1.35697

1.0966

0.972554

3754.92

-0.7235

0
0.5206

0.8164

-0.579

CF3CH2COO
OH

-566.16

1.3533

1.220704

1.3553

1.0941

0.972881

3752.47

-0.7198

0
0.5225

0.8125

-0.5751

CCl3CH2CO
OOH

-1647.2

1.8026

1.220658

1.35651

1.0944

0.972661

3754.88

-0.7216

0
0.5225

0.8169

-0.5763

CBr3CH2CO
OOH

-7981.8

1.9702

1.220722

1.35573

1.0948

0.972666

3754.18

-0.7206

0
0.5221

0.8176

-0.5781

SUBSTANCE
E

E(a.u)

CH3CH2COO
OH

-268.42

CH2FCH2CO
OOH

-367.66

CH2ClCH2C
COOH

r(C-X)

Table 2. Some optimized geomettrical parametters Geometryy (A0) dimers of Propanoicc acid and eleectrona B3LYP/6-3111++G(d,p). X represents a Halogen
H
atom is substituted.
withdraawing substitueent calculated at
No. of X

E(a.u)

Eint

E(kcal/moll)

r(H…O)

0….0

-536.8731
176

-0.025722

-16.13955

1.6526

-735.3439
945

-0.0253998

-15.93737

1.65394

1…1 Cl
C

-1456.058
805

-0.0253883

-15.92802

1…1 Br
B

-5679.114
408

-0.0276881

-17.37008

2….2 F

-933.8320
081

-0.0158003

2….2 Cl
C

-2375.227
713

2….2 Br
B

-10821.34
455

1…1 F

r(C=
=O)

r(C-H)

1.23336

1.09723

1.40562

1.23452

1.09615

1.09285

1.00488

1.65378

1.81537

1.23391

1.08939

1.08939

1.004925

1.64053

1.96575

1.23428

1.09585

1.08839

1.00622

-9.916571

1.65171

1.40562

1.22693

1.09493

1.09495

1.00499

-0.031332

-19.66064

1.64419

1.803

1.22673

1.09595

1.08793

1.00531

-0.035277

-22.13199

1.62846

1.96322

1.23355

1.09119

1.08594

1.00815
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Table 3. Selected caalculated stretcching vibrationnal frequenciees (cm̼1) in thhe IR frequenccies from dim
mers of
Propanooic acid and electron-withdr
e
rawing substituuent And NB
BO charges forr them calculated at the B3L
LYP/6311++G
G(d,p) level. X represents a Halogen
H
atom is substituted
NBO

O…
…H

NBO
O C=O

No. of X

Q 2+

O

H

0..0

3161.95

-0.71964

0.53316

0.848

-0.6742

1..1 F

3164.84

-0.70992

0.5333

0.8491

-0.67517

1..1 Cl

3162.94

-0.70965

0.53334

0.8507

-0.67341

1..1 Br

3137.27

-0.70905

0.53332

0.8518

-0.67395

2..2 F

3166.4

-0.7147

0.53352

0.8497

-0.64613

2..2 Cl

3161.48

-0.7

0.53356

0.8528

-0.6716

2..2 Br

3108.19

-0.6983

0.53337

0.8544

-0.67238

C

IRͲDimersͲͲ Q(oͲH)

O

IRͲ monome
ersͲQ (oͲH)
3756
3751
3746

3150
…3CH

…2CH

…2CH

…2CH

…2CHF

…2CHCl

…3CF

…CHBr

0..0

…3CCl

…3CBr

3100
2..2 2..2 2..2 1..1 1..1 1..1
F
C
Br Cl
F
Br Cl

Figuree 2. vibrational frequencies (ccm̼1) in the IR frequencies froom dimers amdd monomers off Propanoic acid and
electron-withddrawing substittuent F,Cl,Br.

Concllusion:
The hyydrogen bon
nd interactionn of 1:1 andd 2:2 complex has been analyzed
a
by ab initio, B33LYP
methoods employin
ng the 6-3111++G(d,p baasis set. Callculations shhow that thee methyl grooup in
Propannoic acid insstead of hyddrogens atom
m are replaceed electron-w
withdrawingg substituent Then
bond length
l
(H-O) and (C = O)
O increases and bond leength (C-O) decrease freequency (O__H) is
decreaased. (This reduction inn Dimmer structure
s
Br more then Cl,F . Seveeral experim
mental
studies such as IR
I spectrosccopy,11-12Thee dimerizatiion leads too significantt changes in the
T
large shifts
s
of thee most sennsitive
vibratiional characcteristics off the monomer unit. The
aggreggation vibraations (O-H and C=O stretchings)
s
confirmed the
t cooperattive effect in
i the
cyclic structures.N
NBO analysiis show elecctronegativityy atoms13, (1 .. 1) F, CL
L electrons to
t the
hydroggen being more
m
positivee than, but oxygen donn’t being more negativee and an eleectron
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withdrrawing group
p leads to a decrease of strength of hydrogen
h
boonding.. But when we reeplace
Br beccause these group are less than ellectronegativve F ,We exxpected hyddrogen bondds are
weakeer and the bo
ond length is longer. Thhis predict does
d
not view
w in Calculaations. Due to
t the
large radius
r
of Brr (1 .. 1) andd prevented more space,, shorter hyddrogen bondd length and bond
energyy increases. when ,Seccond

electrron-withdraw
wing substituuent (2 .. 2)
2 F be repplaced

insteadd of hydrogeen due to higgher Tractionn to both siddes we are obbserved hyddrogen bond more
weakeer . In this process
p
don’’t observe att Br, CL (2 .. 2) Due to open spacce to prevennt and
hydroggen bonding
g energy is more
m
negativve.
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Introd
duction:
Recenntly the mix
xture system
ms of ionic liquids andd carbon nanotubes haave attractedd the
attentiion of somee results [1-2]. Single- and double-- Walled CN
NTs solvateed in the IL
Ls are
studiedd by Kim ett al via MD
D computer simulations
s
[1]. They demonstrated
d
d that cationns and
anionss show smeeared- out, cylindrical shell-like distributionss outside of
o the nanootubes
irrespeective of thee nanotube diameter,
d
thee smallest naanotube that allows solvent ion insidde the
tunnell is (7,7), an
nd imidazolee rings of cattion in the first
f
internal and externaal salvation shells
s
are mainly
m
parallel to the naanotube surfface[1]. In this work, we
w considerr a SWCNT
T that
immerrsed in 1-n- propylp
4- amino-1, 2, 4-triazolium
4
bromide ([ppart]+[Br-]) IL
L. Our purpoose is
analyzze the struccture of the [part]+[Br]-IL around the SWCN
NT by perfoorming moleecular
dynam
mic(MD) sim
mulations. Attomic labelss of the [patrr]

+

ion corrresponding to
t the OPLS
S- AA

force field
f
is show
wn in Figure 1.
Figure11. Cation imag
ge of the ionic liquid
l
solvent, atomic labels of the [patr]+ ioon correspondiing to the OPL
LSAA schheme.
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Simullation detaills:
MD siimulations were
w
perform
med by usingg of Tinker molecular modeling
m
pacckage and OPLSO
AA foorce field forr the ([part]+[Br]-) IL annd SWCNT molecules. The
T SWCNT
T moleculess used
in thiss work are (6, 6) with length of 15Å. After performed
p
ennergy minim
mization, thee MD
simulaations were performed
p
a first NPT then
at
t
NVT ennsemble at 1 atm and 3550.0K in thee time
scale of 3000 and
d 8000ps, reespectively. We used from
fr
Ewald method, Beeeman algorrithm,
perioddic boundary
y conditions, Nose- Hoow
wer thermosstat and Bereendsen barosstat.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Structuural charactteristics of carbon
c
nanootube in ionnic liquid were
w
studiedd by using radial
r
distribbution functiions (RDFs) (see figure 2) and it waas revealed that the neaarest IL catioons to
the carrbon nanotub
be surface can approachh it from threee different positions.
p

Figure22. Radial distriibution functions of all speciees of the [part]+[Br]- relative to species of thhe CSWCNT.

Investtigating of a single nanottube system immersed inn ILs indicattes that the diffusion
d
of anion
and caation into th
he inside of (6, 6) nanottube and were observedd that aggreggation of broomide
anionss at the two ends of nannotube moleccule is moree than the othher places of
o simulationn cell.
In adddition, it waas found thatt because off existence the
t electron-- rich CSWCNNT atoms annd the
possibbility of prod
ducing of ߨ െ  ݃݊݅݇ܿܽݐݏinteractionss in the first solvated layyer, IL cationns get
near to the nanotu
ubes wall suurface moree than its annions. Indeedd each of thhe interactioons in
system
m for examplle ߨ െ stackking, hydrogeen bond, collumbic and Van
V der waaals interactionns try
to produce maxim
mum attractioon and minim
mum repulsiion by meann of convenient orientatiion of
molecules and ion
ns. In close distance
d
to nanotube,
n
thee ߨ െ stackiing force is the determinner of
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cationn orientation relative to nanotube and
a in farterr distance thhe other threee forces arre the
determ
miner of it.
Concllusions:
It wass found thatt: cations off IL orientaated with thhree states inn first solvaated layer, larger
l
densityy of anions around
a
HSWCCNT than otheer space of simulation
s
ceell and the fiirst solvated layer
of catiion is closer to SWCNT surface thann to anion layyer.
Refereences:
[1] Y. Shim and etal;" Solvatiion of Carboon Nanotubes in a Room
m- Temperatuure Ionic Liqquid";
J. ACS
S Nano; 3, 1693–1702, 2009.
2
[2] R.. T. Kachoo
osangi and etal;
e
" Carbon NanotubbeíIonic Liqquid Compoosite Sensors and
Biosennsors" ; Anaal. Chem.; 811,435-442, 2009.
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Introd
duction:
Betweeen all physsical propertties of ionicc liquids (IL
Ls), transporrt propertiess are particuularly
importtant parameeters that must
m
be accoounted for in the selection of a given IL for
fo its
applications as an
n alternative solvent or conductor.
c
T relativelly long equilibration tim
The
mes in
the abbsorption of gases by IL
Ls are a connsequence of the low diiffusivity off the solutes on a
highlyy viscous medium [1]. The
T transpoort properties are also crucial
c
whenn considerinng the
reactioon kinetics in a synthhetic processs or ion trransport in an electrocchemical deevice.
Regardding the imp
portant role of ILs as reaaction mediaa, the signifi
ficance of traansport propperties
is mannifested, amo
ong other thhings, in the fact that cheemical reacttions can be diffusion-lim
mited
even for
f highly so
oluble moleccules [2]. In fact, most of current ressearch for the developmeent of
new and
a more usseful ILs is focused on the synthessis of produucts with im
mproved trannsport
properrties (low viiscosity, high electrical and heat coonductivities, etc.). In thhis work we were
studiedd and calcullated mean square displlacement (M
MSD), diffussion coefficiient and trannsport
coefficcient for mix
xed systems of ILs and nanotube
n
moolecules. The structure and
a atomic partial
p
chargees of the IL cation
c
are shhown in figurre 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure1. Cation image of the ionic liquid sollvent, (a) Atomic labels of the [patr] + ion correspondinng to the OPLS- AA
A scheme. (b) Shhow the
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partial chharges for each atom.

Simullation detaills:
The OPLS-AA
O
forrce field in TINKER
T
moolecular moddeling packaage were useed for perforrming
the MD
M simulatio
ons studies on
o bundle, nonn
bundle and bulk IL
L. All the sim
mulation systems
after Minimize
M
RU
UN, in orderr to obtain sim
mulation datta, at first were running in NPT enseemble
and thhen continue in NVT enssemble in thhe time scalee of 11ns. Inn our simulaations, we ussed of
Beemaan algorithm
m, Nose- Hooower thermostat and Beerendsen barrostat in thee temperaturre and
pressuure condition
ns of 350K and
a 1atm, resspectively. The long- raange electrostatic interacctions
were calculated
c
by
y means of thhe Ewald meethod.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
MSD diagrams, selfs
diffusioon coefficiennts and charrge transporrt coefficiennts for cationn and
anion of each system were sttudied and calculated.
c
T slopes of the MSD diagrams annd the
The
diffusiive coefficieent values inndicated thatt in all simuulation systeems, despite of larger siize of
cationn than to aniion it is faster than anioon. The com
mparison betw
ween diffusiion coefficieent of
cationn and anion for
f bundled system and similar non-- bundled syystem showss that IL difffusion
coefficcient in bund
dled system is more thann the other, and
a the IL balk
b have leaast value difffusive
of catiion and anio
on. Since MSD
M i (t)  ןtஓ, we analyzeed the ߚ values by: ߚሺݐݐሻ ൌ

ௗ ୪୭൫ெௌ
ௌሺ௧ሻ൯
ௗ ୪୭ሺ௧ሻ

.

We unnderstand fro
om its data that
t the valuee of ߚ is less than 1 (ߚ ൏ ͳሻ for thee cation and anion
of all systems, th
his indicates that the dyynamic of thhis IL is glaassy and subb diffusive in
i the
calculaated time scales. It was determined that
t in thesee kinds of systems t+ > 0.5 and this means
m
that inn these kinds of systemss the abilityy of cation too charge traansport and diffusion
d
is more
than anions,
a
becau
use the valuue of the disstributed chaarge in the anion
a
unit of surface is more
than cations.
Concllusion:
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In ourr studies, it is found thaat rate of thhe cation difffusion is more
m
than anion; its ability in
transport charge iss more too, and also thee ߚ ൏ ͳ resuults for all syystems indiccate that dynnamic
of thesse systems iss glassy and subdiffusivee.
Refereences:
[1] L. J. Anthony and etal; " Solubilities
S
a Thermodynamic Prooperties of Gases
and
G
in the Ionic
Liquidd 1-n-Butyl-3-methylimiidazolium Hexafluoroph
H
hosphate" ; J.
J Phys. Cheem. B; 106, 73157
7320, 2002.
nd etal; " Ioonic liquids: solvent prooperties and organic reaactivity"; J. Phys.
[2] C. Chiappe an
Org. Chem;18,
C
275- 297, 20055.
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w
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Analyysis of chargeed particle transport
t
in dilute
d
gases under the innfluence of electric
e
fieldds has
theoreetical and practical appplications inn science annd technologgy [1]. Inveestigation of
o ion
mobiliity in gases is
i an importaant issue in applied fieldds such as pllasma chemiistry, atmosppheric
physiccs, and numeerical simulaations of induustrial plasm
ma [2-7]. Theere is now available
a
on-line a
large amount
a
of data
d for suchh analyses [88]. Here, wee compare ioon mobilitiess calculated from
the MSV-fitted
M
IN
NVERT poteential [9-11]], the classiccal (n,6,4) potential
p
moodel [12], annd the
Lennaard-Jones lik
ke (LJL) pheenomenologiical potentiaal recently proposed by Laricchiuta et al.
[13] with
w the exp
perimental daata for monnatomic, diattomic and trriatomic ionns in noble gases.
g
The syystems studiied in this work
w
are: a) HeO+ and H
HeS+ as exaamples of monatomic
m
ioons in
atomicc neutrals; b) ArO2+ andd HeCO+ as prototypes
p
of diatomic ioons in atomiic neutrals; and
a c)
He-SO
O2+ and Ar-S
SO2+ as exam
mples of triaatomic ions in atomic neutrals.
n
Thee two-temperrature
theoryy of Viehland
d and Masonn [14] has been employeed to calculaate the mobiility of the ioons in
neutraal gases. Ressults show that
t
the MS
SV-fitted INV
VERT potenntial yields ion mobilitiies in
best agreement
a
with
w experim
mental data for
f atomic ioons and diattomic ions in
i atomic neeutral
gases. However, in
n case of triatomic ions in atomic neutrals
n
the (n,6,4)
(
potenntial model shows
s
nt of calculatted ion mobiilities with exxperimental values. In all
a three casees, the
the best agreemen
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phenomenologicall LJL potential due to Laricchiuuta et al. [13] is less consistent with
experiimental ion mobility
m
dataa than are thhe other two potential moodels studiedd in this worrk.
nts:
Acknoowledgemen
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m Industry (RIPI)
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o this work.
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Introd
duction:
Two important families
f
off conjugatedd macrocyccles exhibitiing interestting opticall and
electroonic propertiies are thosee of metalopporphyrins annd sitting-attp complexes, both belonnging
to the generalclass of porphyrrins [1]. Optimized struuctures of liggand and coomplex have been
calculaated, their structures
s
paarameters haave been coompared andd thermodynnamic param
meters
have been
b
calculaated for liggand and coomplex. Thee geometry optimizationns and harm
monic
vibratiional analysses were caarried out without
w
anyy symmetry restrictionss. The natuure of
optimiized geomettries has beeen checked with harmoonic frequenncy calculattions. Finallly the
theoreetical results have been compared too choosing the
t best metthod, basis set
s and strucctures
for liggand and preepared compplex [2-3]. Geometry
G
caalculation off molecular complexes of
o the
metallloporphyrin Zinc and BF
F3 by methoods was menntioned abovve. All initiall geometries were
assum
med as C1 point
p
groupw
with no speccial symmettry constrainn imposed Only
O
singlett spin
states have been in
nvestigated.
Methoods:
This systems also have been studied
s
with theoretical methods at HF
H and B3L
LYP levels and
a 631g basis
b
set forr H, C, N, B and F annd LANL2D
DZ basis seet for metalls with Gauussian
98.Theermodynamiic calculatioons have beeen done in 289
2 K to resemble norm
mal conditioons in
laboraatory. Many studies havee shown that DFT- B3L
LYP and HF method in combination
c
n with
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6-31G
G



basis sett is able too figure outt accurate energies,
e
m
molecular
strructures, inffrared

vibratiional frequen
ncies that arre very close to the experrimental resuults.
Resultt and discusssion:
1-Geoometric strucctures:
At firrst, it is necessary to examine their geometrric structurees before diiscussing vaarious
properrties. All of optimized sttructures forr the porphyrin ligand, 1:2
1 complex of porphyrin and
BF3 obtain
o
at thee B3LYP and
a
HF method and using
u
6-31G
G basis set. Depict the final
geomeetries contaiins selectedd bond lenggths C=N, C–N
C
and N–B.
N
calculaations show
w that
demonnstrating thee strong donnor-acceptor interaction between theem also incrrease bond length
C = N in 1:2 comp
plex of porpphyrin–BF3 appointed thhe strong bonnd.
2-Infrrared spectra
a:
It has a direct relaation with thee thermodynnamic properrties such ass ǻH, ǻS andd ǻG therefoore; it
is of great
g
significcance to calcculate the IR
R spectra forr the title com
mpounds byy B3LYP andd HF/
6-31G
G level. (Fig.1& Fig.2)

1.Frequency of ligand (B
B3LYP)

2. Frequency
F
of complex
c
2BF3 (B3LYP)

Concllusion:
Finallyy optimized structures calculated ǻG
G & ǻH at leevel of 6-31G have beenn offered in Table
T
1, for porphyrin liigand , compplex of porpphyrin 1 BF3 and compleex of porphyyrin 2 BF3 (cis
( &
trans)..
Tab
ble1- Energiess of porphyrin & complex 2B
BF3
HF/6-3
31G

Liggand

ǻH(kcal//mol)

-6165542.51

compplex 1BF3

Co 2BF3 Ciis

Co 2BF33 trans

-8819294.12

-1022022.022

-10220050.83
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ǻG(kcal//mol)

-6165579.53

-8819336.54

-1022070.288

-10220098.08

Refereences:
[1] D.A
A.McQuarriie,Statistical Mechanics, University Science Boooks, Californnia, 2000 .
[2] J. J. Gajewsk
ki and P. Nggernmeesri.,, Indiana UnniVersity, Bloomington
B
n, Indiana 47401.
Receivved June 20,, 2000 .
[3] Haamid Reza Khavasi,
K
Mannsour Zaheddi, Shant Shaahbazian, Nasser safari, Seik Wenge Ng,
Daryooush Mohajer, Chemical physics 301 ,2004 .
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Introd
duction:
In thiss project an
nionic formss of ligand H
HABA– andd its compleex of Li+ byy using quaantum
mechaanical calcullations with various theeoretical metthods and basis
b
sets have been stuudied..
Azo dys
d are mo
ost importannt classes of
o organic compounds,, which havve a number of
application in diff
fferent fieldss such as: eatable colorrs useful forr foods, Plastic color dishes,
solar sensors
s
prod
ducing and ellectronic parrts haloogram
ms, drugs annd print ink. Pigments orr Azo
dys arre including aromatic rinngs which haave been connnected by cromofor
c
group -N=N- [1-2].
Optim
mized structu
ures of ligandd and compllex have beeen calculatedd, their strucctures param
meters
have been
b
compaared and theermodynamiic parameters have beeen calculatedd for ligandd and
compllex. The geo
ometry optimizations and
a harmoniic vibrationaal analyses were carried out
withouut any symm
metry restricttions. The naature of optiimized geom
metries has been checkedd with
harmoonic frequen
ncy calculattions. Finallly the theoretical results have beeen compareed to
choosiing the bestt method, baasis set andd structures for ligand and
a preparedd complex [3-4].
Geom
metry calculattion of moleecular compllexes of the 2-(4- hydrooxy phenyl Azo)
A
benzoicc acid
and Lii

+

by metho
ods was menntioned abovve. All initiaal geometriees were assuumed as C1 point

group with no sp
pecial symm
metry consttrain imposeed Only sinnglet spin states
s
have been
investiigated.
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Methoods:
This systems also have been studied
s
with theoretical methods at HF
H and B3L
LYP levels and
a 631 G 6-31
6
G* bassis set for H,
H C, N, O annd LANL2D
DZ basis sett for metal with
w Gaussiaan 98.
˸ to ressemble norm
Therm
modynamic calculations
c
have been done in 27 ଉ˸ ଉC
mal conditioons in
laboraatory. Many studies havee shown that DFT- B3L
LYP and HF method in combination
c
n with
6-31G
G

basis sett is able too figure outt accurate energies,
e
m
molecular
strructures, inffrared

vibratiional frequen
ncies that arre very close to the experrimental resuults.
Resultt and discusssion:
1-Geoometric strucctures:
At firrst, it is necessary to examine their geometrric structurees before diiscussing vaarious
properrties. All off optimized structures for
f HABA– ligand, 1:1 complex off HABA– annd Li
+

obtainn at the B3L
LYP and HF method andd using 6-31G
G & 6-31 G*
G basis set((fig.1).

(fig.1)
(
2-Infrrared spectra
a:
It has a direct reelation with the thermoodynamic prroperties succh as ǻE, ǻH,
ǻ ǻS andd ǻG
therefo
fore; it is off great significance to calculate
c
thee IR spectraa for the titlle compoundds by
B3LY
YP and HF/ 6-31G
6
& 6-31G* level. (Fig.2
(
& Figg.3)

2-F
Frequency off HABA– (HF
F/6-31g *)

3- Frequency of compplex HABA–& Li+ (HF/6-331g *)

Concllusion:
Finallyy optimized structures caalculated ǻG
G & ǻH at leevel of 6-31G and 6-31G
G* have beeen
offeredd in Table 1, for HABA ligand , com
mplex HABA- and Li +.
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Table1- Energiies of complex HABA & Li
L+
'E(kcal/mol))
'H(kcal/mol))
'G(kcal/mol))

HF//6-31 G

HF/6-31 G *

B33LYP/6-31 G

B3LYP/6--31 G *

-5255808.627

-526021.514

-5529047.894

-5291855.725

-5255808.034

-526020.922

-5529047.302

-5291855.133

-5255845.083

-526058.2247

-5529085.341

-5292233.433

Refereences:
[1] Sinngh, K., Sing
gh, S. and Taaylor, J.A., Dyes
D
and Piggments, 54, p.189 (20022).
[2] Toowns, A.D., Dyes
D
and Piggments, 42, p.3 (1999).
[3] Haadadzadeh, H.
H and Rezvaani, A.R., J. Crys. Min., 12, p.274 (22004).
[4] H.D
Dabbagh,A.Teimouri,A. Najafi. spectrochimica Acta p A(20007).
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Manyy-Body eff
ffects in some therm
modynamicc propertiees of CO2, CO2-Ar, and
CO2-CH4 from mollecular dyynamics sim
mulation
M. Abbaaspour*, E. Nameni
N
Department
D
off Chemistry, Hakim Sabzevarri University, Sabzevar,
S
Iran
(E-mail: abbaspour@stttu.ac.ir)

Keyw
words: HFD
D-like potenttial; Many-bbody interaaction; Moleecular dynaamics simulaation;
Equatiion of state; Self-diffusioon coefficiennt
Introd
duction:
Carbon dioxide haas been widdely studied via computeer simulationn techniquess for the passt few
decadees due to its importance in both induustrial appliccations and
enviroonmental issu
ues [1].
The puurpose of thee present papper is to perrform Molecular dynamiics (MD) sim
mulation to obtain
o
pressuure and self--diffusion cooefficient off fluid carboon dioxide using
u
the twoo-body HFD
D-like
potenttial of Abbaaspour and Goharshadi
G
[ We havve also obtaiined pressurre of CO2-A
[2].
Ar and
CO2-C
CH4 fluid miixtures at a given
g
tempeerature and different
d
dennsities using the 3A moddel of
Houghh and Howaard [3] and ab
a initio pottential of Oaakley and Wheatley
W
[4],, respectivelly. To
take many-body
m
forces
f
into account,
a
threee-body poteential of Hauuschild and Prausnitz [55] has
been used
u
with the
t two-boddy potentialss of these systems.
s
The MD simuulation of caarbon
dioxidde has been also used to determine a new equation of state.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
The MD
M simulatio
on has been performed to obtain preessure of fluiid carbon diooxide usingg twobody HFD-like
H
an
nd total (twoo-body plus three-body) potentials using
u
the three-body pottential
of Hauuschild and Prausnitz
P
[5]].
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Our reesults of presssure for fluuid carbon diioxide in thhe NVT enseemble have been
b
comparred at
differeent temperattures and deensities (in thhe liquid staate, vapor, and
a supercrittical region)) with
the exxperimental data
d [6]. Thee results indiicated that thhe three-boddy potential has improveed the
resultss and make them
t
closer to
t the experiiment. It is also
a expectedd and shownn that the diff
fferent
potenttials represen
nt smaller deeviations at lower
l
densities and highher temperatuures.
The MD
M simulatiion has beenn also used to determinne carbon dioxide
d
EOS using the total
potenttial in better agreement with
w the NIS
ST EOS [6] than
t
others.
The caalculated self-diffusion coefficient of carbon dioxide
d
from
m the time-dependent meanm
squaree displacemeent using twoo-body and total
t
potentials has beenn shown good agreementt with
the exxperiment. Itt is also show
wn that the three-body potential
p
of Hauschild and
a Prausnittz has
increaased the simu
ulated valuess of diffusionn to give bettter agreement with the experiment.
e
We have comparred our sim
mulated pressure results of CO2-Arr and CO2-CH4 mixturres at
constaant temperatture in the NVT
N
ensembble and threee different molar
m
fractions and diff
fferent
densitiies using th
he two-body and total potentials with the experriment. The results indiicated
that thhe three-body
y potential has
h improvedd the results and make thhem closer too the experim
ment.
Concllusions:
The MD
M simulatio
on has been performed to obtain prressure of puure CO2, CO2-Ar and CO2CH4 mixtures
m
ussing the twoo-body HFD
D-like potenntials. To take
t
many-bbody forcess into
accounnt, three-bod
dy potential of Hauschild and Prausnnitz [5] has been used with
w the two--body
potenttials.
For thhe first time, the three-boody potentiaal of Hauschhild and Prauusnitz extended as a funnction
of dennsity, temperrature, and molar
m
fraction and used with
w the twoo-body HFD--like potentiials of
CO2, CO
C 2-Ar, and
d CO2-CH4 systems
s
to im
mprove the prediction
p
off the pressurres values wiithout
requiriing an expeensive threee-body calcuulation. The MD simulation has been also ussed to
determ
mine a new equation
e
of state
s
which may
m be used as a reference for fluid carbon
c
dioxiide.
We haave also simu
ulated self-ddiffusion coeefficient of fluid
f
carbon dioxide usiing two-boddy and
total potentials
p
in good agreem
ment with thee experimennt
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Thee effect of Mercaptoo acetic aciid adsorpttion on Si14
q
d
dot.
1 silicon quantum
D. Farmanzadeh
F
h1*; L.Tabarri Shahandassht2
1, 2 Facu
ulty of Chemisttry, University of Mazandarann, Babolsar, Isslamic Republic of Iran
d
umz.ac.ir
E-mail: d.farmanzad@u

Keyw
words: SiQDss, Mercapto acetic acid, DFT, CIS
Introd
duction:
Siliconn quantum dots
d (SiQDs) are one off the most acctive frontieers in physiccs, chemistryy, and
biophyysics becausse of being nontoxic
n
and inexpensivee which can be modifiedd to achieve better
b
properrties by bind
ding approprriate functioonal groups to
t terminatee their surfacces[1,2,3]. Inn this
work, we have studied
s
the properties of
o hydrogennated and Mercapto
M
aceetic acid (M
MAA)
cappedd Si14QDs.
Methoods:
The grround and excited
e
statee calculationn are carriedd out with DFT/B3LYP
D
and CIS method
m
using the 6-31G*
* basis set respectivelly. The inittial geometrries of MA
AA-Si14QDs were
constrructed startin
ng from tetrrahedral H-SiQDs, andd then some H atoms were
w
replaceed by
MAA groups. Thee optimized ground state geometries of hydrogeenated and one
o of the MAAM
terminnated SiQDs are shown in
i Figure 1.
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Figu
ure 1: The optimized ground--state structures of Si14H20 annd Si14H15(MAA
A)5

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The calculated en
nergies of thhe highest occupied
o
moolecular orbiital (HOMO
O) and the loowest
unoccuupied moleccular orbitall (LUMO), HOMO-LU
UMO gaps and
a absorptiion and emiission
energiies for H-Si14
s
MA
AA-Si14QDs are reportedd in table 1. As can see from
1 QDs and selected
this taable, adsorpttion of first Mercapto
M
accetic acid reduces the opptical gap annd the absorrption
and em
mission enerrgy but increeasing the nuumber of MAA
M
molecuule makes onnly a little chhange
on theese factors.
Tablee 1. The energiees of HOMO and
a LUMO, annd energy gaps (HLG) betweeen HOMO and LUMO and thhe
absorpption (Eabs) and
d emission (Eem
Ds which cappped with MAA.
mi) energies of Si14 and Si14QD
HOMO (eV)

LU
UMO (eV)

Si14H20
2

-7.011

-0.99

6.02

6.677

4.81

Si14H19
1 (MAA)1

-6.433

-1.32

5.11

5.633

4.49

Si14H18
1 (MAA)2

-6.344

-1.58

4.76

5.499

4.48

Si14H17
1 (MAA)3

-6.355

-1.60

4.75

5.499

4.48

Si14H16
1 (MAA)4

-6.399

-1.62

4.77

5.499

4.47

Si14H15
1 (MAA)5

-6.422

-1.66

4.76

5.499

4.48

HLG (eV)

Eabs(eV))

Eemi (eV)

Furtheer investigattion on the properties of
o MAA-cappped Si14QD
Ds shows thhat the electtronic
excitattion takes pllace by inneer electron but
b not between HOMO and LUMO
O; for this reeason,
increaasing amountt of MAA haas a few effeects on the ellectronic prooperties.
Conclusions:
In coonclusion, th
he surface MAA
M
reducces the optiical gap annd enhances absorbancee and
fluorescence of Si
S 14QDs. Inccreasing the amount of MAA makkes the smalll changes in
i the
electroonic and opttical structurre of the Si144QDs. Our sttudy shows that the Merrcapto aceticc acid
is a goood protectin
ng molecule of SiQDs.
Refereences:
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Hybrid density
d
fun
nctional th
heory stud
dy and nattural bond
d orbital
interprretation off conform
mational beehavior off methaned
dithiol
E.Jalaalia*, H.Yahyyaeib
a

Chemistry Dep
partment, Sciennce Faculty, Damghan
D
brancch, Islamic Azaad University, Damghan,
D
Irann
b

Ch
hemistry Deparrtment, Zanjan Branch, Islamic Azad Univeersity, Zanjan, Iran
I
E-mail: ala.jalali@gmaail.com

Keyw
words: methaanedithiol , generalized
g
a
anomeric
efffect , ab initiio , NBO
Introd
duction:
The most
m
dominant conformaation-controllling factor in
i carbohyddrate compouunds is know
wn as
the annomeric effe
fect (AE).1-3 If a pyranose ring haas an electrronegative substituent
s
a the
at
anomeeric carbon then
t
this suubstituent is more likelyy to take the axial configuration thaan the
equatoorial configu
uration. Thiss is a conseqquence of a general effeect (the geneeralized anom
meric
effect,, GAE) that in
i a chain off atoms X-C
C-Y-C, in whhich Y and X are atoms with nonbonnding
electroon pairs (e.g
g. F, O, S, N), the syynclinal confformation iss more likely. Althouggh the
importtance of the hyperconjuugative interaactions in soome acyclic compounds has investiggated,
there is
i insufficien
nt publishedd experimenttal informatiion about thhe stereoelctrronic interacctions
in meethanedithioll. In this work,
w
the im
mpacts of the
t
generaliized anomerric effect (GAE)
associated with electron deelocalizations,1-3 steric and dipolee-dipole inteeractions onn the
conforrmational an
nd structural properties of
o methaneddithiol were investigatedd computatioonally
using hybrid-DFT
h
T and NBO innterpretationn.4,5
Methoods:
Hybridd DFT calcu
ulations weree carried ouut using the B3LYP/6-31
B
11+G** leveels of theoryy with
the GA
AUSSIAN 03
0 package of
o programs.44 The main purpose of the
t present work
w
was to study
the im
mpacts of the
t
stereoeleectronic interaction efffects, dipolee-dipole interactions onn the
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conforrmational prreferences inn methaneditthiol. An NB
BO analysiss was then performed
p
foor the
axial and
a equatoriial conformaations of meethanedithioll by the NB
BO 5.G proggram containned in
the PC
C-GAMESS interface.5
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Hybridd-density functional
f
theory (B33LYP/6-3111++G**) based
b
methhods and NBO
interprretation werre used to sttudy the connformationall behaviors of methaneddithiol. The most
stable conformatio
ons of methhanedithiol were
w
found by changinng and scannning the dihhedral
angless H1-C2-S3
3-C3. The results obttained show
wed that thhe axial syymmetrical (C2)
conforrmation of methaneditthiol is moore stable than its pllane symmeetrical (Cs)) and
unsym
mmetrical (C
C1) conforrmations. The
T
NBO analysis off donor-accceptor (LPĺ
ĺı*)
interacctions showeed that the generalized
g
a
anomeric
effe
fect (GAE) value
v
of the axial
a
symmeetrical
(C2) conformatio
on is less than
t
its corrresponding plane symm
metrical (C
Cs) conformation.
Thereffore, the ratiionalization of the confoormation preeference soleely in terms of the GAE
E fails
to acccount qualitaatively for the
t of the axial
a
symmeetrical (C2) conformatioon preferencces in
methaanedithiol. On
O the otheer hand, thhe calculateed dipole moment
m
valuue of the plane
symm
metrical (Cs)) conformaation is greeater than that of thhe axial syymmetrical (C2)
conforrmation. Th
here is a conflict betweeen the GA
AE and electtrostatic moodel in this case.
Conseequently, thee electrostatiic model suucceeds to account
a
quallitatively forr the of the axial
symm
metrical (C2) conformatioon preferencces in methaanedithiol. The
T correlattions betweeen the
GAE, bond orders, ǻG, dipole-dipole intteractions, structural
s
paarameters annd conformattional
behaviiors of meth
hanedithiol have been invvestigated.
Concllusion:
reported above
The B3LYP/6-31
B
11++G** calculations
c
a
and NBO analyysis providded a
reasonnable picturee from energgetic, structuural, bondingg and stereooelectronic points
p
of view for
the coonformationaal properties of methaneedithiol. Effeectively, the B3LYP/6-3311++G** reesults
showeed that the ax
xial symmettrical (C2) coonformationn of methaneedithiol is moore stable thhan its
plane symmetricaal (Cs) and unsymmetric
u
cal (C1) connformations. There is a conflict bettween
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the GA
AE and elecctrostatic model in metthanedithiol and the eleectrostatic model
m
succeeeds to
accounnt qualitativ
vely for thee of the axxial symmetrrical (C2) conformatio
c
n preferencces in
methaanedithiol.
Refren
nces:
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Ab initio stud
dy of intraamoleculaar fluorinee transfer in
i perfluoroguanidiine
H. Sabzyyan a* and A.. Enami b
a
b

Depaartment of Cheemistry, Univerrsity of Isfahann, Isfahan 817446-73441, I. R. Iran.

Deepartment of Ch
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Keyw
words: Perflu
uoroguanidinne, Fluorine Transfer, Prroton Transfe
fer, IRC, Trannsition Statee
Introd
duction:
Perfluuoroguanidin
ne (CF5N3, PFG)
P
a coloorless liquid with moleccular weight of 149.02 g/mol
g
and booiling point of
o 44.4 °C contains
c
one imino- and two amino- nitrogen atooms bonded to its
only carbon
c
atom
m, and five flluorine atom
ms attached to
t the nitroggen atoms (F
Fig. 1). PFG
G has
eight hydrogen-bo
h
ond acceptorr and no hyddrogen-bondd donor. PFG
G forms sevveral adductss with
alcohools which aree powerful explosives
e
seensitive to im
mpact, frictioon and heat. PFG is usedd also
as a liquid rocket fuel oxidantt. When heaated to decom
mposition, PFG
P
emits tooxic fumes of
o F2 .
Characcterization and
a interprettation of thee chemical reactivity
r
annd physical behavior
b
of PFG
are neecessary for its clever use
u in the desired
d
appliications. Computationall methods caan be
considdered as cost-effective
c
e and the most greeen methodds for carrrying out such
characcterization. In
I this workk, the fluorrine transferr reaction frrom the am
mine to the imine
i
nitrogeen atom (sigmatropic rearrangemen
r
nt) in the PFG
P
molecuule in the gaas phase annd the
effect of protonatiion at the im
mino and am
mino nitrogenn sites on thhis transfer have
h
been sttudied
compuutationally. The intrinssic reaction coordinate (IRC) of this intram
molecular fluuorine
transfeer in PFG paasses througgh a symmetrric intermediiate and resuults in an ideentical structture.
Comp
putational Method:
M
First, geometry op
ptimization, vibrational and thermochemical annalyses are carried
c
out on
o the
PFG and its two
o (imino- and
a
amino-)) protonatedd structures using B3L
LYP/6-311++
+G**
methood. Next, in
ntramoleculaar fluorine transfer paaths (IRC) and the coorrespondingg TS
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structuures are calcculated usingg QST2 approach. The transfer
t
pathhs are characcterized based on
the NB
BO and Löw
wdin populattion analysees. The IRC curves obtaained for thee fluorine traansfer
reactioon in PFG and its two im
mino- and am
mino- protonnated speciess are shown in Fig. 1 (rigght).
Numerical values of the TS annd protonatiion energies calculated for
f PFG aree listed in Taable 1
where correspondiing quantitiees for guaniddine (G) are given for coomparison.

Fig.. 1: Molecular structure of peerfluoroguanidiine (PFG) andd its fluorine traansfer IRC potential energy
curvves (left). The horizontal
h
axiss is scaled in teerms of the num
mber of IRC steeps.

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Analyyses of the caalculated IR
RCs and the TS
T structurees and energgies obtainedd for PFG annd its
imino-- and amino- protonatedd structures shows
s
that thhe transitionn state energgy in PFG iss very
high (m
much higherr than protonn transfer energies in G and
a PFG) annd not accesssible at room
m and
interm
mediate temp
peratures. Thhe TS energyy is increaseed by protonnation at bothh sites. At thhe TS
point in the IRC of the threee neutral, im
mino- and am
mino-protonaated speciess, the transfeerring
fluorinne atom carrries a small positive
p
charrge of 0.00033, 0.0472 annd 0.0723.
The hiigh energy fluorine
f
transsfer process,, when occuurring in soluution phase, may be meddiated
by solvent molecu
ules to becom
me more feasible at ordinnary temperratures, and therefore,
t
exxplicit
solvennt molecules should be inncluded in thhe quantum computationns.
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Tab
ble 1: Prottonation (ǻE
Ep) and fluoorine/proton transfer baarrier (ǻETS) energies for
f
perrfluoroguanid
dine (PFG) /gguanidine (G)). For the prooton transfer in PFGH+(aamino), ǻETS is
calcculated to be 144.3kJ/molee.
PFG
GH+(amino) PFGH+(imin
no)

GH+(amino)) GH+(imino)

M
Molecule

PFG

ǻE
ETS (kJ/mol)

191.8

292.0

293.3

165.4

210.0

165.4

ǻE
Ep(kJ/mol)

-

í647.0

í711.3

-

í848.9

í1021.9

G

Concllusion:
The fluorine transfer reaction in the gas phase
p
PFG has
h a large acctivation eneergy much higher
h
than thhat of the proton-transf
p
fer reactionss in similar guanidine systems.
s
Prootonation att both
imino and amino nitrogen
n
atom
ms of the PF
FG results inn significantlly higher TS
S barriers.
Refereences:
[1] T. Mezhenkov
va et al., Russ. J. Org. Chhem., 46 (2010) 1418-14420.
[2] T.V
V. Rybalovaa et al., J. Strruct. Chem., 50 (2009) 741-753.
7
[3] L.T
T. Kuhn et al.,
a J. Phys. Chem.
C
A., 1110 (2006) 35521-3526.
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A DFT stu
udy of hyd
drogen adssorption on Ln@B16N16 fulleerene-likee
naanocluster (Ln: La, Gd
G and Lu
u)
Saeed Chashhmniam, Vaahideh Alizaddeh, Mehdi D.
D Esrafili*
Laborratory of Theoretical Chemisstry, Departmennt of Chemistryy, University of
o Maragheh, Maragheh,
M
Irann. (Email:esraafili@maragheeh.ac.ir)

Key words:
w
B16N
N16 fullerenee-like nanoccluster; Hydrrogen adsorpption; DFT; DOS.
D
Introd
duction :
It is well-known
w
that
t
the discooveries of fuullerenes andd carbon nannotubes havve opened upp new
researcch area in condensed
c
m
matter
physiccs and materrials sciencee. The moleccular structuure of
these carbon allottropes givess rise to a unique
u
set of
o properties, suggestinng a multituude of
highlyy diversified
d applicationn areas in, for
f instance,, electronicss and armorr, etc [1]. As
A the
isoelecctronic coun
nterparts to carbon
c
cages, the structuure and stabbility of boroon nitrides (BN)n
as cagges and nano
otubes have been investigated extensively due to their pottential electrronic,
opticaal and magneetic propertiies [2]. Earliier studies inndicated thaat boron nitrrides (BN)n favor
cage structures
s
fo
or n > 10 [3].
[
More reecently, Stroout [4] repoorted that thhe boron nitrides
(B13N
N13, B14N1
14 and B166 N16) withh squares and hexagonns are moree stable thann the
corresponding fulllerene-like structures conntaining penntagons and hexagons.
h
Hydroogen, the thiird most abuundant elem
ment on eartth, has the potential
p
to meet the ennergy
needs of the mob
bile industryy. Its econoomical use as
a an alternnate energy has consideerable
difficuulties to overrcome. Amoong these, thee most difficcult challengge is to ¿nd materials
m
thaat can
store hydrogen with
w
large grravimetric and
a volumettric density and operatte under am
mbient
thermoodynamic co
onditions. Inn this contribbution, we report
r
our DFT
D study off the stabilityy and
hydroggen adsorpttion behavioor of alternaate fullerene-like cage structures of Ln@B166N16,
where Ln=La, Gd and Lu.
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putational aspects:
Comp
All DF
FT calculations were peerformed usiing Gaussiann 03 program
m [5]. The geometries
g
o the
of
investiigated Ln@B
B16N16 cluusers were opptimized at the B3LYP level employying 6-31G* basis
set. As
A it is found
d in the liteerature, 46+44f n electroons of La3+, Gd3+ and Lu3+ ions were
modelled by quasirrelativistic effective coree potentials (ECPs)
(
of thhe Stuttgart group
g
[6].
Resultts and discu
ussion:
The opptimized stru
uctures of puure and hydrrogenated Ln@B16N16
L
6 clusters aree shown in Figure
F
1. Ourr results indiicated that thhere are twoo distinct sitees for an H atom
a
adsorption; the topp of B
atom and that off N one. Thus,
T
to ¿nnd the adsorrption behaavior of an H atom onn the
Ln@B
B16N16 clusster, H atom is put on thhe top site off B or N atoom. The resuults show thaat this
adsorpption is site selective annd H atom prefers
p
to addsorb on thee top site of the B atom
m with
bindinng energy of
o -1.48, -1.44 and -1.41 eV for Ln=La, Gdd and Lu, respectively.
r
. The
corresponding len
ngth of new
wly formed H–B is 1.190, 1.189 and 1.186 Å, respectively,
indicaating that the interaction is very stronng and a covvalent bond is formed.
From density of sates
s
(DOS)) analysis, itt is revealedd that the hyydrogen adssorption on the
t B
atom of
o Ln@B16N
N16 signi¿ccantly affectss the electriccal propertiees of cluster.. It is evidennt that
the DO
OSs of this con¿guration
c
n near the vaalence band has a distincct change coompared to thhat of
the pristine clusteer, so that loocal energy levels
l
appeaar after the adsorption
a
o hydrogen atom
of
whichh would resullt in an electtrical conducctivity changge of the clusster.
Conclluding rema
arks:
Our reesults indicaated that elecctron densityy of adsorbinng atoms plaay an imporrtant role in the
t H
adsorpption. We sh
howed that the
t H adsorpption is therrmodynamically feasiblee atop both the B
and N atoms of clu
uster.
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Fig
gure 1- Optimiized structures of pure and hyydrogenated Lnn@B16N16 cluusters

Refereences:
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Dyn
namic Beh
havior of Boron
B
Nitrride Nanotube and Surfactan
nt Complexxes
Mediatted Molecu
ular Dynaamic Stimu
ulation
M. Foroutan*, M. Fatemi
F
Departm
ment of Physiccal Chemistry, School of Cheemistry, Collegge of Science, University
U
of Tehran,
T
Tehrann, Iran,
m.fatem
mi@khayam.uut.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Moleccular Dynam
mics (MD) Siimulation, Boron
B
Nitridee Nanotube (BNNT),
(
Triiton
X100 (TX100) Su
urfactant, Carrbon Nanotuube CNT.
Introd
duction:
We ussed a moleccular dynam
mics (MD) simulation
s
a
approach
to probe the behaviors of
o the
BNNT
T with Trito
on X100 surrfactant. So we assess nanotubes
n
inn different temperature
t
s and
diameter. The com
mparison off our resultss for BNNT
T-TX100 coomposities with
w
those of
o the
similaar carbon nan
notube CNT-TX100 com
mposites, dissclose that thhe BNNT-TX
X100 interacctions
are muuch strongerr, which is thhe most signiificant resultt of this proccess.
Comp
putational Procedure:
P
MD siimulations were
w
first caarried out onn a (5, 5) arrmchair CNT
T and (5, 5) armchair BNNT
B
with a interacting
g with indiviidual molecuules of TX1100. Using the
t AMBER
R99[1] force field
and a canonical en
nsemble (coonstant NVT
T), the velociity form of Verlet
V
algorrithm methodd and
the Noose-Hoover thermostat algorithm
a
w
were
used to integrate thee equations of motion with
w a
time step of 1.0 fss. Non-bondeed van-der-W
Waals interaactions were modeled byy a Lennard-Jones
potenttial with a cut-off
c
distannce of 1.2 nm.
n Our sim
mulation is reelated to thee behavior of
o the
TX1000 when they
y are close too the nanotubbes in an “ideal” poor soolvent.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
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Figuree 1 and 2 represent
r
thhe snapshotss of nanotuubes wrappeed by the TX100.
T
Figuure 3
represents the inteeraction enerrgy for (5,5)) nanotubes with TX1000, as a functtion of simullation
time.thhe interactiion energiess for BNN
NT_TX100 are much higher thann those forr the
corresponding CN
NT-TX100, due
d to the laarge contribuution of elecctrostatic interactions annd ʌ-ʌ
naturee[2]. The stro
onger interfa
facial bindingg of TX100 to BNNTs is caused byy the polarizzation
of BN
NNTs [3], wh
hich directlyy gives rise to
t the strongg electrostatiic interactionns between them.
t
As Taable 1 showss; with an inncrease in naanotube diam
meter, the intteraction eneergy is increeased,
becausse the surfacce contact arrea between them increaases accordinngly. As Figgure 4 show
ws; the
attracttive interactiion of the TX
X100 with thhe nanotubes increasing only slightlly with increeasing
temperature. Thuss, the temperrature depenndence of thhe interactionn energies can
c be considered
negliggible.
Concllusion:
Our work
w
demonsstrated that the
t composiite materialss of BNNTs and TX1000 have a pottential
application in thee preparationn of fibers with
w mechannical strenggth much higgher than thhat of
compoosite materiaals of CNTss and TX1000 So the BN
NNTs could be more effficient nanoffillers
than thhe CNTs forr nanocompoosite reinforccement appliications.


Fig.1: snapshot of (5, 5) CNT wrappping
by TX100.



Fig. 2:
2 snapshot of (5, 5) BNNT wrapping
w
by TX
X100.
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Fiig.3: Interaction
n energy evolutioon for (5, 5) CNT
T-TX 100 and
(55, 5) BNNT-TX1
100 composites respectively
r
at 300
3 K.

Fig.4: Interaaction energy off (5, 5) nanotubee-TX100
composites as a function off temperature.
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Molecular Dy
ynamics Simulation
ns Studies of surfactant -Wrap
pped Singlle Waalled Carb
bon Nanotu
ubes surfaace
M. Foroutan*, M. Fatemi
F
Departm
ment of Physiccal Chemistry, School of Cheemistry, Collegge of Science, University
U
of Tehran,
T
Tehrann, Iran,
m.fatem
mi@khayam.uut.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Moleccular Dynam
mics (MD) Simulation,
S
Carbon Nannotubes (CN
NT), Triton X100
Surfacctant, Radiuss of Gyrationn (Rg).
Introd
duction :
We ussed a moleccular dynam
mics (MD) simulation
s
a
approach
to probe the behaviors of
o the
carbonn nanotubes (CNT) withh Triton X1100 surfactaant. So we assess
a
nanottubes in diff
fferent
temperatures and
d diameter, according as the reesult of ouur simulatiions; the strong
s
interm
molecular in
nteraction beetween CNT
T and TX1100 that caannot be innfluenced byy the
temperature in th
he rage we reported, and with an
a increase in nanotubes diameterr, the
interacction energy
y is increasedd.
Comp
putational Procedure:
P
MD simulations
s
were
w
perform
med in the Tinker
T
moleccular modeling packagee (version 5.0)[1],
using the AMBER
R99 force fiield, we usedd the (5,5), (6,6), (9,9),, and (10,10) CNTs arm
mchair
with a length of about 25Å. The diametter of CNTss ranges from
m 6.68 to 13.46
1
Å. Ussing a
canoniical ensemb
ble (constantt NVT), the velocity foorm of Verleet algorithm
m method annd the
Nose-H
Hoover therrmostat algorrithm were used
u
to integgrate the equuations of motion
m
with a time
step of
o 1.0 fs. Non-bonded van-der-Wa
v
als interactiions were modeled
m
by a Lennard-Jones
potenttial with a cut-off
c
distannce of 1.2 nm.
n Our sim
mulation is reelated to thee behavior of
o the
TX1000 when they
y are close too the CNT inn an “ideal” poor
p
solventt.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Figuree 1 and 2 reepresent the snapshots of
o CNT wrappped by thee TX100. Ass figure 3 shhows;
with an
a increase in
i CNT diam
meter, the innteraction ennergy is increeased[2], because the suurface
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contacct area betweeen them inccreases accordingly, As Figure 4 shoows; the attrractive interaaction
of the TX100 witth the CNT increasing only
o
slightlyy with increeasing tempeerature. Thus, the
temperature depen
ndence of thhe interactionn energies can
c be considered negliggible. As figgure 5
showss, the radius of gyratioon (Rg) vallues of TX100 molecuules increasing and show a
fluctuaation as the flexible hyddrophilic poolyethylene oxide
o
chainss wrap arounnd the CNT
Ts. As
figure 6 shows, th
he Rg of TX1100, when innteraction wiith CNTs is higher than without CN
NTs, is
ween TX1000 and CNTs, which direectly gives rise
r to
causedd by the inteermolecular energy betw
the sttrong ʌ-ʌ interactions
i
[3] with the nanotubbe surface, called “ʌ--stacking”[4] are
responnsible for thee strong tenddency of nannotubes to “sstick togetheer”, which iss a major obstacle
to theiir processing
g.
Concllusion:
Our siimulation reesults showeed that, the CNTs with larger diam
meter are suuggested as better
b
candiddates compared to sm
maller CNT
Ts in diameter for naanocompositte reinforceement
applications ,and the
t higher teemperature and
a consequeently higher kinetic enerrgy does nott have
any siggnificant efffect on the tootal TX100 size.
s

Fig. 1. Front view snapshot for a (5, 5) CNT Wrrapping by

Refer
rences
00 surfactant.
TX10

TX100 surfacctant.
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Molecular mo
odeling off 1-ethyl-3-methylim
midazolium
m-based ioonic liquid
ds +
H2S complexxes
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B
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a
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r
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b

G Science Deepartment, Ressearch Institutee of Petroleum Industry, P.O. Box 14665-1337, Tehran, Iraan
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Key words:
w
Ionicc liquid, Inteeraction enerrgy, Ab initioo calculationn, Gas solubiility
Introd
duction:
Room
m temperaturre ionic liquuids (RTILs) are a new
w class of compounds
c
c
comprised
o an
of
organiic cation an
nd an anion.. These com
mpounds aree liquid oveer a wide teemperature range
r
includding ambientt and due to strong electtrostatic attraaction betweeen cation annd anion, exxhibit
negliggibly small vapor
v
pressuure [1]. Theiir tunable chhemical strucctures makee them adjusstable
solvennts tailored to
t various prractical and industrial appplications. Nowadays,
N
one of the active
a
researcch areas is exploring
e
IL
Ls as a replaacement to conventional
c
l alkanolamiine (MEA, DEA,
D
MDEA
A, etc.) sollutions in natural
n
gas sweetening processes [2]. A grow
wing numbeer of
experiimental data for solubilitty and diffussion of H2S in
i various IL
Ls have beenn generated in
i the
past feew years [3-10]. In this study we haave focused on the application of som
me imidazollium-

-

-

-

based ILs with different annions, i.e. [PF
[ 6] , [PF5(CF3)] , [PF4 (CF3)2] , [PF3(CF3)3] ,in
separaation of H2S from naturral gas by em
mploying a theoretical quantum
q
cheemical approoach.
This way
w the inteeraction of H2S with thhe cation annd anion of the IL is studied
s
to gaain a
primarry insight in
nto the mecchanism of dissolution of H2S in the ILs andd the results are
compaared with preeviously reported experiimental and theoretical
t
studies.
Methood of Calcullation:
Quanttum chemicaal calculationns were perfformed usingg Guassian version
v
03 suuite of progrrams.
level
The geeometries off isolated as well as supeermolecules were optimiized at the DFT/B3LYP
D
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of theoory using th
he 6-311++G
G** basis sett. The bindinng energies, Ebinding calcculated accorrding
to relaation Ebindinng = Ecomplexx – ( Emonnomer,i), where Ecomplex and Emonomeer,i stand forr the
counteerpoise-correected optim
mized energyy of the suupermoleculee (complex)) and optim
mized
energyy of each of
o the monoomers constiituting the complex,
c
reespectively. For each of the
compllexes, several initial coonfigurationns were connstructed forr geometry optimizatioon to
explorre the potenttial energy suurface comppletely.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The interaction
i
energy of anions with 1-ethyl-33-methylimiidazolium cation
c
([em
mim]+)
decreaases as the number of –CF3 substitutes in thee anion incrreases. Due to our preevious
studies, this tren
nd indicates that the density
d
of the
t
IL decrreases from [emim][PF
F6] to
[emim
m][PF3(CF3)3], which pooints out that probably the solubillity of H2S increases as
a the
numbeer of –CF3 groups
g
increase. The interaction eneergies of H2S-anion
S
com
mplexes are in
i the
range of 7-14 kccal/mol, inddicating thatt these interractions aree comparablle in strenggth to
traditioonal hydrogen bonds. Inn addition, thhe interactionn energy of H2S with the anion decrreases
as thee number of –CF3 subbstitutes incrrease, whichh further juustifies the above-menttioned
concluusion for th
he solubilityy of H2S in the ILs stuudied in thiis work. Coomparison of
o the
interacction energy
y between caation and annion of the ILs
I studied in this workk with previiously
studiedd ILs, indicaates that [em
mim][PF3(CF
F3)3] is potenntially a goodd candidate toward
t
separration
of H2S from natural gas. Expeerimental meeasurements need to be performed
p
too fix the probblem.
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Asssignment of Absolu
ute Configuration off Fischerin
n by Comp
puted NM
MR
Cheemical Shiifts
Saeeed K. Aminni*
Ch
hemistry and Chemical
C
Enginneering Researcch Center of Irran, Tehran, Iraan
aminni_s@ccerci.acc.ir

Fischeerin, a biologically acttive componnents of fuungi, whichh causes treemors and lethal
peritonnitis in micce, was exttracted from
m Neosartorrya fischeri..1 Fujimoto and co-woorkers
reporteed the parttial configurration of fi
fischerin.1 They
T
used NMR
N
spectrroscopic daata to
determ
mine this paartial configguration for the fused bicyclic
b
moiiety of this compound..1 So,
despitee using pow
werful NMR techniques, Fujimoto annd co-workerrs were not able to assiggn the
relativve configurattions of the target
t
moleccule in the C19, C20, C21 and C22.1
On thee other hand
d, advanced methods in quantum cheemistry facilitate the rappid, accuratee, and
reliablle calculatio
on of NMR chemical shhifts. So, com
mparing the calculated and experim
mental
chemical shifts wiill provide an
a efficient method
m
in identifying annd discriminaating betweeen the
propossed diastereo
oisomers.2
Considdering the trriangular fussion betweenn C20 and C21
C and asssigned configuration of fused
bicyclic moiety, four
f
unassigned stereoceenters allow
w for totally eight possibble diastereoomers
for thee target com
mpound. They were usedd as probablee structures of the targeet molecule in
i the
quantuum mechaniical treatmeents. The firrst step in this
t
treatmeent was theiir conformattional
analysses in order to find canddidate confoormers at rooom temperaature which contribute to
t the
experiimental NM
MR spectra. In the nextt step, the postulated
p
c
conformers,
within a 3 kCal
windoow of the low
west energy,, were subjeccted to extennsive geomeetry optimizaation followed by
frequeency calculattions in ordeer to confirm
m the naturee of the optiimized geom
metries as miinima
and prrovide their computed frree energies. In the last step, amongg these extennsively optim
mized
structuures, those within a 2..5 kCal winndow of thee lowest ennergy were subjected to the
chemical shieldin
ng calculations in dim
methylsulfoxide solvent. In order to get acccurate
calculaated chemiccal shieldinggs, Boltzmann-weighted averaging
a
baased on relattive free eneergies
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of connformers at 298.15
2
K was used. Thee relative poopulations of conformerrs were com
mputed
as

Pi

Pj

exp  Ei  E j

RT

. Wheree Px and Ex are the relattive populatiion and compputed free ennergy

of the x conformerr, respectiveely.
In ordder to determ
mine the corrrect configurration of the target moleecule, the callculated chemical
shifts were evalu
uated accordding to theeir largest and
a
correcteed mean abbsolute deviiation
(CMA
AD: [

1n

¦

n

i 1

G calc  G expp

]) in each configuratio
c
n.

In ordder to confirm
m the concluusion of thee CMAD anaalysis and get more connfidence of which
w
configguration is the
t
correct one, the DP4
D
probabiility analysiis developed by Smithh and
Goodm
man was also
o employed..2
Thus according
a
to both the CM
MAD and DP
P4 analyses,, structure, shhown below
w, was foundd to be
correcct for the targ
get moleculee.
H
OH

HO
20

H
O

19

H

O H

9 14

7

O
OH
6

1

N
OH

H
O 18

H

H

In thiss brief stud
dy the unasssigned confiigurations of
o fischerin, extracted from
f
Neosarrtorya
fischerri, at C19, C20,
C
C21 and
a C22 werre assigned as R, R, R and S, resppectively. Inn this
assignnment exten
nsive conforrmational analysis
a
andd geometryy optimizatiion followeed by
frequeency and ch
hemical shielding calcuulations weere employeed in order to get thee best
compuuted chemicaal shifts com
mpared to exxperimental ones.
o
In thesse calculations solvent effects
were also
a taken in
nto account. The
T CMAD and DP4 annalyses weree employed together
t
to get
g the
correcct configuratiion.
Keyw
words: Fischeerin, Naturall Product, Coonfigurationn, NMR, Ab Initio
Refereences:
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Con
nfiguration
n Assignm
ment of 8Į--hydroxy-113-hydrop
peroxylabd
d-14,17-diien19,16;23,6Į
Į-diolide by
b Compu
uted Chem
mical Shiftss
Saeeed K. Aminni*
Ch
hemistry and Chemical
C
Enginneering Researcch Center of Irran, Tehran, Iraan
aminni_s@ccerci.acc.ir

Some of terpenoid
ds, which arre bicyclic and
a mainly sesterpene
s
laactones, werre extracted from
Iraniann species.1 Recently
R
Maatloubi and co-workers reeported the partial
p
configguration of a new
sestertterpene, 8Į-hydroxy-133-hydroperoxxylabd-14,177-dien-19,166;23,6Į-diolide.1 They used
their own
o
X-ray determined
d
c
configuration
n of norambbereinelide-18,6Į-olide, a member of
o this
familyy for the fuseed tricyclic moiety
m
of thiis compoundd.1
On thee other hand
d, advanced methods in quantum cheemistry facilitate the rappid, accuratee, and
reliablle calculatio
on of NMR chemical shhifts. So, com
mparing the calculated and experim
mental
chemical shifts wiill provide an
a efficient method
m
in identifying annd discriminaating betweeen the
propossed diastereo
oisomers.2
Considdering the asssigned conffiguration off fused tricycclic moiety, two unassiggned stereoceenters
allow for totally four possible diastereomers for the target com
mpound. Thhey were used as
probabble structurees of the targget molecule in the quanttum mechannical treatments. The firsst step
in thiss treatment was
w their coonformationaal analyses in
i order to find
f
candidaate conformers at
room temperaturee which contribute to thhe experimental NMR spectra.
s
In the
t next stepp, the
postulated conforrmers, withinn a 3 kCal window off the lowesst energy, were
w
subjectted to
extenssive geometrry optimizattion followed by frequeency calculattions in ordeer to confirm
m the
naturee of the optim
mized geomeetries as minnima and proovide their computed freee energies. In
I the
last steep, among th
hese extensivvely optimizzed structurees, those witthin a 2.5 kC
Cal window of
o the
lowestt energy weere subjecteed to the chhemical shieelding calcuulations in dimethylsulf
d
foxide
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solvennt. In order to get accuraate calculatedd chemical shieldings,
s
B
Boltzman-we
eighted averraging
based on relative free energiees of conform
mers at 298.15 K was used. The rellative populaations
of connformers were computeed as

Pi

exp  Ei  E j

Pj

RT

. Where Px and Ex are the relative

populaation and com
mputed free energy of thhe x conform
mer, respectively.
In ordder to determ
mine the corrrect configurration of the target moleecule, the callculated chemical
shifts were evalu
uated accordding to theeir largest and
a
correcteed mean abbsolute deviiation
(CMA
AD: [

1n

¦

n

i 1

G calc  G expp

]) in each configuratio
c
n.

In ordder to confirm
m the concluusion of thee CMAD anaalysis and get more connfidence of which
w
configguration is the
t
correct one, the DP4
D
probabiility analysiis developed by Smithh and
Goodm
man was also
o employed..2
Thus according
a
to both the CM
MAD and DP
P4 analyses,, structure, shhown below
w, was foundd to be
correcct for the targ
get moleculee.
2
20

13
1

25

22
21

10

19

17
1
1
16

OOH H

O

O

OH
7

H

24

O

23

O

In this brief stud
dy the unassigned conffigurations of
o the 8Į-hhydroxy-13-hhydroperoxyylabd14,17--dien-19,16;2
23,6Į-diolidde, extractedd from Iraniaan salvia, at C13 and C16 were assigned
as S and
a R, respectively. In this
t
assignm
ment extensivve conformaational analyysis and geom
metry
optimiization follo
owed by frequency andd chemical shielding
s
callculations were
w
employyed in
order to get the best compuuted chemical shifts coompared to experimentaal ones. In these
calculaations solvent effects were also takeen into accoount. The CM
MAD and DP4 analyses were
emplooyed togetherr to get the correct
c
confiiguration.
Keyw
words: Salviaa, Natural Prroduct, Conffiguration, NMR,
N
Ab Inittio
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Ad
dsorption propertiess study thiazole attaached (6,0) zigzag single-walleed
boron ph
hosphide nanotube
n
S. Zahraa Sayyad-Alaangi*, Hadi Sajjadi-Ghootbabadi
Department of Chemistry, Azadshahr
A
Brannch, Islamic Azzad Universityy, Azadshahr, Golestan,
G
Iran
Email: zalanngi_szalangi@
@yahoo.com

Key words:
w
Boron
n phosphidee nanotube, Adsorption,
A
T
Thiazole,
DF
FT
Introd
duction:
The thhiazole ring
g and its deerivatives prresent in thee structure of many biiologically active
a
compoounds such as thiaminee, penicillinn G, amphettamine druggs, vitamin B1 serves as an
electroon sink, and
d used an annalytical reaagent in anaalysis of heaavy transition metals suuch as
cadmium, lead, co
opper, and goold [1], as ann active centtre. Also, itss coenzyme form
f
is impoortant
for decarboxylatio
on of Į-ketoacids [2]. Thhese heteroccyclic compoounds have been shownn antiinflam
mmation [3],, anti-hyperrtension [4], antibacteriial [5], andd anti-HIV [6] effects.. The
objecttive of the present worrk was to study
s
thiazoole adsorption on BPN
NT surfaces as a
functioonal group in
n gas phase and therebyy to establishh a deeper unnderstandingg of the role of
o the
BPNT
T in adsorptio
on of thiazolle on the BPNT surfacess.
Comp
putational methods:
m
In the first step, the
t thiazole-attached (6,0) BPNT model
m
was alllowed to relax by all attomic
geomeetrical param
meters in thee optimizatioon at the DF
FT level of B3LYP excchange-functtional
and 6--31G* stand
dard basis seet in gas phaase. Then, thhe binding energy
e
(BE) of the thiazzole attacheed (6,0) BPN
NT model was
w calculatedd as follows:
BE = EThiazole-BPNT–– [EBPNT + EThiazole
]
T
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Wheree EThiazole-BPNNT was obtaained from optimizationn of the thiiazole- attacched (6,0) BPNT
B
modell, EBPNT and EThiazole are the energy of the optim
mized BNNT
T and thiazoole structures. All
calculaations were carried out by
b using the Gaussian 033 suite of proograms [4].
Resultts and discu
ussion:
Thiazoole can apprroach the naanotube wallls with perppendicular orrientation. We
W optimizeed the
investiigated modeel of the (6,00) zigzag BP
PNT at the B3LYP/6-31
B
G* computaational levell. The
valuess of the B-P bond distancces indicatedd that the eff
ffects of the thiazole
t
adsoorption in thhe gas
phase were imporrtant for thee B-P bond distances close to the thiazole
t
regiions, whereaas the
valuess for other bonds
b
did not
n show nootable changges. Also, thhe results inndicated thaat the
averagge B–P bond
d lengths in thiazole-atta
t
ached (6,0) BPNT
B
complex were inccreased due to
t the
influennce of the th
hiazole adsorrption on thee (6,0) zigzaag BPNT. In the complexx, the averagge B–
P bondd length waas increased from about 1.89 Å in thhe pristine model
m
to aboout 2.00 Å in
i the
thiazole -attached
d (6,0) BPNT complex. For evaluattion the inteeraction of thiazole witth the
(6,0) zigzag
z
BPNT
T model, thee binding ennergy (BE) inn the gas phaase were studdied. The binnding
energyy (BE) for th
he thiazole- attached (6,0) BPNT model
m
in the phase, was attractive, which
w
characcterizes a ex
xothermic process.
p
Alsso, Binding energy corrresponding to adsorptioon of
thiazole on the (6
6,0) BPNT was calculaated as -2544.85 kJ mol-1
. The calcuulated BE of
o the

thiazole- attached (6,0) BPNT
T indicated thhat thiazole can
c be absorrbed significcantly on thee (6,0)
BPNT
T.
Concllusions:
The thhiazole adso
orption on thhe external surface of H-capped (66,0) zigzag boron phosphide
nanotuube was stud
died by density functionaal theory (DFT) calculaations in gas phase. Geom
metry
optimiizations werre carried ouut at the B3LYP/6-31G
G* level of thheory using the Gaussiaan 03
suite of program
ms. Our resuults shown that the pristine
p
boroon phosphidde nanotubee can
signifiicantly detecct the thiazoole. In gas phase,
p
the biinding energgy for the thhiazole - attaached
(6,0) BPNT
B
model was attracttive -254.85 kJ mol-1, whhich characteerizes a exotthermic process.
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A DFT
D
study of imidazzole adsorp
ption prop
perties on (6,0) boroon phosph
hide
n
nanotube
S. Zahrra Sayyad-A
Alangi*
Department of Chemistry, Azadshahr
A
Brannch, Islamic Azzad Universityy, Azadshahr, Golestan,
G
Iran
Email: zalanngi_szalangi@
@yahoo.com

Key words:
w
Boron
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A
B
Binding
eneergy, DFT
Introd
duction:
Small and simple heterocyclicc systems offten have intterestingly complex
c
biollogical propperties
and belong to on
ne of the most
m
importaant classes of compounnds in meddicinal chem
mistry.
i medicinaal chemistry because off their
Imidazzole and theeir derivativves play a sppecial role in
therappeutic properrties [1] succh as antineeoplastic, imm
munosuppreessive, anti-inflammatoryy [2],
anti-baacterial, and
d anti-fungall activities [3].
[ The objective of the present work
w
was to study
imidazzole adsorpttion on BPN
NT surfaces as a functional group in gas phasse and thereeby to
establiish a deeperr understandding of the role
r
of the BPNT
B
in addsorption of imidazole on
o the
BPNT
T surfaces.
Comp
putational methods:
m
In the first step, th
he imidazolee-attached (66,0) BPNT model
m
was allowed
a
to reelax by all attomic
geomeetrical param
meters in thee optimizatioon at the DF
FT level of B3LYP excchange-functtional
and 6--31G* stand
dard basis seet in gas phaase. Then, thhe binding ennergy (BE) of the imidaazoleattacheed (6,0) BPN
NT model was
w calculatedd as follows:
BE = EImidazole-BPNT–
]
I
– [EBPNT + EImidazole
I

E (1)
Eq.

Wheree EImidazole-BPPNT was obtaained from optimization
o
n of the imiddazole- attacched (6,0) BPNT
B
modell, EBPNT and EImidazole are the energy of
o the optim
mized BNNT and imidazoole structurees. All
calculaations were carried out by
b using the Gaussian 033 suite of proograms [4].
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
Imidazzole can app
proach the nanotube
n
wallls with perppendicular orientation.
o
W optimizeed the
We
investiigated modeel of the (6,00) zigzag BP
PNT at the B3LYP/6-31
B
G* computaational levell. The
valuess of the B-P bond distannces indicateed that the effects
e
of thee imidazole adsorption in
i the
gas phhase were im
mportant for the B-P bonnd distancess close to thee imidazole regions, whhereas
the vaalues for oth
her bonds didd not show notable changes. Also, the results indicated
i
thaat the
averagge B–P bond
d lengths in imidazole-aattached (6,00) BPNT com
mplex were increased due
d to
the innfluence of the
t imidazoole adsorptioon on the (66,0) zigzag BPNT. In the
t complexx, the
averagge B–P bond
d length was increased from
fr
about 1.86 Å in thee pristine moodel to aboutt 2.00
Å in thhe imidazolee -attached (6,0)
(
BPNT complex. Foor evaluationn the interacction of imiddazole
with thhe (6,0) zigzzag BPNT model,
m
the binding eneergy (BE) inn the gas phaase were stuudied.
The binding energ
gy (BE) forr the imidazzole- attacheed (6,0) BPN
NT model inn the phase, was
attracttive, which characterize
c
s a exotherm
mic process.. Also, Bindding energy correspondiing to
adsorpption of imid
dazole on thhe (6,0) BPN
NT was calcuulated as -2440.0 kJ mol-1
. The calcuulated

BE off the imidaazole- attached (6,0) BPNT
B
indiccated that imidazole
i
c
can
be absoorbed
signifiicantly on th
he (6,0) BPN
NT.
Concllusions:
The im
midazole adsorption on the externall surface off H-capped (6,0)
(
zigzag boron phosphide
nanotuube was stud
died by density functionaal theory (DFT) calculaations in gas phase. Geom
metry
optimiizations werre carried ouut at the B3LYP/6-31G
G* level of thheory using the Gaussiaan 03
suite of program
ms. Our resuults shown that the pristine
p
boroon phosphidde nanotubee can
signifiicantly detecct the imidazzole. In gas phase,
p
the biinding energgy for the imiidazole - attaached
(6,0) BPNT
B
model was attracttive -240.0 kJ
k mol-1, whiich characterrizes a exothhermic proceess.
Refereences:
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A initio studies
Ab
s
on the reactiivity and thermal
t
deecomposittion of the
CF3OCH
O 2O rad
dical
A. Reisi-V
Vanani*, S. Hoseinpour
H
Departmentt of Physical Chemistry,
C
Facuulty of Chemistry, Universityy of Kashan, Kaashan, Iran
Email: areisi@kashannu.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Decom
mposition, HFE-143a,
H
IR
RC, Canoniccal transitionn state theoryy
Introd
duction:
Due too the significcant role played by haloaalkoxy radiccals formed from
f
hydroffluoroethers in the
destruuction of a vaariety of orgganic compoounds releaseed into the atmosphere,
a
studying the fate
of CF3OCH2O forrmed from HFE-143a
H
is needed from
m the viewppoint of undeerstanding itts role
in atm
mospheric ch
hemistry [1]]. In the present investtigation, we performed a computattional
study on the deco
omposition pathways
p
off CF3OCH2O radical innvolving C-H
H and C-O bond
scissioon as given by reactionns (1), (2), (3a) and (33b) (shown in Figure) using high level
accuraacy methodss. Rate consttants for thee above threee considered channels are calculateed by
utilizinng canonicaal transition state theoryy (CTST). Attempts
A
haave been maade to searcch for
transittion states on
o the corresponding pootential enerrgy surfacess and the ennergy barrierrs are
calculaated. Existen
nce of transiition states is ascertainedd by makingg intrinsic reeaction coorddinate
(IRC) calculation.
Calcu
ulation meth
hod:
The calculations
c
have carrieed out in orrder to gainn potential energy surfface in two high
accuraacy levels CB
BS-Q and G2
G theory meethod. Geom
metry of reacctants, produucts and trannsition
states has determined by MP
P2(full)/6-31G(d) and MP2/6-31G(d
M
d) in G2 annd CBS-Q thheory
level, respectively
y. The vibraation frequenncies for opptimized moolecules by MP2/6-31G(
M
(d) in
HF/6-331G(d) leveel which aree in CBS-Q
Q calculationn. Zero poinnt energies (ZPEs) in HF/6H
31G(dd) level have obtained for moleculles which arre optimizedd by HF/6-331G and MP2/6M
31G(dd) level in G2
G and CBS--Q method respectively.
r
Structures of the reactaants and prooducts
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have no
n negative frequenciess (NIMAG=0). Transitioon states aree defined byy the presennce of
only one
o virtual frequency (N
NIMAG=1). The existeence of trannsition state on the pottential
energyy surface is further
f
ascerrtained by IR
RC calculation performeed at the B3L
LYP/6-311G
G(d,p)
level.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
Optim
mizing reactaants, productts, and transiition states has
h been donne in MP2(fuull)/6-31G(dd) and
MP2/66-31G(d) lev
vel for G2 and CBS-Q
Q method, reespectively. Moreover the
t two propposed
pathw
way by H. J. Singh et al. [2], we connsider the reaaction with atmosphericc OH, eliminnation
of H and
a migratio
on of Hydroggen from Caarbon to Oxxygen then thhermal decoomposition. There
T
were not
n any negaative frequenncies for reactants and products
p
and for transitioon states only one
negative frequency observed. For TS 1, 2,
2 3a and 3b the imaginaary frequenccies were atttained
as -25501, -1452, -2647 and -953,
respecctively. Trannsition statess in potentiaal energy suurface
have been determ
mined by intrinsic
i
reaaction coorddinate (IRC
C) calculatioon in B3LY
YP/6311G((d,p) level. Energy
E
barriiers for pathw
ways 1, 2, 3a
3 and 3b arre in the rangge of 0.1-2.22, 1010.8, 25.0-25.9
2
an
nd 21.1-22.11, respectiveely and for example
e
in CBS-Q
C
methhod, they aree 2.2,
10.0, 25.0
2
and 21.1 kcal.mol-1
for 1, 2, 3a
3 and 3b paathway, resppectively. Thhe energy barrier
b

diagraams for reacttants, products and transition states in the CBS
S-Q level havve plotted inn Fig.
1.Ratee coefficientss for C3F7OC
CH2O radicaal were calcuulated using the followinng equation:
݇ ൌ ߁ሺܶ
ܶሻ

ஷ
ܭ ܶ ்ܳௌ
ಯ
݁ ିοா Ȁோ்
݄ ܳோ

Wheree ī(T) is the
t
tunnelinng correctionn factor at temperaturre T that calculated byy the
ஷ
expresssion given by
b Wigner [3],
[ ்ܳௌ
and ܳோ are the total partitioon functions for the trannsition

state and
a reactant, respectivelyy.
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Fig. 1. Energ
gy diagram in kcal
k mol-1 for thhe reactivity annd thermal deccomposition off CF7OCH2O

Concllusion:
Ab innitio studies on the reaactivity and thermal deecompositionn of the CF
F3OCH2O raadical
considdered by two
o high accuuracy methodds G2 and CBS-Q. In the line 1, 2, 3a and 3b
3 the
energyy barriers were
w
calculatted as 2.2, 10.0, 25.0 and
a 21.1 kccal.mol-1 by CBS-Q meethod,
respecctively. The rate constannts for the considered
c
p
pathways
w
were
4.15×10011, 2.47×1005 and
1.22×110-6 s-1 in 1 atm and 2988.15 K. Therrefore, line 1 was dominnant pathwayy for reactivvity of
C3F7OCH
O 2O radiccal.
Refereences:
[1] Moolina, M. J.; Rowland, F.
F S., Nature (1974) 249, 810.
[2] Sinngh, H. J.; Mishra,
M
B. K.., J Mol Moddel (2010) 166, 1473.
[3] Wiigner EP., Z Phys Chem
m B (1932) 199, 203.
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Th
heoretical studies off decompoosition and
d reactivitty of the C3F7OCH2O
radical
A. Reisi-V
Vanani*, S. Hoseinpour
H
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C
Facuulty of Chemistry, Universityy of Kashan, Kaashan, Iran
Email: areisi@kashannu.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Decom
mposition, HFE-7000,
H
IR
RC, Theoretiical chemisttry, PES
Introd
duction:
Hydroofluoroetherss (HFEs) aree a kind of compoundss which havve been deveeloped to reeplace
CFCs in applicatiions such ass the cleaninng of electroonic equipm
ment, heat trransfer agents for
semicoonductor and
d electronicss manufactuure and fluid carriers for lubricant deeposition [1]]. The
will be iniitiated by reeaction withh OH
atmosppheric oxidaation of n-C
C3F7OCH3 (HFE-7000)
(
radicaals that the in
nitial attack of OH radiccal on HFE--7000 leads to the formaation of halooalkyl
radicaals [2], which
h in turn reacts with atm
mospheric O2 to give perooxy radicalss (C3F7OCH2O2•).
The reeaction of C3F7OCH2O2 radical withh NO, NO2 and
a HO2 in the
t troposphere finally causes
c
the forrmation of haloalkoxy
h
raadicals (C3F7OCH2O•).
Calcu
ulation meth
hod:
Geom
metry optimizzation of thhe reactants, products and
a transition states havve been obttained
using B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) meethod. The vibration
v
freqquencies werre attained inn the same thheory
level for
f the optim
mized reactaants, productts and transiition states. No virtual frequencies
f
of all
stationnary points were
w identifiied (NIMAG
G=0). Transition states are
a defined by
b the presennce of
only one
o virtual frequency (NIMAG=1)
(
). To ascerttain that thee identified transition states
connecct reactants and productts smoothly, intrinsic reaaction coordiinate (IRC) calculations were
done at
a B3LYP/6--311G(d,p) level.
l
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ussion:
Resultts and discu
Two possible
p
path
hways have been detecteed for reactiivity and deccompositionn for C3F7OC
CH2O
radicaal. (1) C3F7OCH
O 2O radiccal react withh O2 atmosppheric to perrform O2H and C3F7CHO
O. (2)
is therrmal decomp
position of C3F7OCH2O radical to C3F7O and CH
H2O. The C--H bond lenggth of
TS1 will
w change from 1.1055 to 1.227Å
Å (approx. 11%) the opptimization structure
s
of TS2,
indicaated that C-O
O bond increases from 1.344 to 1.9811Å (approx. 47%). The energy
e
barriier for
path (1) and (2) obtained
o
4.3 and 16.8 kcal
k
mol-1, reespectively. These resullts reveal thaat the
reactannts and prod
ducts in a sttable minim
mum potentiaal energy surrface (PES) are markedd only
with positive
p
vibrational frequuencies. Traansition statees of TS1 annd TS2 are characterized
c
d by a
negative frequenccy, which arre -1023 andd -376 cm-1,respectivelyy.The existeence of trannsition
state on
o the PES is obtained by
b IRC calcuulation perfoormed at B3L
LYP/6-311G
G (d, p) levell. The
IRC plots
p
(Figuree. 1) clearly showed a smooth
s
trannsition from reactants too products on
o the
PES.
Rate constants
c
forr C3F7OCH2O radical weere calculated using the following
f
eqquation:
݇ ்ௌ் ൌ 

ಳ ்


݁ ିοீ

ಯ Ȁோ்

ǻG is
i the free energy of activation. The final rate coefficcients were corrected using
transm
mission coeffficient by Wigner’s
W
methhod [3].

Fig. 1 IR
RC plots perform
med for transittion states TS1 and TS2
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The reesults showeed that the raate constantts for the C-H bond scisssion and C--O bond cleaavage
are 97.6 and 9.6 s-1
, respectiveely.

Concllusion:
Two im
mportant ch
hannels (C-H
H bond scission and C-O
O bond cleavvage) are connsidered in detail
that thhe C-H bond
d scission is found to be favorable foor the C3F7OCH
O 2O radiccal reactivityy. The
energyy barrier fo
or C-H bonnd scission (TS1) and C-O bondd cleavage (TS2) is 4.3and
4
16.8K
Kcal.mol-1, reespectively. The rate connstants evaluuated for thee C-H bond scission andd C-O
bond cleavage
c
are found to bee 97.6 and 9.6 s-1, respecttively.
Refereences:
[1] Moolina, M. J.; Rowland, F.
F S., Nature (1974) 249, 810.
[2] Bravo, I.; Díazz-de-Mera, Y.;
Y et al., Phyys. Chem. Chem. Phys (2010) 12(199), 5115.
[3] Hoouston, P. L., McGraw-H
Hill New York (2001).
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Coovalent hy
ybridizatioons of carb
bon nanottubes – Grraphene naanoribbon
ns
throu
ugh peptid
de linkagees: A densiity functioonal approoach
Akkbar Omidvaara*, Nasser L. Hadipourrb
a,bDepartment
a
t of Chemistry,, Tarbiat Modaares Universityy, Tehran, Iran
*Corressponding authoor.Tel. +98 21882883488; fax: +98 21828899730. E-mail adddress:
Akbbar.Omidvar.644@gmail.com (Akbar Omidvvar)

To connstruct logicc circuits bassed on Graphhene nanoribbbon (GNR) and Carbonn nanotube (C
CNT)
units, it is necessaary to join thhem in particcular ways. The
T GNRs and
a CNTs coould be connnected
througgh the form
mation of new carbon–ccarbon bondds at the intterface [1, 2].
2 Alternatively,
chemical reactionss could be applied
a
to foorm covalentt linkages beetween GNR
Rs and CNT
Ts and
whichh do not inttroduce artifficial damagge [3, 4]. Inn the currennt research, we investiigated
covaleent hybridizzations of CNT-GNR
C
t
through
a peptide
p
linkkage by perrforming deensity
functioonal theory (DFT) calcuulations. Wee have compputationally investigated
i
d the properties of
hybridd structures composed of
o GNRs annd CNTs (Fiig.1). The major
m
goal of
o this studyy is to
undersstanding the usage of peeptide groupp in construccting the hybbrid structurees. Moreoveer, the
param
meters of nu
uclear magnnetic resonannce (NMR)) spectroscoopy have beeen evaluateed to
investiigating the properties
p
o the considdered CNT - GNR hybrid structurees trough peeptide
of
linkagges [5]. Denssity functional theory (D
DFT) calculattions have beeen perform
med employinng the
B3LY
YP exchange--correlation functional and
a the 6-31G* standardd basis set as implementted in
the Gaaussian 98 paackage.
Our calculations
c
have yielded the stable hybrid sttructures off CNT – GN
NR counterrparts.
Moreoover, the ev
valuated NM
MR parameeters have indicated
i
thhat the propperties of hybrid
h
structuures are diffeerent from thhe original structures
s
of isolated CN
NT and GNR
R. And as thee final
note, the
t propertiees of the CN
NT – GNR hybrids havve revealed that the pepptide group could
play a dominant ro
ole in determ
mining the chharacteristic properties of
o the investiigated hybridds.
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Fig.1: Hybrid
H
of Carboon nanotube – grapheme
g
nanooribbon.

Keyw
words: Carbo
on nanotubee” Graphene”” Peptide linnkage “Densiity Functionnal Theory (D
DFT)
Refereences:
[1] M.. Khazaei, S.U. Lee, F. Pichierri
P
andd Y. Kawazooe, J. Phys. Chem.
C
C 111(2007) 121175.
[2] F. Pichierri, M.
M Khazaei annd Y. Kawazzoe, Mater. Trans. 48 (2007) 2148.
[3] S.U
U. Lee, M. Khazaei,
K
F. Pichierri
P
andd Y. Kawazooe , Phys. Ch
hem. Chem.. Phys. 10 (22008) 5225.
[4] Y.F
F. Li, B.R. Li
L and H.L. Zhang,
Z
Nanootechnologyy 20 (2009) 225202.
2
[5] E. Zurek and J.
J Autschbach, Computaational and Theoreticall Chemistryy 981 (2012) 47.
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Theooretical stu
udy of com
mplex form
mation con
nstant betw
ween benzzo-15-crow
wn-5
and Mgg2+ cation at differen
nt temperratures
1
Reza Behjatmaneesh-Ardakanni1*, Mehdi Taghdiry
T
, Fateme
F
Bamddadi1
1

Departm
ment of Chemisstry, Payame Noor
N
Universityy, PO BOX 19395-3697 Tehrran, Iran
E-mail: bam
mdad.nasim21@
@yahoo.com

Keyw
words: benzo
o-15-crown-5, Mg2+ catiion, complexx formasion constant
Introd
duction:
Crownn ether is com
mpounds conntains hydroogen, carbonn and oxygenn atoms. crow
wn compounnds
is usedd as host–gu
uest’’ chemisstry; crown ether
e
is lockeed with the guest
g
atoms in a solutionn .
crownn ethers are used
u
in PTC (phase-transsfer catalystss) system annd contributee to the solubbility
of inorrganic comp
pounds in orgganic solvennts in chemiccal reaction. “Host–guest’’ mchemisstry
of crow
wn ethers caan be appliedd to develop new pharmaaceuticals [11].
Comp
putational and methodss:
Complex formatio
on constantss of benzo-15-crown-55 with Mg2++ cation are predicted by
b ab
initio methods in
n pure methhanol solveent at differrent temperratures.In thhe present work,
w
geomeetry

optim
mizations havve been doone using Gauss
G
View 5 and Gauussion 20099 [2].

Calcullations in the gas phase were carriedd out at B3L
LYP level of theory withh 6-311+g* basis
set at different
d
tem
mperatures. For
F solution phase, PCM
M model [3] was
w used to introduce soolvent
interacctions with the solute. The utilizedd expressionns for the loogKf calcuulations are given
below
w:
ǻGt = ǻǻGsolv + ǻGg
ǻ
ǻGt = -2.303 RT logK
l
f
Reultss and discusssion:
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Resultts show thaat the changge of



the stability coonstant of (B
B15C5.Mg)2+ complex with

temperature is lineear. The com
mplex formaation constannt decreases with increaasing temperature.
Our caalculated ressults are in good agreemeent with the results of coonductometrric data [4].
Refereences:
[1] J.D
D. Anderson, E.S. Paulseen, D.V. Deaarden; "Alkali metal binnding energies of dibenzzo-18crownn-6: experimeental and computational results"; Innt. J. Mass Sppectrom. 2777, 63-76 ,2003.
[2] M..J. Frisch and
d etal, revisiion A-1, Gauussian; Inc. Walling
W
fordd CT, 2009.
[3] J. Tomasi,
T
B. Mennucci,
M
R Cammi; Chem.
R.
C
Rev. 105, 2999-30093 ,2005.
[4] G..H. Rounagh
hi, M. Mohaajeri, M. Dooaei, A. Ghaaemi; " Solvvent influencce upon com
mplex
formattion between
n benzo-15--crown-5 annd Mg2+, Caa2+ and Sr22+ cations inn some puree and
binaryy mixed solv
vents using conductomet
c
tric method""; J. Incl. Phenom. Macrrocycl. Chem
m. 67,
443-4550,2010.
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Efffect of an
niline substitutions on
o polyaniiline HOM
MO/LUMO
O band gap
M. S. Rahmanifar
Facullty of Basic Sciiences, Shahedd University, P. O. Box 195755-361, Tehran,, Iran

Key words:
w
Cond
ducting polym
mer, Polyaniiline, Band Gap
G
Introd
duction:
Polyanniline (PAN
NI) is a typiccal organic semiconduct
s
tor which haas attracted great attentiion in
fundam
mental scien
nce and induustry, becausse its properrties can be reversibly
r
controlled byy both
oxidattion/reductio
on of aminee/imine grouups and prootonation/depprotonation. PANI has three
redox forms, leu
ucoemeraldinn (LE), emeeraldine (E)) and perniigraniline (P
PG) that caan be
protonnated and leaading to drasstic changes in differentt properties such
s
as electtrical, opticaal and
etc. Thhe rich electtronic properrties of PAN
NI systems ass well as theeir invironmeental stabilitty and
low coost make PA
ANI an attracctive materiaal for applicaations in manny areas succh as recharggeable
batteriies [1], supeercapacitors [2], sensorss [3] and etcc. The arisenn properties are consideerably
affecteed by two groups
g
of faactors, first structural factors
fa
and second
s
chem
mical factorss that
rearrannge the intteramoleculaar force. Here in, we establish a bridge beetween strucctural
param
meters of a substituted polyaniline
p
w its condducting propperties, thenn compare itt with
with
unsubstituted poly
ymer.
Comp
putational Details:
D
Geom
metries and band gaps off PANI and SO3H, COO
OH and NH2 substitutedd PANI oligoomers
up to octamer hav
ve been systtematically calculated and
a analyzedd using molecular mechhanics
r
, by GAUSS
SIAN 98 program. On the
t basis off fully
and seemiempirical methods, respectively,
optimiized geomeetries of neuutral and charged
c
form
ms of PAN
NI (substitutted/unsubstittuted)
oligom
mers, excitaation energies are calculated. Band
B
gaps are also approximated
a
d by
extrappolating the HOMO/LU
UMO difference and exttrapolated too the band gap value of
o the
infinitte chain. Thee doped form
m of PANI (two
(
positivee charges peer four anilinne units) hass been
compuuted with ban
nd gap approoximation frrom an extraapolation of the
t tetramer and octamer.
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ussion:
Resultts and Discu
It is inndicated thatt the phenyl ring torsionnal angles annd the pyram
midality (thee sum of the bond
angless around a nitrogen
n
atom
m) play an important role
r
in deterrmining structures of orrganic
compoounds contaaining an am
mine group. From the crystal
c
structture study of
o diphenylaamine
(phenyyl capping aniline
a
dimerr), the measuured value of
o the interriing dihedral angles are in
i the
range of 23° -65°.
At thee first, Geom
metries of all LE oligomeers were optiimized with MM methodd and the dihhedral
angless between phenyl rings calculated and comparred with dipphenylaminee dihedral anngles.
Then HOMO/LU
UMO band gaps
g
of oliigomers werre calculateed by AM1 method. Fig.
F
1
represents the elecctronic levelss of LE basee oligomers, addition of every new aniline
a
unit causes
c
hybriddization of th
he energy leevels yieldinng more andd more levels until a pooint is reachhed at
whichh there are bands ratheer than disccrete levelss. Interactionn between the electronns of
neighbboring molecules leads to a three-ddimensional band structture. Extrapoolated band gaps
were obtained
o
by plotting excitation enerrgies from PANI
P
oligom
mers calculaations against the
inverse number off aniline uniits and extraapolating to an infinite number
n
of units
u
as show
wn in
Figuree 2. The extrrapolated baand gap valuue of LE aciid form is sm
maller than those of LE
E base
oligom
mers, which may suggestt that the LE
E acid form is more conjuugated than LE base.

NH
H2

NH2

2

NH2

3

NH2

4

NH2

5

NH2

6

NH2

7

Fig 2- Band gaps
g
extrapolated from plots of

8

NH2

units for unsubstituuted LE
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Fiig 1- Calculateed energy levells of oligoanilinnes
witth n= 1 to 8 forr LE

For PA
ANI other forms,
f
same calculation were carrieed out and band
b
gaps were
w
extrapoolated.
Table 1 shows thee band gapss of PANI different
d
redoox forms in acid and baasic stats. This
T
is
very close
c
to the experimenta
e
al observatioon because innsulator to conductor
c
trransition occcurred
for em
meraldine pro
otonated form
m of PANI. For this reason, in the case
c
of substtituted PANII only
substittuted emeraldine (protoonated/deprotonated) forrm were connsidered. Onn the other hand,
estimaation of HO
OMO/LUMO
O band gap of substitutted PANI onnly has donne for substiituted
emeraaldine and itss protonatedd forms. Forr comparisonn of band gaaps of substiituted emeraaldine
with unsubstituted
u
d, relative vaalues is show
wn in Table 2.
2
Table 11 Comparison
n of extrapolateed Band Gaps (HF)
(

Table 2- Comparison of HOMO/LUMO
H
gap of

Betweeen PANI differeent redox form
ms in acid and basic
b
stats

substituted/uunsubstituted PANI
P
fractions
Base form
m

Acid form

SO3H

0.60

144

0.0055

COOH

0.55

4.3

0.0672

NH2

0.98

266

Base form
m

Acid form

Leucoemeraldin

0.2686

0.1551

Emeralddine

0.2399

Pernigrraniline

0.2375

Basedd on the resullts of table 2 can be conccluded that substituted
s
P
PANI
in E accid forms haas less
conduuctivity than unsubstituteed PANI. Thhis can be reelated to the phenyl rings torsional angles
a
conneccted to a nittrogen atom.. When the ʌ orbital of the phenyl rings
r
is paraallel to each other
maxim
mum conductivity is achiieved, but suubstitution on ring causee distortion of
o the conjuggation
and baand gap is in
ncreased.
Refereences:
[1] M. S. Rahman
nifar and M.. F. Mousavvi, M. Shamsipur, M. Ghaemi,
G
“Whhat is the lim
miting
factor in cycle lifee of Zn-polyyaniline rechhargeable baatteries?”J. Power
P
Sources, 132, 2966-301,
2004.
[2]H.R
R.Ghenaatian
n, M.F. Mousavi,
M
M
M.S.
Rahm
manifar, “H
High perforrmance batttery–
superccapacitor hy
ybrid energyy storage syystem based on self-dopped polyaniiline nanofibbers”,
Synth.. Met., 161, 2017-2023, 2011.
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[3] M. F. Mousav
vi, M. Sham
msipur, S. Riahi,
R
M. S. Rahmanifarr, “Design of
o a new doodecyl
sulfatee-selective electrode based on conduuctive polyanniline”, Anall. Sci., 18, 137-140, 2002.
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Computation
nal mechaanistic stud
dy of meth
hanol and hydroperroxyl radiccal
reaction.
K.Shayan* , M.Vahedpou
K
M
ur, F.Karamii
Departmeent of Chemistrry, University of Zanjan, Zannjan, Iran
Email: k.shayan@znuu.ac.ir

Key words:
w
mech
hanistic studyy, hydroperooxyl radical, additive of fuels, H-absstraction
Introd
duction:
Methaanol is one of the simplest oxygenated hydroccarbon comppounds in thhis regard caan be
considdered. Methaanol’s charaacteristics suuch as low pollution,
p
fuel supply opptions fire safety,
high performance
p
e and econoomically attrractive are its advantagge that makke methanol as a
gasolinne replacem
ment or at leeast be considered as thhe additive to
t fossil fuels. Under a wide
range of experim
mental condditions, the methanol oxidation
o
pathway invvolves succeessive
dehyddrogenations.. Abstractioon of H-atooms (dehyddrogenation)) from the alcohol caan be
accom
mplished by various raddicals produuced during combustionn, such as the
t hydropeeroxyl
radicaal. [1-2]
In thiss work, we carried out thhe CH3OH annd HO2 reacction on doubblet potentiaal energy surrfaces
(PES) by means of computaational methhods based on quantum
m theories to clarifying the
reactioon mechanissm.
Theorretical meth
hod:
All thhe calculations were perrformed withh the GAUS
SSSIAN 03 program [33]. The geom
metry
optimiizations werre carried out
o using Møller–Plesse
M
et perturbation theory MP2
M
approaach in
connecction with th
he 6-311++gg (d, p) basiss set. Single point calcullations were performed for
f all
speciees at the CBS
S-QB3 level..
Resultt and discusssion:
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Figuree 1 show thee relative ennergy profile of methannol and HO2 reaction. Total
T
and relative
energiies for all sp
pecies of reeaction are tabulated
t
in table 1 at MP2
M and CB
BS-QB3 levvel of
compuutations. Wee found two complexes formed
f
betw
ween CH3OH
H and HO2 denoted
d
as C1 and
C2. The pre-reacttive complex C1 is trannsformed too CP2 occurrring via tw
wo transition state
whichh are TS1 wiith the energgy barrier off 25.441 kcall/mol and TS2 with the energy barrrier of
26.8333 kcal/mol. CP2 can be converted into
i
the prodduct P2 (CH
H2OH+H2O2).
) Complex C2 is
converrted into CP
P1 via TS3 with
w the energgy barrier off 27.852 kcaal/mol. Thenn CP1 can dirrectly
converrt to P1 (CH
H3O+H2O2) without
w
any transition
t
staate. CP2 is transformed
t
into CP3 thrrough
TS4 with
w the enerrgy barrier of
o 50.123 kcaal/mol. Afterr that CP3 can
c directly transform
t
innto P3
(CH2OH+H
O
m
stable product
p
in comparison
c
with the othhers. So, it is
i the
2OO). P2 is the most
main product
p
in thermodynam
t
mic approacch. Structurees of transitiion state (T
TS1 and TS22) are
found H-abstractio
on on the methyl
m
side while
w
the H--attack on thhe OH grouup founds in TS3.
Producction of P2 from TS1 with
w the low
west energy barriers kinnetically is the
t main reaaction
pathw
way.

Figure 1.
1 Doublet poteential energy profiles of the CH
C 3OH + HO2 reaction at MP
P2 level
Table 1: The
T total energiies and relativee energies (in parentheses)
p
caalculated for thiis reaction
Speecies
R
C1
C2
CP11
CP22
CP33
TS11

MP2
-265.97
725(0.0)
-265.9866 (-8.86)
-265.97
765(-2.542)
-265.95
533 (12.04)
-265.97
731 (-0.36)
-265.90
093 (39.63)
-265.94
461(16.58)

CBS-QB3
-266.2165(0.00)
-266.2256(-5.777)
-266.2181(-1.004)
-266.1963(12..64)
-266.2081(5.224)
-266.1539(39..39)

Speciess
TS2
TS3
TS4
P1
P2
P3
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MP2
-265.9438 (17.97)
-265.9322((25.31)
-265.8932((49.76)
-265.9453((17.03)
-265.9651((4.65)
-265.8830((56.15)

CBS
S-QB3
-2666.1842(20.23)
-2666.1408(47.45)
-2666.1912(15.82)
-2666.2038(7.93)
-2666.1259(56.80)
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Concllusion:
The thheoretical stu
udy carried out
o in this woork lead to the
t followingg conclusionns:
1. Reaaction of CH
H3OH with the HO2 is produced
p
thhree kinds of products after
a
passingg four
transittion state and
d five interm
mediate.
2. Thee pre-reactiv
ve complexxes 1C1 andd 1C2 are lyying 8.86 annd 2.54 kcaal/mol below
w the
originaal reactants and P2 is thee main produuct both therrmodynamicc and kineticc approaches.
Refereences:
[1] ww
ww.cdc.gov.niosh.ershdbb, Emergenccy Response Card, NO:229750029.
[2] M..Alecu etal; "Computatioonal study of the reactioon of methannol with the hydroperoxy
h
yl and
methyyl radicals. 1. Accurate thhermochemiistry..."; J. Phhys. Chem. A;
A 115, 2811-2829, 2011.
[3] Friisch etal; "G
GAUSSIAN 03,
0 Revisionn B.03, Gausssian"; Inc., Pittsburgh,
P
P 2003.
PA;
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Evalluation of cyclic (am
mino)(phossphino)-, and
a cyclic (alkyl)(am
mino)carb
bene
efffects on the second generation
g
n of Grubb
bs' catalyssts
Zahraa Azizi*, Naarges Karimii Setudeh Niiasar
Departmeent of Chemistrry, Karaj brancch, Islamic Azaad University, Karaj, 31485-3313, Iran
E-mail: Zahra.Azizi@
@Kiau.ac.ir; ZahhraAzizi@yahooo.com

Keyw
words: Grubb
bs' catalyst, DFT
D calculaation, NBO, QTAIM
Introd
duction:
There is abundant interest in N-heterocycl
N
lic carbenes (NHC) as a well-established class of new
ligandds in chemisttry. Then meetal complexxes containinng NHC ligaands are emeerged as cataalysts
for a variety
v
of traansformationns. The excllusive featurres of the Metal-NHC
M
b
bond
by trannsition
metal complexes are interesteed due to thhe importannce of C-C bond
b
formattion in meddicine,
bond
biologgy, and material sciencess. Hence, inttensive studiies to undersstand of the Metal-NHC
M
are deeveloped by
y applying of advanced computational techniiques. Grubbbs' catalystts are
ruthennium compleexes that used as catalystts for olefin metathesis. [1]
Comp
putational Methods:
M
In thiis study, eq
quilibrium geometries and harmoonic vibratioonal frequeencies were first
calculaated at the DFT
D level with
w the B3LY
YP exchangge-correlationn functionall theory. Wee used
the 6--31+G* bassis set for H,
H C, N, P and Cl attoms and thhe pseudopotential Stuuttgart
ECP288MWB basiis set for thee Ru [2,3] inn the DFT optimization
o
n and frequeency calculaations.
Then, single-pointt B3LYP callculations were
w
performed with the cc-pVTZ (foor H, C, N, P and
Cl atooms) and cc--pVTZ-PP (ffor Ru) [4] basis
b
sets at the above B3LYP
B
geom
metries. Alsoo, the
NBO population and atomss in molecuules (AIM) analyses of
o optimizeed structures are
accom
mplished at B3LYP/cc-ppVTZ B3LY
YP/QZVP leevels, respeectively. Alll calculationns are
carriedd out using the
t Gaussiann 03 packagee.
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
High levels of DFT calcuulations aree employedd to exam
mine the efffects of cyclic
c
(aminoo)(phosphino)carbene (CAPC), andd cyclic (allkyl)(amino))carbene (CA
AAC) towaard to
saturatted imidazollin-2-ylidenee (H2SI) on the second generation
g
o Grubbs caatalysts. Based on
of
the AIM
A
theory, ȡ and its Laplacian (  U ) at the
t
bond crritical pointt (BCP) prrovide
2

inform
mation aboutt the strengthh and bond characteristi
c
ic between thhe two atom
ms. Laplaciann of ȡ
is calcculated as  2 U = Ȝ1+Ȝ2+ȜȜ3, when Ȝi iss Hessian eigenvalue off the charge density.
d
The large
valuess of ȡ and the values of  2 U < 0,
0 |Ȝ1|/Ȝ3>1 and |Ȝ2|/Ȝ3>1
> are calcuulated for shared
interacctions or cov
valent bondss. On the conntrary, the small values of ȡ and thee values of  U >
2

0, |Ȝ1|//Ȝ3<1 and |Ȝ2|/Ȝ3<1 are coorrespond too closed-shelll interactionns (ionic, hyydrogen bondd, van
der Waals
W
bonds) [5].
Ligand

Bond Length (Å)

EHOMOO

ǻEHOMO-LUM
MO

Bond Critical Point [3,-11] (a.u.)

RRu-C:

RRu-P
R

(eV)

(eV)

Bond

ȡ

Ȝ1

Ȝ2

Ȝ3

U
2

|Ȝ1|/Ȝ3

|Ȝ2|/Ȝ3

H2SI

2.04

2..42

-5.81

4.02

Ru-C:

0.22

-0.27

-0.26

0.84

0.31

0.32

0.31

CAPC

2.01

2..45

-5.91

3.87

Ru-C:

0.23

-0.28

-0.27

0.84

0.28

0.34

0.33

CAAC

2.02

2..45

-5.85

3.88

Ru-C:

0.23

-0.28

-0.27

0.82

0.27

0.34

0.33

Hybridizzation
Ligand

Ru in ıRu-C:

C: in ıRu-C:

H2SI

s1p2.36d2.11

CAPC
CAAC

A
Orbital Occupancies
O
Natural Atomic
ʌ*-backdoonation

ı-donationn

Ru

C:

P

1.2524

-0.478

0.381

0.418

1.1940

1.2606

-0.477

0.062

0.394

1.1761

1.2641

-0.468

0.373

0.393

pz (C:)

dxz (Ru)

px (C:)
(

dz2 (Ru)

px (P)

s1p1.47

0.6750

1
1.8893

1.1294

1.1626

s1p2.19d2.04

s1p1.41

0.7188

1
1.8741

1.1922

s1p2.19d2.07

s1p1.57

0.6474

1
1.8730

1.1288

Concllusion:
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In thiss study, we have analyzzed the topoology of the total charge density annd it’s Laplaacian,
obtainned by theoreetical studies on the bassis of the QT
TAIM methood. While thhe HOMO ennergy
level of free carrbene of CA
AAC is higgher than H2SI, but HOMO
H
enerrgy level of
o the
corresponding com
mplex of CAAC is staabilized, andd also its HOMO-LUM
MO energy gap
g is
decreaased. The an
nalyses of daata are show
wn that theree is no differrence betweeen metal-caarbene
bond natures
n
due to
t different of
o carbenic ligands
l
in their corresponnding compllexes.
Refereences:
[1] C. Samojáowiccz, M. Bienieek, K. Grelaa, Chem. Revv. 2009, 109,, 3708–37422.
T
Chim
m. Acta. 19900, 77,
[2] D. Andrae, U. Haeussermann, M. Dollg, H. Stoll, H. Preuss, Theor.
123.
[3] J. M.
M L. Martin
n, A. Sunderrmann, J. Chhem. Phys. 2001, 114, 34408.
[4] K.A
A. Peterson,, D. Figgen, M. Dolg, H. Stoll, J. Chhem. Phys. 2007, 126, 1224101.
[5] R. F. W. Bader, Atoms in molecules: A quantum theory.
t
Oxfoord Universiity Press, Oxxford,
UK, 1990.
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Hydrrolysis Reaction Meechanism of
o the Secoond Generration Antticancer Drug
D
C
Carboplatin
n: An Ab-inito studyy
H Saghafi*a, R. Fazaelib, A.A. Salaria
H.
a
b

Department of Chem
mistry, Islamic AzadUniversittyShahr-e Rey Branch, Tehraan, Iran

Modeeling and Optim
mizationResearrchCenter in Sccience and Enggineering, Islam
mic Azad Univversity-South Tehran
T
Braanch, Tehran, Irran
E-mail: r_fazaeli@azaad.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Anti-ccancer, DNA
A, Platinum, carboplatin,, double-aquuated
Introd
duction:
Platinuum-based drrugs are onee of the moost importantt parts of chhemotherapyy treatmentss of a
varietyy of malignancies. The accepted mechanism
m
o action of cisplatin is double stagges.1)
of
intraceellular activ
vation by thhe hydrolyssis of one chloride ligand, driveen by the lower
l
concenntration of Cl
C - anions in the cell, 2) formation
f
off intra-strandd cross-linkss in DNA thrrough
the coovalent bindiing of the Ptt complex too purine basses [1,2]. Deespite the suuccess reacheed by
cisplattin in clinicaal applicationn, several seerious side-effects and accquired or inntrinsic resisstance
of tum
mours are stilll unsolved problems.
p
Inn order to ovvercome thesse limitationns, a large nuumber
of plattinum compo
ounds such as
a carboplatiin, have beenn screened inn last decadees [3].
Methoods:
We caarried out fu
ull unconstrrained geom
metry optimizzation and frequency
f
calculation for
fo all
distincct species at
a the B3LY
YP functionaal which inccludes the Beck's
B
hybrrid exchangee and
correlaation functional of Leee, Yang, and Parrby ussing densityy functionall theory(DFT
T) as
implem
mented in th
he Gaussiann03 quantum
m chemical program paackage. Alsoo we applieed the
standaard split valaance basis seet 6-31+G(d)) for C, N, O and H atom
ms and emplooyed the effeective
core potentials
p
of Hay and Wadtwith
W
douuble-valance basis set (L
LanL2DZ) foor describePtt, and
added polarization
n functions for Pt(

= 0.993). In order to connfirm propeer convergennce to
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equilibbrium and trransition statte geometriees, vibrationaal frequencyy analysis weere done based on
analyttical second derivatives
d
o Hamiltoniian at this level of theoryy.
of
ussion:
Resultts and discu
Due too symmetricc structure of
o carboplattin, we guesssed that there is only one path foor the
hydrollysis proceess. The equilibrium
e
structure obtained respectively
r
hydrogen--bond
calculaation, as preeviously expposed; carboplatin is exppected to unndergo waterr degradationn in a
biphassic process: addition of the first waater moleculle connectedd to the ringg-opening prrocess
follow
wed by the release
r
of thhe malonatolligand upon reaction wiith a secondd water moleecule.
The fiirst studied reaction
r
wass the degradaation of carbboplatin in gas
g phase. Inn this reactioon, as
the water
w
molecu
ule approachhes the Pt center, the platinum-oxxygen (of the
t ligand) bond
distancce starts to
o increase until
u
the traansition state geometry is reachedd. The imagginary
_1

frequeency observeed in the trannsition state is about 2099.4i cm in gas
g phase, annd the analyysis of
this viibrational mo
ode clearly indicates
i
the rupture of the Pt-Oligannd bond andd the simultanneous
formattion of the Pt-Owaterboond. The acctivation barrrier is 33.98kcal/mol inn gas phasee. The
reactioon is endotheermic by +7.84 kcal/mol. In the nexxt step, malonnatoligand iss lost, and seecond
water molecule is coordinatedd to platinum
m. Also, the transition state geometrry was optim
mized
-1

and yiielded the follow data in gas phase: the
t imaginarry frequencyy is about 195.6i cm , annd the
animaation of this vibrational mode clearlly indicates the rupture of the Pt-O
Oligand bondd and
formattion of the Pt-O
P waterboond. The acttivation barrrier is 34.022kcal/mol annd the reactiion is
endothhermic by +3
34.99kcal/m
mol.
Concllusion:
With notice
n
to sy
ymmetric struucture of caarboplatin, thhere is onlyy one path for
f the hydroolysis
processs. According to the calcculated resullts, double-aqquated compplex is expeccted to be sppecies
reactinng with DNA
A.
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Refereences:
[1] Anndrea Melchiior et al,TheorChemAccc2011, 128:627-638.
[2] Haambly, T. W. Coord Chem
m. Rev. 19977, 166, 181.
[3] MaatejPavelka et al,Chem. Eur. J. 20077, 13, 10108--10116.
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DF
FT study of C16 nanoo cluster ass a novel material
m
foor antioxid
dant carriier
H, Aghhaiea, T. Arddalan*b
a

Department of Chemistry, Science and Research
R
Brancch, Islamic Azaad University, Tehran,
T
Iran
b

Science and Research Brannch, Islamic Azzad University,, Tehran, Iran
Email: tooran__ardalan_1363@yahoo.com

Key woords: C16 naano cluster, vitamin
v
C, Thhermodynam
mic, density functional thheory.
Introdu
uction:
Since thhe end of lasst decade nannotechnologgy has been grown
g
at rappid pace andd spread overr many
differennt fields ou
ut of the birthplace and material science.. Now in medical sccience,
nanotecchnology is expected to open up thee door to innnovation meethod of treaatment no one
o can
imaginee twenty yeears ago. In the past deecade, the raapid developpment of naanotechnologgy has
broughtt many fasciinating ideass and opporttunities to diisease diagnnosis and treatment. Fulllerenes
and theeir derivativees can serve as drug dellivery vehiclles, and in certain circum
mstances, ass nanodrugs by
b themselvees. Also exteensive researrch has beenn focused onn group-IVA elemental clusters
c
Cn , Siin, Gen , Snn and Pbn inn the past two
t
decadess for both fuundamental and technological
reasonss while very limited expeerimental annd theoreticaal investigatiions perform
med on binaryy AmBn
or ternaary AlBmCn clusters
c
(A, B, C= C, Si
S and Ge. Inn this work, interaction between C16
1 nano
cluster and vitamin
n C has beenn studied byy using DFT employing B3LYP excchange correelation.
Vitaminn C is an electron donor, and this property
p
acccounts for all its known functions. Human
H
diseases such as ath
herosclerosis and cancerr might occuur in part froom oxidant damage to tissues.
t
Oxidatiion of lipid
ds, proteins and DNA results in specific oxiidation prodducts that can
c
be
measured in the lab
boratory. Epiidemiological studies shhow that dietts high in fruuits and vegeetables
are assoociated with
h lower risk of cardiovaascular diseaase, stroke annd cancer, and
a with inccreased
longeviity.
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Method
dology:
In our model,
m
vitam
min C was atttached covalently to C166 nano clusteer. The vitam
min C and C16
1 were
geomettrically optim
mized using 6–311G, 6–3311G* and cc-pvdz
c
basiis sets with the
t Gaussiann 03 by
the B33LYP metho
od. From the optimizeed structuree, quantum--mechanical descriptorss were
calculatted and com
mpared. Also HOMO–L
LUMO gapss were calcuulated usingg DFT methhod by
using thhe GAUSSIA
AN 03 softw
ware. The theermodynamiic parameters also were calculated.
c
Resultss and dissua
asion:
HOMO
O- LUMO en
nergy analyssis:
Values of HOMO, LUMO, HO
OMO–LUM
MO Gap enerrgy C16 nanoo cluster annd C16 nano cluster
besid Vitamin
V
C sh
how that HO
OMO energyy of vitaminn C increasess after connecting to C16
1 nano
cluster. Vitamin C is an electrron donor (reeducing ageent or antioxxidant), and probably alll of its
biochem
mical and mo
olecular functions can be accounted for by this function.
f
Alsso by increasing of
HOMO
O energy for vitamin C beside
b
C16 nano
n
cluster, it can act better
b
as an electron
e
donnor and
antioxiddant.
Thermoodynamic an
nalysis:
calculatted relative energies (ǻ
ǻE), enthalppies (ǻH) annd free Gibbbs energiess (ǻG) as well
w as
entropyy (ǻS) in gass phase, for C16 nano cluuster beside vitamin
v
C att the physiological tempeerature
show thhat C16 nan
no cluster beeside vitamiin C has negative
n
valuues of relatiive energiess (ǻE),
enthalppies (ǻH) an
nd free Gibbbs energies (ǻG) in gass phase. Alsso, our esullts in Table 2 that
entropyy (ǻS) for C16 nano cluster besiide vitaminn C system
m has positiive values. These
observaations can bee related to the
t structuraal stability of
o the C16 naano cluster beside vitamiin C in
gas phaase.
Conclu
usion:
The phyysicochemiccal propertiees of a novel carbon cluuster (C16) and
a C16 besidde vitamin C have
been evvaluated usin
ng Density Functional
F
T
Theory
(DFT
T) calculatioon. HOMO and
a LUMO energy
were caalculated. Allso thermodyynamic analysis has beeen performedd for C16 clusster and C16 beside
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vitaminn C. Thermo
odynamic reesults indicatte that Vitam
min C can form
f
stable bindings wiith C16
cluster via oxygen (O) active siite. Also by increasing of
o HOMO ennergy for vittamin C besiide C16
nano cluster, it can act better ass an electronn donor and antioxidant.
a
Referen
nces:
[1]Monnajjemi M, Lee
L VS, Khalleghian M, Honarparvar
H
r B, Mollaam
min F (2010)). Theoreticaal
Descripption of Elecctromagneticc Nonbondedd Interactionns of Radicall,Cationic, annd Anionic
NH2BH
HNBHNH2 Inside
I
of thee B18N18 Nanoring.
N
J. Phys.
P
Chem. C., 114: 15315-15330.
[2]Monnajjemi M, Chegini
C
H, Mollaamin
M
F,, Farahani P (2011).Theooretical Studdies of Solveent
Effect on
o Normal Mode
M
Analyssis and Therm
modynamic Properties of
o Zigzag (500)
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C7 Si5Ge
G 3 Nano cluster
c
forr vitamin C carrier and DFT
T study
T Ardalana,**
T.
a

Science and Research
R
Brancch, Islamic Azaad University, Tehran, Iran.
Email: tooran__ardalan_1363@yahoo.com

Key words:
w
C7 Si5Ge3, vitam
min C, nucleear magneticc resonance, natural bonnd orbital, deensity
functioonal theory.
Introd
duction:
Groupp-VA clusterr such as BN
N nanomaterrials are exppected in exttensive appliication due to
t the
good stability
s
at high
h
temperaatures with high electroonic insulatioon in air. Despite the carbon
nanotuubes, BN naanotubes arre constant band gap materials
m
andd thus provvide an attraactive
opporttunity for practical
p
appplications The
T wide rannge of their electronic properties from
metalllic to wide-g
gap semiconnductors, deppending on their
t
chemiccal composittion, makes them
suitablle candidatees for nanosiize electronicc devices. Due
D to the sim
milarity betw
ween B-N annd CC unitts, a lot of effort has beeen devoted to
t BN fullerrene-like maaterials in reccent years, which
w
have excellent
e
prroperties succh as heat resistance,
r
innsulation, annd structuraal stability . Also
extenssive research
h has been focused
f
on group-IVA
g
e
elemental
cluusters Cn , Si
S n, Gen , Snnn and
Pbn inn the past two decades foor both fundaamental andd technologiccal reasons while
w
very lim
mited
experiimental and theoretical investigatioons perform
med on binaary AmBn orr ternary AllBmCn
clusterrs (A, B, C=
=C, Si, and Ge).
G results reported on GelSimCn teernary clusteers to date. Inn this
work, interaction between C7 Si5 Ge3 cluuster and vittamin C hass been studieed by using DFT
emplooying B3LYP
P exchange correlation.
c
Comp
putational details:
d
In thee present wo
ork, we optiimized the C7Si5Ge3 with 3 basis sets, 6–311G, 6–311G** and
ccpvdzz and C7Si5Ge
G 3 beside vitamin
v
C wiith 2 basis seets, 6– 311G
G, 6–311G* with
w the Gauussian
03 byy the B3LY
YP method. The nucleaar magneticc resonance (NMR) isootropic shieelding
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constaants were caalculated ussing the staandard Gaugge-Independdent Atomic Orbital (G
GIAO)
approaach of GAUSSIAN 03 program
p
packkage.
ussion:
Resultts and discu
Nucleear magneticc resonance (NMR) calcculation:
We sttudied abou
ut C7Si5Ge3 as a novel material foor vitamin C carriers. Before and after
conneccting the vittamin C to C7Si5Ge3 NM
MR calculattions were performed
p
inn electric fieeld of
chargees. The remaarkable featuure in these calculations is observedd in calculatiions of Ș. We
W can
see coompletely sym
mmetrical cuurves at variious methodds and basis sets. This syymmetry doees not
exist after
a
conneccting to vitaamin C. Althhough the maximum
m
pooints are varrious in diff
fferent
methoods but the symmetry
s
is observed arround the axxis of zero charge.
c
The results show
w that
vitamiin C connectts stronger too C7Si5Ge3 cluster
c
in positive chargees than negaative charge. Thus
by creeating a posiitive field viitamin C cann be connectted to the C7Si5Ge3 clusster and delivered
easily by using a negative
n
filedd.
Naturral bond orbiital (NBO) analysis:
a
The concepts of NBO
N
analysses are usefful for distriibuting electtrons into molecular
m
orrbitals
used for
f the one electron denssity matrix too define the shape of thee atomic orbitals in moleecular
enviroonment and then
t
derive molecular bonds
b
from electron
e
dennsity between atoms. Att each
considdered coordiination, the bonding
b
andd antibondinng coefficiennts of s and p orbital off Si-C
were 0.5
0 and 0.8 for C7Si5Gee3 cluster at B3LYP/6-3311G, B3LY
YP/6- 311G** and B3LY
YP/ccpvdz level
l
of theory. But this order
o
does not
n exist for C7Si5Ge3 cluuster inside vitamin
v
C.
Concllusion:
In the present stu
udy, structuraal propertiess of C7 Si5 Ge3 cluster and interacttion betweenn this
clusterr and vitamiin C have beeen studied extensively
e
u
utilizing
dennsity functioonal theory (DFT)
emplooying B3LYP
P exchange correlation. Nuclear magnetic resoonance (NM
MR) propertiees are
calculaated. Also natural bond orbital (NBO
O) analysis has
h been perrformed for C7 Si5 Ge3 cluster
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and C7 Si5 Ge3 insside vitaminn C. Our resuults indicatee that vitaminn C can form
m stable binndings
with C7 Si5 Ge3 clu
uster througgh oxygen (O
O) active sitee.
Refereence:
[1] M. Monajjemii M and etall.; "Interactioon of Na, Mg,
M Al, Si with Carbon Nanotube
N
(C
CNT):
NMR and IR Stud
dy" ; Russiann Journal of Inorganic
I
Chhemistry; 544, 1465-14733, 2009.
[2]M. Monajjemii M and ettal.; "Theorretical Description of Electromagn
E
netic Nonboonded
Interacctions of Radical
R
Cattionic, and Anionic NH
N 2BHNBH
HNH2 Insidee of the B18N18
Nanorring";. Journal of Physicaal Chemistryy C; 114, 15315-15330, 2010.
[3] M Corso and etal.;
e
"Boronn Nitride Nannomesh"; Scciences; 303,, 217-220,20004.
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A QM
M/MM stud
dy of catalyttic mechanissm of humaan Glyoxalaase I
M. Irrani*a, S. Jaffaria
a

Departmennt of Chemistryy University off Kurdistan, Sannandaj, Iran
Email: m.irani@uokk.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Glyox
xalase, QM/M
MM, Reactioon mechanissm
Introd
duction:
The gllyoxalase sy
ystem catalyzzes the glutaathione-depeendent conveersion of toxxic methylglyoxal
to D-lactate. The system
s
conssists of two enzymes,
e
glyyoxalase I (G
GlxI) and gllyoxalase II.. GlxI
converrts a hem
mithioacetal, formed from
f
methhylglyoxal and glutathhione, to S-Dlactoyylglutathione, whereas gllyoxalase II converts
c
thee latter to D-lactate
D
and glutathione.
The caatalytic mech
hanism of GlxI
G has beenn studied byy two differeent groups [11,2]. In geneeral, it
is acceepted that th
he mechanism
m is initiatedd by abstracting a protonn from substtrate and theen the
reactioon proceeds via an enediiolate interm
mediate. Baseed on the X--ray structuree of GlxI [22], the
protonn can be abstracted eithher by Glu1172 or Glu999. Also, Gllu172 and Glu99
G
are inn best
positioons to abstraact proton froom S and R diastereomeers of substraate, respectivvely. In the active
a
site off this enzyme the Glu1722 and Glu999 are trans too each other,, but they are not coordiinated
symm
metrically to Zn
Z atom. Gluu172 is displlaced from Zn
Z atom (thee Zn–O distaance is 3.3 Å).
Å
In this work, wee look for a reasonable mechanism
m by hybriid quantum mechanical and
molecular mechan
nical (QM/M
MM) calcullations, inclluding full account of the surrounnding
proteinn.
QM/M
MM calculattions:
The QM/MM
Q
calcculations weere carried ouut with the ComQum
C
prrogram. The QM calculaations
emplooyed the TP
PSS densityy functionall method annd the def--SV(P) basiis set. The MM
calculaations were done with the sander module in Amber
A
softw
ware using the
t Amber 99SB
force field.
f
The caalculations were
w based onn crystal struucture of Glxx I (PDB ID
D 1QIN) [2].
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To havve model off the active site
s of GlxI, the inhibitoor molecule was changed to the subbstrate
by rem
moving iodiine atom, reemoving fivve carbon attoms of bennzene ring and
a replacinng the
nitrogeen atom thatt is connecteed to the phenyl group with
w a carbonn atom.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
The mechanism
m
iss initiated byy transferrinng H1 to O6 in the substrates (the nomenclature
n
es are
accordding to Figu
ure 1). Calcuulated QM/M
MM energy barrier
b
for thhis step is 10
1 kJ mol-1. After
transfeerring H1 to
o O6 there are
a two posssibilities for continuing the reactionn, transferrinng H1
from O6
O to C1 or
o transferrinng H1 from O6 to O1. In later onne after remooval of the bond
restraiint from the final structuure, H1 returrns to O6. Inn another woord H1 does not like to be
b on
O1. Thherefore, thee first two stteps of the mechanism
m
iss transferringg H1 from C2
C to O6 andd then
transfeerring H1 frrom O6 to C1. While transferring H1 to C1, H2 moves from O2 too O4.
Duringg this move,, the C–C boond in Glu999 rotates to bring
b
H2 in a good posiition to transsfer it
to O1.. Now, the product
p
can dissociate frrom the enzyyme and it can
c take H2 or another proton
p
from the
t environm
ment to com
mplete the vaalance of O11. Figure 2 shows the energy
e
barrieer for
these steps.
s
It indicates a barriier of 50 kJ mol
m -1 and a reaction
r
enerrgy close to 0 kJ/mol.

EQM/MM(kJ mol-1)

Figu
ure 1. QM/MM
M optimized sttructure of a paart of active sitee in reactant sttate
60
40
20
0
Ͳ20

Reaction cooordinate
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Figurre 2. QM/MM energy barrier of proton absttraction and prooton delivery steps.
s

Refereences
[1] Him
mo, F; Siegb
bahn, E. M. J.
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m. Soc. 2001, 123, 102800.
[2] Caameron, A. D.;
D Ridderstrröm, M.; Olin, B.; Kavarrana, M. J.; Creighton,
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D J.; Mannerrvik,
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Quantitativ
Q
ve structu
ure-activityy relationsship studyy
o
ofdihydrop
pyridinedeerivatives bymethod
ds topological descriiptors and
d
chemometrics
Ali
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A
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F
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A
Universityy-Arak Branchh, Arak, Iran
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Key words:
w
OSC,, PLS,Mean--centering, dihydropyrid
d
dine
Introd
duction:
A quaantitative stru
ucture-activiity relationship (QSAR)) study is suuggested for the predictiion of
structuure of dihyd
dropyridine (DHP). Ab initio theorry was usedd to calculatte some quaantum
chemical descripto
ors includingg electrostattic potentialss and local charges
c
at eaach atom, HO
OMO
and LU
UMO energ
gies, etc .One of the chaallenges in thhe field of quantitative
q
structure-acctivity
relatioonship (QSA
AR) analysiss is the corrrect classiffication of a chemical compound to an
approppriate modell for the preddiction of activity.
The aiim of this model
m
is to obtain
o
inform
mation from
m one class of
o numericaal descriptors that
descrippt molecularr structure. Using inform
mation that is provided a relation between
b
struucture
and biiological actiivation has occurred.Stru
o
ucture of theese compounnds first desiign in Chem
mDraw
softwaare and imp
prove in Cheem3D softw
ware with AM1 semi exxperimental war. By heelping
improvved structurre catch greeat amount of Dragon software deescriptor. Related
R
descriptor
deletedd taking adv
vantage of PCA.
P
With methods
m
PL
LS, Mean-ceentering- PLS, OSC-PLS
S and
Mean--centering-O
OSC-PLS trieed to achievee best score and loadingg plot.
puter hardw
ware and sofftware:
Comp
The deerivation of theoretical molecular
m
deescriptors prooceeds from
m the chemicaal structure of
o the
compoounds. In ord
der to calcullate the theooretical descrriptors, moleecular structtures were ruun on
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a com
mputer processsor with wiindows XP operating
o
sysstem. The ChemDraw
C
software wass used
for draawing the molecular
m
struuctures. Hypperchem (veersion 6.03, Hypercube,
H
Inc.) and Drragon
5.4 sooftware weree used for geometric
g
opptimization of the moleecules and calculation
c
o the
of
quantuum chemical and topoloogical descriiptors [2-4].. All prograams needed for OSS varriable
selectiion and PLS
S modeling were
w
writtenn in MATLA
AB (version 6.5, MathW
Work, Inc.). ].
] The
parentt structure off DHP derivaatives is shoown in Figure 1.
R4
R3

R2
H3COOC

H3C

COOCH3

N
H

CH3

Resultt and discusssion:
The PLS
P
model was
w run twiice. In the first
f
run (runn a), all thee calculated descriptors were
considdered in mod
deling; whille in the seccond run (ruun b), after preprocessin
p
ng by OSC. After
preproocessing by OSC,
O
were considered
c
in the modelling proceduure. Howeverr, modeling of all
the deescriptors by
y PLS needds some inccreased num
mber of factoors. The opptimal numbber of
factorss for this datta by PLS annd OSC-PLS
S models weere obtainedd 7 and 5, resspectively. OSCO
PLS model
m
was esstablished too predict the inhibitory of
o some DHP
P derivativess. A proper model
m
with high
h
statisticcal quality annd low preddiction errorss was obtainned. The moodel could prredict
the sollubility not existed
e
in the modeling procedure
p
acccurately.
Concllusion:
descriptorss concerninng to the whole
The quantum
q
ch
hemical, WH
HIM and GETAWAY
G
w
molecular propertiies and thosee of individuual atoms in the moleculle were founnd to be impoortant
factorss controlling
g the inhibitoory behavior. Moreoverr, the electroostatic potenntial was fouund to
be more informative than the local
l
charge in this studyy.
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Refereence:
[1] A. Niazi, J. Brraz. Chem. Soc,
S 17 (20006) 1020.
[2] A. Niazi, J. Gh
hasemi, M. Zendehdel,
Z
Talanta, 74 (2007) 247..
[3] H.Y. Yu, X.Y. Niu, H.J. Lin,
L Food Chhemistry, 1113 (2009) 2991.
[4] M.. Kompany-Z
Zareh, Y. Akkhlaghi, J. Chemometric
C
cs, 21 (2007)) 239.
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A com
mparative study of B3LYP
B
in predictingg of stability of
N'-benzzylidene-2,,4-dichloroobenzohyd
drazide
Ali. Dehhghan Tazargani a*, Saeeedeh. Hasheemian b
a,b Department of cheemistry, Facultyy of sciences, Islamic
I
Azad University,
U
Yazzd, Iran
Email: dehhghan1362@yaahoo.com

Key words:
w
DFT,, HOMO-LU
UMO, NBO, N'-benzyliddene-2,4-dichhlorobenzohhydrazide
(BDCB
BH)
Introd
duction:
Schifff base are important class
c
of coompounds inn medicinall and pharm
maceutical field.
Hydraazide derivattives are Schhiff base andd have been claimed
c
to possess
p
antim
microbial [5]], anti
micro bacterial, anti
a
tumor, anti malariaa and anti HIV
H
activities. Hydrazide analogess also
possesss other biological activiities like antticancer, andd anti depresssant [1, 2]. Density fucttional
theoryy (DFT) has become veryy popular in recent yearss. This is jusstified basedd on the praggmatic
observvation that itt is less com
mputationallyy intensive thhan other methods
m
withh similar accuracy
[3].
Materrials and meethods:
In thee present work,
w
the C14H10Cl2N2O structure was allow
wed to relaxx by all attomic
geomeetrical param
meters in thee optimizatioon at the DF
FT level of B3LYP excchange-functtional
methood and 6-311++G** basis set.
Resultt and discusssion:
Selectted bond len
ngths, bond angles
a
and dihedral
d
anglles are listedd in table 1 and
a Second order
perturbbation theorry analysis of
o Fock matrrix in NBO (E(2)- hyperconjucativee energy) baasis in
table 2.
2 There is th
he optimizedd molecular structure in fig 1, IR sppectra in fig 2, Atomic orbital
o
compoosition of thee frontier moolecular orbiital in fig 3.
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Fig. 1. Optimized moolecular structuure of N'-benzyylidene-2,4-dichhlorobenzohyddrazide
T
Table
1.Calculaated geometriccal bond distancce for the BDC
CBH (bond lenngth in ºA, bondd angles in A°))
T bond lengtths in B3LYP / 6-311++G***
The
Param
meters

(A))°

Param
meters

(A
A)°

Paraameters

(A)°

Paraameters

(
(A)°

C1-C
C2

1.40
005

C7--N8

1.3777

C11-C7

1.5141

C
C2-C3

1.3934

C2-C
Cl19

1.76
657

N8--N9

1.3582

C77-O17

1.2128

C
C3-C4

1.3886

C4-C
Cl18

1.75
522

N9-C
C10

1.2805

C100-C11

1.4634

C
C4-C5

1.3919

T bond anglles in B3LYP / 6-311++G***
The
C3-C2--Cl19

115.8
8891

O17-C
C7-N8

123.895

C10-C
C11-C12

119.0972

C1--C2-C3

1211.7738

C3-C4--Cl18

119.1
1139

N8-N99-C10

116.9048

C12-C
C11-C16

119.0716

C2--C1-C6

1177.1604

C1-C7-O17

120.7
7546

N9-C10-C11

122.087

C11-C
C16-C15

120.1212

C1--C6-C5

1222.2411

Tablle 2. Calculated
d Second orderr perturbation theory
t
analysiss of Fock matriix in NBO basiis (in (Kcal/m
mol))
Donoor
ʌ* C2-C1

Accep
ptor
ʌ* C6-C
C5

E(2)
143.933

ʌ* C4-C3

ʌ* C6-C
C5

115.044

ʌ* N9C10

ʌ* C11--C12

70.95

Donor
ʌ C6-C5
ʌ C15C16

Acceptorr
ʌ * C4-C3

E(2)
23.33

ʌ * C13-C114

21.01

ʌ C6-C5

ʌ * C2-C1

19.97

ʌ C11ʌ* C2-C1 ʌ * C7-O
O17
64.86
ʌ * N9-C100
C12
x Other E(2) between 18.54 (Kcal/mol)
(
– 0.51
0
(Kcal/mol))
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19.76

Donor
ʌ C11-C12

Acceptor
ʌ * C13-C14

E(2)
19.7

ʌ C4-C3

ʌ * C2-C1

19.54

ʌ C2-C1

ʌ * C4-C3

19.47

ʌ C11-C12

ʌ * C15-C16

18.65
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Fig 2. IR sppectra of N'-beenzylidene-2,4--dichlorobenzoohydrazide

HOM
MO: -0.320 (evv)
LU
UMO: -0.210 (eev)
Fig 3.
3 Atomic orbiital compositioon of the frontieer molecular orrbital for BDC
CBH

Concllusion:
Bond parameters and vibratioonal frequencies were caalculated at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level
and computed
Novelty of
c
vaalues compaared with experimenta
e
al spectral frequencies.
f
o the
compoound was alsso studied annd comparedd with availaable literaturees. The NBO
O analysis reeveals
that thhe maximum
m energy durring the moleecular interaactions. Enerrgy gap of thhe moleculee have
prediccted, when compare withh previous study, BDCB
BH possessees high energgy gap (0.111 eV).
Charges of every atom
a
have caalculated and it was illusstrated by Mullikens
M
ploot.
Refereence:
[1]F. Sheikhshoaie
S
e, W. Belaj, M.F. Fabiann, j. molecull. Strut. 794 (2006)
(
244.
[2] D.A
A. Atwood, M.j. Harveyy, Chem. Revv. 101 (20011) 37.
[3] M.. J. Frisch, G.
G W. Truckss, H. B. Schlegel, G. E. Scuseria, M.
M A. Robb, J. R. Cheeseeman,
J. A. Montgomery
M
y, Jr., T. Vreeven, K. N. Kudin, J. C.
C Burant, J. M. Millam,, S. S. Iyenggar, J.
Tomassi, V. Baron
ne, B. Mennnucci, M. Cossi,
C
G. Sccalmani, N. Rega, G. A. Peterssoon, H.
Nakatsuji, M. Had
da, M. Eharaa, K. Toyotaa, R. Fukudda, J. Hasegaawa, M. Ishiida, T. Nakaajima,
Y. Hoonda, O. Kitaao, H. Nakaai, M. Klenee, X. Li, J. E.
E Knox, H. P. Hratchiann, J. B. Cross, C.
Adam
mo, J. Jaramilllo, R. Gompperts, R. E. Stratmann,
S
O Yazyev,
O.
A. J. Austin,
A
R. Cammi, C. Poomelli, J. W.. Ochterski, P. Y. Ayalaa, K. Morokkuma, G. A. Voth,
V
P. Salvvador, J. J. Dannenberg,
D
, V. G. Zakrrzewski, S. Dapprich,
D
A. D. Danielss, M. C. Strain, O.
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A com
mparativee study of B3P86
B
in predicting
p
g of stabiliity of
N'-benzylid
N
dene-4-(dim
methylam
mino)benzoohydrazide
Ali. Dehghan
D
Tazzargani*, Saeeedeh.Hasheemian
Deparrtment of chem
mistry, Faculty of
o sciences, Isllamic Azad Unniversity, Yazdd, Iran
Email: dehhghan1362@yaahoo.com

Key words:DFT,
w
IR
I Spectra, NBO,
N
N'-benzzylidene-4-(diimethylaminoo)benzohydraazide (BDMA
ABH)
Introd
duction:
Quanttum chemicaal methods are
a ideal toool for investtigating these parameterrs and are abble to
providde an insigh
ht into the inhibitor–sur
i
rface interacction. Density functionnal theory, which
w
conneccts some traaditional em
mpirical concepts with a quantum mechanical interpretatioon, is
very reliable
r
in explaining the hard annd soft acidd-base behaavior of inhhibitor moleecules
introduuced by Peaarson [1-3].
Materrials and meethods:
In Thhis work, th
he C16H17N3O structuree was allow
wed to relaxx by all atoomic geomeetrical
param
meters in the optimizatioon at the B33P86 exchannge-functionnal method and
a 6-311++
+G**
basis set.
s
Resultt and discusssion:
The opptimized mo
olecular struucture of (BD
DMABH) iss shown in Fig
F 1. Selectted bond lenngths,
bond angles and dihedral anggles of title compound are listed in
i Table 1 and
a second order
perturbbation theory
y analysis of
o Fock matrrix in NBO (E(2)- hypeerconjucativee energy) baasis in
Table 2. IR, Ramaan and NMR
R spectra of (BDMABH)) is shown inn Fig 2 and molecular orbital
o
(HOM
MO – LUMO) is shown inn Fig 3.
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Figg. 1. Optimized
d molecular strructure of N'-beenzylidene-4-(dimethylaminoo)benzohydrazzide (BDMABH
H)
T
Table
1.Calculaated geometriccal bond distancce for the BDC
CBH (bond lenngth in ºA, bondd angles in A°))
Parameeters
C11-C
C12
C11-N
N10
C12-C
C11N100
C11-N10-N9

(A
A)°
1.4
458
1.2
278

T bond lenggths in B3P86 / 6-311++G***
The
Paraameters
(
(A)°
Parrameters
(
(A)°
N99-N10
1
1.343
C
C6-C7
1
1.485
C77-N9
1
1.388
C
C7-O8
1
1.212
T bond Anggles in B3P86 / 6-311++G**
The

121.834

N9-C
C7-C6

1114.200

C2--C3-N18

1221.320

117.521

C6-C
C7-O8

1223.198

C3-N
N18-C20

1119.792

Paraameters
C1-C6
C33-N18
C200-N18C
C19
O8-C7-N9

(A)°
11.397
1
1.373
1118.789
1222.595

Tab
ble 2. Calculateed Second ordeer perturbation theory analysis of Fock matrrix in NBO bassis (in (Kcal/mool))
Donor
Accepttor
E(2)
Donor
Acceptoor
ʌ* C5-C6
ʌ* C7-O8
8
192.43 LP N9
ʌ* C7-O8
ʌ* C3-C4
ʌ* C1-C2
2
189.94 LP N9
ʌ* N10-C111
ʌ* N10-C11 ʌ* C12-C
C13
78.43 LP O8
ʌ* C7-N9
LP N18
ʌ* C3-C4
4
46.26 ʌ C3-C4
ʌ* C5-C6
x E(2) is betweeen 192.43 (Kccal/mol) – 0.500 (Kcal/mol)
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E(2)
45.02
30.62
29.31
26.29

Donor
ʌ C5-C6
ʌ C1-C2
ʌ C16-C17
ʌ C14-C15

Acceptor
ʌ* C1-C2
ʌ* C3-C4
ʌ* C14-C15
ʌ* C12-C13

E(2)
22.58
22.54
20.96
20.36
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Fiig 2. IR, Ramaan and NMR sppectra of N'-bennzylidene-4-(ddimethylamino))benzohydrazidde (BDMABH
H)

HOM
MO: -0.302 (evv)
LU
UMO: -0.209 (eev)
Fig 3. Atomic orbitaal composition of the frontier molecular orbiital for (BDMA
ABH)

Concllusion:
The geometry
g
off the title compound was optimizzed with DFT
D
(B3P866) method using
6-311+
++G(d,p) baasis set. Thee complete molecular structural
s
parrameters andd thermodynnamic
properrties of the optimized geometry
g
of the compouund have beeen obtainedd. The vibraational
frequeencies of thee fundamenttal modes of
o the comppound have been precissely assignedd and
analyzzed. The NBO
O analysis reeveals that thhe maximum
m energy duriing the moleecular interacctions.
Energyy gap of the title molecuule have preddicted, when compare wiith previous study, BDM
MABH
possessses high eneergy gap (0.93 eV). Chargges of every atom have calculated andd it was illusstrated
by Muullikens plot.
Refereence:
[1] R.G
G. Pearson, J. Am. Chem
m. Soc. 85 (11963) 3533.
[2] R.G
G. Pearson, Proc. Nat. Acad.
A
Sci. 833 (1986) 84440.
[3] R.G
G. Pearson, Inorg. Chem
m. 27 (1988) 734.
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Inveestigation of substitu
uent effectts phenyl on
o the intrramolecullar hydrogen
bo
ond of metthyl 3-oxo--3-phenyl propanoaate (MOPP
P)
S. Salema*,F.Bahrya
a

Chemistry Department,
D
Haakim Sabzevarii University Saabzevar Iran Em
mail:f_s_bahryy@yahoo.com

Key words:
w
electrron-withdraw
wing group, electron donnating groupp , intramoleccular hydroggen
bond, ß-diketones
Introd
duction:
ß-dikeetones are caapable of ketto-enol tautoomerism .the cis-enol forrms of ß-dikeetones are
stabilized by a stro
ong intramollecular hydroogen bond.


O

O

H
O

R 2

H
O

O

R 1
R

H

R

2

fig1: Taautomerism in ȕ-diketones

R

1

ȕĹ

ĮĹ

O

2

R

1

ȕĹ

The hyydrogen bon
nd formationn leads to ann enhancemeent of the reesonance connjugation off the ʌ
–electrrons ,which
h causes a marked
m
tendeency equalizzation of thhe bond ordeer of the vaalance
bonds in the resultting six mem
mber chelateed ring.
Thereffore, it seem
ms that any paarameter thaat affects the electron dennsity of the chelated
c
ringg will
changee the hydrog
gen bond streength. It is well
w known that
t substituttion in Į or ȕ position
drasticcally changees the hydroggen strength..
Methood:
Geom
metrical calcu
ulations are performed
p
byy using GAU
USSIAN (988) programs (B3LYP 63111G
basis set).
s
Resultts and discu
ussion:
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severaal experimen
ntal dada sugggest that thee strength off such bridgee decreases when
w
an elecctronwithdrrawing group
p replaces thhe group in position
p
ȕ, annd it increasses when an electron donnating
group replaces in this
t positionn.
H

O

O

O

MOPP

fig2: the mostt stable conform
mer of MOPP

We puut substituen
nt (CH3, Cl, NO2,
N
CN, NH2)
N
in posittion orto, meeta and para of phenyl riing of
MOPP
P for examplle:
H
NO2

H

O

NO2

O

O

O

O
O
H

H

O

O

O

O

O2N

O2N

O

O

O

H

H

O

O

O

O

O

O2N

O2N

Fig3 :

(I)

(II)

The hyydrogen bon
nd strength, EHB
E
, the ennergy differeence betweenn chelated(I)) and open(III)
structuures are show
wn in fig3
CH3(I)

CH3(II)

Cl(I)

Cl(II)

CN(I)

CN(II)

NH2(I)

NH
H2(II)

NO2((I)

NO2(III)

orto

-652.0206

-651.9889
91

-1072.29900

-1072.2748

-704.9356

-704.9106

-668.0484

-6668.0142

-817.1252

-817.09935

meta

-652.0239

-651.9994
49

-1072.30322

-1072.2784

-704.9403

-704.9147

-668.0571

-6668.0329

-817.1708

-817.14460

para

-652.0237

-651.9994
42

-1072.3085

-1072.2833

-704.9407

-704..9152

-668.0580

-6668.0335

-816.9629

-816.93356

Energyy
(hartreee)

Orto EHB
B(kcal mol-1 )

MetaEHB (kcall mol-1 )

Paraa EHB (kcal mool-1 )

CH3

19.93

15.34

15.227

Cl

15.15

15.59

15.880

CN

15.69

16.08

16.002

NH2

21.42

15.19

15.337

NO2

19.87

15.54

17.13
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Concllusion:
The ellectron-withd
drawing group(Cl,CN,N
NH2) in para position maakes MOPP more
m
stable than
meta and
a orto posiition but elecctron donatinng group (N
NH2,CH3)in orto positionn makes MO
OPP
more unstable
u
and
d the differennce of cis annd trans form
ms is a lot , thherefore the hydrogen
h
boond
in ortoo position strronger than meta
m or paraa position.
Refereence:
[1] S.F
F. Tayyari, S. Salemi, M.
M Zahedi Tabrizi,
T
M. Behforouz,
B
J
J.Mol
Structt. 694 (20044) 91–
104
[2] S.F
F. Tayyari, J.S. Emamppour, M. Vaakili, A.R. Nekoei,
N
H. Eshghi,S.
E
Saalemi, M. Hassan
H
pour, J.Mol
J
Structt 794 (2006) 204–214
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Inveestigation of intram
molecularh
hydrogen bond
b
and study
s
of coonformerss of
methyl 3-oxo-3-ph
3
henyl prop
panoate (M
MOPP)
S. Saalema*,F.Bahhrya
a

Chemistry Deepartment, Hakkeem Sabzevarre University Sabzevar
S
Iran
Email:f__s_bahry@yahhoo.com

Key words:
w
ß-dik
ketones, intraamolecular hydrogen
h
bonnd, transfer proton,
p
tautoomerism
Introd
duction:
The taautomerism between
b
the keto and enol form of ß-diketones can
c be repressented as folllows:


O

O

H
O

R2

H
O

O

R1
H

R2

R1

R2

O

R1

figg1: tautomerism
m

it is well known
n that the cis-enol foorm of ß-ddiketones is characterizzed by a strong
s
intram
molecular hyd
drogen bondd. A complette conformaational analysis of the keeto and chelaateted
enol forms
fo
of MO
OPP. The hyydrogen bondd strength of the most stable
s
conforrmer is com
mpared
with acetylaceton
a
(AA).
Methood:
Geom
metrical calcu
ulations are performed
p
byy using GAU
USSIAN proograms. Geoometries of thhe cis
enol forms
f
of MO
OPP and theeir corresponnding open structures
s
annd fully optiimized with MP2
using 6311G* * baase set.
Resultts and discu
ussion:
Two different
d
iso
omeric cis-ennol forms are
a distinguiishable in thhe case of unsymmetric
u
cal ßdiketoones an interr conversionn occurs by transfer
t
of an
a enol protoon from onee oxygen atoom to
the othher.
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From the theorettical point of
o view, fouur enol connformers caan be drawnn for the MOPP
M
molecule; the stru
uctures of M7
M and M8 are
a not stable and underr optimizatioon turn to thhe M3
and M4
M conformeers, respectivvely. the struuctures of thhese conform
mers, their relative
r
stabilities
and thheir hydrogeen bond strrength, EHB
B , the enerrgy differennce betweenn chelated(I)) and
open(III) structuress are shown in fig2
H
O

H

O

O

O

Me
Ph

O

M 3 (I)= 0

O

H

P
Ph

Me

O

M 7 ,M 8 = N .S

M 4 ( II) = 1 4 .8 1

H
O

O

Ph

O

Ph

O

Me

M 5 ( I) = 9 .4 3

O

M
Me

M 6 ( II) = 2 5 .8 5

M 9 ( I) = 1 3 .3 4
( II) = 2 4 .9 8

M 10

fig 2: the struuctures of enoll conformers

Geom
metrical param
meters of thhe enol ring of the mosst stable connformer MO
OPP is com
mpared
with AA.
A
Bond
B
distances

AA
A

MOPP

O…O
O

2.52

2.701

O—H
O

1.013

0.98

C—O
C

1.325

1.38

C=C
C

1.374

1.36

C—C
C

1.4442

1.45

C=O
C

1.2252

1.267

Concllusion:
Thirtyy eight possib
ble conformeer of MOPP fully optimiized. Compaarison of thee structural
param
meters of MO
OPP with those of AA revveals a consiiderably weaaker H-bondd in MOPP thhan
that inn AA.
Accorrding to the table
t
bond leengths O….O
O in AA wass shorter thaan in MOPP and O-H bonnd in
AA was longer thaan in MOPP
P.
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Conforma
ational staability, moolecular structure, and
a Intram
molecular
hydrogen Bo
onding of (Z) -4, 6-d
dioxo-6-ph
henylhex-22-enoic aciid [ZDPEA
A]
S. Saleemiª*, F.Natteghiª
ª Chemisstry Departmennt, Hakim Sabzzevari Universiity, Iran
Email:Sirroussalemie gm
mail.com

Key word:
w
Intram
molecular hyddrogen bondding, ȕ-Dicarrbonyl, moleecular confoormer, (Z) -44, 6dioxo--6-phenylhex
x-2-enoic accid
Introd
duction:
ȕ-Dicaarbonyl com
mpounds aree capable of
o keto–enool tautomeriism; the tauutomers exiist in
equilibbrium with each
e
other (F
Fig. 1). The position
p
of the
t keto–enool equilibrium
m for this claass of
compoounds differrs accordingg to electronnic characterristics of thhe substituennts. The cis–enol
form of
o ȕ-dicarbo
onyl compouunds are staabilized by a strong inntramolecular hydrogen bond
(IHB) with a doub
ble minimum
m character.

Fig. 1.. The keto-enol tautomerizatiion of ȕ-dicarbbonyls

Methoods:
All the computatiions in the present
p
studyy were perfo
formed usingg GAUSSIA
AN 98W proogram
suite .All
.
possiblee enol and keto conforrmations of((Z) -4,6-dioxo-6-phenyllhex-2-enoicc acid
[ZDPE
EA] were fullly optimized at the B3L
LYP level ussing 6-311++
+G** basis set.
s
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Resultt and discusssion:
A ȕ-ddicarbonyl compound
c
p
predominantl
ly exists ass conjugatedd cis–enol, stabilized by
b an
intram
molecular hy
ydrogen bonnd .From the
t
theoreticcal point of view, sevventy eight enol
conforrmers can bee drawn for the
t ZDPEA molecule. Depending
D
on the positioon of the enoolated
protonn, the occurrrence of twoo classes of cis–enol
c
form
ms is possibble. Among these
t
forms,, only
six off them are en
ngaged in a six-membeer ring intram
molecular hyydrogen bonnded system
m with
Kcal/mol):14.39,15.75,144.54,15.75,17.11,15.17, for them .Thhe A(phenyl group in C–OH
C
EHB(K
side) conformers
c
are considerrably more stable than B(CO2H-C=
=C- fragmennt in C-OH side)
conforrmers. The full
f optimizeed geometriical parametters of ZDPE
EA (most sttable conforrmer),
BA (bbenzoylaceto
one), and AA
A (acetylacetone) are coompared in Table1.
T
Accoording to Taable1,
substittution of ph
henyl group in C–OH side,
s
ZDPEA
A(A) conforrmer, increases the C=C
C and
C=O bond
b
lengthss by 0.010 annd 0.014 A °, respectiveely, while thhe C–C bondd length decrreases
by 0.0024 A °. Theese changes in the bond lengths indiicate that thee Ȇ-electronn delocalizatiion in
the ennol ring sligh
htly increasees by phenyll substitutionn in the hyddroxyl side .W
We observedd that
not sttable H-O bond
b
with Substitution
S
of CO2H –C=C–
fragm
ment in the C-OH sidee ( B
conforrmer) . The O…O distaance of ZDPEA (A) 2.5220 A °, is loonger than the corresponnding
for BA
A, 2.513 A °,
° which indiicates strongger hydrogenn bond in BA
A than that in
i ZDPEA (A).
(
It
is noteworthy thaat the O–H bond orderr correlates with the caalculated O…
…O distancce, by
increaasing the hy
ydrogen bond strength, reducing thhe O…O disstance, the O–H bond order
decreaases. EHB fo
or ZDPEA (A),
(
AA, BA
A, compared in Table11 and the foollowing trend in
hydroggen bond strrength is conncluded: ZDP
PEA<AA<B
BA
Tablee1. The geomeetrical parameteers of the cis-ennol forms of BA
B And ZDPE
EA calculated at
a the B3LYP level
with 6--311++G** Baasis set
Bond len
ngths (A° )
O...O
C-O
C=O
O-H
H…O
C-C
C=C
EHB

BA
B
2
2.513
1
1.326
1
1.250
1
1.010
1
1.585
1
1.439
1
1.378
1
16.07
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ZDP
PEA(A)
2.52
1.32
1.26
1.002
1.614
1.420
1.380
14.34

AA
A
2.5544
1.3326
1.2246
1.0003
1.6633
1.4444
1.3370
15.87
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O

H

H
O

O

O

Fig.2.The mosst stable conform
mer of ZDPEA
A

Concllusion:
Amonng seventy eight
e
possible enol connformers of ZDPEA, onnly six confformers havve the
chelateed IHB. Thee DFT calcuulations show
w that only six conform
mers are stabble. Accordiing to
the theeoretical (Taable1) the hyydrogen bondd strength inn ZDPEA is weaker thann BA and AA
A.
Refereence:
[1] S.F
F. Tayyaria, S. Salemi, M.
M Zahedi Tabriz,
T
M. Behforouz .Joournal of Moolecular Struucture
694 (22004) 91–104
4
[2]S.F
F. Tayyari, J.S. Emamppour a, M. Vakili, A.R. Nekoei, H. Eshghii, S. Salemi, M.
Hassannpour .Journ
nal of Moleccular Structuure 794 (20066) 204–214
[3] M.. Vakili, S.F. Tayyari, A.
A R. Nekoei,, H. Miremadd, S. Salemii, R.E. Samm
melson. Journnal of
Moleccular Structu
ure 970 (20100) 160–170
[4]S.F
F. Tayyari, H.
H Rahemi , A.R. Nekooei, M. Zaheedi-Tabrizi, Y.A. Wangg .Spectrochhimica
Acta Part
P A 66 (20
007) 394–4004.
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Density functionaal study of ternary B-C-N
B
com
mpounds by
b NMR
sp
pectroscop
py and NB
BO analysiis
ElhaamPournamddari*1, Fatem
meh Azarakhhshi2
1
2

Departm
ment of chemisttry, Islamshahrr branch, Islam
mic Azad Univeersity, Islamshaahr, Iran

Departmen
nt of Chemistryy, Varamin-Pisshva Branch, Islamic Azad University,
U
Varramin, Iran
E-mail: eppournamdar@iiau.ac.ir

Keyw
words:DFT,N
NBO, NMR spectra, B-C
C-N materialls
Introd
duction:
Ternarry BCN com
mpounds haave recentlyy attracted inncreased intterest due to
t their attraactive
properrties as supeer-hard mateerials [1] andd as semiconnductors witth various band
b
gap eneergies
[2]. Thhe preparatio
on of BCN materials
m
witth a wide rannge of comppositions andd a corresponnding
range of propertiies offers many
m
opporttunities for materials sccience reseaarch [3]. B––C–N
materiials have beeen investiggated both theoreticallyy [4–6] andd experimenntally [7–9], and
variouus methods have
h
been ussed to the synnthesis of thhe graphite-like B–C–N compounds,, such
as nitrriding of sollid-phase at high tempeeratures [10], chemical vapor
v
depossition (CVD)) [11,
12], soolvothermal method [13]], chemical process
p
[14], etc.In this theoretical work
w
the struucture
of H200B4C9N4is studied
s
by ab
a initio ussing the dennsity functioonal methodd. The resullts of
calculaations are co
ompared bettween differrent methodss with NMR
R spectroscoopy ofH20B4C9N4.
Our reecenttheoretiical and experimental work
w
reveals that the ternnary B-C-N system mayy have
many kinds of stru
uctures,show
wing differennt characterisstics.
Comp
putational details:
d
In ourr calculation optimizatioon of H20B4C9N4geometrry as well ass calculationn of NMR sppectra
and NBO
N
analysiss was carrieed out usingg theDFT meethod (B3P886, B3PW911 and PG96LYP)
with 6-31Gbasis
6
set which aree implementeed bythe GA
AUSSIAN 988 program package.
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Resultt and discusssion:
Theoreetical inform
mation on chemical
c
shiifts will incrrease the acccuracy and characteristtic of
BCN structures an
nd extend thhe applicabiility of NMR
R spectroscopy to everr largersystem
ms.In
additioon NBO anaalyses of ternnary BCN coompounds haave been donne. It could be
b concluded that
the moost polar ban
nd in this strructure whicch has got thhe most resonnance energy (E2) is N (3)-C
(10) bond
b
and it has
h got the highest volttage differennce whichis confirmed by
b NMR sppectra.
Moreoover the resu
ults of stereooelectronic innteractionsarre due to hypperconjugatiion effects, which
w
are siggnificant fo
or the explaanation of thhe conformaational propperties of thhis compounnd as
semicoonductors.
Concllusion:
The optimized
o
strructures parrameters, dippole – dipole interactioon, donor-accceptor electtronic
delocaalization and
d electric pootential dataa of ternary BCN comppounds are discussed.
d
Inn this
letter, we represen
nted the quaantum-chemiical simulation of structuure, NBO annalysis and NMR
N
spectraa.
Refereences:
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L. Cohen: Phhys. Rev. B 51, 12 149 (1995)
(
[2]M.O
O.Watanabee, S. Itoh, K. Mizushima,, T. Sasaki: Appl.
A
Phys. Lett. 68, 28662 (1996)
[3]V.S
S. Teodoresccu1, A. Lucches2, R. Diinu3, A. Zoocco2, M.F. Ciobanu4, M. Martinoo2, V.
Sanduu1, M. Dinescu3 Appl. Phys. A 69 [S
Suppl.], S6677–S670 (19999)
[4] Liuu AY, Wentzzcovitch RM
M, Cohen ML
L (1989) Phyys Rev B39::1760
[5]Maazzoni MSC,, Nunes RW, Azevedo S,
S Chacham H (2006) Phhys Rev B 733:073108
[6] Pann ZC, Sun H,
H Chen CF (2006)
(
Phys Rev B 73:214111
[7]Baddzian AR (19
981) Mater Res
R Bull 16::1385
[8]Niccolich JP, Ho
ofer F, Brey G, Riedel R (2001) J Am
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Evaluation of
o the Hostt-Guest In
nclusion Complex Foormation of Cucurb
bit
[7,88]uril with
h trans-[{P
PtCl(NH3))2}2(ȝ-NH
H2 (CH2)88NH2)]2+)) Anticanccer
Drug
M. Abboud poura, Z. Mahdavifarb
M
aDeepartment of ch
hemistry, Islam
mic Azad University, Khoozeestan science annd research braanch, ahvaz, Irran
bDepartm
ment of chemisstry, Faculty off Science, Shahhid Chamran University,
U
Ahvvaz, Iran
Email: maryam
mabboodpoor@
@Yahoo.Com

Keyw
word: Inclusiion Complexx, DFT, Antiicancer drugg, Cucurbit[nn]uril
Introd
duction:
Multinnuclear plattinum com
mplexes devveloped by farrell andd co-workeers have shhown
considderable prom
mise as anti-cancer agennts[1]. The mechanism
m
o these druggs is througgh the
of
chemical binding
gs with DN
NA moleculees which destroys the cancer cellls. Recentlyy the
researcchers encapssulated of multinuclear
platinum coomplexes by cucurbit[n]uuril could reeduce
m
their tooxicity and protect
p
them
m from bindinng by thiol containing
c
prroteins[1,2].
Methood:
Quanttum mechaniical calculatiions, were carried out byy Gaussian 03
0 software in order to study
s
the

host-guest

inclusion

complex

formatioon

of

trrans-[{PtCl(N
NH3)2}2(ȝ--NH2

(CH2))8NH2)]2+) with CB[7,88]. All the structures weere optimizeed with B3PW
W91 methodd and
LanL22DZ basis seet. The incluusion compleexes were sim
mulated by putting
p
the drug
d
at the end of
CB[7,8] cavity an
nd allowingg it to passs through thhe CB cavitty by steps. The energgy of
compllexes in diffferent positioon of the guuest moleculles was calculated. In adddition, the most
stable position of drug
d
in the cavity of thee CB[n] was optimized.
Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The potential
p
eneergy surfaces of the com
mplexes of CB[7,8] wiith anticancer drug vs the z
coordiinate are sh
hown in Fiig 1. The stabilizationn energy off the complex formed((ǻE),
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electroophilicity (Ȧ
Ȧ), highest occupied molecular orbital
o
(HO
OMO), loweest

unoccuupied

molecular orbital (LUMO), energy
e
gap and
a
the eleectronic chem
mical potential (ȝ ) aree also
calculaated.These results
r
are suummarized inn Table1
ǻE=Ecomplex–(E
ECB+Edrug) , ELUMO–EHOM
2, Ȧ= μ2/2Ș
MO , ȝ=(EHOM
MO+ELUMO)/2

co
omplex CB[8]//Drug

Ͳ5731
1.94
Ͳ10Ͳ8 Ͳ6 Ͳ4
4 Ͳ2 0 2 4 6 8 101214

(aa)

(b)

Fig. 1: Graphic diagraam for emulatiion of the incluusion complexaation of (a) Druug into CB[8]] and (b) Drug
B[7]
into CB

Table 1: Electronicc energies and HOMO, LUMO
L
, Gap energy, elecctronic chemiccal potential (ȝ) and
o
structures
electropphilicity (Ȧ) off the inclusion complexationss of CB[7,8] annd Drug of thee DFT/lanl2dz optimized
Type
Drug
CB[7]
CB[8]
CB[7]/D
Drug
CB[8]/D
Drug

ǻE
E( Kcal/mol)

HOMO(eV)

LUMO(eV
V)

_
_
-102.224
-100.624

-11.341
-6.772
-6.827
-9.491
-9.405

-6.403
0.479
0.460
-4.493
-4.271

Gapp
Energyy(eV)
4.9338
7.2551
7.2888
4.9997
5.1333

ȝ((ev)

Ȧ (ev)

-8.872
-3.146
-3.183
-6.992
-6.838

155.940
1
1.364
1
1.390
9
9.781
9
9.107

The reesults of staabilization ennergy indicaate that CB[[7] /Drug coomplex has a more neggative
value than that CB
B[8]/Drug, which
w
meanss that this com
mplex is staable than thatt one. The reesults
of HO
OMO-LUMO
O energy gapp show that the compleex CB[7] witth drug can transfer eleectron
from HOMO
H
to LU
UMO easilyy than compllex CB[8] wiith drug.
Concllusion:
The reesults of DF
FT calculatioons of CB[77,8] /Drug complexes indicate
i
thaat CB[7] /drrug is
more stable
s
than CB[8]
C
/ drug.
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Theoretical Callculations of the Host-Guest Inclusion Complex Formation of
Cucurbitt[n]urils with
w Multin
nuclear Pllatinum Anticancer
A
r Agent
M Abboud poura, Z.Maahdavifarb
M.
a

Deppartment of cheemistry, Islamic Azad Univerrsity, Khoozesttan science andd research brannch, Ahvaz, Iraan
b

Departmeent of chemistrry, Faculty of Science,
S
Shahidd Chamran Unniversity, Ahvaaz, Iran
E
Email:
maryam
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Key Woords: Inclusiion Complexx, DFT, Antiicancer, Plattinum, Cucuurbituril
Introdu
uction:
In the 400 years since the discovvery of cisplaatin, hundredds of new pllatinum(II) and
a platinum
m(IV)
– based complexes have
h
been syynthesized and
a
tested as
a anticancerr drugs. Now
wadays impoortant
improveements

in platinum-baased

chem
motherapy caauses appliccation of dii- and trinuuclear

platinum
m drugs. The mechanism
m of these drugs is thrrough the chhemical binddings with DNA
D
molecules which deestroys the cancer
c
cells.. The drug is
i destructedd as enteringg body by blood
b
plasma proteins. The
T

researcchers

havee

used

a group off

macromoolecules

naamed

cucurbitt[n]urils (CB
Bs) as drug encapsulatioon. CBs prootect the druggs from deggradation[1,22].
Method
d:
Quantum
m

mechan
nical calculaations of Host-guest
H
inclusion coomplex form
mation of transt

[{PtCl(N
NH3)2}2 ȝ-N
N4-spermidiine-N1, N8]3+=BBR35771 with Cuccurbit[7,8] were
w
studiedd. All
the strucctures were optimized with
w B3PW991 method and
a
LanL2D
DZ basis set by Gaussiaan 03
and 09 software. The
T
inclusioon complexx was simuulated by puttting the druug at the ennd of
CB[7,8] cavity and allowing itt to pass through the CB
B cavity by steps.
s
The ennergy of com
mplex
in differrent distancees was calcuulated and thhe most stabble position of drug was optimized. The
complexx formation energy, ellectronic pootential, struuctural propperties of molecules,
m
N
NBO,
hydrogeen bonding, complexatio
c
n and interacction energiees were calcculated.
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Result and
a discussiion:
The resuults of stabillization enerrgy indicate that CB[8] /Drug
/
complex has more negative value
v
than othher complex
x, which meaans that thiis complex is more stabble than that one. The reesults
of the Natural
N
Bon
nd Orbital (N
NBO), the ennergy deform
mation and interaction
i
c
calculations
show
that the complex bettween CB[8]] and drug has
h more inteeraction thann other. (Taable and Fig 1).
Table1. Complexation
C
and
a interactionn energies (ǻE , Einteraction) (kcaal/mol) for com
mplexes CB[7,8]/Drug
Com
mplex

EComplex

ECB in Com
mplex

EDruug in Complex

Einteraction

ǻE

CB[[7]/Drug

-3229740.001

-2641077.06

-5887810.18

-852.75

-146.111

CB[[8]/Drug

-3607168.557

-3018484.85

-58777091.93

-891.77

-180.222

b

a

c

Fig.1. Thhe geometries of the drug (a) before com
mplex formatiion, ( b) defoormation after complex form
mation
CB[7]/Druug , (c) deform
mation after com
mplex formatioon CB[8]/Drugg

Conclussions:
The com
mplex proceesses of BBR
R3571 as guest
g
with CB[7,8]
C
as hostes
h
were studied by DFT
method. The resultss calculationns of CB[7,88] /Drug com
mplexeses indicate thaat CB[8] /Drrug is
more staable than CB
B[7]/Drug.
Referen
nce:
[1] Nial j. Wheate, Journal,
J
Inorrg, Biochem.. 2008, 20600- 2065
[2] Maddi Fatiha. Jou
urnal, Moleccular liquidss. 2010, 15
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A
Applicatio
n of linearr and nonllinear QSA
AR methoods for preediction off
anttitrypanossomal druggs activitiees of somee 1, 2-dihyydroquinollin-6-ols and
their ester
e
derivvatives
N. Gouudarzi, M. Arab
A
Chamjaangali, H. Raameh*
Faaculty of chem
mistry, Shahrood University of Technology, Shahrood, Irann
Email: hasann_chemistry@
@yahoo.com

Key words:
w
QSAR
R, ANN, GA
A-ANN, SR--ANN, Antittrypanosomaal
Introd
duction:
Trypannosome or sleeping
s
sickkness is a sw
welling of the brain cauused by paraasites that liive in
infecteed tsetse fliees. When a tssetse fly inseerts the paraasite into thee human boddy by means of its
sting, the parasite is diffused into
i
the persson's blood stream.
s
Some of drug coompounds suuch as
anti-trrypanosomall can be efffective for this
t
type off sleeping siickness. QS
SAR methodds are
powerr tools for prrediction of pIC50 drugg compoundss such as 1, 2-dihydroqquinolin-6-olls and
their ester
e
derivattives. In thee present woork, we useed stepwise regression (SR)
(
and geenetic
algoritthm (GA) ass variable seelection metthods and ANN
A
as moddeling techniique to preddict of
anti-trrypanosomall activity of 1, 2-dihydrooquinolin-6-ools and their ester derivaatives.
Materrials and Methods:
The dataset
d
used in this work, containss pIC50 of 48 anti-tryppanosomal drug
d
compoounds.
Sketchhing and opttimization off the molecuules were donne by Hyperrchem softw
ware. Totally 1481
descripptors were calculated
c
foor each moleecule using Dragon
D
softw
ware. In adddition to deccrease
in reduundancy of the
t descriptoors within daata matrix, thhe descriptorrs' correlatioon with each other
and with
w the pIC5
50 of the molecules was examined. In
I the next step, was useed this correllation
to predict the validation and test series. We employyed a two-laayer networkk with a siggmoid
transfeer function as
a an ANN construction
c
n. Then, som
me parameterrs such as nuumber of eppochs,
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momeentum and th
he number of
o nodes in input
i
and hiidden layers were optim
mized. Descriiptors
were selected
s
by GA
G and SR as
a input of ANN
A
for preddiction of pIIC50.
Resultt and Discussion:
The daata set includ
ding 48 com
mpounds wass split random
mly into a trraining set (228 compounnds), a
test seet (10 comp
pounds), andd a validatioon set (10 coompounds). In this worrk, we seleccted 6
descripptors by usiing stepwisee regressionn (SR) methhod. Then, we
w selected 6 descriptoors by
genetic algorithm (GA). The plot
p of predicted pIC50 against
a
expeerimental of these valuess (test
set) annd (validatio
on set) for SR-ANN andd GA-ANN are shown inn Figure 1. The mean square
errors (MSE) of validation
v
annd test sets were
w
abtained by SR-AN
NN and GA--ANN modeels are
0.02766, 0.0678, 0.125, and 0.1185 respetineely.

(a)

(b)

Figure1: Plo
ot of calculatedd pIC50 againsst experimentall value for a) SR-ANN
S
and b)
b GA-ANN

Concllusion:
These results illu
ustrate the suitable abbility of theese models to predict pIC50 of antime 1, 2-dihyydroquinolinn-6-ols and their ester derivatives. Two
trypannosomal actiivity of som
methoods, stepwisee regression (SR) and geenetic algoritthm (GA) were
w used as variable
v
seleection
techniques. The reesults obtained reveal thee superiorityy of SR-ANN
N over the GA-ANN
G
moodel
Refereences:
[1] A. Werbovetz,, M. Kaiser, V.Mahasenaan., J. Med. Chem. 20100, 53, 966–9882.
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2009, 57, 71553.
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2009, 107,
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QSAR
R study off p38 MAP
P kinase in
nhibitors activity
a
of some
pyridopy
yridazin-66-one derivvatives using SR-AN
NN and GA-ANN
G
N. Gouudarzi, M. Arab
A
Chamjaangali, H. Raameh*
Faaculty of chem
mistry, Shahrood University of Technology, Shahrood, Irann
@yahoo.com
Email: hasann_chemistry@

Key words:
w
QSAR
R, SR-ANN
N, GA-ANN, Pyriopyridaazin-6-one, P38
P MAP kinase inhibitoors
Introd
duction:
P38 MAP
M
kinasess are a class of p38 mitoogen- activatted protein kinases
k
that are responsiive to
stress stimuli, succh as cytokiines, ultravioolet irradiatiion, heat shhock, osmotiic shock, annd are
involvved in cell differentiatio
d
on and apopttosis. The aim
a of the prresent articlle is to proppose a
modell for predicttion of pIC550 of p38 MAP
M
kinasee inhibitors based on thhe large spaace of
theoreetically calcu
ulated moleccular descripptors. Also, in this work we used steppwise regresssion
(SR) and
a genetic algorithm
a
(G
GA) as variabble selectionn methods.
Materrials and Methods:
One im
mportant steep in QSAR
R investigatiion is the numerical
n
reppresentationn of the chemical
structuure (often caalled molecuular descriptoor). The buillt model perfformance annd accuracy of
o the
resultss are strongly
y dependentt on the wayy that descripptor is perforrmed. The chemical
c
struucture
of the 42 studied molecules was
w drawn with
w the Hypperchem sofftware. The Dragon sofftware
was ussed to calcullate the desccriptors in thhis research and
a a total of
o 1481 moleecular descriiptors
were calculated for
f each moolecule. In addition
a
to decrease off redundancyy existing in
i the
descripptor data maatrix, the deescriptors coorrelation wiith each otheer and with the pIC50 of
o the
molecules was ex
xamined. In the next sttep, data seet was split into three parts
p
of traiining,
validaation and tesst series. We
W employedd a two-layeer network in this studdy. Also, traaining
functioons transfer function, thhe number eppochs, mom
mentum on thhe number off nodes in hidden
h
layers.
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Resultt and Discussion:
In thiss work, the QSAR
Q
modeel was generated using a training seet of 24 mollecules. Thee both
test annd validation
n set of 9 molecules
m
w regularlyy distributedd pIC50 valuues were ussed to
with
assess the predictiive ability off the QSAR model prodduced in the artificial neuural networkk. The
numbeer of molecu
ular descripttors selectedd by SR andd GA is 8 annd 6 descripptors respectively.
The pllot of prediccted pIC50 against
a
experrimental of these
t
values (test set) annd (validation set)
for SR
R-ANN and
d GA-ANN are shown in Figure 1. The meaan square

E) of
errors (MSE

validaation and test sets were abtained
a
by SR-ANN annd GA-ANN
N models aree 0.0285, 0.0338,
0.06655, and 0.1176, respectiveely.

F
(a)

(b)

Figure1: Plo
ot of calculatedd pIC50 againsst experimentall value for a) SR-ANN
S
and b)
b GA-ANN

Concllusion:
In the present work we used two methodds of SR-AN
NN and GA--ANN to preedict of pIC
C50 of
p38 MAP
M
kinase inhibitors' activity of soome pyridoppyridazin-6-oone derivativves. The obttained
resultss show the superiority of SR-ANN
N over GA--ANN for prediction
p
off pIC50 of these
compoounds.
Refereence:
[1] M.. Tynebor a, R. Natarajann.,Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemisttry Letters, 2011,
2
21, 4111.
[2] N. Goudarzi, M.
M Goodarzzi, M. C. U. Araujo andd R. K. H. Galvao.,
G
J.Aggric. Food Chem,
C
2009, 57, 71553.
[3] N. Goudarzi an
nd M. Goodaarzi., Mol. Phys,
P
2009, 107,
1
1065.
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Simulation of N2-CO
O mixture using
u
an ab
a initio pootential an
nd study of
o
thermodifffusion ph
henomena
H.. Fallaha, M. R. Toosi*b, M. H. Karim
miJahfari c, R.Cheraghal
R
lia
a
b
c

Dep
partment of Chhemistry, Savehh Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univversity, Saveh, Iran

Departm
ment of Chemisttry, Qaemshahhr Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univversity, Qaemshhahr, Iran

Coomputational Chemistry
C
Labooratory, Nuclear Science anddTechnology Research
R
Instituute, Tehran, Iraan.

Keyw
word:Simulattion, Ab InittioPotential,M
Molercular Dynamic,
D
Trransport Propperty
Introd
duction:
Introdducing the molecular mechanism, for instaance through non-equiilibriummoleecular
dynam
mics simulatiions, has siggnificantly changed
c
ourkknowledge of
o the transpport propertiies of
dense fluids [1]. The effect of
o systematiicvariation of
o moleculaar parameterrs on the theermal
diffusiion factor in
nsomemixtuures of real gases and alkanes hass been invesstigated by some
authorrs[2]. By utilizing
u
the results off molecular dynamics, an explanaationin term
ms of
contribbutions to th
he microscoppic heat fluxees has been proposed.
p
Methood:
The MD
M simulatiion of nitroggen was perrformed by a NVE enssemble of eqquimolar miixture
ofnitroogen and carrbon monoxiide using thee AR potentiial as an ab initio
i
potenttial [3]:

¦V

U R, Z

/

/

R */ Z

The ennergy flux of
o NEMD calculation
c
f simulated system was
for
w considered as the IrrvingKirkw
wood formaliism:
J U ,CV

1
V

ª 1
®« [mi v i  v
¦
iCV ¯ ¬ 2

2

½
1 N
º
2
 I i Ȧ i ]  U i » v i  v  ¦ v i  v .Fij  Ȧ i Tij rij ¾
2 j1
¼
¿
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The fiirst and seco
ond terms reepresent the kinetic and potentialenergy fluxes, respectivelyy and
the thiird term is theintermole
t
ecular energyy transferredd due to the motion of a particle mooving
inthe field
f
of otherr particles.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The reesults showeed that the thermal
t
diffu
fusion factorr was very sensitive
s
to the
t anisotropy of
potenttial in the angular parrt of potenntial.Based on
o obtainedd data, a phenomenolo
p
ogical
descripption of calcculated transsport propertty was presennted.

Refereences:
[1] P.--A. Artola, B.Rousseau,
B
Phys. Rev. Lett., 98 (20007), 125901.
[2] G.G
Galliero, Flu
uid Phase Eqquilib., 224 (2004),
(
13.
[3] M.. H. Karimi-Jafari, A. Maghari,
M
and A.
A Farjamniia, J. Phys. Chem.A,
C
1155 (2011) 11443.
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A qu
uantum ch
hemical stu
udy on thee structural and electronic prroperties of
o 4Bro
omo-2-[(2, 4-dichloro-phenyl imino)-me
i
ethyl]-phenol
A. soltania, R. Mashkooor b*, M. Mooradianb, A.D
D. Khalaji b
a
b

Youn
ng Researcherss Club, Gorgann Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univeersity, Gorgan,, Iran

Departmeent of Chemisttry, Qaemshahrr Branch, Islam
mic Azad University, Qaemshhahr, Iran
c

Depaartment of Cheemistry, Facultyy of Science, Golestan
G
Univeersity, Gorgan, Iran
Email: rezaamashkoor@yyahoo.com

Key words:
w
BDPM
MP, DFT, HOMO-LUM
H
MO, Quantum
m molecular descriptors
Introd
duction:
Schifff bases have been of grow
wing interesst these yearrs, they havinng imine grooups (-C=N--) and
phenyyl rings. becaause the dessign of the supramolecuular compouunds is highhly influenceed by
severaal factors such
s
as thee central atom's
a
coorddination geeometry, annd the strucctural
characcteristics of the
t ligand. [1-2]. In this work, we have
h
investiggated the elecctronic propperties
of thiss molecule of the 4-Brromo-2-[(2, 4-dichloro--phenyliminoo)-methyl]-pphenol (BDP
PMP)
compoound was alsso performedd at B3LYP//6-31G* leveel.

Comp
putational details:
d
The DFT
D calculation has beenn performedd via Gaussiaan 03[3] proogram packaage at the B33LYP
methood with staandard 6-31G* basis set
s for geoometry optiimization of the title. The
electroophilicity co
oncept was sttated initiallly in 1999 byy Parr et al. μ is definedd according to
t the
follow
wing equation
n: μ= (EHOM
2. Ș = (ELUMOO – EHOMO) /2.
/ S and Ȧ are
a defined as
a the
MO+ELUMO)/2
follow
wing equation
ns, respectivvely [4]. S=1/2Ș, Ȧ = (μ2/2 Ș)

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The HOMO
H
repreesents the abbility to donnate an electtron and LU
UMO as an electron accceptor
that arre main orbittals taking taart in chemiical stability [4]. The HO
OMO and LU
UMO energy gap
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and quantum
q
molecular desccriptors com
mputed by DFT/B3LYP
D
P in differennt basis setts are
summ
marized in Taable 1.
Table 1 Quuantum molecuular descriptors of BDPMP inn gas phase.
Propertty
BDPMP
P

-EHOMO
/eV
H

-E
ELUMO
/eV
L

G
Gap/eV

μ
μ/eV

Ș
Ș/eV

Ȧ /eV

S /eV

6.06

1.95

4.11

-0.4

2
2.05

0
0.04

0.224

g
to thee first
The ellectronic traansition absoorption correesponds to thhe transitionn from the ground
excitedd state and is
i mainly deescribed by an
a electron excitation
e
froom HOMO to LUMO (ssee in
Fig. 1)).

Fig.1.
F
Orbital depiction of HO
OMO, LUMO, and DOS in BDPMP system
m.

H
are more
m
localizeed on the C=
=N and C-C bonds and also is on oxxygen, brom
m, and
The HOMO
chloree orbitals; while
w
HOMO
OĺLUMO transition
t
im
mplies an ellectron denssity transfer from
benzenn ring to C-C
C and C-N bonds
b
and is slightly on oxygen
o
and chloro
c
orbitaals.

Concllusion:
In thiss present in
nvestigation the electronnic propertiees and the HOMOH
LU
UMO energyy gap
analyssis of the BD
DPMP have been
b
studiedd using ab iniitio DFT/B33LYP/6-31G
G* computatiion.

Refren
nce:
[1] A. D. Khalaji, G. Grivani, S. J. Akerdii, H. Mighanni, Struct Cheem 21 (20100) 995.
[2] A. D. Khalaji, M.Weil, G. Grivani, S. J. Akerdi, Monatsh
M
Chem
m141 (20100) 539.
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[4] Naabanita Saikiia, Ramesh C.
C Deka, Com
mput. Theo. Chem. 964 (2011) 257..
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Determinatio
on of Acidiic Dissociaation Consstants of 5´-GMPan
5
nd 5´-AMP
P in
W
Water
usin
ng ab initioo Methodss
H. Rahmaniia,*, F. Kianib, A. Babannegada, and F. Ashrafia
aDep
partment of Phhysical chemistr University off Payam Noor, Mazandaran, Iran
I
bDepartm
ment of chemistrry, Islamic Azaad University, Ayatollah Am
moli Branch, Am
mol, Iran.
*E-mail: Mrraahmanirahmanii@gmail.com

Abstract:
The basic
b
compon
nent of biollogical nucleic acids is the nucleottide, each of
o which conntains
apurinne or pyrim
midinenucleobbase (somettimes termed nitrogenoous base or simply basse), a
pentossesugar, and a phosphatee group. Thee substructurre consistingg of a nucleobbase plus suugar is
termedd a nucleosiide [1].Guannosine monoophosphate (GMP)
(
and Adenosine monophosp
phate
(AMP
P) are nucleo
otide that iss found in RNA.
R
they are
a an ester of phosphooric acid witth the
nucleooside guanosine and addenosine[2].T
The acid-basse behavior of nucleotiides, nucleosides,
bases, and poly
ynucleotides is essentiial to deduuce the sppeciation annd the posssible
conforrmational ch
hanges with pH in solutiion [3]. Kindds of polarizzable continuuum modelss have
been applied
a
to calculate
c
freee energy diifferences foor cations, neutral
n
comppounds and their
anionss. On the basis
b
of sollvation free energies, the
t
pKa vaalues were obtained foor the
compoounds in question
q
byy using theermodynamic equationss; involvingg the comb
mbined
experiimental and calculated
c
d [4]. This paper deals with the innfluence of factors
data
fa
such as
a the
SCRF model appllied, choice of a particuular thermoddynamic equuations, atom
mic radii ussed to
build a cavity in the
t solvent(w
water), optim
mization of geometry inn water, incllusion of eleectron
correlaation, and the
t dimensioon of the basis
b
set on the solvatioon free energies and on
o the
calculaated pKa values. In thhis study, pK
Ka values of
o GMP andd AMP werre determinned in
aqueouus solution by
b ab initio method
m
and temperature 25°C.

Keyw
words: Dissociation consstant,GMP, AMP,
A
DFT method,
m
solvvation free ennergy
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putational method:
m
Comp
The innitial geomeetries of the molecules by
b the semii empirical PM3
P
methodd are includded in
prograam CS Chem
m3D versionn 7.0. Thesee geometriees were optimized with the Gaussiaan 98
prograam packagess using the B3LYP/6-31
B
+G(d) methhods and the default connvergence criiteria.
To anaalyze the sollvent effects on the speccimen involvved in the sellected ionizaation reaction, the
polarizzed continuu
um model (P
PCM) of Tom
masi et al. was
w used [4].

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The acid–base
a
beehavior of a nucleotidde is its moost importannt physical characteristtic. It
determ
mines its ch
harge, its taautomeric sttructure, andd thus its ability
a
to doonate and accept
a
hydroggen bonds, which is thhe key featuure of the base:base
b
reecognition[5]. The basees are
uncharrged in the physiologicaal range pH.It should bee noted thatt purine or purine
p
derivaatives
underggo self-assocciation due to
t stacking of
o their nuclleic base-ring systems [66]. The releaase of
the firrst proton from
f
H3GM
MP+andH3AM
MP+ occuurs at very low
l
PH. A fourth protton is
releaseed from H+
+ (N-1) in GMP
G
in the alkaline
a
PH range
r
and frrom the ribose group in AMP
(PH>113).

Concllusion:
In ordder to explaiin the acidicc dissociationn constants obtained, we
w investigatted the moleecular
conforrmations and
d solute-solvvent interactiions of the cation,
c
anionn and neutral species of GMP
and AMP
A
using ab
a initio annd density functional
fu
thheory (DFT)) methods. According
A
t the
to
Gaussiancalculatio
ons based on the quantuum mechaniics principalls, the valuees of total ennergy
and diissociation constants
c
off GMP and AMP are innvestigated and the ressults are listted in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Values of pKa for the protonation
p
off GMP and AMP
A
obtained using the Toomasi method at the
P/6-31+G(d) lev
vel of theory, at
a 298.15 K.*
B3LYP
AMP

GMP
Selected equations

pKa

pKa(experrimental)

(calculatedd)
H3NM
MP+ + H2O ' H2NMP +
H3O+
H2NM
MP + H2O ' HNMP- +
H3O+
HNMP
P- + H2O ' NMPH-12- +
H3O+
NMPH
H-12-+ H2O ' NMPH-233+H3O+
+

[8]

0.7

0.3 (I=0.1,NaClO4)

2.9

2.4 (I=0.1,NaClO4)

6.2

6.2(I=0.11,NaClO4)

9.6

pKa(calculate)

pKa(experim
mental)
[8]

0.4

0.4
(I=0.1,NaaClO4)

3.6

3.8((I=0.1,NaaClO4
6.2

6.1

O4)
(I=0.1,NaClO

9.4(
I=0.1,NaaClO4)

*N reprresents nucleossides ofguanossine and adenossine.

Refereences:
[1] H. Sigel et al.; J. Am. Chem
m. Soc.; 1166 , 2958–29771, 1994.
[2]Ahlluwalia GS et al. Mettabolism andd action of amino acidd analog annti-cancer aggents,
inPharrmac. Ther. (1990) 46: 243-271
2
[3] D...E..Metzler;; "Biochemiistry: The Chemical
C
Reeaction Liviing Cells"; Academic Press;
P
2001.
[4] F. Kiani et al.; J. Chem. Enng. Data; 55, 2732–27400, 2010.
[5]M. Blackburn et
e al.; "Nucleeic Acids in Chemistry and
a Biology""; RSC; 2006
[6]Siggel H. Biol. Trace
T
Elem. Res. 1989; 21:49.
2
[7] H. Sigel H et al.;
a J. Am. Chhem. Soc.;116, 2958, 19994.
[8] F.G
Gharib et al.; Can. J. Cheem. 84: 15344–1540, 20006.
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V
Vibrationa
al Frequen
ncies of haalo-derivattives of an
niline: A DFT
D
Studyy
M. Rezaei Sameti, S. Yaghoobi
Departmen
nt of Physical Chemistry,
C
Facculty of Sciencces, Malayer University,
U
Malayer, Iran
E-mail addresss: mrsameti@m
malayeru.ac.ir

w
DFT
T, aniline derrivatives, IR,, Vibrationall frequenciess.
Key words:

Introd
duction:
Anilinne and its derrivatives havve been subjjected to maany different types of sciientific studiies up
to knoow [1–2]. They
T
have been widelyy used in a variety off industrial and comm
mercial
purposses, includin
ng dyestuff, pesticide
p
and pharmaceuuticals manuufacturing. Some
S
of the parap
substittuted derivattives of aniliines are locaal anestheticss and the am
mino group inn these moleecules
plays an importan
nt role in thhe interactioon with the receptor. Thhe inclusionn of a substiituent
group in aniline leeads to the variation
v
of charge
c
distriibution in thhe molecule and consequuently
this grreatly affectts the structuural, electroonic and vibbration param
meters. Moolecular geom
metry
changees due to en
nhanced interraction betw
ween the arom
matic ring and
a the aminno group [3].. This
paper is a continu
uation of ourr earlier worrk related too the study of
o ab initio for
f predictinng the
experiimental paraameters [5-6].In this woork a theorettical study of
o vibrationaal frequenciees for
fluoro aniline, chlloro aniline, bromo aniliine derivatiives at subsstituted of orto,
o
meta, para
p
,
{(2,3), (2,4), (2,5)), (2,6), (3,44) , (3, 5)} di
d halo aniliine and {(2,,3,4), (2,3,5)) ,(2,4,5)}trii halo
anilinee , {(2,3,4,5)) , (2,3 ,4,6) , (2,3,5,6)} tetra halo anniline and {((2,3,4,5,6)} panta
p
halo anniline
have been
b
done at
a B3LYP employing the 6-31G(dd), 6-31G(dd, p), 6-31++
+G(d, p), annd 6311++
+G(d,p) basiis sets. The optimized structural parameters
p
w
were
used for
f calculatioon of
vibratiional frequen
ncies.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The geeometrical parameters
p
(bbond length and angles)) of all haloo aniline derrivatives , suuch as
fluoro aniline, chlloro aniline and bromoo aniline at substituted of {orto, meta,
m
para} mono
m
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halo aniline
a
, {(2
2,3), (2,4), (2,5), (2,6),, (3,4) , (3,, 5)} di hallo aniline , {(2,3,4), (22,3,5)
,(2,4,55)}tri halo an
niline , {(2,33,4,5) , (2,3 ,4,6) , (2,3,5,6)} tetra halo
h
aniline and {(2,3,4,,5,6)}
penta halo aniline are optimizeed and the geometry
g
parrameters are given in suppplementaryy data.
The coomparison of
o the frequeencies calcullated at the DFT
D using B3LYP
B
6-3111++G (d,p) level
and sccaled data with experiimental valuues for all fluoro aniliine derivativves are given in
Table11.The calcu
ulated and experimental
e
l IR spectraa and optim
mized structtures of thee title
compoound are sh
hown in thee Figure 1. As it can be
b seen in this figure, there is a good
. The
correlaation betweeen the experrimental andd calculatedd frequenciess for these components
c
trends of vibrational frequencies are deppended of thhe substitutee of halogenn, the numbber of
halogeen and electrronegativity of halogen in
i aniline rinng.
2,5 di-flouro aniline
a


2,5 di-fluoroo aniline

4000

y=1.0
031xͲ 52.36
R²=0.999

3000

v(cmͲ1)

NͲHstr

2000

C=C
NͲHben
CͲF
CͲͲN

1000
0
0

1
1000

2000

3000

Q cal(cm
mͲ1)

4000
0

Fig. 1. A : Theoreticaal IR spectra, optimized
o
struccture by DFT/ ((B3LYP//6-31
(
11++G(d,p)) annd B: experim
mental
oro aniline andd 2,5 di- fluoroo aniline derivaatives.
IR specctra of para fluo
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DF
FT study on
o the mecchanism of the Form
mation of Monodent
M
tate Acetaate
Complexx of Pallad
dium(II)
A. Morsali a, S. A. Beeyramabadi a and F. Rezaazadeh* a
a

Departtment of Chem
mistry, Mashhadd Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univversity, Mashhaad, Iran
(Email: faeeze.rezazade@yyahoo.com)

Keyw
words: Mono
odentate Aceetate Compleex, Mechanissm, Palladiuum, Density functional thheory
Introd
duction:
There are few inv
vestigations of
o reactions between squuare planar Pd(II)
P
centers and carbooxylic
acids/ccarboxylatess in aqueouss solution. Shi and Eldinng [1] descriibed studies of equilibriia and
kineticcs for complex formatioon between [ Pd ( H 2O )4 ] 2  and accetic, propioonic, and glyycolic
acids, with the aim
m to elucidatte the reaction mechanissm. Kineticss and equilibbria for reversible
m
e complexess between [ Pd ( H 2O )4 ] 2  and acetiic, propionicc, and
formattion of 1:1 monodentate
glycollic acid (RC
COOH) acccording to the equatioon (1) weree studied as
a a functioon of
temperature and pressure in ann aqueous medium
m
[1]:



o[ Pd ( H 2O )3 OOCR ] 2   H 3O 
[ Pd ( H 2O )4 ] 2   RCOOH m
In thiis work,

(1)

the
t
mechaniism of the Formation of Monoddentate Acettate Compleex of

Palladdium(II) has been studieed using denssity functionnal methods..

Comp
putational details:
d
All off the presen
nt calculatioons have beeen performeed with thee B3LYP [22] hybrid deensity
functioonal level ussing the G099 package. The
T 6-311+G
G(d,p) basis set was empployed exceppt for
Pd atoom, in which
h the LANL22DZ [3] basiis set was used with including effecttive core pottential
functioons. The gaas phase optimized geom
metries usedd to apply thhe solvent effects,
e
wherre the
valuabble PCM [4] model was employed.
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
The foollowing meechanism (E
Eq.(1)) for the Formatioon of Monoodentate Aceetate Compllex of
Palladdium(II)

was
w proposed which iss compatiblee with expperimental evidence.
e
Inn this

mechaanism, a fastt equilibrium
m step (with equilibrium
m constant K1) will resultt in the form
mation
of complex [ Pdd ( H 2 O )3 OHO
h will be converted into [ Pd ( H 2 O )3 OOCR ]  and
OCR ] 2  which

[ H 3O ]  during a slow process.
H2O

H2O

22+
Pd

OH2

+

RCOOH

OH2

(1)

K1

H2O

H2O

2+
+
Pdd

OHOCR

+

H 2O

(2)

H2 O

H2 O

OH2

+
Pd

OO
OCR

+

H3 O +

(1)

OH
H2

The opptimized strructure of traansition state obtained from
f
step2 has
h been shoown in Fig. 1. By
takingg Solvent efffects into consideration
c
n, Ea

m
15.88 kcal / mol . This shows that the model

presennted in this research is a suitable model for the Formatiion of Monnodentate Accetate
Complex of Pallad
dium(II).

Concllusion:
Using quantum mechanical
m
m
method,
mecchanism of the Formation of Monnodentate Accetate
Complex of Pallaadium(II) waas investigatted and ultim
mately a moodel was presented in which
w
i produced in the rate determiningg step and in
i continuatiion is
[ Pd ( H 2 O )3 OHOCR
R ] 2  form is
converrted into pro
oducts.

F 1. Optimizeed structure of the TS (step 2))
Fig
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Use of ab
a initio methods
m
to predict exxcess molaar enthalp
pies by
usin
ng thermoodynamicss models for
f binaryy mixture of
aceton
nitrile + water
w
M. Meh
hrara*, H. Zaarei
Faculty of Chemistry, Department of Physical Cheemistry Bu-Ali Sina Universiity
mail.com
Email: mehrarra.mahshid@gm

Key words:
w
Ex
xcess molaar enthalpies, gaussiaan03, NRTL
L and Wiilson modeel,
aceton
nitrile and water.
w
Introd
duction:
An im
mportant chaallenge in applied
a
therm
modynamic is the preddiction of mixture
m
propperties
withouut the use of
o any expeerimental daata [1]. In this study ab
a initio quuantum mecchanic
methoods are useed to comppute intermolecular intteraction ennergies by determiningg the
minim
mum-energy in all connfigurations between paairs of molecules in the cluster. The
compuuted interacttion energy were
w used too predict excess molar ennthalpies of binary
b
mixtuure of
acetonnitrile and waater by usingg NRTL andd Wilson moodels.

Ab iniitio calculattions of inteermolecular interaction
n energies:
All abb initio calcu
ulations in thhis work werre carried ouut with the Gaussian03
G
software pacckage
[2].
Ab innitio calculattions of inteer moleculaar interactionn energies were
w
perform
med in a cluster
compoosed of ten molecules,
m
f
five
of each species. Alll structures were
w
full opttimized at HF/6H
31G and
a HF/6-31
11G level off theory. Thhen intermolecular interaaction energgy parameterrs for
two acctivity coeffficient NRT
TL [3] and Wilson
W
[4] were
w
calculaated to preddict excess molar
m
enthalpies. The results of theese calculations are com
mpared with experimentaal data [5]. They
are reppresented in figures 1 annd 2.
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acetoonitrile (2) + watr (1) at NRTL modeel
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[(×) HF/6-31G, (Ÿ
Ÿ) HF/6-311G]

[((×) HF/6-31G, (Ÿ) HF/6-3111G]

Resultt and discusssion:
The inntermoleculaar interactionn energy of acetonitrile,
a
water and thheir mixturee were used to
t
compuute intermoleecular interaaction energyy parameterss of NRTL
L and Wilsonn models. Thhe
NRTL
L and Wilson
n models weere used to predict
p
exceess molar ennthalpies. Figgures 1 and 2
show the
t predicted excess moolar enthalpiies and expeerimental daata. The preedicted valuees
with thhe NRTL model
m
are in better agreeement with thhe experimeental data thaan the Wilsoon
valuess.
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Bin
nding enerrgy calculaation and complex
c
fo
formation
constant prediction
p
n of
som
me aza-croown etherrs with Cd
d+2
a
R. Behj
hjatmanesh-A
Ardakania, M.Taghdiri
M
and F. Pourrooustaei-Ardaakania*
a

Departm
ment of Chemisstry, Payame Noor
N
Universityy, P.O. Box 19395-3697 Tehrran, Iran
*

Emaill:porosta@yahooo.com

Keyw
words:Compllex formatioon constant, Ab initio calculation, DFT,
D
Bindinng energy ,11-aza18-croown-6.

Introd
duction:
In recent years, density functtional theoryy (DFT) calcculations havve been useed extensivelly for
estimaating molecu
ular propertties. In this paper, B3L
LYP level of
o theory is used to perrform
theoriccal calculatiion on the structure, binnding energiies and com
mplex formattion constannts for
four liigands in CH
H3CN at 298.15 K (Figurre1).

Calcu
ulation meth
hodes:
GaussViev 5.0 pro
ogram [1] has
h been used to buid Gjjf inputs forr free and coomlexed Liggands.
Semieempirical pree-optimized structures were
w
used ass initial inpuuts for furtheer optimizatiion at
B3LY
YP/LANL2DZ level of thheory. Durinng the calcullations, num
mber of imagginary frequeencies
(NIMA
AG) were ch
hecked to be zero to ennsure the struuctures are stationary points
p
in pottential
energyy surface. In
n addition too gas phase propertise, solvation frree energy of
o studied sppecies
have been
b
calculaated by polaarizable conttinuum moddel (PCM). All
A calculatiions were caarried
out wiith Gaussian
n 09 set of prrograms [2].
Ligandd1:R1=NO2, R2=OCH3, R3=ACE
Ligandd2:R1=NO2, R2=R3=ACE
Ligandd3:R1=N(CH
H3)2, R2=OC
CH3, R3=ACE
E
Ligandd4:R1=N(CH
H3)2, R2= R3=ACE
=
778
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ACE=
=1-aza-18-crown-6
R1

R2

O
O

R3

R1
Figure1: The structuress of four Ligannds studied in thhis work

Resultt and discusssion:
In the gas phase, a complex formation
fo
reaaction betweeen a Ligandd and Cd+2 can
c be considered
Ligaand + Cd +2

as folllowing reactiion:

Liggand-Cd +2

(1)

where, binding en
nergy of com
mplexation between thee Ligand annd Cd+2 in the gas phaase is
ǻE (Ligand-Cd+2) = E (Ligand-Cdd+2) - E (Cd+22) - E (Ligannd)

defineed by:

(2)

The deefinition of log
l Kf is:
log Kf =
Whereeο

ο

°

ο

°

solnn

soolv

(3)

ଶǤଷଷோ்
°

soln,

°

=ο

gas =

°

οο

οୋι ୱ୭୪୬

°

°

ο

gas

°

οο
gas +ο
°

solv

is:
(4)

solv

and-Cd
gas(Liga

=ο

°

and οο
+2

)-

(
solv(Ligand-Cd

°
+
+2

gas(Ligand))-

)-ο

°

°

gas(Cd

Ligand)-ο
solv(L

+2

°

)

(5)

s (Cd
solv

+2

)

(6)

Standaard states in above equattions are 1 atm
a and 298.15 K for the gas phase and 1 M andd 298
K for the solution
n phase. Connverting ο

°

gas

referencee state (24.46 L at 298.115 K) from 1 atm

o RT ln (24.46) in to aboove equationn:
to 1 M requires inttroduction of

ο

°

gas (1M)

=ο

°

gas

(1atm) + RT ln(24.466)

(7)

By thiis correction we have:
log Kf =

ିሺοୋ°ౝ౩ ାο
οοୋ°౩ౢ౬ ାଵǤ଼ଽሻ

(8)

ଵǤଷ
ଷସସ
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Table 1 contains zero point energy
e
and BSSE
B
corrected of bindding energy,, ο

°

gas,

οο
ο

°

solv

g Kf .
and caalculated log
Table 1
Naame of species
Ligannd 1-Cd+2

a

°

ୗ
ାୗୗ
ȟୠ୧୬ୢ୧୬

ο

(kcal/mol)

(kcal/m
mol)

οο
ο

g
gas

°

solv

(kccal/mol)

l Kf (calc)
log

log Kf (exp) a

-279.99

-274..84

263.70

6.78

2.09േ 0.02

Ligannd 2-Cd

+2

-299.22

-291..94

288.74

0.96

2.473േ0.0055

Ligannd 3-Cd

+2

-298.97

-292..13

286.09

3.04

2.27േ0.01

Ligannd 4-Cd

+2

-330.68

-322..70

316.74

2.95

1.98േ0.01

Data taken from Ref.[3]
R

Concllusion:
Data show
s
strong
g interactionn between Ligands and ion. PCM estimated
e
coomplex form
mation
constaant are nearly
y in good linne with experimental datta.

Refereences:
[1] R. Dennington
n et al.; GausssView, Verssion 5; Semiichem Inc, ShhawneeMission KS; 20009.
[2] M..J. Frisch et al.;Gaussiann 09, Revisioon A.01. Inc.., Wallingforrd CT, 2009.
[3] A.M.
A
Costero
o et al.; "C
Conformatioonally regulated fluoresscent sensorrs. Study of
o the
selectiivity in Zn+2 versus Cd+22 sensing"; Tetrahedron;
T
60, 6327-63334, 2004.
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Electrron densitty analysiss of noncovvalent P…
…N interacctions
R. Dashtppeyma K. Esskandari*
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D
Univversity, Damghhan, Iran
(Email:r__dashtpeyma_ch@yahoo.com
m,eskandari@ddu.ac.ir)

Keyw
words: Nonccovalent Inteeraction, Atoomic Multipoole Moment,, QTAIM
Introd
duction:
Noncoovalent inteeractions pllay importaant roles in
i differentt areas off chemistry and
biocheemistry. Gen
nerally, thiss type of innteractions encompassees hydrogenn bonds, haalogen
bonds, van der Waaals interaction, steric reepulsion, andd London diispersion. Recently,
R
Schheiner
and coo-workers fo
ound a new class
c
of interractions betw
ween the N atom of HSN
N and the P atom
of phoosphine [1]. They also foound that whhen ܲܪଷ is paired
p
with ܰܪ
ܰ ଷ , the P and
a N atomss face
one another direcctly and forrm a ܲ  ܰ ڮinteraction [2]. Accoording to thheir calculaations,
w
their binding
b
enerrgy can be enhanced
e
if the
t H
althouugh these intteractions aree generally weak,
atom of
o the phosphine is replaaced by Cl orr F atoms [3]. In the currrent work, quantum
q
theoory of
atoms in molecu
ules (QTAIM
M) is usedd for someeܲ  ܰ ڮinteeractions too gain a deeper
d
o these bonnds. Our foccus will be on
o the electrrostatic aspeect of
undersstanding of the nature of
these bonds.
b

Methoods:
Moleccular geomettries and theeir electronicc wave functtions were optimized
o
at the MP2/auug-ccpVDZ
Z level using
g Gaussian 09
0 program. We used Quantum
Q
Thheory of Atom in Moleecules
(QTAIIM) to calcu
ulate electricc atomic muultipole mom
ments. Integration over atomic
a
basins was
carriedd out using standard
s
modde of AIMA
All program.

Resultt and Discussion:
As staated by Scheiner, the ܲ  ܰ ڮinteractiions are mainnly electrosttatic in naturre. So we deecided
to evaaluate the eleectrostatic pootential arouund P atom in
i ܲܪଷ , ܲܪଶ  ܨ, ܲܨܪଶ annd ܲܨଷ monoomers
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to com
mpare their ability
a
in foorming ܲ  ܰ ڮbonds. Inndeed, The multipole
m
exxpansion (M
ME) of
electroostatic poten
ntial at a giveen point, N, in a vicinityy of a molecuule is given by:
b

ܸே ൌ 


൫
 ή ࢘ǡே ൯
൫࢘ǡே ή ࡽ ή ࢘ǡே ൯
ݍ


ଶ
ଷ
ݎǡே
ݎǡே
ʹݎݎǡே




d
In whhich, ݍ ,  and ࡽ arre, respectivvely, the atoomic monoppole momennt, atomic dipole
momeent vector an
nd the atomicc traceless quadruple
q
m
moment
of i-tth atom. ݎǡே and ࢘ǡே arre the
distancce between atom i and the point ܰ and the uniitary vector pointing
p
from atom i to point

ܰ, respectively. Siince this equuation deals with vectorss, the chosenn orientationn of the moleecules
is impportant. So, inܲܪଷ andd ܲܨଷ molecules, their ܥଷ symmettry axis hass been chosen as
Cartessian z axis, while in ܲܪଶ  ܨand ܲܨܪଶ molecuules, one off the ܲ െ  ܨbonds has been
orienteed along thee y axis. The values of coomponents of
o dipole andd quadruple moments
m
off the P
atom have
h
been lissted in Tablee 1.
Table
T
1. Dipolle and quadruple moment com
mponents (in a.u.) of P atom.
ࡼࡴ
ࡴ
ࡼࡴ
ࡴ ࡲ
ࡼࡴ
ࡴࡲ
ࡼࡲ
ࡲ

࢞
0.00
-1.02
0.76
0.00

࢟
0.00
0.34
0.00
0.00

ࢠ
-1.14
0.00
-0.59
0.00

ࡽ࢞࢞
1.86
-2.60
-1.22
2.12

ࡽ࢟࢟
1.86
1.39
2.72
2.12

ࡽࢠࢠ
ࢠ
-3.771
1.220
-1.550
-4.224

Concllusion:
Clearly, the ܲ  ܰ ڮinteractionns can be regarded as Lewis
L
acid-baase interactiions; the P and
a N
atoms are accepteer and donorr, respectivelly. So, a possitive (or at least, less negative) pottential
aroundd the P atom
m is needed for
f formation of these innteractions. The values of
o componennts of
atomicc dipole and
d quadruple moments inn Table 1 reeveal that foor all of thesse molecules, the
most positive
p
valu
ue for ܸே shoould be alongg the y axis;; in which booth ࢟ and ࡽ࢟࢟ are possitive.
In othher words, th
he ܲ  ܰ ڮintteraction is formed alonng y axis, thhat is perpenndicular to thhe ܥଷ
symm
metry axis in ܲܪ
ܲ ଷ and ܲܨ
ܨଷ or along ܲ െ  ܨbonds in ܲܪଶ  ܨannd ܲܨܪଶ mollecules. Thiss is in
agreem
ment with caalculated geoometries of Scheiner’s
S
paapers.
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A comparison of some properties
p
of C=S an
nd C=Se bond
b
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Key words:
w
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Introd
duction:
There are significcant and inteeresting diffferences betw
ween compoounds with thiocarbonyyl and
selenoocarbonyl grroups. The C=Se
C
bond length
l
(~ 1.88 Å) is conssiderably lonnger than C=
=S (~
1.6 Å)) [1]. As a reesult, one woould expect the
t bond streengths to difffer significaantly. The ʌ--bond
also might
m
be exp
pect to be strongly
s
affeected in view
w of the orbbital size mismatch
m
bettween
secondd and third row atoms. On the otther hand, selenoamide
s
s are know
wn to have larger
l
rotatioonal barriers than thioam
mides, wheree the barrier arises from the interacttion nitrogenn with
the adjjacent C=S or
o C=Se group [2].

Comp
putational methods:
m
The geeometry opttimizations for
f the grounnd state and, transition states,
s
were carried out using
of 6-311G (d
Gaussian 03 progrram with B3LYP level of
o theory in combination
c
( , p) Basis set.
Frequeency calculation were performed for all stattionary poinnts on the potential ennergy
surfaces to verify whether theey are minim
ma or transition states theere are imagginary frequeencies
of all
but for global and
d local pointts there are real
r
frequenncies. We haave studied frequencies
f
stationnary points.

Resultt and discusssion:
Bond strength:
One of
o the most important quantities
q
thhat characterrize a bond is the strenngth. This caan be
expresssed either as
a the bond dissociation
d
energy or thhe force connstant for stretching the bond.
b
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The first refers to complete clleavage, andd the latter too the effects of small deeviations from
m the
equilibbrium geomeetry.

Forcee constants:
Vibrattional force constants are usuallyy obtained via
v a norm
mal coordinaate analysis or a
calculaation of thee vibrationall frequenciees. This pressents probleems becausee there is allways
coupliing between the C=S (or C=Se) vibbration with other vibrattional modess. Fitting thee data
to a thhird order po
olynominal gave the force constantt and also thhe cubic term
m. The harm
monic
terms along with the
t corresponnding bond lengths
l
are give
g Table 1.

Chargge distributio
ons:
There is consideraable no diffeerence in eleectronegativiity between selenium annd sulfur [3]], and
therefo
fore the charge distribbution shouuld be no different between seleenocarbonyll and
thiocaarbonyl comp
pound. The charges
c
thuss calculated are
a given in Table 2.
Table1

Table2

Compouund

K2

r C=S,Se
C
(Å)

NH2CSC
CH3

2.66

1.662

NH2CSCH
H3

N(CH3)22CSCH3

4.46

1.657

N(CH3)2CS
SCH3

N(CH2CH
C 3)2CSCH3

2.44

1.677

N(CH2CH3)2
3 CSCH3

Compoundd

S

Se

C=S

C=Se

-0.202

ʊ

-0.060

ʊ

-0.241

ʊ

-0.024

ʊ

-0.242

ʊ

-0.018

ʊ

0.03302

ʊ

-0.065

ʊ

N(CN)2CSCH
C
3

6.87

1.624

N(CN)2CSCH3

NH2CSeeCH3

2.30

1.813

NH2CSeCH
H3

ʊ

-0.275

ʊ

0.045

N(CH3)2CSeCH3

4.12

1.829

N(CH3)2CS
SeCH3

ʊ

-0.306

ʊ

0.071

N(CH2CH
C 3)2CSeCH3

2.56

1.833

N(CH2CH3)2
3 CSeCH3

ʊ

-0.305

ʊ

0.077

N(CN)2CSeCH
C
3

7.97

1.733

N(CN)2CSeCH3

ʊ

-0.205

ʊ

0.021

Concllusion:
Relativvely high level computaational methhods are ablee to satisfacttorily reprodduce the avaailable
experiimental dataa for selenoocarbonyl and
a
thiocarbbonyl derivaatives. Theyy also allow
w the
estimaation of datta that are currently not
n availablee. Other quuantities succh as the charge
distribbution may also be derrived from the results of these caalculations and
a are usefful in
explaining the diffferences betw
ween these compounds.
c
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Structural and
d energeticc aspects of
o adsorbeed CH4 on
n different single-waalled
caarbon nanootubes, A DFT stud
dy
Aidin Bahraami a , Sirouus Yourdkhaania and Minooo Sadri* b,
a
b

Department of Chemistry, Tarbiat Modarres University, Tehran, Iran

Department of Biiology, Malek ashtar Universsity of Tecnology , Tehran, Irran
E-mail: mnsadri@yahooo.com

Key words:
w
Singlle-walled carrbon nanotubbe, methane, density funnctional theoory
Introd
duction:
The diiscovery of carbone
c
nanotubes has opened
o
an exxtraordinary field in the front of scieentists
to usee them as a powerful tools in so many appplications. One of thee most attraactive
applications is thee gas adsorpption. Howevver, the detaails of the addsorption meechanism haas not
been well
w understo
ood [1]. In this
t paper we have studiied the energgetic aspectss of physisorrption
of CH
H4 molecule with the vaarious moleccular orientaations on extternal surfacce of (4,0), (5,0),
(5,5) and
a (6,6) single-walled carbon
c
nanottubes (SWNTs) using thhe DFT methhods.

Methoods of calcu
ulations:
Full geometry
g
opttimizations were
w
perform
med using Gaussian
G
099 suite of proograms and M06
hybridd density fun
nctional, whiich providess the better description
d
o dispersionn interactionns and
of
of the physical ad
dsorption, annd 6-31+G* basis set. To
T find the adsorption
a
beehavior, the three
differeent moleculaar orientations of CH4 on
o (4,0) SW
WCNT (“Linee”, “Point” and
a “Face”) have
been considered
c
(F
Figure 1).[2]]

(a)
(

(b)

©

Fig. 1.C
CH4 adsorption
n whit three diffferent molecullar directions (a:Face, b:Line, c:Point) on ( 4,0)SWCNT.
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Resultt and discusssion:
Accorrding to our results
r
(Tablle1), all of thhe orientatios of CH4 on (4,0) SWCN
NT
reoriennted to Facee state after optimization. Whereas,, face state is
i more stabble than the other
directiions, we hav
ve used the Face direction of CH4 to
t investigatte the adsorpption behaviior on
(5,0), (5,5) and (6,6)
(
SWCN
NTs. The results for ziggzag and arrmchair tubes with diffferent
diameters are sho
own in Tabble 2. The binding
b
eneergies clearlly show thaat the adsorrption
dependds on tube diameter. Also,
A
in the case of arm
mchair CNT
Ts, the stabiility of tubee-CH4
decreaases as theiir diameter increases. In additionn to, equilibbrium Distaances and dipole
d
momeents are signiificantly inccreased that can
c be understood by coonsidering thhe polarizatiion of
the coonducting eleectrons due to
t physisorpption. In the case of zigzzag tubes, thhe results inddicate
that ass the diameteer increases, the binding energy of CH
C 4 molecule increases.
Table 1. Calcu
ulated Adsorptiion Energies Eb , Equilibrium
m Distances R and
a Dipole Momenta of the
CH4 adsorbed on ( 4,0)S
SWCNT.

Parameterr

E
Eb(mev)

R (A0)

Dipole mom
ment(D)

Face

-78.9

3.18

0.21

Line

-76.2

3.28

0.32

Point

-74.4

3.28

0.21

Taable 2. Calculaated structural parameters
p
of the adsorbed CH
C 4 on ( 4,0), (5,0),
(
(5,5) andd (6,6)SWCNT
T.

Eb(mev)

R (A0)

CH4 + (4,0)
(

-78.9

3.18

0.221

CH4 + (5,0)
(

-182.3

3.15

0.19

CH4 + (4,4)
(

-123.7

3.28

0.15

CH4 + (5,5)
(

-101.4

3.44

0.17
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Concllusion:
The reesults have been
b
proved that CH4 moolecule is weeakly bound to the anotuubes. Therefoore, it
seems that the tub
be-CH4 interractions are physicaly adsorption.
a
A
Also,
the oriientations off CH4
and diiameter of naanotubes plaay a significaant role in thhis kind of addsorption.

Refereences:
[1] R.S
Saio, M. fujiita, G.Dresseelhaus: Appll. Phys. Lett. 60 (1992)22205
[2] Yooshio AKAI and Susumuu SAITO: Jppn. J. Appl. Phys
P
.42 (2003) 640-6444
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T
Theoretica
al Study of
o Cooperaative effectts in Į-glyycylglycin
ne clusters
Aidin Bah
hrami a,Mehddi D Esrafili b ,Sirous Yoourdkhania and
a Nasser L Hadipour* a,a
a

Departmennt of Chemistryy, Tarbiat Moddares Universitty, Tehran, Irann

b

Departmennt of Chemistryy, University of
o Maragheh, Maragheh,
M
Irann
E-mail: hadipour@moodares.ac.ir

Key words:
w
Hydrrogen-bondinng, cooperativity, DFT, Glycylglycin
G
ne, NQR, NB
BO.
Introd
duction:
An im
mportant co
oncept in thhe theory of
o hydrogenn bonding

matters is hydrogen bond

cooperrativity that can be connsidered com
mputationallyy using ab innitio and DF
FT methodss. The
most studies
s
havee been focuseed on small molecules as
a models. However,
H
litttle informatiion is
availabble on the real
r
biologically system
ms [1-2]. Į-glycylglycinne (Į-glyglyy) as a impoortant
dipepttide , which plays a conssiderable role in the prottein structurees, can provee the existennce of
the cooperative efffects in the NC=O...H-N
N interactionn. This papeer reports som
me structuraal and
spectrooscopic paraameters aboout H-bondinng cooperatiivity effect in
i linear cryystalline Į-gglygly
clusterrs such as H-bonds
H
lenngths, Nucleear Quadruple Resonancce (NQR) annd Natural Bond
Orbitaals (NBO).

Methoods of calcu
ulations:
Moleccular orbital calculationss were perfoormed using DFT methoods by Gausssian 03 proggram.
The geometry Op
ptimization, (Fig. 1) NB
BO and NQR
R calculationns were perfformed usinng the
B3LY
YP method with
w 6-31+G**, 6-311++G
G** basis setts.
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Fig. 1. Hydrrogen-bondingg network of (Į
Į-glygly)5 clustter optimized at
a B3LYP/6-311+G* level.

Resultt and discusssion:
Accorrding to our results, all the
t N–H bonnds acting ass H-donors and
a the C=O
O bonds actiing as
H-acceeptors are almost
a
elonggated (rC=O =0.939
=
rN–H + 0.282 (R
R2 = 0.964) ) relative to
t the
isolateed Į-glygly molecule (1.019
(
Å). On
O the otheer hand, a regular decrease in rC––N is
*
generaally observed
d from dimeer to pentam
mer. The calcculated deloccalization ennergies of nO oVNH

interacction from dimer
d
(28.9 kcal/mol)
k
too pentamer (449.6kcal/mool) are increaased that theey are
in accordance witth other eviddences for inntermoleculaar hydrogen bond strenggth increase. It is
*
g that the nO oVNH
electrron density transfering, is often useed to explaiin the
worth mentioning

d
of C
elongaations and down-shift

Q

(14N) values in N-H···O.
N
According to our calculaations,

the CQ (14N) valuee decreases from 2.64 MHz
M
for the monomer to
t 1.14 MHzz in the penttamer
(43%)), at the B3LYP level.

Concllusion:
This work
w
reportss DFT, NBO
O and NQR
R theories too investigatee properties of cooperaativity
effectss in Į-glygly
y(2-5) clusterss. The resultss are provedd that the coooperativity is
i increasesdd with
clusterr size. Such
h cooperativve effects heelp us to rattionalize thee common occurrence
o
o Hof
bondinng interactio
ons in biosysstems.

Refereence:
[1] vaan Mourik T,
T Dingley AJ
A (2007) Characterizin
C
ng the coopeerativity in H-bonded amino
a
structuures. J Phys Chem A 1111:11350-113358.
[2] Xaantheas SS (2
2000) Cooperativity andd hydrogen bonding
b
netw
work in wateer clusters. Chem
C
Phys 258:
2
225-231
1
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Intteraction of
o the Alkaali Metals with Graphene Sheeet
Marryam, Nayebbzadeh 1; Seeifollah, Jalilli1,*
1

Deepartment of chhemistry, K.N. Toosi Universsity of Technollogy, Tehran, Iran
I
Email: Nayebzzadeh.maryam
m@yahoo.com

Key Words:
W
Grap
phene, DFT, Coronene, Density
D
of State,
S
Band Gap.
G
Introd
duction:
Graphhene is a sin
ngle layer of
o Carbone atoms dispposed in a honeycomb
h
lattice andd it is
prediccted to be a very
v
promisiing material for future ellectronics duue to severall useful propperties
such as
a high mo
obility of thhe charge caarries and high
h
crystal quality. Thhe electrical and
chemical propertiies of graphhene (C24H12) were stuudied. The optimized, energy gapp and
electroonic structurre for this prooposed carbon 2D modeels are reportted. It was foound that thrrough
hydroggenated proccess, the graaphene have semiconducctor behaviorr. In this papper we investigate
the intteraction of alkali metalss elements such
s
as lithiuum, sodium and potassiuum with grapphene
sheet. We have determined
d
t structuraal and electrronic properrties of grapphene beforee and
the
after of
o interactio
on with the adatoms. Thhis is imporrtant because of the adssorption of alkali
metalss increase the conductiviity on the graaphene sheet [1-4].

Materrials and Methods:
as a graphene
g
surrface model,, a graphenee sheet (n=77, where n means
m
numbbers of hexaagonal
rings of
o carbon) were
w examineed in the present study, Figure
F
(1). First
F
each of atoms was put
p on
the cennter-of-masss of graphenne surface, annd then the structures
s
off metal-graphhene system
m were
optimiized, the calcculation werre performedd in the fram
mework of DF
FT/B3LYP theory
t
alongg with
6/3-111++ g (d) bassis set was used
u
for all thhe atoms.

Figure (11): the optimizzed structure off grapheme (cooronene)
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Apparratus:
all DF
FT calculations were caarried out using
u
Gaussian 03 proggram packagge. We drew
w the
Coronnene structu
ure with gauuss view software
s
theen performeed optimizaation and ennergy
calculaation for iso
olated grapheene and the complex sysstem (grapheene with thee metals adattoms)
by usiing the Gausssian 03, after structure optimizationn and receivve to the opttimum interaaction
energyy, then visuaalized the eleectronic struccture to calcculate the eneergy band gaap throughouut the
Gaussum softwaree.

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Accorrding to ou
ur calculatiion, the sttructure of graphene (Coronene)) behaves as a
semicoonductor maaterial, with gap energyy of 4 eV. Due
D to the innteraction between the alkali
metalss and grapheene sheet, wee defined thee adsorptionn energy as (E
E ads = E ag - E g - E a), Where
W
Eag is the total eneergy per adaatoms, Ea is the total eneergy of isolaated atom, and
a Eg is thee total
energyy of isolated
d graphene. The table (1)
( shows thhe verity off adsorption energy for each
compllex system:
Table (1): the adsorptionn energy and thhe Distance off different metaals from grapheene sheet.
ATO
OM

Dis (Հ)

Eads (ev)
(

Ads site

Lii

1.8

1.887

H

Naa

2.7

1.229

H

K

3.22

0.887

H

We reealized that,, lithium atooms have a minimum distance froom the grapphene sheet after
adsorpption and maaximum adsoorption energgy.
To stuudy the electtronic structture and connductivity off the systems, we depictted the density of
states diagrams fo
or each systtem and com
mpared them
m with eachh other. For example Fiig (2)
showss the DOS diagram
d
forr potassium the band gap
g energy for
f spin up after interaaction
decreaased to 0.55 eV. Therefoore, the condduction increases in coronnene sheet.
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Figu
ure (2): DOS diagram
d
of potaassium on coroonene

Concllusion:
adsorpption of alkaali metals is closet
c
to ideaal ionic bondding. For spiin up, we obbserved the strong
s
interacction for K which show
ws a declinee in band gaap. Consequuently, the conduction inn this
system
m increased. The H site is
i favorite addsorption sitee.

Refereence:
[1] T. Pankewitz, W. Klopper,, Chem. Phyys. Vol 498, 345-348, (20010).
[2] T. Pakewitz an
nd W. Kloppper, J. Phys. Chem.
C
Vol 111,
1
18917-18926, (2007).
[3] D.. A. Firsov, A. M. Tolm
machev, Russsian Journaal of Physical Chemistrry, Vol 81, 20352
2039, (2007).
[4] K. T. Chan, J. B. Neaton. Phys.
P
Rev. Vol
V 77, 2354430, (2008).
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Calcculation off 13C NMR
R parametters of 3-an
nilino-2-niitrobenzo[b]thiopheenes
and
d Compariison with experimen
e
ntal
M Rezaei Saameti. N. Alii Safarzadehh
M.
Department of
o physical Cheemistry, Facultty of science, Malayer
M
Univerrsity, Malayer,, 65157, Iran
mrsam
meti@malayeruu.ac.ir.

1
Key word
w : DFT, 13
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N
thiophhenes

Introd
duction:
The laast decade haas seen signiificant improovements in both theorettical techniquues in the fieeld of
quantuum chemistrry and in com
mputer hardw
ware that alllow us to caalculate accuurate magnettic, as
well as
a other prop
perties of moolecules [5-66]. The calcuulation of NM
MR shieldinng constants using
ab iniitio techniq
ques has beecome a chhallenging and
a
importaant problem
m, because NMR
N
spectrooscopy is on
ne of the moost sensitive probes of molecular
m
strructures and electronic states.
s
A num
mber of pap
pers have reecently appeeared in the literature concerning
c
thhe calculation of
NMR chemical sh
hift (c.s.) by quantum-che
q
emistry methhods [1-3].

Comp
putational details:
d
The molecular
m
stru
uctures of thhe title comppounds of fiigure 1 in thhe ground state are optim
mized
by B3LYP with 6-31++G
6
(p, d) basis sett.

13

C NMR chemical shhifts have beeen measureed for

structuures of som
me substituted 3-anilinno-2-nitrobennzo[b]thiophhenescontainning (OH, NH2,
OMe, Me, Et, H,
H F, Cl annd Br). Thee molecular structures were fully optimized using
B3LY
YP/6-31G (d,, p).The calcculation of the
t

13

C shielding tensorrs employedd the GAUSS
SIAN

03 impplementation
n of the (GIIAO) and (C
CSGT) by using
u
6-31G (d, p), 6-311++G(d,p) and
a 6311++
+G(d,p) basiss set methodds at densityy functional levels of theeories (DFT)). Excellent linear
l
relatioonships havee been observed betweeen experimeental and caalculated
shifts for all derivaatives.
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Resultts and discu
ussion :
Initiallly, the optim
mized molecular structurre of 2o deriivates is shoown in figuree 1. Then, GIAO
G
and CS
SGT of 13C chemical shielding calcuulations of thhe title comppounds (A-I)) have been made
by using B3LYP method
m
withh 6-311++G((d,p) basis set.
s The calcuulated chem
mical shifts foor the
most stable
s
gas ph
hase conform
mers, įcalc, gives the folloowing relatioonship:

G calc

aG exp  b ppm
p

a and b are a slop
pe and interrcept of lineaar regressionn respectivelly. The correelation between
the expperimental values
v
in solvvent DMSO
O-d6 and CDC
Cl3 of the 13C chemical shifts
s
and thoose
calculaated using GIAO
G
and CS
SGT for the carbons of compound
c
(G
G) of 3-aniliino-2nitrobeenzo[b] thio
ophenes (2o) are shown in
i Figure 1. It
I is seen thaat the isotroppic shieldingg for
the carrbons agree quite well with
w the expeerimental vallues. The sloopes are in thhe range of 0.981
0

ɷ (Calshift)ppm

- 1.7088, and the co
orrelation cooefficients arre 0.952 - 0.9992.
9.828
9
xͲ 1.134
4y=
0.990= ²R

180
170
160
150
140
130
120
100

150
ɷ (Expshifft)ppm

˴ଉ

wo series of ortho substituent (OH, NH2, OM
Me, Me, Et, H, F, Cl
˶ଉFig. 1. The optimizzed molecular structure of tw
and Br) off 3-anilino-2-niitrobenzo[b] thhiophenes, com
mparison experiimental and caalculation.

Refereences:
[1] J. Gauss,
G
J.F. Stanton,
S
Advv. Chem. Phyys. 123 (20002) 355
[2] C. Michael .A.. Bohm , Chemical Physsics 342 (20007) 1–15
[3] M.. Tagashira, S.Yamazakii, S. Yamanaaka, Computtational Materials Sciencce 14 (1999)) 248253
[4] Y. Atalay, A. Basoglu,
B
D. AvcÕSpectroochimica Accta Part A 699 (2008) 4600–466
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A DFT stu
udy of Gaa-doped in armchairr and zigzaag models of boron
phosphide nanootubes
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M
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Key word
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Introd
duction:
In the last years, the
t significaant research efforts havee been done to synthesizze and theorretical
study of nanometter-scale tubbular forms of various materials
m
[1-2]. Amongg these mateerials,
semicoonductors of group III and V: borron nitride (BN), alum
minum nitridee (AlN), gaallium
nitridee [3-4]. In particular, the
t BPNTs have attractted much atttention, duee to their unique
u
properrties and promising
p
a
applications,
, optical, mechanical
m
properties, electronicss and
optoellectronics ap
pplications annd nano com
mposites thatt can be operrated at extrreme environnment
such as
a high temperature, highh power andd radiation, and
a in harsh environmentts. In this prroject
the eleectrical prop
perties and NMR
N
param
meters of the pristine andd Ga-doped structures of
o two
representative (8, 0) zigzag annd (4, 4) arm
mchair modell of boron phhosphide nanotubes (BP
PNTs)
have been
b
investig
gated. In this work the HOMO
H
and LUMO struuctures of unndoped and doped
d
modell of BPNTs determined
d
a the diffeerence of baand gap enerrgies betweenn the pristinne and
and
Ga-dooped in the arrmchair moddel is larger than the zigzzag model.

Comp
putational methods:
m
In thiis computational researrch, all moodels are inndividually optimized
o
b using deensity
by
functioonal theory (DFT)
(
at B33LYP level of
o theory witth using the Gaussian 033 set of proggrams.
The caalculated CS
S tensors in principal
p
axees system coonverted to measurable
m
N
NMR
param
meters,
chemical shielding
g isotropic and chemicall shielding annisotropic:
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CSI ( pppm )


1
(V 11  V 22  V 33 ) ,
3

CSA( ppm) V 33  (V 22  V 33 ) / 2

Resultts and discu
ussions:
The ellectronic stru
ucture propeerties of armcchair and ziggzag modelss of BPNTs and doping of
o Ga
in the B nuclei hav
ve been inveestigated. Thhe geometriccal structures results shoow that by dooping
Ga; 1)) the values of
o band gap energies in armchair
a
moodel (see fig.1) is decreaased and in zigzag
z
modell is increased
d; 2) the bannd gap energgy of the zigzag model ( see fig 2)w
was larger thaan the
armchhair becausee of interactiion betweenn dxy orbital of gallium and
a
p orbittal of phosphorus
atoms ; 3) The CS
SI and CSA values of tw
wo models of
o BPNTs at
a neighbor site
s of dopinng are
decreaased and otther sites inncreased; 4) The resuults show thhat CSI vallues are dirrectly
proporrtional to th
he electroniic density at
a the atomiic sites; 5) it is worthh noting thaat the
electroonic densitiees at the atomic
a
sites of nanotubbes are veryy importantt for interacctions
occurrring between
n nanotube and
a other moolecules or attoms.

Fig.1 plot
p of Homo an
nd Lumo strucctures of the unndoped and Ga doped of armcchair and zigzaag models of BPNTs.

Refereences:
[1] M..W. Zhao, Y.Y.
Y Xia, D.JJ. Zhang, L.M
M. Mei, Phyys. Rev. B 688 (2003) 2355415.
[2] S. M. Lee, Y.H
H. Lee, Y.G.. Hwang, J. Elsner, D. Porezag,
P
Th.F
Frauenheim,, Phys. Rev. B 60
(1999)) 7788.
[3] M.. Mirzaei, M.
M Mirzaei / Solid
S
State Sciences
S
13 (2011)
(
244e2250
[4] M.. Rezaei-Sam
meti, Arabiann. J. Chem. (2011)
(
in preess
[5] M.. Rezaei-Sam
meti, Physicaa E. 43 (20100) 588–592
[6] M. Rezaei-Sam
meti, J. Mol. Struc.(THEOCHEM) 8667 (2008) 1222–124.
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Introd
duction:
In the past decadee, afterthe disscovery of CNTs
C
by Iijiima has raiseed great inteerest to synthhesize
tubulaar structures of SiC nanootubes (SiCN
NTs) and to characterize the properrties of this novel
materiial [1-2].Reccently, signifficant numbeers of researrches have prrepared new
w one-dimenssional
of SiC
C nano structtures such as nano rods,, nano whiskkers, nano wires,
w
nanotuubes, hollow nano
spherees, nano flow
wers, nano springs
s
[3-4], due to theeir unique electrical,
e
opptical, mechaanical
properrtiesand nan
no composites that can be operatedd at extrem
me environment such as high
temperature, high power and radiation,
r
annd in harsh ennvironmentss [4-5].

Comp
putational methods:
m
In thiss new project the isotroppic and anisootropic chem
mical shieldinng parameterrs (CSI and CSA)
C
of

29

S and
Si

13

C have
h
been calculated baased on DFT theory too investigatee the electroostatic

properrties of the armchair (4, 4) SiCNTss and four models
m
of BN-doped
B
inn Si and C nuclei
n
(SiCN
NTs). The strructures of all
a compounnds were opptimized at the
t level of B3LYP using 631G* basis set. Th
he calculatedd CS tensorss in principaal axes are coonverted to measurable
m
N
NMR
meters, chem
mical shieldding isotroppic (CSI) CSSI ( ppm) 1 (V 11  V 22  V 333 ) and chemical
param
3

shieldiing anisotro
opic (CSA)) by using equations CSA( ppm ) V 33  (V 22  V 33 ) / 2 [44].The
evaluaated NMR parameters offthe sites off 29Si, 13C, 11B and 15N nuclei
n
are presented in Tables
T
2 and 3.
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Resultts and discu
ussions:
The ellectronic stru
ucture propeerties of SiCN
NTs and fouur models off doping N and
a B in Si and
a C
nuclei have been investigatedd (see Fig.1)). The geom
metrical strucctures resultss show that bond
lengthh for the SiBC and SiNC models inn Si41 site are
a smaller than other bond
b
lengthhs.The
compaarisons of th
he CSI paraameters in four
f
doped models reveeal that the most significant
changees occurin th
he SiNC andd SiCN, becauuse of the laarge electronnegativity off nitrogen. On
O the
other hand
h
the NM
MR parameteers of 13C beetween undooped model and four dopped models show
that thhe CSI valuees of sites, which
w
are directly
d
connnected to B or N atoms show significant
decreaase and so the
t bond lenngth of (B or
o N – C31)) is smallestt. The resultts show thaat CSI
valuess are directly
y proportional to the eleectronic denssity at the attomic sites. It
I is worth noting
n
that thhe electronic densities att the atomic sites of nanootubes are veery importannt for interacctions
occurrring between
n nanotube and
a other moolecules or attoms.

Fig.1

Refereences:
[1] Beecke, A. D., 1993. J. Cheem. Phys. 988, 5648-56522.
[2] Dittchfield, R.,H
Hehre, W. J., Pople, J. A.,
A 1972. J. Chem.
C
Phys. 54, 724-7228.
[3] Miirzaei , M., Mirzaei,M.,2
M
2010.Monatssh Chem. 1441, 941-943.
[4] Reezaei-Sametii, M., 2010. Physica
P
E, 43,
4 588-592.
[5]Tagguchi, T., Igaawa, N., Yam
mamoto, H.,,Shamoto, S., Jitsukaw, S., 2005. Phhysica E.28 ,
431-4338.
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Introd
duction:
The aromatic
a
macrocycles phhthalocyaninnes (Pcs) [11] are one of
o the best known synnthetic
porphyyrin analog
gues. They are highly versatile and
a
stable chromophores with unique
u
physiccochemical properties that
t
make them
t
ideal building blocks in thee constructioon of
molecular materiaals having sppecial electrronic and opptical properties. Interestingly, owiing to
their extended
e
flaat hydrophobbic aromaticc surface, thhese macroccycles can innteract with each
other by
b attractivee ʌ-ʌstackingg interactionns [2], leadinng to aggreggation in sollution. Adennosine
deaminase (ADA)) is a cytosoolic enzyme,, which has been the obbject of conssiderable intterest,
mainlyy because a congenital defect
d
in thee enzyme cauuses severe combined im
mmunodeficciency
disease (SCID) in
n humans. ADA is an am
minohydrolaase (EC 3.5.44.4) which participates
p
i the
in
purinee metabolism
m where it deegrades eitheer adenosinee or 2'-deoxyyadenosine producing
p
innosine
or 2'-ddeoxyinosin
ne, respectivvely [3]. Thhe product of human ADA gene consists off 363
aminooacids (41 kD
Da) and theree is a high degree
d
of amino acids seqquence consservation am
mongst
speciees. The enzym
me containss a parallel Į/ȕ
Į barrel mootif with eigght central ȕ strands and eight
periphheral Į helicces, which iss a commonn structure found
fo
in 1/100 of all knoown enzymees [4].
ADA is involved in
i some diseeases such ass: tuberculossis [5].

Materrials and meethods:
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Moleccular Dynam
mics Simulattion was carrried out usiing the GRO
OMACS (4.5.4) packagewith
the GR
ROMOS96 force field.T
The resultinng system off MD modeels contains a enzyme, about
22,0000 water mo
olecules andd 6, 12 annd 18 moleecules of teetra sulphonnated nickel (,,)
phthallocyanine (N
NiPcTS) in a box dimeension of 9.105×9.105×
×8.666 nm3. The force field
param
meters of ligaands were generated
g
ussing the PRO
ODRG web server. Theen, NiPcTS were
random
mly distributed around the
t ADA ennzyme. We used
u
the crysstal structuree of enzymee (pdb
code; 1VFL) down
nloaded from
m the proteinn data bank. The system
m was equilibbrated for 200 ns at
constaant pressure (1 atm) and temperaturee of 300 K. MD
M calculatiions was perrformed duriing20
ns. Finnally, structu
ure parameteers of RMSD
D, RDF, CD222nm
, contennt were calcuulated.
2

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Accessible surfacee area (ASA
A), circular dichroism
d
at 222nm (CD
D222nm), midppoint of trannsition
temperature (Tm), number annd distance of hydrogenn bond, raddial distributtion functionn and
other physical parameters
were obtaiined from analyzingthhe trajectorry of moleecular
p
dynam
mics.Results of calculateed heat capaacity at constant pressure (Cp) show
wed that trannsition
temperature increeases by inccreasing thee NiPcTS concentrationn. Mid-poinnt of temperrature
transittion (Tm) obttained as 3500 and 365 K in the absence and pressence of 0.014 M of NiP
PcTS,
respecctively. Thuss two peaks will
w be obserrved in the plot
p of Cp veersus temperaature.

Concllusion:
Self-agggregation of NiPcTS and NiPcT
TS, and intteraction wiith ADA enzyme
e
incrreases
withinncreasing con
ncentration. Results of calculated
c
heeat capacity at constant pressure
p
(Cp) and
radial distribution functions shhowed that NiPcTS
N
behhaves like ossmolytes at low
l
concentrration
that inncreases the beta
b form annd so increasses the enzym
me stability.

Refereence:
1–4,
[1] C..C. Leznoff,, A.B.P. Levver (Eds.), Phthalocyannines: Propeerties and Applications;
A
VCH Publishers,
P
New
N York; 1989,
1
1393, 1996.
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A Hunter, J.
J K. M. Sannders; "The nature of ʌ--ʌ interactions"; J. Am. Chem. Soc;; 112,
5525-55534, 1990.
[3]N. Spencer, D. Hopkinson,, H. Harris; "Adenosine deaminase polymorphis
p
sm in man"; Ann.
Hum. Geitet; 32, 9-14,
9
1968.
[4]M. Kaisemann
n, A. Kritskii, M. Pereirra, A. Trajm
man; "Pleuraal fluid adennosine deam
minase
detectiion for the diagnosis
d
of pleural
p
tuberrculosis"; J. Bras. Pneum
mol; 30, 549-556, 2004.
[5]G. Farber, G., Petsko
P
;"Thee evolution of
o alpha/betaa barrel enzyymes"; Trennds Biochem
m. Sci;
15, 2228-234, 1990
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Introd
duction:
Phthallocyanines (Pcs),
(
both metalated (MPcs) andd metal-freee (H2Pc), are
a metal-orrganic
semicoonductors th
hat have beeen applied as chemiressistive sensoors [1-3] MPc
M sensitiviity to
vapor--phase molecules may be
b tuned by manipulatio
m
n of the mettal center annd by substittution
of funnctional grou
ups on the organic ringg [1-4]. It has
h been repported the optical
o
absorrption
spectraa of phthalo
ocyanine film
ms are insennsitive to subbstitutions foor the centraal metal atom
m [5].
Adenoosine deamin
nase (ADA)) is a cytosoolic enzymee, which hass been the object
o
of nootable
interesst, mainly because a congenital defect in the enzym
me causes severe
s
com
mbined
immunnodeficiency
y disease (SC
CID) in hum
mans. ADA is
i an aminohhydrolase (E
EC 3.5.4.4) which
w
particiipates in the purine metaabolism wheere it degraddes either adeenosine or 2'-deoxyaden
2
nosine
produccing inosinee or 2'-deoxyyinosine, resppectively [6]. The crystaal structure also
a revealedd that
ADA is a metallo
oenzyme thaat complexess one mole of
o Zn2+ per mole of prootein [7]. AD
DA is
involvved in some diseases
d
such as: tubercuulosis [8], brrain tumor [99].

Materrials and meethods:
Moleccular Dynam
mics Simulation was carrried out usinng the GRO
OMACS (4.55.4) packagee with
the GR
ROMOS96 force field. The resultinng system of
o MD models containss a protein, about
22,0000 water molecules and 6 moleculees of tetra sulphonated
s
phthalocyaanine (PcTS) and
tetrakiis [2- (triimethylamm
monium) ethhoxy] phthhalocyanine (PcTtme) in a boxx of
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9.105×
×9.105×8.66
66 nm3. Thee force field of ligands was generatted using thhe PRODRG
G web
serverr. Then, two phthalocyannines were randomly
r
diistributed aroound the AD
DA. We useed the
crystall structure of
o enzyme (ppdb code; 1VFL) downnloaded from
m the proteinn data bankk. MD
calculaations were performed during 20 ns.
n Then strructure paraameters of RMSD,
R
RDF
F and
CD222nnm,

were calculated. We

wannt

to

deterrmine

com
mputationallyy whether two

phthallocyanines will
w interact or bind to enzyme, annd if so, wee would likee to comparre the
bindinng energy off them, as weell as the aff
ffinity of the binding or interaction and
a Gibbs ennergy
of inteeraction. AuttoDock 3.0.55 software was
w used for the ligand-pprotein dockiing studies.

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Accessible surfacee area (ASA
A), circular dichroism
d
att 222nm (CD
D222nm), num
mber of hydrrogen
bond, radial distriibution funcction (RDF),, radius gyraation (Rg) annd other phyysical param
meters
were obtained
o
fro
om analysingg trajectory of molecular dynamicss. Results shhowed that ADA
accesssible surfacee area and Rg parameterrs increased and numbeer of hydrogen bond, cirrcular
dichrooism at 222n
nm (CD222nm
d in the pressence of PcTtme. Valuee of bindingg free
m) decreased
energyy (ǻGbind) for cationicc and anioonic phthaloocyanine is -3.90 andd -4.89 kcaal/mol
respecctively.

Concllusion:
Self-agggregation of
o PcTS andd PcTS decrrease in com
mparison witth PcTtme and
a PcTtme, but
their interaction
i
with
w
ADA increases. Results
R
of calculated
c
raadial distribbution functions
showeed that PcTS
S locate neaar ADA in comparison
c
w PcTtm
with
me at 0.014M
M concentrattion.
Docking energy showed that binding eneergy with AD
DA of anionnic is negativve than catioonic
phthallocyanine an
nd dimerizattion free eneergy for PcT
Ttme is negative than PcTS,
P
Therefore
enzym
me denaturatiion is more than
t
in preseence of PcTS
S.

Refereence:
[1]A.W
W.Snow, W..R., Barger; Phthalocyannine Films inn Chemical Sensors. In Phthalocyannines:
Properrties and Applications, New
N York; 1, 341, 1989..
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R 178, 14433–1484, 1998.
[4] G. Guillaud, J.. Simon, J. Germain;
man, W. E. Spicer;
S
J. Mool. Spectroscc; 33, 28, 1970.
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Hum. Geitet;
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Quantum
m mechaniccal investigation of the
t catalyttic mechan
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Introd
duction:
It is knnown that baacterial resisstance to ȕ-laactam antibiiotics stems from the exppression of the
t ȕlactam
mase that caatalyzes the hydrolytic cleavage of
o the substtra amid boond. Metallo- ȕlactam
mase contain
ns zinc and other
o
divalennt cations ass cofactors. The active site includes two
zinc ioons, both of which are reequired for full
fu catalytic activity, briiging hydroxxide ion, Figuure 1.
Since the initial discovery
d
off inhibitors, a number of new inhibbitors of mettallo-ȕ-lactam
mase,
antibiootics, have been
b
discoveered [1, 2]. Besides
B
the laarge amountt of experim
mental work, a few
theoreetical studiess on the dinuuclear zinc metallo-ȕ-la
m
ctamase havve reported. Therefore, in
i the
presennt study the coordinationn structure of
o active sitee dizinc cennter, catalyticc mechanism
m and
inhibittor (penicilliin) binding based
b
on quaantum calcullations have investigatedd.
N
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Figure 1. Mo
odel system foor the ( A) dinuuclear zinc clusster and ( B ) peenicillin inhibiitor.

Comp
putational methods:
m
Ab iniitio calculatiions were caarried out wiith the Gausssian program
m series 2003. All geom
metries
were fully optim
mized emplloying a B3LYP/6-31G
B
G method. The harm
monic vibrattional
frequeencies were computed too confirm thhat an optimiized geomettry correctly corresponds to a
local minimum. QST2 methhod was ussed to searcch for transsition state. Transition state
geomeetry was dou
uble-checkedd by using IRC
I
and FR
REQ calculations. The solvent
s
effeccts on
the connformationaal equilibrium
m have beenn investigatedd with a PCM
M method foor water solvvent.

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The reesults of qu
uantum calcuulation of thhe metallo- ȕ-lactamasee in compleex with peniicillin
showss that the sub
bstrate ȕ-lacttam group innteracts withh active site zinc ions. The
T structuraal and
energeetic features of the bindiing of peniccillin inhibitoor show thatt penicillin can
c deactivatte the
dinucllear zinc cen
nter throughh a two-step reaction meechanism innvolving twoo transition states
and thhree intermeediates, Figuure 2. The energetic
e
annd mechanisttic features of an active site
modell indicate thaat the two zinnc ions play a significannt role in cataalysis.

+



Fig
gure 2. compleexation of peniccillin and dinucclear zinc metaallo-ȕ-lactamasse.

Refereences:
[1] A. Carfi, E. Du
uee, M. Gallleni, J. Frere, O. Dideberrg, Acta Cryystalloger. 19998, 54, 313-323.
[2] H. Park, E. N. Brothers, K.M.
K
Merz J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2005, 127, 4232-44241.
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A DFT stu
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Introd
duction:
Nucleaar Magneticc Resonancee (NMR) iss a useful technique
t
foor studying the structuure of
chemical and bio
ological systtems, from small moleccules to com
mplicated sttructures such as
nucleic acids and
d proteins. Chemical
C
shhifts and spiin–spin couppling serve to recognizze the
molecular conforrmation, coomposition and enviroonment of the moietyy. Howeverr, the
investiigation and
d understandding of thee relationshhips betweeen moleculaar structuree and
measuured NMR parameters can sometiimes be quuite difficultt, and needd the suppoort of
theoreetical calculaations [1].Thheoretical methods
m
for the prediction of the nuclear
n
maggnetic
resonaance (NMR)) parameterss of moleculles have beccome a usefu
ful quantum chemical toool. A
numbeer of papers have recenttly appearedd in the literaature concerrning the callculation of NMR
N
chemical shift (CS
S.) by quantuum-chemistrry methods [2-5].

Comp
putational methods:
m
The enntire calculaations were performed
p
att density funnctional (DF
FT) levels onn a Pentium using
Gaussian 03. The geometry off the title com
mpounds in (Fig. 1) is fully
f
optimizzed and 17O NMR
N
chemical shieldin
ng are calcuulated with GIAO andd CSGT appproach by applying
a
B33LYP
methood at the 6–31G
6
(d,p), 6-31++G(d,p) and 6--311++G(d, p) basis seets. The obttained
shieldiing tensors were
w referennced against to an absoluute shielding reference ıref
pm
r =287.5 pp
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Fig. 1

Resultts discussion
ns
The reesults show that
t in the coompounds A1 and A2, A4 and A7 thee GIAO metthod by 6-31++G
(d,p), in compoun
nd A3 and A6 the CSGT
T method byy 6-31++G(dd,p) and 6-311G(d,p)
respecctively and in
n the compounds A5 andd A11 the GIIAO methodd by 6-31G (dd,p) are a goood
agreem
ment with ex
xperimental. Fig.1 , Tablle 1


Fig. 1 Optimized
O
of strructures of Bennzyl ethers deriivatives


Table 1.
1 Theoretical chemical shiftt and experimenntal chemical shift
s
of Benzyll ethers 17O NM
MR spectra (pppm),
deviatioon error 'G

G EXP  G calc with B3lyp/6--31++G(d,p).

Compounds

GIAO

CSGT

Exp. a

'G GIAO

'G CSGT

A1
A

-18.0

-2.7

-14.0

4.0

-11.3

A2
A

4.3

17.7

9.6

5.3

-8.1

A3
A

29.3

38.0

39.0

9.7

1.0

A4
A

35.4

39.5

49.0

13.6

9.5

A5
A

52.2

56.5

40.1

-12.1

-16.4

A6
A

34.3

44.2

33.0

-1.3

-11.2

A7
A

-21.3

-5.9

-20.0

1.3

-14.1

A8
A

2.5

16.2

-

A9
A

14.1

20.3

-

10
A1

52.0

-5.3

-
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A1
11

52.1

57.9

33.5

-18.6

-24.4
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Configuratiional and conformaational prooperties off 1,3,7,9-teetrastannaacycloododeca-1,2,7,8-tetrraene. A hyybrid density functiional study and natu
ural
bond orb
bital interp
pretation
Mittra Keshavarrz1, Seiedeh Negar Mouusavi1, Hooriiye Yahyayi2 and Davood Nori-Sharrgh
(Email: keshhavarzm53@yyahoo.com)
1

Chemistry
C
Deppartment, Arak Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univeersity, Arak, Iraan

2

Ch
hemistry Deparrtment, Zanjan Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univeersity, Zanjan, Iran

Keyw
words: DFT, NBO, alleniic compoundds
Introd
duction:
Allenees are an imp
portant classs of unsaturaated hydrocarbons whichh contain twoo double bonnds in
an orthhogonal geo
ometry.1,2 Riing constrainnts bend andd twist the normally
n
lineear perpendiicular
allene and engeender substtantial strain and resuultant kinetic reactiviity.3 Monoccyclic
mediuumring dialleenes with thee allene grouups in a ring that has moore than ninee members appear
a
to be fairly
f
stable.. Simple moonocyclic diaallenes posseess two chiral centers annd should exxist in
two diastereoisom
d
meric formss, one diassereisomer being
b
racem
mic and the other a meso
compoound.4 In thiis work, we have investiigated computationally the
t structuraal, conformattional
properrties of 1,3,,7,9-tetrastannna-cyclododeca-1,2,7,88-tetraene, by
b hybrid density
d
functtional
based method (B
B3LYP/Def22-TZVPP) and
a
natural bond orbittal interprettation, usingg the
GAUS
SSIAN 03 package of prrograms.5,6 In
I addition, the allenic bonds
b
naturee (populationn and
bondinng orbital deviation)
d
a
and
the stabbility of vaarious confoormations of
o (±) and meso
configgurations off 1,3,7,9-tetrrastanna-cycclododeca-1,,2,7,8-tetraenne, was syystematicallyy and
quantiitatively corrrelated usingg NBO analyysis.6

Comp
putational details:
d
DFT calculations
c
were
w carriedd out using B3LYP/Def2
B
2-TZVPP levvel of theoryy for the messo and
dl struuctures of 1,3,7,9-tetraastanna-cycloododeca-1,22,7,8-tetraenee with the GAUSSIAN
N 03
813
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packagge of prograams.5 Manuaally constructed appropriiate Z-matrixx files of inittial geometrries of
the meeso and dl structures of
o 1,3,7,9-tettrastanna-cyclododeca-1,2,7,8-tetraeene were used as
input files for op
ptimization at
a the B3LY
YP/Def2-TZ
ZVPP level of theory. Energy
E
miniimum
molecular geomettries were loocated by miinimizing thhe energy, with
w respect to
t all geomeetrical
coordiinates witho
out imposinng any sym
mmetry connstraints. Ann NBO annalysis was then
perforrmed for thee meso and dl structures of 1,3,7,9--tetrastanna--cyclododeca-1,2,7,8-tettraene
by thee NBO 5.G program
p
conttained in thee PC-GAME
ESS interfacee.6

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The reesults concerrning an investigation em
mploying the hybrid dennsity functioonal theory (DFT)
methood to calculaate structurall optimizatioon and confformational interconvers
i
sion pathwayys for
the tw
wo diastereeoisomeric forms, dl and meso configuratiions of 1,3,7,9-tetrasttannacycloddodeca-1,2,7
7,8-tetraene are
a reportedd in this worrk. Two axiaal symmetriccal conformaations
are fouund for the dl configuraation of this compound. The unsymm
metrical messo-TBBC foorm is
found to be the mo
ost stable geeometry, amoong the varioous conform
mations of meeso configuration.
B3LY
YP/Def2-TZV
VPP results showed thaat between the
t two mosst stable connformations of dl
and meso configurrations, meso-TBBC is more
m
stable than (±)-TB
B. Using NB
BO (Natural Bond
Orbitaal) analysis, ʌ and ʌ* alllenic-like boonding and anti-bonding
a
g orbital occuupancies andd also
the deeviations of ı and ʌ bonnding orbitalls of allenic moieties weere investigaated. NBO reesults
revealed that in th
he most stabble form of dl configuraation [(±)-TB
B], the sum of the ʌ* allenic
a
antiboonding orbitaal occupancies (Ȉʌ* occcupancy) is greater thann meso conffiguration [m
mesoTBBC
C]. In additio
on, NBO ressults indicatted that in thhe meso-TBBC conform
mer, the sum
m of ı
and ʌ allenic-like moieties boonding orbitaal deviationss, from their normal valuues, is lowerr than
in the (±)-TB form
m. All thesee facts couldd explain thhe relative more
m
stabilityy of meso-T
TBBC
conforrmer, as com
mpared to thee (±)-TB form
m.

Concllusion:
The reesults obtain
ned showed that
t
by the meso-TBBC
m
conformer d is more staable than (±
±)-TB.
The grreater sum of
o the ʌ* alllenic antiboonding orbitaal occupancies (Ȉʌ* occcupancy) annd the
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greater sum of ı and ʌ allennic-like moieeties bondinng orbital deeviations expplain the relative
more stability
s
of meso-TBBC
m
conformer, as comparedd to the (±)-T
TB form.

Refereences:
[1]A. Greenberg,
G
J.F.
J Liebmann, Strained Organic
O
Mollecules, Acaademic Presss, New Yorkk,
1979.
[2] M.. Traetteberg
g, P. Bakkenn, A. Almennningen, J.Mool. Struct. 700 (1981) 287.
[3] R.P
P. Johnson, Chem. Rev. 89 (1989) 1111.
[4] D. Nori-Sgargh
h, N. Sarooggh-Farahani, S. Jameh-B
Bozorghi, F. Deyhimi,
D
M
M.-R.
Talei Bavil
B
Oliai, F.R. Ghanizzadeh, J. Cheem. Res. (S) (2003) 384.
[5]M.JJ. Frisch, et al, Gaussiann 03, Revisioon B.03, Gauussian, Inc., Wallingford
W
d CT, 2004.
[6] E..D. Glenden
ning, J.K. Badenhoop,
B
A.E. Reedd, J.E. Carppenter, J.A. Bohmann, C.M.
Morales, F. Wein
nhold, Theorretical Chem
mistry Instittute, Universsity of Wiscconsin, Maddison,
WI, 20004. NBO Version
V
5.G.
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NM
MR param
meters of Boron
B
and Nitrogen doped in nano-size
n
of Fullereene
(C60)
M. Rezaei-Sam
meti, R. Ram
mi,E.S. Dadffar
Department of
o Applied Cheemistry, Facultyy of Science, Malayer
M
University, Malayer,, 65174, Iran
E-mail addresss: mrsameti@m
malayeru.ac.ir

Key word:
w
Fullerrene (C60), NMR,
N
DFT,, N- and B- doping
d

Introd
duction:
In thee present wo
ork, we inveestigate the influence of
o N- and B-doping
B
onn the electroostatic
structuure propertiees and NMR
R parameterrs of nano-ssize of the Fullerene (C
C60) model. The
calculaations are peerformed at the level off density funnctional theoory (DFT) using
u
Gaussian 03
packagge of prog
gram. Sincee the discoovery of fuullerene 26 years agoo [1], num
merous
investiigations hav
ve been doone that C660 undergoees various types
t
of reeactions, succh as
hydroggenation, red
duction, nuccleophilic adddition, radiccal addition and cyclo addition
a
reacctions
[2-3]. Regarding theoretical studies on stable structures of hettero fullerennes, the quaantum
molecular-dynamiics calculatioons have shhown the poossibility to synthesize C59N
C
and C59B,
C
C58N22 and C58B2
2 or for exam
mple C12B224N24 [4-6]..

Comp
putational details:
d
The sttructures off three modeels of C60 were
w
firstly optimized by
b hybrid density
d
functtional
theoryy and B3LY
YP functionaal based method and 6--31G(d) stanndard basis set and theen the
chemical shielding
g (CS) tensoors at the siites of

13

C nuclei
n
are caalculated bassed on the gauge
g

includded atomic orbital
o
(GIAO
O) approachh. The calcullated CS tennsors in princcipal axes syystem
are coonverted to measurablee NMR paarameters, chemical
c
shiielding isottropic (CSI)) and
chemical shieldin
ng anisotroppic (CSA) by
b using eqquations (1)) and (2), respectively.
r
. The
evaluaated NMR parameters att the sites off 13C nuclei in
i the pristinne and N, B--doped models (n
and b)) are presenteed in Table 2.
2
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(
(1)

ܵܥ
ܵܣሺ݉ሻ ൌ ߪଷଷ െ ሺߪଵଵଵ   ߪଶଶ ሻȀʹ

(2)

Resultts and discu
ussions:
The opptimized bo
ond lengths reveal
r
that when
w
B and N atom aree substitutedd in fullerenee, the
bond lengths
l
of C-B
C are increeased and C-N are decreeased. The results
r
show
w that the vallue of
the boond angles (6–7–8 and 6–7–8)
6
placed at sides of N and B-doped are decreased
d
laargely
from 1120o to 108o and the bonnd angle (111–12–2) in two
t
models increased frrom 108o to 120o.
The comparison between
b
N-ddoped and B-doped
B
moodels shows that, the vaalues of CSI and
CSA for
f N-doped
d model unddergo more remarkable
r
c
changes
thann B-doped model
m
becauuse of
the lonne pair of eleectrons in thhe nitrogen valence
v
shell.
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Com
mputational Study on
o the inteeraction beetween B122H122- and Ca(C6H6)22+.

Mehdii Bayat*,a, Yazdan
Y
Maghhsouda, Yasinn Gholieea, Fatemeh
F
Zam
manianb, Saddegh Salehzadeha
a

Faculty of Chemistry, Buu-Ali Sina Univversity, Hameddan, Iran (Emaiil:mehdi806@ggmail.com)
b
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Key words:
w
Theoretical Studyy, Boran Hydrids, non-covalent interractions, NB
BO Analysis
Introd
duction:
Supram
molecular chemistry,
c
thhe chemistrry of non-coovalent inteeractions, is a highly active
a
interdiisciplinary field with important implicationss in biologgy, chemisttry, physicss and
engineeering[1,2]. It is well knnown, that non-covalent
n
t interactionns (anion…ʌ
ʌ, lone pair(llp)–ʌ,
C–H…
…ʌ, cation…
…ʌ, ʌ–ʌ, “coonventional”” and ‘‘nonn-conventionnal” H-bondds) have attrracted
considderable atten
ntion [3] sinnce they plaay a pivotal role in variious biological and chemical
system
ms. Among these
t
weak innteractions, the C–H…ʌ
ʌ interaction is considereed as one of weak
hydroggen bonds, in which the
t
C–H annd ʌ-system
m acts as a soft acid and
a
a soft base,
respecctively. The C–H…ʌ innteraction has
h particulaar importance in influeencing moleecular
recognnition, conformational preferencee, biological processees, and thhe structurre of
biomaacromoleculees[4]. On thhe other haand, it can be similarr interactionns between B–H
functioons in boran
n hydrids (or in carborans) and ʌ-catiion/anion syystems at firsst sight. How
wever,
there are some diifference bettween the C–H…ʌ
C
andd B–H…ʌ innteractions, as regards to
t the
electroonegativity of
o carbon iss more than the boron atom. So far,
f interaction between B–H
functioons in B12H122- and ʌ syystem in Ca((C6H6)22+ haas not investtigated. In thhis computattional
work, the latter in
nteractions and
a their likkeness with C–H…ʌ(caation/anion) interactions have
been innvestigated.

Comp
putational details
d
2
The sttructures of the
t complexxes B12H122-, Ca(C6H6)22+
and [B12H122-][Ca(C6H6)22+] in thhe gas

phase were fully optimized
o
att standard 6--31++G** basis
b
set by B3LYP
B
leveel of theory using
818
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the Gaaussian 09 set of prograams. Vibratioonal frequenncy analysis,, calculated at the same level
of theoory, indicatees that optim
mized structuures are at thee stationary points correesponding to local
minim
ma without any
a imaginaary frequencyy. The natuural bonding orbitals (N
NBO) calculaations
were performed
p
using
u
NBO 3.1
3 program as implemennted in Gaussian 03 pacckage at the same
level.

Resultt and discusssion:
The reesults showed that there are -208.9099 kcal.mol-1 interaction between
b
the B-H functioon in
B12H1222- and ʌ-sysstem in Ca(C
C6H6)22+.

Concllusion:
The interaction between
b
B––H functionns in B12H122- and ʌ system in Ca(C6H6)22++ was
investiigated. The studied ʌ-ssystem has strong bondding interacttions with B-H
B
functioons in
B12H1222-.

Refereence:
[1] S. Leininger, B.
B Olenyuk, P. Stang, J. Chem.
C
Rev. 2000, 100, 853.
8
[2] J. M. Lehn, Su
upramolecullar chemistrry. Conceptss and Perspeectives. Weinnheim, Germ
many:
Wiley-VCH; 1995
5.
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Com
mplete Gas--Phase Proton Micrroaffinity Analysis
A
o Two Aliiphatic Lin
of
near
Pentaaamine Liggands.
Yazdaan Maghsou
uda, Yasin Ghholieea, Sadeegh Salehzaddeh *a, Mehddi Bayata, Shhiva Khodavveisib,
Maarzieh Bayattb,
a

Faculty of
o Chemistry, Bu-Ali
B
Sina Unniversity, Ham
medan, Iran (Em
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b
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M
Univeersity, Malayer, Iran

Keyw
words: Theoretical Sttudy, Protoon Microafffinity, Prooton Macrooaffinity, Proton
P
Overaallaffinity, Liinear Pentaamines.

Introd
duction:
The proton affinitty of a monnobasic neuttral ligand at
a 0 K is deefined as thee negative of
o the
electroonic energy difference between
b
HL
L+ and L toggether with a correction for differennce in
zero point
p
energiies [1,2]. For
F each poolybasic molecule theree may be several
s
wayys for
protonnation depen
nding on whhich site is protonated.
p
P
Protonation
of different sites will reelease
differeent amounts of energy. Recently we introducedd three new defined prooton affinitiees for
polybaasic moleculles in the gaas phase: prroton microaaffinity, protton macroafffinity and proton
p
overalllaffinity [3-5]. We show
wed that theere is a goodd correlationn between thhe calculatedd gasphase proton macroaffinitiess of some polyamine
p
l
ligands
withh corresponnding protonnation
macrooconstants in
n solution[3]]. Herein wee want to repport a theorretical study on complette gas
phase proton miicroaffinitiess of two aliphatic
a
linear pentaam
mine ligandds with form
mula:
NH2(C
CH2)2NH(CH
H2)2NH(CH2)2NH(CH2)2NH2 (2222--pent); and
NH2(C
CH2)3NH(CH
H2)2NH(CH2)2NH(CH2)3NH2 (3223--pent).

Comp
putational details:
d
The geometries
g
of
o all speciees in the gass-phase werre fully optiimized at DFT
D
(B3LYP
P and
BP86)) level of theeory using thhe GAUSSIA
AN 09 set of
o programs. The standaard 6-31G** basis
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set waas used for all
a calculatioons. Vibratioonal frequenncy analyses,, calculated at the same level
of theoory, indicatee that optimiized structurres are at thee stationary points
p
corresponding to local
minim
ma without an
ny imaginaryy frequency..

Resultts and discu
ussion:
After calculation of proton microaffinitie
m
es (Fig.1, lefft), the protoon macroaffiinities and proton
p
overalllaffinty for studied
s
moleecules were calculated using
u
Eqs. (1) and (2) [3,4].

The reesults show that
t the variaations of prooton macroafffinities of both
b
2222-peent and 32233-pent
is simiilar to variattions of theirr protonationn macroconstants in soluution (Fig. 1, right).

H2N

N
H

N
H

N
H

NH2

2222-pent
2.6
2.4
2.2

Log PA n

2
1.8
1.6
1.4

Log
g PAn = 0.1439Log Kn + 0.9329

1.2

R = 0.9796

2

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Log Kn

Fig 1. Left:
L
Illustratio
on of full prottonation steps of 2222-pent. Numbers show
w the proton microaffinity
m
o each
of
basic siite (kcal/mol). Right:
R
the corrrelation betweeen the logPAn and
a logKn for 2222-pent.
2

Concllusion:
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The reliable
r
theo
oretical calcculation of the gas-phhase proton macroaffinnities and proton
p
overalllaffinities of linear pentaamine ligaands accordiing to the coomplete prooton microafffinity
analyssis is potentially possiblee.

Refereences:
[1] J. R.
R Rusted, D.
D A. Dixon, J. D. Kubicki, A. R. Fellmy, J. Physs. Chem. A 2000,
2
104, 40051.
[2] D. Kaur, R. P. Kaur, R. Koohli, J. Mol. Struct. TheooChem 20099, 913, 90.
[3] S. Salehzadeh,, M. Bayat, Chem.
C
Phys.. Lett. 2006, 427, 455.
[4] S. Salehzadeh,, M. Bayat, M.
M Hashemi, J. Phys. Chhem. A 20077, 111, 8188--8192.
[5] S.S
Salehzadeh, M.Bayat, M.
M D. Ward , J. Phys. Chhem. A 2008, 112, 4090--4094.
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Theoretical sttudy on th
he mechanism of ureea hydrolyysis catalyzzed by Pd
d(II)
A. Moorsali a, S. A.. Beyramabaadi a and Z. Zare
Z *a
a

Departtment of Chem
mistry, Mashhadd Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univversity, Mashhaad, Iran
(Email: faaranak.zare@ggmail.com)

Keyw
words: Urea hydrolysis,
h
M
Mechanism,
Palladium, Density funcctional theorry
Introd
duction:
Four palladium(II
p
I) aqua com
mplexes cataalyze hydrollytic decompposition of urea into caarbon
dioxidde and ammo
onia [1]. Thee reaction caatalyzed by [ Pd ( en )( H 2O )2 ] 2  . Thhe following steps
in the mechanism
m of this reacction are stuudied experimentally byy Kaminskaia and Kostic [1]:
bindinng of urea to
t the catallyst, formatiion of carbbamic acid (H2NCOOH
H) coordinatted to
palladdium(II) via the nitrogenn atom, and conversion of this interrmediate intto carbon dioxide
and am
mmonia. Although the simple pallladium(II) complexes are very diifferent from
m the
enzym
me urease, which
w
containns nickel(II)) ions, the decompositio
d
on of urea catalyzed
c
byy both
kinds of agents in
nvolves carbbamic acid as the interrmediate (raate determiniing step). Inn this
work, the mechanism of convversion of thiis intermediaate into carbbon dioxide and
a ammoniia has
been studied
s
usin
ng density functional
f
m
methods.
Meechanistic sttudies with metal compplexes
contribbute to the understandin
u
g of the enzyymatic mechhanism.

Comp
putational details:
d
All off the presen
nt calculatioons have beeen performeed with thee B3LYP [22] hybrid deensity
functioonal level ussing the G099 package. The
T 6-311+G
G(d,p) basis set was empployed exceppt for
Pd atoom, in which
h the LANL22DZ [3] basiis set was used with including effecttive core pottential
functioons. The gaas phase optimized geom
metries usedd to apply thhe solvent effects,
e
wherre the
valuabble PCM [4] model was employed.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
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The following
f
mechanism
m
(E
Eq.(1)) for the rate-deetermining step
s
was proposed whiich is
compaatible with experimentaal evidence. In this meechanism, a fast equilibbrium step (with
equilibbrium

constant

K1 )

will

3
which
[ Pd ( H 2 O )3 NH 3 CO
OOH ...H 2 O ] 3

result
will

be

i
in

the

coonverted

formation
innto

mplex
com

of

2
[ Pd ( enn )( H 2O )2 ] 2
and

[ NH 3COOH ]  duuring a slow
H 3COOH ]  will
w process. Thhereafter, durring a fast reeaction, [ NH
be

converrted

into

reaction

C 2 ).
( NH 4   CO

prodducts

+
2+
Pd

NH3COOH

+
OH2

H3 O

+

(1
1)

K1

2+
Pd

NH3COOH

+

H2 O

(2)

2+
Pd

+

OH2

+

NH3COO
OH

(1)

OH2

OH2

The opptimized strructure of traansition state obtained from
f
step2 has
h been shoown in Fig. 1. By
takingg Solvent efffects into consideration
c
n, Ea

m
23.88 kcal / mol . This shows that the model

presennted in this research
r
is a suitable moodel for the rate determ
mining step of
o urea hydroolysis
catalyzzed by pallaadium(II) com
mplex.

Concllusion:
Using quantum mechanical
m
m
method,
ureaa hydrolysis catalyzed byy palladium(II) complexx was

H 3COOH ]  form is prodduced
investiigated and ultimately
u
a model was presented
p
in which [ NH
in the rate determiining step annd in continuuation is connverted into products.
p
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F 1. Optimizeed structure of the TS (step 2))
Fig

Refereences:
[1] N.V
V. Kaminsk
kaia, N.M. Kostic,
K
Inorg. Chem. 36 (1997) 5917.
[2] A.D
D. Becke, Ph
hys. Rev. A,, 38 (1988) 3098.
3
[3] P.JJ. Hay, W.R. Wadt, J. Chhem. Phys. 82
8 (1985) 2999.
[4] S. Miertus, E. Scrocco, J. Tomasi,
T
Cheem. Phys. 555 (1981) 117.
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Effeects of elecctron donating and electron withdrawi
w
ing substittuents on the
t
naature of C=N
C
bond in Z and E isomers of R-CH=
=N-Rc com
mpounds: A
compu
utational study
s
Farahn
naz Maleki, Samaneh Hokmi, Mehddi Bayat, Saddegh Salehzaadeh*
Faculty of Chemistry, Bu-Ali Sina University,
U
Ham
medan, Iran.Em
mail: Saleh@baasu.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Theo
oretical stuudy, Imine,, Electron donating and electrron withdraawing
substittutions, Interraction energgy, NBO anaalysis, AIM analysis.

Introd
duction:
Imine compoundss, characterized by the >C=N- functional grouup, have beeen the subjeect of
numerrous investig
gations, bothh experimenttally and theeoretically [11–2] since thhe C=N grouup has
been found
f
widesp
pread appliccation on orgganic syntheesis and in many
m
biologiical processees. As
well-kknown, the su
ubstituent efffect on physsical and cheemical propeerties of com
mpounds hass been
an impportant focu
us of interesst in chemisttry [3]. Thee ability of to
t mediate structure
s
andd E/Z
inversion isomerizzation was reported
r
by experimentaal and theoreetical investtigations on some
imine compoundss [4], sugggesting posssibility to regulate
r
isoomerization process thrrough
substittuent modifi
fication. In this
t
work, we
w will focuus on the suubstituent efffect on C and
a N
atoms in E and Z isomers of R-CH=N-Rcc compoundds. For this purpose
p
we consider
c
thee t-Bu
and CF3 substituen
nts as electrron donatingg and electroon withdrawiing groups, respectivelyy, in a
series of compoun
nds with general formulaa R-CH=N-R
Rc (R, Rc=Mee, CF3, t-Bu)).

Comp
putational methods:
m
Calcullations were performed using
u
the Gaaussian09 prrogram. The structures of R-CH=N-R
Rc (R,
Rc=Mee, CF3, t-Bu) have been optimized at
a the densityy functional theory (B3L
LYP, M06) levels
l
with 6-311++G**
6
* and def2--TZVP basiis sets. Theen harmonicc vibrationaal frequencyy was
calculaated at the same
s
levels to
t confirm that
t
the optim
mized structtures are at local
l
minimaa. All
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frequeencies in the compoundss are real. Thhe interactionn energy was calculated with the form
mulas
of 'E = EAB - (EA + EB), wherre EAB is thee energy of thhe compounnd R-CH=N-Rc and EA annd EB
T NBO annalysis was performed at
a the
are thee energies of the R-CH and N-Rc frragments. The
B3LY
YP and M06 levels with 6-311++G** and def2-T
TZVP basis sets for all of
o compounnds by
the NB
BO 3.1 prog
gram includeed in the GA
AUSSIAN 033 package off programs. Bader’s
B
Atoms in
Moleccules (AIM) method waas used to annalyze the chemical
c
bonnding in all molecules. AIM
analysses were carrried out for X=Y
X
bond with
w all of meethods and basis
b
sets.

Resultt and discusssion:
For alll of E and Z conform
mers of R-CH
H=N-Rc com
mpounds a starting
s
mollecular mechhanics
structuure for the DFT calculaations was obtained using the HypperChem 8.008 program. The
optimiized structurees. are show
wn in Fig. 1. Wiberg
W
bondd indices of C=N bond and
a natural charge
c
of C and
a N atomss inR-CH=N
N-Rc compouunds were caalculated usiing by NBO
O analysis. It
I was
shownn that the elecctron donatinng and electron withdraw
wing substitueents do not affect
a
consideerably
the Wiberg
W
bond indices of C=N
C
bond and natural charges of C and N attoms. Also, AIM
calculaations showeed that the ellectron densiity (U) valuess of bond crritical pointss in C=N bonnd are
almostt constant in
n the series of studied compounds. The resultss showed thhat the interaaction
energyy between R-CH
R
and N--Rc fragmentts in E isom
mers are morre than thosee in Z isomeers. It
seems that if the electron donating substtituent is coonnected to the
t C atom and the eleectron
withdrrawing substiituent is connnected to thhe N atom off C=N bond, then the amoount of interaaction
energyy will be max
ximum. Thuus (E)-Me-CH
H=N-CF3 annd (E)-(t-Bu))-CH=N-CF3 compoundss have
largestt and (Z)-(t-B
Bu)-CH=N-(tt-Bu) has sm
mallest interacction energiees.

Fig 1. The
T optimized structures of R-HC=NRc
R
(R, Rc = CF3, t-Buu, Me) moleculles at M06/def2
f2-TZVP level
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Interaction energy (kcal/mol)

170E isomer

165-

Z isomer

160155150145140-

Fig 2.
2 Interaction energy
e
betweenn R-CH and N--Rc fragments in
i R-CH=N-Rc compounds at M06/def2-TZV
VP
level.
Table 1. Natural charg
ge of C and N,
N Wiberg bondd indices and U values of bonnd critical poinnts of C=N bonnd in RCH=N-R
Rc compounds at
a M06/def2-TZ
ZVP level.
Natural charge
c
Compound

Wiiberg bond
inddices of C=N

U of C=N boond

C

N

(E)Me-CH
H=N-Me

0.15

-0.41

1.996

0.40

(E)Me-CH
H=N-CF3

0.21

-0.50

1.994

0.39

(E)-CF3-C
CH=N-Me

0.03

-0.34

1.991

0.41

(E)-CF3-C
CH=N-CF3

0.09

-0.43

1.996

0.40

(E)-Me-C
CH=N-(t-Bu)

0.14

-0.42

1.992

0.40

(E)-(t-Bu
u)-CH=N-Me

0.17

-0.42

1.992

0.40

(E)-(t-Bu
u)-CH=N-(t-Buu)

0.16

-0.43

1.992

0.40

(E)-CF3-C
CH=N-(t-Bu)

0.03

-0.36

1.996

0.40

(E)-(t-Bu
u)-CH=N-CF3

0.23

-0.51

1.87

0.39

bonnd

Refereence:
[1] S. Salehzadeh
h, S. M. Nouuri, H. Keyppour, M. Baagherzadeh, Polyhedron; 24, 1478–1486,
2005.
[2] W.M.F. Fabian
n, L. Antonoov, D. Nedeeltcheva, F.S
S. Kamounahh, P.J. Tayloor, J. Phys.C
Chem.
A 108, 7603, 2004
4.
[3] X.M
M. Pu, N.B. Wong, G. Zhou,
Z
J.D. Gu,
G A.M. Tiaan, Chem. Phhys. Lett. 408, 101, 20055.
[4] H. Yamataka, S.C. Ammall, T. Asano, Y. Ohga, Buull. Chem. Soc.
S Jpn. 78, 1851, 2005..
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A theoretical study on
o the Dieels–Alder reaction of
o 2-nitroin
ndoliziness
*
Mehdi Bayat
B
, Feresshteh Yaghooobi, Samaneeh Hokmi, Sadegh
S
Salehhzadeh*

Faculty of Chemistry, Bu-Ali-Sina
B
Unniversity, Hameedan, Iran (e-m
mail: Saleh@baasu.ac.ir)

Key words:
w
Theoretical studyy, Diels-Aldeer, Activatioon barriers
Introd
duction:
Since its discoverry in 1928 [1] by otto Diels
D
and kuurt Alder, thee Diels-Aldeer (D-A) reaaction
has beecome one of the mosst powerful tools in orrganic synthhesis. The Diels-Alder
(DA)
D
reactioon is perhap
ps the most widely useed synthetic methodologgy for consttruction of a sixmembbered ring. In
n this work, we report a theoretical study on thee Diels–Aldeer (DA) reacctions
of 1-m
methyl-3-(m
methoxycarboonyl)-2-nitrooindolizine with R-1,33-butadiene((RCHCHCH
HCH2)
(R=F, Cl, CH3, SiH3)[2].
S
Foor this reactiion, we connsidered twoo possible diifferent pathhways
(Fig 1) in the pressence and abbsence of meethylaluminiium dichloriide as a cataalyst. The relative
energiies and activ
vation barrieers of all moodel DA reacctions in thee gas phase and in methhylene
chloridde were com
mputed.
+

N
O

TS

R

N

N

O

1

2

N
R

3
4

Fig.1

+

N
O

R

TS

N
1

N
O

2

3

R=F,Cl,CH3,SiiH3

N
R
5

Comp
putational methods:
m
All of the DA reactions were
w
compuuted at the DFT (B3L
LYP/6-31+G
G**) level using
GAUS
SSIAN 09 paackage.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The reesults show that the com
mpound 4 iss more stable than 5 whhen we use electron
e
donnating
substittuents. On th
he other hannd, the comppound 5 is more
m
stable than 4 whenn we use eleectron
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withdrrawing subsstituents. Thhe final resuults show us
u that bothh the electrron donatingg and
electroon withdraw
wing substituuents on 1,3-butadiene decrease
d
thee formation enthalpy off both
compoounds 4 and 5 in compaarison with 1,3-butadien
1
ne[3]. As shoown in Fig 2,
2 in the presence
of metthylaluminiu
um dichloridde the co-orddination of organoalumi
o
inium reagennt to the carbbonyl
oxygen increasess the activvation barriier compareed to that for the uncomplexe
u
ed 2nitroinndolizine.
in
n gas phase
in
n methylene chloride
c

TS1
TS1
TS2
T
TS2

48.71kcalmol-

52.02k
kcalmol50.77kcalm
mol-

50.6
68kcalmol-

relative energy kcal.mol-1

0.0

Al-CH3

CH
H3

Figuree 2. Activation
n barriers for thhe DA reactions of 2- nitroinddolizine compleexes calculatedd at B3LYP/6-31+G
level.

Concllusion:
The reesults show that
t in the prresence of ellectron donaating substituuents the com
mpound 4 iss
more stable
s
than 5 but when we
w use electrron withdraw
wing substituuents the com
mpound 5 is more
stable than 4.
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Refereences:
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Ion--pairs form
med in ([M
Mim+][N(C
CN)2í]) ion
nic liquid: A quantu
um chemisstry
Study
H. Roohhi כa, Sh. Khyyrkhahb
a

Depaartment of Cheemistry, Facultty of Science, University
U
of Guilan,
G
Rasht, Iran.
I
Email: hroohi@guilann.ac.ir

b

Department of Cheemistry, Facultty of Science, University
U
of Guilan,
G
Rasht, Iran.
I

Key words:
w
Quan
ntum chemistry, Methyl imidazolium
m dicyanamidd, Ionic liquuid
Introd
duction:
Ionic liquids are room
r
tempeerature molteen salts which have reccently attractted much innterest
due too some of their uniquue propertiees such as non-volatilitty, high ionnic conducttivity,
nonflaammability, high thermaal stability, wide electroochemical window,
w
etc [1-3]. The ionic
liquidss generally consist
c
of a large asymm
metric organic cation andd an inorgannic/organic anion.
a

They can be used
d as solventss for a widee range of organic
o
and inorganic reeactions andd their
uniquee properties make them important
i
caandidates forr the so-calleed “green chhemistry” [4--5].

Methoods:
All thhe structures studied in this work were
w
fully optimized,
o
w
without
symm
metry restricctions
using B3LYP, MP
P2, M052X and
a M062X methods in conjunctionn with 6-311+
++G(2d,2p) basis
set. All
A calculatio
ons were peerformed ussing the Gauussian 03 program
p
pacckage. The NBO
analyssis was carriied out on the
t MP2/6-3311++G(2d,22p) wave fuunctions usinng version 3.1
3 of
NBO package
p
inclluded in Gauussian 03 proogram packaage.

Resultt and discusssion:
The ioonic liquid modeled
m
herrein is the cation
c
Mim+ (methyl im
midazolium) coupled witth the
anion N(CN)2í. The
T equilibriium structurres obtainedd from interaaction betweeen ion pairrs are
depictted in Fig. 1.. The Mim+ has various sites availabble for hydroogen bond formation.
f
A can
As
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be seeen in Fig. 1, N(CN)2í caan be placedd in five regiions in vicinnity of Mim+. In A and B ion
pairs, two N atom
ms of N(CN)2í act as prooton acceptoors and N–H
H and C–H bonds
b
of Mim
m+ as
H, the C–H bonds
b
in Miim+ acts as proton
p
protonn donors. In C, D and E ion pairs, innstead of N–H
donorss. The A an
nd B compleexes are the most stablee ones at alll levels of thheory. BSSE
E and
ZPVE
E corrected BEs
B of A to E ion pairs at
a all levels of
o theory are ordered as

B

B

b

b

b

Fig. 1. Optimiized structuress of Mim+ and [Mim+N(CN)2í] ion pairs.
Binding enerrgies (kcal/moll) calculated foor [Mim+N(CN
N)2í] ion pairs at various leveels of theory
Ion pair

Method

A

M062X

BSSE

BE
Ee

BEeBSSE

BE0

BE
E0BSSE

0.29

Ͳ93.84

Ͳ93.6

Ͳ93.4

Ͳ9
93.1

2.65

95.24

Ͳ92.6

Ͳ90.6

Ͳ8
87.9

0.29

9.4
Ͳ89

Ͳ89.1

Ͳ89.3

Ͳ8
89.0

2.39

Ͳ91
1.0

Ͳ88.6

Ͳ86.8

Ͳ8
84.4

0.22

Ͳ78
8.8

Ͳ78.6

Ͳ78.2

Ͳ7
78.0

1.98

Ͳ79
9.6

Ͳ77.6

Ͳ74.9

Ͳ7
72.9

0.22

Ͳ78
8.1

Ͳ77.9

Ͳ77.2

Ͳ7
77.0

2.03

Ͳ78
8.3

Ͳ76.3

Ͳ73.5

Ͳ7
71.5

11++G(2d,2p)
6Ͳ31

0.24

Ͳ81
1.3

Ͳ81.0

Ͳ80.2

Ͳ8
80.0



2.10

Ͳ82
2.2

Ͳ80.1

Ͳ77.7

Ͳ7
75.6

Basis set
6Ͳ31
11++G(2d,2p)

MP2
B

M062X

11++G(2d,2p)
6Ͳ31

MP2
C

M062X

6Ͳ31
11++G(2d,2p)

MP2
D

M062X

6Ͳ31
11++G(2d,2p)

MP2
E

M062X



MP2

BEeBSSE=Electronic bindingg energy (BE
Ee)+BSSE, BE
B 0=BEe+ǻZ
ZPE, BE0BSSSE=BE0+BSS
SE.

A > B > E > C > D. Lowerinng of energy for A and B complexess is attributedd to N–HڮN and
C–HڮN interactions. The N–H
N
and C––H bonds off Mim+ ringg involved in
i interactioon are
elongaated and C–H
H bonds of methyl
m
grouup are shortened upon coomplex form
mation. Popullation
analyssis shows th
hat the chargge transfer taking place from N(CN
N)2í to Mim
m+ upon com
mplex
formattion.

Concllusions:
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Five cyclic
c
compllexes are preedicted withh two hydroggen bonds innvolved in each of them
m. The
BE off [Mim+ N(C
CN)2í] compplexes changges dependinng on the biinding site. Our results show
that ioon pair A is more
m
stable than
t
others in
i gas phase..

Refereences:
[1]A. Triolo, O. Russina, B. Fazio, G.B.
G
Appettecchi, M. Carewska, S. Passerinni, J.
2009) 1645221.
Chem.Phys. 130 (2
G
J. Xiongg, R. Li, X. Wu,
W W. Li, Chem.
C
Phys. Lett. 425 (22006) 167.
[2] L. Gong, W. Guo,
R. Dhumal, Chemical Phhysics 342 (2007) 245.
[3] N.R
[4] P.Wasserscheid, T.Weltoon (Eds.), Ioonic Liquidds in Syntheesis,Wiley-V
VCH, Weinhheim,
2003.
B. Appetecchhi, M. Carew
wska, S. Paasserini, J. Chem.
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[5] A.. Triolo, O. Russina, B.. Fazio, G.B
Phys. 130 (2009) 164521.
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Cis-eenol tauto
omerism off Ethyl-2, 4-dioxo-4-phenyl butanoate: A theorettical
study
S. Salemia, E.S. Banihhashemia*
a Department of
o chemistry, Hakim
H
Sabzevaari University, Sabzevar, Irann
Email:e77_bbanihashemi@
@yahoo.com

Key words:
w
Cis enol tautomerrism, Ethyl-2, 4-dioxo-44-phenylbutaanoate, Denssity function
theoryy, proton tran
nsfer

Introd
duction:
It is well known
n that the cis-enol foorm of ȕ-ddiketones is characterizzed by a strong
s
intram
molecular hyd
drogen bondd [1-4]. Ethyyl-2,4-dioxo--4-phenyl buutanoate (ED
DPB) is stabilized
by a relatively
r
strrong intramoolecular hyddrogen bondd (IHB). Tw
wo different isomeric ciss-enol
forms are distingu
uishable in EDPB.
E
The EDPB1 is the
t most staable conform
mer of EDPB
B. An
inter conversion
c
occurs
o
by traansfer of enool proton form
m one oxygeen atom to the other atom [5]
(Fig1)).

ļ

EDPB1

PhEDPB1

Fig.1: inter conversion by transferr of enol protonn between phEDPB1 and EDPB1

Methoods:
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We appplied the meethods in Gaaussian progrram packagee by means of
o density fuunction theorry at
B3LY
YP/6-311++G
G**level of thheory.

Resultt and discusssion:
From the
t theoreticcal point of view,
v
fifty ennol forms caan be drawn for EDPB molecule
m
of which
w
thirteeen of them arre engaged in
i six-membber ring intraamolecular hydrogen
h
bonnd. The enerrgy of
EDPB
B1 is lower than
t
phEDPB
B1 by 0.18kkcal/mol. Freee energy diifference ǻG
G0298= (G0phEEDPB1G0EDPBB1) =-0.065k
kcal/mol. Hyydrogen bonnd energy, EHB (the ennergy differeence betweeen the
chelateed and trans enol rotam
mers) is 14.51 and 10.221 kcal/moll for phEDP
PB1 and ED
DPB1,
respecctively. This conclusion is well suppport by the theoretical O-H stretchhing frequenncy in
3035.667 and 3079
9.17 cm-1 foor phEDPB11 and EDPB
B1, respectiively. Substiitution of phenyl
group in C-OH side,
s
phEDP
PB1 conform
mers, increasses the C=O
O and C=C bond lengthhs by
0.007 and 0.017Å
Å, respectivvely, while the
t C-C boond length decreases
d
byy 0.025Å. These
T
changees in the bon
nd lengths inndicate that the ʌ-electroon delocalization in the enol ring sliightly
increaases by phen
nyl substituttion in the hydroxyl
h
sidde. Substituution of pheenyl group in
i the
carbonnyl side only
y increases the C=O boond length and
a changes in the otherr bond lengtth are
negliggible. The reesult suggestts that in phhEDPB1 connformer, thee phenyl grooup is conjuugated
only with
w the C=O
O group [5].

Concllusion:
Accorrding to DF
FT calculatioons the ED
DPB1

phED
DPB1 equillibrium in EDPB
E
should be

shiftedd towards ED
DPB1. The hydrogen
h
boond in phEDP
PB1 is stronnger than thaat in EDPB1. This
effect is due to th
he increase in ʌ-electroon delocalizaation in the chelated rinng by the phenyl
group.. The electro
on-withdraw
wing group (such
(
as CO
OOEt) in the ȕ-position weakens
w
thee IHB
while increasing th
he enol conttent.

Refereences:
[1] A.H
H. Lowery, C. George, P.D.
P Antonioo, J. Karle, J.
J Am. Chem
m. Soc. 93 (1971) 6399.
[2] R.S
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A Nakashima, R.C. Haaddon, J. Am
m. Chem. Sooc. 101 (1979) 3175.
[3] J. Emsley,
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Stru
ucture and Bonding,
B
2, Springer,
S
Berrlin, 1984
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mpour, M. Vakili, A.R
R. Nekoei, H. Eshghi, S. Salemii, M.
Hassannpour. J. Mo
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The conforma
ational and
d vibrational assign
nment stud
dies of ethyl-2, 4-diooxo4-pheenyl butan
noate
S. Salemii, E.S. Banihhashemia*
a Department of
o chemistry, Hakim
H
Sabzevaari University, Sabzevar, Irann
Email:e77_bbanihashemi@
@yahoo.com

Key words
w
: Ethy
yl-2, 4-dioxxo-4-phenylbbutanoate, Intramolecul
I
lar hydrogen bond, Deensity
functioon theory, Conformation
C
nal analysis

Introd
ductions:
ȕ -diccarbonyls are capable of
o keto-enol tautomerism
m. The cis--enol form of ȕ- dicarbbonyl
compoounds are stabilized by a strong intrramolecular hydrogen bond
b
with a double miniimum
characcter [1-4]. Ethyl-2,
E
4-diioxo-4-phenyl butanoatee (EDPB) has
h two ȕ-suubstituted groups
with different
d
elecctron-withdrawing strenggth. This com
mpound is consisting
c
off conformerss with
six-meember chelatted ring andd seven-mem
mber chelatedd rings that only six -meember is enggaged
in intramolecular hydrogen
h
boond (IHB) syystem. The hydrogen
h
bonnd strength of
o the most stable
s
conforrmer of EDP
PB is comparred with thatt of dimethyyl oxaloacetaate (DMOA) [5].

Methoods:
We appplied the calculation
c
in Gaussiann program package.
p
Thhe chelated cis-enol and the
corresponding opeen conformeers of EDPB optimized at
a B3LYP leevels by usinng 6-311G and
a 6311++
were
+G** basis set
s and MP
P2/6-311G level.
l
The vibrational
v
frequency calculations
c
carriedd out for the most stable conformer at
a the B3LY
YP/6-311++G
G** level of thheory.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
EDPB
B has two ȕ--substituted groups
g
withh different ellectron-withddrawing streength. Depennding
on thee position of
o the enolaated proton, the occurreence of twoo classes of cis-enol form is
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possibble. From thee theoretical point of vieew, fifty enoll and twentyy-four keto conformers
c
c be
can
drawnn for EDPB
B molecule of which thirteen
t
of them are engaged
e
in six-memberr ring
intram
molecular hyd
drogen bondd. EDPB1 (F
Fig.1) is the most conforrmer of EDP
PB moleculee. The
calculaated hydrogen bond eneergy for EDP
PB1 is aboutt32.67 kJ/mool, calculatedd at MP2/6-311G
level of
o theory. The
T O...O disstance for EDPB1is
E
aboout 2.53 Å which
w
indiccate the hydrrogen
bond in
i EDPB is stronger thaan that in DM
MOA (2.62Å
Å). The effeect of the phhenyl and CO
OOEt
groupss on the ʌ-d
delocalizationn in the cheelated ring could
c
be expplained in terms of the Gilli's
G
symm
metry coordin
nates (Q, q1, q2 and Ȝ) [6]. These parameters also compaared with DM
MOA
whichh that suggessts that the ʌ-systems such
s
as pheenyl group increase the H-bond strrength
througgh conjugation with thee enol ring. O-H stretchhing frequenncy and out--of-plane bennding
appearr in 3079.11 and 913.34 cm-1 which confirm the hydrogen bond in EDPB
B is strongerr than
of the DMOA.

Fig. 1.The most stable conform
mer (EDPB1) and
a atomic num
mbering system
m.

Concllusion:
Accorrding to the calculation, the IHB staabilizes the cis-enol
c
form
m of EDPB by 49.11 kJJ/mol,
whichh is 18.01kJ /mol more than
t
that forr DMOA. Substitution
S
o OMe grooup in DMO
of
OA by
phenyyl group increases the hyydrogen bondd strength. Comparison
C
of the vibrattional spectrra and
structuural parametters of EDPB
B with thosee of DMOA reveals a strronger H-boond in EDPB
B than
that inn DMOA. From
F
to thee DFT calcculations, we
w understannd enol connformers thaat are
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engageed in IHB system
s
are more
m
than sttable of theiir keto form
ms and enol conformers don’t
have IHB
I
are less than stable of
o their keto forms.

Refereences:
[1] A.H
H. Lowery, C. George, P.D.
P Antonioo, J. Karle, J.
J Am. Chem
m. Soc. 93 (1971) 6399.
[2] R.S
S. Brown, A.T.
A Nakashima, R.C. Haaddon, J. Am
m. Chem. Soc. 101(1979) 3175.
[3] J. Emsley,
E
Stru
ucture and Bonding,
B
2, Springer,
S
Berrlin, 1984.
[4] R. Boese, M.Y
Y. Antipin, D.
D Blaser, K.A
A. Lyssenkoo, J. Blaser, Chem.
C
B 1022 (1998) 86554.
[5] S.F
F. Tayyari, S.
S Salemi, M.
M Zahedi-Taabrizi, M. Beehforouz, J. Mol.
M Struct. 694 (2004) 91.
[6]. V. Bertolasi, P.
P Gilli, V. Ferretti,
F
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G
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Deeterminatiion of acid
dic Dissociation Con
nstant of L-Alanyl-L
L
L-Alanine in
w
water
Usin
ng ab initioo Methodss
Nesa Shafieei a*, Farhoussh Kiani b, Mahmoud
M
Taajbakhsh c, annd Fereydooon Ashrafi a
a
b

Depaartment of Chem
mistry, Facultyy of Science, University
U
of Paayamnoor, Sarii, Iran

Department of Cheemistry, Facultty of Science, Islamic
I
Azad University,
U
Ayaatollah Amoli Branch,
B
Amol,, Iran
c

Department of Organic Chem
mistry, Facultyy of Chemistryy, University off Mazandaran, Babolsar, Irann
Email: n_sshafiee_ch@yaahoo.com

Keyw
word: pKa, So
olvation freee energy, Abb initio methods, L-Alanyl-L-Alaninne.
Introd
duction:
Peptiddes are increeasingly attraactive as theerapeutics giive their divverse biological functionns and
potenttially high potency
p
andd target speecificity.

1

Proton trannsfer reactioons constitute an

importtant class off chemical reeactions andd have been studied
s
extensively overr a long periiod of
time.2 Studies of th
he acidity off organic com
mpounds aree of the funddamental impportance andd play
a veryy important role in thee evaluation of activity, reaction mechanisms
m
and structuure of

ΤʹǤ͵Ͳ͵ܴܶ, where
organiic compound
ds.3,4 As pK
Ka equals οܩΤ
w
ο ܩiss a free enerrgy change of
o the
dissocciation reactiion either in a gas or soluution, activitty of compouund can be determined
d
b the
by

ο ܩvaalues.6
Comp
putational method:
m
In this study stru
uctures weree optimizedd by the sem
mi empiricaal PM3 method in proogram
Hyperrchem versio
on 8. 0. 8 forr windows. All
A calculatiions were peerformed usiing Gaussiann 98w
version 5. 2. DFT calculationss were done using the hyybrid exchannge – correlaation functionnal of
Beckee, Lee, Yang, and Parr (B
B3LYP) and the Gaussiaan 6-31G (d) basis set waas used.
To anaalyze the so
olvent effectss on all speccies involveed in the seleected ionizaation reactionn, the
polarizzed continuu
um model (P
PCM) of Tom
masi et al. was
w used.5
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Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The acidic
a
disso
ociation connstants of L-Alanyl-LL
-Alanine haave been determined
d
using
potenttiometric technique. Thhe method of determiining acidicc dissociatioon constantt was
previoously describ
bed and its values
v
are used
u
in this work.
w
Thesee values are listed in Taable 1
togethher with the calculated values
v
using the Tomasi’’s method att the B3LYP
P/6-31+G(d) level
of theoory.
Table 1. Values of pKa for Protoonation of L-A
Alanyl-L-Alanine Obtained Using the Toomasi Method at the
P/6-31+G(d) lev
vel of theory, at
a 298.15 K
B3LYP
Species
L-Alanyl-LAlanine

Selected Eqquations

H2L+(H
( 2O)2 ֖ HL((H2O):UZ + H3O+
HL(H
H2O)3:UZ + H2O ֖ L-(H2O)3 +
H 3O +

p a
pK

pKa

(Calcculated)

(Experimentaal)

3.22570

3..30 (I=0.1,NaC
ClO4)

8.00361

8..14 (I=0.1,NaC
ClO4)

I. ionicc strength.
UZ. unnzwitter form
m.

Concllusions:
In this paper, pK
Ka values of L-Alanyl--L-Alanine were
w
successsfully calcuulated with high
accuraacy by using
g ab initio methods.
m
Thhe B3LYP/66-31+G(d) iss employed and found to be
sufficiiently accuraate in prediccting the gass – phase accidities. The calculated results
r
show
w very
good agreement with
w
experim
mental dataa in all studdied solvents. The regression calcuulated
resultss are as follo
ows:
Y=1.00160X-0.494
46

Refereences:
[1] Chhereau, P.; Allary,
A
C. Therapeutic
T
Peptides unnder the Spootlight. Eur.. Biopharm. Rev.

2005, 88– 91.
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Press: New York. Chapter 9. 1979
1
, 2.
[3] March, J. Advvanced Orgaanic Chemistry: Reactions, Mechaniisms, and Sttructure, 2ndd ed.;
ok Co.: New York, 1977.
McGraaw-Hill Boo
[4] Cram, D.J. Fun
ndamentals of Carbanioon Chemistryy; Academic Press: New
w York, 1965
5.
B
A Chaichi, M.
A.;
M J. Determ
mination of Acidic
A
[5] Kiani, F.; Rosttami, A. A.; Sharifi, S.; Bahadori,
Phenylalaninne,Glycylvalline,and Glyycylphenylallanine
Dissocciation Consstant of Glyccine,Valine,P
in Watter Using ab
b initio Methhods. J. Chem
m. Eng. Dataa. 2010, 55, 2732-2740.
2
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Preediction off retention
n index of atmospheeric volatille organic compoun
nds
d
dataset
usiing QSPR
R methods..
N. Goudarzzi, S. Mesgaaran Karimi*,M. Arab chhamjangali
Faculty of
o Chemistry, Shahrood
S
Univversity of Technnology, P.O.Boox 316, Shahroood, Iran
Email:S..mkarimi@yahhoo.com

QSPR, SR--ANN, GA-A
Key words:
w
Volattile organic compounds,
c
ANN

Introd
duction:
(VOCs) aree organic chhemical that have high vapor
Volatiile organic compounds
c
v
pressuure at
ordinaary, room tem
mperature conditions.
c
T
Their
high vapor pressurre results froom a low booiling
point, which causes large num
mbers of moolecules to evaporate
e
or sublimate from
f
the liquuid or
solid from
f
of thee compound and enter the
t surroundding air. Many VOCs are dangeroous to
humann health or cause harm
m to the envvironment. Also, VOCs play an important
i
roole in
comm
munication between plannts [1].Thereefore, it is necessary too measurem
ment of VOC
Cs in
ambient air. Quaantitative sttructure-propperty relatiionship (QS
SPR) studiees are the most
extenssively used methods
m
in computationnal chemistryy. In this stuudy, we useed from nonllinear
QSPR
R method off ANN to prredict of rettention indeex of some atmosphericc volatile orrganic
compoounds (VOC
Cs).

Materrial and Methods:
The dataset
d
was used in thhis work, coontaining reetention inddices of 60 volatile orrganic
compoounds. Firstlly, by usingg stepwise regression
r
m
method
we selected
s
desccriptors andd then
ANN were used for
f buildingg of nonlineaar models too predict off retention inndex. Descriiptors
were selected by
y this methhod includinng; G1, moor09m, RDF
F035v, GAT
TS3v, RDF045u,
BEHm
m3, moro6v.IIn the seconnd part, we used
u
genetic algorithm ass variable selection toolss. The
best deescriptors were
w selectedd by GA inclluding; G1, H2u,
H
x2sol, RDF035v, mor09v,
m
morr09m,
H2m. Then, these descriptors were used foor building model
m
to preedict of RI byy ANN methhod.
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Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Dataseet randomly
y was dividded in to three
t
sectioon includingg training (36
(
compouunds),
validaation (12 com
mpounds) annd test (12 coompounds) sets.
s
The impportant paraameters that affect
a
on moodeling poweer of ANN such
s
as transsfer functionn, training fuunction, the number
n
of epoch,
e
momeentum and th
he number off nodes in innput and hiddden layers were
w
optimizzed. The obttained
resultss show the superiority
s
o SR-ANN than
of
t
GA-AN
NN to predicct of RI of these
t
compoounds.
The determination
n coefficientts (R2) and mean
m
squareed error (MSE) for SR--ANN modeel and
GA-A
ANN model are
a 0.999, 0.9998, 36.29 and
a 41.55 resspectively.
The pllot of the preedicted valuees of RI agaiinst experim
mental for SR
R-ANN modeel are shownn in
Figuree 1.Also,the Figure 2 reppresent the distribution of
o redsidual versus
v
experrimental valuues of
RI.
Figure 1:The plot of predicted values off RI against experim
mental

Figure 2:distribution
2
of reesidual versus expeerimental values of
o RI

Concllusion:
ANN is used as feeature mappiing techniquue for predicct of retentioon index of some
s
atmosppheric
volatille organic compounds.
c
Two methoods, stepwisee regressionn (SR) and genetic
g
algoorithm
(GA) were
w
used as variable seelection techhniques. The results obtaained reveal the superiorrity of
SR-AN
NN over thee GA-ANN model. Descriptors apppearing in these
t
QSPR
R models prrovide
inform
mation related to differennt molecularr properties, which can affect
a
the rettention indexx of a
compoound in GC separation.
s

Refereences:
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Eleectron Den
nsity Anallysis of Un
nusual Oxyygen-Oxygen Bondss in Benzooyl
Peroxide
*,a
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F
a

Departm
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Key words:
w
Atom
ms in molecuules, benzoyll peroxide
Introd
duction:
Benzooyl peroxide (BPO) is ann organic com
mpound connsists of two benzoyl grooups bridgedd by a
peroxiide link. This compoundd has importaant application in improvving flour, bleaching
b
haiir and
teeth, polymerizin
ng polyester and many other
o
uses [1]. The O-O bond
b
in perooxides is so weak
and BP
PO readily undergoes
u
hoomolysis (syymmetrical breaking)
b
forrming free raadicals C6H5CO2•
[2]. Thhe reactivity
y of BPO annd its derivvatives is dirrectly affectted by the properties
p
off O-O
bond. In this work
k, nature of O-O bond inn BPO in thhe present off electron doonor and accceptor
substittuents is inv
vestigated at ortho, metaa and para positions.
p
Thhe atoms in molecules (A
AIM)
analysses are applieed to evaluatte the bond properties
p
off O-O.

Theorretical meth
hod:
The BPO
B
structurre with twoo perpendicuular benzoyll groups waas considereed as a refeerence
structuure. This strructure is more stable thhan the plannar structuree in energy. The Br, OH
H, Cl,
CN, COOH
C
and phenyl
p
(Ph)) groups aree substitutedd symmetricaally in para, meta and ortho
positioons of two benzoyl
b
ringss of peroxide. Geometryy optimizatioon, energy annd wave funnction
calculaations were performed at B3LYP/66-311++G** level of theeory by usinng Gaussiann.03W
prograam. Frequency analysis was
w perform
med to ensuree that all struuctures are inn energy minnima.
The AIM
A analysiss on wave fuunctions wass carried out by the AIM
M2000 prograam.
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
The AIM
A
graphs, critical poinnts (CP) andd bond criticcal points (B
BCP) have beeen demonsttrated
in Fig.1. Table 1 represents
r
thhe AIM param
meters of CP
P 3 correspond to O2-O3 bond in perroxide
groupss. The positiive values foor ߘ ଶ ߩ and negative
n
valuues for Hb inndicate partiially covalennt and
partiallly electrostaatic nature of
o O2-O3 bonnd in BPO annd all its derrivatives. Tw
wo different types
of subbstituents in
ncluding acctivating annd deactivatting towardds the arom
matic rings were
considdered in orth
ho, meta annd para posiitions. Grouups with unsshared pairs of electronns are
stronggly activating
g like OH. Halogens
H
possess unsharred pair of electrons.
e
Buut, since haloogens
are subbstantially more
m
electronegative thaan carbon, thhey draw eleectron density away from
m the
pi systtem deactivaate ring. Thhe non-haloggen groups with
w atoms that
t
are morre electroneggative
than carbon,
c
such
h as CN, CO
OOH and alsso Ph groups draw subsstantial electtron density from
the pi system. Theese groups arre also deactivating grouups. It is exppected that the
t activating and
deactivvating group
ps show diffe
ferent behaviior in substittution on BP
PO.

Figure 1: AIM graph, critical poinnts, bond criticaal points, for sttructures in Tabble 1.
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Table 1:
1 Bond length
h, electron denssity, laplacian of
o electron dennsity and kinetiic and potentiaal and total elecctronic
energy of the critical point 3 in O-O
O peroxide bonnd. (M), (O) annd (P) refer to meta, ortho annd para substituutions,
respectiively.
Molecules

Bondd length

࣋࢈

ࢺ ࣋ ࢈

ࡳ࢈

ࢂ࢈

ࡴ࢈

A

BPO (Planar)

1.435

0
0.2875

+
+0.0328

0.2030

-0.3978

-00.1948

B

BPO (Vertical)

1.427

0
0.2928

+
+0.0268

0.2087

-0.4106

-00.2019

C

BPO-Cl (P)

1.426

0
0.2932

+
+0.0248

0.2088

-0.4118

-00.2030

D

BPO-Br (P)

1.426

0
0.2932

+
+0.0252

0.2088

-0.4113

-00.2025

E

BPO-CN(P)

1.427

0
0.2931

+
+0.0252

0.2087

-0.4111

-00.2024

F

BPO-OH(P)

1.426

0
0.2934

+
+0.0244

0.2089

-0.4117

-00.2028

G

BPO-COOH(P)

1.425

0
0.2942

+
+0.0224

0.2094

-0.4133

-00.2039

H

BPO-Ph (P)

1.427

0
0.2929

+
+0.0264

0.2087

-0.4108

-00.2021

I

BPO-Cl (M)

1.427

0
0.2932

+
+0.0259

0.2088

-0.4111

-00.2029

J

BPO-CN(M)

1.427

0
0.2934

+
+0.0240

0.2089

-0.4117

-00.2028

K

BPO-Cl (O)

1.441

0
0.2817

+
+0.0680

0.2036

-0.3903

-00.1867

L

BPO-OH(O)

1.436

0
0.2863

+
+0.0492

0.2053

-0.3983

-00.1930

But, according
a
to
o Table 1, substitutionns on para and
a
meta positions,
p
regardless of their
activatting or deacctivating prooperties tow
wards the aroomatic ring,, keeps the bond lengthh and
AIM parameters
p
almost
a
unchaanged respect to referennce BPO (veertical). But,, applying Cl
C and
OH suubstituents in
n ortho posittion creates two new boond paths wiith electrostaatic (closed shell)
characcter between
n substituentts and O2 orr O3 atoms in
i peroxide.. The resultiing O-Cl haalogen
bond in
i K and O-O
O bond in L structures decrease
d
the ȡb and increase the bondd length of O2-O3.
This reduces the covalent
c
andd increases thhe electrostaatic character of the oxygen-oxygen bond
of perooxide to the level of plannar moleculee.

Concllusion:
Oxygeen-oxygen bond nature of
o benzoyl prroxide is higghly affectedd by ortho suubstitutions bonds
b
of perooxide regard
dless of the activating
a
or deactivationng types of substituents.
s

Refereences:
[1] Brodie, B. C. (1858),
(
Ann.. Chem.108, 79–83.
[2] Lii, Hui, III (1998),
(
Synnthesis, Charracterizationn and Propeerties of Vinnyl Ester Matrix
M
Resinss, Ph.D. Disssertation, Unniversity of Vermont,
V
Chhapter 2.
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Evvaluation of
o Chemiccal and physical prooperties off copper ioons in boroon
nitride nanotu
ube
M. Seyed
S
Hosseeini
Department of Chemistry, Science and Research
R
Branchh, Islamic Azaad University, Tehran,
T
Iran

Key words:
w
boron
n nitride , Chhemical and physical prooperties, coppper ions
Introd
duction:
A varriety of subjjects of BNN
NTs have been
b
investiggated by thheoretical meethods, incluuding
hydroggen storage ,magnetism [1], phononn characteristtics [2], stabbility [3],mollecular dynaamics,
field-eelectron emiission [4], scanning tunnneling micrroscopy sim
mulation , eleectron transpport ,
symm
metry breakin
ng [5], workk function , spin-splittinng and therrmodynamics of yield. Since
there are
a no synth
hesis techniqques to contrrol chiral anggles and diam
meters of CN
NTS, BNNT
Ts are
considdered to be better
b
suited for some eleectronics appplications in which the uniform
u
electtronic
properrty is desiraable . The electronic
e
sttructures off boron nitriide (BN) naanotubes unnder a
transvverse and perpendicular electric fielld were inveestigated witth theory (D
DFT) calculaations
[6].

Comp
putational methods:
m
In ordder to analyzze the moleccular interacction potenttial of the naanotubes intteracting witth Cu
cationns we have carried out calculationss on Hartreee–Fock (HF)) wavefuncttion with laanl2dz
basis set.
s
The firsst, we have optimized
o
a (4,4) armchhair nanotubee B16N16 andd also perfoormed
a singlle point calcculation at thhe HF/lanl2ddz for nanotuubes B16N16(Cu
( 2+ ,Cu+ ).

Resultt and discusssion:
1. Eneergy:
The tootal energy of
o molecule, including alll forms of kinetic
k
motioon (translatioon, vibrationn, and
rotatioon) and all fo
orms of poteential energyy (electrostattic interaction between changes,
c
maggnetic
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interacctions betw
ween spinninng charges, and potenntial energy of bonds),, determines the
reactivvity and stab
bility of a moolecule

2. Elecctrical Poten
ntial:
We caalculated thee potential difference forr boron and nitrogen atooms in the nanotube
n
witth the
centraal ions and reeported in terms
t
of varrious propertties such as total energyy, dipole mooment
,quadrropole momeent, changes of gap enerrgy.

3. Inveestigation on
n Crystal Fiield Theory and Jahn Teller
T
distortiion:
After hydrogen bonding
b
andd strong elecctrostatic intteractions (ee.g., charge––charge, chharge–
dipolee, and dipole–dipole), the most significant
s
n
non
covalennt interactioons in bioloogical
applications are probably
p
thoose involvingg aromatic p systems.O
Orbital energgy splitting in
i the
field of
o nano-tubes for Cu2+, Cu
C + cations shown
s
in Figgure.

Concllusion:
In spliitting of d-o
orbitals ,becaause probablly the dz2 –oorbital locateed on z axiss, so this staates is
more stable
s
and has the lowesst energy. Spplitting orbittals in the B16
ns) nanotubee field
1 N16(Cu ion
is alm
most similar to
t the squaree-planar fieldd. It seems thhat Jahn Telller distortion in the nannotube
field is
i slightly diifferent from
m the usual field.We com
mpared diffference Electtrical potenttial in
Cu-ionns in table.

Refereence:
[1] J.B
B. Wu, W.Y
Y. Zhang, Sollid State Com
mmunicationns 149 (20099) 486.
[2] I. Savic,
S
N. Miingo, D.A. Stewart,
S
Physsical Review
w Letters 1011 (2008) 1655502.
[3] G.Y. Gou, B.C
C. Pan, L. Shhi, Journal of
o Physical Chemistry
C
C 112 (2008) 19353.
[4] V. Meunier, C. Roland, J. Bernholc, M.B.
M Nardellii, Applied Phhysics Letters 81 (2002)) 46.
[5] M.. Ishigami, J.D.
J
Sau, S. Aloni, M.L.. Cohen, A. Zettl, Physiccal Review Letters
L
97 (22006)
1768004.
[6]Claaudio Attaccalite, 1, Luddger Wirtz1, 2, Andrea Marini3,
M
andd Angel Rubiio, phys. staat. sol.
(b) (20007) 244, No
o. 11, 4288––4292 .
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Investtigation NM
MR and NBO
N
propeerties of B12N12 nanotube
M. Seyed
S
Hosseeini
Department of Chemistry, Science and Research
R
Branchh, Islamic Azaad University, Tehran,
T
Iran

Key words:
w
NBO
O, NMR propperties, B12N12 nanotubee
Introd
duction:
Boronn nitride (BN) is one of the mosst interesting III–V com
mpounds duue to its unique
u
properrties, such ass low densityy,high therm
mal conductivity, excellent mechaniical strengthh wear
resistaance, stabilitty at high temperatures, and possibiility of easy doping withh silicon (n--type)
and beryllium (p--type).Thus, the materiaal appears as
a a good alternative
a
fo carbon-reelated
for
materiials in severral applicatiions[1-3].BN
N is a structural equivaalent of carbbon .It is mostly
m
found in the same phases and produces sim
milar nanosttructures. Thhis is probabbly because the
t BN bonnding tends to
o be dipolar and averagee the numberr of electronn per atom too 2 in the 2P layer
as for carbon.(carb
bon is 2P2 , nitrogen is 2P3 ,boron is 2P1). Arm
mchair nanootubes are foormed
when n = m and the
t chiral anngle is 30° .A
All other nanno tubes, wiith chiral anngles intermeediate
betweeen 0° and 30
0°, are know
wn as chiral nanotubes[4]
n
].

Comp
putational Details:
D
The geometry
g
off nanotubes B12N12 has been optim
mized by Beeck’s hybridd three-param
meter
exchannge function
nal and thee nonlocal correlation
c
f
functional
o the Lee, Yang, andd Parr
of
(B3LY
YP)method with
w the EP
PR-II basis sets
s
of Baroon[5]. The Gaussian
G
quuantum chem
mistry
packagge was used
d for all caalculations. EPR-II
E
is a double- baasis set withh a single set
s of
polarizzation functiions and an enhanced
e
S part
p ,for H and
a for B-F.

Resultt and discusssion:
1. Nattural Bond Orbital
O
(NBO
O) Analysis:
The cooncepts of natural
n
atom
mic orbital (N
NAO) and NBO
N
analysees are usefull for distribuuting
electroons into atom
mic and mollecular orbitaals used for the one-elecctron densityy matrix to define
d
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the shaape of the attomic orbitalls in the mollecular envirronment andd then derivee molecular bonds
b
from electron
e
denssity betweenn atoms.

2. Anaalysis of Cheemical Shiftt and Chemiical Shieldin
ng in NMR:
In the standard con
nvention, thee principal components
c
of the chemiical shift
tensorr,(GGG ), are labeeled accordinng to the IUP
PAC rules [66]. NMR shiielding constants
and coorresponding
g parameterss for BNNT’s are shown in Table.

Concllusion:
In thee nanotube B12N12 , coeefficients orrbitals is bettween 0.46000 to 0.50770 for boronn and
0.86199 to 0.8879
9 for nitrogeen. Our ressults in NBO
O calculatioon indicate that averagge the
numbeer of electron
n per p orbittal in BNNT
T’s B12N12 iss p1.64 for B atoms, andd p2.17for N atoms
a
respecctively.  NM
MR

shiellding constaants and coorrespondingg parameters calculatedd and

reporteed for BNNT
TS.

Refereence:
[1] D. Golberg , Y.
Y Bando, M..Mitome, (20002) Physicaa B 323 ,60.
[2] R. Zedlitz, M. Heintze, M..B. Schubertt, (1996) J. Non-Cryst.
N
S
Solids198,40
3
[3] A.Z
Zettl, (1996)) Adv. Matee 5,443.
[4] [133] Masa Ish
higami, Shauul Aloni, annd A. Zettl (2003)
(
12th international conf. Ameerican
Instituue of Physicss .
[5] Lee, C.; Yang,, W.; Parr, R.
R G. (1998) Phys. Re .B,, 37, 785.
[6] M.. Mehring, (1983) Springger Verlag: Berlin
B
Princciples of Higgh Resolutionn NMR in Solids,
2nd.edd.H. W. Spieess, (1978) Springer Veerlag, Berlinn In NMR Basic Principples and Proggress;
P. Dieehl, E. Fluck, R. Kosfeldd, Eds: Vol. 15.
1
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Inteeraction beetween sellenium anaalogues off methimaazole and Mz+ (Na+, Li
L +,
2
K+, Be2+, Ca2+
and Mgg2+): A quaantum cheemical stud
dy

H. Rooohi כa,P. Fakkourb
a

Dep
partment of Cheemistry, Facultty of Science, University
U
of Guilan,
G
Rasht, Iran
b

Department of Chemistry, University of Payame Nour, Abhar, Iran
Email: hroohi@guilann.ac.ir

Keyw
words:seleniu
um analoguees, MSeI com
mplexes, binnding energyy
Introd
duction:
The methimazole
m
as an antitthyroid drugg and its seleenium analoggue (3-methhyl-1H-imidaazole2(3H)--selenone) (MSeI) has been a focuus of manyy investigatioons [1]. Royy et al. [2] have
studiedd the structu
ural activity correlation of
o the anti thhyroid drugss by using a number of sulfur
s
and seelenium anallogues. Antiithyroid drrugs can inteeract with thhe electron acceptors
a
suuch as
cationns [3]. Owiing to the vast biochhemical acttivity of anntithyroid drugs, diff
fferent
experiimental and theoretical
t
innvestigationns have beenn performed on
o these molecules [4]. In
I the
presennt work, inteeraction betw
ween Mz+ (Lii+, Na+, K+, Mg
M 2+, Ca2+ and
a Be2+) annd MSeI hass been
investiigated at varrious levels of
o theory.

Methood:
All caalculations were
w
perform
med using Gaussian
G
03 program paackage. The geometry of
o the
monom
mers and dim
mmers MSeeI was optim
mized at MP2/6311++G
G(2d,2p) levvel of theoryy. The
counteerpoise proccedure was used
u
to corrrect the basiis set superpposition erroor (BSSE) in
i the
calculaation of the interaction energies.
e

Resultts and discu
ussion:
Two planar
p
and non-planar
n
(F
Fig. 1) compplexes were found on thhe potential energy
e
surfaace of
interacction betweeen MSeI annd Mz+ catioons. The binnding energiees for MSeIIMz+ compplexes
calculaated at the MP2/6311+
M
++G(2d,2p) are given inn Table 1. It is found thaat the nonpplanar
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forms are more staable than plaanar ones. The
T binding energy
e
of MSeI
M Mz+ coomplexes chaanges
dependding on thee type of caation. Amonng the catioons, Be2+ coomplexes haave the stroongest
bindinng strength while
w
K+ com
mplexes havee the weakesst. Alkaline metal cationns are more stable
s
than alkali
a
ones. As
A can be seeen in Table 1, BSSE corrected bindding energiess are smallerr than
uncorrrected ones at
a the same level
l
of theoory.
Table 1.
1 Calculated binding
b
energiees (kJ/mol) of the
t
MSel-M
Mz+ complexes at MP2/63111++G(2d,2p) leevel
Mz+ Coomplexes

ǻǼe

ǻǼeBSSE

Li(plann)

-194.55

-189.53

Li(perrp)

-201.52

-196.16

Na(plaan)

-140.98

-136.92

Na(perp)

-147.35

-143.17

K(Plann)

-108.86

-106.28

K(Perpp)

-112.68

-109.96

Be(plaan)

-998.04

-987.22

Be(perrp)

-1027.16

-1016.23

Mg(Pllan)

-605.74

-599.18

Mg(Peerp)

-634.38

-627.72

Ca(plaan)

-409.13

-404.70

Ca(perrp)

-421.83

-417.29

a

b

Fig. 1. (a) Pllanar and (b) non-palanar
n
struuctures of com
mplexes

Concllusions:
z
Basedd on the binding energyy, stability of
o MSeIMz+
complexees increases in the folloowing

order: K+ < Na+ < Li+ < Ca2+< Mg2+ < Bee2+. For alkaali and alkalline metal caations increaase in
the atoomic number within the same groupp of elementss is accompaanied with thhe decrease in
i the
bindinng energy. In
n other worldd, as the sizee of cation deecreases, binnding strengtth increases..
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Tauttomeric prropertis off a Schiff base
b
driveed from th
hiosemicarrbazide an
nd 5chloro
c
saliicylaldehyyde : NBO
O and AIM
M analyses
R. Behjatm
manesh-Ardaakania, H .Kaargara, B.Daaieakbari*a
a

Departmeent of Chemistry, Payame Nooor University,, P.O. Box 19395-3697 Tehraan, IRAN
*

Email:b.ddaieakbari@yaahoo.com

Keyw
words: AIM, NBO, Intram
molecular hyydrogen bonnd, Tautomerr.
Introd
duction:
Hydroogen bond in
nteraction iss one of thee non-covaleent interactioon which pllays an impoortant
role inn solvation process,
p
suprramolecular chemistry and
a in the prroperties of various
v
mateerials.
The proper
p
hydro
ogen bond is
i representeed as X-H...Y, where X and Y are electroneggative
atoms. There is an
n intraction between Loone pair orbiitals of the proton
p
accepptor "Y" witth the
antiboonding orbitaals of the proton
p
donoor "X" and this can be explained using weinhhold‚s
naturaal bond orbital (NBO) annalysis [1].

Comp
putational methods:
m
Geom
metry optimizzation for thhe three tauttomers of thhe titled com
mpound weree performedd with
Gaussian 09 progrram [2] appllying the B3LYP/6-311+
++G(2d,2p) theoretical level.
l
Analysses of
data were
w done wiith AIM20000 [3] and NB
BO programss [4].

Resultt and discusssion:
Figurees 1, 2 and 3 show optim
mized geomeetry structures of the thrree tautomerric forms of((E)-1(5.chlooro -2-hydro
oxy benzyliddene).
Data inn table 1 sho
ows that therre is an stronng intramoleecular interacctions betweeen N4….H155-O3
in all three tautom
mers.
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Figur 1. Structher
S
of tau
utomer 1

Figur 2. Structher
S
of tauutomer 2

Figgur 3. Structheer of tautomer 3

Table 1. Calculated toppological propeerties for selectted critical poinnt of studied taautomere
T
Tautomery



ȡ



t
tautomer
1

-883282.37

14.77

0.0388

0.103

0.54

t
tautomer
2

-883273.83

19.94

0.0455

0.102

0.59

t
tautomer
3

-883266.68

14.95

0.0388

0.104

0.54

Accorrding to tablee 1‚ the elecctron densityy (ȡ) and seccond-order perturbation energy
e
E(2) shows
s
that hydrogen bon
nd in tautom
mer 2 is strronger than the others. This result is confirmeed by
compaaring NBO charges
c
on N4 atom that are -0.33,-0.39,-0.31 forr tautomer 1‚ tautomer 2‚
2 and
tautom
mer 3‚ recpecctively.

Concllusion:
All thrree tautomerrs have stronng intramoleccular hydroggen bonds. Among
A
abovve structures,,
tautom
mer 2 has hig
gher E2 and electron
e
dennsity at hydroogen bond crritical point.

Refereences:
[1] P. Kolandaivell;. V, J. Nirm
mala,. Mol. Struct
S
; 694, 33-38, 20044.
[2] M..J. Frischet al.
a , Gaussiann 09 , Revisioon A.02,Gauussian, Inc., Pittsburgh PA
P , 2009
[3] F.B
Biegier-Kon
nig, J. Schonbbohm, D. Baayles, AIM22000- A proggram to anallyse and visuualize
atoms in moleculees, J. Compuut. Chem ; 222, 545, 2001.
[4] E.D
D. Glendenin
ng, A.E. Reeed, J.A. carppenter, F. Weeinhold, NBO version 3..1.
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Metthoxy position effectts on donoor and acceptor inteeractions in
n schiff baases
derived
d from 5-aamino-thiaadiazole-22-thiol.
a
a
R. Behjattmanesh-Arddakania, H. Kargar
K
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H
*
a

Department of chemistrry, Payame Nooor University, PO BOX 193995-3697 Tehraan, IRAN
*Email:habbibeh.habibi@yyahoo.com

Keyw
words: AIM, NBO, Hydrrogen Bondinng, BCP.
Introd
duction:
The azzole compou
unds are of significant importance to medicinaal chemistryy because off their
biologgical and phaarmaceuticall properties. The azole group
g
is present in varioous drugs suuch as
omeprrazole, mebeendazole, asttemidazole, and emedasttine difumarrate [1]. Thee molecules under
u
study have
h
a O—H
H…N intramolecular hyddrogen bond (see Fig. 1).

a:: 3-OMe sal

b:5--OMe sal
Fig.1. The
T structure of compounds with
w hydrogen bonds.

Methoods:
All caalculations were
w
done with
w B3LYP//6-311++G(22d,2p) levell of theory with
w Gaussioon 09
[2]. Topological
T
parameters
p
at bond crittical points (BCP) havee been anallyzed by Baader’s
‘Atom
ms in molecules’ AIM

theory. Thhe natural bond
b
analysses (NBO) were
w
applieed for

evaluaation of the hydrogen
h
bond strength in the title compounds.
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Resultt and discusssion:
1.AIM
M analysis:
The Ǝaatom in moleculesƎ of Bader
B
[3] is a very usefuul method foor the estimaation of hydrrogen
bond energy. Thee Bader theoory is basedd on topological properrties of elecctron densityy (ȡ),
Laplaccian (ේ2ˮ), kinetic enerrgy (G), totaal energy (H
H) and potenntial energyy (V) at the bond
criticaal points (BC
CP). The topoological paraamrters of thhe titled com
mpounds are shown in tabble 1.
Table 1: Topological
T
parrameters of thee investigated molecules.
m

a
b

ȡ(r)

ේ2(ȡ)

0.044
4

0. 1064

0.043
3

0.11056

G(r)

V(r)

H(r)

0.032

-0.037

0.0005

0.558

0.031

-0.026

0.0005

0.441

2. NB
BO analysis:
The NBO analyssis was carrried out usinng version 3.1
3 of NBO
O package [44]. The resuults of
NBO analysis sho
ow n(N6)ĺnn*(H4) charrge transfer with energyy of 29.61 and
a 31.8 kcaal/mol
for com
mpounds a and
a b, respecctively

Concllusion:
Data show
s
that theere are stronng hydrogen bonds in botth compoundds. Howeverr comparingg AIM
and NBO
N
results show that methoxy
m
grooup in para position givves rise to sttronger hydrrogen
bond.

Refereence:
[1] T. Sakai, T. Haamada, N. Avada,
A
J.Wattanabe, Pharm
maobiol. Dyyn. (1989)5330.
[2] M..J. Frisch,et al.;Gaussionn 09, Revisioon A.02.
[3] R.F
F.W. Bader, Chem. Rev. 91 (1991) 893.
8
[4] E.D
D. Glendenin
ng, A.E. Reeed, J.E. Carppenter, F. Weinhold, NB
BO,
Versioon 3.1, Gaussian, Inc., Piittsburgh, PA
A, 1992.
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Applicatio
on of a two-dimensiional poten
ntial functtion for caalculating
tun
nneling frrequency of
o tropolon
ne
M. Rasouli, M. Zaheddi-Tabrizi
Dep
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A
Univeersity, Tehran, Iran
I
Email: zahedi@alzahr
z
ra.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Poteential energgy surface,, Two-dimeensional pootential funnction,Ttunnneling
frequeency,Ttropollone.

Introd
duction:
Tropolone and reelated moleccules are onne of the best known sppecies wherre proton traansfer
m
T
Those
moleccules have been
b
extensivvely studiedd both
occurss through a tunneling mechanism.
from the experim
mental and the
t theoreticcal points of
o view. Trropolone (TRN) is a sevenoaromatic nootable for itts hydrogenn-atom tunneeling in a symmetric double
d
membbered pseudo
minim
mum potentiaal well. Thee intramoleccular hydroggen bond inn tropolone (TRN) has been
studiedd extensivelly over the last
l two deccades as it offers
o
a moddel system inn which to study
protonn transfer (PT
T) in the groound (So) annd first exciteed singlet ߨߨ
ߨ* (S1) statess.

Fig.1. Tropolone mollecule and its schematic
s
potential curve.

Methoods:
All abb initio calcculations in this work were perforrmed using the GAUSS
SIAN 03W. The
optimiization also
o performedd at B3LY
YP/6-31G**, B3LYP/66-31G*, MP
P2/6-31G** and
G96LY
YP/6-31G* levels. To explore
e
twoo-dimensionaal proton tuunneling, wee have varieed the
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O–H distance
d
in TRN
T
from 0.9 to 1.3 A° and
a the COH
H angle from
m 25 to 50° and
a calculateed the
energiies at all ab
bove levels by fixing all
a other parrameters at their optim
mized equilibbrium
positioons at the saame levels. The
T potentiaal energy surrfaces obtainned at these levels were fitted
to the following an
nharmonic tw
wo-dimensioonal potentiaal function:
2V

Ks X

2

4

 KssX

2
2
 KbY  K ssb X Y Wh
here Ks and Kss represeent the quaddratic and quuartic

force constants in
n the X (streetching) direction respecctively, Kb represents
r
thhe quadratic force
constaant in Y (beending) direcction and Kssb represennt the interacction betweeen stretchingg and
bendinng modes. The
T obtaineed Hamiltonnian matrix, then, was diagonalizedd. We calcuulated
coefficcients of tw
wo dimensionnal potentiaal function equation
e
by SPSS16.0 and MAPLE
E12.0
prograams. Also we
w depictedd contours of this pottential funcction via MAPLE
M
proggram.
Furtheermore we used
u
this coeefficient to calculate tuunneling freqquency and barrier heigght by
FORT
TRAN POWE
ER STATIO
ON 4 program
m.

Resultts and discu
ussions:
Table 1 summarizes the transiition frequenncies for variious cutoffs imposed on the potentiaal
energyy of the hydrrogen motionn (i.e. the restriction impposed on thee amplitude of
o hydrogen
motionn).
Table 1. Transition frequencies calcuulated at differeent levels.

ȁͲǡͲ ା ՜

ȁͲǡͲ ି ՜  ȁͲǡͳ ା

ȁͲǡͲ ି
H

D

H

D

ȁͲǡͲ ା ՜  ȁͲǡͳ ି
H

D

ȁͲǡͲ ି ՜  ȁͳǡͲ
Ͳ ା
H

MP2/6-31G**

3.0

0.1
0

1380.0

1074.5

14577.8

1079.0

G
G96LYP/6-31G*

11.0

0.7
0

1118.0

931.6

13222.4

957.3

1959.1

2238.3

B
B3LYP/6-31G**

6.1

0.3

1293.8

1037.7

14299.2

1049.2

B3LYP/6-31G*

5.4

0.3

1295.0

1034.9

14200.5

1045.0

D
18009.0

ȁͲǡͲ ି ՜

՜  ȁͳǡͲ ି
ȁͲǡͲ ା ՜
H
2477.7

D

ȁͲǡʹ ା
H

1834.9

27662.1

2120.5

1696.5

25227.3

1877.2

2432.1

1783.7

26779.4

2027.6

2415.9

1774.3

26661.9

2019.2

15559.1

2351.0

2128.6

1725.2

2125.0

17222.6

Concllusion:
A sim
mple two-dim
mensional potential
p
funnction was applied
a
to calculate
c
thee hydrogen--bond
transittion frequenccies in TRN
N. In this metthod, ab inittio programss were used to generate a two
dimennsional poten
ntial energyy surface, which
w
correctly predicted the equiliibrium moleecular
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geomeetries. The reesults are in excellent aggreement wiith experimeental tunnelinng frequencyy that
is 0.9 and 0.1 cm-11 for light annd deuteratedd systems resspectively.
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Qu
uantum stu
udy of effeect of inhib
bition som
me Schiff base
b
compoounds in the
t
mild
m steel corrosion
c
in Sulfuriic acid envvironmentt
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D
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R
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Introd
duction:
Mild steel
s
is wideely used as a substantiaal material inn many induustries such as power plants,
p
petroleeum industrries and etc [1], due to its low cost and good mechanical properties [2-3].
Acid solutions
s
succh as Hydroochloric acidd are widelyy used for thhe removal of
o rust, induustrial
cleaninng, acid pick
kling, petrocchemical proocesses and acid
a descalinng of ferrouss alloys and steel.
Schifff bases, aree organic compounds
c
that due too the preseence of thee –C=N– group,
g
electroonegative nittrogen, oxyggen and/or suulfur atoms in
i the moleccule, have beeen reported to be
efficieent inhibitorrs of corrosiion for steell and alloyss in acid media. Althouugh experim
mental
meanss are useful to investigaation the corrrosion inhibbition but they are oftenn time consuuming
and coostly.

Methoods:
Amonng quantum chemical
c
meethods, the DFT
D has som
me merits, onne of which is
i the inclusiion of
the relativistic efffect as an electron
e
corrrelation term
m. So far, a hybrid verssion of DFT
T and
Hartreee Fock (HF
F) methods, i.e. B3LYP
P, has been introduced as one of thhe most acccurate
methoods for energ
gy calculationn [4-5].

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The new Schiff base
b
structures of SB1 to SB17 werre investigatted as corrossion inhibitoors of
mild steel.
s
Possib
ble correlations betweenn experimenntal inhibitioon efficienccies and quaantum
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chemical parametters such as
a dipole moment
m
(ȝ), highest occupied (EHOOMO) and loowest
unoccuupied (ELUM
ar orbitals were
w
investiggated. The models
m
of thhe inhibitors were
MO) molecula
optimiised with th
he Density Functional Theory forrmalism (DF
FT) using hybrid
h
B3LY
YP/6311G*** as a higher level of thheory. The Quantitative
Q
Structure Activity
A
Relaationship (QSAR)
approaach has beeen used and composite index of soome quantum
m chemical parameters were
of the testeed moleculees. To
constrructed in ord
der to charaacterize the inhibition performance
p
reducee the differeence betweenn theoreticall and experiimental valuues, a correccted equationn was
used that
t
based on
n Inhibition efficiency is
i determineed with moree precision. In order to study
the coorrosion inhiibition of thee Schiff basse structures, the basic structure
s
(SB
B) was optim
mized
using DFT at the B3LYP/6-311G** basiss set level. Then
T
each off the agent groups
g
CH3, OH,
F, NO
O2 were rep
placed In four
f
different positionss instead of
o hydrogenn atoms andd the
optimiization procedure was performed
p
foor sixteen Schiff
S
base structures.
s
Itt should be noted
that inn order to faccilitate the naming,
n
the position
p
of agent
a
groupss in the the primary
p
structure,
is dispplayed with letters
l
R1, R2,
R R3, R4 (F
Fig 1). Furthhermore, obtaained relatioonships weree used
for diffferent Schifff base strucctures from various artiicles and alll of them accknowledgedd that
correccted inhibitio
on efficiencyy is closer to values of thhe experimenntal efficienccy.

Fig
g. 1. The positioon of agent grooups in the prim
mary structure((SB) shown wiith
R R2, R3, R44
R1,

Conclusions:
Althouugh the Quantitative Sttructure Acttivity Relatiionship (QS
SAR) approaach as a faamous
modell has been used
u
to deterrmine the innhibition effiiciency in many
m
papers nevertheless still
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there is
i a clear diffference betw
ween theoreetical and exxperimental values.
v
Usinng the equatiion of
correccted inhibitio
on efficiencyy presented in this articlee this differeence is lowesst. It is intereesting
that thhis equation
n encompassses a wide range of Schiff
S
base structures, this meanss that
d.
correccted Inhibitio
on efficiencyy is more acccurate than non-correcte
n
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Introd
duction:
The interest
i
in gas phase ion-molecuule complexxes has prroduced in recent yeaars a
large result on binding ennergies andd affinity scales. Succh in the case, the bond
energiies for the cluster ionss of halidess ion X- with
w
organic molecules would give the
fundam
mental

information

about

sttructures,

thermochem
mical

stabbilities,

binnding

energiies, and charrge transfer of
o complexes [1-4].
The study
s
of sm
mall haloalkkanes has broad-reach
b
ing implicaations in thhe understannding
of atm
mospheric chemistry. Methane, CH4, is abundant
a
att mid strattospheric leevels,
while CH3Cl is one of the most abundant halogeenated methhane in natuure. The relative
strengths

of

conseqquences.

carbon-halog
c
gen
In
n

this

stuudy

bondss
we

also

p
performed

h
have

other

important

density-funnctional-theoory

atmosppheric
(DFT)

and

on Cl- witth methane and chloroomethanes (CH4higherr levels of ab initio calculations
c
m

Clm) (m=0-4) to assess the
t
experim
mental bondd energies. All calculaations have been

carriedd out by usin
ng the Gausssian 98 progrram.

Methood:
Geom
metries of Cl- …CH4 andd Cl- … (CH
H4-m Clm) (m=1-4) were optimized using
u
the B33LYP,
MP2, and other higher
h
ab iniitio calculatiions at diffeerent basis sets such as 6-311++g (d,p)
(
.
The diiffuse functions (+) are indispensabl
i
le to describiing properlyy anionic systems. Subsequent
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vibratiional analyses were madde to check whether thee bonding geeometries arre correctly at the
energyy minimum and
a obtain thhe zero-poinnt vibrationall energies (Z
ZPEs). To evvaluate electtronic
energiies of ion clu
usters accuraately, we maade single pooint calculatiions on optim
mized geom
metries
at QCIISD and CC
CSD (T) levels.

Resultts and discu
ussions:
The interactions
i
of Cl- witth neutral molecules H-R range inform hyydrogen bonnd to
electroostatic bond. The B3LY
YP results incclude partiallly the electrron-correlatiion effect annd the
suitablle geometric of Cl- …CH
… 4 and C
Cl- … (CH4-m
Clm) (m
m=1-4) clustters are in good
4
agreem
ment with experimental
e
l data. Accoording to thhe results, inn terms of energy leveels of
molecular orbitalss, CHCl3 iss a good ellectron acceeptor (electrophile) and the most stable
s
compllex was form
med betweenn CHCl3 mollecule and Cl
C - ion becauuse of large dipole
d
momeent of
this molecule.
m
Alsso, the methaane moleculee is boundedd very weaklly to Cl- halide ion (Fig. 1).

b

a

aaaddd
d

Figure 1.
1 The optim
mum geometrries of Cl- wiith a) CH4, b)
b CHCl3 moolecules.
Concllusions:
The sttudy of smaall haloalkannes is importtant in the understandin
u
ng of atmosppheric chem
mistry.
Interacction of thesse moleculess with ions has
h effect onn ozone layerr. In this woork standard highlevel theoretical
t
methods
m
werre used to predict
p
the optimized
o
geeometries, ennergies and other
show
properrties of Cl- …CH
… 4 and C
Cl- … (CH4-m
1-4) clusterss ions. Our calculations
c
m Clm) (m=1
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that thhere is a go
ood agreemeent betweenn the calculaated thermoochemical sttabilities, binnding
energiies, and charrge transfer in
i this work and those obbtained expeerimentally.
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D
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W
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l
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[4] A. Bagno, A. Dono,
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DFT
T/B3LYP Study of the
t Substittuent and Solvent Effects
E
on the
t Reactiion
Enthalpies of Homolytic
H
c and Heteerolytic N––H Bond Cleavage
C
i Melaton
in
nien
D
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M
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S
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Effeect, Reactionn Enthalpy, Substituent.
S
Introducttion:
Melatoninn is an anim
mal and plantt hormone, its
i ability to scavenge hydroxyl
h
raddicals was diiscovered
and scaveenges free radicals
r
[1]. The reaction betweenn free radicaals and antiioxidants caan follow
(HAT, SET
different mechanisms
m
T-PT and SPL
LET) [2]. Thhe reaction enthalpy
e
of the
t first step of HAT,
SET-PT and
a SPLET mechanism
m
c
corresponds
to the BDE
E, IP and PA, respectivelly [3]. Underrstanding
the role off different sttructural feaatures and prreparation off new compoounds with enhanced
e
anntioxidant
property is
i of great interest.
i
Mellatonin struccture (Figure 1) represeents the basiic structure. Various
substituennts such as electron–with
e
hdrawing groups (EWG) and electroon–donatingg groups (ED
DG) were
located inn three avaiilable positiions on the aromatic ring
r
(Figuree 1). We haave investiggated the
substituennt effect on reaction entthalpies of homolytic
h
(HAT mechaanism) and heterolytic two–step
(SPLET and
a SET–PT
T) mechanism
ms of N–H bond cleavaage for monno–substituteed melatoninns in gas
phase andd water.
O
H2
C

C
N
H

O
H3 C

O
C
H2

H2
C

CH3

C
N
H

O
H3 C

C
H2

C 3
CH

X(ortho 1)

N
H

N
H

(meta) X
X(ortho 2)

N-acetyl-5-me
ethoxytryptamine
e

Figure 1. Structuree and substituteed of melatoninn (X = Br, Ethyyl, CH=CH2, CCH,
C
CF3, Me, Cl, CN, COM
Me, COH,
COOH
H, F, NMe2, NH
HMe, NH2, NO
O2, OMe, OH, Ph,
P t–Bu).
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Computaational detaiils:
The geom
metry optimization of thhe moleculess and respecctive radicals, radical caations and anions
a
was perfoormed using DFT methood with B3L
LYP functionnal and the 6–31G (d, p)
p basis set in
i the
gas–phasee and water. Single poinnt calculations were perrformed for 6–311++G (2d,
(
2p) bassis set
[4]. Solveent contribu
ution to thee total enthaalpies was computed employing
e
i
integral
equuation
formalism
m IEF–PCM
M method [55]. Total enthalpies
e
w
were
calculaated for 298.15 K andd 1.0
atmospherre pressure with
w Gaussiaan 03 prograam package.

Results an
nd Conclusiions:
In this artticle, the reaaction enthalppies of the individual
i
stteps of threee antioxidantt action mecchanisms,
HAT, SET
T–PT and SPLET,
S
for various
v
monno–substituteed melatoninns were calcculated in gas–phase
and waterr. Obtained results
r
indiccate that elecctron–donatiing substitueents induce rise
r in PAs, whereas
electron–w
withdrawing
g groups caause increase in the reeaction enthhalpies of thhe processes, where
electron (IPs) or hydrrogen atom is abstracteed (BDEs). Substituents
S
placed in ortho
o
positioons show
larger efffect on reacction enthalppies in com
mparison to the same groups
g
in meta
m
positionn. Water
attenuatess the substitu
uent effect on
o all reaction enthalpiees. In gas–pphase, BDEss are lower than
t
PAs
and IPs, i.e.
i HAT rep
presents the thermodynaamically preeferred pathw
way. On thee other handd, SPLET
mechanism
m representss the thermoodynamicallyy favored process in water. IP andd BDE valuees can be
correlatedd with the length of indoolic R(N–H))+• bond lenggth and parttial charge on
o the indolyyl radical
nitrogen, q(N), of thee studied molecules succcessfully. Calculated
C
reesults reveaal that in thee case of
EWG–subbstituents, EHOMO valuees become more negattive, while the presencce EDG–subbstituents
results in less negativee EHOMO valuues. Therefoore, melatonins with stroong electron––donating grroups are
better elecctron donorss. It has beenn also foundd that PA andd IP values for
f substituteed melatoninns can be
estimated from their EHOMO valuees. This fact may be usseful for thee development of new melatonin
m
based antiioxidants.

Referencees:
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The influence
i
of aliphatiic amino acid
a
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g
on the acidityy of Lysin
ne by
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Introd
duction:
The peptides
p
are an amazingg class of compounds. Although thhey are all constructed from
relativvely simple building bllocks (the amino
a
acids) , they exhhibit a rem
markable rangge of
biologgical propertties ; becausse of their medicinal
m
p
properties
that the studyy of peptidees has
becom
me one of thee most activve area of cuurrent researcch [1]. Lysinne is an esseential amino acid,
whichh means that the humann body cannnot synthesize it and must
m
obtainn it through food
sourcees. The conccepts of aciidity (Ka , pK
p a = -log Ka ) and prroton transfeer are essenttial to
physiccal and strucctural chem
mistry [2]. Oftentimes pK
Ka values can be meassured quite easily
e
experiimentally; ho
owever, manny times cheemists are innterested in the pKa vallues of moleecules
that haave not been
n synthesizedd or for whicch experimeents are not straightforw
s
ard. For insttance,
aminoo acids that are
a part of a polypeptidee chain have pKa values that very baased on theirr local
enviroonment , wh
hich are diffi
ficult to deteermine [3]. In
I this studyy we perform
med a theorretical
calculaation for dettermination of
o side groupp exchange effects
e
on thhe Lysine aciidity.

Methoodology:
Accorrding to the most comm
mon thermoodynamic cyycles have been
b
used to calculatedd pKa
valuess of lys+ (deenoted as HA
A+) equels pK
p a=

οீೌ
ோ்ଵ
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energyy change of the dissociaation reactionn either in a gas or soluution , aciditty of a comppound
can bee determined
d by the ¨G value
v
.

Apparratus:
The Gaussian
G
03[4
4] tool usingg B3LYP meethod and thhe standard 6-311++G
6
(dd,p) basis setts has
been applied for optimizatioon and frequuency calcuulations for all structurrs. The polaarized
continnuum model (PCM) [5] was
w used to describe
d
the solvent effeects.

Resultt and discusssion:
Accorrding to our calculation solvated freee energies and
a pKa valuues at the sttandard conddition
are repported in tab
ble below. Based
B
on thiis result wee can proposse the follow
wing acidity order
for thee dipeptides :
Gly-lys+ > Pro-lyys+ > Val-lys+ > Leu-lys+ > Lys+ > Ilee-lys+ > Alaa-lys+
K
Kcal/mol

¨sG(AH
H+)

¨SG(A)

¨aG

pKa

Lyys+ ĺ lys

-61.3654

-13.8830

122.6553

9.2760

Met-lyys ĺ met-lys

-52.7465

-17.3650

077.5625

5.5688

Cys-lyys+ĺcys-lys

-64.1076

-17.7201

055.5357

4.0884

-59.4660

-16.3241

066.9110

5.0890

+

+

Gly-lyys ĺgly-lys

Concllusion:
In thiis study wee have calcculated the acidity coonstant (pKa) of

lysiine in Lysiine –

Aliphaatic(metyoniin, cystein, glycin ) am
mino acid dipeptides
d
using the Deensity Functtional
Calcullation and continuum soolvation metthods . Baseed on our reesults ¨sG values
v
are loocated
betweeen -13.8830 and-64.1076 kcal mol-11 which are related
r
to Lyys and Cys-L
Lys+ respectively.
Accorrding to our calculationss pKa valuess are betweeen 4.0884 annd 9.2760 thhat are beloong to
Cys-L
Lys+ and lys+ forms, respectively.
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Introd
duction:
Boronn nitride nano
otubesare seemiconductoors with a wiide band gapp (5.5 eV), weakly
w
depennding
on thee diameter, the
t helicity, and the num
mber of tubee walls [1]. The functioonalized or doped
d
BNNT
Ts, which ex
xhibit dramaatic changes in electronic properties with respecct to their prristine
counteerparts, furth
her enlarge the
t applicatiion in nanom
molecular rannge. Many studies
s
have been
perforrmed on th
he adsorptioon of varioous molecuules on thee boron niitride nanottubes.
Nitrossamines constitute a fam
mily of poteent carcinogens and muutagens com
mpound whicch are
formedd readily fro
om a diversse set of nitrrogen compounds and nitrites
n
or itts derivativees [2].
Nitrouusaminesoccure as contaaminates in different
d
foood categoriess and beveraages [3]. The aim
of thiss study is to
t investigatte the adsorrption of niitrosamine on
o single wall
w boron nitride
n
nanotuube .We stu
udied the reeactivates off NH2NO tooward BNN
NTs and efffect of that upon
electroonic and stru
uctural propeerties of BNN
NTs.

Comp
putational methods:
m
For thhe study of interactionns betweenn NH2NO molecule
m
annd BN43zz nanotube, DFT
compuutations werre carried ouut using B33LYP hybridd density fuunctional meethod and the
t 6311++
+G (d) basiss set. In ouur calculationns, BN43zzz nanotubes were choseen. The firsst and
secondd numbers in
n the label reepresent the number of hexagonal
h
rinngs around the
t circumfeerence
of the tube and alo
ong the tube axis, respecctively.
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Resultt and discusssion:
To invvestigate thee adsorption of a NH2NO
O molecule on middle ring
r
of BN433zz nanotubbe, we
have considered
c
all
a the possibble sitesinclluding the siite on top of B and N atoms,
a
and at
a the
bridgee sites of B-N bonds. We
W find thaat three diff
fferent configurations (A
A, B and C)
C are
possibble for the ad
dsorption this molecule. We assume that each off the configuurations A annd Bis
furtherr divided intto foursubcoonfigurationssa, b, c and dwhereas,thhe configuraations C is fuurther
divideed into two subconfigura
s
ationsa andb (scheme 1).. Totally, wee found ten minima
m
strucctures
on thee potential energy surfface in the adsorption of NH2NO on middle ring of BN
N43zz
nanotuube. In A configuration
c
n, N and H atoms of NH
N 2NO are involved inn the adsorpption,
ed ring in A1-A3
resultiing in one five-member
fi
A
and two
t
seven-m
membered inn A4involvinng the
adsorbb molecule. Whereas in configuratioon B, O andd H atoms off NH2NO arre involved in
i the
adsorpption,resultin
ng in one sixx-membered ring in B1-B
B3 structurees and two eiight-memberred in
B4involving the adsorb
a
molecule. In connfiguration C,
C O atom of
o NH2NO is involved in
i the
adsorpption. The calculated binnding energgies for thesee configurations at B3L
LYP/6-311++
+G(d)
level

of

theory
y

indicate

that

in

all

three

configuratiions

the

most

and

less

stablessubconfiguraations is a anndb, respectiively.The most stable suubconfiguratiions are show
wn in
Fig 1. In A, B an
nd C configuurations the stability of subconfigurrations decreeases in the order
a>d>cc>b, a>c>d>b
b and a>b, respectively.

Refereence:

Scheme 1

[1] A.R
Rubio, J.L.C
Corkill, M.L.Cohen; "Thheory of grapphitic boron nitride nanootubes"; Physs.
Rev. B;
B 49, 5081-5
5086, 1994.
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Invesstigation of
o the addiition-cyclizzation reaaction betw
ween
al study
dialkylaccetylenediicarboxylaates and th
hiourea: Atheoretic
A
M. Zak
karianezhada**,B. Makiabadib,P. Mohammaddadia, AsyehBarkkhodaa
aDepartmennt of Chemistryy, Payame Nooor University, Tehran,
T
Iran
bDeparrtment of Chem
mical Engineering, Sirjan Uniiversity of Technology, Sirjann, Iran
E-mail: mzakarianejad@
m
@pnu.ac.ir

Keyw
words:Reaction mechanissm,Rate connstant, Thiouurea, Dialkyllacetylenediccarboxilate
Introd
duction:
Organnosulfur com
mpounds are important materials
m
in chemistry
c
annd many of them have found
f
generaal application in orgaanic syntheesis.Thiazolee skeleton compoundss are impoortant
heteroocycles in bio
o-organic chhemistry andd are presentt in many phharmaceuticaals. Many sttudies
have been
b
reporteed on the syynthesis of the
t thiazole ring structuure [1].Theyy are prepareed by
diverse syntheticm
methods usiing differennt starting materials.
m
S
Synthesis
off some bioaactive
compoounds,are prrepared throough the adddition of thiiols to electrron-deficienntolefins. Onne-pot
Streosselective syn
nthesis of E-2-(2E
iminoo-4-oxo-1,3--thiazolane-55-yliden) accetates have been
reporteed earlier [2
2]. To get further insigght to the reaction
r
mecchanism, a theoretical study
perforrmed at B3ly
yp/6-311++gg(2d,2p) and B3lyp/aug--cc-pVDZ leevel of Theory.

Methoods:
Quanttum chemicaal computatiions were caarried out with
w the Gauussian 03 serries of proggrams.
Full geometry opttimizationsof stable speccies and trannsition statess (TS) were performed in
i the
gas phhase by emp
ploying the hybrid
h
density functional B3LYP with
w the6-3111++g(2d,2pp) and
aug-ccc-pVDZbasis sets.To take into account condensed-pphase effeccts, single--point
calculaations were also perform
med on the gas-phase-op
g
ptimizedgeoometries usinng the polariizable
continnuum model (PCM) of Tomasi et al.To
a
stablissh the conneection betweeen the trannsition
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state structures
s
an
nd corresponnding equilibbrium structuures, interinssic reaction coordinate (IRC)
(
analyssis was carrieed out at B3LYP/6-311+
++g(2d,2p) level
l
of theory.

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The reeaction was initialized by
b addition of thiourea to the acetyylenic ester and concom
mitant
protonnation of the 1:1 adductbby thiourea. Then
T
interm
mediate P2 allters to P2 with
w rotation on CS bondd. Reaction proceeds wiith two paraallel paths annd produces the productt with eliminnation
of onee methanol or
o ethanol molecule.
m
Thhe first pathw
way containns formationn of N-C=O bond
while the hydrogen atom traansfers to MeO
M
group to produce intermadiateP3. The seecond
reactioon path includes two steps.
s
In thhe first stepp, with form
mation of N-C=O
N
bondd, the
hydroggen atom traansfers to O atom in carrbonyl groupp at the sam
me time to prroduce P3. In
I the
secondd step, interrmediate P3 converts too P4 with traansformationn of hydroggen atom to MeO
group and eliminaation of methhanol. Two directions have
h
been innvestigated as
a a best direection
to nuccleophilic atttack (schemee 1).

T
Ts2Ͳ3

Ts2Ͳ4
4

Ts2Ͳ4

Ts3Ͳ4
Ts1
R1+R2

P3
P2
P4

P1

Schem
me1

Concllusions:
Resultts indicate that,
t
in the presence of
o dimethyl acetylenediicarboxylatee, the reactiion is
preferaable both dy
ynamically and thermoddynamicallyy but, both differences
d
i energy suurface
in
are negligible in both
b
directions. In both competitive
c
pathways, inn the path with
w one trannsition
state, reaction
r
proceed with hiigher rate coonstant. AIM
M data reveall the partiallly covalent nature
n
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of C...S interaction and electrrostatic natuure of C...H--N interactioon in transition state. In
I the
presennce of diethy
yl acetyleneddicarboxylatee, the covaleent nature annd electrostaatic nature off both
interacction increasse. Increase of the covalent nature of C...S is more than electtrostatic natuure of
C...H-N
N interaction
n.

Refereences:
[1] T.H. Kim, M.H.
M
Cha; "E
Efficient synnthesis of 2-methylamin
2
nothiazolinees via Mitsuunobu
reactioon of N-(2-h
hydroxyethyll)-Nƍ-methyl-thioureas"; Tetrahedronn Lett.;40,31125-3128, 19999.
i-Alemi; "A
[2] A.Ramazani, S.A.Hossain
S
A new and high efficient one-pot synnthesis of alkkyl E2-(2-im
mino-4-oxo--1,3-thiazolaan-5-yliden) acetates"; Phosphorus,
P
Sulfur and Silicon;1766 237,
2001.
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Ad
dsorptiono
of formam
mide on sin
ngle-walled BN nanootubes: A DFT stud
dy
B.Makkiabadi a *, M.
M Zakarianeezhadb, M. Zareeib
aDeparrtment of Chem
mical Engineeriing, Sirjan Uniiversity of Technology, Sirjann, Iran
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T
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Keyw
words:Functionalizetion, Electronic Properties,
P
B
BN43zz
nanootube, Formaamide
Introd
duction:
BNNT
Ts are found
d to be widde band gapp semiconduuctors, typiccally indepeendent of on the
diameters and chiirality of thee tube [1]. The
T functionnalized or doped
d
BNNT
Ts, which exxhibit
dramaatic changes in electroniic propertiess with respeect to their pristine couunterparts, fuurther
enlargge the app
plication inn nanomoleecular rangge. Many studies haave focusedd on
functioonalization of
o BN nanottubes with more
m
reactivve substances [2-3]. Form
mamide is one
o of
the sim
mplest moleccules usuallyy chosen as model for sttudying biollogical systems exhibitinng the
peptidde type of bo
onding and DNA
D
structurres. Focus of
o this study is to investiggatethe reactivate
of NH
H2COH towaard BNNTs and effect of that uponn electronicc and structuural propertiies of
BNNT
Ts.

Methoods:
The fuull geometry
y optimizatioons and propperty calculaations on thee BN43zz with
w and withhout a
NH2COH moleculle were perfo
formed usingg B3LYP/6-3311++G(d) level
l
of theory. The NBO
O and
AIM analysis
a
were carried outt for all com
mplexes on thhe B3LYP/6--311++G(d) wave functiions.

Resultt and discusssion:
We coonsidered all sites for adsorption
a
off a formamiide moleculee on middlee ring of BN
N43zz
nanotuube. The A and B connfigurationss were obtaained from the
t adsorptiion of NH2COH
molecule on the SWNT. Eachh of the confi
figurations A and B is invvestigated inn four regainn a, b,
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c and d.
d We found
d seven minima structurees on the pottential energgy surface in the adsorptiion of
NH2COH on midd
dle ring of BN43zz nanootube. The caalculated binnding energiees indicate thhat in
urations thee stability of
o structurees decreasess in the orrder a> c> b>d,
A andd B configu
respecctively. Impo
ortant concluusions arise from the annalysis of thee dipole moments. In thhe gas
phase,, it is generaally found thhat the confformer with the larger dipole
d
momeent has the larger
l
electroostatic energ
gy, and an inncreased oveerall energy. The amounnt of dipole moment
m
incrreases
upon adsorption
a
of
o NH2COH on SWNT. The
T value off dipole mom
ment for the B model is more
than A one. Thus in polar soolvent, it is expected
e
thaatthe solubillity of B moodel to be grreater
than A one. In thee B model, the value off dipole mom
ment decreaases in the order of c>a>
>b>d.
Our calculations show that after
a
attachm
ment of NH2COH, enerrgy gap betw
ween the hiighest
a
the low
west unoccuppied molecuular orbital decreases which
w
occupiied molecullar orbital and
wouldd result in in
ncreases of conductivityy of the nannotube uponn adsorption of the NH2COH
molecule. Accord
ding to NBO
O analysis, adsorption
a
o a formam
of
mide molecule on the SW
WNT
t charge traansfer of nannotube to foormamide molecule. Thee results shoow that in eaach of
leads to
regainns, value of charge
c
transffer for the A model is more
m
than B one.
o The resuults of AIM show
that O…B
O
and N(C)…H
N
intteractions inn A and B configuratioons have naature of parrtially
covaleent and electtrostatic, resppectively.

Concllusions:
In sum
mmary, we have invesstigated the structural and
a
electronnic propertiees of chem
mically
modifi
fied BN43zzz nanotube with NH2COHmolecul
C
le. The A and B connfigurations were
obtainned from thee adsorption of this mollecule on miiddle ring of SWNT.Affter attachmeent of
functioonal group, energy gapp between thhe HOMO and
a the LU
UMO decreases which would
w
result in increase of conductivvity of the nanotube
n
upoon adsorptioon of the NH
H2COH moleecule.
t amount of
o dipole mooment increaases upon addsorption.It is
i expected that
t
the soluubility
Also the
of these configuraations increaasesin polarr solvents.Thhe results of AIM show
w that O…B
B and
…H interacttions in A and B connfigurations have naturre of partiallly covalentt and
N(C)…
electroostatic, respeectively.
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Interraction beetween diffferent catiions with tautomeriic forms of thiocytossine
a*
B. Makiabadi
M
, M. Zakariaanezhadb, Z. Ahmadinejaadb, M. Zareeeib

a Deparrtment of Chem
mical Engineerring, Sirjan Unniversity of Tecchnology, Sirjaan, Iran
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Keyw
words: Thiocytosine, Tauutomerizationn, Cation-heeteroatom, Bidentate
B
Introd
duction:
The metal
m
ions are
a involvedd in almost all biologiccal processes, such as the
t regulatioon of
enzym
me, stabilizattion and funnction of nuccleic acids. Therefore further
fu
invesstigations onn how
metal cations inteeract with biiological moolecules and how these interactions affect or coontrol
the fuunctions of biological molecules are essentiial. The stuudy of the tautomerism
m of
nucleoobases is imp
portant due to the effectts on base paairing, base stacking andd formation of Hbonded complexees [1]. Thioccytosine is an
a analog of the naturaal nucleic accid base cyttosine
whosee oxygen atom is suubstituted by
b sulfur atom.Thiocytosine hass beenfounnd in
tRNAm
molecules in
n Escherichiia coli[2]. Tautomerism of thiocytosine has beeen studied as that
of cyytosine [3].IIn this worrk we inveestigated innteraction between
b
tauutomer form
ms of
thiocyytosine with metal catioons Ca+2 andd Mg+2. Thee aim of thee present woork is to finnd the
influennce of metall cations on the structurral and energgetic properrties of different tautomeers of
thiocyytosine.

Methood:
Geom
metry optimizzation were done using B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,22p) level of theory.
t
Harm
monic
vibratiional frequeencies were computed too verify thee nature of minima
m
and transition states.
s
The AIM
A analysis was carriedd out in B3LY
YP/6-311++
+G(2d,2p) level of theoryy.

Resultt and discusssion:
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Forthiocytosine, th
here are sevven isolated tautomersC1- C7 on thee process off tautomerization.
Sixteeen complexees were obtaained from thhe interactioon between metal cationns Ca+2 and Mg+2
with different
d
tau
utomers of thhiocytosine. In cation-hheteroatom complexes,
c
i which ann X2+,
in
lying in
i the same plane as thee ring structtures of a thhiocytosine, interacts dirrectly by flannking
the heeteroatom. The
T cations could
c
form more than one
o cation-hheteroatom complex
c
witth the
same tautomer fo
orm due to more
m
than one
o possiblee binding sitte in an isoomer. Thus, eight
optimiized structurres of X+2-hheteroatom complexes
c
w
were
obtaineed for each metal cationn.The
most stable
s
compllexes alwayss correspondd to bidentatte species. The
T analysis of the energgies is
shownn that all [X--thiocytosinee] +2 compleexes are morre stable thaan isolated taautomers. Also in
compaarison with [Ca-thiocyto
[
osine] +2 com
mplexes, in thhe same posiitions, the biinding energgies in
[Mg-thhiocytosine]

+2

compleexes are greater.
g
Andd the bindiing distances in the [Mg-

thiocyytosine] +2 co
omplexes aree smaller thaan that in [Ca-thiocytosinne] +2 one. This
T conclusion is
in agrreement with
h the greateer binding ennergy obtainned for [Mgg-thiocytosinne]

+2

compllexes.

The HOMO
H
and the
t LUMO energies
e
werre also compputed for thee most stable conformerr. The
resultss show that the most staable complex in each tw
wo type of cation-hetero
c
oatom complex is
C5 Thhe results off AIM calcuulation show
ws that the electronic
e
deensity U(r), in
i the same bond
criticaal points of X+2…thiocytosine in [Mg-thiocytosine]+2 com
mplexes aree greater off [Cathiocyytosine] +2 on
nes.

Concllusion:
In the present rep
port, the diff
fferent tautom
mers of [X--thiocytosinee]

+2

(X=Mgg, Ca) compplexes

were optimized
o
by
y DFT methood.Eight opttimized strucctures of X+22-heteroatom
m complexes were
obtainned for each metal cationn. The effectt of cations size
s on the stability
s
of [X
X-thiocytosiine] +2
+
compllexes has been also inveestigated andd order of sttability was found to bee Mg+2> Ca+2
.The

bidenttate species of [X-thiocytosine]

+2

c
complexes
w found be
was
b most stabble.The resuults of

AIM shows
s
that th
he U(r), in thhe same bonnd critical pooints of [X…
…thiocytosinne]+2complexxes in
[Mg-thhiocytosine]+2 complexees are greaterr of [Ca-thioocytosine] +2 ones.
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Introd
duction:
In reccent years of
o Benzoxazzole and theeir by-produucts have beeen studied due to struucture
properrties such high quantuum yields, high non-linear opticcal effectiveeness, bioloogical
activitties, photo-stable properrties and cappabilities to ligate transiition metals [1-2]. Thereefore,
benzoxxazole comp
pounds and their derivattives have been widely applied
a
for use
u in chem
mistery
and medicine.
m
In this
t paper, we
w have studdied the therrmodynamicc and electroonic propertiies of
this molecule
m
of th
he title comppound was allso performeed at B3LYP
P/6-31G* levvel.

Comp
putational details:
d
The density
d
funcctional theorry computattion has been performeed with thee Gaussian 03[3]
prograam packagee at the B3LYP level with stanndard 6-31G
G* basis set for geom
metry
optimiization of Beenzoxazole. The electropphilicity conncept was staated for the first time in 1999
by Parrr et al. μ is
i defined acccording to the following equationn: μ= (EHOM
2. Ȥ is
MO+ELUMO)/2
defineed as the neg
gative of μ, as
a follows: Ȥ = -μ. Ș = (E
( LUMO – EHOMO
) /2. S and
a Ȧ are deefined
H
as the following eq
quations, resspectively [44]. S=1/2Ș, Ȧ = (μ2/2 Ș)

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The HOMO
H
and LUMO
L
are the
t main orbbital take paart in chemical stability [4]. The HO
OMO
represents the ability to donate an electroon and LUM
MO as an eleectron accepptor. The HO
OMO
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and LUMO
L
energ
gy gap and quantum molecular
m
deescriptors coomputed byy DFT/B3LY
YP in
differeent basis setss are summaarized in Tabble 1.
Propertty
Benzoxxazole

/eV
-EHOMO
H

-E
ELUMO /eV

G
Gap/eV

μ
μ/eV

Ș
Ș/eV

Ȧ /eV

S /eV

6.57

0.77

5.8

-3.67

2.9

2
2.32

0
0.17

The ellectronic traansition absoorption correesponds to thhe transitionn from the ground
g
to thee first
excitedd state and is
i mainly deescribed by an
a electron excitation
e
froom HOMO to LUMO (ssee in
Fig. 1)).

Fig.1
1. Orbital depicction of HOMO
O and LUMO and
a DOS in Beenzoxazole system.

The HOMO
H
are more
m
localized on the C-C
C and C-N bonds
b
and alsso is on oxyggen orbital; while
w
HOMO
OĺLUMO transition im
mplies an eleectron densitty transfer from benzen ring
r
to C-O and
a
C-N orbitals and is slightly onn carbon atom
m.

Concllusion:
In thiss present investigation molecular
m
struucture, HOM
MO, LUMO analysis of Benzoxazole
B
e
have been
b
studied using ab iniitio DFT/B3LYP/6-31G* computatioon.

Refren
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P
P 2003.
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A DFT study of the stru
ucture and
d electroniic propertties of 4-Bromo-2-(22, 5dichlooro-phenyylimino)-m
methyl]-ph
henol
A.. soltania, S. ghafouri razz b*, A. Dehnnokhalaji c, R.
R Mashkoorrb
a
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Key words:
w
BDPM
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H
MO, Quantum
m molecular descriptors
Introd
duction:
Schifff base compo
ounds have been of groowing intereest for manyy yares, becaause they play an
importtant role in the
t extensivve of coordinnation chemiistry. They having
h
iminee groups (-C
C=N-)
and phhenyl rings [1-2]. Therrefore, Schifff base com
mpounds andd their derivvatives have been
widelyy applied fo
or use in chemistry
c
annd medicinee. In this paper,
p
we have reported the
thermoodynamic an
nd electroniic propertiess of this moolecule of the
t title com
mpound wass also
perforrmed at B3LY
YP/6-31G* method.

Comp
putational details:
d
The density
d
funcctional theorry computattion has been performeed with thee Gaussian 03[3]
prograam packagee at the B3LYP level with stanndard 6-31G
G* basis set for geom
metry
optimiization of the BDPMP. For
F Quantum
m molecular descriptors, μ is definedd according to
t the
follow
wing equation
n: μ= (EHOM
2. Ȥ is definedd as the negative of μ, as
a follows: Ȥ = -μ.
MO+ELUMO)/2
Ș = (E
ELUMO – EHOMO) /2. S and
a Ȧ are defined
d
as thhe followingg equations, respectivelyy [4].
S=1/2Ș
Ș, Ȧ = (μ2/2 Ș).

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
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The HOMO
H
and LUMO
L
are the
t main orbbital take paart in chemical stability [4]. The HO
OMO
and LUMO
L
energ
gy gap and quantum molecular
m
deescriptors coomputed byy DFT/B3LY
YP in
differeent
basis sets
s are summ
marized in Table
T
1.
Propertty
Benzoxxazole

-EHOMO
/eV
H

-E
ELUMO /eV

G
Gap/eV

μ
μ/eV

Ș
Ș/eV

Ȧ /eV

S /eV

6.17

2.05

4.12

-4.11

2
2.06

4
4.10

0
0.24

The ellectronic traansition absoorption correesponds to thhe transitionn from the ground
g
to thee first
excitedd state and is
i mainly deescribed by an
a electron excitation
e
froom HOMO to LUMO (ssee in
Fig. 1)).

Fig
g.1. Orbital deppiction of HOM
MO and LUMO
O and DOS in BDPMP
B
system
m.

The HOMO
H
are more
m
localizeed on the C--C and C-N bonds and also
a is on oxxygen and chloro
c
orbitalls; while HO
OMOĺLUM
MO transitioon implies an
a electron density
d
transsfer from beenzen
ring too C-O and C-C orbitals and
a is slightlly on oxygenn atom.

Concllusion:
In thiss present investigation molecular
m
struucture, HOM
MO and LUM
MO analysis of the BDPM
MP
have been
b
studied using ab iniitio DFT/B3LYP/6-31G* computatioon.

Refren
nce:
[1] J.G
G. Maáecki, Polyhedron
P
3 (2012) 1559-166.
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[3] M..J. Frisch et al., Gaussiann 03, Revisioon B03, Gauussian Inc., Pittsburgh,
P
P 2003.
PA,
[4] Naabanita Saikiia, Ramesh C.
C Deka, Com
mput. Theo. Chem. 964 (2011) 257--261.
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Inveestigation on
o the Abiility of Diffferent Geenerationss of Densitty Function
nals
to Preedict the Structural
S
Propertiees of VO(S
Salen) Com
mplex
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Departtment of Appliied Chemistry, Faculty of Sciiences, University of Mohaghhegh Ardabili, Ardabil, P. O. Box:
56199-11367, Iraan
*
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Key words:
w
VO(S
Salen), Vibraational frequuency, LSDA
A, GGA, HG
GGA, MHGG
GA.
Introd
duction:
Vanaddyl complex
xes of Schiiff base liggands have two attracttive propertties. One is the
possesssion of the d1 configuraation which is importannt to biologiccal systems because it allows
a
EPR to
t probe lig
gand bio-ennvironments. The other is catalyticc reactivity towards orrganic
substraates, in partiicular the oxxidation of organic
o
substrates such as
a alkenes annd sulfides [1].
[ It
is cleaar that chem
mical activityy of a comppound is directly relateed to its eleectronic structure.
Howevver, electron
nic structure calculation for transitioon metal com
mplexes is a challengingg area
of com
mputational chemistry, due
d to the sttrong electroon correlatioon in transitiion metals [22]. In
recentt years, Denssity Functionnal Theory (DFT)
(
is widdely used forr all types of materials which
w
can giive reliable results
r
with lower compputational coost in compaarison with post/Hartreep
-Fock
methoods. In this work we exxamine the ability of different
d
typpes of densiity functionaals to
predicct the structu
ural properties of [vanaddyl (N,N’-saalicylideneetthylendiaminne)] {VO(Saalen)}
compllex by seleected functioonals from common generations
g
of them to
t examine their
perforrmance for th
hese types off materials.

Comp
putational method:
m
In thiss work four types
t
of dennsity functionnals are seleected: Local Spin Densitty Approxim
mation
(LSDA
A), Generelized Gradieent Approxim
mation (GG
GA), Hybridd-GGA (HG
GGA), and MetaM
HGGA
A. For LSD
DA group, SVWN5 fuunctional iss selected. Also, PBEP
PBE and BLYP
B
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functioonals are selleted from GGA
G
group. Similarly, PBE0
P
and B33LYP HGG
GA functionaals are
chosenn, and finallly, M06 MHGGA
M
functional is seelected [2]. For all of the calculaations,
SBKJC
C basis set with effectivve core poteentials (ECP
Ps) is includded in structtural optimizzation
and frequency
fr
caalculations of VO(Saleen) complexx [3]. The LSDA, GG
GA, and HGGA
H
calculaations are performed byy Firefly (PC
C-GAMESS) software and
a GAMES
SS-US packaage is
used for
f M06 fun
nctional. Thee results of optimization
o
n and frequenncy calculattions are givven in
Table 1. Also, the optimized structure
s
of VO(Salen)
V
complex is shhown in Figuure 1.

Figure 1: Optimizedd structure of VO(Salen)
V
com
mplex.
Table 1: Some of im
mportant bondd lengths and vibrational freequencies of VO(Salen)
V
com
mplex calculaated by
l
are comppatible with Fiigure 1.
differennt types of denssity functionals. The atomic labels
Bond
B
length (Å))

B3LYP

PBE0

B
BLYP

PBEP
PBE

LSDA
A

C12=N14
C

1.32206

1.31623

1.33659

1.33323

1.335777

C21=N23
C

1.32827

1.32219

1.34347

1.33954

1.347255

C3-O11
C

1.34496

1.33495

1.35878

1.34938

1.348444

C26-O34
C

1.34042

1.33083

1.35461

1.34622

1.350144

V35-N14
V

2.08396

2.06487

2.09672

2.07686

2.048088

V35-N23
V

2.08737

2.06859

2
2.0965

2.07254

2.022244

V35-O11
V

1.94139

1.92968

1.96017

1.94672

1.881699

V35-O34
V

1.95164

1.94004

1.97214

1.95811

1.886233

V35=O36
V

1.61577

1.60414

1.63733

1.62694

1.616355

X (C=N) (cm-11)
X (V=O) (cm-1)

1612.15

1651.87

15554.33

15688.41

1574.677

1034.85

1058.13

9
979.53

10000.06

1023.644
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
It is obvious from
m Table 1 thaat the bond lengths are not considerably sensitiive to the tyype of
fferent
densityy functionall. However,, vibraotionaal frequenciies are moree dependentt to the diff
types of density functionals.
fu
T experim
The
mental data for
f C=N andd V=O stretcching frequeencies
99.9 cm-1, reespectively [4]. On the basis
b
of Table 1, HGGA
A functionalss give
are 16636.8 and 99
more reliable resu
ults for C=N
N stretchingg frequency. However, GGA
G
functiionals give better
b
s
frrequency. It seems that combinatioon of Hartreee-Fock exchhange
resultss for V=O stretching
with pure
p
exchang
ge functionaals is suitablle for organiic moleculess. But this iss not the casse for
transittion metals. Also, theree is many coonvergence problems for
fo M06 MH
HGGA functtional
when it used for VO(Salen)
V
complex. Thiis problem can
c be createed from variious reasons. One
m can be as a result of possible
p
buggs in coding process of GAMESS
G
prrogram. The other
of them
importtant reason can
c be due to
t the incorrrect analytic gradients which
w
were designed
d
forr M06
functioonal due to the fact thatt many of fuunctionals arre parameterrized by experimental orr high
level post-HF theermodynamiic data for a wide raange of mollecules and usually orrganic
ore used for such param
meterizations [5]. Thereefore, it seem
ms that trannsition
molecules are mo
metal compoundss are needed to more attention inn constructioon of new types of deensity
functioonals.

Concllusion:
In oveerall view, itt seems thatt various typpes of densitty functionaals do not coonsiderably affect
a
structuural properties and one can
c use eachh of them or structural opptimization without
w
impoortant
differeences. Howeever, vibratiional frequeencies are more
m
dependd on the tyype of perfoormed
densityy functionall, in such a way
w that thee selection of
o appropriatte functionaal is related to
t the
type of
o chemical bond
b
and exiistence of transition mettals or other atoms with highly correelated
electroons.

Refferrences:
[1]E. Kiss,
K
A. Ben
nyei, T. Kiss, Polyhedronn, 22 (2003)), 27-33.
[2]N. E.
E Schultz, Y.
Y Zhao, D. G. Truhlar, J.
J Phys. Cheem. A, 109 (22005), 4388--4403.
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[4]Y. Yang,
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S. Haao, Y. Zhangg, Q. Kan, Sooild State Scii. 12 (2011),, 1938-1942.
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L Schmiderr and A. D. Becke,
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Introd
duction:
Syntheetic chemistss have long been attracteed to the dessign and synnthesis of maacrocyclic liggands
and thheir metal complexes; as
a such com
mplexes show
w enhancedd thermodynnamic and kinetic
k
stabilities and characteristic
c
c properties that are inaccessibble for com
mplexes off the
corresponding opeen-chain cheelate ligands [1].
In receent years, Deensity Functtional Theoryy (DFT) hass been widely used to stuudy the electtronic
structuure of all typ
pes of materiials such as single moleccules and solids, due to its
i reliable reesults
and loower compu
utational cosst in compaarison with high
h
level ab
a initio meethods. How
wever,
constrruction of appropriate
a
functionals applicable for materiaals with strrongly correelated
electroons, is a chaallenging areea of computational and quantum chhemistry [2]. In this worrk we
examine selected functionals from
f
their various generrations to predict the struuctural propperties
and viibrational freequencies off a Cu2L2Br2 complex whhich L is a [22+2] macroccyclic Schifff base
ligandd with N4 don
nors.

Comp
putational method:
m
All off the calculaations were performed by
b Firefly (P
PC-GAMES
SS) program
m. For Local Spin
Densitty Approxim
mation (LSDA), SVW
WN5 functioonal is seleected. Also for Generaalized
Gradieent Approximation (GG
GA) group, BLYP
B
functional with Becke
B
88 exxchange andd LeeYang--Parr correlaation is chossen. Finally,, the B3LYP
P three paraameter hybriid-GGA (HG
GGA)
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functioonal is seleccted for calcculations [2]]. Also, the second ordeer Möller-Plleast perturbbation
were
(MP2)) method iss used to compare
c
witth DFT calcculations. All
A of the calculations
c
preforrmed by the SBKJC baasis set whicch included effective coore potentialls for inner shell
electroons of heavy
y atoms [3]. Before usinng SBKJC baasis set a B33LYP calcullation with TZVP
T
basis set was don
ne to examinne the validdity of SBK
KJC results and
a there iss no consideerable
differeence between the resultss of two menntioned basiis sets [4]. Therefore
T
wee can use SB
BKJC
basis set
s with reliiable accuraacy and loweer computational cost. For
F all of thhe DFT and MP2
methoods, structural optimizattion and vibbrational freequency callculations iss performed. The
optimiized structurre of Cu2LB
Br2 complexx is shown in Figure 1.
1 Also the results for bond
in comparisson with expperimental data
lengthhs and C=N stretching frequencies
f
d
are givven in
Finally, thee differencees between HOMO
Tabless 1 and 2, respectively.
r
H
and LUMO eneergies
(ǻEgapp) for all of mentioned
m
m
methods
are given
g
in Table 2.

Figuree1: The optimizeed structure of Cu
C 2LBr2 complexx. The labels of atoms
a
are compaatible with the data
d of Tables 1 and
a 2.

Tablee 1: Selected boond lengths forr Cu2LBr2 com
mplex.
Bond Leng
gth (Å)

SV
VWN5

BL
LYP

B3LY
YP

MP22

Experim
mental [1]

Cu1-N
N5

1..9222

1.9942

2.0123

2.0172

2.0439

Cu2-N
N3

1..9222

1.9943

2.0124

2.0171

2.0403

Cu1-Brr25

2..5462

2.6803

2.6573

2.5626

2.4928

Cu2-Brr25

2..5462

2.6803

2.6573

2.5626

2.6082

Cu1…C
Cu2

3..4700

3.4763

3.3830

3.2762

3.098

Br25…B
Br26

3..7272

4.0080

4.0987

3.9413

4
4.055

Tablee 1: C=N stretcching frequenciies (cm-1) and ǻEgap (nm) forr Cu2LBr2 com
mplex.
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Methhod

C=N

HOMO-LUM
MO gap

Experimeental [1]

1616

------

MP
P2

1
1599.9

200.8 (nĺʌ*)

B3L
LYP

1
1605.9

457.1 (nĺʌ*)

BLY
YP

1
1517.3

ĺʌ*)
1169.67 (nĺ

SVW
WN5

1
1580.5

1166.7 (nĺ
ĺʌ*)

Resultts and discu
ussion:
On thee basis of daata of Table 1, B3LYP and
a MP2 meethods give better
b
resultss for ligand-metal
bond lengths
l
(Cu-N bonds). However,
H
theere is not connsiderable diifference forr structural reesults
amongg the variou
us functionalls. Since thee ligand-mettal interactioons have thee most impoortant
role inn the chemiccal properties of transitioon metals coomplexes, onne can use B3LYP
B
functtional
to obttain better results.
r
Thiss advantage of B3LYP
P method is obvious inn C=N strettching
frequeencies and ǻE
ǻ gap which are
a given in Table 2. It is clear that LSDA and GGA functiionals
give wrong
w
resultts for ǻEgap, due to the fact that this complex has yellow--orange coloor [1].
Thereffore, MP2 method
m
alsoo gives wroong result foor ǻEgap vaalue which its
i result is over
estimaated.

Concllusions:
In an overall poin
nt of view, B3LYP annd MP2 metthods give reliable
r
resuults for strucctural
properrties of Cu2LBr
L 2 compleex. Howeverr, B3LYP gives more accurate
a
resuults for electtronic
structuure and moleecular orbitaals of the menntioned com
mplex.

Refren
nces:
[1] A.. A. Khandaar, R. J. Buttcher, M. Abedi,
A
S. A. Hosseini-Y
Yazdi, M. Akkkurt, M. Nawaz
N
Tahir, Polyhedron
n, 30 (2011), 942-946.
[2] N. E. Schultz, Y. Zhao, D. G. Truhlar, J. Phys. Chem. A, 109 (2005),
(
43888-4403.
[3] W.. J. Stevens, M. Krauss, H. Basch, annd P. G. Jasiien, Can. J. Chem., 70 (11992) 612-630.
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A Reliable
R
Sim
mple Corrrelation foor predictiion of the flash poin
nt of aliphaatic
contributions
amin
nes from molecular
m
Som
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mrd_smyh@yahhoo.com
Email:m

Abstract:
The flash
fl
point is an importtant indicatoor of the flaammability of liquids and
a solids. Many
M
methoods of estim
mating the flash
f
point of
o pure cheemicals havee been published, but these
methoods either reely on accurrate thermoddynamic dataa. This workk introduces a simple method
m
for preediction of th
he flash poinnt of different classes off flammable amines, whhich are impoortant
for saffety measurees in industrrial processees. Different amines incllude aliphatiic amines suuch as
primarry, secondarry, tertiary. The proposeed correlatioon is based on the conttribution of some
specifi
fic molecularr moieties annd functionaal groups, which
w
can eaasily be usedd for any typpes of
aliphaatic amines. Elemental composition
c
is used as a original function. Interrmolecular forces
f
are im
mportant in th
his method, which are counted
c
by a correcting function. Thhe predicted flash
point for differentt classes off aliphatic am
mines includding 83 diveerse compouunds are in good
agreem
ment with the
t measureed values suuch that thee root meann square (rm
ms) and avverage
absoluute deviation
ns are 18 annd 14.9 K, reespectively. The estimatted flash pooints for 5 fuurther
amines containing
g complex molecular
m
s
structures
annd multifuncctional chem
micals have been
compaared with on
ne of the bestt available predictive
p
meethods, whicch give much lower valuues of
the rm
ms and averag
ge absolute deviations.
d

Keyw
words: Flash
h point; flam
mmability am
mine; derivatiive; molecullar moiety; safety
Resultts and discu
ussion:
The sttudy of variious types of
o amines haas shown thhat the preseences of som
me specific polar
functioonal groups and molecuular fragmennts as well as elementaal compositiion are impoortant
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param
meters for preediction of fllash points of
o amino deriivative comppounds. A caarful examinnation
of the flash pointss of many am
mine derivatiives with geeneral formuula CHNOCll given in Taable 1
mber of carbbon (nC), hyddrogen (nH) and nitrogenn (nN)
reveals their strong dependencce on the num
atoms, which can be given as follows:
FP
F orginal =2266.6+18.35nC-5.392nH+447.64nN

(1))

To derive Eq. (1)), a multiplee linear regrression methhod was useed in which its coefficieent of
of nC
mination or the
t r2- valuee is equal to 0.725 [1]. As
A seen in Eq.
E (1), the coefficients
c
determ
and nN have posittive sign, whhich increasse the flash point of am
mines by high values of them
(especcially nN). In
n contrast, the
t contributtion of coeffficient of nH is small and
a negativee that
showss opposite effect. In ordder to improove the reliaability of Eqq. (1), it waas found thaat the
effectss of some specific poolar groups and molecuular moietiees may be considered.. The
existennce of somee structural parameters
p
c increase or decreasee the predictted flash poiint on
can
the basis of elemental compossition. For soome amine derivatives,
d
t flash poinnt depends on
the
o the
numbeer of highly polar groupps such as hydroxyl
h
grooup as well as the attachhments of ceertain
substittuents to nitrrogen atom. However, Eq.
E (1) can be
b re-optimizzed by considering the effects
of twoo correcting
g functions as increasiing (IP) annd decreasinng (DP) parrameters thrrough
experiimental data given in Tabble 1 as:
FP=207.2+2
F
23.43nC-7.3663nH+49.41nnN+ FPcorrectting

(22)

FPcorrecting =64.79ISP-62.96DSP
The cooefficients of elemental compositionns in Eq. (2) have close values
v
to thoose corresponnding
coefficcients given Eq. (1). FP
Pcorrecting corrresponding two
t
correctinng functionss ISP and DSP
D in
Eq. (22) have been
n estimated from structuural moietiees on the baasis of deviaations of FP
Porginal
from the
t measureed values. Thhey are equual to zero iff the conditiions for givving them vaarious
valuess are not mett.

Concllusions:
A simp
mple reliable correlation on
o the basis of moleculaar moieties has
h been intrroduced to prredict
the flaash points of
o different amine derivvative organnic compounnds such as aliphatic am
mines
includding primary
y, secondaryy. Eq. (1) has
h shown that the nuumber of caarbon, hydrrogen,
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nitrogeen atoms haas the major contributionn to predict flash
f
point of
o different amine
a
derivaatives.
Eq. (22) has correccting functioons FPcorrectinng , which caan be easily predicted acccording to some
specifi
fic molecularr fragments.. As comparred to Eq. (1) and Row
wley et al. [22] method, it
i was
indicaated that Eq. (2) providees more reliaable results for
f nine amiine derivativves with com
mplex
molecular structurres. Thus, thhe novel metthod providees a quick annd reliable pathway to prredict
flash points
p
of diffferent classees of amine derivatives
d
w any com
with
mplex molecuular structurre.

Refereences
[1] W.
W J. Palm IIII, Introductiion to Matlaab for Enginneers, McGrraw-Hill, 20005, p. 328 and
a p.
394
[2] J. R.
R Rowley, R. L. Rowleey, W. V. Wilding,
W
Estim
mation of thhe flash poinnt of pure orrganic
chemicals from strructural conttributions, Process
P
Saf. Prog.
P
29 (20010) 353-3588.
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Elecctron dona
ating and electron
e
w
withdrawin
ng groupss effects at ȕ-position
n of
onal
seven
n memberred ring C6H7MX (M
M=C, Si , Ge
G , Sn , Pb)
P using computati
c
method.
b
M. Nikoo
orazma*, E. Vessally
V
, H.
H Ghoudarzi Afshara andd Eynollah abbolfathia
a

Departm
ment of Chemisstry, Universityy of Ilam, Ilam
m E-mail: e_nikkoorazm@yahhoo.com

b

Payamee Noor Universsity, Departmeent of Science, P. O. Box: 193395-4697 Tehrran, Iran

Keyw
words: Gausssian, Carbenees, ȕ-Positioon, Computaational methood
Introd
duction:
Stanylenes and Plumbyylenes
The chhemistry of the
t divalent Carbenes , Silylenes , Germylenes,
G
has beeen extensiv
vely discusssed[1]. Sincce, these com
mpounds arre unstable for experim
mental
analyssis studies on
o the carbeenes and their analoguees have beeen carried out
o by theorretical
calculaation chemistry[2]. For this purposse, the densiity functionaal theory ( DFT) calcullation
were carried
c
out to study thee substitution effect at ȕ-position on
o the singleet-triplet spllitting
C6H7MX
M (X= -NH
H2,-OH, -CH3, -H, -Br,, -Cl, -F, -C
CF3, -NO2 annd M=C, Sii , Ge , Sn , Pb).
Other geometricall parameterss such as boond lengths, bond anglees, Mulliken charge at atoms,
a
HOMO
O and LUMO energies, dipole Mom
ment (D) and dihedral anggle was calcculated .

Comp
putational methods:
m
Geom
metry optimizzation were performed
p
b B3LYP method
by
m
with the used of the 6-311++
+G **
basis set
s and Gausssian 98 packkage[3].

Rsultss and Discussion:
The DFT
D calculatiion indicate that the enerrgy differencce between singlet
s
and trriplet states
'G(t-s) , 'E(t-s) and
d 'H(t-s) at C6H7MX (M
M=C, Si , Ge
G , Sn , Pbb) is increassed from M=
=C to
M=Gee and slightly decreasedd from M=Ge to M=Pb. This trend can
c be explaained base on
o the
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atomicc radius of hetero
h
atomss.with increaasing the atoomic radius of
o hetero atooms the repuulsive
force between thee non-bondinng electronss in the singglet states annd triplet sttates is decrreased
s
e1). The enerrgy differencce from M=Ge to
with thhe result botth states beccome more stable(Table
M=Pbb is decreased
d due to presssure angle convention.
c
Table1. Thermal
T
energyy differences, 'E(t–s),
'
enthallpy differencess, 'H(t–s), and free energy
differencees, 'G(t–s), beetweenthe singllet and triplet states
s
of C6H8M calculated at
a
theB3LYP/6-311++G **level
M

C

Si

Ge

S
Sn

Pbb

¨Et-s(Kcaal/mol)

0.49

1.83

28.53

2
20.62

199.11

¨Ht-s(Kcaal/mol)

0.49

1.83

28.53

2
20.62

199.11

¨Gt-s(Kcaal/mol)

-0.26

1.12

27.69

18.69

166.86

n singlet andd triplet states of ȕ-substiituted C6H7MX
M (X= -NH
H2,-OH, -CH
H3 , The ¨Gt-s between
YP/6-311++
+G**
H, -Brr, -Cl, -F, -CF3, -NO2 andd M=C, Si , Ge , Sn , Pbb) were meassured at B3lY
level in
i the orders of :
M=C

CH3 > OH
O > CF3 > NH2> F > Br
B >Cl > H >NO
> 2

M = Si
S

NO2 > Br
B > F > Cl > CF3 > OH
H > CH3 > NH
H2 >H

M = Ge
G

CF3 > Br
B > Cl > F > OH > CH3 > H > NO2 > NH2

M = Sn
S

NO2 > CH
C 3 > OH > Br > F > Cl
C > CF3 > NH
N 2> H

M = Pb
P

Br > Cl > F > CH3 > OH > NO
O2 > CF3 > NH
N 2>H.

From free energy gap (¨Gt-s),, it was founnd that the singlet
s
statess of C6H7MX
M is more stable
s
than their
t
Corressponding triiplet states. The presence of elecctron donatiing and eleectron
withdrrawing group
p at ȕ-position of C6H7MX
M ring increase the staability of ringgs.

Concllusion:
Calcullated energy
y difference 'E(t-s) , 'H
H(t-s) and 'G
G(t-s) at B3lY
YP/6-311++
+G** level for
f ȕsubstittuted divalen
nt of seven membered
m
riing C6H7MX
X (X= -NH22,-OH, -CH3, -H, -Br, -C
Cl, -F,
906
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-CF3, -NO2 andM
M=C, Si , Gee , Sn , Pb) indicated thhat the singleet states of C6H7MX is more
stable than their correspondin
c
ng triplet sttates due to the presencces of electrron donatingg and
electroon withdraw
wing groups the
t stability of rings wass increased.

Refereence:
[1] Kuuhl, O. Coord
d. Chem. Reev, 248, 411--427(2004)
[2] E..vessally, M.Nikoorazm,,F. Esmaili,E
E.Freyduni,j.Organomet.Chem.696:9932-939 (2011)
[3] M.
M J. Frisch, G.
G W. Truckks, H. B. Schhlegel, et al., Gaussian 988, Revision A.6
A (Gaussiaan
Inc., Pittsburgh,
P
PA,1998).
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Steric effects on
o the Sin
nglet–Tripllet Energyy Gaps of Seven Meembered Ring
R
R2C6H6M (M=C, Si
S , Ge).
E. Vessalllya, H. Ghouudarzi Afshaarb, M. Nikooorazmb* andd Eynollah abbolfathib
a

Payamee Noor Universsity, Departmeent of Science, P. O. Box: 193395-4697 Tehrran, Iran
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Keyw
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Introd
duction:
Divaleent carbeness and their analogues
a
aree strongly reeactive and their derivattives have played
p
importtant roles as transient intermediate and
a powerful reagents [11-2]. the singglet-triplet ennergy
splittinng could be related too several effects.
e
The singlet staate should be stabilizeed by
substittuents that are electronnegative and/or have electron
e
paiirs that can be donatedd via
hypercconjugation to the emppty ı orbitaal. The tripllet state, onn the other hand, shouuld be
stabilized by sub
bstituents thaat are bulkyy and/or eleectropositivee. The steriically demannding
groupss may be em
mployed as a stabilizer for a varietyy of highly reactive heaavy carbenees [3].
Follow
w up on our work [4], thhe density fuunctional theeory ( DFT)) calculationn were carrieed out
to studdy the Stericc effects at Į-position
Į
onn the singlet--triplet splittting R2C6H6M (R= –H, -CH
- 3,
i-Pr , t-Bu , and M = C, Si , Ge). Other geometricall parameterss such as boond lengths, bond
angless, Mulliken charge
c
at atooms, dipole Moment
M
(D)) and dihedraal angles weere calculated and
discusssed.

Comp
putational methods:
m
Full geeometry optiimizations of
o R2C6H6M are carried out
o by the DFT
D method using
u
the
6-311+
++G** basiss set of the GAUSSIAN
G
98 system of
o programs.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
Therm
mal internal energy gapps, ǻEt–s; ennthalpy gapss, ǻHt–s; Gibbbs free ennergy gaps, ǻGt–s
,betweeen triplet(t)) and singlett(s) states off R2C6H6M (M = C, Si, and Ge) were
w
calculatted at
908
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B3LY
YP/6-311++G
G** level off theory (Tabble 1). DFT calculationss indicated that
t
all the triplet
t
states R2C6H6C arre more stabble than the related singglet states. The
T ǻGt–s between the siinglet
LYP/6-311+
++G** levell in the ordeer (in
and trriplet states of R2C6H6C were increeased at B3L
kcal/m
mol): R = t-B
Bu (-8.08) > i-Pr (-4.55) > –CH3 (-3.77) > –H (--0.26) (table1).
Whethher the stab
bility of the triplet statee or instability of the singlet state is responsibble to
decreaase the ǻGt––s, could be explained by
b comparisson of the relative enerrgies betweeen the
singlett state and th
hose corresponding tripleet states.
Table1. Therrmal internal energy
e
gaps, ǻE
Et–s; enthalpy gaps,
g
ǻHt–s; Gibbs free energyy gaps,
ǻGt–s, between singlet (s) and
a triplet(t) staates of R2C6H6M (R = –H, –C
CH3, i-Pr, and t-Bu; M
P/6-311++G** level of theoryy, kcal/mol
= C, Si, and Ge) at B3LYP
R

ǻEt–s
t

ǻHt–s

ǻGt–s

ǻE
Et–s

M=C

ǻHt–s

ǻGt–s

ǻE
Et–s

M = Si

ǻHt–s

ǻGt–s

M = Ge

H

49
0.4

0.49

-0.26

1.83

1.83

1.12

28..53

27.69

28.61

Me

-2.6
66

-2.66

- 3.77

0.03

0.03

0.03

20..22

20.25

20.41

i-Pr

- 4.1
19

- 4.19

- 4.55

0.03

0.03

0.03

20..57

20.57

21.25

t-Bu

- 7.7
76

- 7.76

-8.08

0.02

0.02

0.02

20..12

20.12

18.34

ǻ t–s between
n the singlett and triplet states of R2C6H6Si and R2C6H6Ge were
w
increassed at
The ǻG
B3LY
YP/6-311++G
G** level in the order (inn kcal/mol): –H (1.12) > –CH3 (0.03) > i-Pr (0.03) >
t-Bu (0.02)
(
and –H
– (28.61) > i-Pr (21.25) > –CH3 (20.41) > t-Bu (18.344) (Table 1). The
calculaated ǻGt–s for
fo of R2C6H6Si and R2C6H6Ge indiicated that thhe singlet sttates of R2C6H6Si
and R2C6H6Ge weere destabilizzed when thee bulky subsstituent (R = t-Bu) was used.
u

Concllusion:
The ǻG
ǻ t–s between
n singlet andd triplet statees of R2C6H6M was deteermined. Thee calculated ǻGt–s
for R2C6H6C indiicated that the
t triplet states
s
of R2C6H6C weree stabilized when the bulky
b
substittuent (R = t--Bu) was ussed. While, the
t ǻGt–s forr R2C6H6Si and R2C6H6Ge indicatedd that
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the tripplet states off both R2C6H6Si and R2C6H6Ge werre instabilizeed when the bulky substiituent
(R = t-Bu)
t
was used. The staability of thee singlet staate of R2C6H6M with reeplacement of
o the
heavy atom (from
m M = C too M = Ge) could reasonnably be exxplained by atomic radiius of
heterooatom. The higher
h
atom
mic radius off a heteroatoom (M) decrreases the none
n
pair eleectron
repulsion in singleet state and hence
h
increases the stabiility of the siinglet state.

Refereence:
[1] Fontis Medica, S.A.Carbenne chemistryy : From Fleeeting Interm
mediate to Poowerful Reaggents,
Marceel Dekker : Newyork
N
(20002)
[2] M.. D. Sefcik and
a M. A. Riing, J. Organnometall. Chhem. 59, 1677 (1973)
[3] N. Tokitoh, H. Suzuki, R. Okazaki, annd K. Ogawaa, J. Am. Cheem. Soc. 1155, 10428 (19993).
[4] E. Vessally, M.
M Nikoorazm
m, and A. Raamazani, Chiin. J. Inorg. Chem. 24, 631
6 (2008)
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HOMO-L
LUMO Energy and NBO
N
Anaalysis on Chemical
C
R
Reactivity
Descriptio
D
n of Somee Derivativves of 1-Pyyrazoliness
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M
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Keyw
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r
Trransition Staate (TS), HO
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O energy

Introd
duction:
Naturaal bond orrbital analyysis providees an efficcient methood for studdying intraa and
interm
molecular bon
nding and innteraction am
mong bonds,, and also prrovides a connvenient bassis for
investiigating charrge transfer or conjugatiive interaction in moleccular system
ms. Some eleectron
donor orbital, acceptor orbittal and the interacting stabilizatioon energy reesulted from
m the
secondd-order micrro-disturbannce theory arre reported. As a part of
o a researchh program which
w
devoteed to the stu
udy of elim
mination reacctions of 1-ppyrazolines (Figure1) by
b the theorretical
proceddures with the
t aim of the
t reaction analysis froom the kineetic and mecchanism poiint of
view, we decided
d to perform
m a compreehensive exaamination of
o NBO andd HOMO-LU
UMO
analyssis in the gas phase. Inn order to allow compparison betw
ween the theeoretical annd the
experiimental resu
ults, computational datta with the Crawford and Mishraa results [1] are
presennted.

Comp
putational Methods:
M
The quuantum chem
mical calculaations have been perform
med using Gaussian
G
09 program [2]]. Full
geomeetry optimizaations and frrequency callculations off the fundam
mental vibrattional frequeencies
of all possible
p
meethyl substituuted on 3,3 and 4,4 andd 3,5 positionns of 1-pyrazzoline derivaatives
(R1,R2,R3) have been carrieed out emplloying densiity Functionnal theory (B3LYP)
(
wiith 6911
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311++
+G(d,p) basis sets. The stationary
s
pooints found on
o the molecular potenttial energy hyperh
surfaces were ch
haracterized using standdard analytiical harmonnic vibrationnal analysess. For
s
e
effects,
the frequency calculations
c
as well as their
furtherr investigatiion of the substituent
corresponding theermochemicaal parameterrs includingg thermal ennergies, and entropies, Gibbs
G
b
perform
med to
free ennergies and entropies off the methyl derivatives of 1-pyrazolines have been
find thhe most stable candidate. Plots of thee frontier moolecular orbiital of the molecules
m
(HO
OMO
and LUMO) weree obtained too analyze thhe main atom
mic contribuutions for thhese orbitalss. The
t determinee the chemiccal reactivityy of 1-pyrazoolines
importtance of obsserving thesee plots was to

derivaatives. Finallly, natural bond
b
orbital (NBO) anallysis has been carried out
o to explorre the
distribbution of eleectrons into atomic andd molecular orbitals andd thereby derived
d
moleecular
bonds are then baased on thesse data the graphs of %P
% orbitals of some nuuclei for diffferent
bonds of considereed reactants have been plotted
p
and analyzed
a
usinng DFT apprroach.

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The HOMO
H
energ
gy characterrizes the abiility of electtron giving; LUMO eneergy characteerizes
the abbility of elecctron acceptiing. The eneergy gap between HOM
MO and LUM
MO characteerizes
the molecular
m
ch
hemical stabbility and itt is a criticcal parameteer in determ
mining moleecular
reactivvity. Relatively large LU
UMO–HOMO
O energy gaap of the studdied moleculle indicates that
t it
can bee considered
d as kineticallly stable. Inn addition, ennergy of thee HOMO is directly
d
relatted to
the ionnization poteential, whilee energy of the
t LUMO is
i directly reelated to the electron afffinity.
The ennergy gaps are
a largely responsible
r
for the chem
mical and sppectroscopic properties of
o the
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molecules. LUMO
O–HOMO ennergy gap inn gaseous phhase is accoordance to R1>R3>R2.
R
T
These
trend is accordancce to experimental activvation energgies, Ea R1<
<R3<R2. NB
BO result reeflects
the chharge transfeer between the
t C–C andd N–N groupp. C–H…N--N hydrogenn-bond-like weak
interacction which plays a weaakly role in stabilization
s
of the reacttants are expposed in the NBO
analyssis. NBO analyses
a
alsoo confirm thhe intermolecular chargge transfer which
w
can be
b an
indicaator for C-N bond
b
splittinng at the TS..

Refereences:
[1] R.JJ. Crawford,, A. Mishra, J. Am. Chem
m. Soc., 87 (1966)
(
3963,
[2] Gaaussian, Inc.,, Wallingforrd CT, Gausssian 09, Revvision A.02 (2009).
(
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Kinetic Issotope EfffectsInvesttigationon
n the Mech
hanism of Nitrogen
Extru
usion from
m 3-Methyyl-1-Pyrazooline
M. Izzadyar, A. Mansuri,
M
M. R. Hosaindookht
Depaartment of Chem
mistry, Facultyy of sciences, Ferdowsi
F
University of Mashhhad,
M
Mashhad,
Iran
izaadyar@um.ac.ir

Keyw
words: Mechanism; Com
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3
pyrazoline;T
Transition Sttate; DFT
Introoduction:
Currenntly determiining the trransition staate (TS) of reactions inn the gas and
a
liquid phases
p
becom
mes more interesting usinng the femtoo-second pullses from thee experimenntal point of view.
Theoreetically, reccent progresss in compuuting devicees such as CPUs and motherboards of
compuuters in add
dition to com
mputing sofftwares is thhe second factor
f
whichh acceleratees the
kineticc and mechaanistic studiees. One class of the inteeresting reactions which may be occcurred
from
in thee gas phasee is the elimination reactions.
r
For examplee nitrogen elimination
e
substittuted 1-pyraazolines in thhe gas phasse is a unim
molecular reaaction in whhich two proobable
trajecttories can be compete. This pyrolyysis reactionn is synthetiically imporrtant becausse the
corresponding pro
oducts are cllean and furtther purificaations is not needed. Sinnce in this tyype of
pyrolyysis H transffer may be take place in
i the TS, kinetic
k
isotoppe effects innvestigation is of
importtance to deteermine the real mechaniism. Due thee course of reeaction, secoondary deuteerium
kineticc isotope efffect and kH/kkD value werre evaluatedd to determinne which onee of the propposed
mechaanisms is do
ominant.As the
t secondarrydeuterium
m kinetic isottope effect offers
o
a pow
werful
methood for characcterization of
o the bondbbreaking at the
t transition state (TS)) of the pyroolysis
reactioons, the pressented researrch employs the deuteriuum isotope instead
i
of hyydrogen atom
ms on
some specific
s
situations of thee reactant.
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Comp
putational details:
d
Full geometry
g
op
ptimizations were performed with the Gaussiaan09program
m[1] using the 6311++
+G(d,p) basiis set and thheB3LYP, B3PW91,PBE
EPBEhybridd density funnctional and MP2
methood.Based on our previouus experiencee[2,3] use off the DFT annd MP2 appproaches prooperly
describbes the enerrgetic andkinnetics featurees of volatilee organic compounds suuch as pyrazoolines
reactioons. Unrestrricted calculaations were used for oppen shell sysstems.Frequency calculaations
were carried out for all thee stationaryppoints and local minim
ma and trannsitionstates were
identiffied by the number
n
of imaginary
i
frrequencies(N
NIMAG = 0 or 1, respectively). Inttrinsic
reactioon coordinatte(IRC) calcuulations werre carried ouut at the B3L
LYPlevel of theory
t
to confirm
that thhe transition
n state structturesconnectt the proper RCs and prroducts. Ratte constants were
calculaated using th
he conventioonal transitioonstate theorry.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
Figuree 1 shows th
he nitrogen extrusion frrom the 3-m
methyl-1-pyraazoline in thhe gas phasee. We
have been
b
examined two paaths for the reaction, inncluding thee molecularr and the raadical
mechaanisms. Thee molecularm
mechanism consists off two cyclic transitionn states, thee sixcenterred cyclic TS and the four-centteredcyclic TS. Compuuted kineticc and activvation
param
meters in thee presence and absencce of speciffic deuterium
m atoms foor all menttioned
mechaanisms of thee pyrolysis reaction
r
in thhe gas phasee implies thaat the reactioon is followed by
a stepw
wiseradical mechanism.
m
We estimatted kH/kD vallues to find out the role of hydrogennatom
transfeer in the reacction based on
o the equatiion 1:log kH/k
/ D = nǻ(ǻG
G)/(2.303RT
T) (1)
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Values of the seco
ondary kinettic isotope efffect per Į-ddeuterium onn C3for radical mechaniism at
the B33LYP, B3PW
W91, PBEPB
BE and MP
P2 are 1.21, 1.22, 1.24 and
a 1.20, resspectively. These
T
valuess are not accordance to experimenttal ones. kH/kD values For
F ȕ-deuterrium in whiich D
atom is
i attached to
o the centrall methylene are 1.40, 1.445, 1.55 and 1.50, respecctively, whicch are
accorddance to ex
xperiments. In
I this scennario a new
w situation similar
s
to hyper-conjug
h
gation
interacction isborn which playys an important role in the
t stabilizaation of activvated speciees and
enhancces theȕ-deu
uterium isotoope effect. Therefore
T
wee concluded thathydrogeen atom migrration
in the TS2(ȕ-posittion) plays an
a important role in the reaction
r
proggress while itis
i less impoortant
in the TS1 (Į-posiition). AIM analysisconf
a
firmed the obbtained results of kineticc isotope effe
fects.

Refereences:
[1] Gaaussian 09refferences, Incc.,Pittsburghh PA, (2009).
[2]M.R
R. Gholami, M. Izadyar,, J. Mol. Strruct. (Thocheem).672 (20004)61.
[3]M. Izadyar, N. Zamani,M.R
R.Gholami,C
Chem. Phys. 330 (2006) 394.
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A Density Functional
F
l Theory and
a QTAIM
M-Based Study
S
of th
he Physicaal
Propertties of [M((dipic)(H2O)
O 3], (M=F
Fe, Co, Nii, Zn) Com
mplexes
Zahra
Z
Agham
mirzayi, Massoud Arabieh and Mansoour Zahedi*
Departmeent of Chemisttry, Faculty of Sciences, Shahhid Beheshti University,
U
Tehrran, Iran
E-mail:: m-zahedi@sbbu.ac.ir

Key words:
w
Dipicc, Transitionn metals, QTA
AIM
Introd
duction:
The foormation of complexes between thee series transition metals of the firsst row in theeir +2
oxidattion state and dipic (pyridine-22,6-dicarboxylic acid) have beenn studied using
compuutational chemistry metthods. Dipiccolinic acidd is one of the very im
mportant liggands
becausse its ability
y to form staable chelatess, with varioous coordinaate modes suuch as bidenntate ,
meridiian, or bridg
ging. The B3LYP functioonal in conjuugation withh triple-ȗ valeence quality basis
sets, 6-311++G(d,
6
,p) have beeen used for all of the caalculations. Initially
I
the obtaining reesults
with thheir CIF's were
w
compareed to determ
mine the abillity of B3LY
YP/6-311++G
G(d,p). Thenn the
chargee distribution
n was evaluaated using NPA
N
and QTA
AIM analysis in the gas phase, as well
w as
in solvvent simulateed by incorpporating the PCM of Toomassi and co-workers.
c
F
Finally
, based on
the toppology of th
he electron density and a number of
o bond descriptor at boond critical point
(bcp) of each systtem, the natture of interractions in thhe isolated ligands
l
and that betweeen the
ligandds and the meetal ions havve been charaacterized.

Comp
putational Details:
D
All thee structures were energyy-minimizedd at the B3L
LYP/6-311++
+G(d,p) leveel.. In additiion to
perforrming minim
mizations inn vacuo, we
w also perrformed minimizations in a simuulated
enviroonment with self-consisttent reaction field (SCRF
F) techniquees. The topological propperties
of the electron deensity in thesse complexees were calcculated with QTAIM usiing AIM20000.All
calculaations were performed using
u
Gaussiian09 on a linnux workstaation.
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Resultts and Discu
ussion:
As thee complexes of ሾܯሺܫܫሻሺܪ
ܪଶ ܱሻଷ ሺ ܿ݅݅݅ܦଶି ሻሿ foundd in the Cam
mbridge Strucctural Data-B
Based
(CSD)) have the th
hree coordinnated ܪଶ ܱ ligands, two ܪଶ ܱ in axiial and one in equatoriaal, we
have defined ourr calculationns to these structures. A compariison of the mean DFT
T and
crystalllographic bond
b
lengths for the M-O
O(ܪଶ ܱ) andd M-O(dipic)) bonds and bond angless <OM-O(ddipic) show a reasonabble agreemennt between the computted and the solid state bond
lengthhs and bond angles. Thee binding ennergy increasses in the orrder  ݁ܨଶା ൏  ܥଶା ൏ ܰ݅݅ ଶା 

ܼ݊ଶା ሺ-1.08528, -1
1.21312, -1.225008 and -1.12448).
B
Based
on the topologicall properties of
o the
electroon density, ȡ(r) , QTA
AIM, there is a correlaation betweeen the M-O
O(dipic) andd MO(ܪଶ ܱሻ
ܱ bond leng
gths and thee electron deensity at the bcp, this is a reverse coorrelation (i.e. MO(dipiic) and M-O
O(ܪଶ ܱሻbondd lengths aree 2.148 and 2.28 and theeir charge deensities are 0.057
and 0.04 respectiively for Fee), correlatioons are alsoo observed between
b
thee electron charge
densityy ߩ and its Laplacian, ଶ ȡୠ , with the total ennergy densityy ܪ , indicatting that botth ߩ
and ଶ ȡୠ can be used as a measure off bond strenngth(for exam
mple : for M-O
M
bond in Fe
,ߩ ,
ଶ ȡୠ , ܪ are 0.057, 0.24,
0
0.006 , respectivelyy). The averrage value of
o ߩ at  ܯെ ܱܪଶ
bcp is always smaaller than thee average vaalue at dipicc M-O bcps; hence the aqua
a
ligands form
weakeer bonds with metal ioons than doo the dipicc oxygen doonors. The ellipticity, ߝ ൌ

ȁߣଵ ȁΤȁߣଶ ȁ െ ͳ , is always
a
posittive for all of complexess because ߣଵ ൏ ߣଶ ൏ Ͳ,(ii.e. for M-O bond
in Fe:ߣଵ ൌ -0.072
2 and ߣଶ ൌ-00.06)and a laarge value off its at a bcp is known too reflect strucctural
instabiility . The values
v
of ߝ for  ܯെ ܱܪ
ܱ ଶ (ax) witthin each coomplex are very similaar and
differeent from ߝ for
f  ܯെ ܱܪଶ (eq). (i.e. foor Fe: 0.68 and
a 0.597).

Concllusion:
We haave carried out
o geometryy optimizatioon on a seriees of compleexes containning  ܿ݅݅ܦଶି and
three ܪଶ ܱ molecu
ules as coorddinating ligaands and seleected transittion metals. The results show
that thhe high-spin divalent meetal ions are ground elecctronic statess in incorporrating a polaarized
continnuum medium
m. The strucctures are in good agreement with thhose observeed from avaailable
crystall structure data.
d
Compleex formationn always resuults in chargge transfer frrom the ligannds to
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metal. This suggeests that the ability of thhe ligands to
t transfer charge
c
densiity to metal is an
importtant factor influencing complex
c
staability. Basedd on a QTA
AIM analysiss we have shown
that thhe  ܯെ ܱܪଶ bond are inttermediate between
b
covaalent and ionnic bond.

Refereences:
[1] P. R. Varadwaj
aj, A. Vardwaj, H. M. Maarques , J. Phys. Chem. A 115 (20111) 5592-5601.
[2] P.R
R. Vararwaj,, I. Cukrowsski, C.B. Perrry, H. M. Marques
M
, J. Phys.
P
Chem. A 115 (2011)
6629-66640.
[3] P. Laine, A. Gourdon, J.-P
P. Launay , Innorg. Chem.. 34 (1995) 5129-5137.
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S
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bility Noveel Complexx of Diimiine and Booron Triplloids With
h
DFT Caalculation
n results
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a
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D
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U
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m
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Key words:
w
diimiine; boron trifluoride; DF
FT; IR specttra. Thermoddynamic
Introd
duction:
Imine families aree important groups in organic
o
chem
mistry. The classical synnthesis of im
mines
involvves a conden
nsation of a carbonyl compound
c
w amine. [1]. Optimiized structurres of
with
ligandd and compleex have beenn calculated,, their structuures parameeters have beeen compared and
thermoodynamic parameters
p
h
have
been calculated
c
f ligand and
for
a
complexx. The geom
metry
optimiizations and
d harmonic vibrational analyses were
w
carried out withouut any symm
metry
restricctions. The nature
n
of opptimized geoometries has been checkked with harrmonic frequuency
calculaations. Finallly the theorretical resultts have beenn compared to
t choosing the best meethod,
basis set
s and strucctures for ligaand and preppared compllex [2-3].

Methoods:
Many studies hav
ve shown thaat DFT-B3L
LYP methodd in combinaation with 6-31G
6
basis set is
able too figure out accurate eneergies, moleecular structuures, infraredd vibrationaal frequenciees that
are veery close to the experim
mental results. In this paaper, formation of dativve bonds bettween
boron and nitrogeen of diiminnes have beeen widely sttudied with Gaussian-98 program at
a the
B3LY
YP and HF leevel using byy 3-21G, 6-31G Basis sets.
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Resultt and discusssion:
1-Geoometric strucctures:
At firrst, it is necessary to examine their geometrric structurees before diiscussing vaarious
properrties. All of optimized structures
s
foor the diiminne ligand, 1:2 complex diimine andd BF3
obtainn at the B3LYP method and using 6-31G
6
basis set. Depict the final geoometries conntains
selecteed bond leng
gths C=N, C–N
C
and N–B
B. The N–B bond lengthhs in this complex 1.5988 Å is
whichh corresponds to the sum
m of covalent radii of N – B atoms 1.6
1 Å, that demonstratin
d
ng the
strongg donor-acceeptor interacction betweeen them alsso increase bond lengthh C = N in 1:2
compllex diimine –BF3 appoiinted the stroong bond.

2-Infrrared spectra
a:
It has a direct relaation with thee thermodynnamic properrties such ass ǻH, ǻS andd ǻG therefoore; it
is of great
g
significcance to calcculate the IR
R spectra forr the title com
mpounds byy B3LYP andd HF/
6-31G
G level. Baseed on obviouus shift is obbserved in bond C = N of
o range 18440 cm-1 to 1800
cm-1 advertised
a
daative bonds between
b
boroon and nitroggen.. Table 1.

Concllusion:
Final optimized structures
s
caalculated ǻG
G at level of
o B3LYP– 6-31G havee been offerred in
Table 2. Finally look
l
at this table also reveals the fact that coomplex diim
mine 2 BF3 stable
s
diiminne ligand in studied
s
DFT
T Ab initio allso are drow
wn their chartts.

1-ligand(B3LYP)

2-ccomplex (B3LY
YP)
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T
Table1Frequency diimine & complex 2BF3
B33LYP/6-31G

Frequeency

C = N(diimine)

1840

C = N(2-BF3)

1800

Taable2- Energiees of diimine & complex 2BF
F3
B33LYP/6-31G

'G(kcall/mol)

diimine

-506355.61

complex

-9136222.86

Refereences:
[1] Laa Macchia, G;
G Li Mannni, G; Todorova, T. K; Brynda,
B
M.;; Aquilante, F.; Roos, B.
B O.;
Gagliaardi, L. Inora
a. Chem. 20010 ,49, 52166-5222.
[2] J Volbeda, A Meetsma, and M W. Bouwkampp; Organomeetallics. Am
merican Chemical
Societty .2009, 28 209–215
[3] Boouwkamp, M.
M W.; Lobkkovsky, E.; Chirik,
C
P. J. J.
J Am. Chem
m. Soc. 2005,, 127, 9660.
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Appliccation of Transition
T
n Metal Su
ubstitution
ns in Bioseensors
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S
Chemiistry Departmeent, College off sciences, Shiraz University, 71454 Shiraz (Iran)
(
Email: sabbashariati@yaahoo.com

w
Redu
uction potenttial, Quinonees, Biosensor
Key words:
Introd
duction:
The roole of transittion metals on
o redox pottential in bioosensors is not
n well-know
wn yet. Quinnones
are a class of com
mpounds that have widdespread impportance in sensors or biosensors [1-4].
Their biological action
a
is ofteen linked to their electroon transfer rates
r
and reddox potentiaals. In
this reesearch we have studied the effect off three transiition metals (Cu,
(
Ag, Auu) on two-eleectron
reducttion potentiaal of quinonees.

Methood:
The geeneral theory
y here is to calculate
c
redduction potenntial using ann isodesmic reaction:

ܳܪଶ   ܳ ᇱ ՜ ܳ   ܳ ᇱ ܪଶ 

(1)

The tw
wo-electron reduction pootential ൫ܧொᇲ  ൯in this meethod can bee calculated through:
t

ܧொᇲ  െ  ܧொ ൌ  െ 

(2)

οீೝೣ
ȁȁி

Wheree ܧொ is the experimental
e
l electrode potential
p
of reference
r
molecule, ȁܼȁ is the numbber of
electroons transferrred (here equuals two) andd  ܨis the Faaraday constaant.
All caalculations have
h
been peerformed with Gaussiann 09 program
m. The geom
metries have been
optimiized at B3LY
YP level off theory and 6-31+G** basis
b
set forr all atoms except
e
metalls and
LANL
L2DZ for meetals. The saame methodd and basis set
s have beeen used to peerform frequuency
calculaations. All reduced and oxidized struuctures havee been passeed the frequeency job to obtain
o
Gibbs free energy of each mollecule.
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
All off the molecu
ules in our research
r
are quinones coontaining onne or more transition
t
m
metals.
Selecttion of Cu, Ag and Au is due to thheir interacttion with biiological com
mpounds [5] that
makess them suitab
ble for bioseensors. We trried to underrstand the efffect of thesees metals, with
w or
withouut other funcctional groupps, on two-eelectron reduuction potenntial of quinoone. The priimary
resultss show thatt these transsition metall substitutioons decreasee the two-ellectron reduuction
potenttial of quin
nones, and the
t
trend iss ECu < EAg
i the
A < EAu < Eunsub., where Eunsub is
experiimental two--electron redduction potential of un-ssubstituted quinone,
q
0.7 volt. A deccrease
of maxximum 66% in potentiall value is obttained. Somee of the resuults have beeen shown in Table
1.

Table 1. Two-elecctron reductiion potentiall values of
Some of thee molecules. (units in vollt)
Cu

Ag

Au

3,66-OH-2,5-M-Q

0.238

0.238

0.370

5-O
OH-2-M-Q

0.444

0.459

0.554

6-O
OH-2-M-Q

0.473

0.481

0.568

3-O
OH-2-M-Q

0.507

0.516

0.585

3,66-Cl-2,5-M-Q

0.516

0.519

0.664

5-C
CH3-2-M-Q

0.528

0.541

0.627

6-C
CH3-2-M-Q

0.540

0.553

0.64

3-C
CH3-2-M-Q

0.547

0.555

0.634

6-C
Cl-2-M-Q

0.584

0.597

0.684

2-M
M-Q

0.592

0.599

0.687

M=C
Cu,Ag,Au

Concllusions:
It is found that substitution of transitioon metals (C
Cu, Ag, Auu) on quinoone decreasees the
reducttion potentiaal values. Using
U
these metals togeether with other
o
functioonal groups as a
substittution on qu
uinones provvides a widde range of potential whhich is suitaable for diff
fferent
sensorrs due to ourr needs.
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Inttermolecu
ular Forcess inImidazzolium-baased Ionic liquids: QTAIM
Q
an
nd
NB
BO Analyssis
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Departmentoff Physical Chem
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Emaiil: zrezaei@ut.ac.ir

Keyw
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[
]+[I]-, [Bmim]+[Br]
B -, QTAIM
M, NBO
Introd
duction:
Ionic liquids
l
(ILs)) have becom
me a hot reseearch area with
w a wide raange of appllications in recent
r
years [1], due to their potential uses as green
g
solvennts and posssiblereplacem
ments for noormal
volatille organic so
olvents. In order
o
to desiggn ionic liquiids, it is neceessary to maake a link bettween
thefunndamental prroperties of the
t system such
s
as electronic structture and inteer-molecular force
andspeecific macrom
molecularprooperties [2].Inn room-tempperature ILs there
t
is a com
mplex interplay of
forces,, including coulombic,dippole–dipole, dipole–inducced dipole, dispersion
d
annd hydrogenbbonds,
which has yet to bee unraveled.IIn this work,, to interplayy the nature of
o bondsthe QTAIM
Q
and NBO
analyssis has been performed
p
as useful refereence point foor an analysiss of the chargge distributioon and
chargee transfer in 1-butyl-3-m
methylimidazzolium brom
mide [Bmim]+[Br]- and ioodide [Bmim
m]+[I]B3LYP optimized structures.

Methood:
Differrent structurres and the bmim+ cattion (Figure 1) separately, in the level of deensity
functioonal theory (DFT) and the
t pseudopootential-baseed augmenteed correlationn-consistent basis
sets, aug-cc-pVDZ
a
Z-PP, based on the small core relativvistic pseudoopotentials (PPs)
(
of Figggen et
al, onn Br- and I-, and the Pople
P
6-31+
++G(d,p) basis set on 1-butyl-3-me
1
ethylimidazoolium
[bmim
m]+, Were fullly optimizedd.
Furtheermore, a to
otal optimizaation at MP22 level withh the same basis
b
set waas performedd, the
resultss as an accu
urate source to comparing the resullts of the reest methods were used.T
These
calculaations have been done using Gausssian 03 suitte of prograams. To revveal the natuure of
bonds, QTAIM an
nd NBO anallyses were carried out onn the B3LYP
P optimized structures.
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Resultts andDiscu
ussion:
Geom
metry optimizzation starteed by placinng anion neaar the activee sites of caation which were
selecteed based on the results of AIM softtware (Figurre 2) and preevious reseaarcheson ILss with
the [bbmim]+halog
gen-structureesand five positions for the annion aroundd the 1-buutyl-3methyylimidazolium
m, was seleccted and all studies
s
weree performed for all confoormers in botth the
[3]
ionic liquid.
l
Con
nformers exhhibited in Figgure 3.

Figuree 3. Location of primary
p
cation–aanion interactionn sites

Figurre 1. The 1-buttyl-3-methylim
midazolium catiion

for [Bm
mim]I and Br : a)
a anion out-of-pplaneb) anion in-plane

The reelative stabillity of the structures
s
waas comparedd: near m<nnear b<m sidde<b side<opt. In
both molecules
m
a distinct struucture, whicch is namedd opt (a struucture in whhich the aniion is
placedd out of the imidazolium
m ring planee and over the
t center off positive chharge) as a stable
s
state was
w selecteed. Maximum
m BSSE values were detected foor structures with the most
molecular orbital interaction.
i
Primarry delocalizzation interacction occurss from anionn to cation were evaluaated accordiing to
molecular orbital graphs.In all
a structurees,graphs and charge traansfers show
w interactioons in
+
same orbitals.
o
(Tab
ble 1 and Figgure 3 show
w results for [Bmim]
[
[Br]]- in opt confoormer)

a)

Figure 2. Contour map of the
t Laplacian projected onto the N1-

Figure 4: a) HOMO-1 annd b) HOMO-2 of
o opt [Bmim]+[B
Br]-

C2-N3 Pllane of imidazoliu
um cation. Lines arre positive and dasshes

MOs, isosurfaces calculaated at 0.02.

are negattive. Star signes indicate regions of local
l
acidity.
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Table 1.
1 Primary delo
ocalisation inteeractions of [Bm
mim]+[Br]- in oppt conformer, occur
o
from theoorbitals in the
“From”” columnto the orbitals in the “To”column.
2nd order
o
energy

From
m

To

Brlpp

ߪכమିுభభభ

29.51

Brlpp

ߨכమିேయ

1.94

Brcrr

ߪכమିுభభభ

1.01

Brlpp

ߪכలିுభమమ

0.62

Bropp

ߪכఴିுభవవ

0.56

[kJ mol-1]

Refereence:
[1] M..J.Earle and K.R.Seddonn. Pure Appll. Chem. 72 (2000)
(
1391.
[2]B.L
L. Bhargava and S.Balasubramanian .Chem.Physs. Lett, 417 (2006)486.
(
[3] P.A
A.Hunt, B.K
Kirchner and T.Welton,C
Chem. Eur. J, 12 (2006) 6762.
6
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Tautomerism of
o new azoo-azometh
hine ligand
d in the gaas phase an
nd in soluttion:
TD
D-DFT study of the electronic
e
spectra and thermoodynamic parameteers
Hamid Khanmoham
mmadi*, Maahshid Saberinasab
Faculty of
o science, Deppartment of Chemistry, Arak University, Arrak 38156-8-83349, Iran
E-mail: h-khaanmohammadi@araku.ac.ir

Key words:
w
Tauto
omerism, TD
D-DFT, Azo- Azomethinne, Thermoddynamic studdie
Introd
duction:
Duringg the past deecade, consiiderable attenntions have been paid too the study of
o tautomrtissm of
azo-azzomethine ligands
l
conntaining hyddroxyl grouups [1]. The presence of azo/im
mino,
phenol/imino and
d hydrazonee/azo-enaminnone tautom
merism in thhese ligandds may influuence
considderably in th
heir unique photo-physical and phooto-chemicall properties, which is inn turn
stronggly influenceed by severaal factors. As
A the matterr of fact, thee tautomerissm phenomeena of
azo-azzomethines have been studied thheoretically during receent years [2].
[
Also, TimeT
dependdant density
y functional theory (TD
D-DFT) is onne of the moost accuratee methods foor the
investiigation of laarge organicc moleculess and for the calculationn of excitattion energies and
oscillaator strength
hs and has recently witnessed
w
a certain succcess in the investigatioon of
molecular systemss with bulk solvation efffects [3]. Ass a new inquuiry, in this study three main
tautom
mers comprissing of menttioned mixtuure have beenn assessed and
a studied inn diverse asppects.
Meanw
while, the tiime-dependaant density functional theory
t
(TD--DFT) was used for azzo-azo
methinne tautomerss in various media and gas
g phase, to characterizze the exciteed-state enerrgetic
and asssociated electronic denssity distribution in H2L liigand.
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Tauttomer I (enol-imine)

Tautoomer II (hydrazzon)

Tautoomer III (enam
minone)

Comp
putational details
d
All caalculations were
w
perform
med using G003 package. Ground staate geometryy optimizatioons of
H2L gas
g and liqu
uid phases (DMSO
(
andd CHCl3) were
w
perform
med exploitinng the analytical
gradieent techniquee of density functional thheory (DFT)) with B3LY
YP, implemeenting the modest
m
6-31G
G* basis sett. Also, geoometry vibraational frequuencies werre calculated analyticallly to
ensuree it to be a true
t
local minimum
m
(noo imaginary frequencies). All assesssments in soolvent
were done
d
based on
o Tomasi’s polarized coontinuum moodel (PCM) [4].

Resultt and discusssion:
The thhermodynam
mic parametters E, U, H and G off each tautoomer were calculated at
a the
mentiooned level of theory by employing
e
t self- consistent reaction field theeory (SCRF)). One
the
of thee most impeerative factoors determining the tauttomer distribbution in thhe material is
i the
enviroonment. Con
nsidering this, the calcullated resultss corroborateed that enaamine tautom
mer is
the moost stable on
ne in liquid phase
p
and thee interactionn of the solveent with the molecular
m
syystem
causedd the stabilitty of tautom
mers decreaseed in the seqquence : III>
> I > II. In contrast to liquid
l
phase,, in the gas phase the dienol
d
form
m is mor stabble and relaative stabilitty is: I> III > II.
Furtheermore, to fu
ully understaand the desiggned compouund, maximuum absorption wavelenggth (ŝ
max), Oscillator strengths (££), excitationn energy (E
E ex), confiiguration annd assignmeent of
electroonic transitio
on for each tautomer
t
utillizing TD-D
DFT method at B3LYP/6-31G* levell were
investiigated. The calculated ŝ max in variious media confessed
c
that media cauuses a red shhift of
930
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ŝ maxx for I and IIII to high osccillator strengths for I annd lower oscillator strenggths for III. The
T ŝ
max of
o I is mainlly determineed by the ʌĺ
ĺ ʌ* electrronic transitiion of HOM
MO-1ĺLUM
MO in
solvennt. Also the dominate
d
em
mission bandds for III are found to bee associated with HOMO
O-1ĺ
LUMO
O+1 electron
nic transitionn.

Concllusion:
In the present worrk, the obtainned azo-azom
methine ligaand and its thhree possiblee stable tautoomers
were studied
s
baseed on theorettical investiggation. The results show
wed that enaamine is the most
stable one in diffeerent media.. In additionn, geometriees of all tauttomers weree optimized using
DFT method
m
at the
t B3LYP//6-31G* levvel. In the matter of electronic
e
trransitions, foor all
tautom
mers UV-Viss spectra havve been preddicted with PCM-TD-DF
P
FT calculatioon. The ŝ max
m of
the addsorption speectra of eachh tautomer is
i mainly deetermined byy ʌĺʌ* eleectronic trannsition
while intermolecu
ular charge trransfer is alsso involved.

Refereences:
[1] P. I. Nagy, W. M. F. Fabiaan, J. Phys.C
Chem.B. 110 (2006) 250226-25032
[2] E. Hadjoudis, A.
A Rontoyiaanni, K. Ambbroziak, J. Photochem.
P
P
Photobiol.
A 162 (2004) 521
[3] D. Guillaumon
nt and S. Nakkmura, Dyess and Pigmennts, 46 (20000) 85
[4] M.. Cossi and V.
V Barone, J.
J Chem. Phyys, 112 (20000) 2427
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Inv
vestigation
n of vibratiional mod
des and inttramolecular
hyydrogen boonding in Quinizariin
S Dehghannnejad, M.Zahhedi-Tabrizi*
S.
Department of cheemistry, Facultyy of sciences, Alzahra
A
Univerrsity, Tehran, Iran
I
Email: zahedi@alzahr
z
ra.ac.ir

Keyw
words:1,4 – dihydroxy
d
– 9,10 – anthrraquinone, Quinizarin,
Q
Inntramoleculaar hydrogen
bondinng, Vibration
nal assignmeent, DFT, NB
BO.

Introd
duction:
Quinizzarin( 1,4 – dihydroxy – 9,10 – annthraquinonee ) , one off the anthraqquinonedihyddroxy
derivaatives, is the simplest moolecule show
wing the chrromophore framework
fr
p
peculiar
to seeveral
compoounds ofbio
ological andd pharmaceuutical intereest.This com
mpound is present in some
antitum
mor drugs ass doxorubiciin, daunorubbicin, and adrriamycin.

Since Quinizarin exhibit twoo intramoleccular hydroggen bond duue to the reesonance-assisted
effect,, it can be investigated by vibrationaal spectroscoopy[1-4].
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Comp
putational methods:
m
All caalculation within
w
the stuudy were caarried out using Gaussian 03 progrram packagee and
using Density Fun
nctional Theeory ( DFT ) with B3LY
YP hybrid fuunctional in combination
c
n with
the 6-331G(d,p) and
d 6-311++G
G(d,p) basis sets.
s

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The full geomeetry optimizzation, O…
…H and O…O
O
hydroogen bond distances, and
intram
molecular hyd
drogen bondd strength (diifference bettween cis-ennol and transs-enolforms) were
calculaated.
1

H-NM
MR spectra was identified and thhe chemical shift for H atom attaached to oxxygen

measuured from TM
MS in gas phhase was 13.15 ppm and in CDCl3 soolvent was 13.19 ppm.
The calculation
c
of
o vibrationnal frequenccies and the assignment of vibraational modes of
Quinizzarin and itss spectral behaviors uppon deuteratiionwere perrformed in the
t 3300-50 cm-1
regionn.
Inaddiition, OH/OD
D stretching and out-of-pplane bendinng frequenciies in hydroggen bond strrength
were calculated.
c

Concllusion:
By com
mparing these parameterrs with correesponding paarameters inn Naphthazarrin, it was clleared
that thhe intramoleccular hydroggen bond streength in Quiinizarinwas more
m
than Naphthazarin
N
n.
The reesonance efffect due to deelocalizationn of the ʌ eleectrons overr the three rinngs is responnsible
for inccreasing the hydrogen boond strengthh in Quinizarrin compare with
w Naphthhazarin.

Refereence:
[1] M.. B. Gholivand et al, J. Med.
M Chem.446 (2011) 26630-2638.
(Theochem))542 (2001) 63-77.
[2] M.. L. Ferreiro,, J. Rodrígueez-Otero, J. Mol.Struct.
M
[3] K. Ishii et al, J.
J Chem. Phyys. 131 (20099) 044512-1-044512-9.
[4] T. B. Nasrallah
h et al, J. Sollid State Cheem.106 (19993) 388-399..
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H-bond
ded compllexes of urracil with 1 nitrosop
pyrrolidin – 2 ol
H. Roohhia , R. Nokhhostina
a

Dep
partment of Cheemistry, Facultty of Science, University
U
of Guilan,
G
Rasht, Iran
Email: hroohi@guilann.ac.ir

Key words:
w
Uraciil, Nitrosamiine, Hydrogeen bonds, Quuantum chem
mistry studyy
Introd
duction:
Uracill (U) plays a fundamentaal role in baasic biologicaal processes. The quantiitative analyysis of
uracil is very essential and meedically signnificant in soome instancees [1,2]. Uraccil contains many
conseccutive hydro
ogen-bond donor
d
and acceptor
a
grooups, which makes it iddeal for studdying
hydroggen-bond in
nteractions. N-nitrosamiines (NA) compounds
c
are one im
mportant claass of
naturaally occurring
g carcinogenns. N-nitrosaamines are laatent carcinoogens and require cytochhrome
P450 mediated
m
Į-oxidation foor their convversion into the active carcinogens
c
[3].The structure,
stability and proto
on transfer in
i H-bondedd complexes formed from interactioon between uracil
u
(U) annd (NA) havee been invesstigated.

Comp
putational details:
d
All thee structures studied in thhis work weere optimizedd by using B3LYP,
B
M0662X, M052X
X and
MP2 methods
m
in conjunction
c
w the 6-311++G(2d,22p) basis setss.
with

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The eqquilibrium sttructures obttained from interaction between
b
uraccil (U) and NA
N are depiccted
in Fig. 1. As can be
b seen in Fig. 1, NA cann be placed in
i four regioons R1–R4 inn vicinity off U.
All systems analyzzed here are coupled through doublee hydrogen bonds.
b
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Tab
ble 1:Calculated interaction enerrgies (kJ/mol) off the UN1–
4 coomplexes
ǻEa

Fig. 1. Opttimized structures for free monomerrs and complexes UN1
U
at

B33LYP
M
M052X
M
M062X
M
MP2

-

B33LYP
M
M052X
M
M062X
M
MP2

-

B33LYP
M
M052X
M
M062X
M
MP2

-

B33LYP
M
M052X
M
M062X
M
MP2

-

ǻEb
UN1U
-46.2
-51.9
-51.5
-48.4
U
UN2-31.4
-38.7
-39.2
-5.7
U
UN3-33.8
-40.3
-40.5
-37.1
U
UN4-26.0
-30.6
-30.5
-29.6

ǻEc

ǻEa
ǻ

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

ǻEb
UN1-C
-47.2
-53.3
-52.9
-49.8
UN2-C
-32.3
-39.7
-40.3
-36.9
UN3-C
-34.6
-41.5
-41.7
-38.4
UN4-C
-27.0
-31.5
-31.3
-30.3

ǻEc
-

ǻEa = electronic innteraction energy, ǻE
ǻ
ǻ b = ǻEa + BSSE
E, ǻEC= ǻEb + DZ
ZPVE

MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) levell.

ove, in each region, U–N
NA complexxes can adopt both cis and trans forms.
f
As meentioned abo
Amonng the eight optimized complexes,
c
t highest IE
the
I at all levels of theoryy is predicteed for

UN1. Consequenttly, relative stabilityorde
s
er of cis and trans compplexes is UN
N1 > UN3 > UN2
> UN4
4. From Tab
ble 1, the IE
E calculatedd by DFT fuunctionales is
i smaller thhan MP2 meethod.
Althouugh zero-poiint vibrationnal energy (Z
ZPVE) correection has a significant
s
e
effect
on the IE of
Thus,
compllexes, but in
nclusion of ZPVE
Z
does not change the stabilityy order of complexes.
c
BSSE and ZPVE corrected
c
IE
Es of complexxes are ordered as UN1 > UN3 > UN
N2 > UN4.

Concllusions:
IE of U–NA com
mplexes channges dependiing on the innteraction siite. The UN
N1 complex is the
most stable
s
one at all levels off theory.

Refereences:
[1]J.S.. Singh, J. Mol.
M Struct. 876
8 (2008) 127.
[2] H. Susi, J.S. Ard,
A Spectrocchim. Acta Part
P A: Mol. Spectrosc. 27
2 (1971) 15549.
[3]Yanng, C. S.; Sm
mith, T. J. Addv. Exp. Medd. Biol. 19966, 387, 385.
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A Deensity Fun
nctional Th
heory (DF
FT) Study on the Tautomerism
m of 2-Am
mino6-methy
yl Pyrimid
dine-4-one: Solvation
n Effect an
nd NBO Analysis
A
2
M
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H
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M
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KeyW
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T
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Introd
duction:
Aminoo–imino tau
utomerizatioon processess facilitatedd by intram
molecular prroton transffer in
heteroocycles have been the suubject of a number
n
of stuudies [1-2]. These proceesses are rellevant
to manny areas off biological chemistry
c
and have beeen invoked in mechanissms of radiaationinduceed damage in
n DNA [3]. The physicaal–chemical properties of the aminoppyridine andd their
biocheemical impo
ortance havee received considerable
c
e attention from
f
both experimenta
e
al and
theoreetical approaaches [4-5], due to the understandding for manny fundameental biochemical
processses. This sttudy employys density fuunctional theeory (DFT) on the invesstigation of those
structuures and to present
p
a coomplete anallysis of theirr relative staabilities in thhe gas phase and
defereent solution. This work inncludes variiation of dipole momentts and NBO charges on atoms
a
in the solvents and
d gas phase.

Methoods:
All caalculations were
w carried out
o on a Penntium personnal computerr by means of
o GAUSSIA
AN03
prograam package.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
A Dennsity Functio
onal Theory (DFT) studdy is used to calculate sttructural data of tautomeers of
2-Amiino-6-methy
yl pyrimidinee-4-one (AM
MPO) in the gas
g phase annd selected solvents (bennzene,
tetrahyydrofuran (THF) (polaar aprotic solvent)
s
andd methanol (protic solvent), Dim
methyl
937
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sulfoxxide (DMSO
O) (polar aprrotic solventt) and waterr) by using PC
P model. All
A tautomerrs are
optimiized at thee B3LYP/6--31++G(d,p)). The resuults show that the taautomer AM
MPO1
(nonarromatic, con
ntaining NH
H2 and carboonyl group) is more stabble than thee other tautoomers
especiially in watter. In adddition, stabillity of the tautomers in deferent solvents shows
s
interessting results and variatioon of dipole moments annd NBO chaarges on atom
ms in the sollvents
are stuudied. In thee gas phase AMPO6
A
(aroomatic, conttaining NH2 and OH grooup) form is more
stable than the oth
her forms. Thhe major diffference betw
ween AMPO
O6 and the other
o
forms in
i gas
phase was found for AMPO33 (nonaromaatic, containiing =NH annd OH groupp)with 25.088 kcal
mol-1.

Concllusions:
In thiss work a DFT
T study is ussed to calcullate structuraal data of tauutomers of 2--Amino-6-m
methyl
pyrimiidine-4-one (AMPO) in gas phase and
a selected solvents froom non-polarr to polar approtic.
In the gas phase AMPO6
A
form
m was moree stable thann the other tautomers. Inn the solutioon the
stability of some tautomers
t
is deferent thaan gas phasee and stabilitty of tautom
mers were afffected
by defferent solven
nts. Also thee dipole mom
ments of all compounds
c
are affectedd by solvent. With
increaase of the pollarity of solvvents the dippole momentts of all tautoomers were increased annd the
chargees on all six
x positions were
w
affectedd by solventts. In additioon with incrrease of diellectric
constaant a variatio
on was foundd.

Refereences:
[1] Caantor P R & Schimm
mel P R, Biiophysical Chemistry,
C
v
vol.
2, W.H
H. Freeman,, San
Franciisco, CA, 19
980.
[2] Kaasha M, J Ch
hem Soc, 2, 1986
1
, 2379.
[3] Shheiner S, J Ph
hys Chem A,, 104, 2000, 5898.
[4] Ishhikawa H, Iw
wata K & Haamaguchi H,, J Phys Cheem A, 106, 20
002, 2305.
[5] Huung F, Hu W,
W Li T, Chenng C & Chouu P, J Phys Chem
C
A, 1077, 2003, 32444.
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Theeoretical Investigati
I
ion of Solvvent Effectt on Arom
maticity of 7-Azaindole
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Key words:
w
Arom
maticity, HOM
MA, NICS, Azaindole
duction:
Introd
Aromaaticity and reeactivity aree two deeply connected concepts.
c
Allthough arom
maticity cannnot be
directlly measured
d, but, there are differentt methods too describe itt quantitativeely. In this study,
s
two different
d
critteria was appplied to innvestigate thhe aromaticiity of 7-azaaindole (7AII) via
compllexation witth solvent: The
T geomettry based; HOMA
H
(Haarmonic Osccillator Moddel of
Aromaaticity) indeex and magnnetic based; NICS (Nuclleus- Indepeendent Chem
mical Shifts)). The
effect of several prrotic and aprrotic solventts on this conntext has beeen evaluatedd.

Theorretical Meth
hod:
The Formamide (F
FM), formicc acid (FA), methanol (M
MeOH), pyrridine (PY) and 7AI sollvents
were selected
s
to form
fo complexes with 7A
AI molecule in
i gas phasee. Geometry optimization and
vibratiional frequeency calculaations were carried out at B3LYP/66-311++G*** level of thheory
using Gaussian 03
3 program. BSSE
B
correcction has beeen applied to
t wave funnction and ennergy
calculaations based
d on Boys and
a Bernarddi counterpooise method [1]. Gauge invariant attomic
orbitalls (GIAO) method impplemented in
i Gaussiann package was
w appliedd to estimatte the
magneetic tensor sh
hielding withhin the samee level of theeory [2].

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Figuree 1. represen
nts the optim
mum structurres of compllexes construucted from 7AI
7 moleculle and
formam
mide (7AI-F
FM), formic acid (7AI-F
FA), methannol (7AI-MeO
OH), pyridoone (7A-PY)), 7AI
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(7AI-77AI), as (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) com
mplexes, resppectively. HO
OMA indicees were calcuulated
for com
mplexes by applying Krruszewski annd Krygowskki [3] definittion as:
ఈ

ܣܯܱܪ
 ܣൌ ͳ െ σୀଵ ሺܴ௧ െܴ
െ  ሻଶ

(Eq. 1)



where n is the num
mber of bonnds considereed, Ropt is the
t bond lenngth of fullyy aromatic syystem
and D is an empiriical constantt. Moreover,, Schleyer ett al. [4] efforrts lead to a useful methhod to
calculaate the chem
mical shift noot just at eveery nucleus NICS(0)
N
but also at any point
p
in the space
in the vicinity of molecules
m
N
NICS(n).
To determine a pure measuure of Ɏ aromarticity wiithout
the shhielding effeects of the framework
f
o V electrons, calculatiions have been
of
b
also doone at
points 1ι above the center, as
a NICS(1) [5].The
[
out of plane (zzz) componennt of the maggnetic
shieldiing tensor is
i considereed as a bettter descriptoor of aromaaticity for cyyclic Ɏ elecctrons
delocaalization [6]..Table 1 sum
mmarizes thee evaluated HOMA
H
and NICS(n)
N
inddices for fivee- and
six-meembered ring
gs of 7-AI inn complex with
w the solveents compareed with 7AI monomer.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figu
ure 1: Optimum structures of ( a)
a 7AI-FM, (b) 7AI-FA,
7
( c) 7AII-MeOH, (d) 7A
AI-PY, and ( e) 7AI-7AI
7
complexxes.

Tab
ble 1. Calculatted HOMA andd NICS indicess for pentagonaal and hexagonnal rings of 7AII in complex annd
monomer.
Sp
pecies
7A
AI
7A
AI-FM
7A
AI-FA
7A
AI7A
AI-PY
7A
AI-7AI

NIC
CS(0)
-12.391
-12.658
-12.870
-12.507
-12.783
-12.553

Pen
ntagonal ring
NICS(11)
NICS(1)zz
z
-10.251
-28.220
-11.087
-28.590
-10.668
-29.182
-10.528
-28.871
-10.746
-29.317
-10.5322
28.628

HOMA
0.769
0.792
0.789
0.782
0.795
0.792

NICS(0)
-8.490
-8.596
-8.611
-8.431
-8.421
-8.264

Hexagonal rin
ng
NIC
CS(1)
NICS
S(1)zz
-100.681
-29.2230
-100.843
-28.1182
-100.475
-28.3332
-100.566
-28.8893
-100.331
-28.1127
-100.208
27.760

HOMA
A
0.960
0.9566
0.9599
0.9544
0.9533
0.9566

The NBO
N
analysees of the com
mplexes fulfi
fill the NICS
S and HOMA
A results in Table 1. Eleectron
transittion from ox
xygen lone pair
p (or nitroogen in 7AI) of solvent to
t V*N-H of 7AI
7 increasees the
aromaaticity of peentagonal rinng of 7AI, while the nNĺV* trannsition from
m 7AI to soolvent
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decreaases the hexagonal ring aromaticityy via double H-Bond forrmation. This trend is tootally
supporrted by NICS(1)zz valuess for pure ߨ delocalized electrons.

Concllusion:
The doouble H-bon
nd formationn between 7A
AI and protiic or aprotic solvents haas a diverse effect
e
on thee aromaticity
y and reactiviity of five annd six membbered rings of
o 7AI.

Refereences:
[1] Booys, S. F.; Beernardi, F. Mol.
M Phys. 19970, 19, 553.

[2]K. Wolinski, J.F. Hilton, P.
P Pulay, J. Am.
A Chem. Soc.
S 112 (19990) 8251.
[3] J. Kruszewski
K
and T. M. Krygowski,
K
T
Tetrahedron
Lett. 13, 38339 -1972.
[4] P.vv.R. Schleyeer, C. Maerkeer, A. Dranssfeld, H. Jiaoo, N.J.Homm
mes, J. Am. Chem.
C
Soc. 118
(1996)) 6317
[5] P.vv.R. Schleyeer, M. Manohharan, Z.X. Wan,
W B. Kirran, H. Jiao, R. Puchta, N.J.
N Hommes,
Org. Lett.
L
3 (2001) 2465.
[6] M.. S. Mirandaa, M. A. R. Matos,
M
V. M.. F. Morais, J. F. Liebmaan, J. Chem.
Therm
modynamics 50 (2012) 300–36.
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I
Interaction
ns of Glutaathione trripeptide with
w gold cluster:
c
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nfluence off
intra
amolecularr hydrogen
n bond on
n complexaation behaavior
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S
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Key words:
w
Gluttathione trippeptide, Goldd nanoclusteer, Intramollecular hydrrogen bond, AIM
theoryy, NBO analy
ysis

Introd
duction:
Underrstanding thee nature of interaction between meetal nanoparrticles and biomolecule
b
es has
been important
i
in the developpment and design of sennsors. Amonng various naanoparticles,, gold
nanoparticles havee attracted much
m
attentioon in chemisstry and matterial sciencee because off their
good biocompatib
b
bility, facile synthesis, and
a conjugattion to a vaariety of bim
molecular liggands.
Glutatthione –mod
dified gold nano surfaaces were considered for
f specific protein binnging.
Ligandd exchange between thee Glutathionne -Au nanooparticles wiith thiolatedd oligonucleootides
has beeen examined
d by Kornbeery and co-w
workers. Recently, the deevelopment of
o a nanoparrticlebased drug deliveery and releease system using Glutaathione as the
t releasingg agent has been
shownn to be viab
ble. Howeveer, interpartiicle interacttions of gluutathione andd metal parrticles
remainn elusive.

Comp
putational method:
m
Geom
metries of glu
utathione com
mplexes in neutral
n
and anionic
a
form
ms with Au3 cluster
c
weree fully
optimiized using DFT
D calculattions with B3LYP methood employinng the Spartaan programss. The
6-31+G** basis set
s was usedd for the atooms in glutaathione, whiile for gold cluster Lannl2DZ
basis set
s was appliied. Natural bond orbitaal and quantuum theory off atoms in molecules
m
anaalyses
were carried
c
out on
o optimizedd structures too reveal the nature of boonds.
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Resultt and discusssion:
Bindinng of glutath
hione with gold
g
cluster is governedd by two different kindds of interactions:
Au-X (X = N, O, and S) anchhoring bondd and Au…H
H-X nonconnventional hyydrogen bonnding.
To gaain insight on the role of intram
molecular hyydrogen bonding on goldg
glutatthione
interacction, we co
ompared inteeraction eneergies of golld- glutathioone complexxes with thoose of
cysteinn and glycin
ne componennts. Our resuults demonstrrated that in spite of the ability of cyystein
to forrm highly stable
s
metall-sulfide intteraction, coomplexation behavior of
o glutathioone is
governned by its in
ntramoleculaar backbone hydrogen boonding. The QTAIM annd NBO havee also
been applied
a
to in
nterpret the nature
n
of intteractions inn gold- glutaathione com
mplexes. Baseed on
the poositive valuee of  2 ȡ(r) and negativve value of H(r) for Auu-X bond, innteraction of Au3
clusterr with active site of gluutathione liggand is partiially covalennt and partially electrosstatic.
Howevver, the positive values of both  2 ȡ(r) and H((r) indicate that Au…H
H-X interactiion of
Au3 cluster
c
with of glutathiione ligand is electrosttatic in natuure. Finallyy, conformattional
flexibiility of glutaathione durinng complexaation with Au
A 3 cluster was
w investigated by meaans of
monitooring Ramacchandran anggles.

Concllusion:
Interacctions of glutathione (in
( neutral and anionicc forms) with
w
gold clluster have been
and energettic aspects using
describbed in the geometrical
g
u
the DF
FT-B3LYP approach wiith 631+G***-LANL2D
DZ mixed basis
b
set. It
I is believved that annchoring boonds Au-X,, and
nonconventional Au…X-H
A
hyydrogen bonnds to be ressponsible forr the inter paarticle interaaction
of golld particles and glutathiione. In spitte of the ability of thiol-containingg biomoleculles to
formattion of metaal-sulfide inteeraction (succh as cysteinne amino aciid), complexxation behavvior of
glutathhione tripepttide is goverrned by its backbone
b
inttramolecularr hydrogen bonding.
b
Thee new
insighht into the pH
H and chemical tenability of the intter particle hydrogen
h
boonding interaaction
of gluutathione on
n gold nanopparticles havve implicatiions to the exploitationn of glutathione nanoparticle systems as fictionnal nanoprobbes for bioloogical detectiion and biossensors.
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Conforma
ational asp
pects of Glutathionee tripeptid
de: electron density
topologiical & nattural bond
d orbital analyses
Zahhra Aliakbarr Tehrani, Alireza
A
Fattahhi*
Department of
o Chemistry, Sharif
S
Universiity of Technoloogy, P .O. Box: 11365-9516, Tehran, Iran
Emaill:fattahi@shariif.edu

Key words:
w
Glutaathione tripeeptide, Ramaachandran map,
m Intramoolecular hydrrogen bond, AIM
theoryy, NBO analy
ysis

Introd
duction:
Glutatthione (GSH
H) is an unuusual tripepttide (Ȗ-glutaamyl–cysteinnyl– glycinee) with a peeptide
bond between
b
the amine grouup of cysteinne and the caarboxylic grooup of the glutamic
g
acidd side
chain. GSH is onee of the mosst abundant ligands in liiving system
ms, with an almost
a
ubiquuitous
presennce from baccteria to hum
man cells. Thhe interest inn the study of
o GSH is duue to the factt that,
despitee its structurral simplicitty, it exhibitts a number of roles in detoxi¿catio
d
on of heavy metal
ions, in
i preventin
ng oxidation stress damaages and as a shuttle inn transport of
o metal ionns and
compllexes. It can exist in its neutral form
m either as neutral,
n
zwittterionic, catiionic and annionic
forms.. The latter form predom
minates in thhe condenseed phase. Thhe lowest-ennergy zwitterrionic
structuures of GSH
H have beenn calculatedd at the sem
mi-empiricall AM1 and PM3 levelss and
compaared to the experimental
e
l crystal struucture. The modeling
m
off the tripeptide underlinees the
questioon of wheth
her fundameental understtanding of protein
p
confoormation can be obtaineed on
the levvel of substittuent amino acids.

Comp
putational method:
m
Initial search of minima
m
on the potentiaal energy suurface for neural,
n
anionnic, cationicc, and
zwitterionic formss of GSH at the relative energy rangge 10 kcal/m
mol were carrried out usinng the
MMFF
F force field
d with Spartaan software. The most stable
s
structuures were opptimized by DFTB3LY
YP-6-31+G (d,p)
(
methood. Intramollecular hyddrogen bondds in these structures were
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identiffied and chaaracterized inn details by topological parameters such as elecctron densityy ȡ(r)
and Laplacian
L
of electron deensity  2 ȡ(rr) from Badder’s atom in
i moleculees theory. Charge
transfeer energies based on NBO
N
analyssis are alsoo consideredd to interpreet intramoleecular
hydroggen bonds en
nergies.

Resultt and discusssion:
Structuural propertties, relativee energies and
a thermoddynamic quaantities of thhe lowest ennergy
conforrmers of GS
SH in neural, cationic, anionic
a
and zwitterionic
z
forms in the gas phase were
investiigated in thiis report. Ouur results revvealed that conformation
c
n of each am
mino acid in GSH
dependds on its orieentation withhin the peptiide sequencee in additionn to the confformation off other
aminoo acids withiin the chainn. The effectts of intram
molecular hyddrogen bondds and side--chain
orientaations on thee relative staabilities of thhese structuures were anaalyzed. Our results show
w that
these hydrogen
h
bo
onds are parrtially electroostatic and partially
p
covvalent in natture, in whicch the
covaleent contributtion increasees as the stabbilization eneergy of hydrrogen bond increases.

Concllusion:
We innvestigated a detailed DFT studyy with B3L
LYP/6-31+G
G (d,p) bassis set to probe
p
conforrmational an
nalysis of neutral,
n
zwittterionic, caationic and anionic
a
form
ms of GSH. Our
resultss revealed that
t
glutathiione is veryy flexible molecule
m
andd does not adopt a stroongly
preferrred conform
mation at anny ionic form
m. Moreoveer, some intteresting feaatures conceerning
backboone and side chain conformatioons of thesse structurees have beeen investiggated.
Comparison of structural parameters
p
of zwitterionic form of GSH with
w
solid state
crystalllographic structures off GSH and its oxidized forms show
ws that crystaal packing forces
f
the gllutathione skeleton
s
intoo a confirm
mation that is not seeen in this study.
s
Moreeover,
intram
molecular hy
ydrogen bonnds in varioous ionic foorms of thiss mole mollecule have been
characcterized by means
m
of AIIM and NBO
O analyses. Results show
w that thesee hydrogen bonds
b
are parrtially electrrostatic and partially
p
covvalent in natuure.
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Steereoelectro
onic interaaction effeects on thee structuraal and con
nfiguration
nal
properrties of radicals derrived from
m thiacycloohexane 1--oxide
seleenacycloheexane 1-oxxide. A Hyybrid denssity functiional theorry study and
a
natu
ural bond
d orbital in
nterpretatiion
Fattemeh Delshhad
Deepartment of Chemistry,
C
Arakk Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univversity, Arak, Irran

Introd
duction:
The saaturated hetterocyclic coompounds comprise
c
a large
l
segmeent of organnic and inorrganic
chemistry and aree quite widespread in naature (e.g., in
i alkaloids, carbohydraates, plant grrowth
regulaators, etc.), the knowledge aboutt the impaccts of the stereoelectrronic, stericc and
electroostatic interaactions on the
t conform
mational propperties of heeterocyclic compounds is of
very general
g
interrest. In 19991, Renauedd examined the reactiviity of radicals derived from
thiacyyclohexane 1-oxide
1
withh the sulfinyyl group in the
t axial andd equatorial positions. While
W
prefereential radicaal reactionsyyn to the S=O bond in the
t former was
w explaineed in steric terms,
t
the high stereosellectivity obsserved for thhe deuteratiion of the laatter was raationalized as
a the
result of a stereoeelectronic efffect orienting the attack at the radical center antti to the lonee pair
of the S-atom (seee Scheme 1)..1
O
S

S

O

S

O

Schem
me 1: Schematiic representatioon of the structtures of radicals derived from
m thiacyclohexaane 1-oxide with the
sulfiinyl group in thhe axial and eqquatorial positions

Althouugh the imp
portance of the hypercoonjugative interactions
i
in the reactivity of raddicals
deriveed from thiaccyclohexanee 1-oxide (1) has mentiooned,1 there is no published experim
mental
or quaantitative theeoretical dataa about the donor-accept
d
tor delocalizzation effectss on the strucctural
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and configuration
nal propertiees of radicaals derived from thiacyyclohexane 1-oxide (1) and
selenaacyclohexanee 1-oxide (2). In this work,
w
the conntributions of
o the total dipole mom
ments,
steric effects and the anomerc effect (AE
E) associatedd with the electron
e
deloocalization on
o the
configgurational an
nd structurall properties of radicalss 1 and 2 weere investigaated by meaans of
molecular orbital (ROHF/66-31G*) baased methood and nattural bond orbital (N
NBO)
2
interprretation (seee scheme 1).2-4

Comp
putational details:
d
Ab initio molecullar orbital calculations
c
were carried out usingg the ROHF/6-31G* levvel of
theoryy with the GA
AUSSIAN 03
0 package of
o programs.28 The mainn purpose off the present work
and steric effects
was too study the impacts
i
of the
t hyperconnjugation, ellectrostatic interactions
i
on thee structural and configuurational beehaviors of radicals 1 and 2. In order
o
to esttimate
quantiitatively the magnitude of the plausible donor-aacceptor hypperconjugativve interactioons in
the axxial and equaatorial confoormations off radicals 1 and 2, we conducted
c
N
NBO
analysees for
these compounds.
c

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
Althouugh the abso
olute values of the therm
modynamic properties
p
ceertainly can not be calcuulated
at the accuracy lev
vel used in this
t work; hoowever, the quantities off interest herre are the relative
valuess of the thermodynamicc functions for differennt conformattions of thee same moleecule.
Accorrdingly, the errors
e
in succh differencees will be veery small andd that even the
t corresponnding
errors between thee different cllosely relatedd compoundds will be miinimal. The smooth variiation
amongg the calculaated values suupports this expectation.27-29
Basedd on the ROH
HF/6-31G* results (withh fully geom
metry optimiization), thee stabilities of
o the
variouus configurattions of radiccals 1 and 2 are as follow
w:
radicaal 1: 1-cis-eqq > 1-trans-eq > 1-trans-ax > 1-cis-axx
radicaal 2: 1-cis-eqq > 1-trans-axx > 1-trans-eq > 1-cis-axx
Interesstingly, the NBO analyysis of donorr-acceptor (bbond-antibond) interactions showedd that
the annomeric effeect (AE) assoociated withh the donor--acceptor eleectron deloccalizations has
h no
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signifiicant impactt on the conffigurational properties
p
of radicals 1 and 2 but haave influencces on
their structural
s
parrameters.

Concllusion:
Effecttively, ROHF
F/6-31G* reesults revealled that the cis-eq
c
configgurations off radicals 1 and
a 2
are more stable th
han the other forms. The smaller dipole mom
ments of these configuraations
rationaalized the more
m
stabilityy of these forms
fo
compaared to the trans-eq,
t
traans-ax and cis-ax
c
configgurations.
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Calcu
ulation of the pKb vaalues of soome Anilin
ne derivatives in DM
MSO soluttion
B. Ghalami-Chhoobar* , H.
H Dezhampaanah, M. Feereidoonzadeeh
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of scieence, Universitty of Guilan
E-mail: seetar_1386@yaahoo.com

w
pKb, non-aqueous
n
s solvents, aniline
a
derivaatives, DMS
SO solution,
Key words:
Introd
duction:
The teendency of a compoundd to transferr a proton is
i a fundam
mental properrty to underrstand
many chemical and biocheemical proccesses; connsequently a good knnowledge off the
corresponding disssociation constants in various sollvents is essential for the study of
o the
generaal reactivity of a chemical compoundd. Although most experiimental pKb values havee been
determ
mined in watter, the increeasing impoortance of the chemistry in non-aqueeous solventts has
promooted the dettermination of the basiccity constannts in them [1]. In the present woork, a
compuutational method has beeen developedd to determiine of valuess for some aniline
a
derivaatives
in dim
methylsulfoxiide (DMSO)) solution. The
T results were
w
comparred with expperimental daata of
pKb.

Comp
putational method:
m
The gas-phase
g
baasicity (ǻG) is defined as the Gibbbs free enerrgy change of the folloowing
equilibbrium:

ࢍ    ࡴା  ֎  ࡴା
ࢍ

(1)

οࡳࢍ  ൌ  ࡳࢍ ሺࡴା ሻ െ ࡳࢍ ሺሻ െ ࡳࢍ ሺࡴା ሻ

(2)

Here, the value off Gibbs free energy
e
of thhe proton in the
t gas phase, ܩ ሺ ܪା ሻ, is -6.28 kcall/mol.
Absoluute determin
nation of Giibbs free eneergy of protonation in DMSO
D
solutiion, ǻG°DMSSO, are
based on the follow
wing thermoodynamic cyycle: [2]
οࡳࢍ
ା
ࢍ    ࡴࢍ  ሱۛሮ  ࡴା
ࢍ
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ࡰ
ࡰࡹࡿࡻ
ࡻ

Schem
me1: Thermo
odynamic cyycle
The pK
Kb values can
n be calculatted in accordding to equaation (3)

pKb=ο
οࡳࡰࡹࡿࡻ Τࡾࢀ
ࢀ

(3)

Resultts and Disca
assion:
All off calculations in gas-phaase and soluution were made
m
on anilline and its derivatives using
Gaussian 98 softw
ware. Severaal basis sets at HF and B3LYP
B
methhods were used
u
to obtaiin the
optimiized level of
o theory. The results showed
s
that the B3LYP
P/6-31+G(d,p) was in good
agreem
ment with experimenta
e
al data. Freee energies of solvationn were com
mputed usingg the
polarizzable contin
nuum modell (PCM), coonductor-likke polarizablle continuum
m model(CP
PCM)
and thhe integral eq
quation form
malism-polarrizable continuum model (IEFPCM)) with singlee radii
(bondii) at the sam
me level whiich have beeen used for geometry
g
deeterminationn in the gas-pphase
(table11).
Table 1 The
T calculated pK
Kb values using PCM,CPCM annd IEF-PCM

anilines

PCM

CPCM

IEF-PCM

P
Pkb(exp)

2-fluoro

5.68

5.19

4.53

6.3

3-fluoro
4-fluoro
4-MeSO2
MAD

4.74
3.41
8.67
1.02

4.39
2.93
8.17
1.48

3.85
2.28
7.61
2.08

6.6
4.3
9.4

It can be concludeed which PC
CM with boondi radius in comparisoon with CPC
CM and IEF
FPCM
providde satisfactorry results. Inn addition, Single-point
S
e
electronic
ennergies weree calculated at the
B3LY
YP/6-311++G
G(2d,2p) levvel of theoryy and were used
u
to deterrmine of thee pKb valuess .The
resultss obtained were
w
listed in table 2,
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Table 2. singlle point erergy caalculation at B3L
LYP/6-311++G((2d,2p) level of theory

an
nilines
2--Fluoro
3--Fluoro
4--Fluoro
4--MeSO2

¨G(gas)
-1199.4634869266997
-1998.80661311999025
-2200.732741607754
-1993.02018486799155

MAD
M

Pkb(calc)
(
7.55
6.41
4.98
10.12

Pkb(eexp)
6.33
6.66
4.33
9.44

¨pkb
1.25
0.19
0.68
0.72
0.71

Refren
nces:
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P
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A
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[2]A. Trummal, et
e al; IEF-P
PCM Calculaations of Absolute
A
pKaa for Substiituted Phenools in
Dimetthyl Sulfoxid
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113, 62066
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Inflluence of Multiple
M
& Cooperaative Hydrrogen Bon
nding on th
he Acidityy of
P
Polyhydrox
xylated Piperidines:: Electron Density Topologica
T
al Analysis
M
Marjan
Jebeli Javan & Aliireza Fattahii*
Department
D
of Chemistry,
C
Shaarif Universityy of Technologyy, Tehran, Irann
Email: fattahi@shariif.edu

Key words
w
: Polyh
hydroxylatedd piperidiness, Hydrogen bonding, Gaas-phase acidity, pKa,
Dimetthyl sulfoxid
de.

Introd
duction:
Iminossugars (“azaasugars”) aree structural analogues
a
off sugars in which
w
the rinng oxygen attom is
replaced by a nitrrogen atom. In recent years,
y
there has been muuch interestt in syntheticc and
naturaally occurrin
ng iminosugaars. The biological propperties of im
minosugars arrise becausee they
interfeere with thee function of
o carbohydrrate processiing enzymees. Naturaly occurring sugars
s
mimiccs with a nitrogen atom in the ring are classified into five sttructural claasses:
polyhyydroxylated piperidiness, pyrrolidinnes, indolizzidines, pyrrrolizidines, and nortoppanes.
Polyhyydroxylated piperidines (“azasugarss”) have recceived a greeat deal of attention
a
recently.
These alkaloidal sugar mimiics contain the same dense
d
stereocchemical innformation as
a the
comm
mon hexoses,, and many of them exhhibit potent biological activity.
a
Alsoo, azasugars have
been postulated
p
ass possible thherapeutics including thee treatment of
o viral infecctions,6 diabbetes,7
and caancers,8 and
d as invaluabble tools inn the study of enzyme mechanism..9 The intereesting
behaviior of intram
molecular hyydrogen bonnds both from
m the practiical and theoretical poinnts of
view have
h
receiveed increasedd attention inn recent yearrs. This can be attributeed to the facct that
the vaalue of hydrrogen bond energy is onnly a few kilocalories
k
p mole annd can be reeadily
per
perturbbed by any change in its environm
ment. Althoough, hydroggen bondingg interactionns are
usuallyy weaker th
han classicall chemical bonds,
b
they play an impportant role in chemicaal and
physiccal propertiees in both inntramolecular and interrmolecular interactions.
i
The capaciity of
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organiic moleculess to form hyydrogen bonnds affects very
v
significantly a widde range off their
physiccal properties and is thuss directly linnked to manyy important properties,
p
inncluding aquueous
solubility, boiling
g, and meelting pointts, viscosityy, solvatochhromism, and
a
lipophillicity.
Furtheermore, acid-base reactioons are ubiquuitous in natture and playy a critical roole in a myriiad of
chemical transforrmations. Hydrogen
H
boonds are seerved as tem
mplates forr proton traansfer
reactioons and org
ganization of
o three-dim
mensional structures off O-H and N-H contaaining
compoounds. They
y also lead too an easier gas-phase
g
deeprotonationn of alcoholss. In our preevious
work [1] we meassured gas-phhase acidity and pKa of a series of polyols
p
in diimethyl sulffoxide
and ouur results ind
dicate that multiple
m
hydrrogen bonds to a single charged
c
centter lead to grreatly
enhancced aciditiess.

Resultt and discusssion:
The gas-phase
g
accidity (GPA
A) of polyhyydroxylated piperidiness was studiied by meanns of
MP2/66-311++G(d
d,p)//B3LYP//6-311++G(d,p) methodd. For each sttructure, depprotonation of
o the
variouus primary an
nd secondaryy hydroxyl groups
g
was considered.
c
T quantum
The
m theory of atoms
a
in molecules (QT
TAIM) and natural
n
bondd orbital (NB
BO) analysees have alsoo been appliied to
undersstand the naature of the hydrogen
h
boonding interractions in compounds. The results show
that thhe addition of each hyydroxyl grouup decreases ǻHacid in gas phase (it becomess less
endothhermic) and lowers pKa value in thee solution phhase. Thereffore, intramoolecular hydrrogen
bonds lead to en
nhance the acid strengtth. In both gas phase and solutioon phase, thhe ȕNojrim
mycin-OH2 (ȕ-1-OH2) was
w found too be the moost acidic com
mpound witth calculatedd gasphase acidity (GPA) of 349.4 kcal.mol-1 and
a the pKa value of 22.0 (8.0 pKa units
u
more acidic
a
than 1-propanol). It was also shown; empploying the polarized
p
continuum moodel (PCM), there
is a good
g
linear relationship between thhe gas phase acidities (GPAs)
(
of polyhydroxy
p
ylated
piperiddines and their calculateed pKa (DMS
SO) values.

Comp
putational Methods:
M
System
matic conforrmational seearch as im
mplemented in
i Spartan 10
1 software was carried out
using MMFF level. The low
west energy structures (those
(
withinn 10 kcal.m
mol-1 of the most
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favoraable conform
mer) were theen optimizedd using denssity functionnal theory (D
DFT) calculaations
with a nonlocal hybrid
h
B3LY
YP (Becke-L
Lee-Parr) exxchange-corrrelation funcctional and the
t 6311++
+G (d,p) atom
mic basis set. Natural boond orbital (NBO)
(
analyysis was carrried out usinng the
B3LY
YP functionaal and the 6-311++G
6
(
(d,p)
basis set.
s We callculated the electron deensity
topoloogical properrties of our systems
s
usinng the AIM20000 program
m.

Concllusion:
The MP2/6-311++
M
+G(d,p)//B33LYP/6-311+
++G(d,p) method
m
givess reliable abbsolute gas-pphase
aciditiies. NBO an
nalysis conffirms that thhe various effects
e
(negaative charge, exo- and endoe
anomeeric) and hy
yperconjugattion are ressponsible foor the hydrooxyl orientattions. In caase of
piperiddine-diols, QTAIM
Q
(quantum theorry of atoms in moleculees) analysis was also ussed to
elaborrate the natture of the hydrogen bonding innteractions. The pKa values of sttudied
compoounds in DMSO
D
were computed via a therm
modynamic cycle, utiliizing Gibbss free
energiies of dissociation in DMSO
D
soluution as com
mputed by MP2/6-31+G
M
G(d,p)//B3LY
YP/631+(d)) method. The
T range off pKa is bettween 30.7 and 22.0 kccal.mol-1. With
W this prottocol,
system
matic studiess of diverse types
t
of polyyhydroxylateed piperidinees in DMSO
O were conduucted.
The reesults show that
t
GPA annd pKa valuees decrease with
w the adddition of eachh hydroxyl group
g
and thhus the acid strength
s
incrreases as anticipated based upon ourr gas-phase computations
c
s.

Refereence:
[1] Tiaan, Z.; Fattah
hi, A.; Lis, L.;
L Kass, S. R.
R J. Am. Chhem. Soc. 20
009, 131, 169984–16988
[2] Paakiari, A. H.; Eskandari,, K. Journall of Molecullar Structuree (THEOCH
HEM), 2006, 759,
51-60..
[3] Cramer, C. J.; Truhlar, D. G. J. Am. Chhem. Soc. 19
993, 115, 57445-5753.
[4] Muulroney, B.; Peel, J. B.;; Traeger, J. C.; Stone, B. A. J. Maass Spectrom
m. 1999, 34, 544553.
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A NMR stud
dy of Ge and
a As-dop
ping in (4,, 4) Armch
hair and (88, 0) Zigzaag
form
ms of boron
n phosphid
de nanotu
ubes
Mahhdi Rezaei-S
Sameti, M. Farahani Farvvazi
Department of
o Applied Cheemistry, Facultyy of Science, Malayer
M
Univeersity, Malayer,, 65174, Iran
E-mail addresss: mrsameti@m
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Key word
w : BPNT
Ts, NMR, DF
FT, Ge and AsA doping
Introd
duction:
Nanosscience and nanotechnol
n
ogy are openning up a neew era of integrated funddamental ressearch
at the nanoscale, a more cohherent sciennce and engiineering eduucation, ecoonomic nanooscale
manuffacturing of products, annd an enabliing foundatioon for improoving humann capabilitiees and
societaal outcomes in the long term [1-2]. After
A
publication of Iijim
ma’s 1991 paaper consideerable
effortss have been done to introducing other kinds of nanotubes
n
coonsisting of other atomss such
as thiird (III) an
nd fifth (V)) groups (IIII: boron, aluminum, and galliuum; V: nitrrogen,
phosphhorous, and arsenic) of the periodicc table of ellements due to play an important roole in
techniques, engineeering, electtronics, optooelectronics, chemistry, and biochem
mistry [3-5].

In

this neew work thee NMR paraameters and electronic sttructure of the
t (4, 4) arm
mchair and (8, 0)
zigzagg models off boron phossphide nanootubes (BPN
NTs) with thhe effect off Germanium
m and
Arseniic doping on
n it are invesstigated by density
d
functiional theory (DFT).

Comp
putational methods:
m
In thiss computational work (4,4) armchhair and (8,, 0) zigzag models of boron phosphide
nanotuubes (BPNT
Ts) with Ge–
G and As––doped in above
a
two models
m
are carried
c
out using
densityy functionall theory (DF
FT) at the B33LYP [ 37-440] level of theory
t
usingg the Gaussian 03
set of programs[41
1]. The standdard 6-31G** basis set was used for all
a models.
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The calculated CS
S tensors in principal
p
axes system (P
PAS) ( ߪଷଷ  ߪଶଶ  ߪଵଵ ) are convertted to
R parameterrs: chemicall shielding isotropic (C
CSI) and chhemical shieelding
measuurable NMR
anisottropic (CSA)) using equaation 1 and 2 [4].

ܫܵܥሺ
݉ሻ ൌ ሺߪଵଵ
ଵ  ߪଶଶ  ߪଷଷ ሻȀ͵

(1)

ܣܵܥሺሺ݉ሻ ൌ ߪଷଷ െ ሺߪଵଵ   ߪଶଶ ሻȀʹ

(2)

Resultts and discu
ussions:
The reesults of bon
nd lengths reeveal that when
w
Ge andd As atoms are
a substituteed in BPNT
Ts, the
bond lengths
l
are increased.
i
The bond anggles of near Ge and As doping
d
are decreased.
d
D to
Due
the doonor electron
n effects of Ge
G and As doped
d
in stead of boron the calculatted CSI and CSA
valuess undergo sig
gnificant chaanges and thhe neighbor of
o atoms dopping the CSII values for B and
P nucllei in two models
m
are inncreased andd charge dennsity electronn at this sitees are biggerr than
other sites.
s

Table 2. The NMR parameters
p
of thhe 11Band

P nuclei in(4, 4)) armchairBPN
NTs

B-15

CSI

CSA

P-31

CSI

CSA

nuclei

(ppm)

(ppm)

nuclei

(ppm)

(ppm)

B11

36b 43

86 b 120

P11

414b

400

B12

36

41

422

86

122

P12

35

38

400

85

69

P21

74
B22

35

37

366

85

40

35

344

73

64

P22

40

43

455

73

102

P31

42

-

-

91

99

P32

42

42

399

91

-

P41

50

P42

42

59

633

82

115

93

93

360

375

124

2911

360

281
382

358
358
359
359

378

P51

958

359

2900

233

94

120
382

233

97

109
405

139

2799

277
383

386
47

124
287

402

44
B51

431

382

B42

414

383

97
B41

92

383

104
B32

87

383

58
B31

115b

433

123
B21

436

435

121



31

139

2866

280
321

238
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40
B52

42

41

377

82

380
42

P52

35
B61

40

47

466

89

40

42

377

89

107

P61

35

41

433

99

103

P62

35

40

38

99

70

P71

36

39

42

60

P72

36

36

32

112 105

P81

1403- 1538

360

112 104

360
414

P82

414
433

124

2755

124

2777

272
383

235

94

113
382

235

84

106
430

440

106
Ge- Ass

381

383

106
B82

358

1122

272

385

51
B81

399

383

75
B72

358

238
102

396

104
B71

377

385

106
B62

359

105

103

1555

140
433

103

1566

159

800 - 303
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H
Heavy
meta
al (Co2+, Cr
C 3+, Ni2+, Pb2+, Zn2++) complexxation by Calixaren
C
ne,
supram
molecularr nano orgganic mateerial: chem
mometric an
nalysis
1

1

2
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Keyw
words: Calixaarenes , DAT
TAN, Benessi-Hildebrand, Nonlinearr least squaree, chemomettrics
Introd
duction:
Numerous attemptts have beenn made to deesign new hoost systems which
w
can seelectively innteract
with thhe target gueest and perfoorm intriguinng molecularr recognitionn processes [1].
[
Fine control
c
of thee size of calix[n]arenes, bychanging
b
the value off n and the inntroduction of
o var
ious fuunctional gro
oups makes. Calixareness areof intereest in chromaatography, slow release of dr
ugs , trransport acro
oss membrannes , ion chaannelsand many other appplications [22, 3].
In thiss research sttudy, stabilitty constants of metal caations and caalix[4]arene and calix[6]arene
in chloroform-methanol (50%
%-50% v/v) were determ
mined at 25°C using sppectrophotom
metric
technique.

Materrials and meethods:
Chemiicals :The para-tert-buutyl- calix[[4]arene annd para-tertt-butyl- callix[6]arene were
syntheesized. The solvent, chloroform annd methanoll (from Merrck, p.a.), was
w used wiithout
furtherr purification
n.Zinc and nickel
n
sulfatte, cobalt nittrate, chromiium chloridee and lead accetate
as the cations sou
urces were drried under vacuum
v
at rooom temperaature for 48 h before use. 1.5
cm3 soolution of ligand wass titrated wiith stepwise addition off an cation solution booth in
chlorooform-methaanol solutionn. The UV-vvis spectrum of the mixtture undergooes small changes
at 2600–300 nm.
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Resultts and discu
ussions:
compllex formation between the
t para-tert-butyl-calix[[4] arene annd some trannsition metall ions
in orgganic solven
nt. Principle component analysis (P
PCA) was used for deteermination of
o the
numbeer of compo
onents in thee absorbancee data matrixx and the foormation connstant of com
mplex
was obtained
o
usin
ng by DAT
TAN on the spectrophotometric datta and com
mpared with other
methoods. All ligaands have beeen shown to
t form exclusively 1: 1 (metal ionn to ligand ratio)
compllexes with cations in our
o experim
mental condditions. LogK
Kf of metal- calix[4] arene
compllexes are 5.0
03±0.10, 4.688±0.11, 5.322±0.11, 5.41±
±0.10 and 4.70±0.11 forr Co2+, Cr3+, Ni2+,
Pb2+ and
a Zn2+ resp
pectively.
It hass been used
d three methhods for deeterminationn of

stability constantt for compllexes:

DATA
AN, Benesi-H
Hildebrand, Nonlinear least
l
square curve fittingg with Microosoft excel solver
s
.Princiiple compon
nent analysiss (PCA) was used for dettermination of the numbber of compoonents
in the absorbance data matrixx and the forrmation connstant of com
mplex was obtained
o
usinng by
DATA
AN on the spectrophoto
s
ometric dataa and compaared with tw
wo anotherotther methodds.and
after thhat we Specctrophotomeetric titrationn plots and deetermin the complex
c
stooichiometry.

Concllusion:
The innteresting cu
urve resultinng from the spectrophoto
s
ometric titraations of the ligand by metal
cationns shows thee absorbancee increase within
w
a veryy small rangee and no siggnificant breeak in
compllexation currve, indicatting the forrmation of low stability constant. Howeverr, the
spectroophotometriic titration curve
c
of the ligand by metal
m
cationss displays a more continnuous
variatiion in the ab
bsorbance wiith concentraation ratio.
Althouugh the ligan
nds present two
t
potentiaal complexattion sites, the complex stoichiometry
s
y was
found to be 1 : 1 (each calixaarene : each alkali cationn). This behhavior may be
b explainedd by a
negative allostericc effect, whhich has beeen found in
i complexiing systemss containingg two
conforrmationally related subuunit. Benesi--Hildebrand and Nonlinnear least squuare curve fitting
f
with Microsoft
M
ex
xcel solver are
a soft mettod and DA
ATAN is thee collection of soft andd hard
methood therefore daten
d
is beteer than two method.
m
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C
Configurat
tional beh
havior of 1,2-diphen
1
nyldistiben
ne. A hybrrid-densityy
function
nal theory study and
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b
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Keyw
words:1,2-dip
phenyldistibene,Stereoellectronic effe
fect, Molecullar modelingg, Ab initio, NBO
Introd
duction:
Numerous effects have been proposed too rationalize the observeed preferredd conformatiion of
organiic compound
ds. These haave included the anomeriic effect, hypperconjugatiion, dipole-ddipole
interacctions, reson
nance, steric repulsions, and others. It is knownn that the maaximization of an
interacction betweeen the best donor
d
lone paair and the best
b acceptorr bond resultts in the prefferred
ation,
geomeetry of man
ny moleculees [1]. In this work, the impactts of the hyperconjug
h
electroostatic modeel associatedd with the diipole-dipole interactionss and steric hindrances
h
o the
on
configgurational an
nd structuraal propertiess of (E)- annd (Z)- 1,2-ddiphenyldisttibene have been
investiigated using
g the compleete basis set composite method
m
hybrid-DFT baased methodds and
naturaal bond orbital (NBO) intterpretationss [2].

Comp
putational details:
d
Hybridd density functional theory calculations was carrried out usiing the B3L
LYP/Def2-TZ
ZVPP
level of
o theory with the GAU
USSIAN 98 package off programs [2].
[ The NB
BO analyses were
perforrmed for th
he E and Z configurattions of 1,22-diphenyldistibene by using GAM
MESS
prograam suite. Accordinglyy, the maggnitude of the donorr-acceptor hyperconjuggative
interacctions in E and
a Z configuurations of 1,2-diphenyl
1
distibene cann be quantitaatively estim
mated.
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Resultts and discu
ussion:
The reesults obtain
ned showed the Gibbs free
fr energy difference
d
(G
GE–GZ) valuues (i.e. ǻGE-Z
E ) at
298.155 K and 1 attm between the
t E- and Z-configurat
Z
ions of 1,2-ddiphenyldisttibene is by about
2.91 kcal
k
mol-1. The NBO analysis off donor-acceeptor (LPĺ
ĺı* and ıĺ
ĺı*) interacctions
anomeric eff
showeed that the generalized
g
ffect (i.e. GA
AEtotal=GAE
EE-GAEZ) associated witth the
LP M1oı*M2-Cphhenyl and ıM1-Cphenyl
o
oı*
M

M2-Cphenyyl

is -0.34 kcal mol-1. Thereforee, the

rationaalization of the configuurational prefference soleely in terms of the geneeralized anom
meric
effect fails to acccount for 1,22-diphenyldiistibene. Obbviously, othher factors (steric
(
effecct and
dipolee-dipole interractions) havve determinaant impacts on
o the confoormational preferences inn 1,2diphennyldistibene.. Using the dipole mom
ments a “¨”” parameter was definedd as ¨ȝZ-E. ¨ȝ
¨ Z-E
value for 1,2-diph
henyldistibenne is by aboout 1.7063 Deby.
D
Thereefore, the eleectrostatic model
m
associated with the
t dipole-ddipole interaactions [3-5] justifies the
t more sttability of the
t E
configguration of 1,2-diphenyyldistibene compared
c
too its Z connfiguration. The correlaations
betweeen the generalized anom
meric effect, electrostattic model, ǻG
ǻ E-Z, bond orders, strucctural
param
meters and co
onfigurationaal behavior of
o 1,2-diphennyldistibene have been investigated.
i
.

Concllusions:
The B3LYP/Def2
B
2-TZVPP caalculations reeported aboove and NBO
O interpretaations providded a
reasonnable picturee from energgetic, structuural, bondingg and stereooelectronic points
p
of view for
the coonfigurationaal preferences in (E)- and
a (Z)- 1,2-diphenyldisstibene. Thee results obttained
showeed that the generalized
g
a
anomeric
eff
ffect fails to account for the configuurational behhavior
of 1,2--diphenyldisstibene but thhe electrostaatic model suucceeded in this system.

Refereences:
[1] N.D. Epiotis, R.L.
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8
[2] M.J.
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The role of L-histidine
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in the activation of carbonicc anhydrase enzymee: A
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m
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h
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Key words:
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c
Introd
duction:
The carbonic
c
anh
hydrase (CA
A) comprisee a family of
o ubiquitouus zinc metalloenzymess that
catalyzze a very sim
mple physiological reacttion, the inteerconversionn between caarbon dioxidde and
the biccarbonate io
on [1, 2]. Alll known isoozymes of carbonic
c
anhhydrase conttain a singlee Zn2+
ion, which
w
is esseential for cattalytic activiity, Figure 1.
1 In order to regeneratee the catalyttically
active form, a protton transfer reaction muust occur from
m the water bounded to Zn(II) withiin the
enzym
me active sitee to the exteernal medium
m. In the preesence of acctivators, an enzyme/actiivator
compllex form, eq 1.
EZn2+(OH2) + A(A
Activator)

[E
EZn2+(OH2)/A
A]

EZn2+(OH-) + AH+ (1)

In thiss work, we sttudied the mechanism
m
off interactionn between L--histidine , as
a an efficiennt
amine activator wiith active center of CA enzyme
e
by using
u
quantuum mechaniccal calculatioons.
O
OH
2
O

Zn2+
Z

OH

H2N

N

HN

O

N

N

C

NH
C

N
NH
NH2

O

NH
H2

C
HO
O

Figure 1. Pressentation of acttive center of Carbonic
C
anhyddrase enzyme.
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Comp
putational methods:
m
Ab iniitio calculatiions were caarried out wiith the Gausssian program
m series 2003. All geom
metries
were fully
f
optimizzed employinng a B3LYP
P/6-31G* meethod. Full optimization
o
s were perfoormed
withouut any symm
metry constrrains. The harmonic
h
vibbrational freequencies were
w
computted to
confirm
m that an op
ptimized geoometry correectly correspponds to a loocal minimum
m. QST2 method
m
was ussed to search
h for transitiion state. Traansition statee geometry was
w double-checked by using
IRC annd FREQ caalculations.

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The reesults of calcculations inddicates that the L-histiddine is a poteent activatorr for CA enzzyme.
L-Histtidine bind within
w
the CA
C active sitte, without interacting
i
w the mettal center. Inn fact,
with
we proopose this biinding site of
o activators as the impoortant bindinng site in CA
As, after the metal
centerr. The mechaanism of acttion for activvators suggeests a facilittation of the rate determ
mining
protonn transfer reaaction betweeen the activee site and thee reaction medium,
m
Figuure 2.

56.3 kcal/m
mol

+
+

+

Figure 2. Potential energyy profile for thee complexationn of L-histidinee and CA activve site.
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Key words:
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In receent years, many
m
researchh interests were
w
focusedd on boron niitride nanotuubes (BNNT
Ts), as
isomorphic analog of the caarbon nanottubes (CNT
Ts), due to their uniquue and impoortant
properrties ideal for
f structuraal and electrronic appliccations [1]. There are many
m
similaarities
betweeen CNTs an
nd BNNTs, the main difference
d
beeing that BN
NNTs are viewed
v
as allways
being semiconducctors with allmost constaant band gapp nearly indeependent off tubular diam
meter
and chhirality [1], while
w
CNTs can present metallic or semiconduct
s
tor behavior [2].
Many studies havee demonstraated that the electronic annd structurall properties of
o BNNTs can
c be
signifiicantly influ
uenced by dopant
d
atom
m [3]. Althoough doped BNNTs haave been reaalized
experiimentally [4]], it is very hard
h
task to verify the ordering
o
andd distributionn of dopant atoms
a
over the
t atomic sites
s
of a BN
NNT. It is fundamentall
f
ly of importtance to technology how
w the
electroonic structurre of BNNT
Ts can be moodified throuugh suitablee doping. Heere we deterrmine
the inffluence of C-doping on different
d
sitees of a repressentative moodel of zigzaag (8,0) BNN
NT.

Comp
putational aspects
All moolecular orb
bital calculattions were were
w
perform
med using Gaussian
G
03 program
p
[5]]. The
geomeetry of the in
nvestigated pristine
p
and C-dopped
C
BNNTs was optimized
o
att the B3LYP level
emplooying 6-31G*
* basis set. Quantum
Q
theeory of atom
ms in molecuules (QTAIM
M) analysis for
fo the
optimiized structu
ures was peerformed at B3LYP/6-331G* level of theory using AIM
M2000
packagge [6].
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Resultts and discu
ussion
The opptimized priistine and C-doped (8,0)) BNNTs arre shown in Figure 1. Thhe pristine model
m
(Figurre 1a) standss for the origginal structuure of the BN
NNT consistting of B andd N atoms. There
T
are tw
wo nonequivaalent B-N boonds in the pristine
p
(8,0) BNNT: axxial B-N bonnds parallel to
t the
longituudinal directtion of the tube
t
(e.g., thhe bond betw
ween the B1 and N2 layyers in Figurre 1a)
and zigzag B–N bonds
b
(e.g., the
t bond bettween the B11 and N1 layyers in Figurre 1a). In general,
the B––N bond lengths are not significantly changed upon
u
C–dopiing in the coonsidered moodels.
Howevver, differen
nt B–C and C–N
C bond diistances are evident
e
where the latter is slightly shhorter
than thhe former on
ne. Althoughh our estimaates of C–B and
a B–N contacts in dopped (8,0) BN
NNTs
agree well with (within
(
0.5%
%) earlier work
w
[7], ourr evaluated bond lengthhs of C–N bonds
b
deviatte by up to 4-5%.
4
Figurre 2 indicatees the moleccular graph of
o pristine (88,0) BNNT in its
equilibbrium geom
metry. One of
o the most striking feattures of these results iss the fact thhat all
calculaated ȡBCP vaalues in B–N
N of pristine (8,0) BNNT
T are predictted to be in a range of 0.190–
0.194 au, whereass the values of
o 2ȡBCP arre all positive, ranging frrom 0.288 too 0.337 au. These
T
t commonn accepted vaalues for closed–shell intteractions [66].
valuess are within the

Conclluding rema
arks
B3LY
YP/6-31G* calculations indicated
i
that the valuees of B–N bond
b
lengthss are not chaanged
due too the C-dopin
ng. Based onn QTAIM reesults, it can be concludeed that all B––N interactioons in
the priistine (8,0) BNNT
B
have a negative HBCP value, thus
t
indicatee partially coovalent charracter.
Howevver, a covaleent interactioon is evidentt for the B–C
C and N–C doped
d
bonds.
Figure 1.
1 The molecularr models of inveestigated (8,0) BN
NNT

Figu
ure 2. Molecularr graph of pristinne BNNT
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Moolecular dy
ynamics siimulation and free energy
e
perrturbation
n to calculaate
free enerrgy of solvvation for carbon nanotube
Khalil Ghaafarian(MS)** , Ali Khanllarkhani(PhD
D) , Mansouur Kianpour--Rad(PhD)
Materialss and Energy Research
R
Center, P.O. Box 31787-316
Karaj , Iran
*Khaliil_earth@yahooo.com

Keyw
word : free energy , solvaation , carboon nanotubee , molecularr dynamics
Introd
duction :
Solvattion of carbo
on nanotubess and functioonalized carbbon nanotube is crucial parameter
p
inn
most of
o their appliications. to quantify thiss parameter we used Gibbbs energy of
o solvation
whichh provides a measure
m
of the
t solubilityy of a substaance in a solvvent. The moore negative the
energyy of solvation, the higherr the degree of solubilityy. Negative values
v
of thee solvation
energyy from therm
modynamic consideration
c
n denote thatt the processs is spontaneeous .
When the results of
o molecularr dynamics simulation
s
c
conjugated
w appropriate statisticcal
with
mechaanics method
d like thermoodynamics inntegration (T
TI) or free energy
e
perturrbation (FEP
P),
one caan predict diffference freee energy betw
ween two staates.
in FEP
P, the differeence in free energy
e
betw
ween two stattes, a and b is expressedd by:

wherein Kb is the Boltzmann constant andd T is the kinnetic temperature .
note thhat this form
mula is valid only when thhe difference between tw
wo states is small
s
enough.

Materrials and Methods :
All sim
mulations peerformed on (5,5) single wall carbonn nanotube with
w
20 A leength .
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To buiild initial configuration we
w used Pacckmol packagge that provide a nanotuube surroundded
with water
w
molecu
ules .we alsoo put some water
w
moleccules to innerr space of caarbon nanotuube.
s
at
a 25 C and 1 atm were carried out using
u
the NA
AMD 2.8 sofftware packaage.
MD simulations
To anaalyze the results of simuulations, we used two paathways. Inn the first onee(multiple sttages)
we soolvate carbon
n nanotube laayer by layeer in water because
b
of thhe essence off FEP methood. It
means series of siimulations performed
p
annd total free energy com
mes from addding these steeps.
In the second path
hway(single stage) we soolvated carboon nanotube completely in one stagee.
Finallyy we comparre our resultts with TI method
m
with almost
a
simillar carbon naanotube that we
found in literature.[1]

Resultts and discu
ussion :
With multiple
m
stag
ge method we
w got these results
r
that suggest 4155 kcal/mol foor free energgy of
solvatiion of carbon nanotube.
layer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Number of carbon atoms
1880
1660
1440
1220
1000
800
600
400
200

Total

ǻ H solv(kcal/mol)
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
71
6

4155

The reesult of one stage methood is 23 kcall/mol but sinnce multiplee stage methhod produce more
accuraate results th
han one stagee method so we think 233 Kcal/mol is underestim
mated.
on thee other hand
d one groupp[1] report this numbber for alm
most similarr nanotube(66.1 A
diameter and 28.6
6A length)abbout 216 Kcal/mol , the deviation of these resullts may relatted to
effect of length.

Refereences :
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CHARM
MM Generral Force Field
F
Paraameterizattion for Cu
urcumin
Z. Alimohamm
madi Keyvanni*a, M. Zaheedi b, M.H. Karimi-Jafar
K
ri c
c

Deppartment of Bio
oinformatics, Innstitute of Biocchemistry and Biophysics, Unniversity of Teehran, Tehran, Iran.
a,b

Departmentt of Chemistry,, Shahid Behesshti University,, Tehran, Iran
Email: zalim
mohammadi_kk@yahoo.com

Key words:
w
Curcu
umin, CGennFF , CHARM
MM, Force Field
F
Introd
duction:
Curcuumin is the principle
p
inggredient of the Indian turmeric
t
whhich has variious medicaal and
pharm
maceutical properties suuch as Antiitumor, Anttioxidant, Anti-inflamm
A
matory and Antimicrobbial [1]. Claassical simullations basedd on Empiriical Force Fields
F
(FF) are
a valuable tools
for sttudy of the function of
o biomoleccules. Applyying simulaation methoods to bioloogical
processses involvin
ng several tyypes of biom
molecules reqquires the usee of parametters that beloong to
the sam
me FF for all
a types of molecules.
m
A
Accordingly,
most FF deevelopers haave extendedd their
FF to wide range of biomoleecules and also
a
moleculles interactinng with them
m. In this reegard,
CGenF
FF was dev
veloped to be
b a generaal FF for drrug-like moolecules com
mpatible witth the
CHAR
RMM all-ato
om additivee biomolecular FF [2].T
The present work attem
mpts to creaate an
accuraate CHARM
MM-compatiible FF for Curcumin and its derrivatives in agreement with
CGenF
FF protocol..

Methoodology:
Each model com
mpound, wass optimized at MP2/6-331G(d) leveel. To exacttly determinne the
globall structure, complete coonformational analysis was done at
a PM6 andd MP2/6-31G
G (d)
levels.. Parameterss were validdated and opptimized witth respect too QM target data. The whole
w
proceddure of FF developmennt was connducted by PARAMAT
TICA packaage that proovides
interfaaces with MOPAC, GAMESS, Firefly and NAMD
D programss for neceessary
semiem
mpirical, ab initio and molecular
m
meechanical callculations.
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Resultts:
Two model com
mpounds, Deehydrozingerone (b) annd 1,6-hepttadiene-3,5- dione (c) were
ments (Figurre 1).
considdered for Currcumin fragm
O

O

H3CO

OCH3

a

HO

OH

O
H3CO
HO

O

O

CH3

b

c

Figgure 1. (a) Cuurcumin, (b) Deehydrozingeronne,
(c)) 1,6-heptadienne-3,5- dione.

a
beetween MP22/6-31G (d) force
f
constannts with avaailable param
meters
Due too the good agreement
in CGenFF, they were
w used ass initial estim
mates of misssing parametters (Figure 2, Table 1).

Figure 2.. Molecular graaph of (c) withh atom type

Figure 3.Innteraction sites of (c) with waater molecules.

labels. Red
R dashed linees represent misssing angle
parameterrs.
Table 1. Forrce constants [kkcal mol-1 AÛ-2, kcal mol-1 radd-2].
Bond

CGenFF
C

MP2/6-31G(d
d)

An
ngle

CG
GenFF

M
MP2/6-31G(d)

Z
ZC3-ZC2

300

327.21

ZH1-ZC
C1-ZC2

50

61.9

Z
ZH3-ZC4

365

378.02

ZH3-ZC
C4-ZC3

45

68

Z
ZH2-ZC3

360.5

364.21

ZC3-ZC
C2-ZC1
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ZC2-ZC
C1-ZC2

71.2

QM taarget data were
w
producced and iterrative proceedure was performed
p
u
until
converggence
obtainned. Figure 3 shows complexes
c
of hydrogenn bond donnors and acceptors
a
off 1,6heptaddiene-3,5-dio
one with single water whhich were ussed to produuce charge opptimization target
t
level
data. Optimized
O
in
nteraction diistances and scaled interraction energgies at the HF/6-31G(d)
H
are listted as targett data.

Concllusion:
CHAR
RMM-compaatible param
meters were developed for
f Curcumiin. Our paraameters provvide a
new seet of FF paraameters that can be usedd in classical simulations.

Refereences:

[1] Suubash C. Guppta, et al, Naat. Prod. Repp., 28 (2011))1937.
[2] K. Vanommeslaeghe, et all , J. Computt. Chem., 31 (2010) 671..
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Theooretical inv
vestigation
n on Tautoomerism and
a NBO Analysis of
o 3-hydrooxyll,2,5-th
hiadiazolee Derivativves: Solven
nt and Substitute Effects
2
Mohsen Haajibeygi1*, Meisam
M
Shabbanian2, Hasssan Moghannian3, Azin Mohamadi
M
1

Departmen
nt of Chemistryy, Varamin-Pisshva Branch, Islamic Azad University,
U
Varramin, Iran
2
3

Yo
oung Researchhers Club, Arakk Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univeersity, Arak, Iraan

Depaartment of Cheemistry, Dezful Branch, Islam
mic Azad University, Dezful, Iran
E-mail: mhaajibeygi@iauvaaramin.ac.ir

KeyW
Words: 1,2,5-Thiadiazolee, Tautomeriism, DFT stuudy, Solventt effect, NBO
O analysis
Introd
duction:
Tautom
merism has been extenssively studieed experimenntally and thheoretically because it is
i one
of thee fundamenttal processes in (bio) organic
o
chem
mistry that correspondss to most of
o the
importtant conden
nsation reacctions [1-2]]. Also, unnderstandingg the relativve stabilitiees of
heteroocyclic tautom
mers and anny subsequennt conversionns between tautomeric
t
f
forms
is veryy vital
for both structurall chemists annd biologistss. For exampple, tautomeerism in ketoo-enol [3], im
mineenamine [4] pirim
midines [5] and
a many othher systems have been studied
s
for past
p two deccades.
Thereffore, compo
ounds contaaining differrent tautom
mers can be the subjecct of interest by
theoreetical chemissts.

Methoods:
All caalculations were
w carried out
o on a Penntium personnal computerr by means of
o GAUSSIA
AN03
prograam package.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
Densitty functionaal calculations at the B3LYP/6-3311++G(d,pp) level weere employeed to
determ
mine the stab
bility, tautom
merism and substitute
s
efffect for 1,2,,5-Thiadiazoole, a widelyy used
skin-w
whitening, an
ntibrowning,, and antibaccterial agentt and it’s derrivatives (4--NO2, 4-CN
N, 4-F,
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4-H, 4-CH3,
4
4-OH
H, 4-NH2), in the gas phase
p
and soolution usingg PCM modeel. Some sellected
IR freequencies, molecular
m
paarameters, NBO
N
analysiis and dipole moment results
r
in thhe gas
phase and in fourr different solvents
s
(beenzene, Tetrrahydrofurann (THF), Diimethyl sulffoxide
(DMS
SO) and H2O)
O were exxtracted. In the gas phaase when thhe substitueents change from
withdrrawing grou
ups to electrron donatingg groups, NH
N form beccomes moree stable thann OH
form, but
b an excep
ption can bee seen in F suubstituent beecause flourr can be a resonance donnating
group.. The major difference between
b
OH and NH forrm in gas phase was founnd for 4-cyaano-3hydroxxy-1,2,5-thiaadiazole withh 4.70 kcal mol
m -1.

Concllusions:
B3LY
YP/6-311++G
G(d,p) level has been appplied to stuudy the tautoomerism in 3-hydroxy-1,2,5thiadiaazole with different
d
substituents in position
p
4 inn the gas phase and alsoo in four diff
fferent
solvennts. The folllowing pointts emerge frrom the pressent study: In the gas phase
p
the relative
energiies of the taautomers rellate to the nature
n
of suubstituents. In 4-amino--3-hydroxy-1,2,5thiadiaazole derivattive with strrong electronn releasing groups,
g
the NH
N tautomerr was more stable
s
than OH
O tautomeer. In the soolution if thhe polarity of
o solvents increased,
i
N isomers were
NH
observved to be mo
ore stable. The
T dipole moments
m
of all
a compounnds have relaationship witth the
naturee of substitu
uents and solvents. Wiith increase of the pollarity of sollvents the dipole
d
momeents of OH an
nd NH tautoomers were increased.

Refereences:
[1] Taavakol, H.; Esfandyari, M.; Taherri, S.; Heyddari, Spectroochim. Acta A Mol. Biomol.
Spectrrosc. 2011, 79,
7 574-582.
[2] Kooch, A.; Kleiinpeter, E. J.. Mol. Model. 1997, 3, 375 – 381.
A.; Chermette, H. J. Mool. Struct. 20
[3] Hoocquet, A.; Toro-Labbé,
T
004, 686, 2113-218.
[4] Dinnes T. J.; On
noh, H. Specctrochim. Accta A Mol. Biiomol. Specttrosc. 2006, 64, 891-9000.
[5] Haasanein, A.; Senior,
S
S. A.
A Int. J. Quaantum Chem
m. 2011, 111,, 3993–40100.
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A DF
FT Study of
o Solvatioon Effects and NBO
O Analysis on the Taautomerism
m of
3-su
ubstituted 1H-pyrazzol-5(4H)-oone
Moh
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K
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U
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2
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C
Arakk Branch, Islam
mic Azad Univversity, Arak, Irran

3Yo
Young Researchhers Club, Arakk Branch, Islam
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KeyW
Words: 3-Sub
bstituted 1H
H-pyrazol-5(44H)-one, DF
FT study, Tauutomerism, Dipole
D
mom
ment.
Introd
duction:
Heterooaromatic co
ompounds have attractedd considerabble attention in the desiggn of biologically
active molecules and advancced organic materials [1]. Hence, a practicall method foor the
preparration of succh compounnds is of greeat interest in
i synthetic organic cheemistry. Pyrrazole
and itss derivativess, a class of well
w known nitrogen conntaining heteerocyclic com
mpounds, occcupy
an im
mportant position in meedicinal and pesticide chemistry
c
w
with
having a wide range of
bioacttivities

succh

as

anntimicrobial

[2],

anticancer

[33],

anti-infflammatory

[4],

antidepressant,5an
nticonvulsannt [5] etc. In
I this articcle we studdied tautomeerism of fivve 3substittuted 1H-py
yrazol-5(4H))-one ring in
i the gas phase
p
and 3 solution using
u
polariisable
continnuum method
d (PCM) at the
t B3LYP/66-31++G(d,pp) level of thheory.

Methoods:
All caalculations were
w
carried out
o on a Penntium personnal computerr by means of
o GAUSSIA
AN03
prograam package.

Resultts and discu
ussion:
The efffect of solv
vent polarity on the tautoomeric equillibria of 3-suubstituted 1H
H-pyrazol-5(4H)one rinng is studied
d by densityy functional theory calculation (B3L
LYP/6-31++
+G(d,p)) level for
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predom
minant tauto
omeric form
ms of 1H-pyrrazol-5(4H)--one derivatives (3-H, 3-CH
3
H2, 33, 3-NH
Br, 3--CF3) in thee gas phasee and selectted solventss (benzene (non-polar solvent), DMSO
D
(aprotiic polar solv
vent) and waater (protic solvent)).
s
M
More
stable iss related to 3-Br
3
substituute in
gas phhase and seleected solventts. In additioon variation of dipole mooments and charges on atoms
a
in the solvents aree studied. Inn all tautom
mers, 3-brom
mo-1H-pyrazool-5(4H)-onee moiety is more
stable than the oth
her substitutee in gas phaase and soluttion. Due to present of electron
e
withhdraw
groupss in 3-Br an
nd 3-CF3 suubstituted taautomers, theese substituttes are morre stable thaan the
other compounds.
c

Concllusions:
In alll tautomers,, 3-bromo-11H-pyrazol-55(4H)-one moiety
m
is more
m
stablee than the other
substittute in gas phase
p
and soolution. The order of stabbility of 3-suubstituted 1H
H-pyrazol-5(4H)one deerivatives in
n gas phase is Br > CF
F3 > NH2 > CH3 > H. The dipolee moments of all
compoounds are affected
a
by solvent. Wiith increase of the pollarity of sollvents the dipole
d
momeents of the taautomers weere increasedd. In all tautoomers, were showed a sppecial increaase in
dipolee moment with
w
increasee polarity of
o solvent. The
T chargess on all five positions were
affecteed by substittuents and soolvents.

Refereences:
[1] Haaino, T., Tan
naka, M., Ikkeda, K., Kuubo, K., Morri, A., Fukazzawa, Y. 20004. Tet. Lettt., 45,
2277.
[2] Booyne, M., Strratton, C., Joohnson, F., Tonge,
T
P. 20006. ACS Chhem. Biol., 1, 43.
[3] Magedov,
M
I. V.,
V Manpaddi, M., Van slambrouckk, S., Steelannt, W. F. A.,
A Rozhkova, E.,
Przhevval’skii, N. M.,
M Rogelj, S.,
S Kornienkko, J. 2007. Med.
M Chem.,, 50, 5183.
[4] Roovnyak, G. C.,
C Millonig, R. C., Schw
wartz, J., Shuu, V., 1982. J.
J Med. Chem
m., 25, 14822.
[5] Raajendra, P. Y.,
Y Lakshmaana, R. A., Prasoona,
P
L Murali, K.,
L.,
K Ravi, K. P. 2005. Biioorg.
Med. Chem.
C
Lett., 15, 5030.
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A com
mputation
nal 27Al an
nd 15N NM
MR Characcterization
n of AlnNn
n clusters with
w
n= 12, 16,
1 28, 36 and 48
M. Saeeedi, M. Anaafcheh, R. Ghafouri,
G
N. L.
L Hadipourr*
Departm
ment of Chemisstry, Tarbiat Modares Universsity, Tehran, Irran
m_saeeedi67@yahooo.com

Keyw
words: AlN nanocage,
n
NM
MR, DFT.
Numerous efforts have been devoted
d
receently to the study
s
of possible fullereene-like strucctures
constrructed of oth
her elementss rather thann carbon. Esspecially, clusters of Grroups III–V have
emergged as a choice for the next
n
generattion materialls for appliccations in thee microelecttronic
and light-emitting
g diodes [1]. Theoreticaal studies prredicted [2] that the fulllerene-like cages
AlnNn may be mag
gic clusters having inherrent special stability. Wang
W
et al. [33] suggested these
clusterrs as ideal materials
m
for hydrogen storage appplications unnder ambiennt thermodynnamic
condittions.
NMR parameters such as chemical shieldding (CS) tennsors, eitherr measured experimenta
e
ally or
reprodduced reliablly by perforrming high-llevel quantuum chemicall calculationns provide highly
h
valuabble information about ellectrostatic environment
e
t around thee nucleus, which
w
feels subtle
s
changees by any perturbationns. This woork aims att analyzing geometricaal and electtronic
characcteristic of Al
A nNn nanocaages (n= 12, 16, 28, 36 and
a 48) on thhe basis of calculated 15N and
27

Al NMR
N
param
meters, whichh might be a useful guiidance for the
t experimeental studiess, see

Fig.1.

Comp
putational Method
M
:
Geom
metries of all systems weere fully optiimized at thee level of B3LYP/6-31+
+G* via Gauussian
98 pacckage of pro
ogram. The gauge
g
includding atomic orbital (GIA
AO) approacch was appliied to
calculaate chemicaal shielding. The calculaated CSI tennsors in the principal axxes system (PAS)
(
(ı33>ı
ı22>ı11) werre used forr convertingg data to measurable
m
NMR param
meters: chemical
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shieldiing isotropicc (CSI), usinng CSI (ppm
m) =1/3(ı11+ı
+ 22+ı33) annd CSA (pppm) = ı33- (ı
( 11 +
ı22) /22.

1. 27AL
L NMR para
ameters:
For illlustration, th
he calculatedd 27AL chem
mical shieldinng isotropy (CSI, CSA)) parameters have
been depicted
d
verrsus the num
mber of AL atoms for considered models
m
in Figg. 2. As seeen the
27

AL CSI values of the AlnNn cages divvide the elecctrostatic ennvironment of
o the alumiinium

nuclei into few laayers and inn each layer the CSI vallues are the same. Meaanwhile, therre are
l
structu
ures, AL1, AL
L2, and AL3, around thee aluminium
m nuclei in AL
A 28N28, AL36
three local
3 N36,
AL48N48, illustrateed in Fig. 2. Based on thhe obtained results, the calculated issotropic chemical
shieldiings of alum
minium sites with the threee local struuctures are foound to be inn the order of
o CSI
(AL3) > CSI (AL2) > CSI(AL
L1). Parallel to the CSI parameters, similar CSA
A parameterrs are
anticippated in each
h layer due to
t equivalennt electrostatiic propertiess of the correesponding nuclei.
n
Unlikee

27

AL CSII values, layyers of

27

A CSA do
AL
d not show
w any regulaar pattern in the

orientaation of electronic
e
d
densities
wiith raising the numbber of ALN
N units inn the
heteroofullerenes.

2. 15N NMR param
meters
1
Accorrding to the 15
N NMR paarameters, CSI
C and CSA
A parameterss of the nitroogen nuclei in
i the

ALN-ssubstituted fullerenes
f
a also diviided into layyers. Howevver, slight differences
are
d
i the
in
valuess of CSI layeers clarify diiminutive diiversity in thhe electron densities
d
of the
t various layers
l
for thee nitrogen nuclei.
n
In adddition, theree is an increaasing tendenncy in the CSA
C
values of
o the
three local
l
structu
ures, CSA(N
N1) > CSA (N
N2) > CSA (N3).
(
Scuserria et al. [4] observed siimilar
trends for the nitro
ogen chemiccal shifts of BN
B cages using DFT.
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Fig. 2. 27AL
L NMR CSI

F 1. Optimized structure off Al48N48
Fig.

Concllusion:
It wass interestinglly found thaat the isotroppic chemicall shielding parameters
p
(C
CSI, CSA) of
o the
AlnNn nanocages divide the electrostaticc environmeents around N/Al nucleii into few layers
l
each of
o which is related
r
to thee nuclei withh similar isottropic chemiical shieldinng. The diffeerence
in isottropic chemiical shielding of local sttructure in thhe AlN cagees could be due
d to changges in
the eleectrostatic environment around the N/Al nucleii, originatingg from the curvature
c
off AlN
cages.

Refereences:
[1] A.K
K. Kandalam
m, M.A. Blanco, R. Panddey, J Phys Chem
C
B 1066 (2002)19445-1953.
[2] A. Costales, A.K.
A Kandalaam, R. Francco, R. Pandeyy, J Phys Chhem B 106 (22002) 1940-1944.
[3] Q. Wang, Q. Sun,
S
P. Jena, Y. Kawazoee, ACS Nanoo 3 (2009) 621-626.
6
[4] V. Barone, A. Koller, G.E.. Scuseria, J. Phys. Chem
m. A (2006) 110, 10844--10847.
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A theoretica
t
al study on
n the reacttion mechaanism of NH
N 3 with OH
O radicaal.
S. Asghharzade *a, M.
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a Departm
ment of Chemiistry, Zanjan University,
U
Zanjjan, Iran.
b Pasteur Insttitute of Iran, Tehran,
T
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Keyw
words: Hydro
oxyl, Ammoonia, Reactioon mechanism
ms, Quantum
m chemical method.
m
Introd
duction:
Ammoonia is the th
hird most abbundant nitroogen speciess in the terresstrial atmospphere and it plays
a critiical role in both homoogeneous annd heterogeeneous atmoospheric reaaction. Beingg the
dominnant basic gas
g in the attmosphere, ammonia paartially neuttralizes atmoospheric aciids in
precippitation. How
wever, possibbly as muchh as 50% of atmosphericc ammonia is
i oxidized in
i the
gas phhase. The most
m
importtant oxidizinng species in
i the air iss the hydroxyl radical. It is
extrem
mely reactivee and able to oxidies most
m
of the chemical compounds
c
t
that
found in
i the
tropossphere. The hydroxyl
h
raddical is know
wn as the dettergent of thee atmosphere [1].
The puurpose of th
his work by means of coomputationaal methods based
b
on quaantum theorries to
carry out
o a detail of potential energy surffaces (PES) for the reacttion of NH3 and OH witth the
aim off clarifying the
t reaction mechanism.
m

Theorretical meth
hods:
The geometries
g
of
o the reactaants, compleexes, produccts and trannsition statess involved in
i the
reactioon are optim
mized using density
d
functtional theoryy at the spin unrestrictedd B3LYP witth the
6-311+
++G(3df,3pd
d) bases sett. To obtainn more reliiable relative energy, a higher levvel of
electroonic correlattion method,, CCSD (T)//6-311++G (3df,
(
3pd)//B
B3LYP/6-311++G (3df, 3pd),
are em
mployed in the single point
p
energyy calculationn to improvve the accurracy of enerrgetic
inform
mation on minimum
m
eneergy path. Additionally,
A
intrinsic reeaction coorddinate (IRC)) was
perforrmed to exaamine conneections betw
ween the all species innvolved the reaction. CCSD
C
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methood is used to
o calculate the
t T1 diagnnostic values for the strructures. Alll the calculaations
were performed
p
with
w the GAU
USSSIAN 033 program [22].

Resultt and discusssion:
The innteraction beetween nitroogen atoms of ammoniaa (NH3) and oxygen atoom of OH raadical
producces two pre-reactive vaan der Waals stable com
mplexes withh no barrierr with the ennergy
lower than the original
o
reacctant. With decomposittion of thesse complexees, four possible
producct channels have been found.
f
The first
f
channel is productioon of NH2 and
a H2O prooducts
and thhe other chan
nnels are prooduction of P2
P (H2NO+H
H2), P3 (HN
NOH+H2) annd P4 (H2ON
N+H2)
via coorresponding
g transition states
s
and thhe intermediaates, respecttively. The total
t
energiees and
relativve energies of
o all speciess at the B3LY
YP/6-311++
+G (3df, 3pd)), under atm
mospheric preessure
and 2998.15 K, aree shown in figure 1. All
A energies are correcteed by basis set superposition
error. The results show that prroduction off NH2+H2O is the main reaction chaannel with ¨G
¨ =79.2244 kcal/mol. So,
S this prodduct channell is spontaneeous in gas phase
p
at atmospheric preessure
and 2998.15K. Beccause of low
w energy of P1
P productioon channel transition
t
staate (TS1 witth the
energyy barrier of 0.350
0
kcal/m
mol), it is thee most feasibble channel in comparisson with the other
producct channels.

Figure.1. potentiaal energy profilles of the NH3 + OH reactionn at B3LYP levvel.

Concllusion:
The thheoretical stu
udy carried out
o in this woork lead to the
t followingg conclusionns:
1. In the present work, the mechanism of NH3 annd OH reacttion are sugggested usinng the
compuutational metthods.
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2. Fouur kind of prroduct, P1, P2,
P P3, and P4
P are obtainned which P1
P as the moost stable witth the
lower transition sttate energy (-3.230 kcall/mol) the main
m
productt in both theermodynamic and
kineticc approachess.

Refereence:
[1] S. Salimian, R.K. Hanson and C.H.Kruuger, INTER
RN. J. Chem
m. Kinetics 166 (1984) 7255.
[2] Friisch etal; "G
GAUSSIAN 03,
0 Revisionn B.03, Gausssian"; Inc., Pittsburgh,
P
P 2003.
PA;
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Com
mplexation of crypttand(222) with Li+ and
a K+: AIIM and NB
BO analysses
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a

Department of chemistrry, Payame Nooor University, PO BOX 193995-3697 Tehraan, IRAN
*Email:akram..soleimanipourr@yahoo.com

Key words:
w
DFT, Binding eneergy, Cryptannd, AIM, NB
BO
Introd
duction:
In recent years, DFT
D
[1] studdies of com
mplexation off crown ethhers with alkkali-metal caations
have been
b
extendeed because of
o their uniquue properties such as ionn selectivityy. In this reseearch,
cryptaand(222) com
mplexations with Li+ annd K+ are stuudied theoreetically. The structures are
a as
follow
ws:

a

b

Fig 1.Con¿guration
1
ns of complexees of studied crryptand with K+(a) and Li+(b)). Hydrogen atooms have not been
b
shhown for clarityy.

Methoods:
B3LY
YP/6-311G leevel of theorry was used for all calcuulations. Thee natural bond orbital (N
NBO)
analyssis [2] was performed
p
too characterizze the second-order interaction enerrgy. The atom
ms in
molecules (AIM) [3] was utillized to describe the binnding charaacteristic between donorrs and
accepttors.
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Resultt and Discussion:

ாାௌௌா
Zero point
p
and BS
SSE corrected binding ennergies ሺοܧௗ
) foor complexess of cryptandd


with Li
L + and K+ arre equal to -1120.0483 annd -85.0685, respectivelyy.
Some of the resultts of the AIM
M theory thatt have been carried out with
w AIM2000 package [4],
are shoown in Table 1.
Table 1: Some
S
of the toppological properties of the coomplexes.
Bond
ds

L-Li+
Li+-O15
Li+-O17
L-K+
K+-O15
1
K+-O16
1

ȡ(r)

ේ2(ȡ)

V((r)

G(r)

H(r)

ŇࢂŇ
ࡳ

3.0219×10-2
2.8044×10-2

23.44352×10-2
20.55608×10-2

--3.6806×10-2
-3.2863×10-2

4.7697×10-2
4.2133×10-2

1.0891×100-2
0.9269×100-2

3.8583×100-1
3.8999×100-1

1.7355×
×10-2
1.6553×
×10-2

8.7028×10-2
8.1236×10-2

-1.5047×10-2
-1.4114×10-2

1.8402×10-2
1.7211×10-2

0.3355×100-2
0.3097×100-2

4.0884×100-1
4.1003×100-1



For NBO,
N
second
d-order interraction energgies, HOMO
O and LUM
MO hybridizzation and charge
transfeer (Qt) betw
ween donor (Cryptand) and acceptoor (cation) have
h
been analyzed.
a
Charge
transfeer for Li+ an
nd K+ are eqqual to 0.4013 and 0.2629, respectivvely. The NBO
N
analysiss was
carriedd out by NBO 3.1 includded in Gausssian 09 progrram [5].

Concllusion:
Comparing of com
mplexes binnding energiies shows that with inccreasing alkkali-metal caations
size, the
t interaction of cryptaand(222) wiith alkali-ion decreases. Results off AIM show
w that
there are
a critical points
p
betweeen donor-accceptor atom
ms with high electron dennsity. This shows
s
strongg interactions between ligand
l
and cations.
c
In addition,
a
NB
BO results confirm
c
the AIM
data.

Refereences:
[1] I.N
N. Levine; "P
Physical Cheemistry" ; McGraw-Hill,
M
, New York, 6th edition, 2009.
[2] E.M. Sprovierro; G.Burtonn; "Stereoellectronic Intteractions annd Moleculaar Propertiess. An
NBO-Based Study
y of Uracil" ; J. Phys. Chhem; 107, 55544-5554, 20003.
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[3] K..S. Diao et al.; "A DFT
T study on the
t metal biinding selecctivity of 122-crown-4 annd its
heteroocyclic analo
ogs" ; J. Mol. Struct. (Thheochem); 9001, 157-162,, 2009.
[4] F.. Beigler-Ko
onig et al.;; "AIM20000- A prograam to analyyse and vissualize atom
ms in
molecules"; J. Com
mp. Chem. 22,
2 545, 2001.
[˾] M..J. Frisch et al.; Gaussionn 09, Revision A.02.
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AIM, NBO
N
and HOMO-L
H
LUMO An
nalysis of 1,1
1 /-(Ethan
ne-1,2d
diyl)dipyr
ridinium bis(iodate)
b
(EDB) byy Density Functiona
F
al Method
M. Izadyar,
I
M.. Gholizadehh , M. Khavaani,
Departmeent of Chemisttry, Faculty of sciences, Ferdowsi Universitty of Mashhad,, Mashhad, Irann
k
khavanim@yah
hoo.com

Keyw
words: Naturral Bond Orbital (NBO
O); HOMO-L
LUMO energy; DFT; EDB;
E
Hydrrogen;
AIM

Introd
duction:
There are two cry
ystallographiically indepeendent iodatte anions forr the salt of 1,1/-(Ethanee-1,2diyl)diipyridinium bis(iodate) as shown inn figures 1 and 2, in whiich I atoms are in a trigonal–
pyram
midal environ
nment [1]. Two
T
pyridinne rings adoopt an anti-cconformationn with respeect to
each other;
o
the ang
gle between these two riings is 3.84 degrees andd, C—H_ _ _O hydrogen bonds
b
betweeen the catio
ons and anioons lead to the formatioon of layerss arranged parallel
p
to thhe ab
plane. As a partt of a reseaarch prograam which devoted
d
to the study of
o structurall and
physiccochemical properties
p
off oxidative reagents by the
t theoretical procedurees with the aim
a of
the annalysis of th
heir propertiees from the molecular point
p
of vieew, we decidded to perfoorm a
comprrehensive ex
xamination of
o NBO, HOMO-LUMO
O and AIM analysis
a
of thhe new oxidaant of
EDB.

Comp
putational Methods:
M
All caalculations were
w perform
med with the Gaussian 099 software ass it has beenn reported thhat the
B3LY
YP method of
o the DFT calculation can reproduuce good geoometrical sttructures [2]. The
structuures for the studied
s
moleecules were fully optimiized and chaaracterized as
a true minim
ma by
the abbsence of im
maginary freequencies. In
I order to obtain the exact
e
energy of a partiicular
structuure, B3LYP method wass used with large
l
basis set
s of LANL
L2DZ Vibrattional frequeencies
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were determined
d
to
t provide an
a estimationn of the zeroo point vibraational energgies (ZPVE)). The
naturaal bond orbittal (NBO) annalysis was applied
a
to deetermine thee atomic charrges. The atoom in
molecule (AIM) theory is a method provides
p
a vigorous
v
annd unambiguuous criterioon to
determ
mine which atoms
a
are boonded and which
w
atoms are separateed in the sysstem. As a part
p of
this sttudy is the hydrogen bond investiggations betw
ween O···H atoms, AIM
M analysis at
a the
B3LY
YP/LANL2DZ is of impoortance.

Resultts and Discu
ussion:
The ennergy of several highest occupied annd the lowestt unoccupiedd molecular orbitals of EDB
E
was obbtained. Am
mong the higghest occupied MOs thee largest num
mbers constiitute ı orbitaals of
pyridinne ring with
h a contributiion from thee O and I atooms. The low
west unoccuupied MOs can
c be
represented as a combinationn of ı* rinng, ı*CԟC, ı*CőN, ı**OԟI, with the predom
minant
he former coorporate. Naatural populaation analyssis was carriied out for EDB.
involvvement of th
Negatiive characteers for N and
a
O atom
ms in the N-C-(H)···O
N
O-I conjunction and poositive
characcter for H atom confiirms the hyydrogen bonnding betw
ween two (tthree) moleccules.
Computed values of the NBO
O charges for
f N, O annd H is repoorted -0.91, -1.2, and +0.51,
+
respecctively, posittive characteer for H atom
m induces thhat to be attrracted by O atom. This is
i due
to a nearly
n
largee value of negative
n
charges densitty around the
t oxygen atom. Atom
ms in
molecules propertties for elecctronic charge density of atoms annd its Laplaacian (L(r)) were
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calculaated for the main bonds which posseess some degrees of hyddrogen bondd formation in this
structuure. From AIM
A
data it can be connfirmed that the hydroggen bonds have been foormed
betweeen N-C(H)····O-I. Bond distances for the hydroggen bonds in all compounnds are abouut 2Å,
whichh is accordan
nce to otherr reported data
d
[1]. Chharge densityy of ȡ and L values foor NCring(H
H)···O-I are greater thann NCethyl(H)···O-I at the bond
b
critical points in EDB.
E
Accorddingly
on cann conclude that
t
this type of hydroggen bond (N-Cring(H)···O
OI) is strongger than the other
(N-Criing(H)···OI).

Refereences:
[1] M.. Gholizadeh
h, M. Pourayyoubi, M. Kiia, B. Notashh, Acta Cryst.,E, 67 (20111) 06714.
[2] Gaaussian, Inc.,, Wallingforrd CT, Gausssian 09, Revvision A (20009).
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Key words:
w
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me, Protein--Ligand interraction, QTA
AIM

duction:
Introd
Nitroggen-containin
ng Bisphospphonates (N--BP), such as
a zoledronaate (1), and pamidronatte (2),
are ann important class of druug moleculees that are currently
c
useed to treat a variety of bone
resorpption diseases, such as osteoporoosis, Paget’s disease, and hyperccalcemia duue to
[1].

malignnancy

N-BPss act by inhibiting thhe enzyme farnesyl pyrophospha
p
ate synthasee (FPPS) within
w
osteocclasts, the ceells responsibble for bone resorption. It has been shown
s
form
mer has aboutt 100fold higher
h
bone resorption
r
a
activity
than latter. Heree, we conduccted QTAIM
M [2] calculaations
for theese famous drug
d
and theeir surroundiing residues using the DFT methodss to comparee their
potenccy as FPPS inhibitors
i
onn the basis off their interactions with FPPS.
F


Comp
putational details:
d
Crystaal structuress of all complexes
c
w
were
obtainned from Protein
P
Daata Bank and
a
a
compuutationally tractable
t
moodel was exxtracted from
m the complex structurres by cuttinng all
residuues within 4.5 Å of the ligand. Danngling bondds in the N and C term
minals of sellected
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residuues were cap
pped by CH
H3-CO- andd –NH-CH3 fragments,, respectivelly. Additionn and
energyy minimizattion of hydrrogen atomss was conduucted using PM6. The wavefunctioon of
optimiized compleexes were obtained ussing 6-31+G
G* basis seet at B3LY
YP and M066-2X.
Differrent computaational tasks in this studyy were perfoormed by VM
MD-1.9, MA
ATHEMATIICA8,
REDU
UCE-3.14,MOPAC-20099, Gamess, and
a AIM2000 programs.

Resultt and discusssion:
Figuree 1 presents the interactiions betweenn N-BPs andd their surrounding residdues with coolored
dashedd line, on thee basis of QT
TAIM calcuulations. Som
me interactioons belong too side chain of NBPs annd residues (located
(
in a light brownn oval) and others
o
are intteractions off the phosphhonate
groupss (shown in a light greenn oval).
In the same patterrn, the phosphonate grooups of bothh of the N-B
BPs coordinaate via metall ions
with thhe aspartate--rich region of the activve site, whereas side chaain of zoledrronate make more
non-ccovalent bon
nds. In addittion, since higher
h
valuess of ȡ(rc) inddicate strongger bonds foor the
same pair
p of atom
ms, most inteeractions of zoledronatee are strongeer than simillar interactioons of
pamiddronate.
F
Figure
1
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Concllusion:
Resultts of QTAIM
M calculationns for two N-BPs
N
and thheir surroundding residuess showed thaat: (1)
the preesence of ph
hosphonate groups
g
is respponsible forr interaction with the moolecular targeet, (2)
the higgh potency of
o zoledronaate might bee a result of the presencee the heteroccyclic side chain,
c
since number and
d strength off interactionns of zoledroonate and FPPS
F
are moore than thoose of
pamiddronate and FPPS.
F
The QTAIM
Q
app
proach is a promising tool for prroviding deeeper insightt into interaaction
betweeen drugs and receptors. In particulaar, some weeak interactioons like CH
H/ʌ and CH/O
O are
difficuult to treat in
n the MM meethod and strructural indiicators [3].

Refereences:
[1] Fraank H. Ebetiino et al.; “T
The relationsship betweenn the chemisstry and biollogical activvity of
the bissphosphonattes”; Bone 499, 20–33, 20011
[2] R.F
F.W. Bader, Atoms in Molecules:
M
A Quantum Theory;
T
Clareendon Press: Oxford, 19990.
[3] K. Ohno et al.; “Compuutational Innsights into Binding off Bisphosphhates to Farrnesyl
Pyrophhosphate Sy
ynthase”; Currrent Mediciinal Chemisttry, 18, 220--233, 2011.
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